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Although it might be considered difficult to improve on a book that has already won the highest honor in its field—PMI’s 2007 Literature Award—the third edition of this classic handbook provides an updated set of principles and processes for those managers and professionals who want to expand their understanding of the theory and practice of project management.

There is a deluge of books being published about project management. Unfortunately, all too many of these books have taken information from existing books and cast them in a slightly different light, resulting in minor contributions to the growing book literature. This handbook by Paul Dinsmore and Jeannette Cabanis-Brewin is a refreshing change that presents the best state-of-the-art literature in the theory and process of project management.

The material in the book comes from authors who are notable contributors in the project management community, ranging from academics and practitioners who contend with teaching and managing stakeholders in the project management field.

This handbook should be readily available to anyone who works in the management of projects and deals with tactical and strategic change in contemporary organizations.

—DAVID I. CLELAND, PHD, FPMI
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When the lunar module Eagle landed in the Sea of Tranquility at 13 hours, 19 minutes, 39.9 seconds Eastern Standard Time on July 20, 1969, the event was hailed as one of history’s major milestones. It was also one of the most fascinating and significant spin-offs of the U.S. space program and was the development of flexible yet precise organizational structures, forms, and tools that allowed people to work together to reach challenging goals. Out of that grew the modern concept of project management.

Since the Apollo days, project management, applicable both to individual endeavors and to a series of projects called programs, has been applied to many new fields of activity. With the trend toward accelerated change, the scope of project management has expanded from construction projects and aerospace to encompass organizational change, R&D projects, high-tech product development, banking and finance, nonprofit services, environmental remediation—in fact, just about every field of human endeavor.

When it first appeared in 1993, the handbook was a major contribution to the field, pulling together expert practitioners to share their advice on topics such as designing adequate organizational structures, generating and maintain teamwork, and managing the project life cycle. The second edition, released in 2005, was designed to complement and supplement the PMBOK® Guide, Third Edition, and to provide supporting materials for those preparing to take the certification exam or working to maintain their certification. We have retained this feature, updating the chapters in Section One to the new standard, the PMBOK® Guide, Fourth Edition.

As in the second edition, we have retained many of the original authors, keeping those chapters that stand as classics in the field. However, with the pace of change, we have also eliminated a few chapters that had become dated in order to include new developments in the discipline. As a brief overview, the third edition changes comprise:

• One hundred percent of the chapters have had editorial revisions.
• Sixty percent of the chapters have been updated by the authors.
• Four chapters have been deleted, either because they were no longer relevant or because we chose to replace them to improve coverage of the topic.
• Two chapters are by new authors, replacing chapters on the same topics (Chapter 31, “Six Sigma and Project Management” and Chapter 10, “Project Cost Management in Practice”).
• Three chapters are on new topics by new authors (Chapter 33, “Social Media Tools,” Chapter 21, “Projects: The Engine of Strategy Execution,” and Chapter 38, “Rescue Mission: Project Management in the Helping Professions.”
• And, of course, it is all, to the best of our knowledge, in line with the fourth edition of the PMBOK® Guide.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Students who are taking introductory courses in project management as part of a degree in another field (for example, engineering, information technology, business administration, manufacturing or production management, construction management, and so on), or who are studying for degrees in the field of project management, will find the book invaluable. As a complementary and supplementary text, the handbook does not contain materials already published in the PMBOK® Guide, but it is designed to help those studying project management understand and integrate the materials contained in that standard, as well as project management concepts and issues that currently are not included in the PMBOK® Guide.

The book targets a broad audience, including not only the traditional project management faithfuls, but also professionals involved in organizational development, research, product development, and other associated fields. The book provides a ready reference for anyone involved in project tasks, including upper management executives, project sponsors, project managers, functional managers, and team members. It addresses those working in any of the major program- and project-oriented industries, such as defense, construction, architecture, engineering, product development, systems development, R&D, education, and community development. Whether you are preparing for advancement in the project management field through certification or by completing university courses in the field, this handbook will be a valuable reference. For those using the book in a classroom setting, discussion questions provided at the end of each chapter help students and peers initiate fruitful discussions about concepts, problems, and ideas in their chosen field.

ORGANIZATION OF THE HANDBOOK

Section 1
The Project Management Body of Knowledge: Comprehension and Practice

This section is designed specifically to aid the reader in learning the basics of project management and in preparing for taking the Project Management Professional (PMP) certification exam. Chapters 7 through 15, in fact, correspond to chapters of the PMBOK® Guide, Fourth Edition, that are tested on the PMP exam. This section summarizes the basics of project management. It includes the fundamental disciplines and describes the processes required to insure that projects are brought to successful completion.
The organization of the book will be specifically designed to raise student interest and to lead them to further analysis of the project management field. Those preparing for certification are generally studying the field of project management for the first time. Thus, Section One introduces the student to the basic accepted practices and principles of project management, as practiced within the project. Note that the PMBOK® Guide does not deal with, and the PMP certification process does not test, concepts of project management that extend beyond the bounds of the individual project. Yet the project manager must survive and thrive within highly competitive business organizations, interacting with other organizations both within their employer’s organization and from other organizations that have an interest or stake in the project. It is anticipated that as students work through the materials in the first section, they will be generating questions concerning these other aspects of project management that clearly fall outside the individual project (for example, the individual’s career potential, the expected contributions of projects to the organization, the requirements to manage multiple projects simultaneously, leadership concepts that cut across organizational lines, management of the power structures and conflicts that typically surround projects, and the interaction of the projects with other major departments of the organization—such as accounting, finance, and other groups being affected by the results of the project). These broader issues are explored in Sections Two through Five of the handbook.

Section Two
The Profession of Project Management

As the student explores the concepts presented in Section One, the issue of professionalism and the development of project management as a profession will be raised. Section Two covers the field of project management as a rapidly growing “profession” that is being supported and developed by a number of professional organizations, particularly in the United States, Europe, and Australia. This section documents the growth and creation of the profession, identifies the major professional organizations contributing to its development, shows the trends and the status of this new profession with a global perspective, and reviews the impact of this professionalizing process on the practitioner of project management and on the supporting organizations. Ethics, professionalism, and career development are the primary topics covered in this section. Chapter 16 (on preparing for the certification exam), which appeared in Section One in the second edition, has been moved to Section Two.

Section Three
Organizational Issues in Project Management

Even a certified professional cannot escape the realities of organizational life, and increasingly, the role of the project manager catapults the individual out of the single-project milieu and into organizational issues: multiple projects, maturity measurement, portfolio selection and management, enterprise systems, organizational culture and structure, and alignment with strategy. These areas have become crucial issues in project management. Top professionals and academics with specific expertise in these areas have been sought out to provide tutorials on these topics in Section Three.
Section Four
Issues and Ideas in Project Management Practice

Politics; new methodologies and organizational structures; globally diverse teams, breakthrough technologies—Section Four brings together writers on some of the leading edge topics in project management. One thing that is certain about project management: it is not going to remain static for another ten years or even ten months. The chapters in this section provide a glimpse of where the discipline and the organizations in which it is practiced may be heading.

Section Five
Industry Applications of Project Management

With the growth of project management in all industry sectors, this section of the book could be 100 chapters long; it was difficult to limit it to a handful of industries. As professionals, the students will need to understand how the basic accepted concepts of project management must be adapted to the environments found in different industries and professions. Section 5 identifies a number of specific industries, technologies, and specialty areas in which project management is widely used and recognized, and examines the differing priorities of the project manager in each of these different venues. The overall thrust of this section is designed to demonstrate that the basic concepts of project management apply universally across these venues, even though the specific concepts and ideas may have different priorities and influences on project management practices in each venue.

About the Contributors

Finally, biographical information on all the contributing authors can be found at the end of the handbook. Some of the authors have provided email addresses or website URLs to encourage the interested student to ask questions, learn more, and engage in the kind of dialogue that spurs this fascinating discipline to growth and change.

—PAUL C. DINSMORE, PMP, RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

—JEANNETTE CABANIS-BREWIN, CULLOWHEE, NORTH CAROLINA, USA
In completing this project, we drew upon the knowledge, comprehension, patience, and diligence of many people. In particular, we would like to thank our AMACOM editor, Robert Nirkind, for his encouragement and patience.

Thanks also to Paul Lombard and Ruth Elswick, senior instructors of the PM College, kindly provided expert subject matter review for some chapters in Section One.

Thanks are also due to our own companies, Dinsmore Associates and Project Management Solutions, for making it possible for us to work on this book, and the families and friends who put up with our schedules over the course of the past year.

Most of all, we want to thank the authors who contributed so much of their time and talent to this project, as well as the contributors to the First and Second Editions, who laid the groundwork for this updated version.

Finally, we would be remiss if we did not express our appreciation of the Project Management Institute for its work in developing and maintaining the project management standards that form the basis of our profession.
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PROJECTS: THE WORK

Projects are ubiquitous. They are everywhere, and everybody does them. Projects are the driving force for many organizations in most industries. Projects can be looked upon as the change efforts of society, and the pace of change has been increasing. Therefore, effectively and efficiently managing change efforts is the only way organizations can survive and grow in this modern world.

One way to describe projects is by example. Most such descriptions start with such things as the pyramids, the Great Wall of China, and other undertakings of ancient history. These were major construction projects, and indeed, construction is inherently a project-oriented industry. But there are other project-oriented industries: pharmaceuticals, aerospace, and IT all operate on a project basis and all are notable for technological developments that have changed the way we live and work.

But not all projects are of such great magnitude. A community fund-raising or political campaign, the development of a new product, creating an advertising program, and training the sales and support staff to service a product effectively are
all projects. Indeed, it is possible that most executives spend more of their time planning and monitoring changes in their organizations—that is, projects—than they do in maintaining the status quo.

All of these descriptions focus on a few key notions. Projects involve change—the creation of something new or different—and they have a beginning and an ending. Indeed, these are the characteristics of a project that are embodied in the definition of project as found in A Guide to the Project Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide) published by the Project Management Institute (PMI): “A temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result.” This definition, while useful to project managers, may not be sufficient for others to distinguish projects from other undertakings. Understanding some of the characteristics of projects and comparing projects to other types of undertakings may give a clearer perspective.

Some Characteristics of Projects

► **Projects are unique undertakings** that result in a single unit of output. The installation of an entertainment center by a homeowner with the help of a few friends is a project. The objective is to complete the installation and enjoy the product of the effort. It is a unique undertaking because the homeowner is not likely to repeat this process frequently. It is not unusual, however, for multiple units to be involved in a project at one level of detail or another.

► **Projects are composed of interdependent activities**. Projects are made up of activities. Consistent with the definition of a project, an activity has a beginning and an end. Activities are interrelated in one of three possible ways. In some situations, one activity must be completed before another can begin. Generally, these mandatory relationships are very difficult to violate, or to do so just does not make sense. The relationship of other activities is not as obvious or as restrictive. These more discretionary interdependencies are based on the preferences of the people developing the plan. Some activities are dependent on some external event, such as receiving the materials from the vendor. In any of the three instances, mandatory, discretionary, or external, activities have a relationship one to another.

► **Projects create a quality deliverable**. Each project creates its own deliverable(s), which must meet standards of performance criteria. In other words, each deliverable from every project must be quality assured. If the deliverable does not meet its quantifiable quality criteria, that project cannot be considered complete.

► **Projects involve multiple resources**, both human and nonhuman, which require close coordination. Generally there are a variety of resources, each with its own unique technologies, skills, and traits. When focusing on human resources, this leads to an inherent characteristic of projects: conflict. There is conflict among resources as to their concepts, approaches, theories, techniques, and so on. In addition, there is conflict for resources as to quantity, timing, and specific assignments. Thus, a project manager must be skilled in managing both such conflicts.

► **Projects are not synonymous with the products of the project**. For some people, the word project refers to the planning and controlling of the effort. For others, project means the unique activities required to create the product of the project. This is not a
trivial distinction, as both entities have characteristics specific to themselves. The names of some of these characteristics apply to both. For example, the life cycle cost of a product includes the cost of creating it (a project), the cost of operating it (not a project), the cost of major repairs or refurbishing (typically done as projects), and the cost of dismantling it (often a project, if done at all). The project cost of creating the product is generally a relatively small proportion of the life cycle cost of the product. Figure 1-1 shows some of the various ways of thinking about products and projects.

**Projects are driven by the competing constraints.** These competing constraints represents the balance of including but not limited to Scope, Quality, Schedule, Budget, Resources, and Risk. One of these constraints is the driving or gating factor of each project. Different projects may be driven by a different constraint depending on the emphasis established by management. Being first in the market often determines long-term market position, thus creating time pressure as the major driver. Most projects require the investment of considerable sums of money and/or labor before enjoying of the benefits of the resulting product. Thus, containing resource expenditures may be the driving factor. A need exists for the resulting product of the project to be of the highest quality, as for example, with a new system within the healthcare industry.

In summary, projects consist of activities, which have interrelationships among one another, produce quality-approved deliverables, and involve multiple resources. Projects are not synonymous with products. During the life cycle of any product, the concept of

![Figure 1-1. COMPARISON OF PROJECT AND PRODUCT LIFE CYCLES](https://www.amanet.org)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A Project</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Termination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A Product of a Project</td>
<td>Feasibility</td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>Operation and Maintenance</td>
<td>Disposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Product Life Cycle for a Capital Facility</td>
<td>Basic Research</td>
<td>Product Research</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A Product of a Project: The Marketing View</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Maturity</td>
<td>Decline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A project to design and construct a building is presented. The building is the product of the project. The purpose of the building is to house a process to produce a product in volume. Creating that process requires projects involving basic research, product research, and design of the product. Upon completion of these projects, the production of many units of that product begins. This product is marketed and thus has its own life cycle characteristic of mass-produced items.
project management is used while, at other times, product or operations management is appropriate. And finally, how projects are managed is determined by which of the competing project constraints is the driving factor.

**Development Life Cycles**

As one of the characteristics above stated, the “project” is not synonymous with the “product of the project.” The work to create the product and the work to manage the project that creates the product are different. However, a Development Life Cycle often integrates work efforts to accomplish both. A Development Life Cycle defines the activities to create the product and designates other activities to plan and control work being performed to create the product. The work efforts related to creating the product might be *Design It, Build It, Quality Assure It, and Ship It*; while the processes to manage the project might be *Initiating, Planning, Executing, Monitoring and Controlling, and Closing*.

The activities to create the product are specific to the industry and to the product being created. In other words, the pharmaceutical product life cycle is very different than the software development life cycle. Yet the same project management life cycle could be used to organize and monitor either the pharmaceutical or the software product creation.

**Traditional.** The design and the use of the integrated product and project life cycles have changed. Traditionally, the product life cycle is decomposed into phases or stages, such as the example above. Each phase is performed, completed, and approved during a Phase Review effort, and the next phase begins. This technique is called the Waterfall Development Life Cycle. The project management life cycle works in sync with the product life cycle. Each phase of the product life cycle (for example, the Design phase) would be planned, executed, and controlled before the Build phase begins. In other words, the work efforts to produce the product would be performed serially and only once. The efforts to project manage the effort would be repeated for each sequential phase of the product life cycle

**Iterative.** This recognition that a phase of the product process might be revisited—for example, if something was discovered during the design phase that necessitated going back and revising the specifications created in the requirements phase. The traditional waterfall can be modified slightly. The modification of the waterfall is called a spiral, or an iterative, approach.

Relative to the project management efforts, the upcoming phase is planned and managed at a very detailed level, while the later phases are planned at a lesser level of detail until more information is gained, which justifies a detailed planning effort. This type of project management effort is referred to as the Rolling Wave, or the phased approach to project management.

**Evolving.** With time-to-market or time-to-money becoming more important, the above sequential techniques are ineffective. New approaches, such as incremental builds and prototyping, have emerged. A prototype (a working model) is produced. The customer “plays” with it, modifying/adding/deleting specifications, until the product is the way that he or she wants it. Only then is the product officially released to be used by the entire customer community. Incremental build suggests creating a minimally functional product and releasing it. Even before it is in the customer’s hands, more features and functions are being added for the next release.

Still not fast enough? Deliverable-driven and time-boxed efforts become the basic premises for these faster (cheaper) and better development life cycles. Using the same
theory as incremental and interactive, a new “version” of the product must be completed in a specified, but very short period of time. Typical project management schedule charts become extinct or at least modified to accommodate this agile development approach. Short interval scheduling that produces quality-controlled deliverables becomes the mode of the day. Teams become closer and more energetic. Customers start seeing output quicker. Paperwork becomes less important and flexible decision making becomes a necessity. Risks, mistakes, and some wasted time are acceptable. Yet the product is produced faster thus generating revenue and/or containing costs occurs sooner.

In summary, each of the above variations to product/project development life cycles has its place. The trend toward speed will increase. The desire for highest quality products created with minimal cost will influence these techniques as time goes on. Evolution in the area of Development Life Cycles is only for the better of all industries, all disciplines, and ultimately for project management.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT: THE DISCIPLINE

The word discipline has the following two definitions, according to Webster’s dictionary: 1) the “rules used to maintain control” and 2) “a branch of learning supported by mental, moral, or physical training.” Project management, therefore, is a discipline (definition 2) which requires discipline (definition 1). In other words, project management is a branch of learning that deals with the planning, monitoring, and controlling of one-time endeavors.

Some Characteristics of Project Management

►Project management is a unique career and profession. Its origins can be traced back to efforts such as U.S. Department of Defense major weapons systems development, NASA space missions, and major construction and maintenance efforts, as well as comparable efforts in Europe. The magnitude and complexity of these efforts were the driving force in the search for tools that could aid management in the planning, decision making, and control of the multitude of activities involved in the project, especially those occurring simultaneously.

►Project management is not just scheduling software. There is a misconception that project management is no more than scheduling using PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) or CPM (Critical Path Method) to be found on a piece of software. A more realistic view is that scheduling software is a small part of project management. Software has permitted time scheduling, resource allocation, and cost management to be done much more efficiently and, therefore, in less time, in more detail, or both. Thus, a project can be planned and executed more precisely, leaving more time to perform the other aspects of project management. Constantly improving software also has made it easier to manage the schedules, the resources and the costs associated with multiple projects going on at one time.

►Project management is different than operations and technical management. Operations management can be characterized as managing the steady state. As soon as the operation is established, the concern becomes maintaining the operation in a production mode for as long as possible. Technical management tends to focus on the theory, technology, and practice in a technical field concerning itself with questions of policy on strength of materials, safety factors in design, and checking procedures.
However, executives tend to be concerned about setting up a new operation (via a project) to implement organizational strategy. Project management, then, is the interface among general management, operations management, and technical management, which integrates all aspects of the project and causes the project to happen.

**A focus on integration.** If there is a single word that characterizes project management, it is integration—to integrate this discipline with other driving factors within every organization.

**Factors That Influence the Practice of Project Management**

Below is a sampling of those driving factors that influence project management and, equally as important, which project management the discipline influences.

**Strategic Planning: The Directive.** Decisions from the strategic planning process become the directive from which projects are initiated. Project practitioners need to see the connection between the Strategic Plan and the project. Strategic Planning converted into an ongoing Strategic Management Process continues to review strategic objectives and filter down any changes, so that the project manager can redirect his/her efforts appropriately.

**Resource Allocation: The Critical Success Factor.** Resources used by projects are defined as skilled human resources (specific disciplines either individually or in crews or teams), equipment, services, supplies, commodities, material, budgets, or funds. The project manager must ensure that the allocation of specific resources is adequate but not overcommitted and that the right resources are assigned to the right tasks. This is not a simple procedure because of the number of activities that can be in process simultaneously. Fortunately, project management software provides assistance by identifying overloading or underloading of any one resource or pool of resources. Having identified any problems, human judgment is still required to evaluate and make the final decisions. This essential process both determines the cost of the project (budget) and provides oversight.

**Change Management: The Differentiator.** Typically identifying, documenting, approving or rejecting and controlling changes to the baselines come to mind when we say Change Management in the context of project management. However, every project creates significant changes in the culture of the business. Additional focus needs to be paid to planning and managing cultural change generated by projects.

**Quality: Win/Win or Lose/Lose.** A Quality initiative (the degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills requirements) begins at the same time as the project management discipline. Quality management in the form of Six Sigma and other approaches combines project management techniques with the quality improvement techniques to ensure verifiable success.

**Mentorship: Transfer from One Generation to the Next.** Every person who leaves a company/agency or a division/department takes with him/her the “history,” the “networking,” and the “knowledge” of past projects. Cultures survive by passing knowledge from the elders to the young. To keep the information needed to perpetuate the project management culture in house, proactive mentorship programs are established to orchestrate the passing of “culture” onto new project practitioners.

**Metrics and Close-out: Inspect What You Expect.** Originally, metrics were the data collected after a project was completed to be used to plan for the next project(s). As project management has evolved, we’ve learned that we can’t wait until the end of a
project to set thresholds and collect the data. Management wants measurement metrics throughout in the project that can be managed using Executive Scorecards or Dashboards. Control procedures need to in place before the project proceeds so that the records can be complete from the beginning. If not, valuable effort can be consumed in retracing the records after the fact, and control can be lost before the project really gets started. Furthermore, legal tests of prudence are better dealt with when accurate and complete records of the project are available.

**Productivity: Doing More with Less.** The drive to do more with less money and fewer resources, to do it faster, and to produce the highest quality deliverable will never go away. To accomplish this mandate, the biggest bang for the buck comes from increasing productivity. Project practitioners use new and creative techniques (automated and nonautomated) to facilitate greater productivity.

**Maturity Tracking: Managing the Evolution of the PM Discipline.** With increased visibility, project management is being asked to account for what it has contributed lately and, more importantly, for what it plans to contribute tomorrow. To answer these questions, a reasonable maturity growth plan specifically designed for the project management discipline is constructed, which evaluates today’s environment to ensure planned, rather than chaotic, growth.

**Teams: Even More Distant.** Remote or distant teams face the challenge of geography and diversity. Project management needs to address variables such as multifunctional, multicultural, multigenerational, multigender, and multipersonality project environment.

**Risk: The Defeating Factor.** Risks are the holes in the dike. Too much vulnerability in the dike can make it crumble. If risks are isolated and the potential holes they present are plugged up, the dike will remain sound and solid. The subdiscipline of Risk Management is a major area of focus. One emerging approach is to use the techniques for controlling negative risks (threats) or capturing positive risks (opportunities).

**Competencies: Today and Tomorrow.** Initially, project practitioners focus on their subject matter expertise, such as financial analysis, telecommunications design, or marketing creativity. Those who became involved in projects transition to competencies, such as scheduling, status reporting, and risk management. The next movement is to add general business awareness skills/competencies, such as financial knowledge, facilitation, leadership, problem solving/decision making, and creating/innovation. Each of you must ask what’s next in your world.

Behind these integrations exists a superstructure in the form of processes, procedures, and/or methodologies.

**PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS: THE SUPERSTRUCTURE**

The definition of a project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service and or result. This work is accomplished by instituting a project management process. As with any other discipline, a process or a methodology is created so that consistent rules and standards are employed. Consistent processes provide a common lexicon of terms, a regimented business system, and a frame of reference from which everyone can work. Below are the key processes within a project management discipline.

**Integration Management** has been described earlier in this chapter.
**Scope Management** ensures “that the project includes all the work required, and only the work required, to complete the project successfully.” “The Project Scope Management Plan is the document that describes how the project scope will be defined, and verified and how the work breakdown structure will be created and defined, and that provides guidance on how the project scope will be managed and controlled by the project management team. It is contained in or is subsidiary plan of the project management plan.” Project scope includes the features and functions that characterize the product, service, or result, and includes the work that must be done to deliver it with its specified features and functions. Scoping a project is putting boundaries around the work to be done as well as the specifications of the product to be produced. When defining scope, it is wise to articulate not only what is included within the scope but also what is excluded.

**Time Management** is “the processes required to manage the timely completion of the project.” The management of time is crucial to the successful completion of a project. The function of time management is divided into six processes: define activities, sequence activities, estimate activity resources, estimate activity durations, develop schedule, control schedule. Definition and sequencing include depicting what is intended to be done and in what order or sequence. Estimating is the determination of the duration required to perform each activity or of the availability and capacity of the resources to carry out the activity. Scheduling portrays the duration on a calendar, recognizing both time and resource constraints. The final deliverable from the scheduling process is the estimated time target to complete the entire project. Schedule control includes a recognition of what has happened and taking action to ensure that the project will be completed on time and within budget.

**Cost Management** processes maintain financial control of projects: “includes the processes involved in estimating, budgeting, and controlling costs so that the project can be completed within the approved budget.” Cost estimating is the process of assembling and predicting costs of a project. The cost budgeting process involves establishing budgets, standards, and a monitoring system by which the cost of the project can be measured and managed. Cost control entails gathering, accumulating, analyzing, monitoring, reporting, and managing the costs on an ongoing basis. Cost applications include special cost techniques, such as data bases, to aid in estimating and product life cycle costing, plus topics that affect cost management, such as computer applications and value analysis.

**Quality Management** “includes the processes and activities of the performing organization that determine quality policies, objectives, and responsibilities so that the project will satisfy the needs for which it was undertaken.” Quality management implements make use of quality planning, quality assurance, quality control, and quality improvement techniques and tools. If the requirements for the product of the project are consistent with the real, or perceived, needs of the customer, then the customer is likely to be satisfied with the product of the project. The product either conforms to these requirements or it does not. If the product going to the customer has no defects, he or she can perform his or her task in the most efficient manner—and do the right thing right the first time.
**Human Resource Management** comprises all the “processes that organize and manage the project team.” It’s all about making the most effective use of people, from sponsors, customers, and partners, to individual contributors. Human resource planning and the formation, development, and management of the project team are all part of Human Resources Management. The project manager is responsible for developing the project team and building it into a cohesive group to complete the project. Two major types of tasks are recognized: administrative and behavioral. The behavioral aspects deal with the project team members, their interaction as a team, and their contacts with individuals outside the project itself. Included in these are communicating, motivating, team building, and conflict management. Administrative tasks include employee relations, compensation, and evaluation, as well as government regulations and evaluation. Much of the administrative activity of the project manager is directed by organizations and agencies outside the project.

**Communications Management** includes “the processes required to ensure timely and appropriate generation, collection, distribution, storage, retrieval and ultimate disposition of project information.” These include Stakeholder Identification, Communications Planning, Information Distribution, Performance Reporting, and Managing Stakeholders Expectations. Successful project managers are constantly building consensus or confidence at critical junctures in a project by practicing active communications skills. The project manager must communicate to upper management, to the project team, and to other stakeholders. The communications process is not always easy because the project manager may find that barriers exist to communication, such as lack of clear communications channels and problems in a global team environment. The project manager has the responsibility of knowing what kind of messages to send, knowing whom to send the messages, and translating the messages into a language that all can understand.

**Risk Management** includes “the processes concerned with conducting risk management planning, identification, analysis, responses, and monitoring and control on a project.” Risk management is the formal process whereby risk factors are systematically identified, assessed, and provided for. The term risk management tends to be misleading because it implies control of events. Risk management must be seen as preparation for possible events in advance, rather than simply reacting to them as they happen.

**Procurement Management** includes “the processes to purchase or acquire the products, services, or results needed from outside the project team to perform the work.” Planning for purchases or acquisitions, contracting, requesting seller responses, source selection, and contract administration (including closure) are all part of Procurement Management. Inherent in the process of managing a project is the procurement of a wide variety of resources. In most instances, this requires the negotiation of a formal, written contract. In a global business environment, it is essential to understand varying social, political, legal, and financial implications in this process.

In summary, the superstructure that supports the project management discipline relies on professional and practical Scope, Time, Cost, Quality, Human Resources, Communications, Risk, and Procurement Management—all coordinated through the practice of Integration Management. Each of these processes and their subordinated processes create the
methodology by which projects are performed in a logical and consistent manner. The level of detail and the amount of rigor is defined by the culture as well as by the magnitude and complexity of the project itself.

CONCLUSION

Projects fill an essential need in society. Indeed, projects are the major mode in which change is accomplished. It is the mode in which corporate strategy is implemented, business change is addressed, productive teams and their necessary competencies are dealt with, quality of deliverables, and tracking preestablished metrics for management’s decision making, as well as closing out a project and creating lessons learned are performed.

This discipline changes over time but the basic business premise never changes: Accomplish the right thing right the first time within justifiable time, resources, and budget. Projects are the means for responding to, if not proactively anticipating, the environment and opportunities of the future.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Regarding the eleven driving factors discussed in the section entitled “Focus on Integration,” what is the maturity level of your organization (High, Medium, Low)? If the maturity level is Low, is that acceptable within your evolution of project management or should something be done to change that?

2. Regarding the six descriptors of projects found in the section entitled “Some Characteristics of Projects,” what is the awareness level of the key players within your organization’s project management community (High, Medium or Low)? If the awareness is Low, what will you do to move that score up to Medium or even High?

3. Regarding the key processes found in “Project Management Process: The Superstructure,” to what degree [High, Medium, Low] are these processes being employed? If Low, what action needs to be taken to increase competency and adherence to that process?

Though unscientific, this analysis should suggest to readers which of the chapters in this handbook might offer information about the challenges presently facing them.
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SECTION ONE

THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT BODY OF KNOWLEDGE: COMPREHENSION AND PRACTICE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT KNOWLEDGE ... PLUS

Serious students and practitioners of project management are already familiar with the *PMBOK*® *Guide*—the professional standard published by the Project Management Institute. This document provides the foundation for the study and practice of our discipline. Like most standards, it is both very detailed and very high level. That is to say, each knowledge area and process group described in the *PMBOK*® *Guide* is described in as much detail as possible when creating a document that must, by definition, apply to all projects in all fields of endeavor. For the new project manager—or the project manager faced with a specific problem in need of a specific solution—such standards often seem frustratingly academic: far removed from the daily grind of getting the work done.

But the *Guide*, while of tremendous value in describing the parameters of the field, was never intended as a step-by-step manual for running a project. Instead, it functions more as an ideal, or pure, vision of project management. Meanwhile, between the vision and the reality—as the poet T.S. Eliot wrote—falls the Shadow.

Chapters 2 to 15 are designed to help you take the fundamentals of project management one step further into the sunlight. Respected expert practitioners have written chapters on the processes and knowledge areas that, rather than reiterating what you can read in the *PMBOK*® *Guide*, will help you to apply the standards and principles of the profession. Many of these authors were themselves involved in the recent revisions of the *PMBOK*® *Guide*. In addition, supplemental readings related to many of the knowledge areas have been provided. Some of these readings are classics from the earlier editions of
this handbook, while others were specially created to bring the reader up to date on
issues and applications related to that knowledge area.

Because this section of the handbook is envisioned as a companion to the *PMBOK®
Guide*, we have maintained the language of the standard, describing for example, the
“inputs” to and “outputs” of the various processes, even though these terms are seldom
used in practice. You probably do not think of assembling your team members as an
“input” to the planning process, but perhaps thinking of it that way helps to clarify the
importance of this process step. Likewise, outputs are more commonly referred to as
“deliverables”—the documents and results that we complete and pass along to keep the
project rolling or finish it up.

Chapter 1 offers an overview of the project management profession, and Chapter 2
provides an overview of the bodies of knowledge about it that have been amassed by
various professional societies worldwide. Chapters 3–6 discuss the various processes that
make up project management: initiating, planning, and controlling in particular receive a
full chapter of coverage. Chapters 8–15 cover the nine knowledge areas accepted as
being the basis of project management.

In a change from the second edition, Chapter 16, which discusses how to prepare for
the PMI certification exam, has been moved to Section Two of the book.

Following many of the numbered chapters in Section One, supplemental readings on
that knowledge area are indicated by a chapter identified by a letter. For example, while
Chapter 10 covers the knowledge area of Project Cost Management; Chapter 10A pro-
vides supplemental reading on Earned Value Management.

Finally, all chapters in this section have been reviewed either by the author or by
another knowledgeable party for compliance with the newest version of the PMI stan-
The original version of this chapter, published in the first edition of this handbook, was written when the only knowledge standard for project management was the 1987 *Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®)* developed by the Project Management Institute (PMI), headquartered in the United States. After publication of the first edition, the *PMBOK®* was completely rewritten and renamed *A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide)* in 1996, with revised editions published in 2000, 2004, and 2008, but with the basic 1996 structure unchanged.2

In the meantime, other bodies of knowledge of project management have been developed around the world, notably in the United Kingdom, Europe, and Japan. These are all markedly different from the *PMBOK® Guide*, but are the de facto project management knowledge standards in their respective geographic domains. Thus, no single universally accepted body of knowledge of project management is currently recognized.

This situation has stimulated numerous efforts to try and define which topics should be included in a global body of knowledge of project management, and how they might be structured. The most notable of these was the OLCI, initiated in 1998. Results from this initiative will be discussed below.

Another development is the adoption in some countries of performance-based competency standards, rather than knowledge standards, as a basis for assessing and credentialing
project managers. Another global effort, this time for the development of a framework of Global Performance Based Standards for Project Management Personnel, was initiated in 2000. Progress and prospects are discussed below. First, we will examine the origins and natures of key bodies of knowledge and competency standards for project management.

WHY A BODY OF KNOWLEDGE FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT?

Knowledge standards or guides, which typically take the form of bodies of knowledge, focus primarily on what project management practitioners need to know to perform effectively.

The most compelling argument for having a body of knowledge for project management is to help overcome the “reinventing-the-wheel” problem. A good body of knowledge should help practitioners do their jobs better, by both direct referencing and by use in more formal educational processes.

Koontz and O’Donnell express the need as follows: “In managing, as in any other field, unless practitioners are to learn by trial and error (and it has been said that managers’ errors are their subordinates’ trials), there is no other place they can turn for meaningful guidance than the accumulated knowledge underlying their practice….”

Beginning in 1981, the Project Management Institute (PMI) took formal steps to accumulate and codify relevant knowledge by initiating the development of what became their Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®). The perceived need to do so arose from the PMI’s long-term commitment to the professionalization of project management. As they stated at the time, “… there are five attributes of a professional body:

1. An identifiable and independent project management body of knowledge (PMBOK® standards).
2. Supporting educational programs by an accredited institution (Accreditation).
3. A qualifying process (Certification).
4. A code of conduct (Ethics).
5. An institute representing members with a desire to serve….”

The initial overambitious goal of trying to codify an entire body of knowledge—surely a dynamic and changeable thing—was tempered in 1996 by the change in title to A Guide to … and the statement that the PMBOK® Guide was in fact, “a subset of the … Body of Knowledge that is generally accepted as good practice.” That is to say that the PMBOK® Guide is designed to define a recommended subset rather than describe the entire field.

In summary, PMI sees its subset of the body of knowledge, as set forth in the PMBOK® Guide, as a basis for the professionalization of project management. The PMBOK® Guide is used to support education programs and to accredit programs for degree-granting educational institutions. A test on knowledge of the PMBOK® Guide is part of the qualifying process for its Project Management Professional (PMP) certification. The United Kingdom, European, and Japanese bodies of knowledge were developed for somewhat different purposes, but they all share the purpose of providing a basis for assessment and certification of project management practitioners.

We now look at some of the principal bodies of knowledge of project management in more detail.
PMI’s PMBOK® Guide

PMI has produced the oldest and most widely used body of knowledge of project management, which was been modified substantially over the years. In the words of an editor of the Project Management Journal: “It was never intended that the body of knowledge could remain static. Indeed, if we have a dynamic and growing profession, then we must also have a dynamic and growing body of knowledge.”

The precursor of the PMBOK® was PMI’s ESA (Ethics, Standards, and Accreditation) report of 1983, which nominated six primary components, namely the management of scope, cost, time, quality, human resources, and communications.

The 1987 PMBOK® was an entirely new document, and the first separately published body of knowledge of project management. It added contract/procurement management and risk management to the previous six primary components.

The 1996 PMBOK® Guide was a completely rewritten document, which added project integration management to the existing eight primary components. The nine components were then renamed Project Management Knowledge Areas, with a separate chapter for each. Each knowledge area has a number of component processes, each of which is further discussed in terms of inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs.

The knowledge areas and their component processes in the 2008 PMBOK® Guide, Fourth Edition, are listed in Table 2-1. As you can see, there are forty-two component processes identified in this model.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Integration Management</th>
<th>Project Cost Management</th>
<th>Project Risk Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Project Plan Development</td>
<td>• Estimate Costs</td>
<td>• Plan Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop Project Charter</td>
<td>• Determine Budget</td>
<td>• Identify Risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop Project Management Plan</td>
<td>• Control Costs</td>
<td>• Perform Qualitative Risk Monitor Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Direct and Manage Project Execution and Control Project Work</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Perform Quantitative Risk Close Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Perform Integrated Change Control</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Plan Risk Responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Project or Phase</td>
<td>• Project or Phase</td>
<td>• Monitor and Control Risks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Collect Requirements</td>
<td>• Plan Quality</td>
<td>• Develop Human Resource Plan</td>
<td>• Plan Procurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Define scope</td>
<td>• Perform Quality Assurance</td>
<td>• Acquire Project Team</td>
<td>• Conduct Procurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Create WBS</td>
<td>• Perform Quality Control</td>
<td>• Develop Project Team</td>
<td>• Administer Procurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Verify Scope</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Manage Project Team</td>
<td>• Close Procurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Control Scope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Control Scope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Time Management</th>
<th>Project Communications Mgt.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Define Activities</td>
<td>• Identify Stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sequence Activities</td>
<td>• Plan Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Estimate Activity Resources</td>
<td>• Distribute Information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Estimate Activity Durations</td>
<td>• Manage Stakeholder Expectations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop Schedule</td>
<td>• Report Performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Control Schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Discussions of the nine knowledge areas and component processes are preceded by two chapters on the Project Management Framework, one is an introductory chapter and one is about the project life cycle and organization. These are followed by a section on the standard for project management, which includes a chapter on project management processes for a project.

Whereas the *PMBOK® Guide* (1996) aimed to identify and describe generally accepted knowledge and practices—that is, those that are applicable to most projects most of the time and about which there is widespread consensus about their value and usefulness—a major conceptual change for the third and fourth editions is that they have replaced the criterion “generally accepted” from the previous editions “to identify that subset of the Project Management Body of Knowledge that is generally recognized as good practice” [author’s italics], and they go on to explain that “’good practice’ means that there is general agreement that the correct application of these skills, tools, and techniques can enhance the chances of success over a wide range of different projects. Good practice does not mean that the knowledge described should always be applied uniformly on all projects; the project management team is responsible for determining what is appropriate for any given project.”7

While acknowledging that “much of the knowledge needed to manage projects is unique or nearly unique to project management,” the 2000 *PMBOK® Guide* went on to note that it does overlap other management disciplines, and that general management skills provide much of the foundation for building project management skills:

On any given project, skill in any number of general management areas may be required…. These skills are well documented in the general management literature and their application is fundamentally the same on a project…. There are also general management skills that are relevant only on certain projects or in certain application areas. For example, team member safety is critical on virtually all construction projects and of little concern on most software development projects.8

In the *PMBOK® Guide, Third Edition*, this paragraph was replaced by a table defining “general management” as the “planning, organizing, staffing, executing, and controlling the operations of an ongoing enterprise” and listing the categories of such skills that might be of use to the project manager, including financial management and accounting; sales and marketing; contracts and commercial law; manufacturing and distribution; logistics and supply chain management; strategic planning, tactical planning, and operational planning; organizational behavior and development; personnel administration and associated topics; and information technology; among others.

In the fourth edition, specific discussion of general management knowledge and skills has evidently been dropped, but a new appendix on project management people skills has been added, covering such skills as leadership, team building, motivation, communication, influencing, decision making, political and cultural awareness, and negotiation.

In summary, the *PMBOK® Guide* has focused on (project) management skills that are generally recognized as good practice and has not included in the knowledge areas those general management skills that may be required only on some projects and/or only on some occasions.
The Association of Project Management Body of Knowledge (APMBOK®)

Morris® [11] notes that when the United Kingdom’s APM launched its certification program in the early 1990s, it was because the APM felt that PMI’s PMBOK® did not adequately reflect the knowledge base that project management professionals need. It therefore developed its own body of knowledge, which differs markedly from PMI’s.10

The fifth edition (2006) of APMBOK® was organized into seven main sections, with a total of 52 component items, as represented in Figure 2-1. There are brief discussions of all headings and topics, and references given for each topic.

Morris discusses the reasons why APM did not use the PMBOK® model. In essence, he says that the different models reflect different views of the project management discipline. He notes that while the PMI model is focused on the generic processes required to accomplish a project “on time, in budget, and to scope,” APM’s reflects a wider view of the discipline, “addressing both the context of project and the technological, commercial, and general management issues, which it believes are important to successfully accomplishing projects.”

![Figure 2-1. THE ASSOCIATION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT BODY OF KNOWLEDGE](image-url)
Morris goes on to say:

... all the research evidence ... shows that in order to deliver successful projects, managing scope, time, cost, resources, quality, risk, procurement, and so forth ... alone are not enough. Just as important—sometimes more important—are issues of technology and design management, environment and external issues, people matters, business and commercial issues, and so on. Further, the research shows that defining the project is absolutely central to achieving project success. The job of managing the project begins early in the project, at the time the project definition is beginning to be explored and developed, not just after the scope, schedule, budget, and other factors have been defined ... APM looked for a structure that gave more recognition to these matters.11

One of the key differences between the PMI and APM approaches is that the PMBOK® Guide’s Knowledge Areas have focused on project management skills that are generally recognized as good practice, while contextual issues and the like are discussed separately in its Framework section. On the other hand, the APMBOK® includes knowledge and practices that may apply to some projects and/or part of the time, which is a much more inclusive approach. This is exampled by the fact that the PMBOK® Guide specifically excludes safety, while the APMBOK® specifically includes safety.

European Bodies of Knowledge

Following the publication and translation of the first editions of the APMBOK® in 1992 and 1994, several European countries, including Austria, France, Germany, Switzerland, and The Netherlands, developed their own bodies of knowledge.

The International Project Management Association (IPMA), a federation of national project management associations, mainly European, developed an IPMA Competence Baseline (ICB) in the late 1990s. This was reviewed and updated in 1999 (Version 2) and again in 2006 (Version 3).12 The primary purpose of the ICB is to provide a reference basis for its member associations to develop their own National Competence Baselines (NCBs). Another purpose of the ICB was to “harmonize” the then-existing European bodies of knowledge, particularly those of the UK, France, Germany, and Switzerland. The majority of members have since developed their own baselines, which may include additional elements to reflect any cultural differences and provide a basis for certification of their project managers.

In spite of its name, the majority of the content of the ICB can be seen primarily as a knowledge guide although it is explicitly intended as a basis for assessment and certification at four levels IPMA A, B, C, and D. Competence in the ICB is defined as a “collection of knowledge, personal attitudes, skills and relevant experience needed to be successful in a certain function.”

The ICB comprises some 46 competence elements of which 20 are classified as technical, 15 as behavioral, and 11 as contextual. The 46 competence elements are required to be included in each member’s NCB.

Japan’s P2M

In mid-1999, Japan’s Engineering Advancement Association (ENAA) received a commission from the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry to establish a new
Japanese-type project management knowledge system and a qualification system. ENAA established a committee for the introduction, development, and research on project management, which produced *A Guidebook of Project & Program Management for Enterprise Innovation*—officially abbreviated to *P2M*—in 2001, with English revisions in 2002, 2004 and 2008.13

The task of issuing, maintaining, and upgrading *P2M* was undertaken by the Project Management Professionals Certification Center (PMCC) of Japan (formed in 2002), which also implemented a certification system for project professionals in Japan, based on *P2M*. The PMCC consolidated its organization with that of the Japan Project Management Forum (JPMF, which was originally inaugurated in 1998) in November 2005, to make a fresh start as the Project Management Association of Japan (PMAJ), which is the publisher of the 2008 edition of *P2M*.

The rationale for developing *P2M* and the certification system was a perceived need for Japanese enterprises to develop more innovative approaches to developing their businesses, particularly in the context of the increasingly competitive global business environment and also a perceived need to provide improved public services. The key concept in addressing this need is “value creation.” The recommended means of achieving “value creation” is through developing an enterprise mission, then strategies to accomplish this mission, followed by planned programs to implement these strategies, and then specific projects to achieve each of the programs. The focus of *P2M* is on how to facilitate the effective planning, management, and implementation of such programs and projects.

The original Japanese document comprises approximately 420 pages, so it is a large and very detailed document. Alone among the main project management bodies of knowledge, *P2M* not only covers the management of single projects, but also has a major section specifically on program management.

On the project management side, *P2M* has chapters on the following project management topics, under the overall heading of *Individual Management*.

1. Project Strategy Management
2. Project Finance Management
3. Project Systems Management
4. Project Organization Management
5. Project Objectives Management
6. Project Resources Management
7. Risk Management
8. Program and Project Information Management
9. Project Relationships Management
10. Project Value Management
11. Project Communications Management.

**TOWARD A GLOBAL BODY OF KNOWLEDGE?**

In the current situation, no one globally accepted body of knowledge of project management exists. Each main professional association has a vested interest in maintaining its own body of knowledge, as each case has involved such a big investment in, and commitment to, subsequent certification processes. It is, therefore, difficult to envisage
any situation that might prompt professional associations to voluntarily cooperate to develop a global body of knowledge to which they would commit themselves.

Nonetheless, there have been many Global Forums since the mid-1990s, often in association with major project management conferences, which indicate a wide recognition that a globally recognized body of knowledge would be highly desirable.

One particular initiative was the coming together of a small group of internationally recognized experts to initiate workshops, beginning in 1998, to work toward a global body of project management knowledge. This group, known as OLCI (Operational Level Coordination Initiative) has recognized that one single document cannot realistically capture the entire body of project management knowledge, particularly emerging practices, such as in managing “soft” projects (e.g., some organizational change projects), cutting edge research work, unpublished materials, and implicit as well as explicit knowledge and practice. Rather, there has emerged a shared recognition that the various guides and standards represent different and enriching views of selected aspects of the same overall body of knowledge.14

COMPETENCY STANDARDS

Competency has been defined as “the ability to perform the activities within an occupation or function to the standard expected in employment.”15 There are two primary approaches to inferring competency: attribute based and performance based.

The attribute-based approach involves definition of a series of personal attributes (e.g., a set of skills, knowledge, and attitudes) that are believed to underlie competence and then testing whether those attributes are present at an appropriate level in the individual. The attribute-based approach appears to be the basis for PMI’s Project Manager Competency Development Framework (PMCDF),16 although this is intended for use in professional development for project managers rather than in selection or performance evaluation.

The performance-based approach is to observe the performance of individuals in the actual workplace, from which underlying competence can be inferred. This has been the approach adopted by the Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM) as a basis for its certification/registration program.

Australian National Competency Standards for Project Management (ANCSPM)

Several factors combined to lead AIPM to develop competency standards, including a recognition that the possession of knowledge about a subject does not necessarily mean competence in applying that knowledge in practice. The Australian Government was also very influential, through its Department of Employment, Education, and Training, which very actively promoted the development of national competency standards for the professions.

The format of Australian Competency Standards emphasizes performance-oriented recognition of competence in the workplace, and includes the following main components:

► Units of competency: the significant major functions of the profession.

► Elements of competency: the building blocks of each unit of competency.
Performance criteria: the type of performance in the workplace that would constitute adequate evidence of personal competence.

Range indicators: describe more precisely the circumstances in which the performance criteria would be applied.

The ANCSPM units of competency align with the nine knowledge areas of the PMBOK® Guide. The elements of competency are expressed in action words, such as determine, guide, conduct, implement, assess outcomes, and the like. There are generally three elements of competency for each unit, but occasionally more. There are typically two to four performance criteria for each element of competency. ANCSPM also has substantial supporting material, which includes “a broad knowledge and understanding of … [various relevant topics]” and checklists of “substantiating evidence.”

Other Competency Standards

South Africa is developing its own performance-based competency standards. Standards have been completed for a National Certificate in Project Management—NQF Level 4 (SAQA), and work on Levels 3 and 5 is proceeding. In the UK, the Association for Project Management published the APM Competence Framework in 2008. This is linked to the APM Body of Knowledge (5th Edition) and the ICB-IPMA Competence Baseline Version 3.0. Earlier, the Occupational Standards Council for Engineering produced standards for Project Controls (1996) and for Project Management (1997). These were reviewed in 2001, and the revised standards endorsed by the regulatory authorities in 2002. These are now the responsibility of the Engineering Construction Industry Training Board.

The above standards are formally recognized and provide the basis for award of qualifications within their respective national qualifications frameworks.

Toward Global Performance-Based Competency Standards?

As noted, a global effort for the development of a framework of Global Performance-Based Standards for Project Management Personnel (now known as the Global Alliance for Project Performance Standards—GAPPS) was initiated in 2000. The work of an international group, with representatives from major international project management associations, has been facilitated from the outset by Dr. L.H. Crawford of ESC Lille, France, and Bond University, Australia. The philosophy of this endeavor is to be maximally inclusive, so that emerging standards will incorporate input from virtually all project management knowledge and competency standards developed to date.

These standards have the potential to be adopted as truly global, because each project management institute/association should be able to see a direct correspondence between its standards and the Global Performance Based Standards. A table for evaluating the management complexity of project roles has been developed and adopted by a number of global organizations as a basis for categorization of projects and determining the level of competence required to manage them. Based on this categorization, two levels of Project Manager Standards, Global Level 1 and Global Level 2, were released in 2006. These are being used and adapted by organizations often in association with the knowledge based standards of the various professional associations as a basis for determining competence, based on evidence of workplace application.
An important aspect of the work of the GAPPS is the mapping or benchmarking of standards for project management produced by a range of project management associations and governments. All output of the GAPPS is made freely available via their website (www.globalpmstandards.org).

One can only hope that the potential of this venture for global adoption will be realized, for the benefit of all in the project management field.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. In your own career, what aspects of general management are equally important to project management skills and knowledge? Should project management perhaps be considered a “general management” skill?

2. Are there aspects of the European and Australian models that you find applicable to your work? Should they be included in the PMI standard, in your view?

3. Discuss the difference between attribute-based and performance-based competency models. If your competency were required to be measured, which would you prefer to be gauged by?
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One often hears the project management profession’s standard, *A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide)*, described as consisting of nine knowledge areas. What is left out of this description is the equally important segment of the standard that describes the processes used by the project manager to apply that knowledge appropriately. These processes can be effectively arranged in logical groups for ease of consistent application. These process groups—Initiating, Planning, Executing, Monitoring and Controlling, and Closing—describe how a project manager integrates activities across the various knowledge areas as a project moves through its life cycle. So, while the knowledge areas of the standard describe what a project manager needs to know, the process groups describe what project managers must do—and in roughly what order.¹

Historically, the definition of the processes that make up projects and project management was a tremendous milestone in the development of project management as a profession. Understanding the processes as described in the *PMBOK® Guide* is a first step in mastering project management. However, as the practice of this profession matures, our understanding of its processes also matures and evolves. This is reflected in the additions and changes made to successive editions of the standard over the years.

In the *PMBOK® Guide, 2000 Edition*, processes were divided into two classifications that were essentially only virtual
groupings of the project management knowledge areas; these were classified as the Core and Facilitating Processes. This was an attempt to provide an emphasis to guide the project manager through the application of the knowledge areas to implement the appropriate ones on his/her project. However, a clear differentiation between the Core and Facilitating processes was not provided. The project manager also needed information about when and how to use the processes in those classifications. Subsequently, many inexperienced project managers used the differentiation to focus on the Core processes, while only addressing the Facilitating processes if time permitted. After all, they reasoned, they are “merely” facilitating processes, not core processes.

Therefore a key change was made in 2004 in the PMBOK® Guide, Third Edition. The artificial focus classifications of Core and Facilitating processes were removed to provide an equal emphasis on all of the processes within the knowledge areas in the PMBOK® Guide. To understand this, it is important to know that a process is a set of activities performed to achieve defined objectives. All processes are all equally important for every project; there are no unimportant project management processes. A project manager uses knowledge and skills to evaluate every project management process and to tailor each one as needed for each project. This tailoring is required because there has never been a “one-size-fits-all” project management approach. Every company and organization faces different constraints and requirements on every project. Therefore, tailoring must be performed to ensure that the competing demands of scope, time and cost, and quality are addressed to fulfill those demands. These demands may require a stronger focus on quality and time, while attempting to minimize cost—an interesting project management challenge.

The odds of a project being successful are much higher if a defined approach is used when planning and executing a project. The project manager will have an approach defined for the project’s specific constraints after the tailoring effort is completed. This approach must cover all processes needed to adapt capture and analyze customer interests, plan and manage any technology evolution, define product specifications, produce a plan, and manage all the activities planned to develop the required product.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS GROUPS

The Project Management Process Groups are a logical way to categorize and implement the knowledge areas. The PMBOK® Guide, Fourth Edition, requires every process group for every project. However, the tailoring and rigor applied to implementing each process group are based on the complexity and risk for the specific project. The project manager uses the Process Groups to address the interactions and required trade offs among specified project requirements to achieve the project’s final product objective. These Process Groups may appear to be defined as a strict linear model. However, a skilled project manager knows that project artifacts, like the business cases, preliminary plans, or scope statements, are rarely final in their first drafts. Therefore, in most projects, the project manager must iterate through the various processes as many times as needed to define the requirements then to refine the project management plan which is used to produce a product to meet the requirements.

The project manager will iteratively apply the processes within the process groups to every project as shown in Figure 3-1. It illustrates how the output of one process group provides one or more inputs for another process groups, or even how an output may be the key deliverable for the overall project.
These Process Groups are tightly coupled since they are linked by their inputs and outputs. This coupling makes it clear the project manager must ensure that each process is aligned with the other processes for a successful project. The Process Groups and their interactions are very specific to the application of the project management knowledge areas when managing a project. A project manager skilled in applying these knowledge areas never confuses the process group interactions with the phases in a product life cycle and is able to apply the interactions in the Process Groups to drive a project life cycle to its successful completion.

At one time or another, every project manager has been involved with a project that was started without appropriate analysis and preparation then ended up costing the company a significant amount over its budget. A case in point, a high-level manager at a customer site may mention an idea to someone in a development company and that idea hits a spark. They take the idea and launch into production. When the finished product is completed, there is surprise all around. The customer does not remember any request for this product and the production company cannot sell it to anyone else. Now what issues are apparent in this scenario?

- It is not clear whether the idea expressed a valid need.
- It is not clear whether there were real or imagined requirements.
- It is not clear if there was an analysis of a return on investment.
- It is not clear whether there was a delivery date.
- It is not clear whether needed resources were pulled from other projects or if there was an impact to other schedules.
- It is not clear that a market need was established prior to development.

The Initiating Process Group is required to answer these types of questions and to formally begin project activities. The project manager uses the initiating processes to start the project by gather and analyzing customer interests and then addressing any
issues or risks and project specifics. The project manager must iterate through the needed initiation activities to identify the service or product requiring the project’s effort. The organization must take a critical look at the feasibility and technical capability of creating the product or service as the requirements become more refined. After the appropriate analysis, a Project Charter is produced that addresses at a minimum the following information:

- It provides formal authorization for the project.
- It provides a high-level description of the product or service that will be created.
- It defines the initial project requirements, constraints, and assumptions. The constraints and assumptions typically provide the initial set of negotiating points for the project plan.
- It designates the project manager and defines the project manager’s authority level.
- It specifies any hard delivery dates if those dates required by the contract.
- It provides an initial view of stakeholder expectations.
- It must also provide an indication of the project budget.

The project manager works with the customer to capture the customer’s interests and analyze them to develop the initial scope statement. Typically content detail varies depending on the product’s complexity and/or the application area. This document provides a very high-level project definition and should define project the boundaries and project success criteria. It should also address project characteristics, constraints, and assumptions.

The documents developed during this series of processes are provided as input to the planning effort. Unfortunately, some project managers learn a hard lesson about the importance of a defined project plan. A plan is not just a way to focus on tasks; it is a tool to focus efforts and accomplish what is required by the due date. The plan is used to keep the project on track—a project manager knows where the project is in relation to the plan and can also determine the next steps especially is discovery is needed. A lesson learned is attempting to run a project without a plan is like trying to travel to a destination via an unknown route using a map, while having no current location and no indication of a direction to take. Therefore, a map is a useless tool in this instance.

Additional confusion is introduced when some project managers confuse the Gantt chart—which is defined by commercial tools as a “project plan”—with an actual project management plan as defined in the PMBOK® Guide, Fourth Edition. A real project management plan provides needed information about:

- Which knowledge area processes are needed and how each was tailored for this particular project, especially how rigorously each of those processes will be implemented on the project.
- How the project team will be built from the resources across the organization or will be brought in through contract, hiring of full-time employees, or outsourcing.
- Which quality standards will be applied to the project, and the degree of quality control that will be needed for the project to be successful.
- How risks will be identified and mitigated.
- Which method will be used for communicating with all of the stakeholders to facilitate the timing of their participation to facilitate addressing open issues and pending decisions.
• Which configuration management requirements will be implemented and how they will be performed on this project.
• A list of schedule activities, including major deliverables and their associated milestone dates.
• The budget for the project based on the projected costs.
• How the project management plan will be executed to accomplish the project objectives, including the required project phases, any reviews, and the documented results from those phases or reviews.

Planning activities are the central activities the project manager continues throughout the project. They are iteratively revisited at multiple points within the project. Every aspect of the project is impacted by the project management plan or conversely impacts the plan. It provides input to the executing processes, to the monitoring and controlling processes, and to the closing processes. If a problem occurs, the planning activities can even provide input back to the initiating activities, which can cause a project to be rescoped and have a new delivery date authorized. The project manager integrates and iterates the executing processes until the work planned in the project management plan has produced the required deliverables. The project manager uses the project management plan and manages the project resources to actually perform the work planned in the project management plan to produce the project deliverables. During execution, the project manager will also develop and manage the project team and facilitate quality assurance. The project manager also ensures that approved change requests are implemented by the project team. This effort ensures that the product and project artifacts are modified per the approved changes. The project manager communicates status information so the stakeholders will know the project status, started or finished activities, or the late activities. Key outputs from executing the project management plan are the deliverables for the next phase and even the final deliverables to the customer.

The project manager uses monitoring and controlling processes to observe all aspects of the project. These processes help the project manager proactively know whether or not there are potential problems so corrective action can be started before a crisis results. Monitoring project execution is important, because a majority of the project’s resources are expended during this phase. Monitoring includes collecting data, assessing the data, measuring performance, and assessing measurements. This information is used to show trends and is communicated to show performance against the project management plan.

Configuration management is an essential aspect of establishing project control. Therefore, configuration management is required across the entire organization, including procedures that ensure that versions are controlled and only approved changes are implemented. The project implements aspects of change control necessary to continuously manage changes to project deliverables. Some organizations implement a Change Control Board to formally address change approval issues to ensure the project baseline is maintained by only allowing approved changes into the documentation or product.

The project manager must integrate his or her monitoring and controlling activities to provide feedback to the executing process. Some information will be feedback to the planning process. However, if there is a high-impact change to the project scope or overall plan, then there will also be input to the initiating processes.

The closing processes require the project manager to develop all procedures required to formally close a project or a phase. This group of processes covers the transfer of the
completed product to the final customer and project information to the appropriate organization within the company. The procedure will also cover the closure and transfer of an aborted project and any reasons the project was terminated prior to completion.

The process groups described above represent the standard processes defined by the *PMBOK® Guide, Fourth Edition*, required for every project.7 These processes indicate when and where to integrate the many knowledge areas to produce a useful Project Management Plan. Those processes, when executed, will produce the result defined by the project’s scope. Chapters 7 through 15 of this Handbook, and their supplementary readings, describe specific details for applying each knowledge area.

---

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. During which project management process are risk and stakeholders’ ability to influence outcomes the highest at the beginning of the process?

2. You are a project manager for a major copier company. You’re heading up a project to develop a new line of copiers. You’re ready to write the scope statement. What should it contain?

3. You are a project manager working on gathering requirements and establishing estimates for the projects. Which process group are you in? How does knowing this clarify the steps you need to take to perform your assigned tasks?

---
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The initiation of a project largely determines how successful it will be. The crucial point about the model presented in this chapter is that all the items must be considered from the outset if the chances of success are to be optimized. The project must be seen as a whole, and it must further be managed as a whole. While our focus here is on large, broad, community-based projects, the same principles apply, on a lesser scale, to other projects.

The strategic model for managing projects discussed in this chapter is shown in Figure 4-1. Its logic is essentially as follows:

• The project is in danger of encountering serious problems if its objectives, general strategy, and technology are inadequately considered or poorly developed, or if its design is not firmly managed in line with its strategic plans.
• The project’s definition both affects and is affected by changes in external factors (such as politics, community views, and economic and geophysical conditions), the availability of financing, and the project duration. Therefore, this interaction must be managed actively. (Many of these interactions operate through the forecasted performance of the product that the project delivers once completed.)
• The project’s definition; its interaction with these external, financial, and other matters; and its implementation are harder to manage and possibly prejudiced if the attitudes of the parties essential to its success are not positive and supportive.
Realization of the project as it is defined, developed, built, and tested involves:

- Deciding the appropriate project-matrix-functional orientation and balancing the involvement of the owner, as operator, and the project implementation specialists.
- Having contracts that reflect the owner’s aims and that appropriately reflect the risks involved and the ability of the parties to bear these risks.
- Establishing checks and balances between the enthusiasm and drive of the project staff and the proper conservatism of its sponsors.
- Developing team attitudes, with emphasis put on active communication and productive conflict.
- Having the right tools for project planning, control, and reporting.

Let us examine these points in more detail.

PROJECT DEFINITION

The project should be defined comprehensively from its earliest days in terms of its purpose, ownership, technology, cost, duration and phasing, financing, marketing and sales, organization, energy and raw materials supply, and transportation. If it is not defined properly “in the round” like this from the outset, key issues essential to its viability could be missed or given inadequate attention, resulting in a poor or even disastrous project later.

Objectives

The extent to which the project’s objectives are not clear, are complex, do not mesh with longer term strategies, are not communicated clearly, or are not agreed upon compromises the chances of its success. The Apollo program, which placed the first man on the moon,
was technically extremely difficult, but its chances of success were helped by the clarity of its objective.

It is interesting to compare the Apollo program with a later U.S. plan for a permanent, manned space station orbiting the earth. The space station objective was superficially clear—in former President Ronald Reagan’s words, “to develop a permanently manned space station and to do it within a decade.” But the objective is in fact far from clear. What, for example, does develop really mean? Just design and construct? Surely not. And what is the station’s real mission—and hence, what is the project’s proper development strategy? Earth observation? A way station to planetary observation? Experimental purposes? A combination of these? The space station example illustrates that project, or program, objectives should match with viable long-term strategies, otherwise there will be confusion, uncertainty, changes, cost increases, and delays—as there indeed have been.

Strategy

Strategies for the attainment of the project objectives should similarly be developed in as comprehensive a manner as possible, right from the outset. This means that at the prefeasibility and feasibility stages, for example, industrial relations, contracting, communications, organization, and systems issues should all be considered, even if not elaborated on, as well as the technical, financial, schedule, and planning issues.

Some of the most valuable work on the need for comprehensive planning has come from the areas of R&D and new product development. Valuable work has also been done with regard to development aid projects. The insights of Cassens, Morris, and Paul encapsulate almost everything anyone of good sense would expect regarding what it takes to produce successful development projects. The writings of Cooper, Manfield, and others on new product development similarly relate product implementation performance to environmental and market success.

Technology and Design

The development of the design criteria and the technical elements of the project should be handled with the utmost care. The design standards selected affect both the difficulty of construction and the operating characteristics of the plant. Maintainability and reliability should be critical factors in determining the project’s operating characteristics. Many studies have shown that technical problems have a huge impact on the likelihood of project overrun. Thorough risk analysis is therefore essential. The rate of technological change in all relevant systems and subsystems should be examined; technology must be tested before being designed into production (as opposed to prototype) projects; and design changes should be kept to a minimum.

No design is ever complete; technology is always progressing. A central challenge in the effective management of projects is thus the conflict between meeting the schedule and the desire to get the technical base that fits better. The orderly progressing of the project’s sequence of review stages—the level of detail becoming progressively tighter, with strict control of technical interfaces and of proposed changes (through configuration management)—is now a core element of modern project management.

Projects as different as weapons systems, process plants, and information systems now generally employ project development methodologies that emphasize careful,
discrete upgrading of technology; thorough review of cost, schedule, and performance implications; and rigorous control of subsequent proposed changes.

A major issue in project specification is how great a technological reach should be aimed for without incurring undue risks of cost overruns, schedule slippages, or inadequate technical performance. This was once the most difficult issue to get right on projects. More recently, practice has improved (though there have still been some spectacular disasters), partly because our basic technologies are not progressing into new domains at the rate they were before, but also partly because of the greater caution, care over risk assessment, use of prototypes, etc., that are now more common project practices. It is barely conceivable that we should embark on a brand new nuclear power reactor (AGR) or aerospace project (Concorde) today with the bravura that we did twenty to thirty years ago.

In setting up projects, then, care should be taken to appraise technological risk, prove new technologies, and validate the project design before freezing the design and moving into implementation.

EXTERNAL FACTORS, FINANCE, AND DURATION

Many external factors affect a project’s chances of success. Particularly important are the project’s political context, its relationship with the local community, the general economic environment, its location, and the geophysical conditions in which it is set.

Political, Environmental, and Economic Factors

Project personnel have often had difficulty recognizing and dealing with the project’s impact on the physical and community environment and, in consequence, managing the political processes that regulate the conditions under which projects are executed. Most projects raise political issues of some sort and hence require political support: moral, regulatory, and sometimes even financial. National transportation projects, R&D programs, and many energy projects, for example, operate only under the dictate of the politician. The civil nuclear power business, Third World development projects, and even build-own-operate projects require political guidance, guarantees, and encouragement.

Do nonmajor projects also need to be conscious of the political dimension? Absolutely. Even small projects live under regulatory and economic conditions directly influenced by politicians. Within the organization, too, project managers must secure political support for their projects.

Therefore, these political issues must be considered at the outset of the project. The people who and the procedures that are to work on the project must be attuned to the political issues and ready to manage them. To be successful, project managers must manage upward and outward, as well as downward and inward. The project manager should court the politicians, helping allies by providing them with the information they need to champion his or her program. Adversaries should be co-opted, not ignored. (The environmental impact assessment process, which will be described shortly, shows how substantive dialogue can help reduce potential opposition.)

Although environmentalism has been seriously impacting project implementation since the 1960s, most project personnel ignored it as a serious force at least until 1987–1988, when a number of world leaders, the World Bank, and others began to
acknowledge its validity. Now, at last, most project staff members realize that they must find a way of involving the community positively in the development of their project. Ignoring the community and leaving everything to planning hearings is often to leave it too late. A “consent strategy” should be devised and implemented. 

Dialogue must begin early in the project’s development.

In a different sense, getting the support of the local community is particularly important in those projects where the community is, so to speak, the user—as, for example, in development projects and information technology. The local community may also be the potential consumer or purchaser for the project. Doing a market survey to see how viable the project economics are is thus an essential part of the project’s management.

Changes in economic circumstances affect both the cost of the project’s inputs and the economic viability of its outputs. The big difference today compared to thirty years ago is that then we assumed conditions would not vary too much in the future. Now we are much more cautious. As with technology, then, so with economics, we should be more cautious in appraising and managing our projects today.

In the area of cost-benefit discounting and other appraisal techniques, practice has moved forward considerably over the last few years. Externalities and longer term social factors are now recognized as important variables that can dramatically affect the attractiveness of a project. Old project appraisal techniques have been replaced with a broader set of economic and financial tools in the community context with the use of environmental impact assessment procedures.

Initially resisted by many in the project community, the great value of environmental impact assessment (EIA) is that it (1) allows consultation and dialogue among developers, the community, regulators, and others; and (2) forces time to be spent at the front end in examining options and ensuring that the project appears viable. Through these two benefits, the likelihood of community opposition and of unforeseen external shocks arising is diminished. Further, in forcing project developers to spend time planning at the front end, the EIA process emphasizes precisely the project stage that traditionally has been rushed, despite the obvious dangers. We all know that time spent in the project’s early stages is time well spent—and furthermore, that it is cost-effective time well spent—yet all too frequently this stage is rushed.

Finance

During the 1980s, there was a decisive shift from public sector funding to the private sector, under the belief that projects built under private sector funding inevitably demonstrate better financial discipline. This is true when projects are built and financed by a well-managed private sector company. But private financing alone does not necessarily lead to better projects (as the record of Third World lending shows: weak project appraisals, loan pushing, cost and schedule overruns, white elephants, etc.). What is required is funding realism. The best way to achieve this is by getting all parties to accept some risk and to undertake a thorough risk assessment. Full risk analysis of the type done for limited recourse project financing, for example, invariably leads to better set up projects and should therefore be built into the project specification process. The use of this form of funding in methods such as build-own-operate projects has had the healthy consequence of making all parties concentrate on the continuing economic health of the project by tying their actions together more tightly to that goal.
The raising of the finance required for the English Channel Tunnel is a classic illustration of how all the elements shown in Figure 4-1 interact—in this case, around the question of finance: How to raise the necessary billions of pounds required so that certain technical work could be done, planning approvals be obtained, contracts be signed, political uncertainties be removed, etc. Because the project was raising most of its funding externally, there was a significant amount of bootstrapping required. The tasks could be accomplished only if some money was already raised, and so on. Actions had to be taken by a certain time or the money would run out. Furthermore, a key parameter of the project’s viability was the likelihood of its slippage during construction. A slippage of three to six months meant not just increased financing charges, but the lost revenue of a summer season of tourist traffic. The English Channel Tunnel thus demonstrates also the significance of managing a project’s schedule and of how its timing interrelates with its other dimensions.

Duration

Determining the overall timing of the enterprise is crucial to calculating its risks and the dynamics of its implementation and management. How much time one has available for each of the basic stages of the project, together with the amount and difficulty of the work to be accomplished in those phases, influences the nature of the task to be managed.

In specifying the project, therefore, the project manager spends considerable effort ensuring that the right proportions of time are spent within the overall duration. Milestone scheduling of the project at the earliest stage is crucial. It is particularly important that none of the development stages of the project be rushed or glossed over—a fault that has caused many project catastrophes in the past. A degree of urgency should be built into the project, but too much may create instability.

It is best to avoid specifying that implementation begin before technology development and testing is complete. This is the “concurrency” situation. Concurrency of course is sometimes employed deliberately to get a project completed under exceptionally urgent conditions, but it often brings problems in redesign and reworking. If faced with this, analyze the risk rigorously, work breakdown element by work breakdown element, and milestone phase by milestone phase.

The concurrency situation should be distinguished from a similar sounding but different “fast-build” practice. (This is sometimes also known as “fast track,” but others equate fast track with concurrency. The terminology is imprecise and, hence, there is confusion—and danger—in this area.) Fast build is now being used to distinguish a different form of design and construction overlap: that where the concept, or scheme, design is completed but then the work packages are priced, scheduled, and built sequentially within the overall design parameters, with strict change (configuration) control being exercised throughout. With this fast build situation, the design is secure and the risks are much less.

The lessons learned on dealing with the challenge of managing urgent projects include:

- Do not miss any of the stages of the project.
- Use known technology and/or design replication as far as possible; avoid unnecessary innovation.
• Test technology before committing to production (prototyping). Avoid concurrency unless prepared to take the risk of failing and of having to pay for the cost of rework.
• Avoid making technical or design changes once implementation has begun. Choose design parameters broad enough to permit development and detailing without subsequent change (fast build). Exert strict change control/configuration management.
• Order long-lead items early.
• Prefabricate and/or build in as predictable an environment as possible and get the organizational factors set to support optimum productivity. Put in additional management effort to ensure the proper integration at the right time of the things that must be done to make the project a success: teamwork, schedule, conscious decision-making, etc.

Each of these areas, then—external factors, finance, and duration—is both affected by and affects the viability of project definition.

ATTITUDES

Implementation can be effective only if the proper attitudes exist on the project. Unless there is a commitment toward making the project a success, unless the motivation of everyone working on the project is high, and unless attitudes are supportive and positive, the chances of success are substantially diminished.

Commitment and support at the top are particularly important; without it the project is severely jeopardized. But while commitment is important, it must be commitment to viable ends. Great leaders can become great dictators. Therefore, if sane, sensible projects are to be initiated, they must not be insulated from criticism. Critique the project at its specification stage, therefore, and ensure that it continues to receive objective, frank reviews as it develops.

IMPLEMENTATION

Project management has been, in the past, concerned primarily with the process of implementation. This implies that developing the definition of the project is somehow not the concern of the project’s manager. This could not be further from the truth.

The key conceptual point is not only that the specification process must be actively managed, but that the specification process must consider all those factors that might prejudice its success—not just technical matters and economics, but also ecological, political, and community factors and implementation issues.

Organization

Two key organizational issues in projects are deciding the relevant project-matrix-functional orientation and the extent of owner involvement. Both of these must be considered from the earliest stages of project specification.

A fully “projectized” orientation is expensive in resource terms. Many projects start and finish with a functional orientation but “swing” to a matrix during implementation. Note too that implementing a matrix takes time and that effort must be put into developing the appropriate organizational climate. Assistance from the area of organization behavior therefore should be considered when designing and building a matrix organization. (Indeed, this is also true for other forms of project organization.)
Figures 4-2 through 4-4 display the characteristics of each of these types of project organizations.

The crucial issues with regard to the extent of owner involvement are the extent that the owner (1) does not have the resources, or (2) does not have the skills, outlook, or experience, but (3) has legal or moral responsibility for assuring implementation of satisfactory standards. The first constraint is the most common. In building and civil engineering, for example, because of the nature of the demand, the owner rarely, if ever, has sufficient resources in-house to accomplish the project. Outside resources—principally designers, contractors, and suppliers—have to be contracted in. The owner focuses more on running the business.

Yet some degree of owner involvement is generally necessary. For if no project management expertise is maintained in-house, then active, directive decision-making of the kind that projects generally require is not available. On the other hand, if operators who are not really in the implementation business get too heavily involved in it, then there is a danger that the owner’s staff may tinker with and refine design and construction decisions at the expense of effective project implementation. The solution to this dilemma is not easy to determine. There is no standard answer. What is right will be right for a given mix of project characteristics, organizations, and personalities.

The key point, ultimately, is for owner-operators to concentrate on predetermined milestone review points—the markers in the project’s development at which one wants the project to have satisfactorily reached a certain stage—and to schedule these properly and review the project comprehensively as it passes across each of them. Milestone scheduling by owners is in fact now much more accepted as appropriate rather than the more detailed scheduling of the past.

**Contract Strategy**

The degree of owner involvement is related to the contractual strategy being developed. It is now generally recognized that the type of contract—essentially either cost reimbursable or incentive (including fixed price)—should relate to the degree of risk the contractor is expected to bear. If the project scope is not yet clear, it is better not to use an incentive or fixed-price-type contract: The contract can be converted to this form later. Contracts should be motivational: Top management support and positive attitudes should be encouraged.

The parties to a contract should put as much effort as possible, as early as possible, into identifying their joint objectives. While competitive bidding is healthy and to be encouraged, adequate time and information must be provided to make the bid as effective as possible. Spend time, too, ensuring that the bases upon which the bid is to be evaluated are the best: Price alone is often inadequate.

**People Issues**

Projects demand extraordinary effort from those working on them, often for a comparatively modest financial reward—and with the ultimate prospect of working oneself out of a job! Frequently, significant institutional resistance must be overcome in order for the many factors here being listed to be done right. This puts enormous demands on the personal qualities of all those working on the project, from senior management to the professional team(s) to the work force.

The roles of project manager, leader, champion, and sponsor should be distinguished. Each is needed throughout the project, but the initial stages particularly require the latter
FIGURE 4-3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FULLY PROJECTIZED STRUCTURE


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>INCONVENIENCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear identification of overall project responsibility</td>
<td>Duplication of effort and resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good systems integration</td>
<td>Limited development and accumulation of know-how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More direct contact among different disciplines</td>
<td>Employment instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear communications channels with client and other outside stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear priorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective trade-offs among cost, schedule, and quality</td>
<td>May tend to sacrifice technical quality for the more visible variables of schedule and cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client-oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results-oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

three. Beware of unchecked champions and leaders, of the hype and overoptimism that too often surround projects in their early stages. The sponsor must be responsible for providing the objective check on the feasibility of the project. (For more on these roles, see Chapter 13A on stakeholder management.)

We should recognize the importance of team working, of handling positively the conflicts that inevitably arise, and of good communications. Consideration should be given to formal start-up sessions at the beginning of a team’s work (mixing planning with team building). The composition of the team should be looked at from a social angle as well as from the technical: People play social roles on teams and these must vary as the project evolves.

All projects involve conflict: Cost, schedule, and technical performance are in conflict. However, conflict can be used positively as a source of creativity. Conflict is managed in this way on the best projects. On some projects it is ignored or brushed over. At best, a creative tension is then lost; at worst, it becomes destructive.

Every effort should be made to plan for improved productivity and industrial relations. The last twenty years have seen considerable improvements in industrial relations, although much remains to be done. Productivity improvements still represent an area of major management attention. Total quality management (TQM), with its emphasis on determining real needs and of improving performance “continuously,” has perhaps been one of the most potent concepts in this regard."

**Planning and Control**

Plans should be prepared by those technically responsible for them and integrated by the planning and control group. Planning initially should be at a broad systems level with detail being provided only where essential and in general on a rolling wave basis. Similarly for cost: Estimates should be prepared by work breakdown element, detail being provided as appropriate. Cost should be related to finance and be assembled into forecast out-turn cost, related both to the forecast actual construction price and to the actual product sales price.

Implementation of systems and procedures should be planned carefully so that all those working on the project understand them properly. Start-up meetings should develop the systems procedures in outline and begin substantive planning while simultaneously building the project team.
STRATEGIC ISSUES FOR ENTERPRISES WORKING ON PROJECTS

The model presented in Figure 4-1 is of course a high-level one; it is bound to be as its essence is its comprehensiveness. Note, therefore, that as one gets into any particular subsystem, the level of detail increases. The two subsystems where models have more commonly been developed in detail are financing and implementation; that is, the areas traditionally discussed as project management.

For the management of projects, then, a strategic model can be said to exist. But what are the chances of anyone ever implementing it? The key is in changing perceptions; and the keys to effecting that are management and education.

The difficulty with project management is that it can encompass such a broad scope of services in different situations. The project manager for an equipment supply contractor on a power station, say, has a more narrowly defined task than the utility’s overall project manager. The project manager for the specification, procurement, and installation of a major telecommunications system has a much broader scope than the project manager of a software development program. Yet all involve the elements of Figure 4-1 in some way.

The two strategic questions for enterprises working in project-related industries are to determine:

1. The level and scope of services that one’s clients and customers need and are able to buy.
2. Whether one has the organizational capability to supply this level and scope of services.

There is little doubt that the most powerful set of ideas relevant to the first question—the level of services—is that of total quality. The TQM concept forces one to analyze what services one’s clients want. (And there may be several different sets of clients in the production chain ranging from one’s boss or bosses to, most obviously, the people who are using the services, whether as customers or as colleagues.) This approach to analyzing the effectiveness of one’s services is directly relevant to determining not just the extent to which the factors identified in Figure 4-1 are needed, but also the extent to which they need to be organized and delivered in an integrated fashion.

As long ago as 1959, the Harvard Business Review identified integration as the key project management function.7 The question is, however, what needs to be integrated? By fundamentally addressing the client’s real needs and the extent to which these are being satisfactorily met, a project manager may see, for example, that on this project the supply of finance, or the ability to provide better value for money, or to build faster, or to provide greater technical reliability, are issues that need better integration within the scope of project services to be provided.

As the level and scope of services become clearer, the second key strategic question arises: that of the organization’s ability to deliver. Here, the principal difficulty is that our educational institutions are so far producing people with either a severely limited capability to envision or manage the broad array of issues outlined in Figure 4-1. For projects to be managed successfully, a wide range of factors may need integrating. Few people have any training across such a broad array, particularly in a project context. Yet there are signs that times are changing, and it is surely very much in the interests of all who work in project-related industries to support such change. The inclusion of Integration Management as a knowledge area in PMI’s body of knowledge—an addition
that was made since the first edition of this *Handbook* was published—is one sign of the trend toward greater emphasis on the integrative function of the project manager.

The second evidence of an increasing maturity of project management formation is the growing number of advanced project management educational programs, particularly at the postgraduate level. Postgraduate education is important because a considerable level of technical, organizational, and business integration is being required at senior levels on most of the more advanced projects and programs. Without a well-rounded educational background, as well as real frontline practical experience, there must be some doubt as to our ability to furnish managers capable of meeting the project management demands being made by today’s projects.

**CONCLUSION**

*A fundamental task facing any senior manager* on a major program or project is to work out how the various factors identified in Figure 4-1 should best be allocated and integrated on his or her project. For managers and educators, a major challenge facing the project management profession is to ensure that we have people with the intellectual breadth and the experience to tackle issues of the diversity and subtlety of those so often posed by today’s projects. Every encouragement should be given to the professional societies and the schools and other organizations around the world to develop an appropriate, well-rounded professional formation for the management of projects.

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. What external factors typically influence the successful implementation of large projects? How do they vary from project to project?

2. In what way do attitudes affect the project management process? Which stakeholder attitudes are particularly important?

3. What are the two most important strategic issues for projects? Why is scope such an important issue?
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Preparation of a project management plan is a simple, straightforward approach designed to promote and ensure comprehensive project planning. The PM plan is a combination of two plans that are often prepared separately: the traditional management plan, which describes operational management systems and approaches, and the project plan, which includes the work breakdown structure (WBS), logic, schedules, and cost estimates. Thus, they are more comprehensive than either management plans or project plans. They reflect an awareness that the people, the system, and the detailed planning are all critical to project success.

This chapter outlines PM plan contents, including traditional issues such as work breakdown structures, critical path networks, Gantt charts, and earned value. It introduces ideas such as planning for organizational development, health and safety planning, and risk planning. Most importantly, it provides a framework for comprehensive project planning.

ELEMENTS OF A PROJECT MANAGEMENT PLAN

The project management plan typically contains 17 items, which are discussed below along with descriptive information and suggestions on how to address the topics during the planning process and what to include in the project management plan. The 17 items are as follows:

1. Introduction/overview
2. Mission and objectives
3. Work scope
4. Planning basis
5. Work breakdown structure
6. Organization development plan  
7. Resource plan  
8. Procurement and logistics plan  
9. Logic and schedules  
10. Cost estimates, budgets, and financial management  
11. Risk analysis and contingency plan  
12. Quality and productivity plan  
13. Environmental, safety, and health protection plan  
14. Security plan  
15. Project planning, control, and administration plan  
16. Documentation and configuration management plan  
17. Appendix.

Introduction/Overview

The PM plan introduction/overview includes an introduction both to the specific project and to the PM plan document itself. Some background information may be included to set the stage or provide perspective on the information that follows, such as how the project was initiated, who the customer or sponsor is, how the project is funded, or other factors that are important to those who read the plan. Introductions are always short, allowing the reader to move into the PM plan quickly. Additional external or historical information can be referenced or included in the Appendix.

External factors, such as general or specific economic trends, constraints, or opportunities; political or governmental conditions; population demographics; or internal organizational factors, should be discussed.

Mission and Objectives

The purpose or mission of the project is stated in one or two paragraphs, followed by a set of concrete objectives. The mission statement is all encompassing, establishing why the project exists. Mission statements can be general or specific. They also reference the customer if the project is being performed under contract or for a third party.

Project objectives are outlined as specific goals to be accomplished and to which status they can be applied. For instance, objectives for a small construction project might include a good location; a modern energy-efficient economic design; a fully furnished facility; a complete set of project documents; compliance with all laws, codes, and requirements; a standard profit margin; and a completion date.

Planning becomes straightforward when objectives are defined for key areas. Objectives can be established for every aspect of the project, including scope of work, organization, management, systems, environment, safety, and overall completion of the project (i.e., final cost and schedule dates). Established objectives in the following areas facilitate detailed planning, systems development, and work performance:

- Technical objectives.
- Schedule objectives.
- Cost objectives.
- Organizational/personnel-related objectives.
- Quality objectives.
- Environmental safety and health objectives.
• Contracting/procurement objectives.
• Management system objectives.

Well-defined objectives enhance the reliability of subsequent planning. Once objectives are stated in concise terms, they allow for the development of the project scope of work and the work breakdown structure.

**Work Scope**

The work scope section of the PM plan demonstrates how well the project is understood. It includes narrative descriptions of all elements of the project’s scope of work. It clearly identifies the products or services to be provided to the customer. The statement of work contains enough information to allow development of the WBS, schedules, and cost estimates, as well as assignment of responsibilities.

This section can address the project phases and include special plans associated with those phases, such as the R&D plan, engineering/design plans, construction plan, manufacturing plan, facility start-up plan, or transition plan. It may also describe the systems management activities, including systems engineering and integration, to ensure project life cycle perspective. In other words, it shows that the activities necessary to ensure that the design and final products meet customer requirements are all planned and managed properly and can be integrated and operated as intended, and that start up, transition, operation, and completion activities are also planned and managed properly.

To simplify preparation, the work scope can be prepared in outline form, which can then be used to develop the WBS. Often the WBS and work scope are prepared in parallel, with the resultant narrative description of the work called a WBS dictionary.

**Planning Basis**

The planning basis section provides for the documentation of key approaches, assumptions, requirements, and other factors considered during preparation of the PM plan. Below are some items covered in this section of the PM Plan.

*Project Deliverables/End Products*

A list of all products, documents, and services to be delivered to the customer over the life of the project is required.

*Requirements*

Requirements are specifications or instructions that must be followed during project performance. They may include technical requirements, facilities requirements, data requirements, management requirements, or special instructions. Technical requirements may include codes, standards, laws, engineering or design specifications, models, or examples for mandatory or recommended compliance on the project. When there are mandatory requirements, such as laws, these must be identified and listed, or project performers run the risk of noncompliance and legal prosecution.

Facilities requirements include an initial assessment of types, amount, and quality of facilities needed for the project, along with related utilities, furniture, and equipment. This provides initial bases for estimating quantities and costs associated with those resources. Overlooking facilities issues during project planning leads to schedule slippages, cost overruns, unhappy project participants, and untold headaches for the project.
managers. For small projects, facility requirements may not be a big issue; for larger projects, they can be critical.

Functional and operational requirements (F&DRs) spell out what the system, facility, or product being produced is intended to do. F&DRs provide the basis for the engineering, design, and planning of the system, facility, or product. Where F&DRs exist, listing or identifying them greatly simplifies and facilitates the design process. Mandatory data requirements, management directives, or special instructions are also identified and documented during the planning process. Special instructions may include directions from the customer or upper management or may be spelled out in contract documents.

**Constraints**

Constraints may include known technical limitations, financial ceilings, or schedule “drop-dead” dates. Technical constraints may be related to state-of-the-art capabilities, interface requirements with other systems, or user-related issues (e.g., software that must run on certain types of personal computers). Financial and schedule constraints can be introduced by the customer and lead time associated with procured hardware or funding/budgetary limits.

**Approaches/Strategies**

The approach or strategies to be utilized can have a major impact on subsequent planning. For instance, if all project work is to be performed within the parent (host) organization with minimum subcontract support, that approach impacts planning of resources and organizational issues. If work is to be “fast tracked” by overlapping design and construction activities, or by performing more work in parallel, then that approach can be described. Communication of strategies to project participants can be done effectively by devoting several paragraphs to that topic in this section of the PM plan.

**Key Assumptions**

Every project is planned under some degree of uncertainty. Therefore, assumptions are required to estimate work scope, schedule durations, resource requirements, and cost estimates. Assumptions are also required when defining the management strategies, systems, and procedures to be utilized.

Major assumptions are to be documented because they can have a significant impact on planning and estimating. This is true on all projects, regardless of size. Large projects, which involve numerous participants and major complexities, generally depend on more key assumptions during project planning than smaller projects. The major reason for documenting key assumptions is to provide the project manager with a basis for revising plans when the assumptions are changed (i.e., when a customer changes his or her mind).

**Specifically Excluded Scope**

This subject may be needed to limit the scope of work. It highlights specific and relatively obvious issues, such as documentation, training, or follow-on support, which customers often assume but which cost money and have not been included in the project plan. Clarification of these scoping questions saves headaches later, in some cases even avoiding litigation.
Work Breakdown Structure

The WBS is a product-oriented hierarchy of the scope of work embodied in a numbering structure that provides a system for organizing the scope in a logical manner. The WBS is prepared in conjunction with the scope of work, and it should be developed to the level of detail where responsibility for work performance is assigned. Responsibility for each element of a WBS is then established.

The most popular portrayal of a project WBS is in graphic form, similar to an organization chart. This WBS chart displays project elements and tasks in levels and boxes, representing smaller parts of the project. The WBS is a mandatory requirement for the PM plan.

The WBS facilitates the following:

- Understanding of the work.
- Planning of all work.
- Identifying end products and deliverables.
- Defining work in successively greater detail.
- Relating end items to objectives.
- Assigning responsibility for all work.
- Estimating costs and schedules.
- Planning and allocating resources.
- Integration of scope, schedule, and cost.
- Monitoring cost, schedule, and technical performance.
- Summarizing information for management and reporting.
- Providing traceability to lower levels of detail.
- Controlling changes.

The WBS provides a common, ordered framework for summarizing information and for quantitative and narrative reporting to customers and management.

Organization Development Plan

This section of the PM plan addresses organization structure, responsibilities, authorities, interfaces, and personnel development. For every project, how the people involved are organized, assigned responsibilities, and directed needs to be defined and communicated to the participants. In addition, interfaces among participants both inside and outside the project team require planning. Equally important, training and team-building plans need to be established to promote quality and productivity on project work.

Organization Structure

While not all participants may be involved during early project planning, key positions and participating organizations are identifiable fairly early. A preliminary organization structure in graphic form can be prepared and included in the PM plan. Where possible, names, titles, and phone numbers are included on the chart, to promote understanding and communication. Organization charts are dated but not finalized until resource allocation plans are prepared, based on detailed work planning and cost estimates.

Responsibilities

Specific responsibilities of individual project participants are defined as clearly as possible, to promote communication and teamwork and to avoid confusion. For large projects, responsibilities of positions or participating organizations are defined.
Authorities

Much has been written about the “authority versus responsibility” issues in project management, especially in matrix organizations. Project managers or other project participants are “responsible” for project accomplishment without “authority” over the resources being employed. For all projects, it is helpful to recognize these issues and document procedures for resolving conflicts as necessary. Where multiple companies or organizations are integrated into a project organization, contract relationships are referenced or defined, as appropriate. Procedures for resolving problems related to work direction may also need to be established.

Interfaces

On projects involving technical activity, it is common for personnel from the customer’s organization to talk directly with technical staff in the project organization. However, when multiple project participants are interfacing with outside entities—either customer representatives, the general public, the press, or others—it is easy for conflicting information to be transmitted. These interfaces can generally be identified and controlled, normally via procedures or established protocols. Clearly defining interfaces highlights where communication is needed and which areas may cause potential communication problems.

Personnel Development

Skills and techniques related to teamwork and effective communication can be critical to a project’s success. Many of those skills and techniques, however, may be new or difficult for new project participants. This section of the PM plan outlines the types of training and team-building activities planned for the project. Establishing a plan points out that the project leaders are aware of these issues and plan to improve communication, teamwork, and productivity on the project. In addition, other types of training are necessary on projects, especially if the project utilizes new technologies, equipment, systems, or approaches.

Resource Plan

The resources needed to accomplish the project—personnel, supplies, materials, facilities, utilities, and information/expertise—are identified in this section of the PM plan. The availability of those resources also needs to be determined, including expertise needed for the project that is not available within the organization and may need to be found via hiring, contract, or partnership. Materials required may be available only on the other side of the world, requiring additional planning, time, and expense to secure.

Identification and availability of resources are addressed in this section of the PM plan. Quantities and timing of those resources are established during the cost-estimating process and finalized after schedules have been defined. Pricing of resources is how cost estimates are established and becomes the basis for project budgets. However, preliminary estimates of resources required and projected dates needed are included in the PM plan, then finalized when cost estimates and schedules are established. Because of
inflation, cost of capital, and other factors, accurate pricing of resources cannot occur until resources have been scheduled, so this process is also fundamental to the cost-estimating process. Resource allocation is also normally included in the cost estimate section of the PM plan, in the form of a time-phased cost estimate.

**Procurement and Logistics Plan**

Advance planning of the contracting and procurement activities is particularly critical on large projects. Logistics issues related to major equipment, supplies, or materials need to be planned in advance to ensure manufacturing, transportation, and storage by cost-efficient, safe, and timely means. This section of the PM plan includes subcontracting plans, procurement plans, and logistics plans.

**Subcontracting Plans**

Subcontracting activity has a direct effect on project costs, schedules, and overall success, so it normally receives attention early in the planning process. It may be directly related to the original structure of the project organization if, for instance, joint ventures or other partnering arrangements are established to perform a project. A primary contracting organization may have overall project management and planning responsibilities, but one or more other subcontractors will perform portions of the project. In those cases, the subcontracting arrangements are planned early, or project work can be delayed.

An early planning activity is identifying major subcontracts needed to accomplish project work. This section of the PM plan also includes identification of subcontracting laws, regulations, and requirements to be complied with; identification and description of the major subcontracts anticipated for the project; timing of those subcontracts; potential problems or issues associated with the contracts; and approaches and expertise to be employed during the contracting process.

**Procurement Plans**

The procurement of equipment, materials, and supplies requires planning to reduce the risk of impacting project schedules and to ensure efficient and cost-effective acquisition. On large projects or projects involving R&D or manufacturing of new systems, key equipment or parts may themselves need to be developed and specially manufactured. In cases involving long lead-time items, procurement planning occurs long before the items are needed on the project, in order to initiate the design and procurement processes for those items. If equipment or parts are not available when needed, the project schedule slips and costs rise.

**Logistics Plans**

Especially for construction projects, logistics planning is critical. The timing, transportation, delivery, storage, and usage of project materials, supplies, parts, or equipment must be planned, coordinated, and managed for the project to be successful. Unavailability or damage during shipment, storage, or handling causes major problems at the job site. These same issues apply to any projects involving large quantities of procured materials or equipment—and one could argue that they also apply to large professional-skills outsourcing contracts.
This section of the PM plan includes plans related to the physical aspects of procurement: when items will be delivered by vendors; transportation and handling during shipment; warehousing, storage, kiting, and handling at the job site, including inspection, testing, and acceptance procedures; and distribution to project participants as needed for completion of project tasks. Systems and expertise needed to track, manage, and report status on procured items are identified, along with the schedule and approach for establishing those systems and functions. Responsibilities and procedures are identified and defined.

**Logic and Schedules**

All project work must be scheduled. Schedules include milestone lists, summary schedules, and detailed schedules. This section of the PM plan includes those schedules and the logic and network plans necessary to develop them.

**Networks and Logic**

Network planning is applied during early planning processes, so that activity relationships are identified, understood, and factored into the schedule. In their simplest form, network plans are simple flow diagrams displaying the order in which activities are to be performed, which activities cannot be started or completed before other activities are started or completed, and what activities must be completed before the overall project is complete. Logical network plans are important for project planning, but they are complex, detailed, and cumbersome for displaying schedule information. While networks are necessary, they may be referenced in the PM plan or attached later. The PM plan, however, should describe the logic applied and establish networks as the basis for the schedules.

**Summary Schedules**

The summary schedule corresponds to the upper levels of the WBS and identifies key milestones. Additional levels of schedules are developed as required and are compatible with each other, the management summary schedule, and the WBS. Schedules provide information for measuring physical accomplishment of work, as well as identifying potential delays.

Schedules normally include lists of tasks and activities, dates when those tasks are to be performed, durations of those tasks, and other information related to the timing of project activities. Milestone schedules are simple lists of top-level events (i.e., the completion of the key tasks or activities) with planned dates. These same lists are used for reporting schedule progress by adding a column for completion date information.

Milestone schedules, networks, bar charts, and activity listings are included in the PM plan. Detailed schedules may be provided in the Appendix. They are maintained current over the life of the project to reflect current working plans. Schedules also normally identify critical activities so they can receive special attention.

**Cost Estimates, Budgets, and Financial Management**

Every PM plan includes a cost estimate, a budget, or both. The cost estimate is normally in table format and includes a summary of costs for each major task or element of the project. Financial management includes systems and procedures for establishing budgets, for reporting financial information, for controlling costs, and for managing cash flow.
Cost Estimates

The most straightforward method of estimating costs is to use the WBS and schedule. Each element of the WBS or each activity in the schedule or network can have a cost associated with it. Therefore, the approach is to go down the list of activities or WBS elements and estimate the cost for each one. Costs are estimated by identifying the resources needed for each activity, in what quantities, and at what price. The pricing of the resources depends on the timing, so normally a cost estimate is not finalized until the project activities have been scheduled.

Budgets

Budgets are cost estimates that have been approved by management and formally established for cost control. Actual costs are compared to budgets as the project is completed, to identify variances and potential problems and to provide information on what the costs will be. The budgeting process includes extensive reviews and revisions of the cost estimates, to arrive at the final budget figures.

Financial Management

The requirements, systems, procedures, and responsibilities for project financial planning, management, and control are addressed in this section. Financial control includes cash flow management as well as conventional cost control (standard cost accounting, cost performance reporting, and cost productivity assessment).

Cash flow management involves traditional income and expenditure reporting and analysis. On most projects, funding and funds management are critical, representing the timing at which resources can be scheduled and work accomplished. Cash flow planning and reporting procedures and responsibilities are established in the PM plan, ensuring that funds are available as needed on the project.

Risk Analysis and Contingency Plan

Projects need to be assessed to identify areas containing high degrees of risk—for instance, those activities associated with new research, technical developments, or other tasks that have never been done before. Risk may also be associated with the external environment, such as economic conditions, political uncertainties, weather, geography, public opinion, or labor-related factors. This section of the PM plan provides an opportunity to consider project risks and to develop contingency plans. Topics suggested for this section are risk identification, risk analysis, risk minimization plans, and contingency plans and reserves.

Risk Identification

The WBS is used to identify risks associated with specific elements of the project. Each WBS element is assessed for risk. Risk is higher when new or unproven technologies are required. Greater uncertainty is also expected when all aspects of a task or project element are not yet planned in detail. Finally, risk is generally higher during the early stages of a project or task than when nearing completion.

Risk Analysis

Risk analysis includes a detailed discussion of the risk, including both internal and external factors. An impact table is prepared with factors assigned based on technology status,
planning status, and design/project status. Finally, the potential cost and schedule impact is assessed. The impact table includes a worst-case cost estimate for each of the project elements included.

**Risk Minimization Plans**

Once the risks to the project have been identified and assessed, strategies are needed to minimize them: technology development, modeling, demonstrations, peer reviews, replanning, changes in project logic, reorganization of project participants, contractual changes, etc. The idea is to adapt a proactive, planning-based approach to risk assessment and to minimize project risks through specific actions.

**Contingency Plans and Reserves**

Changes in technical performance or schedules require a reevaluation of contingency reserves. Risk analysis can be performed in conjunction with cost estimating when estimates of contingency reserves are calculated. Cost estimates may be inaccurate for various reasons, such as engineering errors or oversights, schedule changes, cost or rate changes, external factors, construction or implementation problems, or estimating errors. The amount of reserves depends on the funds available, overall riskiness of the project, and the management approach.

**Quality and Productivity Plan**

Project management planning itself is a productivity improvement process. This section of the PM plan is where total quality management planning, quality management systems planning, quality assurance/quality control planning, technical performance measurement, and productivity improvement are discussed.

**Total Quality Management Planning**

The steps to be taken for implementing Total quality management (TQM) on a project are described in this section. TQM in a project environment requires clear policy statements, attention by senior company management, the commitment of the project manager, and the involvement of all project participants. Training programs and major improvements in procedures, systems, and approaches may be involved.

**Quality Management Systems Planning**

While quality may be defined in terms of technical performance of end products, value to the customer is now regarded as a key measure. Technical quality and customer satisfaction are increased by establishing systems and procedures for ensuring high performance. That means well-defined project requirements or specifications, systems for comparing progress to specifications, and effective feedback mechanisms. This part of the PM plan contains or refers to quality management systems or procedures to be utilized on the project.

**Quality Assurance/Quality Control**

Quality assurance (QA) is a process of establishing performance standards, measuring and evaluating performance to those standards, reporting performance, and taking action when performance deviates from standards. Quality control (QC) includes those aspects
of QA related to monitoring, inspecting, testing, or gathering performance information, as well as actions needed to ensure that standards are met. QA and QC both require discipline and systematic approaches to defining and measuring technical performance. For large projects, formal systems and procedures are necessary, and these can be described or listed in this section of the PM plan.

**Technical Performance Measurement**

Technical performance measurement is the evaluation of performance against standards, criteria, or requirements established for a project. A procedure is established to evaluate each element of the WBS for technical performance status and for taking corrective action. Evaluation can be by a design committee, chief engineer, QA organization, or group of technical experts. The plan for technical performance management is included or referenced in the PM plan.

**Productivity Improvement**

Productivity improvement, or reductions in the time and costs to accomplish project objectives, also calls for planning and monitoring. Plans, schedules, and cost estimates can be evaluated for process improvements and efficiencies and performance improvements. Cost-saving methodologies, such as value engineering, can be applied to designs and technical plans. Cost estimates can be subjected to “sensitivity analysis,” which identifies areas of the project where the most probable savings can occur. Company procedures, systems, or processes can be reassessed for improvements regarding paperwork, staffing, or time. New products, methodologies, or technologies might increase productivity. Employees also may be encouraged to identify productivity improvements, cost savings, or time-saving processes. This section of the PM plan identifies which of those strategies are used on the project.

**Environmental, Safety, and Health (ES&H) Protection Plan**

This section identifies all the environmental compliance laws, regulations, and requirements that must be satisfied on the project, and how they will be complied with. It describes the steps to be taken by the project team to protect the environment, the public, and project participants, including safety and health protection plan, ES&H management/information systems, and emergency preparedness.

**Safety and Health Protection Plan**

The PM plan contains the project safety plan. Each element of the WBS is assessed for safety issues, including potential hazards, opportunities for accidents, and government regulatory requirements. The systems, procedures, and steps to be employed to ensure a safe workplace are also described.

**ES&H Management/Information Systems**

The systems and procedures to be used for managing and reporting information related to environmental, safety, and health (ES&H) activities on the project are identified and described. Responsibilities and interfaces with outside organizations, often key to compliance with ES&H regulations, are also documented. A matrix chart is used for projects where multiple regulations, systems, and organizations are involved.
Emergency Preparedness Plan

Emergency preparedness involves addressing such issues as fires, tornadoes, floods, power outages, sabotage, terrorism, and the loss of key personnel. Preliminary planning identifies the people who will take charge in each type of emergency. Public services such as fire stations, ambulances, hospitals, police, and evacuation means are identified.

Security Plan

Every project involves security issues that need to be dealt with, including physical security, property protection, and information security.

Physical Security

Plans for providing physical security (gates and fences, guards, electronic access systems or surveillance devices, badges, or contracted security services)—including requirements, responsibilities, tasks and activities, timetables, and procedures—are described or referenced in the PM plan.

Property Protection

Property protection against loss, theft, or damage is needed whenever a project involves acquisition or use of materials or equipment, including hardware, software, vehicles, tools, or other devices. Property protection may also require detailed property management information systems, procurement tracking systems, training, and experienced personnel.

Information Security

For some projects, information security may be the most important security issue facing the project manager. As a project proceeds, key information is generated, including technical information (i.e., design specifications, vendor data, engineering data), cost and schedule information, contract-related information, correspondence, plans, and progress information. This section of the PM plan contains the plans for insuring against loss or damage of key project information. An information security manager for the project may be needed to control access to information; to coordinate passwords, codes, and file names; to ensure backup systems and databases; and to ensure proper usage of procedures and protocols.

Project Planning, Control, and Administration Plan

This section describes the management approaches and systems to be used for managing the project. The PM plan represents the major plan for the project, yet it may be one of many plans prepared—especially if the project is large, complex, and involves many different organizations. If more than one management plan is prepared for the project, they are identified and described here. On large projects a hierarchy of management plans is common, with each participating organization preparing a management plan for its portion of the project. A table should be prepared identifying all the plans to be prepared and their relationship to one other.

Detailed Work Package Plans

Work packages are the lowest level of project work assigned to individuals who then plan and manage detailed project activity. Project activity at the lowest levels of the
WBS is planned in work packages, which describe in detail the work scope, schedules, and costs associated with the work. Work package plans are summarized and consolidated to support the information contained in the PM plan. The work package planning process to be used, the assignment of responsibilities, the formats to be used, and the planning procedure can be described in this section of the PM plan.

**Project Control**

Project control involves procedures, processes, and methods used to determine project status, assess performance, report progress, and implement changes. In addition, on large projects there may also be the need for a formal work authorization process, which documents task agreements prior to the start of work.

**Work Authorization**

Work authorizations are documents that describe work to be performed, have cost estimates (or budgets) and scheduled performance dates identified, and are negotiated and agreed to by a “requesting” organization and a “performing” organization. Work authorizations are common in large companies doing business with the U.S. government. The work authorization forms and procedures to be used on a project are described in this section of the PM plan.

**Cost and Schedule Performance Measurement**

The methods and procedures to be used to assess schedule status and how much work has been accomplished over the life of the project are described in this section of the PM plan. For instance, the process and responsibilities for assessing the completion status of each activity in the project schedule are outlined here, as well as any methods to be used for measuring quantities of work completed. Systems and procedures for cost collection, accounting, and reporting are outlined in this section as well. The procedures, systems, and responsibilities for administering and controlling changes to a project’s work scope, schedule, and budgets (or cost estimates) are also described in this section of the PM plan. Formal change control systems are required to ensure that plans, baselines, design, and documentation are not revised without appropriate reviews and approvals.

**Project Administration**

This section of the PM plan describes the reports, meetings, and record-keeping processes associated with project management and administration. The types of management reports are identified and described here. Formats, procedures, and responsibilities are outlined and defined for major reports. A list of reports to be prepared, with distribution and responsibilities identified, can be included in this section or in the Appendix. Reports for both internal and external distribution should be included. Major management meetings to be conducted are identified, including review meetings with customers or management, status meetings, change control meetings, and special meetings to transmit key information. In addition, the system, procedures, and responsibilities for administrative records management on the project. This may be addressed in the document control section of the PM plan, or it can be included here with reference to the overall project systems.

This section may also contain an overview of procedures and responsibilities associated with administering key contracts on the project. Performance measurement and
reporting by contractors is described, contract requirements identified, and subcontract management activities identified, including site visits, meetings, and technical reviews.

**Documentation and Configuration Management Plan**

Documents include plans, administrative documents and records, technical data, engineering and construction documents, procedures and systems-related documents, reports, and correspondence. This section of the PM plan identifies the documents to be prepared on a project and establishes the administrative approach, systems, and procedures to be used to manage that documentation.

For each major element of the WBS, a list of documents or type of paperwork for each participating functional organization is developed. That list includes documents related to management and administration; technical specifications and requirements; R&D, design, and engineering; manufacturing; construction; start-up; and operation or production. The list also includes contracts, compliance documents, and documents prepared by entities external to the project.

Responsibilities for dealing with the documents are identified, from initial preparation of the documents through changes, reviews and approvals, and a distribution list. In addition, document storage and control is addressed. A document responsibility matrix is a simple, straightforward method for communicating the plan for document control. The responsibility matrix lists the documents, then identifies responsibilities for document preparation, revisions, approvals, distribution, and storage.

Document storage is a huge issue for large projects, no less now than when it entailed buildings full of file cabinets. Document storage issues include document identification, version control, data security, and so on.

A document numbering system can be based on the WBS, the project organizational structure, the date, or any other logical order. The numbering system is then used to organize and store project documents and to find the documents over the life of the project.

Security against fire, damage, or theft is also addressed and described in the PM plan, as are backup files for automated data storage systems. Access requirements and plans are also described, including a list of those who will need access, what kind of access (i.e., online, complete, extracts, etc.) frequency, and how that access will be monitored.

The procedures for project document control are identified and described in the PM plan.

**Configuration Management**

Configuration management can be defined as the process of identifying and documenting the functional and physical characteristics of products, facilities, or systems; of controlling changes to those items and associated documents; and of reporting status of the items or changes to those who need to know. (Note: The term “configuration management” has had other precise connotations on IT projects. When communicating between project management and IT personnel, be cautious in your use of terms to avoid misunderstanding.) The objective is to keep project technical documentation consistent with the project systems, products, hardware, or facilities involved. Where a comprehensive document control system has been implemented, configuration management can be an expansion of the processes for the technical documents and systems.
Configuration management plans include configuration management requirements, configuration identification, configuration control, and configuration status reporting.

On projects for government agencies, configuration management requirements may include compliance with detailed laws, regulations, or contract clauses. This is especially true in such industries as nuclear power, military/weapons systems and procurement, space-related contracting, transportation, and other areas potentially involving environmental, health, or safety issues concerning the general public.

The technical systems, components, facilities, and products that comprise the project and associated technical documents are identified in the PM plan. Technical baseline documents consist of the documents associated with research, design, engineering, fabrication, installation, construction, start up, and operation of each of the technical systems/components of the technical baseline.

Configuration control involves the procedures for administering and controlling changes to the technical baseline and associated documents. Configuration control parallels the more general document control process but places more emphasis on controlling changes to the design and technical configuration of the systems themselves. The configuration control section identifies how changes to the technical baseline are made and fixes the associated responsibilities and procedures for keeping technical documents current. Procedures and responsibilities are identified in a matrix format along with necessary narrative explanations.

A method is established for communicating configuration changes and status information to those who need that information. In general, a procedure with distribution lists for specific documents or system will suffice, provided that responsibilities are assigned for distribution of technical information and documentation.

APPENDIX

The Appendix provides a place to put supporting information, allowing the body of the PM plan to be kept concise and at more summary levels. In some cases, where a section of the PM plan is prepared as a separate document (for instance, when required by law), it can be included in the Appendix and referenced in the PM plan.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. The Project Management Plan combines two plans sometimes prepared separately. What are the advantages for joining those plans?

2. What are the drawbacks of joining the two types of plans?

3. What differences are there in the logic of the Project Management Plan as compared to the PMBOK® Guide? Why do you think the plan outline differs?
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In the design and implementation of a project cost control system, the individual characteristics of the organization performing the project and of the project itself must be considered. However, the following criteria should be considered regardless of the specific situation:

- **Validity**: The information reported must accurately reflect actual versus estimated costs.
- **Timeliness**: The cost data must be reported early enough so that managerial action can be taken if a problem arises.
- **Cost effectiveness**: Collection and reporting of cost data must be done in a way that does not hinder project progress.

Cost control systems can work if they are set up with these criteria in mind. This chapter covers how to design and implement an effective project cost control system. The examples given are drawn from the construction industry, yet these same principles are applicable to other types of projects.

**DEVELOPING A PROJECT COST CONTROL SYSTEM**

**Establishing a Project Cost Control Baseline**

The project cost control baseline is developed from the project cost estimate. Initially, during the conceptual phase, the cost estimate exists only as a preliminary or order of magnitude estimate; as the engineering design progresses, more precise estimates of cost can be developed. A detailed cost estimate,
based on work quantities determined from completed project drawings and specifications, provides the most precise estimate of cost. This detailed cost estimate forms the basis of the project cost control baseline.

However, the detailed cost estimate often cannot be directly used as a control budget. Usually, some transformation is required. For example, for bidding or negotiating purposes, the estimate may originally have been organized in a form convenient for the project owner. The project contractor may find it advantageous to reorganize the estimate into a form that matches his or her cost control preferences. In addition, the level of detail provided by the estimate may not be appropriate for the control budget.

Several factors should be considered when deciding on the appropriate level of detail for the cost control budget:

- How many individual cost elements can the office and field personnel be expected to break actual project costs into for reporting purposes?
- How many individual cost elements can the project management team effectively review and monitor?
- How can Pareto’s Law be taken into account—that 80 percent of the total project cost is probably represented by only 20 percent of the cost items?

The answers to these questions and the selection of an appropriate level of detail depends on the characteristics of the project and on the management resources allocated to manage the project. If, for instance, a cost engineer is assigned to assist the project manager in supervising the collection and reporting of cost control information, greater detail may be practical. Generally, it is desirable to maintain more detail on cost items that represent a more significant portion of the project cost.

Consider a project in which structural concrete represents a large percentage of the total project cost. In this case the structural concrete costs should be broken down into a number of cost subaccounts categorized by work operation, such as formwork, reinforcing, and concrete placement. Further subclassification by structural component, such as foundation, slabs, columns, and beams, may also be appropriate. On the other hand, if only a relatively small percentage of the total project cost involves masonry, then all of the masonry cost items in the estimate might be transferred to the project cost control budget as a single summary. Figure 6-1 provides an illustration of how the project cost estimate information might be transferred to the cost control budget.

Establishing a standard organizational listing and coding of all cost items is a prerequisite to the preparation of both the detailed cost estimate and the cost control budget. The standard organization listing consists of a comprehensive list of all conceivable cost items. In the construction industry, such a list might be prepared using the Masterformat published by the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI). The CSI Masterformat provides an extensive classification and coding of cost items relevant to the construction industry and is widely used by manufacturers, architects, contractors, and other professionals.

The standard cost code system should be tailored to the organization’s needs. Some cost items found in the CSI standard can be deleted if not within the scope of work performed. Other cost categories can be expanded to provide additional detail in critical areas.

The level of detail resulting from the cost coding system can be adjusted by means of a system of account hierarchy. The highest category is represented as a major account. Each major account is subdivided into subaccounts and subsubaccounts. Cost data can be summarized and collected at any level within the account hierarchy. The CSI contains
16 major cost accounts. Figure 6-2 provides an example of how the account hierarchy system can be used.

Just as the standard cost code is tailored to the general operation of the organization, the project cost control budget is tailored to satisfy the cost control needs of the specific project. Cost control account categories and levels of detail are matched to the particular characteristics of the project. Then the cost figures are transferred from the cost estimate to the appropriate account in the cost control budget.

A well-designed and accurately prepared cost control budget is an essential requirement for a successful project cost control system. The cost control budget becomes a cost baseline used as a benchmark for monitoring actual cost and progress during the entire project. The cost control budget is also an important ingredient for practically all of the project management activities.

Collecting Actual Cost Data

The collection of project cost data falls within the scope of activities normally conducted by the organization’s accounting system. Project costs are collected, classified, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detailed Cost Estimate</th>
<th>Cost Control Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost Code Number</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03200</td>
<td>Concrete Reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03310</td>
<td>Cast in Place Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03350</td>
<td>Concrete Finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Masonry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04220</td>
<td>Concrete Unit Masonry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04420</td>
<td>Cut Stone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 6-1. TRANSFER OF PROJECT COST ESTIMATE INFORMATION TO THE COST CONTROL BUDGET

FIGURE 6-2. EXAMPLE OF COST CODE HIERARCHY
recorded as a routine accounting function. Individual project costs, when collected at the organizational level and compared with overall income, are a basic component in determining profitability of the enterprise.

Although job cost accounting is a fundamental part of most accounting systems, the job cost accounting format used frequently does not satisfy the requirements of project cost control. Classification and level of detail used in the accounting system may not match with the cost control budget developed for the project. For example, we may wish to examine the labor and material costs associated with a certain category of work tasks such as formwork for cast-in-place concrete. However, the job cost accounting system may provide only a summary of all concrete costs.

Obviously, the greatest efficiency is obtained when the accounting system can directly provide the information required by the cost control system. A great deal of progress has been made in this area, particularly with the use of computerized cost accounting systems. Increased flexibility in the assignment of cost account codes and the production of specialized reports have significantly improved recent computerized accounting packages.

However, as a practical matter, some of the detailed cost breakdown data required by the cost control system may have to be generated separately from the general accounting system. This involves reviewing source documents such as supplier’s invoices, purchase orders, and labor time sheets at the project level. The cost data required for cost control purposes can be extracted and recorded in the cost control records.

Regardless of how the actual cost data are collected, they must be organized in accord with the project cost control budget. Comparisons of actual to budget costs can be made only when both categories of costs are classified, summarized, and presented in identical formats. We do not want to compare apples with oranges.

**Determining Earned Value**

Earned value is the portion of the budgeted cost that has been earned as a result of the work performed to date. Cost values originally assigned to the various items in the cost control budget represent total costs. However, as work on the project progresses, actual costs must periodically be compared with budget costs. To make this comparison, the amount of earned value of the total budget must be determined.

Several methods are available for measuring project progress. Each method has different features and provides a somewhat different measure of progress. Sound managerial judgment must be applied no matter which method is used. Progress estimates require honest and realistic assessment of the work accomplished versus the work remaining.

Some of the more common methods of determining earned value are as follows:

- **Units completed.** This method involves measuring the number of work units that have been accomplished and comparing the number of completed units with the total number of units in the project. No subtasks are considered, and partially completed units are generally not credited. For example, suppose that 420 linear feet (LF) of 4-inch diameter steel pipe has been installed. If the total project requires 2,100 LF of pipe, then the percentage of completion is 20 percent (420 LF divided by 2,100 LF).

- **Incremental milestones.** When the work task involves a sequential series of subtasks, the percentage of completion may be estimated by assigning a proportionate percentage to each of the subtasks. For example, the installation of a major item of equipment might be broken down as follows:
• Construct foundation pad 10 percent
• Set equipment on foundation 60 percent
• Connect mechanical piping 75 percent
• Connect electrical 90 percent
• Performance testing and start up 100 percent.

Percentage of completion is estimated by determining which of the milestones have been reached. The accuracy of this procedure depends on a fair allocation of percentage to the subtask in relation to costs.

Cost to complete. When properly applied, this method can provide the most accurate representation of project cost status. The cost to complete the remaining work for a given task is first estimated. This detailed cost estimate uses both the original cost estimate and any historical cost data acquired so far on the project. The idea is to develop the best possible estimate of the cost required to complete the task. The percentage of completion is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Percentage of Completion} = \frac{\text{Actual Cost to Date}}{\text{Actual Cost to Date} + \text{Estimate to Date}} \times 100\% \]

For example, if the actual cost to date for structural steel erection is $18,500 and the estimated cost to complete the task is $6,500, the percentage of completion is calculated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Percentage of Completion} &= \frac{18,500}{18,500 + 6,500} \\
&= 74\% 
\end{align*}
\]

With each of the methods used to estimate the percentage of completion, earned value is calculated as the percentage of completion times the original budget cost for the task.

Reporting and Evaluating Cost Control Information

Cost control status reports can be custom-tailored to suit the preferences of individual managers and to accommodate specific project differences. However, in general, cost status reports should provide an item-by-item comparison of actual cost to earned value. Estimated cost to complete and projected total cost can also be shown. Variations from the cost budget can be presented as a percentage or as an actual value, and categorical breakdowns of the cost status can also be shown. It is often useful to separate material, labor, equipment, and subcontract costs.

Figure 6-3 is an example of a monthly cost control status report. The figures listed as “Total Budget Amount” represent the originally estimated costs for each of the cost account categories. Actual costs to date are compared with earned values, and variances
### Project: New River Office Complex

#### Period Ending: 09/30/92

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost Code Number</th>
<th>Total Budget Amount</th>
<th>Percentage Complete</th>
<th>Earned Value</th>
<th>Actual Cost</th>
<th>Percentage Variance</th>
<th>Variance Cost</th>
<th>Estimated Cost to Complete</th>
<th>Projected Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Requirements</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$48,523</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
<td>$26,785</td>
<td>$22,478</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>$4,307</td>
<td>$40,721</td>
<td>$63,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Work</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>478,925</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>469,825</td>
<td>458,799</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>11,026</td>
<td>467,685</td>
<td>926,484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>798,147</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>595,418</td>
<td>762,396</td>
<td>-28.0</td>
<td>(166,978)</td>
<td>1,021,979</td>
<td>1,784,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>589,991</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>154,578</td>
<td>156,887</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>(2,309)</td>
<td>598,805</td>
<td>755,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>387,240</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>224,599</td>
<td>206,251</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>18,348</td>
<td>355,605</td>
<td>561,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpentry</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>142,364</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>17,084</td>
<td>16,841</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>140,342</td>
<td>157,183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture Protection</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>98,755</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doors and Windows</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>124,721</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finishes</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>211,766</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialties</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>45,889</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>11000</td>
<td>267,451</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnishings</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>89,010</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Construction</td>
<td>13000</td>
<td>15,600</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveying Systems</td>
<td>14000</td>
<td>82,710</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>1,752,335</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>219,042</td>
<td>219,042</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,752,336</td>
<td>1,971,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>16000</td>
<td>987,143</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>186,570</td>
<td>186,570</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>987,143</td>
<td>1,173,713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Project</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6,120,570</td>
<td>33.2%</td>
<td>$1,893,901</td>
<td>$2,029,264</td>
<td>-7.1%</td>
<td>($135,363)</td>
<td>$5,364,616</td>
<td>$7,393,880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 6-3. MONTHLY COST CONTROL STATUS REPORT**
are listed. Estimated costs to complete are also given. The projected total cost has been calculated by adding the actual cost to the estimated cost to complete. This report could have been expanded to provide a separate listing of material, labor, equipment, and subcontract costs. The amount of detail can be structured to meet the requirements of the project manager. Managers will be particularly interested in the variance between actual cost and earned value, and the resulting total cost projection. Accuracy and timeliness are equally important in reporting cost control status. If the information is to be of any value to the project manager, it must be provided soon enough to allow for corrective action. Monthly cost control reports should be provided as soon as possible after the end of the month. The time lag between the cutoff of the cost period and production of the report should be as small as possible.

Material suppliers and subcontractors are normally paid monthly. Therefore, a monthly cost report seems appropriate for summarizing these costs. However, labor costs are typically paid on a shorter interval, such as weekly. Labor costs are also likely to be more variable and consequently are normally the subject of greater management attention. It may be appropriate to generate weekly status reports of labor costs.

Graphical representations of the cost-schedule data are often useful in providing a quick visualization of cost control status. One of the most common is a cost-schedule graph in which actual and budget costs are plotted against performance time. Figure 6-4 shows such a graph.
is an example of a cost-schedule graph. This example provides a graphical representation of the data included in the cost control status report given in Figure 6-3. In this example, the project is approximately one week behind schedule in time, and total actual costs have exceeded the cost budget by 7.1 percent.

**Taking Corrective Action**

One of the primary functions of the cost control system is to identify problem areas to the manager early enough so that corrective action can be taken. Although we would not expect actual costs and earned values to be identical, a significant variance indicates a problem. Determining the source of the problem requires an investigation by the project manager. There are many possible causes, such as an estimating mistake, a change in material prices, a change in labor wage rates, or a change in work productivity. The cost control system cannot identify the cause of the problem, but tells the manager where to look for the cause. Additionally, the cost control system furnishes feedback to the manager, showing the effect of any corrective action.

**Achieving Project Success by Controlling Costs**

Project success depends to a great extent upon management’s ability to control cost. Although there may be other important project goals, cost remains a universal measure of success. Projects with substantial cost overruns are rarely considered successful.

Maintaining cost control requires a well-designed and implemented project cost control system. A sound project cost control system performs four basic functions:

1. Establishes baseline cost.
2. Collects actual cost data.
3. Reports and evaluates (including earned value).
4. Takes corrective action.

![Elements of a Cost Control System](image-url)
The level of cost detail and the format of the report documents should be matched to the requirements of the specific project and the management team. Figure 6-5 provides an illustration of the elements involved in a project cost control system and their interrelationship.

Establishing an adequate project cost control system requires an investment. Project managers must take the time before starting project work to develop the structure of the cost control system. They must decide upon cost classification and the appropriate level of cost detail to be monitored. They need to work out actual cost collection procedures.

How will the cost control system interface with the organization’s accounting system? Reporting frequencies, procedures, and formats must be determined. Administration of the cost control system also requires the allocation of staff time. However, if management is willing to commit the necessary systems, it is possible to have a project cost control system that really works. Operating without effective cost control is gambling in the dark.

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. What are the four basic functions of a project cost control system, and how are they interrelated?

2. What are three common methods for determining earned value on a project? What are the relative advantages of each?

3. How much cost control is enough? What factors should be taken into account when deciding on the right level of cost control?
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Integration was added to the project management body of knowledge as a ninth knowledge area with the 2000 edition of the *PMBOK® Guide*. This addition validated the experiences many project managers had throughout their careers. It underscored the important project management role of coordinating and creating linkages among the various kinds of knowledge, activities, and processes—the role of actually having to integrate all project processes to effectively manage a project to meet its objective.

**THE EVOLUTION OF THE INTEGRATION KNOWLEDGE AREA**

The 2000 edition of the *PMBOK® Guide* attempted to define the project management processes necessary to integrate the project management activities needed on a project. The three processes described in that document included: a process that speaks about developing a plan, another about executing the project activities in the plan, and the last about coordinating changes across the project.\(^1\) In describing integration as a knowledge area, PMI attempted to provide a foundation ensuring that project management activities are properly integrated and coordinated. However, the description of integration fell short of what a project manager actually needs to effectively manage a project. For example, no mention was made about the critical processes required to initiate all project management processes, to monitor tasks to the published plan, or to integrate the closing activities across all project phases.

In 2004, the *PMBOK® Guide* was expanded to provide more detail on the planning, executing, and controlling
processes, plus more emphasis on two areas that had not been adequately addressed in any previous editions—the processes around project initiation and project closure.2 Because a project has small chance of succeeding when either initiating or closing is done incorrectly, additional information about these two areas was provided in the update. The project manager now has specific processes to provide guidance for the initial activities needed to both develop the project charter and a preliminary project scope statement. The project manager can now find guidance for performing the integrative processes needed to produce a comprehensive project management plan, rather than nine individual documents that were implied in the prior release. A clear emphasis is also placed on what must be done during project execution. While monitoring and controlling now have a desired emphasis for any size project, the integration activities needed to effectively close a project are also defined.

Project managers have learned through trial and error that project management is really an integrated series of processes and activities. These processes are iteratively applied by skilled project managers to effectively lead a project to its completion. On any given day, the project manager—while planning and managing a project—must make decisions about needed resources, as well as anticipate problems and plan their resolutions. Trade offs made between conflicting objectives and the needed alternatives are also detailed within those groups. If the project processes have been properly integrated, the project manager will be tuned to all aspects of the project effort.

The need for integration among the project processes is evident wherever interfaces must be established for the processes to interact,3 such as a situation in which a project is assigned a specific delivery date without any regard for the overall product scope. The project manager must identify any risks resulting from this approach and communicate that information to the stakeholders. The stakeholders and the project manager use that information to negotiate a decision on whether the schedule should be extended or to reduce the overall product scope to meet the original schedule. The project manager usually performs many activities concurrently during initiation, including the following:

• Assigning members of the project team to initial activities to analyze the scope and attempt to understand the requirements, as well as any assumptions, constraints, and potential risks.
• Working with appropriate stakeholders to establish an initial schedule.
• Setting initial customer expectations. If done effectively, subsequent efforts are facilitated when a consensus among the stakeholders must be negotiated on a difficult request. A fine-grained application of this is communicating risk mitigations, including any risks that can’t be avoided or resolved.

Companies typically perform a feasibility study after the company is stimulated and becomes aware of a perceived opportunity. The organization uses various methods to make a decision to start a project, while attempting to establish value returned against the projected costs. The company may consider a project for various reasons, such as:

• The high cost of fuel requires a more efficient and clean energy source. Analysis would determine if a real market demand exists before the project is considered.
• A company does a business process analysis on its billing and receiving system and finds several areas that are costing the company a great deal of money. Therefore, a new project is established to improve that system.
• A company wants to enter the worldwide market and finds it is required to adhere to a new more restrictive standard to even enter the market in Europe or Asia.
• A start-up wants to build a new ultrasmall implantable medical device to aid patient mobility. A project can be started to research this idea and the impact of adding a high-tech manufacturing facility.

The analysis process must also support picking alternative ways of executing the project to meet defined constraints, such as doing the project offshore or purchasing a turn-key system. The result is a Project Charter document and answers at a minimum the following questions:

- What is the relationship between what is being created and the stimuli that cause the need?
- What are the projected budget limits that will ensure a profit?
- Who is the project manager, and what is the authority level given for this project?
- What is the initial milestone schedule and will it impact the cost?
- What are the first cut assumptions and constraints identified for the project?

During the upfront effort, the project manager begins gathering data for a preliminary scope document that defines the project and its expected result. This document addresses the project’s characteristics and boundaries and its resulting products. Document content will vary depending upon the application area and project complexity, that is, is the project building a terminal extension at an international airport, or is it building an online billing system for a pet supply company? The differences in product complexity and the required coordination efforts are very clear to see in this example. A skilled project manager must be able to identify the nuances in the scope of his/her project and respond appropriately to cover the project objectives; the product requirements; any acceptance criteria; assumptions, constraints, and risks; and any contract specifics, such as a non-negotiable delivery date.

The key tool a project manager uses is the project management plan. However, the project manager must first perform all activities required to define, prepare, and integrate the activities in the project management plan. An integrated and cohesive plan will define all information about how the project will be executed, controlled, and closed. The required contents for a project management plan are fairly standard. It should essentially define what, who, the process, and when (with cost).

- The what—the project objective and deliverables.
- The who—the personnel and resources required on the project.
- The process—the project life cycle that will be incorporated into the plan. A diagram can be included to indicate needed process interactions.
- The when/cost—the scheduled due date for each deliverable, including all major milestones.
- The project’s production and delivery locations.
- Last but not least, any communication requirements. What is needed to build the stakeholders’ support and keep them involved?

The project application area directly affects project execution more than any other project process. Deliverables are produced through the project team’s effort as directed by the project manager. In addition, during execution, the team is acquired and trained if needed. Goods and tools may also be obtained so they can be used during project
execution. The project manager manages the team, as the approved changes to the product are received and implemented. While managing all of this, the project manager also manages any technical and organizational interfaces required between the project and the rest of the organization. Documents produced during the project effort are also updated.

Monitoring the project requires the project manager to collect, measure, and analyze information, and to assess measurements to determine trends. Those trends are analyzed and project performance may be modified to reverse those trends. The project manager compares status data to the project management plan to determine whether the project will meet its planned objectives on the specified dates. The project manager also keeps detailed information on any identified risks to ensure the mitigation plans are implemented quickly enough to minimize negative impact to the project.

Change control is a fundamental integration concept, as it touches all project processes. Changes to the project documents and other deliverables are controlled by continually assessing any factors that cause changes and by controlling attempts at any ad hoc changes. The project manager controls factors around change control by identifying and approving only those changes that need to occur. The project manager does that by ensuring that any changes are completely documented and approved prior to allowing a baseline update.

An automated configuration management system supporting version control is an effective and efficient way to manage changes to project artifacts. An automated system typically supports a high level of security and controls baseline changes. A change control board is typically implemented in many companies to support and enforce integrated change control at the highest level in the company. A corporate configuration policy defines the change control board’s responsibilities and the needed interaction with all projects.

How does the project manager know when to start the efforts needed to close a project? A skilled project manager knows that every project process must be properly performed, since each is needed to successfully lead to project completion. The project manager uses the closing processes to establish the integrated procedures to close and transfer a project’s deliverables. Administrative and contractual activities must be defined and completed to officially close out a project or a project phase. When the project is closed, documentation and project data must be transferred to the corporate knowledgebase for future reference. The finished product must also be formally accepted by the customer as one of the last closing activities.

These closing procedures also establish the activities required if the project has to be cancelled before it successfully achieves its objectives. If a project is cancelled, there may be penalties or legal ramifications for the company, so project records and data are transferred to the appropriate authorities in the company to resolve those issues.

CONCLUSION

In practice, of course, there is no clear definition of how to integrate project processes, activities, and knowledge. The project manager’s role is made both challenging—and rewarding—by the skill gained while attempting to manage the project to facilitate and monitor efforts for success. In fact, a case can be made that integration is the capstone skill for excellent project managers—the skill that, more than any other, reflects the project management role.
It is also clear that the various activities that the project manager performs are not individual one-time events. Rather, they are overlapping integrated processes that occur at varying levels throughout the project. The project manager must be proficient in the knowledge areas; however the project manager’s experience really shows when he/she can skillfully integrate those knowledge areas to effectively deliver the project’s desired results.

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. Effective project integration requires emphasis on what?
2. When is historical information useful during the project?
3. What does integration mean in project management?

**REFERENCES**
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From company to company, although methodology and life cycle may vary, the most critical success factor in any project is comprehensive scope management. The project team coordinates processes, policies, methodology, and life cycle to ensure that work requirements meet customer expectations. The project definition and scope control must be examined continuously through all phases of the project to minimize risks to the outputs.

The project manager is responsible for initiating the planning of the project. With upper management approval, the team can begin to conduct planning sessions to create a statement of work that outlines the customer requirements. The project manager, with the team’s input, will analyze documentation and discuss the use of system tools, resources, schedules, and budgetary costs to develop the scope management output.

One example of planning for an e-business online education tool involved upper management approval, buy-in from vendors, outsourcing some work elements, sound organization structure, staff support of business activities, change control process, and customer input during the implementation phase of the project.

The scope management plan can be developed as an informal or formal document and have as many details as necessary to effectively describe the nature of the work to be completed. The document will be used to guide the team through all phases of the life cycle. The project manager may decide how the team will define the scope, develop the details of the scope statement, in what format the Work Breakdown
Schedule (WSB) will be designed and finalized, and the mechanism to verify and control the project scope. The document should be designed to focus on the delivery of only the work required and how to achieve the best results of the outcome the product or service.

**THE VALUE OF SCOPE MANAGEMENT OUTPUTS**

The scope management outputs are extremely important to the overall management of the project and contribute to how the project will be organized. With diligent planning, the project team will see the value of this planning process and outputs of the Scope Management plan. The team will execute and perform Collect Requirements, Define Scope, Create WBS, Verify Scope, and Control Scope. If the project manager eliminates any or part of these areas, the project could be comprised. The project team needs to ensure that each area is addressed and given appropriate attention for project success.

**Collect Requirements**

*Requirements Documentation*

The first output of Collect Requirements is the requirements documentation. This document is key to the future success of the project because it describes how the project requirements will meet the business need that the project was undertaken to address. It is important to note that often the requirements will be defined at a high level and then, as more information is obtained, will become more detailed. Before baselining, the requirements must be measurable, testable, traceable, complete, consistent, and accepted by all key stakeholders. The format of the requirements document will vary from a simple document listing categorized by stakeholder and priority to much more elaborate forms containing executive summaries, descriptions and attachments.

Components of the requirements documentation may include, but are not limited to:

- Business need.
- Business and project objectives that will provide traceability for all aspects of the project from initiation (project charter) through closing (project signoff).
- Both functional requirements (business processes, information, product interaction, etc.) and nonfunctional requirements (level of service, security, safety, etc.).
- Impacts to organizational entities, such as call centers, sales, technology groups, etc.
- Support requirements.
- Project assumptions that allow the team to move forward.
- Project constraints that limit the team’s options and need to be identified up front.

*Requirements Management Plan*

A key challenge for project managers is to analyze, document, and manage project and product requirements throughout the life of the project. This is addressed by the second output of Collect Requirements, known as the Requirements Management Plan. The plan highlights the sequential, overlapping, and iterative relationships that comprise the phase-to-phase relationships that influence requirements management. The project manager’s approach to these relationships is documented in the Requirements Management Plan.

Components of the plan may include, but are not limited to:

- How requirements will be planned, tracked, and managed throughout the project.
• Configuration management activities that address how changes to product requirements will not only be initiated, but how the impacts will be analyzed, monitored, and managed.
• Prioritization process.
• Product metrics.
• The traceability structure that will identify which requirement attributes will be captured in the traceability matrix.

Requirements Traceability

The final output for the collect requirements is the Requirements Traceability Matrix that links requirements to their origins and traces them throughout the project life cycle. Not only does it ensure that the business requirements have been met, but it provides a basis of comparison for any proposed product changes throughout the project. The process includes, but is not limited to:

• Requirements to meet the business needs, business and project objectives, and the business and project goals.
• Requirements to project scope and the WBS deliverables.
• Requirements to product design and development.
• Requirements to test strategies and scenarios.

Some other elements of a good requirements collection, which is particularly applicable to working on software development projects, would be to involve all departments, formalize all requirements documentation and guidelines, and focus on long-term objectives. The technical document will be needed for the customer so it is a good process to begin documenting in the planning phase of the project. It will save the team time, eliminate duplication of work and ensure the product is clearly explained for the end-user.

Define Scope

The second output of planning is to Define Scope, which is the descriptive detail of the project goal. If the project extends beyond its identified scope, the risk for failure increases. Once the project scope has clear and concise objectives, the team can identify the project assumptions and constraints that are outside the scope. Other documents the project team or specialist creates will aid in supporting the content, such as investment analysis portfolio, budget, software product plans, and market analysis and systems manuals.

What is the value of developing a sound project scope statement? If it is developed properly, everyone will clearly understand all the details of the project, the deliverables, and the boundaries. The product description helps to explain the details for completing the objective. There may be budgetary restrictions and definite limitations that prohibit the advancement of the product. The team has to be sensitive of the customer’s constraints and assumptions, so as not to expand the product any further than guidelines and standards dictate, otherwise the deliverables and time/cost schedule may not be achieved. The entire project organization can impact the outcome if decision-making and actions are not followed according to the project plan. The team should begin to identify risks and issues that could cause any delays of the project. The project manager should seek approval during any changes and subsequent phases. Any scope deviations must be communicated immediately to all stakeholders, including the customer.
Create the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

The third output of planning is the development of the WBS, which outlines tasks to be carried out to meet the project objectives. To understand and distribute tasks to team members, the project manager conducts a session to find out what activities need to be accomplished under what phase. When this has been determined and the team has assigned the activities to the lowest level of work (also known as work packages), the project manager can begin to evaluate costs, assign resources, and create a time schedule to those activities. The WBS dictionary describes the component elements, list of associated activities, milestones, the start and end dates, resources required, technical references, and statement of work. Other pertinent documents include bill of materials and risk breakdown structure.

Verify Scope

This process is carried out whenever one or more deliverables are ready to be handed over. It consists of obtaining the stakeholders’ formal acceptance of the work completed. Once the scope is developed, the elements are thoroughly discussed and agreed on by the project team, stakeholders, sponsor, and the customer. The definition is then signed off formally, and any changes are communicated through the project manager unless an advisory committee has been established to lead this effort. With the acceptance and signed approval of the scope, the scope management plan is the formal document that defines the processes outlined in the project plan. The project manager is responsible to ensure that this process is complete and monitored throughout all phases of the project. If any changes occur, all information is documented and then communicated to all members of the project team. The customer is to be kept informed of these or any changes during any parts of the life cycle of the project; otherwise, scope creep will occur and put the project in jeopardy through increased risks and unnecessary costs to the project.

Control Scope

The last output of Scope Management is that of Control Scope. The project manager should have implemented a process to ensure the project’s goal and objectives will be monitored throughout the project. The project manager must be made aware of any discrepancies of project activities or potential risks promptly that deviate from the baseline or work breakdown schedule to minimize any delays to the schedule that could ultimately cause project failure. The scope management section of the project plan is a formalized document that captures the processes for handling the scope changes. The project manager’s responsibilities include providing guidance for any corrective action and means of communications to all team members involved at any level of the project. If any changes occur, the customer should be informed immediately to make future decisions about the project outcome. With adequate scope control mechanisms executed, the team’s progress and performance can be measured. This will resolve any potential issues to the schedule and decrease resource conflicts.

IDENTIFYING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRODUCT AND PROJECT SCOPE

Project Scope includes all the work that needs to be accomplished to deliver a product, service, or result with the specified features and functions. The result could be a single
product or have several components. The project will have a start and end date and possess particular characteristics or attributes that produce specific results during the life cycle.

For example, depending on the complexity or high degree of technical aspects of the project, it could be divided into phases for cost or tasks reasons. The innovation of a major system project, issues with contributing organizations, and/or economic risks are other reasons to separate areas into more manageable “chunks” for the team to complete successfully and on time.

Product Scope is the features and functions that characterize a product, service, or result. The scope will be measured against the set product requirements and is managed throughout the life cycle.

**HOW TO DEVELOP A SOUND SCOPE STATEMENT**

The guidelines for a good scope statement are that it should be written in a clear, concise, nontechnical language targeted for all audiences, in particular, upper management and the customer. The stakeholder and upper management must first understand the nature of the project or product and then be able to conceptualize the end product or service. They will not need to know all the specific activities surrounding the development phases, but are mainly interested in the cost savings and the market share to match the corporate strategic vision and goal. If the executives can understand the value of the project, the funding and support will be contributed throughout the project. Open communications during all phases is essential for the success of the project and possible subsequent iterations.

The customer is more receptive to understand the current project status to make decision points in the planning stage. The customer needs to be able to analyze and research other options if the project is being delayed or if the market dictates other needs. Some corporations are very competitive and the timing and launch of a product is the critical contribution to its success factor.

The project team should obtain all of the customer’s requirements and consider these guidelines when planning and creating a comprehensive scope statement:

- Why are we initiating this project? The project justification statement will help to formalize any doubts of moving forward with the project or product.
- What is the actual project or product that is being developed? A brief summary statement to explain the specifications.
- How and what activities will be completed? State what the deliverables or milestones are in the intended project.
- Quantifiable criteria for project success are documented and the objectives of the project specified.
- Identify the assumptions and constraints that will not be included in the project requirements.

The steps of writing an effective scope statement should include a project name, date, the project manager’s name, project justification, product description, deliverable/milestones, objectives, assumptions, constraints, any issues or risks, who wrote the statement and the date it was written, and the approval with a date. In addition, the project manager should include documents outlining risk analysis, feasibility studies, and financial cost-benefit methods.
A Well-Written Scope Statement: Some Positive Outcomes

The project team, stakeholders, and customer will have fewer questions if the scope statement has addressed all the important aspects of the project objectives. The customer requirements are covered within the Statement of Work and deliverables are projected. The well thought-out plan will provide the project manager the guidelines to manage the project and customer expectations. The sound work breakdown schedule, proposed project budget and allocated resources provide the team with parameters to implement a quality product.

Within this scope statement, there are six indicators that can impact the outcome and success of the project. They are:

1. Integration of processes.
2. Type of environment or culture.
3. Upper management buy-in or support.
4. Training and education available.
5. Formalized methodology or project management office.
6. Dedicated knowledgeable resources.

Other factors to consider in selecting competent team members to perform the work activities are:

1. Development of project plans and time schedule.
2. Written documentation standards.
3. Determination of budget requirements.
4. Written and excellent Scope Statement of Work.
5. Creation of an environment to encourage team relationships.
6. Motivation of individuals to complete activities.

The outcome of sound scope management is outstanding project results and a clear project approach to define business and technology issues. The content has definite inclusions and exclusions and set objectives. By using these techniques the project planning and control of the scope will be accomplished.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Vision</th>
<th>Image of a product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Mission</td>
<td>Develop a strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Objective</td>
<td>Long-term goal measured by qualitative and quantitative criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Goal</td>
<td>Dedicated milestone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Strategy</td>
<td>Action plan to obtain goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Organizational Structure</td>
<td>Alignment of resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Roles</td>
<td>Person responsible to perform activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Systems</td>
<td>Tools and techniques to achieve goal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 8-1. ELEMENTS OF PROJECT SCOPE
Does Your Scope Management Plan Meet Customer Expectations?

The project management team must identify the stakeholders early in the planning phase to determine the project requirements and verify the control of the activities. By conducting thorough scope planning sessions, the project manager will have a well-developed Scope Statement and Scope Management plan that meets the customer approval and project expectations. Figure 8-1 shows a process chart that can help aid in the development of a project and can be used during the planning stage with the team to produce a successful project or product.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION

Has the project manager reviewed the scope statement with the team, stakeholders, and customer? Have you prepared a well thought-out definition of the scope of work and does it fit with the budget and time schedule? Prior to moving to the next phase, have the stakeholders, both internal and external in the process, accepted the scope management plan and scope statement? Do you have the necessary sign-off approvals from management, stakeholders and the customer? Do you feel you have spent adequate time in the planning session? Has the team gathered sufficient project requirements and completed enough research to fully understand the components of the project? If other departments are involved in the project, have they been a part of the planning process and do these cross-functional resources have prior approval to perform the work? Are the control measures in place to ensure scope creep does not occur? Does the project manager understand which areas may have flexibility in the schedule? Does the customer understand the project requirements? Does the customer have any budget, time restraints, or quality issues for the product?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. At the first milestone, the customer complains that the deliverable is incomplete. How would you address this?

2. What is the role of scope management in improving customer satisfaction?

3. For a project with which you are familiar, analyze the scope statement. Was it complete and accurate? What issues arose that might have been prevented by better scope management?
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“Plan the work, work the plan.” This simple phrase can be your guide through many difficult times in a project management career. The Project Time Management Knowledge Area should be applied with the support of a project scheduling tool. Of course, it can be done with 3 × 5 cards to gather information and then organized in a spreadsheet. However, the spreadsheet will only communicate the proposed plan. Once the project starts and the dynamics of a project ensue—dates slip, unplanned scope is added, resources are suddenly unavailable—managing from the spreadsheet will probably become quite frustrating. The plan will no longer be a tool to provide project tracking and oversight. At that point, you will have lost control of your project.

**DEFINE ACTIVITIES**

For any project manager just coming on board a project, the critical first steps are to learn about the people involved—both stakeholders and project team members—and to understand the issues that currently exist and exactly what the project is expected to deliver. These steps are forerunners to Define Activities.

For the steps described in the PMI standard under the heading Define Activities, you must have a clear understanding of the activities that are outlined in the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). This will become important as you identify the interdependencies among activities, as well as the type of resources that should be assigned to each of the activities. Start from the beginning, not the end, and resist the temptation to
focus too heavily on dates. Although later it will be necessary to come back and look at how the “realistic” plan fits into the needs of the business, at this stage it is important to find out what your people believe are the necessary tasks required for project completion. This can also help to provide the ammunition that you need to fight for a date based on the effort involved.

Such activity definition can be done relatively easily in a project scheduling tool such as MS Project. Using this tool will make it easier to accomplish the remaining tasks of Project Time Management. However, this task can also be done with sticky notes or 3 × 5 cards. Give a descriptive title to the task and a brief definition, along with notes gleaned from the team. Detailed notes will be helpful, as you will come back to these notes throughout the project. There is a “notes” section for each task within MS Project to capture this information, or use the back of the 3 × 5 card.

At this point, it is not imperative to have the entire team available, as the focus is not on creating dependencies. The leads for each area (in an IT project these might be the Requirements Lead, Development Lead, Test Lead, Lead Architect, etc.) can provide enough input to develop the activities. Essentially, this initial meeting answers the question: What specific actions need to happen to deliver the product defined in the scope statement?

Keep milestones in mind, both external milestones to clients or upper management, along with internal milestones for the team.

Be cautious about identifying tasks that are too broad in scope; for example, “develop Web site” or “create design document.” Dig into the details; push to understand what must be done and how it ties into other activities. If you know something needs to happen, but neither you nor your team lead can put your finger on it, create “placeholders.” Keep these “to be determined” placeholders in the plan until you have fleshed them out fully. As you continue to refine the plan (and even after the plan is finished), you may expect to come across activities that were “forgotten” or “unknown” at this early stage of the project. Expect the plan to change.

SEQUENCE ACTIVITIES

After developing an understanding of what needs to be done to make your project a success, the next step is understanding the dependencies among the activities. A network diagram (which can be created in a scheduling tool such as MS Project) visually displays how the work in a project comes together. Your project’s network diagram will help to flesh out the relationships between tasks within a team and dependencies of work between teams. As you focus on the workflow, look for areas where work can be done in parallel. If you do not have a project scheduling tool or are uncomfortable using it at this point, the 3 × 5 cards and/or sticky notes that you used in Define Activities can be placed on a wall or white board to facilitate team discussion.

Focus first on those tasks within a particular team of the project, that is, developers, testers, etc. Questions such as, “What happens after task X?” and “What do you need to get started with Task Y?” move the discussion along. Push for a healthy discussion on what is needed for each of the activities to get started. Are Activities X and Y needed for Z to start? Are there dependencies from outside this immediate team or even from outside the project that are required? For example, do the testers require access to test data that is created by another part of the company? Balance the push for details with the risk...
of documenting too much detail. One helpful guideline is to base the amount of detail on the complexity and length of the project. High complexity with a large variety of unknowns equates to the need to gather more detail. On a small project of a few months’ duration, you can capture tasks of as little as a half-day duration if they are critical ones, but going into greater detail than that is not recommended. Remember that this will become your plan, and the tracking and oversight of the project will be your responsibility and become administrative overhead for your project team to report out on. Do not make the plan overly burdensome to yourself and your project team.

Ask if tasks can start sooner, as opposed to a “Finish-to-Start” relationship, although this can be a tricky area. Performing tasks in parallel could potentially result in overallocation of resources and/or cause more rework than necessary if a problem occurs with the first task. Nonetheless, if the project is strapped for time or if during the course of the project you find the project falling behind, knowing what tasks can be started before its predecessor is complete can be a practical problem-solving strategy. Identify these tasks, even if you initially elect not to perform them in parallel.

Beware of overlapping dependencies—tasks that have a Start-to-Start or Finish-to-Finish dependency. These can prove to be a choke point in the timeline if resources are waiting for work to be completed; they can also be a cause for communication breakdown among team members. You probably will not be able to avoid such activities, as they are inherent to all projects, but be sure to add a note that it can be a risk area and needs to be watched carefully.

To determine the sequence of events, bring in a few experts/leads from each subteam to discuss the dependencies, paying special attention to what is being completed when. Again, as this will become your plan, do not be ashamed if everyone else in the room seems to understand and you do not. Keep asking until the sequence of events is clear. Start tying together activities that come out of these discussions. As you did within teams, push to understand if one team’s activities can be started before another team’s activity is complete. Is it possible, for example, to overlap Development and Integration Testing? Can completed modules be delivered to the Integration Test environment so that Integration testing can get started? Or is there something that precludes this from happening? Again, use the questions, “What happens next?” and “What do you need to get started?”

If there is disagreement among the subteam leads, document any dissenting opinions. If the majority of the team can agree and any additional risks are documented, that should suffice. If not, as the project manager, the decision is yours to make. Investigate the issue further, but do not let issues during planning linger. Again, if necessary create placeholders in the plan for these unknowns and continue to push forward. Remember, the plan will change, so strive for the 80 percent solution.

ESTIMATE ACTIVITY RESOURCES

You cannot create a plan without taking into consideration the most important aspect: the people.

For each defined activity, the project manager will need to understand the type(s) and quantity of each skill set required. Typically, Estimate Activity resources primarily concerns human resources—the project team—but it could also refer to equipment resources. For example, if your project is producing a film, how many of a certain type
of camera will be needed? Will these cameras only be available during the mornings because another film will use those same cameras in the afternoon? Along the same line of thinking, you need to know if you will be able to fill all the necessary activities with a name from your project team. If your Team Lead needs more time to ascertain resource availability, assign a generic, yet descriptive, resource to the task: “Sr. Java Developer” or “Jr. Tester” should suffice until the Team Lead can provide an exact name. Be sure to highlight this activity, as you will need to come back to it to assign a specific resource. If after reviewing the team’s capacity the resource to fill that slot is not available, this is a red flag that you may have more on your hands than the project team can handle. Raise this issue early and try to obtain the necessary skill set from within your organization or, if feasible, from outside the company.

At times, it becomes necessary to assign a resource without fully knowing the details behind an activity. Do not let this be a reason to NOT assign a resource. Someone must be responsible for every activity. Push accountability down to the lowest level possible; ensure that these decisions are not done in a vacuum, but—at a minimum—with the support of the Team Lead for those resources.

Be sure to document any resource constraints that will impact effort, such as a shared resource who only has 60 percent of her time available for your project or a resource who is assigned 100 percent on your project but does not work on Fridays. Be sure to also capture holidays, vacations, and administrative time that will need to be allowed for during the course of the project. (This can be done in MS Project under the “Change Working Time” dialog box.) Individual resource constraints can be applied as well as modifying the base calendar from an 8-hour day to a 7-hour day. (If you are not using a scheduling tool, this exercise can also be captured in a spreadsheet.)

Three pieces of information are needed to develop a schedule: The actual activities, resource estimating (knowing who will be working on those activities), and the duration of the activities. Do not take Estimate Activity Resources lightly, as not digging in and understanding the constraints and availability of your resources can have serious repercussions on the timeline that may not become known until it is too late.

**ESTIMATE ACTIVITY DURATIONS**

At this point, it begins to become apparent how all this planning results in a timeline. For each activity, the Project Manager needs to understand how much effort is required. Be careful to separate “duration” from “effort.” For example, an activity with an effort of 10 days will take 12.5 days (duration) if the assigned resource can only give 80 percent of his time to your project. On the other hand, if the same 10-day activity has two full-time resources assigned, it is possible for it to be completed faster, with a duration of five days. This is why the Estimate Activity Resources task is so important.

Estimate Activity Durations is not a one-time task. Plan to perform this exercise iteratively, at key points in the project—what the *PMBOK® Guide* refers to as “Progressive Elaboration.” This simply means that as we learn more about “what” we are building (Requirements) and “how” we are building it (Design), we are able to refine these estimates and further define a timeline that is more accurate and more attainable.

Early on, the project manager will be asked to let upper management know when the project will deliver results. Progressive Elaboration will allow you to provide a more precise date on when the project will actually be delivered, but not until the project is
sufficiently well along. This is the dilemma that faces many projects: committing to a date without having enough information about scope and resources. Although you will likely be told that these dates are just for planning purposes and the team will not be held to them, this is seldom the case. What can help is to instead provide a range of dates, and commit to providing better estimates as further information makes itself available, along the lines of +/- 200 percent after Inception phase (Deliverable = Scope document), +/- 75 percent after Requirements (Deliverable = Requirements document), +/- 25 percent after Design (Deliverable = Design document), and so on.

There are quite a few estimating tools and techniques available, ranging from parametric estimating and Wide-band Delphi to 3-point estimating (Most likely, Optimistic, Pessimistic). Each company uses techniques that reflect the experiences (positive or negative) that they have had with these tools on past projects and also reflect the maturity of the company’s project management processes. Regardless of the technique utilized, having historical information on past projects will help determine if the inputs and outputs of this tool or technique make sense. It is important that you only lean on project information that is truly similar to your project.

Bottom-up estimating, paired with one of the techniques mentioned above or commonly used at your company, is the recommended approach as it focuses on the low-level details that can only come from your project team. The Project Time Management chapter of PMBOK® Guide states: “When a schedule activity cannot be estimated with a reasonable degree of confidence, the work within the schedule activity is decomposed into more detail.” Stress to the project team that these tasks will be worked by them and they will be held accountable for these estimates. Push for as much information as is appropriate at that particular phase of the project. If you have finished Design Reviews and the Development Lead is not able to provide estimates to a number of activities, then you need to go back to Design.

MS Project allows for the creation of columns in Gantt view in which you can assign “Duration” and “Effort.” If using a spreadsheet, you can also update it similarly.

Be sure to keep all the documentation used in this process. As you progress through the project and refine the estimates, this documentation will help remind the team why they made certain decisions. This will help to further refine your estimates with the new knowledge that has been gained. It will also help to build your company’s historical database or, if one does not exist, become the first project to go into a historical database.

DEVELOP SCHEDULE

You have defined all the activities and documented all the predecessors and successors, a Resource Calendar is in hand, and you have allocated the proper duration for each activity. Now you are ready to create the schedule.

Remember that the schedule is meant to be updated and refined throughout the project. This first iteration will become the baseline. Unless something major in the project causes you to rescope and change the baseline, this baseline will become the “square and level” by which progress is tracked.

When creating the schedule, start with external and internal milestones. All activities should support these milestones. Then apply your activities being sure to properly create Summary Level Tasks. Summary Level groupings are best done by subteam, even if it
does not flow chronologically. As shown in Figure 9-1, Test Planning is being done during the Design phase, but it is still grouped under the Test Summary Task. This will make it easier for your subteams to quickly find activities related to them and for management to follow interrelated activities.

It is also a good idea to group milestones together and at the top of the schedule. This will provide easy access when you have to give an executive overview of your plan.

Now comes the step in which you apply the time constraints you documented during Sequence Activities. “Start no earlier than” or “Start as soon as possible” will help to create a dynamic plan that will change as a reflection of tasks completing earlier or later than scheduled. This is where the spreadsheet loses its appeal and project management software becomes a necessity. Keep in mind to apply any Lead and Lag times that you discovered during Activity Sequencing.

A number of scheduling techniques are available. Critical Path is probably the most widely used and is the underlying technique behind MS Project. Also gaining in prominence has been Dr. Eli Goldratt’s Critical Chain method (see Chapter 28 for a more detailed discussion of Critical Chain). Be sure that the technique you choose is supported by your project management software.

Do not forget to apply the Resource Calendar with its holidays, vacations, shifts, and so on. It is possible for key resources to become overallocated; for example, Joe Developer is assigned to four 8-hour activities on the same day, resulting in a 32-hour day. Resource Leveling is moving these activities to provide a “best-fit” to keep resources from being overallocated or to execute activities when key resources are only available at certain times. Be aware that Resource Leveling, although necessary, could result in extending the schedule.

What about replanning? Often you will be asked to expedite the schedule, while keeping the scope intact. Techniques such as Crashing (trade offs between cost and schedule to determine how to obtain the greatest amount of compression for the least incremental cost) and Fast Tracking (normally sequential tasks done in parallel) are high-risk techniques that, in an effort to deliver faster, can increase cost, increase the probability of rework, and increase the threat of missing the earlier date. When these requests come down, try to work on them with as little interruption to the project team as possible. It always seems that these requests come at the worst time, when taking team members off current work to look at a potential replan of the schedule will assuredly result in missing deadlines on the current work. Instead, pull as few Team Leads as possible to look at replanning. If you are comfortable and have enough knowledge of the project, you can perform this exercise yourself. Have a seasoned project manager review the result to catch any errors in the replan. Try to encapsulate the project team away from these interruptions and keep them working towards the baselined schedule until it is ultimately decided that a replan is necessary.

Congratulations: You now have a project schedule. Review it once more with the team to get buy-in on the Schedule baseline, as this is foundation for Project Tracking and Oversight.

CONTROL SCHEDULE

With a baseline schedule in hand, you are far from finished. You will have to keep it current in order to track progress, to facilitate the inevitable Change Requests, and to assist in providing project status.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Task Name</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Baseline Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>My 1st Project</td>
<td>99 days</td>
<td>Tue 12/14/04</td>
<td>Fri 4/29/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Milestones</td>
<td>78 days</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Fri 4/29/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Baseline Req. Doc</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>Tue 1/11/05</td>
<td>Tue 1/11/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Baseline Design Doc</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Fri 1/28/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Complete Dev. Item #1</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>Wed 3/2/05</td>
<td>Wed 3/2/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Complete Dev. Item #2</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>Fri 3/18/05</td>
<td>Fri 3/18/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Complete Dev. Item #3</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>Wed 2/23/05</td>
<td>Wed 2/23/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Complete System Test</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>Fri 4/29/05</td>
<td>Fri 4/29/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td>Tue 12/14/04</td>
<td>Tue 1/11/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>13 days</td>
<td>Wed 1/12/05</td>
<td>Fri 1/28/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Create Design Doc</td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>Wed 1/12/05</td>
<td>Fri 1/25/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Walkthrough Design Doc</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>Wed 1/26/05</td>
<td>Fri 1/28/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Baseline Design Doc</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>Fri 1/28/05</td>
<td>Fri 1/28/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td>35 days</td>
<td>Mon 1/31/05</td>
<td>Fri 3/18/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Development Item #</td>
<td>23 days</td>
<td>Mon 1/31/05</td>
<td>Wed 3/2/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>15 days</td>
<td>Mon 1/31/05</td>
<td>Fri 2/18/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Unit Test</td>
<td>8 days</td>
<td>Mon 2/21/05</td>
<td>Wed 3/2/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Development Item #</td>
<td>12 days</td>
<td>Thu 3/3/05</td>
<td>Fri 3/18/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>8 days</td>
<td>Thu 3/3/05</td>
<td>Mon 3/14/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Unit Test</td>
<td>4 days</td>
<td>Tue 3/15/05</td>
<td>Fri 3/18/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Development Item #</td>
<td>18 days</td>
<td>Mon 1/31/05</td>
<td>Wed 2/23/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>12 days</td>
<td>Mon 1/31/05</td>
<td>Tue 2/15/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Unit Test</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>Wed 2/16/05</td>
<td>Wed 2/23/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>78 days</td>
<td>Wed 1/12/05</td>
<td>Fri 4/29/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>System Test Planning</td>
<td>25 days</td>
<td>Wed 1/12/05</td>
<td>Tue 2/15/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>System Test</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>Mon 3/21/05</td>
<td>Fri 4/29/05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 9-1. EXAMPLE SCHEDULE**
In the hands of a mature organization with the proper organizational structure in place, Earned Value is a valuable asset. Even if your organization does not utilize Earned Value, take the time to understand its concepts and try to apply them, even if in a piecemeal fashion. For example, if the cost accounting structure is not in place, you can still graph out the number of Planned Test Cases over time versus Actual Completed Test Cases. Acknowledging that this is not true Earned Value because Cost is not factored in and you will not be able to extrapolate CPI or SPI, these types of simple graphs can be used to support your intuition about how things are going, and to visually communicate to the team and stakeholders the progress of the team, in this case, that Testing is ahead of or behind schedule. (See Chapters 10 and 10A for more on Earned Value Management.)

Probably the hardest aspect of Control Schedule is gathering actual progress from the team. Gathering progress is not the problem; rather, it is the subjective sense that “we are at 90 percent” for over half the duration of the task that can be frustrating, not only to management leaders who hear each week that “we are still at 90 percent,” but also to the developer struggling to complete the task. Be wary of this trap. This is a sign that further decomposition of the task might be necessary to gain better insight into what has been completed and what work still remains.

Receive the Progress Reporting template from management or create one that is judged satisfactory to management and make sure your team is aware of the activities that are being reported to management. At a minimum, key deliverables and critical path items should be represented on your Status report. Be sure to include Start and Finish dates and whether that task is ahead or behind schedule.

If using MS Project, the Tracking Gantt view is recommended. This will show the baseline vs. current task start/finish dates. It will also provide percentage completes for both the Activity and the Summary Task level. This view can quickly show which areas of the project are falling behind and by how much. Continue to ask questions to get a better feel on how much of the activity has been completed and how much is left. Along with asking percentage complete, also ask if the activity will be completed by the baseline end date.

Control Schedule is one of the most important roles in the project. While controlling, continue to be alert for areas in the plan that require refinement. Be on the lookout for schedule slips and take immediate corrective action. Track against the baseline and be prepared for Change Requests.

Continue to research and try out the various techniques and tools described in this Chapter. You are not limited to only one, and only one might not be the best fit for your project. And lastly, remember that you must diligently “plan the work,” as this will become the measure of your success and then, just as aggressively, “work the plan” to ensure the project’s success.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. When have you experienced the impact of poor Estimate Activity resources on project outcomes? Discuss how the problems might have been prevented using the technique described in this chapter.

2. Practice Identifying Activities using a project you are involved in or familiar with. What issues impact your ability to define the activities in a project?

3. How would you handle a persistent request from executives for a specific deployment date for your project before having requirements completed?
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A Project Team for a major national retail products company was given the scope for a large new production facility and asked to prepare an estimate of the cost to build it. The completed estimate was presented to management, whose members informed the team that they already had a budget figure in mind and the team’s estimate was much too high. The project team reexamined the scope, used a second estimating process, and validated their original estimate. Once again, the team presented the estimate to Management but, once again, Management disagreed, even blaming the estimator and alleging that the team was “gold plating” the work. So, the two sides made an agreement to cut the scope of the facility to bring it into alignment with the team’s cost estimate. Unfortunately, the reduced scope was later determined to be unworkable; the smaller building was not large enough to accommodate the size of machine that would be inside of it. Ultimately, a Management decided to add the original scope back into the plan, but not to increase funding. In the end, results were that the project team did a great job on time and scope delivery but had major cost overruns. The project cost result was 40 percent higher than management’s budget for the project but almost exactly the initial cost estimate provided by the project team.1

This kind of story is, regrettably, repeated many times over in organizations around the world. Project cost management is so easy, and yet so hard. Project cost management affects many aspects of project work and is affected by factors within and outside the subject project. An important first step in dealing with these factors is to have an effective cost management system on your project. Unfortunately, no one correct process exists for managing costs, so it is more effective to speak in terms of the
attributes, or key elements, of an effective system. The foundation of that system is the
guidance and procedures given by your organization’s leaders and the cost management
needs of the project’s key stakeholders. In defining the elements of the system, you should
remember that factors outside of your project will affect it, so it is usually best to use gen-
erally accepted or recognized standards. Perhaps the most popular standard is A Guide to
the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide). This cost management
system includes three processes: Estimate Cost, Determine Budget, and Control Costs.
These three areas, either formally or informally, should be part of all projects, and they can
be performed as discrete activities or be combined as the needs of the project dictate.

**ESTIMATE COST**

The objective of estimating cost is to try to define or “approximate the monetary resources
needed to complete project activities.” For many years as a project manager, I thought the
most common approach to estimating was known as PIDOOMA, which roughly translates to
*Pulled It Directly Out of Mid-Air*. In other words, we guessed. Guesses are often not
based on reality, an understanding of the scope, the effort to achieve it, or the other
dynamics of the project. Clearly, this approach is fraught with problems because the game
becomes guess and guess again. How can projects be effectively managed if the target is
constantly shifting? A more disciplined approach must be followed. As a first step, before
you and your team start estimating, review all applicable documentation, such as the
Project Charter, the Contract, Product Description, Scope statement, Business cases, and
any elements of the project plan that have already been defined (WBS, Schedule, Risk
Register, and so on). In addition, review and consider any external factors that could
impact the project, such as market segment info, economic trend info, and so on. To esti-
mate cost in a bubble is to set yourself up for failure. All factors should be considered.

After reviewing relevant documentation, the project team can begin building the esti-
mate. The goal is to achieve a project “baseline.” The baseline is the original estimate,
plus or minus all approved changes. It serves a key purpose in that it is the “area of
order” for the project. Armed with it, the project manager can effectively judge the
impact of variation and deviation from the plan. Without it, there is no context in which
to assess problems. To arrive at the baseline, the first step is developing a cost estimate.
Although many estimating tools and techniques are available, the collection of common
activities performed fall into two general categories: Estimate Development Methods
and Estimate Verification Methods.

**Estimate Development Methods**

Methods employed to build and update the cost estimate

**Expert Judgment**

In this method, one or more “experts” are solicited to analyze characteristics of part of a
project or the whole project and to provide an estimate of the costs based on their
knowledge or experience. This technique is often used when no prior data exists.

**Analogous**

This approach uses actual costs or data from prior projects to develop an estimate for the
current project. The estimate is usually adjusted to compensate for complexity or other
factors, such as time or the time value of money. Rightly or wrongly, this technique is often used to develop a quick estimate of costs. However, this can be dangerous if the previous project is not exactly the same and critical special complexities are overlooked.

**Parametric**

This method builds on the statistical relationship between historical data and other variables to calculate an estimate for a given activity. For example, a construction company knows it costs 100,000 Euros for each mile of straight road. That cost is then multiplied by the number of miles to be built and then adjusted for other considerations. Usually, parametric estimating is best when used in conjunction with other methods, such as expert judgment or bottom up.

**Bottom Up**

Also known as the “definitive method,” this approach requires a more detailed view of the project. Normally, all or many of the component work packages or activities have been identified and each is estimated (cost, time, resources, etc.) These individual estimates are then rolled up or summed up at the next higher level. The bottom up estimate is considered to be the most accurate estimate (Some sources quote the level of accuracy of the bottom-up estimate to be between -5% to +10%, because of the level of detail, but it does take time and knowledge to develop.) The bottom-up estimate is believed to provide the team with the ability to closely track and control a project because of the level of detail. The best thing about this estimate is that it will tell you how much your project will really cost. The bad thing is that it will tell you how much your project will really cost.

**Pert Estimates**

In some cases, there is uncertainty about the task to be performed or disagreement about some aspect of it (e.g., cost, duration, risk, etc.). The Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) estimating approach attempts to arrive at an estimate that incorporates these uncertainties. This approach, originally developed by the U.S. Navy, uses three estimates to compensate for risk or uncertainty:

- Most Likely (ML)—Often provided by the resource owner or performer, this is the assessment of the real effort required to accomplish the work.
- Optimistic (O)—Assumes those performing this task will have perfect or near perfect results. Implicit in this estimate is that the ideal circumstances exist (e.g., perfect requirements, right tools available, best worker, excellent design, etc.).
- Pessimistic (P)—Assumes “worst case scenario” performance of the task. For example, requirements are poor, equipment not available, workers unskilled, etc.

The above factors are placed in the PERT formula as follows:

\[
\text{PERT estimate} = O + 4 \times ML + P
\]

The use of PERT estimating is sometimes a required activity when developing a project schedule and should be, in most cases, a useful practice when there is uncertainty about
the cost or duration of the work at hand. PERT functionality is also a common feature in most popular project scheduling tools.

**Estimate Verification Methods.**

Additional methods used to verify the completeness or assess the accuracy of the cost estimate are as follows.

**Reserve Analysis**

A contingency reserve or allowance are is added to the developed estimate to account for risk or uncertainty. It is usually a set amount (e.g., 10% or 20%, etc.) based on organizational guidance or the best estimate of the Project Team.

**Cost of Quality**

The five traditional “Costs of Quality” are Prevention Costs, Appraisal Costs, Internal Failure Costs, External Failure Costs, and Test and Measure Costs. The measure for a given organization can be gathered over time, and historical data can be used to verify and, if necessary, adjust the estimate.

**Vendor Bid Analysis**

An assessment of vendor bids can be compared with the estimate developed by the project team. The result can be used to verify and adjust the cost, if necessary. Once an agreed-upon cost has been reached between both parties, the resulting cost estimate can be used to track and control vendor work.

After the cost estimating is complete, the project team will have tools to help them and management understand how the estimate was derived (Basis of Estimate, or BOE), and track and control the project (activity cost estimates). In addition, they will discover in the course of developing the estimate that the project plan and associated documents will need to be updated to reflect new information and learning.

**Determine Budget**

As illustrated in the story at the beginning of the chapter, estimating the cost for the project can be helpful IF it is used in a practical way. Unfortunately, as was illustrated, in some cases, the budget precedes the estimate. This can present the project team with a challenge because they will have to perform an estimate and hope it is close to the budget. Budgeting ideally is the act of “aggregating the estimated costs of individual activities or work packages to establish an authorized cost baseline for the project.” In other words, the budget is the money allocated to accomplish the project. In preparing to develop the budget, the project team should review and validate all relevant information (e.g., BOE, Scope information, Schedule, Resources, contracts, charter, etc.).

Once this has been accomplished, the team should begin to develop the budget. If done properly, budget development initially involves assembling or bringing together in a structured format the estimating data already derived. Once the initial budget data has been developed and before it is presented to stakeholders for agreement or approval, it should be further examined to ensure that a sufficient reserve has been applied. In many cases, contingency costs have been added at the work package level in anticipation of known risk; however, at this stage of budget development, the project team is trying to
determine if a “project contingency reserve” is necessary to cover additional uncertainty. Another important activity would be to seek expert opinion to ensure that the budget is “sufficient and complete” to accomplish the project objectives. Another key activity the project team should consider is to compare the initial budget estimate against similar projects, or historical information, to determine if any area varies excessively. If there is a large variance, it should be analyzed to ensure it is appropriate. Prior project experience can be very helpful in ensuring that you have not overlooked key details or were too optimistic in your estimates. Once the above steps have been accomplished, the last step (sometimes the first step) should be to ensure that your budget is consistent with the amount allocated for it. This funding reconciliation ensures your project will be properly funded and, when necessary, may require negotiation for additional funding or time.

The goal of the “Determine Budget” activities is to efficiently arrive at a budget that is realistic, executable, and amenable to your organization’s monitoring and control activities. Project budgets are of no value if they will not be tracked and controlled. Two important considerations for budget developers deserve mention here: market viability and game playing. The budget serves as a baseline for tracking and controlling costs. Unfortunately, many budgets are based on faulty historical or no historical information. The historical information that does exist in many organizations is based on performance of processes that are not efficient and are full of waste. Such data are of limited use and will cause your budget to be either uncompetitive on the high side or unrealistic on the low side. It does no good to not win work because of an inflated budget, but it may be worse to win work that cannot be delivered within the budget assigned. It not only hurts relationships with customers, it can also adversely affect the performers of the work. Secondly, the project manager should be alert for “game playing” in the budget. Game playing is the addition of added cost elements based on faulty assumptions, fears, or power. These items can inflate your budget and reduce your marketability.

Control Costs

“The importance of project control and its impact on business performance has long been recognized. Effective control helps run the project according to plan, often in spite of changes, contingencies and work related contingencies…. Any organization concerned with its business performance in these uncertain times must implement effective cost control as one of its key control mechanisms when managing projects. Cost control is the process of monitoring the status of the project to update the project budget and managing changes to the cost baseline.”

The following is a passage from Lewis Carroll’s classic, *Alice in Wonderland*:

*Alice*: I was just wondering if you could help me find my way.
*Cheshire Cat*: Well, that depends on where you want to get to.
*Alice*: Oh, it really doesn’t matter; as long as…
*Cheshire Cat*: Then it really doesn’t matter which way you go.

This passage unfortunately captures the approach that too many organizations take in monitoring and controlling project cost. Not developing an estimate and establishing a budget is essentially the same as not knowing where you want to go. There is no mechanism for controlling cost, because data has no meaning without context. In project management terms, the baseline serves as the context, and one critical element of the project
baseline should be cost. Without it, the Cheshire Cat would say: *Any expenditure is OK!*

Controlling project costs requires a baseline that includes cost.

An even more confusing practice is to create an initial cost baseline, but not update it when changes are approved or project performance requires it. Remember, a baseline is the approved plan for the project, plus or minus all approved changes. Controlling cost should be thought of as an iterative process, repeated many times through the life of the project. It is comprised of Gathering, Organizing, Analyzing, and Deciding (GOAD) project information to enable achievement of the project result in a manner that enables effective project management. The first three steps of the GOAD model (GOA) are most applicable to the monitoring activities; the last part (D) is the control function that we will discuss later in this chapter. In project terms, these steps are described as follows.

*Gather*

This set of activities is associated with collecting project actual performance information. However, before undertaking the data collection process, a cost control “system” should be established to provide guidance on how data will be collected on your project. In establishing the cost control system, all relevant project documentation should be reviewed, including the existing project management plan, the cost performance baseline, project funding information, work performance guidelines, and organizational standards and procedures. As part of this review process, special attention should be given to key tools (e.g., project software, financial and accounting procedures, etc.) and templates that may help streamline the data gathering process. Once the system is established, gathering is the process of collecting the defined data in accordance with the system.

*Organize*

In this step, the team assembles and prepares the data for analysis according to organizational guidelines and personal preferences in assembling project performance data in a way that enables effective analysis. The key considerations are who will be reviewing and analyzing the data, and what format lends itself to effective analysis? Organizations will often use the “Dashboard” features available on most popular software programs to help organize data. A dashboard is a display similar to those you might see in a cockpit or an automobile that has key information relating to cost (or time or resources) structured in an easy-to-read graphical format.

*Analyze*

Once the data have been organized, they need to be effectively analyzed to understand their current status and implications for the future. As a general rule, look at data for one cycle back and three cycles forward. It is important to not become too fascinated with past data for the same reason one cannot drive a car forward looking through the rearview mirror. In addition, a key problem in analysis is to review data for what it is telling us rather than to confirm what we already believe. Data analysis may be carried out by the project team, the Project Management Office, or the Leadership Oversight team. It is also important that data are analyzed against the area of order used to establish the project: the baseline. The analysis team should be trying to assess how much the project has varied from the baseline, what that means in future terms, and what are the causes? In the analysis phase the team may also formulate potential courses of action to remedy variance.
Decide

Analysis of data will reveal information that may require action. The goal at this point, in accordance with organizational guidance and effective project practice, is to take appropriate action(s) to keep the project on track. The two big failures of project teams are to act when they shouldn’t and to not act when they should. This usually happens when the fundamentals are not in place. As a result, team members do not know the real status of the project and, thus, do not act appropriately. Any action taken should be appropriate for the variation detected.

CONTROLLING COST

To begin the process of controlling costs, the project team should review and understand all the key project artifacts created to this point. Items to review include the Project Management Plan, the Project Charter, the Project Budget, Work Standards, and Guidelines and Performance Information, as well as Organizational Policies, Guidelines, and Procedures. Some of the common tools used to monitor and control project costs include the following.10

Deliverable and Milestone Tracking

In this approach a cost is determined and assigned to each milestone or deliverable. As costs are incurred, they attached to a deliverable for management and control. Many organizations like this approach because it is simple, less bureaucratic, easy to define, and fits well with most Work Breakdown Structures. However, the long time between deliverables can obscure problems in the system, so getting each party to agree on the attributes of a complete and correct deliverable or milestone result can frequently be a challenge that causes disagreement, delay, and added cost.

Measurement by Work Percentages

Many organizations use this approach. They associate cost to work on the basis of reported percentages of work complete. For example, if the team has accomplished one day’s work on a five-day task, the organization might assign a figure of 20 percent complete to that task. This does enable easy financial reporting, because 20 percent of a 1,000-Euro task is easy to calculate. It is also popular because most stakeholders understand (or believe they do) what 40 percent complete means and that makes project reporting simpler. However, this approach has several problems. The first and probably the most important is the challenge of defining exactly what 40 percent complete means. Percentage data is easily misunderstood, confused, or misrepresented. In addition, some projects and tasks can reach 80 percent very quickly and might therefore be considered to be in great shape, but the most challenging piece might be the last 20 percent. In some cases, that last 20 percent never gets finished!

Customer Satisfaction Measures

Occasionally an organization will select customer satisfaction as the key measure to control projects. This measure is selected because it often speaks directly to a specific area that organizational leaders track quite closely, and it forms a common basis between the customer and the providing organization. Nonetheless, customer satisfaction usually lead
to more problems if used as the primary measure. For example, customers can be delighted when they receive every change they requested at minimal or no cost. However, the profitability of the providing organization is sinking. Secondly, customer measures are too subjective to function as a stand-alone cost management tool. These measures can be used effectively when coupled with other project data, but they are normally not effective when used alone.

**Earned Value Management**

Organizations use this technique because it combines the best of the measurement approaches discussed above and extends them to a greater precision. The strength of EVM lies in its approach to representing the data. It combines the concepts of budget, cost, work performance planned and work performance completed to arrive at a representation of current performance. This quality of “consilience” (the “jumping together of knowledge by linking of facts and fact-based theory across disciplines to create a common groundwork of explanation”) means that EVM can be applied to all projects in all industries and can be accomplished at any level of the project domain. It also provides the capability to forecast results derived from current performance. Sometimes, organizations resist its use because it requires learning a new approach. Further, it might not be used because it relies on up-to-date project information. Gathering this data leads to added work on the project, and the data are not easily understood by the leaders to whom the data will be presented. However, its use is growing and, in some cases, is mandated because of the insights provided by its use. Earned Value is covered in more detail in Chapter 10A.

**CONCLUSION**

The technique selected to control costs on the project should be based on careful consideration of project factors, such as size, complexity, corporate procedures, and guidelines. The goal of any system should be to enable effective management without creating unnecessary burden. In addition, ensuring selection of the approach conforms to the reporting and control needs of all stakeholders.

Once the tools for controlling costs are defined, project leadership is responsible for defining at what intervals performance reviews will be conducted. The content of the review depends on the goals of the reviewer. For example, a high-level leadership team may review project cost performance as compared with the contract, project charter, or project plan. The Project Manager may be concerned about other factors in addition to core cost and status. For example, he or she may also compare documents, such as the actual spend plan against the original plan, staffing costs, etc. Other entities may review other financial aspects of the project. The key is that if your documentation is in order, the project will be easier to manage and costs easier to control no matter who reviews the project.

There is ample reason in today’s difficult economic environment to try to manage key aspects of organizational work more effectively and efficiently. If we are selling fewer products, then internal efficiency becomes an increasingly important area for maintaining profitability. Internal efficiency results from improvement based on objective data. The case for effective cost management using the techniques and concepts described in this lesson is clear; but getting started is many times harder.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What are some reasons that organizations resist using the Earned Value System for managing project cost? Are those reasons valid?

2. Who should define the cost data that will be reviewed at end of phases in the project? Why is it necessary to define the elements in advance? What are the attributes of effective data?

3. What is the formula for a PERT estimate and under what circumstances in cost management could it be used?
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Earned Value Management (EVM), often referred to simply as earned value, is a productive technique for the management of cost and schedule that is required on many U.S. government contracts. In recent years, EVM has shown itself to be equally valuable when applied to other complex projects, whether in private, commercial, or government environments.

In the world of EVM, the role of the Control Account Manager (CAM) is pivotal in the process. The project manager and all of the other traditional project management contributors are active participants and have significant responsibilities that can’t be underestimated. However, because of the critical role of the CAM, this material is targeted at helping the CAM plan and manage assigned tasks.

The EVM process is essentially the same at all levels of the project or organization. Individual components of the EVM approach addresses work authorization through status reporting. Descriptions of cost accounts, authorized work packages, and planned work packages are emphasized because of their significance in the EVM approach in general and, specifically, because of the role they play in helping the CAM to be successful at the difficult job of balancing the many project management requirements and tasks.

PROCESS OVERVIEW

The first EVM concept (then known as Cost Schedule Control System Criteria or C/SCSC) was introduced in the 1960s,
when the Department of Defense Instruction 7000.2-Performance Measurement of Selected Acquisitions exploded on the management scene. The criteria included in the instruction defined standards of acceptability for defense contractor management project control systems. The original 35 criteria were grouped into 5 general categories—organization, planning and budgeting, accounting, analysis, and revisions—and were viewed by many, government and contractor personnel alike, as a very positive step toward helping to solve management problems, while achieving some much needed consistency in the general project management methods used throughout the Department of Defense and, eventually, most major U.S. government agencies.

Today, many highly respected organizations around the world work within the boundaries of the criteria. Hundreds have received validation or certification by the U.S. government. These organizations represented thousands of government and private projects and programs. Thousands of other contractors have been using the basic principles of EVM without any formal requirements to do so. These organizations have clearly found the concepts and techniques useful on all work, not just that being done for the U.S. government.

It should be noted that not everyone agrees that EVM is the best project management approach. However, in this author’s experience, these same critics subtly adapt various components of the EVM concept on their projects and find them extremely valuable and productive management tools. After all, it is hard to argue with the sound business management concepts upon which EVM is based.

Numerous abbreviations and terms are employed in a description of EVM; these are explained in Figure 10A-1.

**CRITICAL DATA ELEMENTS OF EVM**

There are three critical data elements involved in EVM: Planned Value (PV), Actual Cost (AC), and Earned Value (EV).

**Planned Value**

The PV is the amount of resources, usually stated in terms of dollars, that are expected to be consumed to accomplish a specific piece of work scope. The PV is more commonly known as the *spend plan* or *cost estimate* and has long been employed in the world of project management. In EVM applications, the emphasis is placed on achieving the closest possible correlation between the scope of work to be completed (work content) and the amount of resources actually required to deliver that scope.

**Actual Cost**

The AC is the amount of resources, usually stated in terms of dollars, were expended in a specified time period to accomplish a specific scope of work. The AC is more commonly known as the actual incurred cost or simply actuals, and it has also been employed in the world of project management since its beginning. In EVM applications, the emphasis is placed on expending and recording resource expenditures with a direct correlation to the scope of work that has been planned to be completed at the same point in time.

**Earned Value**

The EV is a measure of the amount of work accomplished, stated in terms of all or a portion of the budget assigned to that specific scope of work. The work accomplishment
status, as determined by those responsible for completion of the work, is converted to dollar form and becomes the focal point of all status and analysis activities that follow. The EV is the only nontraditional data element required when utilizing EVM management techniques. The EV, when compared with the PV and AC, provides the foundation for comprehensive management evaluations, projections, and (if necessary) corrective action planning and implementation.

**What's in It for the User?**

In-the-trenches experience has resulted in two separate observations on utilizing EVM: good news and bad news. Let’s take the good news first. The EVM approach:

- Provides information that enables managers and contributors to take a more active role in defining and justifying a “piece of the project pie.”
- Alerts you to potential problems in time to be proactive instead of reactive.
- Allows you to demonstrate clearly your timely accomplishments.
- Provides the basis for significant improvement in internal and external communications.
• Provides a powerful marketing tool for future projects and programs that require high management content.
• Provides the basis for consistent, effective management system-based training and education.
• Provides a more definitive indication of the cost and schedule impact of project problems.
• Allows tremendous flexibility in its application.

On the downside, EVM also most likely:
• Results in the customer asking for more detail.
• Results in greater time spent organizing and analyzing data by someone in the organization, although this is becoming less and less of an issue with today’s automated project management support capabilities.
• Requires more structure and discipline than usual.
• Costs money and organizational resources to develop and implement.

Experience clearly shows the net result to be significantly in favor of utilizing the EVM approach. Figure 10A-2 shows the benefits in graphic form. Without earned value, the example shows an “under budget” situation. Using EVM, the real status of the project is revealed, showing a project behind schedule and over budget.

But even with EVM, the management user must remember at all times that using EVM will not:
• Solve technical problems.
• Solve funding problems, although it might help.
• Make decisions for you, although it will help.
• In any way “manage” your program, project, or work package.

EVM will, however, provide sound, timely information—the most useful commodity for today’s managers faced with making extremely difficult decisions.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

EVM can be successful only if the user recognizes the need for a hierarchical relationship among all the units of work to be performed on a project. This hierarchical relationship is established through the work breakdown structure (WBS). Work is done at the lowest levels of the WBS (work packages); therefore, these critical elements have particular significance when it comes to achieving the most beneficial results from using EVM.

The EVM process involves numerous specific tasks and efforts, which are described in detail below.

Control Account

The control account (CA) is the focus for defining, planning, monitoring, and controlling because it represents all the work associated with a single WBS element, and it is usually the responsibility of a single organizational unit. EVM converges at the control account level, which includes budgets, schedules, work assignments, cost collection, progress assessment, problem identification, and corrective actions.

Day-to-day management is accomplished at the CA level. Most management actions taken at higher levels are on an “exception” basis in reaction to significant problems identified in the CA.
The level selected for establishment of a CA must be carefully considered to ensure that work is properly defined in manageable units (work packages) with responsibilities clearly delineated.

---

**FIGURE 10A-2. BENEFITS OF USING EVM**

The level selected for establishment of a CA must be carefully considered to ensure that work is properly defined in manageable units (work packages) with responsibilities clearly delineated.
Authorized Work Package

An authorized work package (AWP) is a detailed task that is identified by the control account manager for accomplishing work within a CA. An AWP has the following characteristics:

- It represents units of work at the levels where the work is performed (lowest level of the WBS).
- It is clearly distinct from all other work packages and is usually performed by a single organizational element.
- It has scheduled start and completion dates (with interim milestones, if applicable), which represent physical accomplishment.
- It has a budget or assigned PV usually expressed in terms of dollars and/or labor hours.
- Its duration is relatively short unless the AWP is subdivided by discrete value milestones that permit objective measurement of work performed over long periods of time.
- Its schedule is integrated with all other schedules.

Planning Work Package

If an entire control account cannot be subdivided into detailed AWPs, far-term effort is identified in larger planned work packages (PWPs) for budgeting and scheduling purposes. The budget for a PWP is identified specifically according to the work for which it is intended. The budget is also time-phased and has controls, which prevent its use in performance of other work. Eventually, all work in PWPs is planned to the appropriate level of detail for authorized work packages.

Work Authorization

All project work, regardless of origin, should be described and authorized through the work authorization process, an integral part of EVM. The EVM relates not only to work authorization, but also to planning, scheduling, budgeting, and other elements of project control, which reflect the flow of work through the functional organizations.

Although the control account manager is most concerned with the work authorization process at the authorized work package and control account levels, the total process is presented to provide the CAM with a sense of specific responsibilities within the total system. The authorization flow is traced from customer authorization through contractual change authorization using the following five steps:

1. Authorization for contracted work consists of two parts: the basic contract and the contractual scope changes.
2. Work authorization for contracted work is provided as follows: The organization’s general manager, in coordination with the finance director, provides authorization to the project manager to start work through a contract directive (CD). This directive approves total project scope of work and funding
3. WBS planning target authorization is as follows:  
   - The WBS manager prepares the WBS planning target authorization.
   - The project manager approves the WBS target goal for expansion to the functional control account.
• The WBS target is later replaced by the completed WBS-package budget rollup of CAs.

4. The procedure for control account planning target authorization is as follows:

   The control account manager prepares a target control account goal for expansion to work packages. The CA target is later replaced by CA-package budget rollup of all planned work packages.

5. Change control is processed as follows: The CAM submits or signs a modified work package form to the EVM information department. These modified work package forms show any internal replanning or customer contractual baseline change that:

   • Alters work by addition/deletion, causing CA budget adjustments.
   • Causes adjustment of work or budget between CAs.
   • The processing department completes a package change record (PCR) for audit trail of baseline revisions (baseline maintenance).
   • The project manager or delegated WBS manager approves the add/delete transactions to the management reserve/contingency account controlled by management if the budget adjustment is outside the single cost account. (Note: Parties to the original budget agreements must approve revisions.)
   • The CA budget cannot be changed by such actions as cost overruns or under runs; changes that affect program schedules or milestones because of work acceleration or work slippage; or retroactive adjustments.

Planning and Scheduling

This description of planning and scheduling from the project level down gives the CAM an overall view of specific responsibilities. Eight factors are involved.

1. Planning and scheduling must be performed in a formal, complete, and consistent way. The customer-provided project master schedule and related subordinate schedules through the control account/work package levels provide a logical sequence from summary to detailed work packages. The EVM logic network schedule works as the tool to make certain that work package schedules are compatible with contract milestones, since the networks are derived from the work package database.

2. Network logic must be established for all interfaces within the framework of the contract work breakdown structure (CWBS).

3. The responsibility assignment matrix (RAM) is an output of WBS planning. It extends to specific levels in support of internal and customer reports. The RAM merges the WBS with the organization structure to display the intersection of the WBS with the control account-responsible organizations.

4. When work plans are detailed, the lower-level work packages are interfaced and scheduled. These work packages are usually identified as either:

   • Discrete effort: Effort that can be scheduled in relation to clearly definable start and completion dates, and which contains objective indicator milestones against which performance can be realistically measured
   • Level of effort (LOE): Support effort that is not easily measured in terms of discrete accomplishment; it is characterized by a uniform rate of activity over a specific period of time.
Where possible, work packages should be categorized in terms of discrete effort. LOE should be minimized—typically not more than ten percent.

5. The general characteristics of schedules are as follows:
   - Schedules should be coordinated (with all other performing organizations) by the EVM manager.
   - Commitment to lower-level schedules provides the basis for the project schedule baselines.
   - All work package schedules are directly identifiable as related to CA packages and WBS elements.

After a baseline has been established, schedule dates must remain under strict revision control, changing only with the appropriate EVM manager’s approval.

6. Two categories of project schedules are used. *Project-level schedules* are master phasing/milestone schedules, program schedules, or WBS intermediate schedules. *Detailed schedules* are either control account schedules or work package schedules.
   - **Control account schedules:** (1) have milestones applicable to responsible organizations; (2) are developed by the organizations to extend interfaces to lower work package items; (3) are at the level at which status is normally determined and reported monthly to the project CA level for updating of higher-level schedule status and performance measurement; (4) have planned and authorized packages that correlate to the CA, WBS, and scope of work (SOW) and which is reported to the customer; and (5) document the schedule baseline for the project.
   - **Work package schedules:** (1) provide milestones and activities required to identify specific measurable work packages; (2) supply the framework for establishing and time-phasing detailed budgets, various status reports, and summaries of cost and schedule performance; (3) are the level at which work package status is normally discussed and provide input for performance measurement; (4) are the responsibility of a single performing organization; (5) provide a schedule baseline against which each measurable work package must be identified; and (6) require formal authorization for changes after work has started and normally provide three months’ detail visibility.

7. Regarding schedule change control, the control account managers can commit their organization to a revised schedule only after formal approval by at least the WBS manager.

8. Work package schedule statusing involves the following:
   - Objective indicators or milestones are used to identify measurable intermediate events.
   - Milestone schedule status and EV calculations are normally performed monthly.

**Budgeting**

In accordance with the scope of work negotiated by the organization with the customer, the budgets for elements of work are allocated to the control account manager through the EVM process. These budgets are tied to the work package plans, which have been approved in the baseline. The following top-down outline, with five factors, gives the CAM an overview of the EVM budgeting process.
1. Project-to-function budgeting involves budget allocations and budget adjustments.

   Budget allocations involve the following:
   - The project manager releases the WBS targets to the WBS managers, who negotiate control account targets with the control account managers. The CAMs then provide work package time-phased planning.
   - When all project effort is time-phased, the EVM information is produced and output reports are provided for the project manager’s review. When the performance measurement baseline (PMB) is established, the project manager authorizes WBS packages, which are summarized from the control accounts.
   - The WBS manager authorizes the control account packages, which are summed from work package planning. The time-phased work package budgets are the basis for calculating the EV each month.

   Regarding budget adjustments, the performance measurement baseline can be changed with the project manager’s approval when either of the following occurs:
   - Changes in SOW (additions or deletions) cause adjustments to budgets.
   - Formal rebaselining results in a revised total allocation of budget.

2. PMB budgets may not be replanned for changes in schedule (neither acceleration nor slips) or cost overruns or underruns.

3. Management Reserves (MRs) are budgets set aside to cover unforeseen requirements (unknown/unknowns). The package change record is used to authorize add/delete transactions to these budgets.

4. Undistributed Budgets (UBs) are budgets set aside to cover identified, but not yet detailed or assigned SOW. As these scopes of work are incorporated into the detail planning, a PCR is used to authorize and add to the performance measurement baseline.

5. Regarding detailed planning, the planned work package is a portion of the budget (the PV) within a CA that is identified to the CA, but is not yet defined into detailed AWPs.

**Cost Accumulation**

Cost accumulation provides the CAM with a working knowledge of the accounting methods used in EVM. There are six things involved in cost accumulation accounting (for actual costs).

1. Timekeeping/cost collection for labor costs uses a labor distribution/accumulation system. The system shows monthly expenditure data based on labor charges against all active internal work packages.

2. Three factors are involved in nonlabor costs.
   - Material cost collection accounting shows monthly expenditure database on purchase order/subcontract expenditure.
   - The cost collection system for subcontract/integrated contractor costs uses reports received from the external source for monthly expenditures.
   - Regarding the funds control system (commitments):
     - The funds control system records the total value of purchase orders/subcontracts issued, but not totally funded.
—The cumulative dollar value of outstanding orders is reduced as procurements are funded.

3. Regarding the accounting charge number system:
   • The accounting system typically uses two address numbers for charges to work packages: (1) the work package number, which consists of WBS-department-CA-work package; and (2) the combined account number, which consists of a single character ledger, three-digit major account, and five-digit subaccount number.
   • Work package charge numbers are authorized by the control account manager’s release of an AWP.

4. Regarding account charge number composition, an example of an internal charge number is 181-008-1-01. External charge numbers are alphabetized work package numbers. An example is 186-005-2-AB.

5. Regarding direct costs:
   • All internal labor is charged to AWP charge numbers.
   • Other direct costs are typically identified as: (1) Purchase services and other; (2) travel and subsistence; (3) computer, and (4) other allocated costs.

6. Indirect costs are elements defined by the organization.
   • Indirect costs are charged to allocation pools and distributed to internal work packages. They may also be charged as actuals to work packages.
   • Controllable labor overhead functions may be budgeted to separate work packages for monthly analysis of applied costs.

   Note that actual cost categories and accounting system address numbers vary by organization. Extra care must be taken to integrate EVM requirements with other critical management information processes within the specific organization.

Performance Measurement

Performance measurement for the control account manager consists of evaluating work package status, with EV determined at the work package level. Comparison of planned value (PV) versus earned value (EV) is made to obtain schedule variance. Comparison of EV to actual cost (AC) is made to obtain cost variance. Performance measurement provides a basis for management decisions by the organization and the customer. Six factors must be considered in performance measurement.

1. Performance measurement provides:
   • Work progress status.
   • Relationship of planned cost and schedule to actual accomplishment.
   • Valid, timely, auditable data.
   • The basis for estimate at completion (EAC), or latest revised estimates (LRE) summaries developed by the lowest practical WBS and organizational level.

2. Regarding cost and schedule performance measurement:
   • The elements required to measure project progress and status are: (1) work package schedule/work accomplished status; (2) the PV or planned expenditure; (3) the EV or earned value; and (4) the AC or recorded (or accrued) cost.
• The sum of AWP and PWP budget values (PV) should equal the control account budget value.
• Development of budgets provides these capabilities: (1) the capability to plan and control cost; (2) the capability to identify incurred costs for actual accomplishments and work in progress; and (3) the control account/work package EV measurement levels.

3. Performance measurement recognizes the importance of project budgets.
• Measurable work and related event status form the basis for determining progress status for EV quantification.
• EV measurements at summary WBS levels result from accumulating EV upward through the control account from work package levels.
• Within each control account, the inclusion of LOE is kept to a minimum to prevent distortion of the total EV.
• There are three basic “claiming techniques” used for measuring work package performance: (1) Short work packages are less than three months long. Their earned value (EV) equals PV up to an 80 percent limit of the budget at completion until the work package is completed. (2) Long work packages exceed three months and use objective indicator milestones. The earned value (EV) equals PV up to the month-end prior to the first incomplete objective indicator. (3) Level of effort: Planned value (PV) is earned through passage of time.
• The measurement method to be used is identified by the type of work package. Note that EV must always be earned the same way the PV was planned. (See Figure 10A-3 for alternate methods of establishing PV and calculating EV.)

4. To develop and prepare a forecast to complete (FTC), the control account manager must consider and analyze:
• Cumulative actuals/commitments
• The remaining CA budget
• Labor sheets and grade/levels
• Schedule status
• Previous quarterly FTC
• EV to date
• Cost improvements
• Historical data
• Future actions
• Approved changes.

5. The CAM reports the FTC to the EVM information processing organization each quarter.

6. The information processing organization makes the entries and summarization of the information to the reporting level appropriate for the project manager’s review. [Ed. Note: Further information on measurement of aspects of project management performance beyond intra-project metrics can be found in Chapter 24.]

Variance Analysis

If performance measurement gives results in schedule or cost variances in excess of preestablished thresholds, comprehensive analyses must be made to determine the root
cause of the variance. The CAM is mainly concerned with variances that exceed thresh-
olds established for the project. Analyses of these variances provide information needed
to identify and resolve problems or take advantage of opportunities. Three factors are
involved in variance analysis.

1. **Preparation**
   - The cost-oriented variance analyses include a review of current, cumulative, and
     at-completion cost data. In-house performance reports are used by the CAM to
     examine cost and schedule dollar plan vs. actual differences from the cost
     account plan.
   - The calendar-schedule analyses include a review of any (scheduling subsystem)
     milestones that cause more than one-month criticality to the contract milestones.
   - Variances are identified to the CA level during this stage of the review.
   - Both cost variance and schedule variance are developed for the current period
     and cumulative as well as at-completion status.
   - Determination is made whether a variance is cost-oriented, schedule-oriented,
     or both.
   - Formal variance analysis reports are developed on significant CA variances.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0/100</td>
<td>Take all credit for performing work when the work package is complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>Take credit for performing one-half of the work at the start of the work package; take credit for performing the remaining one-half when the work package is complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete Value Milestones</td>
<td>Divide work into separate, measurable activities and take credit for performing each activity during the time period it is completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent Units</td>
<td>If there are numerous similar items to complete, assume each is worth an equivalent portion of the total work package value; take credit for performance according to the number of items completed during the period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Complete</td>
<td>Associate estimated percentages of work package to be completed with specific time periods; take credit for performance if physical inspection indicates percentages have been achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Milestone/ Percentage Complete</td>
<td>Combines the discrete value milestone and percent complete techniques by allowing some &quot;subjective estimate&quot; of work accomplishment and credit for the associated earned value during reporting periods where no discrete milestone is scheduled to be completed. The subjective earning of value for nonmilestone work is usually limited to one reporting period or up to 80 percent of the value of the next scheduled discrete milestone. No additional value can be earned until the scheduled discrete milestone is completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Effort</td>
<td>Based on a planned amount of support effort, assign value per period; take credit for performance based on passage of time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apportioned Effort</td>
<td>Milestones are developed as a percentage of a controlling discrete work package; take credit for performance upon completion of a related discrete milestone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 10A-3. ALTERNATE METHODS OF ESTABLISHING PV AND CALCULATING EV**
2. **Presentation**

Variance analyses should be prepared when one or more of the following exceed the thresholds established by the project manager: (1) schedule variance (EV to PV); (2) cost variance (EV to AC); or (3) at-completion variance (budget at completion to latest revised estimate, or LRE).

3. **Operation**

- Internal analysis reports document variances that exceed thresholds: schedule problem analysis reports for “time-based” linear schedule, or control account variance analysis reports for dollar variances.
- Explanations are submitted to the customer when contractual thresholds are exceeded.
- Emphasis should be placed upon corrective action for resolution of variant conditions.
- Corrective action should be assigned to specific individuals (control account managers) and closely tracked for effectiveness and completion.
- Internal project variance analyses and corrective action should be formally reviewed in regularly scheduled management meetings.
- Informal reviews of cost and schedule variance analysis data may occur daily, weekly, or monthly, depending on the nature and severity of the variance.

Figure 10A-4 presents some sample comparisons of PV, EV, and AC.

**Reporting**

The two basic report categories are customer and in-house. Customer performance reports are contractually established with fixed content and timing. In-house reports support internal projects with the data that relate to lower organizational and WBS levels. The CAM is mainly concerned with these lower-level reports.

1. **Customer reporting**

   - A customer requires summary-level reporting, typically on a monthly basis.
   - The customer examines the detailed data for areas that may indicate a significant variance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PV (BCWS)</th>
<th>EV (BCWP)</th>
<th>AC (ACWP)</th>
<th>Condition of Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>On schedule – On budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>On schedule – Underrun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>On schedule – Overrun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>Ahead of schedule – On budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>Ahead of schedule – Underrun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$300</td>
<td>Ahead of schedule – Overrun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>Behind schedule – On budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$300</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>Behind schedule – Underrun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$300</td>
<td>Behind schedule – Overrun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 10A-4. COMPARISONS OF PLANNED VALUE, EARNED VALUE, AND ACTUAL COST**
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• The cost performance report (CPR) is the vehicle used to accumulate and report cost and schedule performance data.

2. *In-house reporting*

• Internal management practices emphasize assignment of responsibility for internal reports to an individual CAM.
• Reporting formats reflect past and current performance and the forecast level of future performance.
• Performance review meetings are held: (1) monthly for cost and schedule; and (2) as needed for review of problem areas.
• The CAM emphasizes cumulative to-date and to-go cost, schedule, and equivalent person power on the CA work packages.
• It is primarily at the work package level that review of performance (EV), actuals (AC), and budget (PV) is coupled with objective judgment to determine the FTC.
• The CAM is responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the estimates.

**Internal Audit/Verification and Review**

The control account manager is the most significant contributor to the successful operation of a EVM process and to successful completion of any subsequent internal audits or customer reviews. Day-to-day management of the project takes place at the control account level. If each CA is not managed competently, project performance suffers regardless of the sophistication of the higher-level management system. The organization and the customer should place special emphasis on CAM performance during operational demonstration reviews.

*The EV approach to project management* may be the most comprehensive and effective method of developing plans and providing decision-making information ever conceived. But to achieve maximum potential benefit, the extensive use of an automated support program becomes inevitable. Software especially developed to support EVM applications is currently available for nearly every computer hardware configuration.

When considering which computer hardware/software combination will best satisfy your needs, carefully evaluate your specific project application; i.e., size of projects, frequency of reporting, ease of modification, potential for expansion, and graphic output requirements. This computer hardware/software decision could be the difference between success and failure in an EVM application, so don’t rush it! Make your selection only after a thorough investigation and evaluation. Don’t let anyone sell you something you don’t need or want.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. If you are using EVM data to project the “future state” of a project, at what stage of the project would this data become useful in the decision making process?

2. How important is the duration of a work package in successfully utilizing the Earned Value approach? Are there any alternatives?

3. During the status/reporting stage (50% complete) you note that one of the key Cost Accounts on the project has an SPI of .83. What does this mean and what would you propose doing about it?
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What do we mean by “quality management” on projects? Often, discussions of quality become confused when it is not clear whether we are referring to the quality of the process—the process of documenting and executing the project—or to the quality of the finished product. The Project Quality Management processes described in *A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge*, Fourth Edition, address that confusion by including all the activities that determine quality standards, objectives, and responsibilities so that the project will satisfy the quality requirements and produce a product that meets quality standards. The Quality Management processes implement the quality management system through the procedures and processes of quality planning, quality assurance, and quality control. Quality Management facilitates continuous process improvement activities conducted throughout the project effort.

The quality management approach described in the *PMBOK*® Guide, Fourth Edition, is compatible with the other quality approaches. Quality processes should be used on all types of projects. The quality approach when building a house is different from that used when developing software for an embedded medical device. In either case, if quality requirements are not met, there could be a negative impact to both the customer and the company building the product. For instance, building a house without the proper architectural diagrams or building inspections can cause costly rework after the customer takes possession of the dwelling, which would leave the developer liable for damages. In the case of an embedded medical
device, a patient may be harmed, thus leaving the developing company open for prosecution by the FDA and the legal system.

Quality has many different perspectives as meanings have evolved from different industries, organizations, and application areas. The ISO definition for quality is “the totality of characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs.” Additionally, quality can mean:

- Relative quality—the product or service compared to other products or services.
- Fitness for use—the product or service is able to be used.
- Fitness for purpose—the product or service will meet its intended purpose.
- Meets requirements—the product or service in relation to the customer’s requirements.
- Quality is inherent—quality cannot be tested in. The process must support designing in quality, not attempting to test it in at the end of the process.

Quality management processes, when properly implemented on a project, drive the project to advance a company’s market position:

- A high-performing quality organization has process improvement initiatives that result in:
  - Improving all processes in an organization.
  - Lowering correction costs.
  - Stopping recall costs.
  - Recognizing the impact of implementing quality improvement objectives.
  - Building a historical repository of lessons learned for future improvement.

- Use the quality process to build in quality throughout the development process. This costs less than trying to test in quality during the verification phase, and costs much less than a product recall. Long-term costs can even include the loss of current and future customers.

- Know your customer’s expectations—what do they really want or need to satisfy their requirements. Keep in mind sometimes they will provide information that is more appropriately a proposed solution, an effective quality effort will strive to elicit the real need.

QUALITY’S TIE TO PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The focus for providing quality services or products has evolved over the years from something that is nice to have to a hard demand by customers for quality products. Customers are becoming more educated in their rights and are holding producers to a higher standard. Global competition has also resulted in a stronger emphasis on quality. A company’s position in the global market improves when a company increases quality by meeting customer requirements worldwide. The return on investment comes to the company when the quality equation is appropriately applied—the value of the outcome is greater than the sum of the inputs, thereby reducing overall costs. Quality efforts typically increase overall profitability by making sure the quality costs are less than the cost of delivering substandard product.

A project is defined as a series of processes by the Project Management Process Groups and it is important to continually improve project processes as the project
A skilled project manager recognizes that projects must involve a continuous improvement effort as part of the project tasks to be successful. The project manager develops the project management plan anticipating problems and developing solutions to achieve the required outcome. This guarantees that activities documented in the project management plan are executed to meet the organization and customer’s quality requirements. When planning a project and meeting the project’s quality requirements, the project manager must be skilled enough to consider multiple quality aspects:

- The interactions among all project processes provide a focus on quality aspects. The project manager must ensure the upfront analysis is thorough enough to identify any bottlenecks that will negatively impact process interactions during the project effort.
- The degrees of influence resulting from the conflicting project demands. For instance, will the resources needed on the project be overloaded and not readily available?
- The communication needs to maintain a project’s appropriate quality focus. The project manager should define what communication media will be used and the communication frequency required to track quality issues to resolution.

Shortcuts taken during initial project processes will lead to negative impact in both project and product quality and drive up the overall cost to the producing organization. For instance, the project initiation activities could be waived, or the project manager is assigned late in the project, or the project manager is never granted the proper authority to do the job. Another key shortcoming that hits a project is that product specifications are typically incomplete so it is very difficult to plan the complete effort and request needed resources.

Cost of quality is a concept that is often overlooked when planning the quality effort in a project. The term is used to reflect the total price of all efforts to achieve quality in a product or service. The calculations must also take into account the impact from delivering a “bad” product and any retrofit that may result. Key project decisions that impact the cost of quality come from either striving for “zero” defects—which may result in costly product recall or warranty claims. A project is temporary; however, the product may have a life of 20 years or more, which means investments in defect prevention should be compared against the life of the product to determine the possibility of an appropriate return on the quality investment. If the customer is dissatisfied as a result of an injury or by financial loss, the risk to future business is immense and total quality cost is potentially beyond measure for a company with unrealized future sales and negative market growth.

Quality planning requires the project manager to have the ability to anticipate situations and plan activities that resolve those situations. Including planned quality activities in the project management plan is critical, because any project activity that is not planned typically will not be done. Therefore it is essential to anticipate quality activities to achieve the defined quality criteria and build them into the plan very early in the process.

The quality management plan is a subset of the overall project management plan and addresses quality assurance and quality control, as components of the continuous process improvement effort within any project.¹ It also includes activities to facilitate improving the overall process by planning activities for analyzing the processes to identify all non-value add activities and then removing them or modifying them.
Quality assurance is a series of umbrella activities for continuous process improvement. Project quality assurance activities are an essential aspect of building in quality rather than trying to test in quality at the end of the development life cycle. Quality assurance continually improves the process reducing waste, allowing processes to operate at increased levels of efficiency.

Quality audits of project activities ensure the project complies with project policies, processes and procedures. Correcting the noted deficiencies results in reduced quality costs and increases the likelihood of the customer accepting the product. Quality audits also confirm that implemented change requests, corrective actions, defect repairs, and preventative actions are correct. Process assessment is very similar to quality audits, but identifies inefficiencies in the process. Root cause analysis is a follow-on activity to both audits and assessments, which analyzes the identified problem, then determines one or more underlying causes, and lastly addresses that problem at an organizational level to prevent future occurrences.

A quality control department performs the monitoring and control required to ensure the project processes and the product comply with relevant quality standards. The project manager must have some knowledge of quality control techniques and tools, such as:

- *A cause and effect diagram* (Ishikawa diagrams or fishbone diagram) is a tool used to show how various factors are linked to identified problems or adverse effects. Figure 11-1 is an example of a cause and effect diagram.
- *Control charts* are used to show if a process is stable or has performance that can be predicted. Effectively used control charts illustrate how a process behaves over time. By monitoring and graphing a process’s output over time, the chart will show if a process is within acceptable limits over that timeframe. Control charts can be used to monitor plan variances or other outputs to determine if the project management process is in control. Any process found to be outside the defined limits should be targeted for adjustment. Figure 11-2 shows such a control chart.
- *Pareto charts* are histograms representing a distribution that is ordered by occurrence frequency. Each column represents a problem’s attributes. The column’s height represents the attribute weight or frequency. The distribution shape and width help identify the cause of problems in a process. The rank ordering guides corrective
action, which is performed first on occurrences causing the most number of defects. Pareto diagrams are based on Pareto’s Law, often called the 80/20 principle, which means a low number of causes or issues (approximately 20%) produce the majority of the problems.

• Statistical sampling is actually selecting a limited (80%) part of the population to test. Appropriate application statistical sampling often reduces receiving defective parts or output variation.

• Inspections examine a project’s artifacts to determine conformance to standards and validate defect repairs. The results of an inspection include measurements and can be generated at any level in the process. Inspections are also used to ensure that processes are being followed as documented.

Quality improvement recommendations and audit findings are used to evolve the project process, the project management plan, and other project deliverables. The quality measurements are fed back to the project management processes to reevaluate and analyze project processes. Planned quality activities ensure a high degree of project and product success, which ensures a high return on investment for the effort invested by the production organization.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of a quality audit?

2. Discuss how schedule variances can impact the overall schedule, giving examples from projects you are familiar with.

3. Can you think of examples where Pareto diagrams and the Pareto theory would be useful in improving the quality of a product? In improving the quality of a process?
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In today’s challenging global economy, many businesses are struggling just to stay alive. Even those that survive are finding it more difficult to achieve sustained profitability. No matter what the type of business, no matter what product or service is provided, an organization exists to serve its customers in an efficient and effective way. And when done right, the business will be more profitable.

So what is the secret to success? There is none. What it takes to be successful, what is referred to as “business excellence,” is nothing more than good, common-sense business management, coupled with strong leadership, discipline, and a lot of hard work. Over the years, however, organizations have honed their skills to be able to better implement those things necessary to serve customers.

In the last thirty years, there have been many buzzwords used to describe different approaches to achieving business excellence. Some of the more familiar are Quality Improvement, Total Quality Control, Quality Management, TQM, Process Improvement, ISO 9000, Six Sigma, Business Process Management (BPM), Lean, Lean Six Sigma, Baldrige, and even the more generic term Continuous Improvement. And, there are many other names specific to particular organizations.
or to consultants who are promoting their proprietary approach. When one steps back and looks at all these approaches, there are some common elements that are the keys to success, no matter what they are called.

This chapter addresses three approaches from the above list: Baldrige, Business Process Management, and Process Improvement. Each brings a specific focus that overlaps and complements the other two to achieve business excellence. Whether called by these names or some others, all three are needed. Project Management, while not in the above list, becomes an enabler to help implement the different methodologies.

Business excellence can now be defined as a holistic, customer-focused, process-based systems approach to successfully achieving the goals of the organization. The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award’s Criteria for Performance Excellence provides the framework for this systems approach—what an organization must do to be successful. Embedded throughout the Criteria is a proactive, integrated, process framework that uses data to make decisions. And, to continually improve all the organization’s processes and keep them current with changing customer and market requirements, a process improvement approach is needed. The concepts and tools of project management are used to help implement many of the changes that are necessary to make these process improvements.

**USING BALDRIGE AS A FRAMEWORK**

The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award was established in 1987 to recognize organizations that have demonstrated excellence against a set of Criteria representing best practices of role model companies. As these practices have advanced, so have the Criteria. The Criteria provide a framework to evaluate how an organization delivers value to its customers and stakeholders and how successful it has been in accomplishing this. Whether the Criteria are used for internal self-evaluation or for assessment as part of a state or national award process, the goal should be the same—accelerate the organization forward in its journey towards business excellence. Those who focus solely on the award miss its real purpose. The most important output of an award is the feedback an organization receives identifying its strengths and its opportunities for improvement. Properly addressing the latter is what makes an organization better.

**Criteria for Performance Excellence**

The seven Baldrige Categories that are the heart of the Criteria provide the framework for an organization’s approach to achieving business excellence. How they connect and integrate is shown in Figure 11A-1. The Organizational Profile at the top of figure sets the context for the way an organization operates.

The organization’s Leadership (Category 1) uses Strategic Planning (Category 2) processes to set and deploy strategies to support the Customer Focus (Category 3). These Categories set the organizational direction. Using the work force addressed in the Workforce Focus (Category 5) to accomplish the work, Process Management (Category 6) approaches are implemented to achieve the desired Results (Category 7). The Categories are linked as shown. “All actions point toward Results—a composite of customer, product and service, financial, and internal operational performance results, including workforce, leadership, governance, and social responsibility results.”
“Measurement, Analysis, and Knowledge Management (Category 4) are critical to the effective management of your organization and to a fact-based, knowledge-driven system for improving performance and competitiveness.”

The Seven Baldrige Categories

1. The Leadership Category examines how senior leaders establish the organization’s vision, values and set directions and performance expectations; how senior leaders review organizational and leadership performance and use the review findings as a basis for improvement; and the organization’s governance and how it addresses its legal, ethical, and social responsibilities.

2. The Strategic Planning Category examines how the organization develops its strategic objectives, action plans, and goals, and deploys these throughout the organization. “The special role of strategic planning is to align work processes and learning initiatives with your organization’s strategic directions, thereby ensuring that improvement and learning prepare you for and reinforce organizational priorities.”

3. The Customer Focus Category examines how the organization listens to the Voice of the Customer. It addresses how customer and market requirements and expectations are determined and how relationships are built with customers. The latter includes the key factors that lead to customer acquisition, satisfaction, loyalty and retention.

4. The Measurement, Analysis, and Knowledge Management Category examines how performance data and information are selected, gathered, analyzed, and improved; how the quality and availability of needed data and information are ensured; and how organizational knowledge is managed.
5. The Workforce Focus Category “addresses key workforce practices—those directed toward creating and maintaining a high-performance work environment and toward engaging your workforce to enable it and your organization to adapt to change and to succeed.”

6. “The Process Management Category examines how your organization designs its work systems and how it designs, manages, and improves its key processes for implementing those work systems to deliver customer value and achieve organizational success and sustainability.” It addresses how the organization identifies and manages its key processes and how it improves them so they are efficient and effective and stay current with changing business needs and directions.

7. The Results Category examines the organization’s performance in key business areas. It measures the organization’s progress towards achieving its overall strategy through implementing its approaches defined in Categories 1–6.

Evaluation Using the Criteria

With the Baldrige Criteria providing the framework for business excellence, it is important for an organization to evaluate its progress in the improvement journey. Whether doing an internal self-evaluation or as part of an external assessment, the extent to which the organization has matured in its process implementation will impact the results achieved. Figure 11A-2 illustrates the Steps Toward Mature Processes.

Progress is evaluated from two perspectives: process and results; the former are addressed in Categories 1-6; the latter in Category 7.

FIGURE 11A-2. STEPS TOWARD MATURE PROCESSES: AN AID FOR SCORING PROCESS ITEMS
Evaluating processes examines the approaches used, the extent of deployment of these approaches within the entire organization, how these approaches have been improved, and how aligned and integrated the approaches are to support organizational-wide goals.

For results, the current level of performance, trends, and comparisons are evaluated to assess the extent results address key customer, market, process, and action plan requirements.

**BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT AS A FOUNDATION**

Everyone engages daily in both personal and business processes. When you perform an activity repeatedly on a frequent enough basis, it is worth your attention. An example is driving to work every day. If the process is executed consistently, then the results can be predicted. Business process management is no different. It’s all about managing business processes to get the desired results, to consistently and efficiently meet or exceed customer requirements. And in so doing, enabling an organization to be successful and grow. Within the Baldrige Criteria framework, business process management (BPM) becomes the foundation to move an organization forward in its continuous improvement and business excellence journey.

Organizations that have not yet implemented BPM often find themselves working feverishly on everything at once. Typically, the organization will have a lot of projects started, often using disciplined project management techniques and set financial expectations. The projects, however, are working in a rapidly changing environment. The more cross-functional the process, the greater the chance for miscues and many of the projects or improvement efforts are uncoordinated, perhaps even redundant, with real savings hard to quantify. Often, work priorities shift due to the next crisis management issue, or even from what an executive may have simply said. In many cases, a structured approach from which to select projects does not exist.

Business process management provides a structured approach in an environment where little structure existed before. BPM focuses an organization’s resources on the top priority projects and on work that is aligned to the organization’s vision, mission, strategies, and goals.

Overcoming the perception that business process management takes too long or perhaps, where a quality system is regarded as just a theoretical exercise, requires a disciplined and structured implementation. Above all else, leadership engagement is a must. Of course, marketing a few successes helps to gain buy-in from those that are sitting on the fence.

What does business process management (BPM) do for you? BPM provides a structured method to manage processes, documents and stores key work processes for easy accessibility and reuse, leverages and builds on knowledge management, captures process dependencies, uses objective process measures, and closes gap between customer needs and process performance.

Why would an organization want to implement BPM? It would allow an organization to control core business processes enabling control of the process outcome. BPM focuses and aligns an organization on top-priorities, creates a common process language, and accelerates organizational learning.

BPM implementation can be broken down into the following key steps:
Identify top-priority, critical processes.

Validate customer requirements.

Model the process.

Develop process measures.

Monitor the process for:

- Stability—consistent performance.
- Capability—meeting customer needs.
- Flexibility—for new requirements.
- Manage and improve the process.

**Identify Critical Processes**

A process is a series of repetitive and systematic actions or operations that add value and are necessary to produce and deliver a product or service. From a simplistic perspective, a process starts with an input from a supplier, work is performed, value is added, and the product or service is delivered to a customer. A business process is much more complex, typically cross-functional in nature with multiple process levels. An activity at one level becomes a process at the next lower level. And at each level, someone owns the process. Depending on the organization’s process maturity, each level process owner may be accountable for the results. The concept of process ownership is important to achieving business excellence.

Top priority or critical processes are those processes that are typically operational in nature and are core to delivering a product or service to external customers. A problem with a top-priority or critical process directly results in not meeting customer requirements or expectations.

Eventually, all critical processes need to be addressed. Which one to look at first can be determined by (1) evaluating the criticality of each process to satisfying customers and achieving organizational goals and (2) evaluating which processes are not performing as expected. The determination of your top-priority processes is extremely important. Typical corporate prioritization is by what is “most broke” or that is receiving the most top level scrutiny. Having a structured, disciplined approach to managing core business processes results in incremental continuous improvement and a “pipeline” of projects to work on next.

**Validate Customer Requirements**

A customer of a process is the person who receives the product or services from the output of the process. Depending on the level of the process and where the process fits into the overall order-to-delivery of the organization, the needs of both external customers and internal customers have to be met. In most organizations, there are always key stakeholder needs that are important and must be addressed.

In many organizations, a number of employees do not have direct interaction with the external customer. They may deal with other functional areas, management, or “next process” customer. This would be an example of an internal customer. Because all processes should be linked into an integrated system, employees should understand the end-to-end system view and be able to link their efforts to the external customer.

A requirement represents a need or want that the customer expects to have satisfied. Customer requirements are usually translated into specifications an organization
operationally understands using various techniques. It is necessary to review the cus-
tomer requirements frequently with customers to be sure they are specific, measurable,
have not changed, and can be provided in a satisfactory format and time frame. This may
involve negotiation with the customer if the above criteria cannot be met. The require-
ment becomes valid only after agreement is reached that (1) the need can be satisfied,
and (2) the party responsible for the process agrees to satisfy it. The same criteria apply
in validating requirements for both internal and external customers.

In some organizations, other key stakeholder requirements may be as important as
customer requirements. For example, in a health care environment, the needs of physi-
cians, families and insurance companies can play a significant role in how a hospital
serves its primary customers—patients. In education, requirements of parents and other
stakeholder (e.g., businesses and institutions of higher learning) could impact the way a
school teaches its primary customers—students.

An organization also must carefully consider its suppliers and partners. To provide
products and services that meet customer expectations and requirements consistently,
everyone must understand the end-to-end system and where they fit in the bigger picture.
It is important to assess how well the individual pieces are contributing to delivering
products and services overall.

Model the Processes

Documentation of the work processes makes them visible. All the steps necessary to
achieve the final product need to be shown. A process should be described on simple
terms, at a level of detail represented by four to eight activities. The process for the
manager should be at a level of detail reflecting those activities that he or she will per-
sonally follow. Each activity block might represent a lower-level process that must also
be controlled.

In describing a process, in addition to the flow of activities and their triggering
events, it is important to consider the various components that are necessary to make the
different steps of the process work. These include people, systems, information and data,
materials, tools and equipment, documentation, and environmental factors. Not all com-
ponents apply to every process or process step. If a process is not performing properly to
meet customer requirements, the activities may be correct but one or more of the compo-
nents of the process could be the problem area.

When looking at any particular process, there are a number of different versions that
can be considered. These versions can represent the process as defined in a procedures
manual, the process as management thinks it works, the way the process is actually
performed—the “as-is” process, the “ideal” process (as-is, but cleaner), or the “future
state” process. The most important version to model and measure first is the “as-is”
process. Since the output of a process is a direct result of what happens in the process, it
is necessary to understand what is currently being done, including what is not working
properly, before looking at any future state process.

In the past, processes have been documented using flowcharts. Flowcharts usually
show activities, have a single symbol to represent a decision, and may identify the
responsible person or function for a group of activities. This, however, is not enough.
What happens to complex decisions; how are they represented? What about some of
the other components of a process that are absolutely necessary if a process is to
work properly?
Modeling a process has a number of benefits not available in flowcharting. In addition to providing visual descriptions of processes, modeling addresses more complex decisions and process components; links to IT systems, people, and other resources; uses an enterprise-wide database with a common language; permits simulation of “what if” scenarios; and can link to measures that are part of a balanced scorecard.

**Develop Process Measures**

Measuring a process is important to determine if it is meeting customer requirements and to understand how the process is performing.

A *results indicator* measures whether a process is satisfying the customer’s valid requirement, based on those things that are important to the customer—not what is convenient to measure. If the process team uses a different set of indicators from the customer, its interpretation of success may also be different from the customer’s.

A *process indicator* is used to show whether a work process is stabilized and to forewarn of problems that could impact final results. This is the “Voice of the Process” speaking to us. It represents the process owner’s view. Located upstream in the process, it alarms for unwanted outcomes.

If the indicators show that the targets are being met but the data show that the process is not stable, then the process owner has been favored by luck. When a process is unstable, anything can happen, and it often does. Response to this instability is usually called firefighting.

If the data show that a process is stable but the indicators show that the targets are not being met, then the process is not capable of achieving the desired results. It must be changed in some way. A problem-solving process is used to eliminate root causes and identify improvements to the process. Process stability is required before addressing capability issues.

Process control requires an understanding of the relationship between the process indicators and the results indicator. For example, if the forecasted date for turnover of new equipment to the customer is the result indicator being monitored, it is also important to follow the schedule for completion of each of the key activities in procuring that equipment. If the engineering activity is running late, this has a direct impact on the turnover date, unless action is taken to correct the situation. By monitoring this process indicator, the process owner can predict whether the customer’s required turnover date can be met or can take appropriate action to improve the situation before it is too late. If the process is not controlled upstream of the outcome, the impact is felt downstream, but not by the people who cause the problem. Correcting those things in the engineering process that cause delays may also prevent the same factors from affecting future engineering activities.

**Monitor the Process**

Once the process has been defined and measures established, the process owner needs to:

- Confirm the process model with all stakeholders.
- Start measuring the results and process indicators.
- Establish targets and thresholds.
- Manage and improve the process based on the analysis data from the measures.
Managing a process is an ongoing effort. The process owner has to continually confirm that the process is meeting customer requirements, even in a changing market environment, and is doing it efficiently so as not to waste the organization’s resources. When it is not, improvements in the process are required. A process improvement approach provides the roadmap and tools to make the needed improvement.

**PROCESS IMPROVEMENT**

How does process improvement play a role with BPM? It all depends on how it is positioned and viewed within an organization. As part of achieving business excellence, process improvement is viewed here from a problem solving, process by process perspective. The benefits in integrating BPM with the problem solving and design methodology are operational in nature: faster and cheaper. This includes root cause elimination with statistical rigor and hard dollar improvements. The integration of BPM and process improvement provides a continuous improvement loop that generates a “pipeline” for problem solving projects (Figure 11A-3) from core business process measurement and then improves the processes for continued operations and monitoring.

In using a statistical approach, however, it is necessary to weigh the depth and breadth of the use of statistics within the organization. The seven basic continuous improvement tools are often more than sufficient for an organization to start with. As the organization becomes more proficient with the tools themselves, introduction of more advanced statistical methodologies is appropriate.

Problem solving, such as in Six Sigma, is a structured, five-step approach built around the DMAIC process. The question answered in each step is shown below.
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• **Define**—What is the problem?
• **Measure**—How big is the problem?
• **Analyze**—What is causing the problem?
• **Improve**—What can be done to eliminate/reduce the root cause of the problem?
• **Control**—How will the process be monitored to ensure the gains are sustained?

It does not matter whether you use this DMAIC process, a six-step, seven-step or eight-step process. All good problem solving processes have the same basic ingredients. [Ed. Note: Six Sigma is discussed on more detail in Chapter 31.]

From a BPM system approach, process improvement is an enabler to a company’s continuous improvement journey. The continuous improvement impact, if balanced correctly, can be felt in both the short and the long term. Using approaches like Design for Six Sigma methods and tools in the Improve phase will help achieve sustainable, long-term results. Lean tools, such as Value Stream Mapping and 5S, can also be part of the improvement picture. Change management now plays a critical role in implementing solutions and leadership must be engaged for the approach to work. Political issues and obstacles need to be addressed early. Developing, establishing, and improving processes can provide breakthrough results, increased capacity, and allow the organization to address changing customer requirements that will enable an organization to achieve a desired future state.

**BPM, PROCESS IMPROVEMENT, AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT**

So how does project management fit into the discussion business process management and process improvement?

Implementing the Baldrige Criteria, business process management, or process improvement requires specific skill sets from quality professionals, such as black belts and lean practitioners, involved in these efforts. Typical training for these individuals includes project management skills.

Project management skills are important because continuous improvement efforts are often project based and cross-functional in nature. The project leads are held accountable for completing projects on time, within budget (if applicable), and to deliver improvements based on customer or business requirements. This usually requires managing multiple activities at once, addressing change management issues, and meeting rigorous “tollgate” timelines. In addition, black belts or other quality professionals are routinely assigned multiple projects at any given time. Utilizing project management discipline, such as understanding a project’s critical path and the key tasks to be completed, improves the probability of success for the projects themselves.

BPM and process improvement are dependent on the project leads possessing the skills to successfully manage the lifecycle of projects. Delivering results are absolutely critical to a program launch in order to gain credibility to the quality system initiative. Project management discipline enables project leads to successfully complete the projects, and therefore, demonstrate the much needed credibility or value to the business leaders.

**CONCLUSION**

*We’ve defined business excellence* as “a holistic, customer focused, process based, systems approach to successfully achieve the goals of the organization.” The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award’s Criteria for Performance Excellence provided the
framework for this systems approach with business process management (BPM) serving as the foundation to move an organization forward in its continuous improvement and business excellence journey. Process improvement and project management were discussed as necessary tools to help in this journey.

The important thing to remember is that business excellence is a continuous journey. If an organization does not keep current with changing customer and market needs someone else will. Profitability and success are challenged and even survival can become an issue. Only by a commitment to provide better, more responsive, innovative, and efficient products and services can an organization continually achieve business excellence.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 Although we make the assertion that BPM is the foundation for business excellence, may organizations want to jump into other approaches and tools to reach the end state without first building the foundation. What holds an organization back and what barriers have to be overcome to be able to create a business process foundation?
2 There appears to be a trend of the traditional boundaries of project management, quality, and other management disciplines blurring. How will this trend shape the approach to achieving business excellence in the future?
3 With new emerging technologies, such as process modeling, workflow and process automation, organizations are increasingly able to receive information for real-time measurement, process execution and task management. What kind of impact will this have on achieving business excellence in the future?
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The *PMBOK® Guide, Fourth Edition*, continues to present a view of human resources focused on the people who carry out activities to complete the project; in other words, the human resources—also known as the project team. Project Human Resource Management consists of four processes that organize and manage the project team. Stakeholders who are not project team members are addressed in other sections of the standard.

However, the fourth edition has added significant coverage of interpersonal skills under the “Develop Project Team” and “Manage Project Team” processes. Expanded coverage of the stages of team building, conflict management, leadership, influencing and decision making was introduced, as was a lengthy appendix on interpersonal skills, covering topics such as:

- Leadership
- Team building
- Motivation
- Communication
- Influencing
- Decision making
- Political and cultural awareness
- Negotiation.

Compared to earlier editions of the standard, the 2004 edition added a monitor and control process called “Manage Project Team.” All areas of project management involve tracking plans against results, and human resource management is no exception. While the phrase “manage project team” may be somewhat vague, the alternative working name “monitor project team” gave the undesired impression of too much oversight. The primary change in the 2008 standard is that the Manage

Project Team process was moved from monitoring and controlling to the executing process group—another nod to the viewpoint that team leadership becomes less about control, and more about supporting excellence, each generation. The four processes are:

2. Acquire Project Team.
3. Develop Project Team.
4. Manage Project Team—a process under the execution group that emphasizes comparisons of actual team performance against the HR plan.

The number of techniques used to manage project teams reflect common usage, including networking, virtual teams, ground rules, observation and conversation, project performance appraisals, conflict management, and issue logs.

HOW HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROCESSES INTEGRATE WITH OTHER AREAS

Breaking project management practices into discrete knowledge areas is a helpful way to understand the important aspects of project management, but also separates actions that should integrate smoothly among those knowledge areas. Here are a few examples of ways that human resource management interacts with other project management areas:

►Identification of required team members starts with an overall assessment of the resources that will be needed to complete the project. These are first identified in the Time Management chapter of the Guide under Activity Resource Requirements.

►While general project responsibilities may be shown in project organizational charts or position descriptions, many team member responsibilities are listed as activity assignments in the schedule. More responsibilities may be listed in other portions of the project management plan, such as people assigned to deal with risk (risk responses), quality (quality assurance and control activities that may not be specified on the schedule), or communication (communication responsibilities).

►The process of acquiring team members may require hiring people from outside the organization. This would involve many of the processes described in the chapter on Procurement Management.

PROJECT HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

Develop the Human Resource Plan

All the information about a project’s human resource planning, monitoring and control, and execution support is documented in the human resource plan. The identification of reporting relationships among those roles is often captured in the form of organization chart of some sort for the project. Finally, a plan for how and when the people will come and go from the project takes shape. The staffing management plan documents all of the human resource planning information.

►Inputs. The three primary inputs for this process are requirements for the activity resources, the enterprise environment factors—which may influence the development of the human resource plan—and the assets of the organizational processes. The human resource planning turns to the requirements of the activities (time management)
with the purpose to determine the necessary professionals to complete the project, identifying and describing types and quantities of the required resource for each activity of the work package, in a way to create the delivery.

Understanding the environment surrounding the project is vital when planning the best way to staff the project. Which organizations and departments will be involved and affected? How will technical disciplines communicate with one another? What history, including successes and conflicts, do the people likely to be involved with the project share? What relationships and influences already exist? What kind of physical or geographic separations can be expected? These are termed Enterprise Environmental Factors.

“Organizational process assets” is the term given to templates and checklists that have carried over from previous projects. Organizations with mature project management environments create templates based on lessons learned. Templates may include past project organization charts or position descriptions. Organizations may also have built lists of items for consideration, such as team ground rules to consider, compliance issues, or training courses that are available. Checklists help reduce the need to reinvent the wheel at the beginning of every project.

The third area of information needed for the human resource management plan is the list of activity resource requirements that emerge as the project deliverables are broken into work packages and then into activities required to create the deliverables. In other words, what needs to be done?

**Outputs.** The human resource process output is a human resource plan (guidelines for team definition, training and management), where roles and responsibilities needed are outlined to complete the project; the description of how those roles relate, for example, graphically in the form of an organizational chart for the project; and a management planning for personnel describing how and when professionals will be allocated and released for the project.

The work that a project team member is expected to perform is referred to as a set of responsibilities. A communication shortcut that clusters commonly understood responsibilities together for one person is called a role. When a role such as quality control engineer is defined, many responsibilities are associated with that role without listing them all individually. The use of roles saves time. However, one must be sure to clarify boundaries for roles as necessary. For example, if project roles include a quality control engineer as well as a test developer, communication to clarify where one role stops and the next one starts will be necessary. Who will actually carry out quality control tests? Who determines how measurements will be taken? How many tests or samples will be adequate?

Project team members are held accountable for their responsibilities. In order for team members to carry out their tasks, they should be given levels of authority that match their levels of responsibility. Authority is the right to make decisions, apply resources, and sign approvals on behalf of an organization. When authority exceeds accountability, abuse could occur. When accountability exceeds authority, frustration, low morale, minimum productivity, and turnover are likely outcomes.

**Tools and Techniques.** Techniques used to define and document human resource responsibilities are organization charts, position descriptions, networking, and organizational theory. Organization charts are usually a set of boxes arranged as a hierarchy.
They can be simple or detailed. The organization chart for a small conference could be as simple as naming the project manager and the five people responsible for marketing, registration, speakers, food, and exhibits.

Another way to document responsibilities, which could be considered a type of organization chart, is with a matrix. Sometimes called a responsibility assignment matrix (RAM), the chart lists people on one axis and activities or work packages along the other matrix. The advantages of this format are that by looking across one row, one can get an idea of the total responsibilities that one person has, and by looking down a column, one can confirm that exactly one person is responsible for each activity listed. A matrix of this nature may be generated through the report function of a project scheduling software program.

For large projects or cases where clarity is crucial, position descriptions can list detailed responsibilities for some or all project roles. These may be developed jointly by the people holding the positions and the project manager and may be based on templates from previous projects.

Networking is the practice of developing relationships with other people. It may be helpful at many times in a project, but is listed here as a way to understand how to most successfully staff a project team. A person who lacks practical knowledge of an organizational environment can easily miss identification of roles, responsibilities, and reporting relationships that would be helpful in completing the project.

**Contract and Mobilize the Team**

As the roles and responsibilities are identified, the people needed to carry them out must be acquired. This step is categorized as an execution process because it is primarily concerned with executing the plans developed in human resource planning.

► **Inputs.** Besides the human resource plan, the start of this process includes enterprise environmental factors (the resource availability, skills and interests, and cost) and the organizational process assets (organizational contracting policies and assistance from the organization human resource department).

► **Outputs.** As one would expect, warm-bodied team members are the end result of acquiring the project team. The output is called project staff assignments in order to state the output as a document for the sake of consistency. Part of the documentation for the assignments can include a team directory.

In addition to the project staff assignments, resource availability for the team members is listed as a separate output. Resource availability, e.g., when Joe is not on vacation or when Deb is not dedicated to another project) is necessary in order to develop a sound schedule and is listed as an input to Activity Resource Estimating (Time Management).

► **Tools and Techniques.** The four techniques associated with acquiring the project team are based on three ways people may end up on a team, plus a fourth concept—virtual teams. The first way that team members may be acquired is through pre-assignment. This means that a person was slated to be on a project at inception. A good analogy of this process takes place in the movie industry. Sometimes scripts are written and then a casting director fills the roles. Other times writers have a particular person in mind as the movie is written. Similarly, some projects are based on the skills of a particular individual.
When team members are drawn from the same organization as the person doing the recruiting, negotiation may be required. And when the project must pull from outside the organization, the technique is referred to as acquisition, a form of procurement.

Listing virtual teams as a technique for acquiring project team members may seem odd at first, but the concept is probably used most often as a way of including team members who may not be able to participate in any other way. Virtual team members are typically located far enough from other team members, making face-to-face meetings not practical during most or all of the project. While distance would be the most common reason for the creation of a virtual team, other reasons may include home offices, different work shifts, and mobility handicaps. The growing use of electronic communication has made virtual teams an increasing trend.

Develop Team

Team development includes two important components: Developing individual abilities and increasing the ability of people to work together as a group.

- **Inputs.** As a starting point, the project staff assignments provide the list of people who are on the team. The human resource plan includes the information pertinent to planning and managing the team. Resource availability is the third input and identifies the times that people are available to participate in development activities.

- **Outputs.** While the primary goal is better performance, the output listed in the Guide is called team performance assessment. The assessment is a verifiable product that can be listed as an output. This does not mean to suggest that a formal, written assessment is required. Ongoing evaluation of a team’s effectiveness is simply a way to determine how much additional development work is needed and in what ways it needs to be modified. Another output is the updating of the enterprise environmental factors.

- **Tools and Techniques.** Six straightforward ways to develop a project team’s effectiveness are listed. General management skills such as empathy, creativity, and group facilitation are useful when working with team members. Training and team-building activities are common team development approaches. The use of ground rules helps a team minimize problems and work together better as a group.

Co-location is the practice of placing some or all of the project team members together for part of all of the project. Even teams that will operate primarily as virtual teams can benefit from a meeting early in the project where people come together to meet one another and clarify expectations. And finally, recognition and rewards can be utilized to encourage desirable behavior and results.

Manage Team

Managing the project team involves monitoring performance, giving feedback, resolving issues, and coordinating changes. It is a monitoring and control process.

- **Inputs.** All control processes compare things that have been planned with things that are actually taking place. So the inputs of a controlling process can usually be broken into three categories: (1) what was planned, (2) what is happening, and (3) other information that will explain how the control process is to be performed.

  The staffing management plan contains a mix of information. Some of the information describes plans that can be used as control points, such as compliance, safety, and
training needs. The staffing management plan may also instruct the project management team on how to conduct the control activities.

The control inputs that document what the human resources are actually doing include the team performance assessment (an output of Develop Project Team), work performance information (an output of Direct and Manage Project Execution), and performance reports (an output of Performance Reporting). The team performance assessment and work performance information both focus on individual abilities and how well the team is functioning as a group. The performance reports provide information regarding budget, schedule, and scope performance that will guide decisions related to managing the team.

Organizational process assets are listed as an input that contains neither plans nor performance information. The organizational assets include items such as web sites, annual recognition dinners, and newsletters that can be utilized when managing the team.

**Outputs.** When actual team performance is compared with the original plans, there are several possible outputs. Requested changes can be made to the change control body in order to receive approval for staffing changes. Recommended corrective actions could include additional training or disciplinary actions. Recommended preventive actions could include cross-training or further role clarification.

Another output that results from managing the team is an update to the organization’s process assets. Information that falls into this category includes input given to the appropriate supervisors in the organization concerning the performance of team members. Lessons learned as a part of the control process are also forwarded to the people who collect this information, such as a centralized project management office.

The enterprise environmental factors also need to be updated, for example, as to the improvement of the personal abilities.

As project changes take place, the project management plan may need to be updated. The plan may need to be changed to reflect changing team member roles, awards to be made, or the addition of a new off-site team session.

**Tools and Techniques.** The five techniques listed for managing the project team are observation and conversation, project performance appraisals, conflict management, issue log, and interpersonal skills.

One of the simple ways that project managers have of comparing what has been planned with what is actually taking place is by observing people and conversing with them. Another technique for managing team members is with a project performance appraisal. The project manager or someone else with supervisory responsibilities needs to provide feedback to team members in order to encourage positive performance and to uncover questions and concerns. The degree to which this is a structured event depends on variables such as the project’s length and complexity and how much feedback occurs during the normal course of the project.

Conflict management techniques will allow differences of opinion to be raised, but minimize a loss of teamwork caused by negative feelings and actions among team members. Solid project management practices like communication planning, team building, and role clarification do a lot to reduce conflict before it arises. Ground rules can be established that include a process for addressing conflict among team members.

An issue log is the fourth technique for managing the project team. When issues are raised, a log will track the issue and list who is responsible for taking action and a
target date for closure. Logs vary from meeting minutes in that they are usually cumulative throughout the length of the project and will continue to list an issue until it is closed.

As to the interpersonal abilities, those the project manager needs most are: leadership, influence power and decision making.

**CONFLICT MANAGEMENT**

Conflict management is an area of emphasis on the PMP Examination, and rightly so. Research has indicated that the most intense conflict is between project managers and functional departments. The same study determined that the major sources of conflict are, in descending order of frequency:

1. Schedules
2. Project priorities
3. Manpower resources
4. Technical opinions
5. Administrative procedures
6. Cost objectives
7. Personalities

There are five principal strategies for managing conflict. The first is by far the best in most circumstances:

1. Problem solving: Confront and collaborate to resolve the issue (Win/Win).
2. Compromise: Bargain to get some satisfaction for both parties (Lose/Lose).
3. Smoothing: Discount differences to achieve harmony (Lose/Lose).
4. Withdrawal: Avoid, deny, or postpone issues (Lose/Lose).
5. Forcing: Impose one’s viewpoint (Win/Lose).

Note that compromise is considered lose/lose because both parties are assumed to give in to some degree and not arrive at an optimum solution. Withdrawal may be okay in the short run if a cooling off period is needed. Forcing may seem like a poor approach, but the person who forces a solution (possibly as a result of being in a position of authority) “wins,” resulting in a win-lose outcome. The long-term effects of persistent forcing, however, can be detrimental not merely to the work relationship, but to business outcomes.

Additionally, here are three motivational theories that can help the project manager better understand how to lead and inspire the team:

- **McGregor’s Theory X—Theory Y.** McGregor believed one could classify managers into two categories: Theory X and Theory Y. Theory X managers are of the belief that workers are basically lazy and dislike work. They need to be watched and prodded at all times. Theory Y managers believe that workers want to do well and will do so in the right environment. They need to be supported and allowed freedom to do their work. Needless to say, the kind of person who functions well in the project team environment is more likely to respond to a “Theory Y” manager.

- **Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.** Maslow created a pyramid of five levels of needs. He believed that a person could not be motivated by higher levels of rewards until lower level needs had been met. The foundation and first level is physiological needs: water, food, and even oxygen. The second level is a feeling of safety and security: stability and protection. The third level includes social or affiliation needs: feeling like one is...
accepted by friends and part of a group. The fourth level is esteem: respect by others as well as self-respect and confidence. The top, fifth level is self-actualization: the feeling of and continuous desire for fulfilling one’s potential. This theory may seem of limited practicality at first glance. Yet there are many situations in the workplace where people are expected to perform and achieve at a very high level while their confidence or physical well-being is undermined, and it’s good for a project manager, who is accountable for the results of a team’s work, to be aware of how damaging this situation can be. For example, in a workplace of cubicles where some team members are constantly made uncomfortable by a co-worker’s angry phone conversations, the sense of safety is eroded, and a project manager familiar with Maslow’s work will be aware that this can impact the team’s output.

**Herzberg’s Hygiene/Motivation Theory.** Herzberg believed that things people may consider motivational could be broken into two categories: Hygiene and Motivation. Hygiene factors include working conditions, salary, status, and security. Without these basic requirements, a person will certainly be dissatisfied with her work. Yet higher levels of these things—a safer workplace, a better salary—cannot be assumed to provide feelings of motivation. Instead, often people feel that these improvements are simply the way things should have been all along. True motivation factors include achievement, recognition, growth, and advancement opportunities. Both areas must be addressed in order to minimize the dissatisfaction and maximize the motivation.

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. Identify the Enterprise Environmental Factors involved in a project you are familiar with. What impacts might they have on your management of a project staff?

2. You need to decide whether a team should be co-located or if they can operate virtually. What factors should play into your decision?

3. The project team just completed a status review meeting at which Abigail tried to prevent conflict by responding that problems the testers were experiencing weren’t really so bad and could probably be resolved during the following week. She was surprised when the tester who was present seemed to explode the second time she used that approach. He didn’t think she fully appreciated the magnitude of the problem. What conflict management technique was she trying to use? And what would have been a better approach? Apply this approach to a team conflict you are familiar with. Could you have positively affected the outcome by handling it differently?
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Teamwork means people cooperating to meet common goals. That includes all types of people doing work that calls for joint effort and exchange of information, ideas, and opinions. In teamwork, productivity is increased through synergy: the magic that appears when team members generate new ways for getting things done and that special spirit for making them happen.

Lessons can be drawn from nature regarding collective effort for get things done: bees and ants perform amazing tasks as they work in seemingly chaotic unison to achieve their community goals; lions and other predators often hunt jointly to increase the sometimes poor odds against their speedy and nimble prey; and whales parade around in circles to corral schools of fish, who in turn try to elude their marine predators by flashing back and forth in darting schools. In the case of these creatures, working together is about survival. They have learned to do it over the ages and these practices are imbedded in their DNA.

While human beings have evolved over the ages as well and have developed ways of working together, both in times of war and in peace, because of the incredible complexity of the human creature, survival-based teamwork is not as inherent as in the case of nonhuman creatures. This means that the capability of working together for teams of humans has to be developed in each new situation and must adapt to the galloping changes that mankind insists on developing. One of those changes involves the relationship of time and place of team members.
In times past, teamwork was generally developed in settings where workers shared a common workplace and time frame. In other words, people worked at the same place, during the same hours. While that situation still exists, increasingly teams are at least partially virtual, meaning that some members may never see other important colleagues of the team. Such is the case in outsourced development of IT projects, or design and construction of aircraft and ships, both of which may be scattered about the globe. This requires ways of dealing with team communications in nontraditional ways.

For instance, traditional meetings may no longer take place. Virtual meetings increasingly use video, audio, and text, while meeting contents are digitally tagged so the information can be accessed promptly. Even face-to-face meetings can be recorded digitally for future reference or to share with remote members. Virtual teams, of course face some special issues that must be dealt with: the project team must be trained and ready to use the technology; trust and rapport must be established among many stakeholders, who are often widely spread geographically; and the technology chosen must meet the project needs and be sufficiently user friendly to be appealing to team members.

Yet, in spite of rampant change and technological advances, the fundamental aim of teamwork remains largely the same: getting people to work together effectively to meet common goals.

**BENEFITS AND PITFALLS OF TEAMING**

Teamwork offers a number of concrete benefits:

- **Teamwork enhances success.** Teamwork helps your group excel at what it’s doing and boosts its chances of “winning.”
- **Teamwork promotes creativity.** The team approach stimulates innovation and encourages people to try new approaches to problems.
- **Teamwork builds synergy.** The mathematical absurdity “2 + 2 = 5” becomes possible.
- **Teamwork promotes trade-offs and solves problems.** Teamwork creates a problem-solving atmosphere that facilitates decisions about schedule, cost, and performance.
- **Teamwork is fun.** Working together for a common cause creates group spirit, lightens up the atmosphere, and reduces tensions and conflicts.
- **Teamwork helps large organizations as well as small groups.** The team concept can be used to involve an entire company culture as well as to stimulate a small department.
- **Teamwork responds to the challenge of change.** Teams thrive on opportunities to improve performance and show how they can adapt and adjust in order to win.

There are also pitfalls to watch out for:

- **There can be negative synergy.** When the team doesn’t get its act together, then synergy becomes negative and the equation becomes “2 + 2 = 3.”
- **There can be excessive independence.** Ill-guided or poorly built teams wander off course and start doing their own thing as opposed to meeting overall goals.
- **Time is needed to build and maintain the team.** If company culture is not team-oriented, a lot of time and effort is needed to create the team spirit.
- **Decision-making may be slow.** Getting a group to make a decision on a consensus basis is a time-consuming task.

Why is teamwork increasingly important? One reason is that change—economic, societal, cultural, environmental, technological, political, and international—continues to
take place at an accelerating rate. And change has a dramatic impact not only on individuals but also on organizations. Task forces, departmental teams, cross-functional teams, and project teams are replacing the cumbersome hierarchical organizational structure of the past in many organizations. Teamwork enables organizations to be nimbler, more flexible, and better able to respond swiftly and creatively to the challenge of today's competitive business environment.

Several factors have speeded this trend toward team approaches to business planning and operations:

• The success of the Japanese management style, which stresses employee involvement in all phases of the work
• The rejection by newer generations of autocratic leadership
• Rapid changes in technology that create a need for quick group responses
• Emphasis on corporate quality, which requires team effort on an organizational scale.

Team building encompasses the actions necessary to create the spirit of teamwork. Research by Tuckman and Jensen1 indicates that the team-building process is a natural sequence that can be divided into five stages:

1. Forming
2. Storming
3. Norming
4. Performing
5. Adjourning.

A detailed description of the team-building process follows.

FIVE CLASSIC TEAM-BUILDING STAGES

Stage 1: Forming

In this stage, the manager and the group focus more on tasks than on teamwork. They organize the team's structure, set goals, clarify values, and develop an overall vision of the team’s purpose. The manager’s role is to direct these efforts and to encourage group members to reach consensus and achieve a feeling of commitment.

Stage 2: Storming

This stage is less structured than the first stage. The manager broadens the focus to include both accomplishing tasks and building relationships. As the social need for belonging becomes important to group members, the emphasis is on interpersonal interactions: active listening, assertiveness, conflict management, flexibility, creativity, and kaleidoscopic thinking. The group completes tasks with a sense of understanding, clarification, and belonging. The manager relies not only on actual authority but also on leadership skills, such as encouragement and recognition.

Stage 3: Norming

In this stage, the team-building process is more relationship-based than task-oriented. Since recognition and esteem are important for group members, the manager relies on communication, feedback, affirmation, playfulness, humor, entrepreneurship, and networking to motivate the team. Group members achieve a feeling of involvement and support.
Stage 4: Performing

At this point, the team is operating very much on its own. Management style is neither task- nor relationship-oriented, since the team members are motivated by achievement and self-actualization. The manager’s role in this phase is to serve as mentor/coach and to take a long-range view of future needs. Team members focus on decision-making and problem solving, relying on information and expertise to achieve their goals.

Stage 5: Adjourning

Management concern in this wrap-up stage is low task and high relationship. The manager focuses on evaluation, reviewing, and closure. Team members continue to be motivated by a feeling of achievement and self-actualization.

THE TEN RULES OF TEAM BUILDING

The five team-building stages show how teams evolve over time. That process can be accelerated by applying the following ten principles of team building. Each principle helps create the spirit that gets people to work together cooperatively to meet goals:

1. Identify what drives your team. What is the driving force that makes teamwork necessary? Is it an external force like the market? Is it internal, like organizational demands? Is it the needs of the group itself? Is the leader the only driver? Or is it perhaps a combination of these factors?

2. Get your own act together. Are you a bright and shining example of teamwork? Could you shine even brighter? Polish your interpersonal skills and show your teamwork talents on a daily basis.

3. Understand the game. All teams play games. Do you know the game and how much you can bend the rules? Each game of business is different and rules need to be rethought.

4. Evaluate the competition. First, know who the real market competition is. Then size it up so that your team can become competitive with a larger outside opponent.

5. Pick your players and adjust your team. Choose qualified players who know the basics, and teach them the skills that they don’t have. Also, make sure the team players are in the right spots.

6. Identify and develop inner group leaders. Team builders learn to identify inner group leadership early on. If you want to develop the full capacity of your team, then delegating, mentoring, and coaching must become part of your daily habit.

7. Get the team in shape. It takes practice and training to get athletic teams in shape. The same is true for other teams. Start with training in the fundamentals of teamwork—things like active listening, communicating, and negotiating—and see that they are practiced on a daily basis.

8. Motivate the players. The only way to get people to do things effectively is to give them what they want. The secret is to discover what individuals really want and, as you deal with them, to relate to those desires—whether they be recognition, challenge, a chance to belong, the possibility to lead, the opportunity to learn, or other motivators.
9. Develop plans. In teamwork, the process of planning is more important than the plan. Team members must become so involved in the planning process that they can say with conviction, “This is our plan.”

10. Control, evaluate, and improve. Knowing the status of things at any given time is important for teams to be successful. Sometimes that’s a tough task. To make sure you maintain the right spirit, involve your team members in creating your control instrument.

The ten rules outlined apply throughout the five team-building phases. Greater emphasis, however, is appropriate during certain periods. Figure 12A-1 shows the phases in which the rules tend to be most applicable.

PLANNING FOR AND IMPLEMENTING TEAMWORK

Get People Involved

The key to successful team planning is involvement: Get people involved at the outset of your team-building effort to win their personal commitment to your plan. One simple technique for involvement includes a questionnaire in which team members are asked to assess the need for team building. A sample questionnaire is shown in Table 12A-1. In the test, team members rate the degree to which certain team-related problems appear. If the team is newly formed, the questionnaire should be answered from the perspective of anticipated problems. Then test results are tabulated and group discussion follows in search of a consensus on how to obtain team development. This consensus approach generates synergy when the team carries out the planned activities. In addition, potential differences are dealt with in the planning stage before resources are fully committed.

Group planning approaches are used in programs such as quality circles, total quality management, and participative management, as well as project management. The management skills required to make these group planning efforts effective include interpersonal communications, meeting management, listening, negotiation, situational management, and managerial psychology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ten Rules</th>
<th>Five Phases (0-3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify what drives your team</td>
<td>Form (0) Storm (0) Norm (0) Perform (0) Adjourn (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Get your own act together</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Understand the game</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Evaluate the competition</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Pick your players and adjust your team</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Identify and develop inner group leaders</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Get the team in shape</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Motivate the players</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Develop plans</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Control, evaluate, and improve</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 12A-1. TEAM-BUILDING RULES AND THE FIVE PHASES OF TEAM BUILDING
The right planning process produces a quality plan to which the parties involved are committed. Some methods that enhance the planning process are discussed below.

- **Creativity sessions.** Techniques for boosting creativity include brainstorming, brainwriting, random working, checklists, and word associations.
- **Consensus planning.** A plan reached through group discussion tends to yield a program that is well thought through, with a high probability of being implemented.
- **Decision-making models.** Formal models for making decisions can be used as a basis for planning. Some common techniques are decision trees, problem analysis, decision analysis, implementation studies, and risk analysis.

You should build a team like you were putting together a puzzle. It involves:

- Individuals (like the separate puzzle pieces)
- One-on-one contacts (like pairing up matching pieces)

---

### TABLE 12A-1. TEAM MEMBERS’ QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions: Indicate the degree to which the problems below exist in your work unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test Result: Add up your scores. If the score is over 60, then your work unit is in good shape with respect to teamwork. If you scored between 46 and 60 points, there is some concern, but only for those items with lower scores. A score of 30 to 45 indicates that the subject needs attention and that a team-building program should be under way. A score of between 15 and 30 points means that improving teamwork should be the absolute top priority for your group.
- Small groups (like the subsets of the puzzle)
- Large groups (like the overall picture that the whole puzzle represents).

This means that in team building, just as in putting together a puzzle, you need to view the whole range of team factors, from the characteristics and talents of the individual team members to the overall picture: the team’s immediate goals and long-term objectives and how the team fits into the larger organizational scene. Some of the concrete steps that transform groups into teams are discussed below.

Set a Good Example

Here the focus is individual. As team leaders concern themselves with developing their own skills and knowledge bases, then the other pieces of the puzzle begin to gravitate and fall into place. All team leaders communicate their management philosophies to some extent by setting both overt and subliminal examples.

The manager who trusts subordinates and delegates authority to key project members can expect others to emulate that style. Likewise, an open give-and-take approach fosters similar behavior in the team and in others associated with the project under way. Through the team leader’s own actions, team members’ best behavior is called to the forefront.

Coach Team Members

Coaching requires some schooling in the “different-strokes-for-different-folks” philosophy, which assumes that people with different temperaments react differently to a standardized “shotgun” approach. Thus, each individual needs to be singled out for a special shot of custom-tailored attention in order for coaching to be effective.

A coaching session can be as simple as a chat with a subordinate who made a mistake about why something happened and what can be done to keep it from recurring. It can be a formal interview by the manager, who goes into the session with a tailor-made approach. Or it can be a formal appraisal session using classic management tools, such as job descriptions and performance standards.

Train Team Members

Training may involve small groups or the overall group or may incorporate all the stakeholders involved in the team’s efforts. Informal training sessions can be conducted in various forms, such as lectures, roundtable discussions, and seminars.

Lectures are a one-dimensional form of training. They put large amounts of information into short time frames. Lectures given by experts can bring top-quality information to the team members. When the speaker is well known, the lecture stimulates special interest.

Roundtable discussions are open-forum debates on pertinent subjects. They give participants a chance to air their views and present their opinions and ideas frankly. The goal may be to establish a consensus or to provide a basis for planning in-depth training programs.

Seminars or workshops combine the informational content of the lecture with opportunities for participation offered by the roundtable. In seminars or workshops, information is dispensed in smaller doses, interspersed with group discussions and debates. Seminars are established around a longer time frame than lectures or roundtable discussions. Two- to three-day seminars are the most popular, but one-day events are acceptable, and five-day seminars are right for more in-depth coverage.
Set Up a Formal Team-Building Program

Of the approaches aimed at heightening team synergy, a formal team-building program is apt to bring the best results because:

- The longer program duration provides greater opportunity for retention of concepts as they are reworked throughout the program.
- On-the-job application of the concepts provides timely feedback while the course goes on.
- In-depth treatment can be given to subjects.
- Enough time is available to build a consensus among participants.
- Effective interpersonal relations are developed.

The Key to Successful Teamwork

Since effective teams are all highly interactive, teamwork depends heavily on the interpersonal skills of the members. In a team setting, this personal interaction takes on a special importance because the number of relationships among members is sharply increased. Sometimes, this creates a traffic problem. Just as vehicle traffic flows more smoothly when drivers have developed their abilities, observe protocol, and behave courteously, the same is true in team situations where members have learned how to work together skillfully and cooperatively.

What are some of the skills that each team “driver” needs to operate effectively in a team situation? They include listening, applying techniques to deal with interpersonal conflict, negotiating, and influencing.

Listening

Communication, no matter how clear and concise, is wasted unless someone is listening actively to the communicator’s message. When team members know how to listen actively, overall effectiveness is boosted. Here is the attitude that represents good listening:

I am interested in what you are saying and I want to understand, although I may not agree with everything you say. You are important as a person, and I respect you and what you have to say. I’m sure your message is worth listening to, so I am giving you my full attention.

Other listening pointers include:

- Maintaining eye contact.
- Not interrupting.
- Keeping a relaxed posture.

Good listening also requires the listener to focus on both the communicator’s content and feelings and then to extract the essential message being conveyed.

Dealing with Interpersonal Conflict

Interpersonal conflict can occur whenever two or more people get together. It’s an inevitable part of team dynamics. There are five basic techniques for dealing with interpersonal conflict:

1. Withdrawing (pulling out, retreating, or giving up).
2. Smoothing (appeasing just to keep the peace).
3. Bargaining (negotiating to reach agreement over conflicting interests).
4. Collaborating (objective problem solving based on trust).
5. Forcing (using power to resolve the conflict).

Application of these techniques depends on the situation. Effective team members recognize that conflict is inevitable and rationally apply appropriate conflict resolution modes in each given situation. Here are some of the applications:

- **Use withdrawing** when you cannot win, when the stakes are low, to gain time, to preserve neutrality or reputation, or when you win by delay.
- **Use smoothing** to reach an overarching goal, to create an obligation for a trade-off at a later date, to maintain harmony, to create good will, or when any solution will do.
- **Use bargaining** (also called conflict negotiation) when both parties need to be winners, when others are as strong as you, to maintain your relationship with your opponent, when you are not sure you are right, or when you get nothing if you do not make a deal.
- **Use collaborating** when you both get at least what you want and maybe more, to create a common power base, when knowledge or skills are complementary, when there is enough time, or where there is trust.
- **Use forcing** only when a “do or die” situation exists, when important principles are at stake, when you are stronger (never start a battle you can’t win), to gain status or demonstrate power—and when the relationship is unimportant.

**Beyond Conflict Resolution**

A newer model for dealing with issues on teams is Appreciative Inquiry (AI). AI helps to shorten the “storming” period by encouraging teams to focus on possibilities instead of problems. The AI 4D process—Discover, Dream, Design, Deliver—meshes well with project management processes, and assists in building trust within teams and across the organization. There are many excellent resources on AI available on the Web.

**Negotiating**

Team members are likely to find themselves dealing with both third-party and in-house situations that call for major negotiation skills. The type of negotiation that tends to be effective in team settings is called principled negotiation. This is negotiation in which it is assumed that the players are problem solvers and that the objective is to reach a wise outcome efficiently and amicably.

Principled negotiation also assumes that the people will be separated from the problem, that premature position-taking will be avoided, that alternative solutions will be explored, and that the rules of the negotiation will be objective and fair. This means focusing on interests rather than on positions and implies fully exploring mutual and divergent interests before trying to converge on some bottom line. The tenet *invent options for mutual gain*—calling for a creative search for alternatives—is also fundamental to principled negotiation.

**Influencing**

In team situations, individual authority lags well behind the authority of the group. Therefore, effective teams depend on the ability of members to influence one another for the good of the common cause. Influence management includes the following principles:
• **Play up the benefit.** Identify the benefit of your proposal for the other party (items such as more challenge, prestige, or visibility, or the chance for promotion or transfer). Then emphasize that benefit in conversations so that the message is communicated.

• **Steer clear of Machiavelli.** Avoid manipulation. Concentrate on influencing with sincerity and integrity.

• **Go beyond “I think I can.”** Successful influence managers don’t waste time questioning whether things can be done. Their efforts are aimed at how the task will be performed and what needs to be done to make it happen.

• **Put an umbrella over your moves.** Effective influencing hinges on strategic planning, to give direction and consistency to all influencing efforts.

• **Tune in to what others say.** Successful influence managers learn to identify others’ expectations and perceive how given actions contribute toward fulfilling those expectations.

• **Size up your plans for congruency.** Make sure there is a fit between proposed actions, testing your plans for consistency, coherence, and conformity.

• **Remember: “Different strokes for different folks.”** Be sure to adapt your approach to fit each person’s individual characteristics. Size up your targets and adjust your presentation to individual needs.

• **Watch your language!** Be careful with what you say and how you say it. Screen out pessimism and other forms of negativity, putting positive conviction into what you say to increase the impact of your message.

When team members are schooled in these basics, teamwork is likely to come about rapidly. Synergy is generated as people work together to meet common goals.

**FAST TRACK TO TEAMING**

Teamwork comes about by putting together the principles outlined in this chapter. Getting people involved, setting the right example, coaching and training team members are all part of the overall teaming mosaic. Interpersonal skills such as active listening, negotiating, conflict management and influence management are also key for teams to develop productively.

In projects, just as in sports, teamwork is developed and honed to excellence through practice sessions and in day-to-day settings. Practice sessions for developing teamwork are built into training and are part of the Formal Team Building Program mentioned earlier in this chapter. Yet aside from the purely practice-session approach used in training, daily activities provide numerous settings for creating team climate and interaction. Kick-off meetings, review sessions and interface meetings are examples of settings for spotlighting the team approach.

If a jump start is required to get things moving in environments where teams must ramp up rapidly (joint ventures, ad hoc teams, new projects), then experiential workshops are highly recommended. These can be of the ropes-course, adventure-course variety, or tamer versions done in indoor settings. The important factor is that task simulation be the focus of the training, thus requiring joint planning and execution of activities, leading to specific results.

In successful team building undertakings, once the team concept has been kicked off through an experiential learning event, insights and lessons learned are then funneled into the Formal Team Building Program, This way, the teaming effort is not only
jump-started, but further developed towards a long-lasting synergistic relationship among team members.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 In the classic team building model (forming, storming, norming, performing, adjourning), what factors typically can upset the sequence outlined? How can these be overcome?

2 Classify the ten rules of team building in two categories: “Must do” and “Highly desirable to do.” Discuss with colleagues.

3 Of the five conflict resolution techniques, which is most commonly used on most projects? Which in your opinion is the most effective? Are there circumstances where you have used a less-desirable method with a good outcome?
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More than any other organizational form, effective project management requires an understanding of motivational forces and leadership. The ability to build project teams, motivate people, and create organizational structures conducive to innovative and effective work requires sophisticated interpersonal and organizational skills.

There is no single magic formula for successful project management. However, most senior managers agree that effective management of multidisciplinary activities requires an understanding of the interaction of organizational and behavioral elements in order to build an environment conducive to the team’s motivational needs and subsequently lead effectively the complex integration of a project through its multifunctional phases.

MOTIVATIONAL FORCES IN PROJECT TEAM MANAGEMENT

Understanding people is important for the effective team management of today’s challenging projects. The breed of managers that succeeds within these often unstructured work environments faces many challenges. Internally, they must be able to deal effectively with a variety of interfaces and support personnel over whom they often have little or no control. Externally, managers have to cope with constant and rapid change regarding technology, markets, regulations, and socioeconomic factors. Moreover, traditional methods of authority-based direction, performance measures, and control are virtually impractical in such contemporary environments.
Sixteen specific professional needs of project team personnel are listed below. Research studies show that the fulfillment of these professional needs can drive project personnel to higher performance; conversely, the inability to fulfill these needs may become a barrier to teamwork and high project performance. The rationale for this important correlation is found in the complex interaction of organizational and behavioral elements. Effective team management involves three primary issues: (1) people skills, (2) organizational structure, and (3) management style. All three issues are influenced by the specific task to be performed and the surrounding environment. That is, the degree of satisfaction of any of the needs is a function of (1) having the right mix of people with appropriate skills and traits, (2) organizing the people and resources according to the tasks to be performed, and (3) adopting the right leadership style. The sixteen specific professional needs of team personnel are as follows:

1. **Interesting and challenging work.** Interesting and challenging work satisfies various professional esteem needs. It is oriented toward intrinsic motivation of the individual and helps to integrate personal goals with the objectives of the organization.

2. **Professionally stimulating work environment.** This leads to professional involvement, creativity, and interdisciplinary support. It also fosters team building and is conducive to effective communication, conflict resolution, and commitment toward organizational goals. The quality of this work environment is defined through its organizational structure, facilities, and management style.

3. **Professional growth.** Professional growth is measured by promotional opportunities, salary advances, the learning of new skills and techniques, and professional recognition. A particular challenge exists for management in limited-growth or zero-growth businesses to compensate for the lack of promotional opportunities by offering more intrinsic professional growth in terms of job satisfaction.

4. **Overall leadership.** This involves dealing effectively with individual contributors, managers, and support personnel within a specific functional discipline as well as across organizational lines. It involves technical expertise, information-processing skills, effective communications, and decision-making skills. Taken together, leadership means satisfying the need for clear direction and unified guidance toward established objectives.

5. **Tangible records.** These include salary increases, bonuses, and incentives, as well as promotions, recognition, better offices, and educational opportunities. Although extrinsic, these financial rewards are necessary to sustain strong long-term efforts and motivation. Furthermore, they validate more intrinsic rewards such as recognition and praise and reassure people that higher goals are attainable.

6. **Technical expertise.** Personnel need to have all necessary interdisciplinary skills and expertise available within the project team to perform the required tasks. Technical expertise includes understanding the technicalities of the work, the technology and underlying concepts, theories and principles, design methods and techniques, and functioning and interrelationship of the various components that make up the total system.

7. **Assisting in problem solving.** Assisting in problem solving, such as facilitating solutions to technical, administrative, and personal problems, is a very important need. If not satisfied, it often leads to frustration, conflict, and poor quality work.
8. Clearly defined objectives. Goals, objectives, and outcomes of an effort must be clearly communicated to all affected personnel. Conflict can develop over ambiguities or missing information.

9. Management control. Management control is important for effective team performance. Managers must understand the interaction of organizational and behavior variables in order to exert the direction, leadership, and control required to steer the project effort toward established organizational goals without stifling innovation and creativity.

10. Job security. This is one of the very fundamental needs that must be satisfied before people consider higher-order growth needs.

11. Senior management support. Senior management support should be provided in four major areas: (1) financial resources, (2) effective operating charter, (3) cooperation from support departments, and (4) provision of necessary facilities and equipment. It is particularly crucial to larger, more complex undertakings.

12. Good interpersonal relations. These are required for effective teamwork since they foster a stimulating work environment with low conflict, high productivity, and involved, motivated personnel.

13. Proper planning. Proper planning is absolutely essential for the successful management of multidisciplinary activities. It requires communications and information-processing skills to define the actual resource requirements and administrative support necessary. It also requires the ability to negotiate resources and commitment from key personnel in various support groups across organizational lines.

14. Clear role definition. This helps to minimize role conflict and power struggles among team members and/or supporting organizations. Clear charters, plans, and good management direction are some of the powerful tools used to facilitate clear role definitions.

15. Open communications. This satisfies the need for a free flow of information both horizontally and vertically. It keeps personnel informed and functions as a pervasive integrator of the overall project effort.

16. Minimizing changes. Although project managers have to live with constant change, their team members often see change as an unnecessary condition that impedes their creativity and productivity. Advanced planning and proper communications can help to minimize changes and lessen their negative impact.

THE POWER SPECTRUM IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Project managers must often cross functional lines to get the required support. This is especially true for managers who operate within a matrix structure. Almost invariably, the manager must build multidisciplinary teams into cohesive work groups and successfully deal with a variety of interfaces, such as functional departments, staff groups, other support groups, clients, and senior management. This is a work environment where managerial power is shared by many individuals. In the traditional organization, position power is provided largely in the form of legitimate authority, reward, and punishment. These organizationally derived bases of influence are shown in Table 12B-1. In contrast, project managers have to build most of their power bases on their own. They have to
earn their power and influence from other sources. Trust, respect, credibility, and the 
image of a facilitator of a professionally stimulating work environment are the makings 
of this power and influence. These individually derived bases of influence are also 
shown in Table 12B-1.

In today’s environment, most project management is largely characterized by:

- Authority patterns that are defined only in part by formal organization chart plans.
- Authority that is largely perceived by the members of the organization based on 
  earned credibility, expertise, and perceived priorities.
- Dual accountability of most personnel, especially in project-oriented environments.
- Power that is shared between resource managers and project/task managers.
- Individual autonomy and participation that is greater than in traditional organizations.
- Weak superior-subordinate relationships in favor of stronger peer relationships.
- Subtle shifts of personnel loyalties from functional to project lines.
- Project performance that depends on teamwork.
- Group decision making that tends to favor the strongest organizations.
- Reward and punishment power along both vertical and horizontal lines in a highly 
dynamic pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influence Base</th>
<th>Organizationally Derived Components</th>
<th>Individually Derived Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>Position, Title</td>
<td>Respect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Office Size</td>
<td>Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>Credibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Budget, Resources</td>
<td>Performance Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Size, Importance</td>
<td>Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward Power</td>
<td>Salary, Bonuses</td>
<td>Recognition, Visibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hire, Promote</td>
<td>Accomplishments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work, Security</td>
<td>Autonomy, Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training, Development</td>
<td>Stimulating Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource Allocation</td>
<td>Professional Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punishment</td>
<td>Salary, Bonuses</td>
<td>Reprimand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fire, Demote</td>
<td>Team Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work, Security</td>
<td>Tight Supersition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource Limitations</td>
<td>Work Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Power</td>
<td>Top Management Support</td>
<td>Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sound Decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Top Management Respect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Access to Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent Power</td>
<td></td>
<td>Friendship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Charisma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Empathy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 12B-1. THE PROJECT MANAGER’S BASES OF INFLUENCE**
• Influences to reward and punish that come from many organizations and individuals.
• Multiproject involvement of support personnel and sharing of resources among many activities.

Position power is a necessary prerequisite for effective project/team leadership. Like many other components of the management system, leadership style has also undergone changes over time. With increasing task complexity and an increasingly dynamic organizational environment, a more adaptive and skill-oriented management style has evolved. This style complements the organizationally derived power bases—such as authority, reward, and punishment—with bases developed by the individual manager. Examples of these individually derived components of influence are technical and managerial expertise, friendship, work challenge, promotional ability, fund allocations, charisma, personal favors, project goal indemnification, recognition, and visibility. This so-called Style II management evolved particularly with the matrix. Effective project management combines both the organizationally derived and individually derived styles of influence.

Various research studies by Gemmill, Thamhain, and Wilemon provide an insight into the power spectrum available to project managers. Project personnel were asked to rank nine influence bases; Table 12B-2 shows the results. Technical and managerial expertise, work challenge, and influence over salary were the most important influences that project leaders seem to have, while penalty factors, fund allocations, and authority appeared least important in gaining support from project team members. Moreover, the trend represented in these studies, toward the greater influence of expertise and work satisfaction, continues to strengthen as Gen X and Y individuals bring their particular worldview to bear in the work place.

![Table 12B-2. The Project Manager's Power Spectrum](image)
LEADERSHIP STYLE EFFECTIVENESS

For more than 15 years, the author has investigated influence bases with regard to project management effectiveness. Through those formal studies it is measurably and consistently found that managers who are perceived by their personnel as (1) emphasizing work challenge and expertise, but (2) deemphasizing authority, penalty, and salary, foster a climate of good communications, high involvement, and strong support to the tasks at hand. Ultimately, this style results in high performance ratings by upper management.

The relationship of managerial influence, style, and effectiveness has been statistically measured. One of the most interesting findings is the importance of work challenge as an influence method. Work challenge appears to integrate the personal goals and needs of personnel with organizational goals. That is, work challenge is primarily oriented toward extrinsic rewards with less regard to the personnel’s professional needs. Therefore, enriching the assignments of team personnel in a professionally challenging way may indeed have a beneficial effect on overall performance. In addition, the assignment of challenging work is a variable over which project managers may have a great deal of control. Even if the total task structure is fixed, the method by which work is assigned and distributed is discretionary in most cases.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EFFECTIVE PROJECT TEAM MANAGEMENT

The project leader must foster an environment where team members are professionally satisfied, are involved, and have mutual trust. By contrast, when a team member does not feel part of the team and does not trust others, information is not shared willingly or openly. One project leader emphasized the point: “There’s nothing worse than being on a team where no one trusts anyone else. Such situations lead to gamesmanship and a lot of watching what you say because you don’t want your own words to bounce back in your own face.”

Furthermore, the greater the team spirit and trust and the quality of information exchange among team members, the more likely the team will be able to develop effective decision-making processes, make individual and group commitment, focus on problem solving, and develop self-forcing, self-correcting project controls. These are the characteristics of an effective and productive project team. A number of specific recommendations are listed below for project leaders and managers responsible for the integration of multidisciplinary tasks to help in their complex efforts of building high-performing project teams.

▸ Recognize barriers. Project managers must understand the various barriers to team development and build a work environment conducive to the team’s motivational needs. Specifically, management should try to watch out for the following barriers: (1) unclear objectives, (2) insufficient resources and unclear findings, (3) role conflict and power struggle, (4) uninvolved and unsupportive management, (5) poor job security, and (6) shifting goals and priorities.

▸ Define clear project objectives. The project objectives and their importance to the organization should be clear to all personnel involved with the project. Senior management can help develop a “priority image” and communicate the basic project parameters and management guidelines.
Assure management commitment. A project manager must continually update and involve management to refuel its interests in and commitments to the new project. Breaking the project into smaller phases and being able to produce short-range results are important to this refueling process.

Build a favorable image. Building a favorable image for the project in terms of high priority, interesting work, importance to the organization, high visibility, and potential for professional rewards is crucial to the ability to attract and hold high-quality people. It is also a pervasive process that fosters a climate of active participation at all levels; it helps to unify the new project team and minimize dysfunctional conflict.

Manage and lead. Leadership positions should be carefully defined and staffed at the beginning of a new program. Key project personnel selection is the joint responsibility of the project manager and functional management. The credibility of the project leader among team members with senior management and with the program sponsor is crucial to the leader’s ability to manage multidisciplinary activities effectively across functional lines. One-on-one interviews are recommended for explaining the scope and project requirement, as well as the management philosophy, organizational structure, and rewards.

Plan and define your project. Effective planning early in the project life cycle has a favorable impact on the work environment and team effectiveness. This is especially so because project managers have to integrate various tasks across many functional lines. Proper planning, however, means more than just generating the required pieces of paper. It requires the participation of the entire project team, including support departments, subcontractors, and management. These planning activities—which can be performed in a special project phase such as requirements analysis, product feasibility assessment, or product/project definition—usually have a number of side benefits besides generating a comprehensive road map for the upcoming program.

Create involvement. One of the side benefits of proper planning is the involvement of personnel at all organizational levels. Project managers should drive such an involvement, at least with their key personnel, especially during the project definition phases. This involvement leads to a better understanding of the task requirements, stimulates interest, helps unify the team, and ultimately leads to commitment to the project plan regarding technical performance, timing, and budgets.

Assure proper project staffing. All project assignments should be negotiated individually with each prospective team member. Each task leader should be responsible for staffing his or her own task team. Where dual-reporting relationships are involved, staffing should be conducted jointly by the two managers. The assignment interview should include a clear discussion of the specific tasks, outcome, timing, responsibilities, reporting relation, potential rewards, and importance of the project to the company. Task assignments should be made only if the candidate’s ability is a reasonable match to the position requirements and the candidate shows a healthy degree of interest in the project.

Define team structure. Management must define the basic team structure and operating concepts early during the project formation phase. The project plan, task matrix,
project charter, and policy are the principal tools. It is the responsibility of the project manager to communicate the organizational design and to assure that all parties understand the overall and interdisciplinary project objectives. Clear and frequent communication with senior management and the new project sponsor is critically important. Status review meetings can be used for feedback.

**Conduct team-building sessions.** The project manager should conduct team-building sessions throughout the project life cycle. An especially intense effort might be needed during the team formation stage. The team should be brought together periodically in a relaxed atmosphere to discuss such questions as: (1) How are we operating as a team? (2) What is our strength? (3) Where can we improve? (4) What steps are needed to initiate the desired change? (5) What problems and issues are we likely to face in the future? (6) Which of these can be avoided by taking appropriate action now? (7) How can we “danger-proof” the team?

**Develop your team continuously.** Project leaders should watch for problems with changes in performance, and such problems should be dealt with quickly. Internal or external organization development specialists can help diagnose team problems and assist the team in dealing with the identified problems. These specialists also can bring fresh ideas and perspectives to difficult and sometimes emotionally complex situations.

**Develop team commitment.** Project managers should determine whether team members lack commitment early in the life of the project and attempt to change possible negative views toward the project. Since insecurity often is a major reason for lacking commitment, managers should try to determine why insecurity exists, and then work on reducing the team members’ fears. Conflict with other team members may be another reason for lack of commitment. If there are project professionals whose interests lie elsewhere, the project leader should examine ways to satisfy part of those members’ interests by bringing personal and project goals into perspective.

**Assure senior management support.** It is critically important for senior management to provide the proper environment for the project team to function effectively. The project leader needs to tell management at the outset of the program what resources are needed. The project manager’s relationship with senior management and ability to develop senior management support are critically affected by his or her credibility and visibility and the priority image of the project.

**Focus on problem avoidance.** Project leaders should focus their efforts on problem avoidance. That is, the project leader, through experience, should recognize potential problems and conflicts before their onset and deal with them before they become big and their resolutions consume a large amount of time and effort.

**Show your personal drive and desire.** Finally, project managers can influence the climate of their work environment by their own actions. Concern for project team members and ability to create personal enthusiasm for the project itself can foster a climate high in motivation, work involvement, open communication, and resulting project performance.
CONCLUSION

Effective team management is a critical determinant of project success. Building the group of project personnel into a cohesive, unified task team is one of the prime responsibilities of the program leader. Team building involves a whole spectrum of management skills to identify, commit, and integrate the various personnel from different functional organizations. Team building is a shared responsibility between the functional managers and the project manager, who often reports to a different organization with a different superior.

To be effective, the project manager must provide an atmosphere conducive to teamwork. Four major considerations are involved in the integration of people from many disciplines into an effective team: (1) creating a professionally stimulating work environment, (2) ensuring good program leadership, (3) providing qualified personnel, and (4) providing a technically and organizationally stable environment. The project leader must foster an environment where team members are professionally satisfied, involved, and have mutual trust. The more effectively project leaders develop team membership, have a higher quality of information exchanged, and have a greater candor of team members. It is this professionally stimulating involvement that also has a pervasive effect on the team’s ability to cope with change and conflict and leads to innovative performance. By contrast, when a member does not feel part of the team and does not trust others, information is not shared willingly or openly.

Furthermore, the greater the team spirit, trust, and quality of information exchange among team members, the more likely the team is able to develop effective decision-making processes, make individual and group commitments, focus on problem solving, and develop self-enforcing, self-correcting project controls. These are the characteristics of an effective and productive project team.

To be successful, project leaders must develop their team management skills. They must have the ability to unify multifunctional teams and lead them toward integrated results. They must understand the interaction of organizational and behavioral elements in order to build an environment that satisfies the team’s motivational needs. Active participation, minimal interpersonal conflict, and effective communication are some of the major factors that determine the quality of the organization’s environment.

Furthermore, project managers must provide a high degree of leadership in unstructured environments. They must develop credibility with peer groups, team members, senior management, and customers. Above all, the project manager must be a social architect who understands the organization and its culture, value system, environment, and technology. These are the prerequisites for moving project-oriented organizations toward long-range productivity and growth.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Discuss the issues of self-direction and empowerment. Where is it necessary and where is it risky? What are the managerial limitations and challenges of empowerment?

2. How can managers and team leaders “earn” their authority, especially when crossing functional lines and dealing with organizations over which they have no formal authority?

3. List and discuss the characteristics of effective project teams. How could you measure team effectiveness? How could you measure the qualities (characteristics) of an effective team? How can you develop these qualities?
Delivering a sound communication management plan to all team members, sponsors, and stakeholders (including the customer) is one key to a successful project. The distribution of project information is critical to ensure all information is communicated in a timely fashion throughout all phases of the project.

The project manager is responsible for sharing important dates, setting up meetings to discuss issues, and identifying risks early in the planning phase to eliminate problems that can occur in the implementation phase. All team members are to inform and provide status of the project developments, which could impact the outcome of the product or service. The coordination and communications will have a direct impact on whether the project meets the customer expectations, budget, and delivery date.

The Communication Management Plan is based upon five fundamental questions being answered in the planning sessions of the project:

1. Who will make decisions on issues?
2. Who will develop an action list of tasks and who will be responsible for the tasks?
3. When will these tasks be completed and reported?
4. How will other pertinent information be distributed?
5. To whom will the information be delivered?

The implementation of the project plan and strict enforcement is necessary for the success of the project. The project
manager should have the team’s buy-in before proceeding with the plan. The development of plans, policies, standards and procedures, objectives, goals, strategies, organizational structure, charts, emails, conference calls, and small group meetings all make up the components of this plan.

**THE VALUE OF COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT OUTPUTS**

The dedicated team should outline the primary objectives of the communication plan and agree on how the project will be distributed, the time frame of the delivery, the mechanism and frequency to inform team members, customers, stakeholders and sponsors, and perhaps anyone who has a vested interest in the product or service. During the planning phase, the project manager is required to outline a detailed strategic plan that covers all component areas.

**Identify Stakeholders**

A task that often plagues the project manager is identifying all the people or organizations impacted by the project. Not only is it critical to identify the stakeholders but it is also critical to document all relevant information with regard to their interests, involvement, and impact on project success. The stakeholders, together with their interests and expectations, must be identified early in the project and so a strategy can be developed to maximize the stakeholder’s positive influence and minimize the negative influences.

The primary output of the stakeholder identification is a stakeholder register which includes information such as name, position, location, contact information, etc. Also included as part of the stakeholder register is the individual requirements, expectations, and influence in each, or all, phases of the life cycle. Lastly the stakeholder classification is important which states whether the individual is internal or external to the organization and whether they will actively support, oppose or remain neutral to the project and its objectives.

**Plan Communications**

The output of these planning sessions will produce the Communication Management Plan. The document should contain crucial information on the following:

- How, when, and where to archive project documentation.
- The process of project reporting, such as status reports, technical data, project minutes, and presentations.
- How to distribute schedules, timesheets, and risks/logs throughout the project.
- When and where status reports will be announced or sent to team members, stakeholders, and customers.

The project manager should update the Communication Management Plan on an as-needed basis and when changes develop or tasks are complete.

**Distribute Information: The Project Management Plan and Organization Process Assets**

The outputs for Information Distribution are the Project Management Plan (PM Plan) and Organization Process Assets. The relevant sections in the PM Plan describe the approach chosen for securing and storing project records on a database or company’s repository through emails, formal letters, and status reports.
Information exchange can be accomplished through symbols, signs, behavior, verbal communications, physical touch, or visible movements as well as documented in written form. A good communicator has the ability to convey a message without any misunderstandings and with clarity. Poor communications may contribute to misunderstandings over scope changes, delivery dates, incorrect customer requirements, and failure to articulate the corporate vision within the project’s goals. It’s important to remember that, unless your message was understood clearly, communication hasn’t taken place—no matter how much you said or wrote on the subject!

Why is the distribution of information so important to the overall success of the project? The customers, team members, and all stakeholders need to be kept apprised of the most recent project developments and the schedule to minimize future risks that can impact the delivery date. The inability to communicate critical details could cause project failure.

**Manage Stakeholder Expectations:**
**Resolve Issues, Update Management Plan and Process Assets**

The value of performance reporting is continually mentioned throughout the project and program and will be communicated in the scope document, schedule, and budget report, and quality assurance testing documents. Forecasting and estimating are key areas in this process. The performance reports may provide additional information on scope changes and any project management plan updates, and make recommendations or corrective actions within the project. The project manager is responsible for documenting any issues or concerns to ensure this is communicated among all stakeholders. Using the triple constraint as a guide will help the project manager manage customer expectations throughout the life cycle of the project to closure.

**Report Performance**

Because the entire corporate structure can be impacted by one project, it is essential the project manager document all project actions. The team can learn about previous projects and gain new knowledge that can assist the project manager and executives to direct the project’s outcome. To ensure the project management team has sufficient current data to make decisions from market trends or competitor’s products can help provide the effective delivery of the project without jeopardizing the quality of the project, increasing costs, or delaying any schedules. The project manager has to implement the best process for distribution of information by researching past projects’ lessons-learned documents and previous project records similar to this project, understanding project reports, reviewing presentations, and obtaining feedback from stakeholders.

**IDENTIFY COMMUNICATION METHODS**

The Sender-Receiver Model is one way of thinking about communication that is commonly used in corporations. The sender can transmit an idea or decide how to convey this message by voice, symbols, verbally, or nonverbally. One critical element is the level or tone of noises that can impact the message that is being delivered. The receiver obtains the message and then begins to process this information and interpret the idea. The filter aspect of the message corresponds to potential distortions based upon the receiver’s culture, background, experience, and position within the company.
Here are five fundamental questions that the project manager should consider when sending messages:

1. Who are you communicating with?
2. What actually needs to be communicated?
3. What method is being used?
4. How does this communication impact or change the project?
5. When does the message need to be received or responded to?

The manager should be aware of a few barriers that arise within the Sender-Receiver Method. For example, because of personal or cultural biases, the receiver may hear only what he or she wants to hear. The same message can be perceived differently; therefore, the receiver should evaluate the source (Sender) before communicating back with a response. The tone or selection of words can mean different things to different people. Pay attention to those nonverbal cues that are hidden in the message or directive. Is the receiver or sender emotional about the message?

Ideally, a “feedback loop” can be established between sender and receiver so that the content of a message is iteratively clarified until both parties are sure they are really communicating—that is, the sender is getting the intended point across, and the receiver understands what is meant and responds appropriately.

How does the project manager ensure the message intent is being transmitted fully? Here are some techniques to apply:

• Provide a forum to ensure the communications are being delivered.
• Try sending message in a different type of format.
• Make sure the message is delivered in a clear and concise manner without any noise interruptions and cannot be misinterpreted.
• Establish good communications early in the planning phase—this is a benchmark for future correspondence.
• Select an appropriate time to communicate.
• Always reinforce major points.
• Implement a common language—no technical jargon or shortcuts.
• Communicate in person using eye contact and listening skills.
• Make sure the listener takes a moment before responding to reflect on what is being said and the impact of the message.
• Be honest, direct, and make “I” statements.
• Decode each message.
• Respect each other’s opinions.
• Match verbal or nonverbal body language and expressions.

Many project managers value two-way communication because it provides an atmosphere for productive brainstorming meetings and builds trust among team members, which is critical in the planning phase of the project.

The project manager who recognizes the value of this method talks individually with team members to find out each team member’s communication preferences. By paying attention to this upfront, the project manager can minimize conflicts during the course of the project. When communication is smooth and productive, it provides opportunities to stimulate creative thinking and problem solving, and reduces or eliminates the possibility of operating in a crisis mode.
Demonstrate Communication Methods

Communication channels are important in creating an atmosphere for successful implementation. Exchange information with all stakeholders and customers about all the aspects of the project (status reports, procedures, risks, and issues) and share feedback from other departments. Sharing information empowers people to learn and feel part of the team effort. Networking informally strengthens relationships and connects members with a common bond.

The project manager needs to determine how to communicate internally as well as externally to have effective communications in a cross-functional or project-driven department. Most project communications are internal, performed either formally by status reporting or presentations to stakeholders at various phases of the project, or informally via email. How much external communication needs to be done depends on where the PMO resides in the corporate organizational structure. In a project-driven organization, the project manager may spend little time communicating status and results and 75% of his or her time working with the customer, consultants, and outside agencies.

Influencing Factors That Have an Impact on How Communications Are Received

All messages are filtered through the receiving individual’s personal perceptions, which can at time present a barrier, and in all cases affects how the message is interpreted. Environment, culture, language, educational background, and experience all affect how communication is perceived and processed. Sometimes, team members with strong or appealing personalities will draw others to their point of view or perception of the problem or issue. The way information is presented contributes to how team members review or execute the data and thus potentially affects the outcome of the problem or issue.

Individuals’ attitudes, emotions, and built-in prejudices about the project will be reflected in how motivated they are to perform and complete activities. It’s important to deliver project information in a variety of formats and give plenty of chances for people to ask questions and clarify issues; if the information is distorted either by the project manager’s delivery style, or by a team member’s “filters,” there could be ambiguity or incorrect assumptions made about the data.

When presenting project information, the presenter needs to organize thoughts and topics so the target audience can clearly understand them. A common mistake of project managers is giving unclear instructions or activity assignments, which causes the team member to leave the meeting to perform work going in the wrong direction. A good technique is for the project manager to reiterate the main points of the message, and have the team member recap his or her understanding of the issues or action items. A follow-up email outlining these action items with a scheduled due date is also a good practice.

The project manager will need to talk with team members and find out what method they feel comfortable with in communicating these action items. Each team member should respond back both individually and as a team. It is good to have established multiple communication mediums and processes. Determine what the most effective method is for each team member, and for the team as a whole. The interface between team members is very important to the success of the project.

Is verbal or nonverbal communication more effective? We normally think of verbal communication as taking place in person, delivering presentations or reporting an activity. What happens if there is silence from team members? Are team members quiet for a
reason or is it a cultural attitude, such as respect for the presenter? Pay attention to the

How to Organize and Conduct Productive Meetings

We have all attended meetings where we questioned why we were there. The project

manager needs to decide if the meeting is needed. Are there any immediate problems or

issues that require resolution? What are the consequences if the meeting is not held?

The project manager also must conduct effective meetings. The project manager

should decide what type of meeting to conduct and who should be included, such as

upper management, individuals, the entire team, remote team members, and the customer.

Tips for Meeting Organization

- Limit discussion to specific topics.
- Encourage all members to participate or contribute.
- Identify and recap action items.
- Always reinforce goals, deliverables, and expected outcomes.
- Instill control mechanisms and rules for meetings.
- Document the meeting by recording minutes. When sensitive topics are being
  discussed, you may want to consider computer-based meeting technologies that
  allow participants to contribute anonymously.
- Determine your target audience. Is the language (including technical terminology
  or jargon) appropriate for the meeting members? Eliminate any language barriers
  so everyone can exchange information. Engage an interpreter if necessary on a
  multicultural team.
- Appoint or hire a facilitator to minimize conflicts and direct the flow and timing of
  the meeting. It is impossible for the same person to both facilitate and record a
  meeting; likewise the manager in charge of outcomes should not try to facilitate.

Techniques for Conducting Successful Meetings

1. Start the meeting at the scheduled time.
2. Conduct the meeting with an agenda.
3. Involve team members to report project status.
4. Ask the team for feedback on discussion points.
5. Assign action items.
6. Allow the team to have buy-in on issues and solutions.
7. Determine the next steps or next meeting time.
8. End on time.

Here are some considerations to think about for the various target audiences of

project meetings:

Senior Management Meetings. What does senior management want to know and hear
about this phase of the project? Most executives are involved in many meetings; their

time is limited so the meeting content needs to be brief, concise, and light on jargon or
technology terminology, and presented on a high-project level. They will have some
basic questions, but it an excellent learning tool for them to understand more details of
the project. Also, team members want to hear the executive’s perspective of what they
think about the project and any new direction for the product or corporation. How
does this product fit with the company’s strategic mission and goals?

► Individual Meetings. The project manager should take time to talk with every member
privately about the progress and current status of the project. This is a great way to get
to know each team member and discover what his or her motivation and contribution
will be toward the project. The individual now has the opportunity to discuss any per-
sonal issues or problems or any time constraints for completing the work.

► Team Meetings. Team meetings promote and provide the chance for team members to
begin establishing relationships and cooperative methods to work on issues, risks, and
activities. The project manager can inform the entire team of any project develop-
ments and then discuss concerns about the project. They can discuss solutions to
problems, any changes, and corrective action for the next phase. It also encourages
participation between the team members regardless of attitudes, philosophy, and sta-
tus within the company. It brings commitment and accountability. Teamwork is essen-
tial for successful projects by sharing ideas, instilling integrity and respect for one
another, and building synergy and creativity amongst their peers. Team members
begin to trust each other and openly share potential risks and project status.

► Remote Team Meetings. Distributed team members must conduct business mostly
through emails, fax, conference calls, and video conferencing when available. They
need to be assured that the other team members hear their issues and consider their
solutions. Cooperation may be more difficult in this situation, but buy-in is very
important for these team members. They must work harder to build relationships and
trust, and the project manager also has a responsibility to make sure that all team
members are included in communications, whether remote or on-site.

► Customer Meetings. The project manager should schedule periodic meetings with the
customer either individually or with the team. It can be done informally or formally
by written or verbal communications to discuss the status of the project or to discuss
any concerns. A formal presentation with some graphics adds a nice touch and the
customer appreciates being kept informed with current updates of the project.

What Is the Project Manager’s Responsibility in Preparing for Project Meetings?

1. Set the agenda or compile status reports.
2. Assign who will make decisions on approving tasks, equipment, and assigning
   resources.
3. State the objective and goals for the meeting.
4. Assign deliverables on a weekly or monthly basis.
5. Report on the project expectations from the management’s viewpoint.
6. Inform team members on deadlines.

IDENTIFY COMMON COMMUNICATION ISSUES

The team needs clear direction from upper management to ensure that the deliverables
will be met. This will save time, reduce costs, and make sure the schedule milestones are
achieved. The project manager needs to keep an open-door policy for team members to talk about the project. Time management is critical for team members, especially the project manager. Document time logs or use dashboards for reporting time against the project. Prioritize workload that correlates to the project scope. To make improvements in this area, record how much time is spent on the phone or email. Schedule time with team members instead of conducting impromptu meetings. If there are continual misunderstandings from team members, pay attention to how the emails are written or how verbal requests are given. Provide clear instructions of expectations and require more written documentation. If someone is not performing an adequate job, hand that task off to other team members. There could be organizational changes that cause decisions to be made and delays in the project, due to lack of resources or qualified resources to perform the activities. There may be different levels of management with hidden agendas or egos involved that cause restrictions to the original scope of the project. Or perhaps the customer has not provided clear requirements or has changed their direction. Suddenly there may be conflict between team members causing a risk to the project.

**Why Are Some Project Managers Not Effective in Their Roles as Communicators?**

At times a project manager is too critical and micromanages to a level not acceptable to the team. Team meetings become ineffective. Or perhaps the project manager does not communicate bad news from the customer or upper management. Even though this project manager may think he or she is shielding the project team, the outcome is likely to be more painful than simply communicating negative information as it arises. Has the project manager provided good status reporting and distributed techniques, project plans, budgets, and templates to team members? Project managers must confront facts or present full documentation of project issues, risks, and status. Is the project manager intimidated by upper management? Does the project manager work well with the customer and keep customers informed of the status? Does the project manager immediately communicate any problems to the correct team members or management?

**How to Effectively Manage Communications Throughout the Project**

The project manager clearly needs to understand or detect any problems early in the process or identify in the planning phases. The project manager needs to have good listening skills, as it is important not to filter any bad or good news out. He or she needs to listen to facts—make the project plan, the requirements, the scope statement, and the budget the foundation of all communications. Communicate the nature of the project to all team members and stakeholders and allow for a question and answer session.

The project manager should be knowledgeable and capable of executing planning phases of the project while organizing, directing, motivating, and controlling. The communication management plan is the source document and tool to generate synergy amongst the team members and produce project results.

Effective communications can be the deciding factor of a successful project to meet the project’s deadline and budget requirements, and to deliver a quality product to satisfy customer and stakeholder expectations.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Have you had experiences where diversity of backgrounds on a team has caused communication problems? How have these been dealt with? How should they have been dealt with?

2. What would be the differences in a communication plan for a virtual or distributed team vs. a co-located team?

3. What communication methods would you use to deliver bad news to the project team? How might the way bad news is communicated affect the team’s response to a challenging situation?

FURTHER READING
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A project is usually considered a success if all the work goes as planned. This assumes that the project has a well-developed plan and there are no surprises. In a successful project, objectives are well defined, work is accomplished as scheduled, and resources are used efficiently. Furthermore, the client is pleased with the final results. Most important, the whole job is done without mishap, controversy, or lawsuit. In addition, management acknowledges a fine job and rewards everyone handsomely.

Projects seldom work out this way. One reason is that project objectives have different meanings for different people. Work tasks run into roadblocks, get delayed, and consume resources. Critics attack the project, unexpected problems develop, and people get discouraged and quit. Project success means handling all the unexpected problems and getting the job done to project stakeholders’ satisfaction. Project teams increasingly address a complex mix of issues, problems, and aspirations. These include not only the goals and ambitions of project participants, but also of outside parties. To be successful, project teams must understand who determines success, what their motivations are, and what costs are involved.

WHO DETERMINES PROJECT SUCCESS?

In every undertaking there are parties with a vested interest in the activities and results of the project. The motivations of the project sponsors and those who do the work are obvious. Individuals affected by the project are concerned. Still, others
are motivated by political, social, environmental, and economic interests. These parties are called stakeholders: individuals with some kind of stake, claim, share, or interest in the activities and results of the project.

The role of the stakeholders and the influence they have is not always understood by project managers. This can be a serious problem for several reasons. First, the project manager has to build a project team that has the skill to address all stakeholder requirements and concerns. Second, the team must develop strategies for dealing with different levels of stakeholder power. Finally, resources must be obtained to deal with stakeholder issues that are beyond normal project demands. Project managers must study the different stakeholders to understand how they can influence project success.

Project stakeholders can be categorized into four main groups, as shown in Table 13A-1. These include: (1) project champions, (2) project participants, (3) community participants, and (4) parasitic participants. The potential role and influence of each group is discussed in the sections that follow.

**Project Champions**

Project champions are those who have some reason to bring a project into being. These stakeholders include the developers, investors, and entrepreneurs motivated by profit. The group also includes the visionaries who are trying to create something for the future or for the benefit of others. Also included is the client or customer with a specific need, politicians, community leaders, and others who want to satisfy the needs of their constituents. The role of the project champion is significant; in most cases the project cannot exist without them. Furthermore, the judgments, evaluations, and perceptions of these stakeholders probably have the greatest effect in confirming project success. The project champions must be fully satisfied, or the project is not a success. Obviously, the composition of the project champions as well as their needs and perceptions can vary widely. In some cases, the individual goals and objectives of those within this group are in conflict with each other.

**Project Participants**

This group of stakeholders includes organizations and individuals who are responsible for planning and executing the project. Typically, this includes the project manager and project team, engineers, constructors, vendors, suppliers, craftspeople, and regulatory agencies at the local, state, and national levels. The involvement of the project participants is again fairly obvious. Success from their viewpoint means accomplishing the project goals and receiving appropriate recognition.

**Community Participants**

These stakeholders include groups or individuals who are directly affected by the project. Community participants create the environment that surrounds the project. The group can materialize because of environmental, social, political, economic, health, or safety concerns. These stakeholders can be a few households concerned about increased traffic from a new facility or a religious group opposed to a new technology. They can have a profound impact on a project. For example, antinuclear groups have stopped the construction of nuclear power plants, environmentalists have halted highway construction programs, and religious groups have challenged genetic research projects.
Parasitic Participants

This group of stakeholders presents an interesting and important challenge to project managers. Parasitic participants consist of organizations and individuals who do not have a direct stake in the project. In this group we find the opportunists, the activists,
and others who are looking for a focal point for their energies, internal drives, and
desires to promote their personal philosophies and views. By definition, this group is
distinct and different from those whose members have legitimate concerns about the
impact of a project on their community or way of life. The distinction is that the pri-
mary motivation of the parasitic participant is one of self-aggrandizement. The project
provides the parasitic participants with an opportunity for activity, visibility, and self-
fulfillment, and a platform to promote their philosophy or ideas.

This group also covers the information media: radio, TV, newspapers, magazines,
etc. The information media use the interest, attention, concerns, or controversy that can
surround a project as a vehicle to sell their products. If projects can be made to appear
controversial, sensational, dangerous, exciting, or risky, they become more newsworthy.
Usually, the information media have no direct stake in the project, yet their influence on
the project can be devastating.

**Success Modeling**

Can we model success? Experience and common sense teach us that some project teams
function better than others. Most of the time we do not see what the team actually does,
but we do see and judge the final results. To learn from others, we need to look at the
specific actions that make them different or better. Ideally, we want to capture this expe-
rience in a way that helps guide our thinking and spark our creativity.

Success modeling provides a tool and a methodology that disciplines project man-
gers to define consciously and deliberately the criteria for success of the project. In
addition, success modeling provides a framework for team building, strategy develop-
ment, and actual planning and control of project success.

Models can be used to represent a project (see Table 13A-2). Furthermore, we can
simulate the project environment to test the soundness of the project models. Thus, it is
possible to test different assumptions about project plans and organizational approaches
before actually starting the project. The goal of modeling and simulation is to determine
if the project team, plans, procedures, and systems are correct before committing
resources to the project.

We can use modeling techniques to build a team for a specific undertaking within a
specific environment. Furthermore, these techniques can help to create a cultural frame-
work for team success. Creating a success model involves a number of specific steps that
are discussed in the following sections.

**Establish Project Success Goals**

Defining the project success goals sets the baseline for measuring project success. The
success goals must include the stakeholders’ needs and desires as well as the cost, sched-
ule, and technical objectives of the project. We can get information about the stakehold-
ers by talking to them and opening lines of communication—that is, advertising, surveys,
public meetings, information hot lines, and so on. In addition, the relationships among
stakeholder goals must be established. Are there conflicting goals? Are any of the goals
mutually supportive? Do these goals have a positive or negative impact on the project?

A stakeholder study is called for in the conceptual phase. For a straightforward
project, the stakeholders’ goals may be simple and easy to understand. They may even
be compatible with the project team’s goals. However, for a complex or controversial
There is usually a bewildering array of stakeholders’ concerns and interests. The project team must sort out the different concerns and interests and determine which stakeholders have the leverage to hinder project success.

Table 13A-3 presents a technique for identifying and ranking project stakeholders. This technique produces numerical values to establish the power of the stakeholders and...
the degree of difficulty of their goal. In evaluating project stakeholders’ success goals, we look at the characteristics of the goals (difficulty, conflict with other goals, etc.) and the power that each stakeholder has (to impact project resources, success, and so on). Then, a simple 1 to 5 scale is used to rate each factor. Each rating is multiplied by that factor’s weight to obtain the weighted scale. The scales and weights used should reflect management’s requirements. For example, a finer scale would be used for a project that has many factors to consider.

The final weighted scores are then used to develop a stakeholder success grid. The success grid shows the relationship between the difficulty of the stakeholders’ goals and their power to influence project success. The information from the success grid is ranked by quadrant. In the example shown in Figure 13A-1 stakeholders not directly involved in the project—activist groups, the media, and community leaders—have a major impact on project success.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Stakeholders</th>
<th>Power Factors and Weights</th>
<th>Success Goal Factors and Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impact Resources (0.35)</td>
<td>Impact Success (0.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client/Customers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Leaders</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visionaries</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Champions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client/Customers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Leaders</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visionaries</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Participants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulators</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Participants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Interest Groups</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmentalists</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parasitic Participants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activists</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 13A-3. TECHNIQUE FOR IDENTIFYING AND RANKING SUCCESS GOALS OF STAKEHOLDERS**
From these analyses, the project team members can develop plans and processes to focus their energy and resources where they will do the most good.

**Identify the Success Process**

Management processes are required to accomplish project work effectively and efficiently. Project work involves planning, organizing, and directing resources and people to address stakeholder issues and project cost, schedule, and technical objectives. Often, stakeholders focus on the qualitative aspects of the project. Their concerns include health, safety, reliability, quality, and environmental issues. Nevertheless, the team must implement a process to manage all the project’s requirements and activities in a systematic manner. For simplicity, we can break down the project’s responsibilities into two types of activities: hard and soft.

Hard activities relate to the business of planning and controlling work scope, task, resources, practices, and standards. Hard activities also encompass the basic management functions of communicating, information processing, and decision making. Soft activities relate to behavioral modifications and opinion shaping. These include training, team building, community relations, advertising, and promotion. Later in this chapter we will discuss ways of dealing with soft project activities.

**Map the Success Characteristics.** Successful project teams develop a culture and a management style that fits the project environment. These teams understand the political,
legal, social, and economic situation, as well as the infrastructure and physical conditions. Project teams must analyze their project environment as a military leader evaluates the terrain before a battle. The team must thoroughly evaluate the demands of its project environment and ask the question, “What must we do and how must we act to be successful under these conditions or in these situations?”

Project success mapping, as shown in Figure 13A-2 first looks at the five components that are vital to project success: (1) the resources available; (2) the difficulty of the project itself; (3) the demands and perceptions of the stakeholders; (4) the conditions and problems presented by the project environment; and (5) the level of management and sponsor commitment. The second step is to determine the project team’s ability to (1) control, (2) influence, and (3) react/respond to all of the requirements and problems presented by the five main components for project success.

The project team controls, influences, or reacts/responds to needs and situations by engaging in both hard and soft activities. In hard activities, the team controls, influences, or reacts/responds to project requirements by managing resources, applying practices or standards, or doing more or less work (scope of work). The team can also control, influence, or react/respond to project requirements through soft activities. That is, the team can seek to shape opinions and attitudes and modify behaviors through training, team building, advertising, promotion, and community relations.

Project success mapping thus provides a simple way for the project team to identify the activities, demands, and conditions that they must manage. From this analysis, the team can determine the kinds of people they want on the team.

**Develop a Project Success Scenario**

Project teams must decide at the outset how they will deal with stakeholders, handle problems, and respond to emergencies or unexpected events. Team members can describe in brief vignettes how to operate in different situations to ensure success. Project success scenarios help the team members establish the values, standards, norms, and management style that are best for their project environment.

**Define the Project Team’s Modus Operandi**

Success scenarios provide a way for project teams to develop ideas about their culture and philosophy of operation. However, the team must formalize its thinking and define a specific management style and way of doing business. The team should develop a modus operandi that describes its philosophy, values, vision, and mission. This document is broader in scope than the typical project management manual. The modus operandi is the charter that guides the development of the project team and its policies, procedures, and systems throughout the life of the project.

**CONCLUSION**

*In summary, the success model is designed* to reduce the real-life cost of on-the-job learning. By forcing the team to examine the project environment and the stakeholders’ demands, we hope to avoid many project pitfalls. However, a success model is a dynamic instrument, and it should be refined as the project evolves. Thus, the project team can build a knowledge base of ideas, plans, decisions, and results and continually improve the model for future undertakings.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. For a project with which you are familiar, develop a list of all stakeholders. Consider external stakeholders as well as internal.

2. Are there stakeholders on your list that perhaps were not included in the planning for the actual project? How did this impact project outcomes? What could have been done differently?

3. Do you agree with the author’s characterization of the media and issue-oriented activist groups as “parasitic”? If not, what might be a more constructive framing of these stakeholder relationships?

FURTHER READING


The word “risk” is a common and widely used part of our daily vocabulary, relating to personal circumstances (health, pensions, insurance, investments, etc.), society (terrorism, economic performance, food safety, etc.), and business (corporate governance, strategy, business continuity, etc.). One area where risk management has found particular prominence is in the management of projects, perhaps because of the risky nature of projects themselves. All projects to some extent are characterized by the following:

- Uniqueness
- Complexity
- Change
- Assumptions
- Constraints
- Dependencies
- People.

Each of these factors introduces significant risk into every project, requiring a structured and proactive approach to the management of risk if the project is to succeed.

Many see risk management as a key contributor to the success of both projects and businesses. This arises from the clear link between risk and objectives, embodied in the definition of the word. For example, the PMBOK® Guide states: “Risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has an effect on at least one project objective.” Other international standards and guidelines use similar definitions, always linking risk with objectives.
This is why risk management is so important and not just another project management technique. Risk management aims to identify those uncertainties with the potential to harm the project, assess them so they are understood, and develop and implement actions to stop them occurring or minimize their impact on achievement of objectives. It also has the goal of identifying, assessing, and responding to uncertainties that could help achieve objectives. Because it focuses attention on the uncertainties that matter, either negatively or positively, risk management is a Critical Success Factor for project (and business) success. Where risk management is ineffective, a project can only succeed, if the project team is lucky. Effective risk management optimizes the chances of success, even in the face of bad luck.

Fortunately risk management is not difficult. The process, tools and techniques outlined in the *PMBOK® Guide* and similar guides offer a straightforward way of implementing an effective approach to managing risk on projects.

**DEFINITION OF RISK**

Before describing the risk management process, it is obviously important to understand what it is we are trying to manage. The definition of “risk” quoted above clearly includes one distinct types of uncertainty: those that if they occur will have a negative effect on a project objective. But the standard also acknowledges that there are “risk events” that create the possibility of a positive outcome. In other words, *risk includes both threat and opportunity*. At first sight this causes some hesitation for people new to the concept: “Surely everyone knows that risk is bad! Risk is the same as threat, but isn’t opportunity something different?”

In adopting an inclusive mindset about risk, the Project Management Institute is not unusual, but it is completely consistent with the current trend in international best-practice risk management. Many other leading standards and guidelines from project management organizations worldwide take a similar position.

Taking this position has significant implications for all aspects of risk management, including thinking, language, and process. That is why, as the body of knowledge documents have evolved, they have come to include a wider definition of risk. For example, in the *PMBOK® Guide, Fourth Edition*, both threat and opportunity are treated equitably, and the objectives of risk management are stated as “to increase the probability and impact of positive events, and decrease the probability and impact of events adverse to the project.” The aim is to use the same risk process to handle both threats and opportunities alongside each other, giving double benefits from a single investment.

**PROCESS SUMMARY**

Risk management is not rocket science, and the risk process simply represents structured common sense. The steps in the process follow a natural way of thinking about the uncertain future, by asking and attempting to answer the following questions:

- What are we trying to achieve? (Planning)
- What uncertainties could affect us, for better or worse? (Identification)
- Which are the most important uncertainties to address? (Analysis)
- What could we do to tackle these uncertainties, and what will we do? (Response planning)
- Let’s do it—and how do things change as a result? (Monitoring and control)
These questions are reflected in the risk management process outlined in the *PMBOK® Guide*:

- Risk management planning—deciding how to conduct risk management activities for a project.
- Risk identification—determining which risks might affect the project.
- Qualitative risk analysis—prioritizing risks for subsequent further analysis or action.
- Quantitative risk analysis—numerically analyzing the effect on overall project objectives of identified risks.
- Risk response planning—developing options and actions to enhance opportunities and to reduce threats to project objectives.
- Risk monitoring and control—tracking identified risks, monitoring residual risks, identifying new risks, executing risk response plans, and evaluating effectiveness.

Various tools and techniques can be used to assist with each step, and they can be implemented at differing levels of detail on different projects. Successful risk management, however, only requires structured thinking and action, following a common-sense process in the face of uncertainty.

### Risk Management Planning

The first step of the risk management process is *not* risk identification. Because risk is defined in terms of objectives, it is necessary first to define those objectives that are at risk, that is, the scope of the risk process. The *PMBOK® Guide* describes this as “the process of deciding how to conduct the risk management activities for a project.”

This statement indicates that risk management is not “one-size-fits-all.” It is necessary to scale the risk process to meet the risk challenge of each particular project. Projects that are risky or strategically important will require a more robust approach to risk management than those that are simple or routine. Scalable aspects include methodology, tools and techniques, organization and staffing, reporting requirements, and the update and review cycle.

A number of other factors need to be decided before embarking on the risk management process. These include:

- Setting the thresholds of how much risk is acceptable for the project by identifying the risk tolerances of key stakeholders, resolving any differences, and communicating the conclusions to the project team.
- Defining terms for qualitative analysis of probability and impact on the project, related to specific project objectives. Where terms such as “high,” “medium,” and “low” are used, their meanings must be agreed on to provide a consistent framework for assessment of identified risks.
- Definition of potential sources of risk to the project. This may be presented as a hierarchical Risk Breakdown Structure (RBS), perhaps drawing on an industry standard or an organization template. An example RBS is given in Figure 14-1.

The decisions made during this step of the process are documented in a Risk Management Plan, which forms an integral part of the Project Management Plan. The Risk Management Plan should be reviewed during the project and updated where necessary if the risk process is modified.
FIGURE 14-1. EXAMPLE RISK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (RBS)
Risk Identification

Because it is not possible to manage a risk that has not first been identified, some view this initial step as the most important in the risk process. Many good techniques are available for risk identification, the most common of which include:

- Use of brainstorming in a workshop setting, perhaps structured into a SWOT Analysis to identify organizational strengths/weaknesses and project opportunities/threats
- Checklists or prompt lists to capture learning from previous risk assessments
- Detailed analysis of project assumptions and constraints to expose those that are most risky
- Interviews with key project stakeholders to gain their perspective on possible risks facing the project
- Review of completed similar projects to identify common risks and effective responses.

For each of these techniques, it is important to involve the right people with the necessary perspective and experience to identify risks facing the project. In addition, use a combination of risk identification techniques rather than relying on just one approach—for example, perhaps using a creative group technique, such as brainstorming, together with a checklist based on past similar projects. The project manager should select appropriate techniques based on the risk challenge faced by the project, as defined in the Risk Management Plan.

Another good idea is to consider immediate “candidate” responses during the risk identification phase. Sometimes an appropriate response becomes clear as soon as the risk is identified, and in such cases it might be advisable to tackle the risk immediately if possible, as long as the proposed response is cost effective and feasible.

Whichever technique is used, it is important to remember that the aim of risk identification is to identify risks. While this may sound self-evident, in fact this step in the risk management process often exposes things that are not risks, including problems, issues, or complaints. The most common mistake is to identify causes of risks or the effects of risks, and to confuse these with risks.5

Causes are definite events or sets of circumstances which exist in the project or its environment, and which give rise to uncertainty. Examples include the requirement to implement the project in a developing country, the need to use an unproven new technology, the lack of skilled personnel, or the fact that the organization has never done a similar project before. Causes themselves are not uncertain because they are facts or requirements, so they are not the main focus of the risk management process. However, tackling a cause can avoid or mitigate a threat or allow an opportunity to be exploited.

Risks are uncertainties that, if they occur, would affect the project objectives either negatively (threats) or positively (opportunities). Examples include the possibility that planned productivity targets might not be met, interest or exchange rates might fluctuate significantly, the chance that client expectations may be misunderstood, or whether a contractor might deliver earlier than planned. These uncertainties should be managed proactively through the risk management process.
• **Effects** are unplanned variations from project objectives, either positive or negative, which would arise as a result of risks occurring. Examples include being early for a milestone, exceeding the authorized budget, or failing to meet contractually agreed performance targets. Effects are contingent events, unplanned potential future variations that will not occur unless risks happen. As effects do not yet exist, and indeed they may never exist, they cannot be managed directly through the risk management process.

Including causes or effects in the list of identified risks can obscure genuine risks, which may not then receive the appropriate degree of attention they deserve. One way to clearly separate risks from their causes and effects is to use risk metalanguage (a formal description with required elements) to provide a three-part structured “risk statement” as follows: “As a result of (definite cause), (uncertain event) may occur, which would lead to (effect on objective(s)).” Examples include the following:

- “As a result of using novel hardware (a definite requirement), unexpected system integration errors may occur (an uncertain risk) that would lead to overspend on the project (an effect on the budget objective).”
- “Because our organization has never done a project like this before (fact = cause), we might misunderstand the customer’s requirement (uncertainty = risk), and our solution would not meet the performance criteria (contingent possibility = effect on objective).”
- “We have to outsource production (cause); we may be able to learn new practices from our selected partner (risk), leading to increased productivity and profitability (effect).”

The use of risk metalanguage should ensure that risk identification actually identifies risks, distinct from causes or effects. Without this discipline, risk identification can produce a mixed list containing risks and nonrisks, leading to confusion and distraction later in the risk process.

Finally, the risk identification step of the risk process is where the Risk Register is launched, to document identified risks and their characteristics. Where software tools are used to support the risk process, these usually offer a Risk Register format, though some organizations develop their own. The Risk Register is updated following each of the subsequent steps in the risk process, to capture and communicate risk information and allow appropriate analysis and action to be undertaken.

**Qualitative Risk Analysis**

Risk identification usually produces a long list of risks, perhaps categorized in various ways. However, all risks cannot be addressed with the same degree of attention because of limitations of time and resources. And not all risks deserve the same level of attention. Therefore, risks should be prioritized for further attention to identify the worst threats and best opportunities, which is the purpose of the qualitative risk analysis phase.

The definition of risk we are using indicates that risk has two dimensions: uncertainty, and its potential effect on objectives. The term “probability” is used to describe the uncertainty dimension, and “impact” describes effect on objectives. For qualitative analysis, these two dimensions are assessed using labels such as “high, medium, low,” where these have been previously defined in the Risk Management Plan. The probability
of each risk occurring is assessed, as well as its potential impact if it were to occur. Impact is assessed against each project objective, usually including time and cost, and possibly others such as performance, quality, regulatory compliance, etc. For threats, impacts are negative (lost time, extra cost, etc.), but opportunities have positive impacts (saved time or cost, etc.).

The two-dimensional assessment is used to plot each risk onto a Probability-Impact Matrix, with high/medium/low priority zones. A recent innovation is to use a double “mirror” matrix, to allow threats and opportunities to be prioritized separately, and creating a central zone of focus, as shown in Figure 14-2. This zone contains the worst threats (with high probability so they are likely to happen unless managed, and high impact so they would be very bad for the project) and the best opportunities (where high probability means easy to capture, and high impact means very good).

Another important output from qualitative analysis is to understand the pattern of risk on the project, and whether there are common causes of risk or hotspots of exposure. This can be assessed by mapping risks into the Risk Breakdown Structure (RBS) to determine whether any particular causes give rise to large numbers of risks, and by mapping risks into the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) to identify areas of the project potentially affected by many risks.

Quantitative Risk Analysis

On most projects, risks do not happen one at a time. Instead they interact in groups, with some risks causing others to be more likely and some risks making others impossible. Quantitative risk analysis considers risks individually and allows development of a good
understanding of each one. It is, however, sometimes necessary to analyze the combined
effect of risks on project outcomes, particularly in terms of how they might affect overall
time and cost. This requires a quantitative model, and various techniques are available,
including sensitivity analysis, decision trees, and Monte Carlo simulation.

Monte Carlo is the most popular quantitative risk analysis technique because it uses
simple statistics, takes project plans as its starting point, and is supported by many good
software tools. However, decision trees are particularly useful for analyzing key strategic
decisions or major option points.

One often overlooked key aspect of quantitative risk analysis models is the need
to include both threats and opportunities. If only threats are considered, then the analysis
is only modeling potential downside, and the result will always be pessimistic. Because
the risk process aims to tackle threats and opportunities, both must be included in any
analysis of the effect of risk on the project. Indeed, some vital elements of the risk
model, such as three-point estimates, cannot be properly determined without considering
both upside (to produce the minimum/optimistic/best-case estimate) as well as downside
(for maximum/pessimistic/worst-case estimate).

When developing Monte Carlo risk models, use available software tools to create
simple models that do not reflect the complexities of the risks facing the project. In
particular, simply taking single values of duration or cost in a project plan or cost esti-
mate and replacing them with three-point estimates is not sufficient to model risk
quantitatively. Other modeling techniques should be used to reflect reality, including
the following:

- Different input data distributions, not just the typical three-point estimate (for
  example, the modified triangular, uniform, spike/discrete, or various curves)
- Use of stochastic branches to model alternative logic (these can also be used to
  model key risks)
- Correlation (also called dependency) between various elements of the model, to
  reduce statistical variability.

It is important to recognize that additional investment is required to implement quan-
titative risk analysis, including purchase of software tools, associated training, and the
time and effort required to generate input data, run the model, and interpret the outputs.
As a result, in many cases the use of quantitative techniques may not always be justified.
Often, information can be obtained from quantitative analysis to allow effective manage-
ment of risks, and quantitative analysis techniques can be seen as optional. Quantitative
analysis is most useful when projects are particularly complex or risky, or when quanti-
tative decisions must be made, for example, concerning bid price, contingency, mile-
stones, delivery dates, etc.

Three potential shortfalls should be mentioned when considering quantitative risk
analysis techniques. The first is the importance of data quality, to avoid the GIGO
(garbage in-garbage out) situation, and attention to ensuring good quality inputs to the
model. Secondly, outputs should always be interpreted from risk models, and quantita-
tive analysis will not tell the project manager what decision to make. Finally, be pre-
pared to use the results of risk modeling and take decisions based on the analysis. We
should beware of “analysis paralysis,” because quantitative risk analysis is merely a
means to an end and must lead to action.
**Risk Response Planning**

Having identified and analyzed risks, it is essential that something be done in response. As a result, many believe that the risk response planning phase is the most important in the risk process, since this is where the project team get a chance to make a difference to the risk exposure facing the project.

When introducing tools and techniques for risk response planning, the *PMBOK® Guide* uses an important word, stating the following: “Several risk response strategies are available” [italics mine]. It is important to adopt a strategic approach to developing risk responses to focus attention on what is being attempted. Too often, project teams resort to a “scatter-gun” approach, trying a wide range of different responses to a given risk, some of which may be counterproductive. It is better first to select an appropriate strategy for a particular risk, and then to design action to implement that strategy, producing a more focused “rifle-shot” aimed at managing the risk effectively.

A recent development in the evolution of PMI’s standard is to introduce strategies for addressing opportunities along with threat-focused strategies. The opportunity strategies match the common threat strategies, creating three pairs of proactive response strategies, and a final last-resort strategy:

► **Avoid/Exploit:** For threats, the aim of avoidance is to eliminate the risk to the project, making the threat impossible or irrelevant. To exploit an opportunity means to make it definitely happen, ensuring that the project gains the additional benefits.

► **Transfer/Share:** These strategies require involving another person or party in managing the risk. For threats, the pain is transferred, together with the responsibility for managing the potential downside. In a similar way the potential gain from an upside risk can be shared, in return for the other party taking responsibility for managing the opportunity.

► **Mitigate/Enhance:** Mitigation of a threat aims to reduce its probability and/or impact, while enhancing an opportunity seeks to increase it.

► **Accept:** For residual threats and opportunities where proactive action is not possible or not cost-effective, acceptance is the last resort, taking the risk either without special action or with contingency.

Having chosen a strategy, the project team should then develop specific actions to put the strategy into practice. This is the point at which most risk management processes fail. Whichever response strategy is selected, it is vital to go from options to actions, otherwise nothing changes. Many project teams, however, identify and assess risks, develop response plans, write a risk report, and then “file and forget.” Actions are not implemented, and the risk exposure remains the same.

The key to making sure risk responses are implemented is not to allow risk responses to be seen as “extra work” to be done when project tasks are complete. Risk responses are genuine project tasks, that is, work to be done for the project to succeed. They should therefore be treated like any other project task. Each risk response should be fully defined, with a duration, budget, resource requirement, owner, completion criteria, etc. A new task should then be added to the project plan for each agreed risk response, and these should be completed, reviewed, and reported on like all other project tasks.
Risk Monitoring and Control

The purpose of this final phase of the risk process is to ensure that the planned responses are achieving what was expected and to develop new responses where necessary. It is also important to determine whether new risks have arisen on the project and to assess the overall effectiveness of the risk management process. These aims are best achieved through a risk review meeting, although it is possible on smaller projects to review risk as part of a regular project progress meeting.

This step also involves producing risk reports at various levels and for different stakeholders. It is important to communicate the results of the risk process, since the aim is to actively manage the risks, and this is likely to require action by stakeholders outside the immediate project team. Risk reports should form a basis for action and include clear conclusions ("What we have found") and recommendations ("What should be done").

Risk management is a cyclic iterative process and should never be done just once on a project. Risk exposure changes daily, as a result of external events, as well as from the actions (and inactions) of the project team and others elsewhere in the organization. To optimize the chances of meeting the project’s objectives, it is essential that the project team have a current view of the risks facing the project, including both threats and opportunities. For risk management, standing still is going backward.

OTHER ISSUES

The risk process outlined in standards and guidelines such as the PMBOK® Guide is well accepted and forms a good basis on which to build effective management of project risk. However, a number of other issues must be considered if risk management is to be fully effective. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to present these in detail, but they deserve at least a mention.

First is the fact that all risk management is done by people. This introduces the human factor into the picture, requiring proactive management like any other aspect of the risk process. The risk attitudes of both individuals and groups exercise a major influence over the risk process, which must be recognized and managed. The situation is complicated by the action of subconscious perceptual factors and heuristics that affect the risk attitudes adopted by people.

Second, organizational culture has a significant influence over the effectiveness of the risk management process. Where senior management does not recognize the existence of risk or sees risk identification as a sign of weakness or views resources allocated to contingency or risk responses as wasted, risk management will be an uphill struggle. Conversely, the organization that knows how to take risk intelligently will reap the undoubted benefits from minimizing threats and capturing opportunities.

Linked to this is the need for internal sponsorship of the risk process. A risk champion within an organization can promote buy-in for its use at all levels, encouraging project teams and senior management to recognize risk and manage it proactively, sharing best practice and developing corporate experience. This is one of the accepted success factors for risk management and should not be neglected.

The need for an efficient infrastructure to support the risk process must also be recognized. Software tools, training, templates, specialized resources, etc., all have a part to play in making risk management effective. The organization must be prepared to invest
in risk infrastructure, and ensure that it is well integrated with project management and other parts of the business.

The aim of paying attention to these factors in addition to the risk process is to develop risk maturity within an organization and its people. This represents a position where all the necessary pieces are in place to allow risk to be managed proactively and effectively, with a supportive culture, efficient processes, experienced people, and consistent application. When these elements are present, together with the tools and techniques described above, risk need not be feared on any project. Instead, it should be welcomed as an opportunity to address the uncertainties inherent in all projects, optimizing the chances of achieving project objectives and delivering successful projects.

Risk management is an essential contributor to project and business success, because it focuses attention on achievement of objectives. By defining project risk as “an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on at least one project objective,” risk management offers a means of tackling those risks with the potential to harm the project (threats) as well as those that could help (opportunities). Concentrating on proactive management of these two aspects maximizes the chance that the project will succeed.

Not only is risk management essential, but also it is not difficult. A simple structured process exists to identify, analyze, and respond to risks, and this can be applied to any project whether it is simple or complex, innovative or routine. The benefits of adopting a structured approach to managing risk are obvious: more successful projects, fewer surprises, less waste, improved team motivation, enhanced professionalism and reputation, increased efficiency and effectiveness, and so on. With these benefits available from adopting such a simple process, risk management deserves its place as one of the most important elements of project management.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Define project risk, and explain the relationship among uncertainty, risk, threat, and opportunity.

2. What are the differences between a cause, a risk, and an effect? Use risk metalanguage to describe a situation on a project you are familiar with. Does this help you distinguish between them?

3. Name the basic risk response strategies for threats and opportunities, and give an example of each.
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FURTHER READING


Procurement practice is one of those things that organizations and teams acknowledge is important up to a point—the point of actually performing the practice. The rationale for not implementing the procurement practice is that it costs too much or takes too long. However, many failed procurement outcomes have root cause in avoiding key elements in the process. The risk of not performing the process is seldom assessed when waivers or deviations occur. Yet many organizations owe their successful outcomes to project procurement management best practice.

Procurements should be a “project” and managed as such, even for small efforts. This chapter outlines roles and responsibilities for a procurement project team and offers best practices, lessons learned, and methods of increasing opportunities for success derived from actual procurement experiences.

PROCUREMENT PROCESS AND PROJECT

A variety of process standards and guides are available to organizations, including IEEE Std 1062 from the software standards collection,¹ Software Engineering Institute (SEI),² and other sources.³,⁴ The overall process in those sources is very similar to that found in *A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge, Fourth Edition*.⁵ Although the first two references indicate software procurement standards, those process descriptions are essentially the same as any general procurement. This process evolved to solve many problems and issues with procurements in meeting the desired business objectives. Standard procurement processes were developed to:
• Overcome or reduce instances of contract fraud abuses.
• Reduce risk.
• Describe the needed goods and services.
• Monitor and control costs and performance.
• Determine criteria for selection and acceptance.

Keeping these objectives in mind, it is logical that in the *PMBOK Guide, Fourth Edition*, the procurement chapter was simplified from six processes to four; after all, the process of obtaining inputs to a project needs to be as streamlined as possible. The new standard reflects a less bureaucratic procurement process and a more streamlined supply chain, in part because of technological advancements. It also recognizes the increasing role played by partnering arrangements, including new items on handling “teaming agreements” in planning and conducting procurement.

Procurement efforts satisfy the definition of “project” as they seem to be specific, with varying complexity and timeframes. Usually, the procurement is embedded in a larger project effort. Each effort should have a project manager in the role to assure the processes are completed and the team functions toward the desired objectives. This should be the case regardless of short duration for simple tasks or commodity purchases or long-term for significant outsourcing or new product development.

Figure 15-1 shows typical timelines for a moderate scoped procurement effort where the timescale represents periods after initiating the effort from the strategic planning. After the make-or-buy decision point, other strategic milestone reviews may indicate “go” or “no go” based upon the information obtained during the various project phases or processes.

In the schedule representation for procurement effort, the project actually starts with initiation and planning to cover the preparation of solicitation documents, qualifying sellers (if necessary), and performing the selection. The execution of the project includes

![Figure 15-1. PROCUREMENT PROJECT MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES AND DURATION](image-url)
the monitoring and control of the seller while the seller executes the project. A procure-
ment could involve codevelopments with others and the buyer organization. Acceptance
of deliverables may occur at varying points depending on the contract agreements. The
final closure includes the closure of the effort as well as the contract. The project effort
depends on a variety of knowledge worker experiences that are outlined in the roles/
responsibility description below.

**ROLES/RESPONSIBILITIES**

Typically, no one person has the entire set of skills for completing the entire set of
tasks for legal, technical skills, business, purchasing, and project management.
Therefore, forming a team with members from various disciplines will be beneficial to
provide checks and balances in the procurement project processes. The further justifi-
cation for the procurement becoming a project lies in this variety of teaming relation-
ships, set of stakeholders, and unique business needs situations. This coordination of
the procurement will need an assigned project manager who understands the business
and technical needs.

In Table 15-1, the Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RAM) shows the complexity
of activities and roles involved for a typical, medium-sized organization. Note that in the
RAM, the following situations may occur for the project:

- One person may hold more than one role.
- Some roles may be outsourced.
- Role tasks may be delegated.
- Other stakeholders will be involved as procurement situations and issues arise dur-
ing the executing or monitoring and control phases.

The project RAM should be updated as changes occur during phase transitions. Some
phases will require more experienced knowledge workers who are tasked to integrate
and deploy the procured items.

Contention in roles and responsibilities will be reduced when organizational process-
es and procedures address how the team is formed, functional requirements for the
roles, and the processes to be performed. The organization standard practices should
also include:

- Managing the acceptable sellers.
- Qualifying new, potential sellers.
- Defining the selection process.
- Deriving the criteria based on type of purchase.
- Controlling scope changes.
- Reporting for oversight, defined for the project, approvals, and processes.

**SELECTION OF THE PROCUREMENT PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM**

As you initiate the project, thought must be given to the make up and training for the
team members. The following list contains some of the factors in the selection:

- Members who interface with the seller should be “peers” to gain the confidence
  and set the working relations.
- Task leads will need project management, as well as negotiating skills.
Responsibility and methods for accepting the product or services need to be clearly defined; for example, defined in a joint RAM for the seller and the buying organization.

The size of the team will be dictated by the business and technology factors, as well as by the complexity and risk for procurement.

Stakeholders involvement need to be identified in the project planning.

Other stakeholders’ considerations may be needed for procurement project. They may include project management office, line management, managers with dependencies on the procurement outcome, quality organization, business units, other services, and

---

**TABLE 15-1. RESPONSIBILITY ASSIGNMENT MATRIX (RAM)**

- Responsibility and methods for accepting the product or services need to be clearly defined; for example, defined in a joint RAM for the seller and the buying organization.
- The size of the team will be dictated by the business and technology factors, as well as by the complexity and risk for procurement.
- Stakeholders involvement need to be identified in the project planning.

Other stakeholders’ considerations may be needed for procurement project. They may include project management office, line management, managers with dependencies on the procurement outcome, quality organization, business units, other services, and
manufacturing. As the team is formed, the next section provides some experiences, lessons learned, and best practices from a variety of procurements.

**PROCUREMENT LESSONS LEARNED AND BEST PRACTICES**

Drawing from experience in a variety of procurement projects, including long duration, expensive efforts to relatively simple commodity purchases for both defense, and commercial projects, Table 15-2 organizes lessons learned and best practices by knowledge area or project management phase. These suggestions, based on experience in the field, do not repeat but amplify recommendations or practices described in the *PMBOK® Guide*.

Some table items were adopted from a major support software procurement for a defense project. The software project procurement practices are not different from procurement process in general. The next section suggests methods for obtaining successful outcomes.

**INCREASING OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUCCESS**

Procurement involves risks. Some techniques have been shown to be success enablers. Here are some recommended methods for “getting it right the first time”:

► Hold early “bidders” conference to obtain feedback on the statement of work and specifications. These can be held by teleconference. It is essential that all potential sellers hear the same message. Seller comments need to be managed for nondisclosure of competition sensitive information. From the feedback, hold a follow-up conference to show the updated documents. This also helps the sellers to determine their response strategy.

► Obtain a “should cost” during the make-or-buy decision period to gage the seller responses more accurately. Underbids by significant amounts will need believable justification for how the effort can be managed to cost without defaulting.

► Do not rush through the procurement process steps only to find that the best opportunities for seller selection were missed or the specifications are incomplete, requiring new bids.

► Competitive bidding is considered a risk reduction method that avoids locked-in solutions or favoritism. If the procurement process is performed well, then the procurement effort should yield the best outcome for the buyer.

► Determine how to impose on the seller reasonable quality standards for the end product or service. The end result cannot be better than the weakest quality component.

► Form integrated product development teams as part of the project team and stakeholders.

► Assure that the team is adequately trained on procurement processes. Provide refresher training for those with immediate need.

► Update organization practices with lessons learned and best practices.

► Define the responsibility and accountability for the team. Retain visibility into the project procurement practices and results. Audit the project for adherence to the practice and the project work statement and specifications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project management area or phase</th>
<th>Lesson learned or best practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process</strong></td>
<td>Risks increase by avoiding steps in the process. The standard process evolved to avoid risks or correct a failure or issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete steps in procurement may add costs and time later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For a trained knowledge worker, the effort to follow the process is not excessive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizational tools and standard templates aid the preparation of the solicitation documents and reinforce training on procurement processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contract types</strong></td>
<td>Large organizations with supply chain management will require interface processes based on purchase type, seller category, qualifications, and information automation access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost control begins with the specifications and seller qualification processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ownership rights for end-deliverables must be clearly specified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial-off-the-shelf purchases are often called COTS. If these are inappropriate or not planned, then the purchase might better be called COSTS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initiating</strong></td>
<td>The team should review lessons learned on earlier procurement efforts during initial planning phases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risks should be identified and managed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seller selection</strong></td>
<td>Time spent in qualifying sellers often means better working relationships and less risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is not practical to expect the seller's systems to duplicate the buying organization. Where common processes or infrastructure is important, then define the needed capability in the work statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The low-cost bidder may be the highest risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference checking is a good way to learn others' experiences in dealing with candidate sellers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Planning</strong></td>
<td>Procurement needs to be managed to assure the products meet the specifications and work statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plans need to address risk management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk management</strong></td>
<td>Payment milestones assure the buyer is getting specified deliverables while reducing risks. The payment criteria should be defined in the work statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risks must be managed regardless of the seller size and experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training</strong></td>
<td>Often procurement processes are so rarely exercised that refresher training is necessary to assure compliance to the organization practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project management</strong></td>
<td>Detailed specifications and work statements reduce the potential future claims for scope changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outsourcing should be a project supported by a project manager and a plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recurring, commodity purchases may still need technical acceptance and change management.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 15-2. LESSONS LEARNED AND BEST PRACTICES ORGANIZED BY PROJECT MANAGEMENT AREA OR PHASE**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project management area or phase</th>
<th>Lesson learned or best practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Business management strategy** | *“Buy” objectives may have little to do with buyer core capability. The technical team needs to understand the roles and relationships and strategy.*
|                                 | *“Should cost” needs to be determined for the life cycle and total cost of ownership, not just the cost of the delivered items or services.*
|                                 | *Outsourcing does not necessarily save staff, time, or costs. The organization objective should support strategic business needs.*
|                                 | *Outsourcing should not be a “me too” decision because it appears cheaper than in country; some end strategy must be considered.*
|                                 | *It is unlikely that a procurement will succeed without a project team.* |
| **Roles and responsibilities**   | *Technical team needs to perform the acceptance and validation of the delivered items that are defined in the planning.*
|                                 | *Often companies assume that the purchasing organization is responsible for the entire process. The development organization then fails to understand their role in the upfront planning. This results in key elements of the process being missed.* |
| **Executing**                   | *Regardless of past experiences with a seller, procurements are not risk free.*
|                                 | *Sellers may need additional support since they may not understand the end-user or the domain where their products or services will be used.*
|                                 | *It is good for the seller to “hear and see” the voice of end customer to understand their needs and to assure that the outcome will be successful.* |
| **Change management**           | *If the specification needs to be changed to eliminate unneeded features or tasks or to assure success of project, then it must be done. Obtaining the wrong system will be most likely lead to sunk costs or major rework.* |
| **Seller risks**                | *Dealing with financially troubled organizations is a major risk to seller cash flow.*
|                                 | *Incurring added seller efforts for micro management by large organizations will increase claims and non productive work.* |
| **Closing**                     | *Canceling projects can be very costly.*
|                                 | *Not canceling projects can also be very costly.*
|                                 | *Terms and conditions of the contract should clearly define the termination process and the payment methods involved.* |

**TABLE 15-2. CONTINUED**
Reduce risks by using the two-person (or more) rule to assure oversight and that evaluations are fair.

Require justifications for sole-source purchases to avoid buying in haste and repenting later. Cost/benefit analysis should be part of each decision process step.

Exercise strict change control on both sides of the buyer/seller relationship.

Thoroughly understanding the procurement process and practicing project management tenets aids efficiencies for the organization in getting products and services to market. Next, let’s examine some considerations in applying lessons learned to several different sizes, or classes, of procurements.

SCENARIOS BASED ON “CLASS” OF PROCUREMENT

Four scenarios summarize procurement considerations based upon size or “class” of procurement. The guidance is given to increase the probability of successful outcomes, avoid defaults, and reduce sunk costs.

Scenario 1. Existing Items from Catalogs or Commercial-Off-the-Shelf

In buying existing items, some requirements specification or criteria need to be defined for their selection. Often much time and money is wasted when the purchased item becomes “shelf ware” because the desired capability was never defined. The definition needs to be more than either someone saw a demonstration or the competition uses it. The goal is to satisfy a business need.

The purchased items should be evaluated against the requirements. When deficiencies are found, an estimate is needed to determine the total cost to integrate the items into the end product. Often a slightly more expensive item would save integration and troubleshooting efforts.

Experience or training is also needed to assess purchased items’ quality. Volume purchase requires higher levels of specification for reducing rework or recalls. The selection of an existing item will be dependent on the degree of risk the organization wants to assume. The result may end up with throwaway items and unnecessary costs for efforts. Key to the approach is investing in upfront feasibility or prototyping.

Scenario 2. Minimum Modifications to Existing Seller Items

An existing item may not completely meet the business needs unless it is modified. The procurement strategy may be to hire a seller to update an existing product to meet the specification.

Here, the solicitation documents need to clearly describe the responsibilities between the buyer and seller for the integrated solution and its support. If both organizations work on the item, then the responsibility is not clear nor can it easily be determined how to maintain the item. Defined separation of responsibility and efforts is a good management approach. It is also important to focus domain knowledge on areas of expertise. The seller may be an expert in their technology but not in the business application where their products will be deployed. The buyer can provide the needed interface for the domain.

Strict management of product development interfaces aids in isolating difficulties and solutions. Decomposition allows better estimating of costs and integration efforts.
Managing to clearly defined interfaces simplifies the tasks. It is difficult to have total system knowledge of complex systems. By partitioning the effort along defined decomposition and interfaces, the buyer/seller teams only need to know their functionality and the interface requirements. The next scenario considers allocating the entire component to the seller for development.

**Scenario 3. Major New Development**

In this instance, the buyer is procuring totally new technology or unique solutions. The size of the effort may be small, but very critical as for some autonomous or embedded systems. The buying organization may be dealing with what Moore called *Crossing the Chasm* to plan and manage the delivered items from feasibility or research developments through integration to a stable environment. Specification practices may need to go through a variety of stages for preliminary to final versions. For risk reduction, “go/no go” decision can be made based on performance at each stage. At some point, the buyer can even require a proposal for the subsequent stage. If performance is poor or objective not met, then the effort can be re-competed.

In this scenario, the procurement goal is typically to transform a unique feature or capability into a stable product. A high degree of new technology or special implementations incurs more risk. The procurement strategy should involve a phased approach to prove various incremental deliveries. In a phased approach, stage the effort of development from minimum required functionality in pre-production to several increased capability solutions. Key parts of the procurement project involve planning, risk management, monitoring and control, integrated change management, quality control acceptance, and communications.

**Scenario 4. Offshoring or outsourcing**

Companies are tempted to outsource by sending major development ‘offshore’ without enough risk analysis or management support planning. Core competencies are lost and difficult to recover. The number of unsuccessful projects are immense. What looks like a cost advantage is soon sacrificed to lack of project management. A ‘me too’ is not enough motivation for sending development out-of-country. Rationale for more successful outcomes include the amount of business the offshore will support in country. It is easy to lose branding and commonality if the entire development is sent offshore. Following are some considerations to include in the plan:

- The management approach.
- Communications and travel.
- Standards should be established.
- Product acceptance and quality controls.
- Additional procurements may be required.
- Tracking and metrics established.
- Cost reporting and containment.
- Customer satisfaction.

It would be advisable for all parties to see the project plan, create their own plan with approval. Before the project is initiated, significant organizational portfolio analysis and core competency review for strategic advantages and disadvantages. Near term gains will not sustain long term losses.
The four scenarios cover aspects of project procurement management. The following summary section reviews the basic processes covered in this chapter and is supported by exercises at the end.

**CONCLUSION**

The project procurement process knowledge area has had significance to business and industry over the years. Since trends indicate that outsourcing and other procurements will continue in the future, project managers should master the project procurement processes. A project effort usually begins after the make-or-buy decision from the strategic business planning. At several checkpoints, the decision can be made to go forward with the procurement to the next phase. The project procurement process steps are listed as follows:

1. Plan the purchase and acquisition.
2. Plan the contracting.
3. Request seller responses.
4. Select sellers.
5. Perform contract administration.

Supporting project processes include: the overall project planning, monitoring and control, stakeholder communications, and integrated change management.

The effort should be established as a two-phase project to cover (1) the activities through seller selection and (2) managing the sellers through project and contract closure.

Important aspects of this knowledge area’s processes include:
- Documentation, including plans, work statements, specifications, and acceptance criteria
- Project management performed at both the buyer and seller
- Skills training covering procurement processes, negotiations, assessment of capabilities, and performance
- Defined roles and responsibilities defined throughout the procurement project.

“Classes” of procurement may range from commodities, to commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS), to minor modifications to existing products, to special services, to unique/customized developments. Different controls and risk management are needed for each class.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. You are planning to buy new technology (choose an area) for a product or service. Use reference materials and the Internet to determine a beginning supplier list to answer the following:
   - What should go into the make-or-buy analysis?
   - What are your seller selection criteria?
   - Using cost benefit analysis, what are the pros and cons of sole source procurement versus competitive selection?

2. Create a risk register for the following classes of procurement:
   - Very small effort, new seller.
   - Very large effort, major company as seller.
   - Company with financial difficulties or history of downsizing.

3. In performing due diligence at the candidate sellers, what are the questions or areas that you would want to ask before entering into a business relationship? What project methods would be used to monitor and control the seller’s effort?

4. Under what circumstances and what functions would be reasonable to outsource or to send offshore?
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Design professionals are spending more of their time and money—and their insurance carriers’ money—defending themselves against claims being made by owners, contractors, casual passersby, and third-party users, such as passengers in elevators and tenant employees. Usually, the design professional’s exposure to losing when defending against these claims results from something other than technical failure. It results instead from the failure to manage properly. The design professionals fail to manage or administer their efforts properly during the predesign and design process, they fail to manage and administer their work properly during the bidding process, they fail to manage and administer their responsibilities properly during the construction phase, and/or they fail to manage and administer properly the postconstruction or closeout phase of the project.

Design professionals think of themselves as professionals skilled in the application of aesthetic, functional, and scientific principles to achieve pleasing and practical results. They often lose sight of the fact that in the process, they must manage contracts to try to avoid claims and be prepared to defend themselves if and when claims are made against them. A claim or lawsuit resulting from the failure to manage or administer properly is no less grievous than one resulting from a design error. The design professionals must never forget that they are also contract managers—managers of contracts with clients, consultants, and others. The management and administration of the contracts is no less important than the management and administration of and performance of the design and, where
they act as construction administrators, the management and administration of the con-
struction process to ensure the successful completion of the project.

The design professionals’ contracts usually define the phases of a project as the study
and report phase, the preliminary design phase, the bidding or negotiating phase, and the
construction phase. For administrative and management purposes, there is also a prepro-
fessional service contract phase.

THE PHASES OF PROJECT CONTRACTING

The Preprofessional Service Contract Phase

Although no services are being performed as yet, the foundation for many disputes is
often laid during the preprofessional service contract phase of the project because of
poor communication and the lack of proper documentation. The contract usually
includes language outlining and limiting the scope of services and responsibilities. It also
contains provisions for the arbitration of claims and disputes that arise from differences
in the interpretation of the language. We must try to eliminate the need for activating the
provisions on dispute resolution.

To avoid the costs that result from arguing over what is meant by the contract, the
professionals must try to communicate as clearly as possible during the negotiation
phase what they intend to do and what they intend not to do. In addition to communicat-
ing, they must also document their understanding of their scope of services document
with the same care that they devote to their design calculations. Too often, people hon-
estly believe they hear what they would like to hear, when in truth something else is
promised. The contract cannot cover everything, and professionals have certain responsi-
bilities that are never covered or eliminated by contract.

The Study and Design Phases

Again, during the study and design phases, “consultation with the owner” is a major
consideration. To avoid disputes, we must consult, communicate, and document.

Agreements with consultants must detail, in writing, the duties and responsibilities of
the parties. The work performed by consultants must be reviewed for conformance with
the agreements. Lines of communication must be established so that all concerned are
kept informed of changes and/or other facts that may affect their work.

During these phases, as a result of the development of the design, factors affecting the
cost of the project must be communicated to the owners to allow them the privilege of
determining, in advance, if and how their money will be spent. Letting the owners decide
in advance whether they want to pay for something and properly documenting the deci-
sions or agreements reached can help prevent the often-heard argument, “If I would’ve
known, I wouldn’t have gone ahead with it or I would’ve done something different.”

Design professionals regularly rely on representations made by others who are “sup-
posed” to know. The design professional has a responsibility to document the representa-
tions and at least check whether the oral representations made are in conformance with
the published literature. Many disputes result from the acceptance of oral representations
that are contrary to the literature published by the organization being represented.

The professionals responsible to the client for the total package have the responsibili-
ity for coordinating their work and that of all consultants. This responsibility must be
diligently managed and administered. “My consultant made a mistake” may be a valid defense. You don’t, however, want to get to the point where you have to defend yourself. The cost of a defense and vindication may ultimately be greater than paying without defending.

Standard specifications are truly standard. They are, however, neither all-inclusive nor valid for all projects. They must be checked and conformed to the particular project for which they are intended, and the drawings and specifications must be conformed to eliminate conflicts.

The design professional usually has the responsibility to advise the client of any changes in the original cost estimate for the project. A procedure must be established to track the estimated cost of construction as it relates to the originally established construction budget. This tracking process can also help determine conformance with the original concept: overdesign or, possibly, underdesign. In either case or in neither case, the relationship between the current estimated cost of construction and the preliminary estimate will be known.

The Bidding or Negotiating Phase

Many design professionals believe they can relax once the bid package is complete and that there really is not much to do until construction starts. This is not true. They have many responsibilities during this phase of the project, most of which are basically managerial or administrative.

There are differences between contracts that are let by competitive bidding and those awarded as a result of negotiation. It is not true, however, that the services during the bidding phase of a publicly bid contract that nominally will be awarded to the lowest responsible responsive bidder are strictly of a pro-forma nature. At a later date, many things can either come back to haunt or protect us: conducting prebid meetings, conducting prebid site conferences, answering questions, provisionally approving substitutions, and recording what is done and what is said by the proper issuance of addenda, or the lack thereof.

The design professionals are usually required to assist the owner in evaluating bids or proposals. When analyzing a bid, the professionals must verify that all the conditions are met and that all the documents required to be submitted have been submitted. Before certifying that a contractor is “capable” or “competent,” you as the professional must verify that the contractor is, in fact, whatever it is you are certifying, and you must document what you did to satisfy yourself. When you certify that a bid is “reasonable,” you may be taking on a lot more responsibility than you wish. Remember that a bid is based on an estimate, and an estimate, by definition, is an estimate. There is at least one instance where in support of the validity of his “excess” costs or damages, one of the contractor’s major arguments was based on the fact that the engineer had “verified” the estimate as valid and all-inclusive.

The Construction Phase

The professional’s responsibilities during the construction phase of a project are more subject to interpretation than his or her duties and responsibilities during any other phase of the project. This is truly the phase during which the perceived responsibilities may be greater than the actual. Also, paraphrasing an attorney discussing the subject, “if you
have the right, you have the duty.” (Note that “construction,” depending on the industry or application area, may also be characterized as implementation or performance—the same principles apply.)

During this phase of the project, in addition to the responsibility for coordinating with his or her own consultants and client, the design professional may have the responsibility of dealing with the constructor. Additional managerial and administrative responsibilities may relate to other consultants, to inspecting organizations, and to testing laboratories that have been contracted with directly by the client.

In addition to the engineering competence required to judge technical compliance with the contract, to review shop drawings, to review schedules, and to review proposals for substitutions and/or modifications, the design professional may have both technical and administrative responsibilities relating to the contractors’ applications for payment and change orders. In addition, depending on contract and/or perception, the design professional may have many other rights, responsibilities, and duties that require management.

The Closeout Phase

Although contracts do not usually identify a closeout phase, per se, it is in fact a distinct phase requiring its own management. Before certifying completion—by whatever title—in addition to the “punch list” efforts that may be required, the professional must assure that all the administrative aspects of finalizing the contract are met. This includes, but is not limited to, filing certificates with governmental agencies; issuing certificates to the contractor or contractors; verifying “as-builts”; ensuring that all the operating manuals and warranties that are called for are in fact received; and documenting that all the contractual responsibilities have been complied with.

CLAIMS PREVENTION

Most management failures result from errors of omission and not errors of commission. One of the simplest and yet most efficient ways to minimize the probability of missing something is to prepare a checklist for each project, no matter how small. The checklist can be based on a generic list used by the engineer for all projects, but the list must be modified to include the requirements of that specific project.

Because most claims arise as a result of errors of omission on the part of the professional, a good place to start is to follow through on each of the following action items:

- Check drawings or plans for proper coordination between technical specialties.
- Check to see that the information in the drawings or plans conforms to the written word of the specifications/requirements.
- Read the boilerplate language to see that it conforms, specifically and uniquely, to the project under consideration.
- Enter into written agreement with consultants detailing exactly what their responsibilities are.
- Review the work performed by consultants for conformance with agreements.
- Check the finalized program against the estimate or budget to determine the current validity.
- Communicate properly with consultants so that a change wrought by one that affects the work of another is properly accounted for.
• Include owners in the communications process to permit them the privilege of determining, in advance, how their money will be spent.
• Establish a reasonable time frame for review.
• Establish reasonable durations for implementation.
• Specify scheduling using one of the many available network scheduling techniques.
• Review the specifications to determine whether items specified are still available (or, for that matter, whether they have been available for the past “X” number of years).
• Check whether the information given by a sales representative or sales engineer is valid or in conformance with the specifications sheet prepared by the very company he or she represents.
• Check the bids, quotations, or proposals for conformance with the contract documents.
• Review the insurance requirements of the contract documents to assure compliance.
• Review the schedule carefully, and react in a proper and timely manner.
• Establish and adhere to an orderly system of controlling or keeping track of the documentation.
• Retain the backup information or supporting data for the approval, modification, or rejection or payment requests.
• React in a timely manner to requests for clarification or interpretation of the project documents.
• Monitor the progress of the project and report objectively to the owner as required.
• Take responsibility for discrepancies and/or omissions in the project documents.
• Issue clarifications and instructions in a timely fashion.

Reacting to a Claim

If confronted with a claim, management reaction must be prompt and positive. Attorneys and insurance carriers must be notified and assisted, without reservation, in mounting a defense. Delay in mobilizing both information and resources for contesting the claim results in weakening the defendant’s position, even in relationship to unfounded claims.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. For a project you are familiar with, describe how the contracts and other project documentation contributed to smooth closure of the project. What could have been done better or differently?

2. The author discusses this subject from a design/engineering perspective. How do his guidelines relate to other types of projects in other industries?
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THE PROFESSION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Project management has evolved from the “accidental profession” of years ago—when no one actually planned to become a project manager, but just happened into the position—to a profession based on formalized bodies of knowledge, such as PMI’s PMBOK® Guide and those developed by other professional organizations—the International Project Management Association (Europe) and the Association of Project Managers (UK), among others.

Where once project management was merely an add-on to the role of a civil engineer or systems engineer, today it is more commonly identified as a career choice in and of itself. The rapid growth of the discipline’s primary professional organization—the Project Management Institute—from less than 15,000 members when the first edition of this handbook was published in 1993, to well over a half-million members and credential holders (and increasing) as this book goes to press, gives us a good indication of the rapid “mainstreaming” of the project manager role.

Since formal certification programs appeared in the 1990s, more emphasis has been given to seeing project management as a profession—something that has a defined body of knowledge based on specific principles and is subject to qualifications and knowledge testing based on a formal process. There is an evolving trend toward developing professional certification that is not only knowledge based but also competency based, thus taking into consideration experience records and other formal professional qualifications.

PMI increasingly has focused on certification as the primary benefit to its membership, offering additional targeted
certifications, such as the CAPM, designed to be a stepping stone to PMP certification, or a terminal certification for project admin roles, and the PgMP for Program Managers on the more experienced end of the scale.

Many companies require certification for advancement or recognize certification as part of the advancement path in careers. In formal bidding processes for professional services related to projects, client organizations often call for certified project professionals.

The trend toward formal qualification continues to gallop along as professional associations develop more sophisticated certification programs, companies require qualified professionals within their own ranks, and the practitioners of project management strive to sharpen and enhance their craft. Only one organization was offering project management certification in 1993, the Project Management Institute—and only in the English language. Today, at least four significant organizations offer certification in the world, although the Project Management Institute (PMI) continues to be the clear leader in this field with nearly four hundred thousand active certified project managers worldwide.

Professionalism is a personal commitment, but it must be supported by institutions, including professional societies, educational institutions, and the organizations that employ project managers. It also requires a great deal from the individual. The more seriously an occupation is taken as it moves into the category of the professions, the more serious are the implications of unprofessional or unethical behavior on the part of the practitioner.

This section of the handbook focuses on the career of project management. First, what must one do to become a certified Project Management Professional? Theodore Boccuzzi takes us step by step through the various stages of qualification. What are the ethical issues facing project managers? Thomas Mendel, a visiting professor of management at a number of Canadian universities, explores this topic and provides thought-provoking ethical cases for your consideration. Is project management in fact a profession? If not, what must we do to ensure that it becomes one? Professor Janice Thomas addresses these issues. What competencies are required of the project manager, and how are these developed? What does the new project manager have to look forward to in the course of his or her career? J. Kent Crawford and Jeannette Cabanis-Brewin discuss project management competencies and career paths.
The Project Management Institute (PMI) provides a comprehensive certification program for project management practitioners with varying levels of experience, which is ISO 9001-certified in Quality Management Systems. The certification program is designed to support a career in the project management profession. There are currently five credentials available: Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM®), PMI Scheduling Professional (PMI-SP®), PMI Risk Management Professional (PMI-RMP®), Project Management Professional (PMP®) and Program Management Professional (PgMP®). None of the credentials serve as a prerequisite for another.

The credential awarded under this program to those who lead and direct project teams is the Project Management Professional (PMP), which has become the credential of choice for many industries and corporations that provide project management services. Although it is not the only project management-related certification, the PMP is highly regarded throughout the world. Many organizations have begun to require it for individual advancement or for employment. Although the PMP is not a license or registration and does not provide legal authority to practice project management, as do certifications that are legally required and competency based (such as the Australian certification program), it does advance project management competency of the individual and of the organizations for which they perform projects.

The information in this chapter is the most up-to-date available, but the profession and the certification process will
undergo many changes, and the specific details of the exam and other certification requirements are expected to change. Even the body of knowledge, as testified to by the fact that the *PMBOK® Guide* is now in its fourth revised edition, Changes over time. Project management as a profession is relatively young. Like other professions, its standards and certifications are evolving in response to business and social pressures. The parallel can be drawn to the evolution of other professional certifications, such as the CPA.

In the early days of that profession, accountants managed the financial records of businesses, but they did not always treat accounting events consistently. As the accounting profession recognized the inconsistencies of accounting techniques, its members worked to form a series of generally accepted practices. Changing economic times (notably, the 1929 crash) and increased criticism added impetus to the development of uniform standards and a certification program to enhance credibility and professionalism. Early versions of the CPA examination were not as comprehensive or as difficult as the versions given today; 20 years ago, it was not necessary to have a degree to be eligible to take the exam. So, we can expect the PMP itself to evolve and go though a series of changes reflecting the changing standards and requirements of the project management profession. In the event that project management is truly recognized as a profession, with all the serious accountability issues that this designation raises (malpractice and licensing for example), those changes will become even more significant.

To achieve the PMP credential, four sets of requirements must be met in level of education, project management experience, project management education, and ethical behavior. One must meet the educational and experiential requirements required, agree to follow the PMI *Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct*, and pass the PMP credential examination. Passing the exam is a mark of official and public recognition of an individual’s ability to meet specified standards in field of project management.

To get complete details about the credential process and the most current information available about the credential exam, as well as any upcoming or possible changes, visit the Project Management Institute’s Web site to download the latest *Project Management Professional (PMP)® Credential Handbook* from PMI. Before submitting a PMP Credential Exam Application, PMI requires that the applicant affirm that he or she has read and understood the entire Handbook.

• Assists the reader with determining which credential is most appropriate.
• Contains the required information regarding the credential process.
• Contains the eligibility requirements for attaining the credential.
• Contains contact information for PMI and its test administration partner, Prometric.
• Contains guidelines for scheduling of the examination, exam administration and exam site policies.
• Contains information on testing fees and refund policies.
• Contains PMI’s policies and procedures, such as the audit process and appeals procedure.

**THE PMP CREDENTIAL PROCESS: AN OVERVIEW**

To be eligible for the PMP credential, candidates must agree to abide by PMI’s *Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct*, complete a specified number of hours of formal project management training (35 hours at this writing), and meet the educational and experiential
requirements that are described in detail in the *PMP Credential Handbook*. Preparing the application packet is a project in itself. The documentation required includes the examination application, experience verification forms, project management education forms, the application fee schedule, other demographic information, and the PMI *Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct*. Signing the application indicates that you accept the responsibilities outlined in the “PMI Certification Application/Renewal Agreement,” including abiding by the PMI *Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct*, which states that as a PMP you will always act with integrity and professionalism, contribute to the project management knowledge base, enhance individual competence, balance stakeholder interests, and respect personal, ethnic and cultural differences.

**Documented project management education.** Candidates must provide documentation for the required number of hours of formal project management training in any of the nine knowledge areas: scope, time, cost, quality, human resources, communications, risk, procurement, and integration management. To fulfill this requirement, candidates must have successfully completed courses offered through a university or college academic or continuing education program, or any course or program offered by training companies, consultants, PMI component organizations, distance-learning companies, employer-company sponsored programs or PMI Registered Education Providers (R.E.Ps). (Note: PMI Chapter meetings and self-study activities [e.g., reading books] cannot be included as part of this requirement.) The courses must be complete at the time of application.

**Documented level of education and project management experience.** The certification requirements acknowledge that not all project managers are formed in the classroom by offering options that allow credit for practical experience. Educational and experiential requirements are divided in two categories:

1. Candidates with a baccalaureate or equivalent degree should be able to demonstrate a minimum of 4,500 hours of project management experience within the five process groups. The candidate must show a minimum of 36 nonoverlapping months of project management experience within a six-year period before the application date.

2. Candidates with a high school diploma or equivalent credential must demonstrate a minimum of 7,500 hours of project management experience within the five process groups. The candidate must show a minimum of 60 nonoverlapping months of project management experience within an eight-year period before the application date.

Table 16-1 shows how to calculate hours of experience in the case of projects with overlapping months.

This candidate has 43 months of project management experience within a 53-month time frame. However, within these 43 months, two projects overlap a total of five months. The five overlapping months are subtracted from the 43 months of total project experience demonstrated, allowing the candidate to indicate 38 months of project management experience. Candidates are not required to subtract the overlapping hours; the total hours worked on all projects is counted.

The Project Management Experience Verification Form included in the application is used to summarize your role, the deliverables you managed, and the hours you spent on the project. Deliverables that you managed are reported by process groups. For example,
you might report your activities on a project as follows (note that these deliverables are described in very general terms for the purpose of this example; on an actual application form, you would want to be more specific and detailed in your descriptions):

**Initiating Process**
- Project charter development
- Feasibility study
- Business case development
- Preliminary project scope statement development

**Planning Process**
- Scope planning
- Scope definition
- Create WBS
- Schedule development
- Cost estimating
- Risk identification.

**Executing Process**
- Direct and manage project execution
- Perform quality assurance
- Information distribution
- Create work packages.

**Monitoring and Controlling Process**
- Monitor and control project work

### TABLE 16-1. CALCULATING HOURS OF PROJECT EXPERIENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Length (Months)</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project A</td>
<td>02/01/2000—09/31/2000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project B</td>
<td>06/01/2001—10/31/2001</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project C</td>
<td>02/01/2002—08/31/2002</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project D</td>
<td>06/01/2002—11/31/2002</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project E</td>
<td>04/01/2003—09/30/2003</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project F</td>
<td>08/01/2003—05/31/2004</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>02/01/2000—06/31/2004</td>
<td><strong>43</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,200</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Overlap 1 (D–C)</td>
<td>06/01/2002—08/31/2002</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Overlap 2 (F–E)</td>
<td>08/01/2003—09/30/2003</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Qualifying Months/Hours</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>38</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,200</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Manage project team
• Performance reporting
• Integrated change control
• Scope control
• Schedule control
• Cost control.

Closing Process
• Close project
• Contract closure.

Candidates report only the hours that they actually worked on the project. The hours are listed by the amount of time spent in any one or more of the five process groups. Table 16-2 shows how to summarize qualifying hours into process groups.

You are not required to report a minimum amount of hours in any of the five process groups for an individual project. However, candidates must show experience in all five process groups when the hours are totaled.

The PMI Certification Department selects at random a percentage of applications for audit prior to granting eligibility. If selected, the candidates may be asked to submit verification of the projects documented on the Experience Verification Forms (for example, a signed letter from a supervisor or manager). Copies of degrees or transcripts may also be required.

Once you have passed the application hurdle, PMI will issue you a letter confirming your eligibility to take the exam. Now, the real work begins.

PREPARING FOR THE EXAM

The process of preparing to take the exam differs widely from individual to individual. It’s important to have a good understanding of your own study habits, strengths, and weaknesses. Some candidates attend a specialized course, of which there are many available. Some prefer to study on their own, using some of the many materials on the market. Candidates can choose from books, sample exams, flash cards, online sites, and training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project C</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project F</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2,575</td>
<td>1,425</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 16-2. SORTING PROJECT EXPERIENCE INTO PROCESS GROUPS
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courses. Many PMI Chapters have study classes or networks where members meet to help one another study.

Differences in age, social relationships, family position, maturity, patience, and interests require different training approaches. People also have differing learning speeds and styles based on their cognitive styles. The typical student attention span for a standup lecture is seven to ten minutes. Thus, effective training delivery must vary between lecture, hands-on, textbook, video, CD, computer and other media to keep your attention. Distance learning has great potential application for teaching the theory behind project management and acquiring the basic concepts and language. One benefit of computer-based training via CD-ROM or the Internet is timely delivery, which may in fact be more important than depth of content. However, classroom training will never go away, because the classroom is where students get to apply concepts and get feedback on an immediate basis from teachers and from fellow students, so that performance and understanding are validated.5

Regardless of how you choose to prepare, the first step is to understand the nature of the examination itself.

What’s on the Test?

The PMP certification examination tests the applicant’s knowledge and understanding of project management skills, tools, and techniques with a battery of multiple-choice questions (200 questions at this writing) randomly selected from a large database. The examination questions are derived from the Project Management Professional Role Delineation Study,6 which describes, in statements, the specific tasks Project Managers perform during the planning and execution of a project, why each task is performed, and how each task should be completed. Identified with each task statement are the associated skills, tools, and techniques required to complete the task. Examination questions developed from these task statements assess the candidate’s knowledge and ability to apply the proper project management skill, tool, or technique. The candidate must correctly answer at least 81 percent of the questions to pass. (Unanswered questions are scored as wrong answers.)

The questions are organized into six domains. PMI determined the relative importance of each domain to the practice of project management and applied a weight to each domain; the domains weighted most heavily are covered by the highest percentages of questions on the exam. The domains (and the percentage of questions relating to them) are, at this writing:

1. Initiating (11%): Tests knowledge of how to determine project goals, deliverables, process outputs, and resource requirements; how to document the project constraints and assumptions; how to define the project strategy and budget; how to identify the project performance criteria; and how to produce formal documentation.
2. Planning (23%): Tests knowledge of how to refine the project strategy, how to create the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), how to develop the resource management plan, how to refine the time and cost estimates, how to establish project controls, how to develop the project plan, and how to obtain project plan approval.
3. Executing (27%): Tests knowledge of how to commit and implement project resources, how to manage and communicate project progress, and how to implement quality assurance procedures.
4. **Monitoring and Controlling** (21%): Tests knowledge of how to measure project performance, how to refine project control limits, how to manage project changes and take corrective action, how to evaluate the effectiveness of correction action, how to ensure project plan compliance, how to reassess project control plans, how to respond to risk event triggers, and how to monitor project activity.

5. **Closing** (9%): Tests knowledge of how to obtain acceptance of project deliverables, how to document lessons learned, how to facilitate project closure, how to preserve product records and tools, and how to release resources.

6. **Professional and Social Responsibility** (9%): Tests knowledge of how to ensure integrity, how to contribute to the knowledge base, how to apply professional knowledge, how to balance stakeholder interests, and how to respect differences.

**What's Not on the Exam**

As comprehensive as the exam strives to be in testing the candidate’s knowledge of project management processes and methods, much in the daily life of the project manager is not on the exam. For example, it does not test for leadership or interpersonal communication skills, which are critical to being a successful project manager. Being certified is a good thing, but it is by no means enough. Simply winning the PMP designation does not guarantee success. A good project manager has general management skills and industry knowledge in addition to project management knowledge. Just as with any certification or degree, you still must turn theory into practice. Any credential is only worth the paper it is written on if you cannot apply what you have learned.

**Getting Started**

To organize your study time, first perform a gap analysis of your existing project management knowledge. One strategy is to take the “Basic Knowledge Assessment”—an online test containing 100 multiple-choice questions similar to the questions on the exam, which is provided by PMI for a fee. (BKA Request Forms are available for download on the PMI Web site.) Test results are sent to candidates via e-mail.

Other paper-based sample tests are also available on the market. In any case, the certification process starts with an assessment of the gaps in skills and knowledge. Having identified areas needing more attention, the candidate should undertake a study of the most current edition of the *PMBOK® Guide*. This is the foundation document used to both create and prepare for the exam, but it is not the sole reference. Candidates should read widely on the topic of project management. PMI maintains a list of suggested materials for PMP exam preparation on its bookstore Web site; many of them, like this *Handbook*, are designed to help candidates deepen their knowledge of both the body of knowledge and its applications. Ideally, the background gained from studying the standards document will be deepened through a more detailed study of suggested readings and other methods, such as participation in professional symposia, training, online learning, and networking with fellow project managers to discuss professional problems and share best practices. (Note: Older materials may reference earlier editions of the standard; check and compare release dates to be sure you are working with up-to-date materials.) For a sample of some test questions, see Table 16-3.

Preparing for the exam takes time and dedication. The amount of time you will need to study depends on your current knowledge base. Some “fast-track” courses claim to
prepare you for the exam in five days or less. However, it is more reasonable to expect that it may take from 100 to as many as 400 hours to properly prepare for the exam. One expert suggests that, even if you plan to take a “fast-track” course, you spend hundreds of hours studying before taking the course.7 Historically, approximately 70% of candidates pass the certification exam the first time; one of the main reasons candidates fail is the lack of proper preparation. It is recommended that the candidate prepare for the exam before submitting an application. This enables you to take all the time you need to properly prepare without the stress of meeting the eligibility deadline.

Study tips

Studying should begin by knowledge area. A step-by-step approach to preparation might include the following milestones:

- Perform gap analysis to determine the areas in which your knowledge is lacking.
- Learn the purpose of each knowledge area. (See Appendix F in the PMBOK® Guide for a useful summary.)
- Learn the definitions of key terms in each knowledge area, referencing the Glossary in the PMBOK® Guide.
- Memorize the names of process groups.
- Learn the process steps within each knowledge area.
- Learn the Inputs, Tools and Techniques, and Outputs to each of the 42 process steps.
- Learn formulas, particularly earned value calculations.

---

1. You have a $100,000 project, which is 60% complete. The earned value (EV) is $58,000; the actual cost (AC) is $62,000. What is the cost variance?

   A) -$4,000   B) -$2,000   C) $4,000   D) $2,000

2. The decision process for project continuation or termination should not consider which of the following?

   A) Sunk costs   B) Time to complete   C) Direct labor costs   D) Indirect costs

3. Your $100,000 project requires 5 tasks to complete:

   - Task 1 starts today and has an estimated duration of 2 days.
   - Task 2 cannot start until Task 1 is completed and has an estimated duration of 6 days.
   - Task 3 cannot start until Task 1 is completed, but must be completed before Task 4 starts, and has an estimated duration of 4 days.
   - Task 4 cannot start until Task 2 is completed and has an estimated duration of 8 days.
   - Task 5 cannot start until Task 4 is completed and has an estimated duration of 1 day.

   What is the Critical Path?

   A) 15 days   B) 17 days   C) 19 days   D) 21 days

---

Adapted from Ward, LeRoy J., PMP Practice Test and Study Guide.

TABLE 16-3. SAMPLE EXAM QUESTIONS

---
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• Learn which of the 42 process steps is required in each of the five process groups.
• Learn how to apply these processes to projects, as many of the questions on the certification exam are situational. This is where the individual’s own professional experience on projects comes into play.8

To make the process easier on your personal time, keep your study materials handy wherever you go. If you are waiting in the airport or a doctor’s office, spend the time studying. Take practice exams and analyze your results, comparing attempts to see where you’ve improved and where you still have work to do. Keep the scores as a motivator to do better.

Don’t try to memorize definitions first. Concentrate your efforts first on the high-level ordered lists: the five process groups, the nine knowledge areas, and the 42 component processes.

Be on the lookout for how the processes flow, how the output of one process becomes the input of another. Make note of their exceptions, for example, where change requests are an input or where they are an output.

Note the differences between the processes in each knowledge area. Know the tools and techniques, especially where they involve further analysis—for risk management in particular.9

Some candidates for the PMP are put off by the aspects of preparation that appear to be simply rote memorization. However, the value of the PMP is largely the result of the understanding that comes from sharing a common terminology, the importance of which cannot be overstressed. The experience of studying for the exam in itself is valuable because of this—even if you never take or pass the test.

This is one reason why “fast-track” programs have earned some criticism. As one project management writer notes:

_They encourage cramming, not the development of long-term knowledge and comprehension. When we were in high school, our learning choices often reflected one of two avenues: learn the fundamentals of the principles being taught and, through a relatively deep understanding, be able to apply them to different situations and problems; or cram at the last minute, relying on short-term memory and triggers to recall the essentials, never to be recollected or used again. We face the same choice preparing for our PMP._10

Therefore, try to plan an exam preparation approach that prepares you, not just for taking the exam, but for your life as a project manager after the exam.

**TAKING THE EXAM**

The computer-based exam is administered at locations across the globe, on dates scheduled by PMI. Generally, the candidate is able to schedule a time and place that are convenient to his or her schedule. Candidates are allotted four hours to complete the exam. Prior to starting the exam, the candidate should record any relevant reference information, including formulas, on scratch paper, because 240 minutes to answer 200 questions makes time of the essence. If you can quickly answer questions from the recorded information, it gives you extra time to spend on the more difficult questions.

As with any test, read each question thoroughly to be sure you understand what the question is asking. Carefully review each of the four multiple-choice options, eliminating
options that are obviously incorrect, and select the answer. Avoid spending too much time on difficult questions; flag those questions for review afterward. One important strategy is to remember that the questions are based on the concepts presented in the *PMBOK® Guide*. If an answer to a question conflicts between the *PMBOK® Guide* and your professional experience, the answer from the *PMBOK® Guide* is the correct one in the context of the exam. If you are unable to answer, it is better to guess at an answer than leave the question unanswered.

Candidates learn whether they have passed or failed immediately after completing the exam, when their results are displayed on the screen. The exam administrator provides a report that will indicate how many questions were answered correctly within each process domain, and each candidate receives an official summary of the exam results from PMI within 14 business days. These reports will be most useful to those who do not pass the exam, forming the basis for their study plan for the next attempt.

Those who pass the exam may begin using their PMP designation immediately. Candidates who do not pass the PMP certification exam may retake the exam, up to three attempts within one year.

**KEEPING CERTIFICATION CURRENT**

Project management is an ever-changing field, so certification is not forever. PMP certification is granted for three years and must be maintained by fulfilling the Continuing Certification Requirements (CCR). All PMPs are required to achieve a minimum of 60 Professional Development Units (PDUs) during a three-year CCR cycle. One PDU is earned for each hour the PMP participates in a classroom, workshop, or conference on a project management topic. A PDU may also be earned for activities that advance the profession of project management. There are five categories where PDUs may be earned:

1. Completing formal academic training.
2. Performing professional activities or completing self-directed learning activities. Credit for a published article, for example, falls under this category.
3. Attending classes offered by PMI Registered Education Providers.
4. Attending classes offered by other education providers.
5. Volunteering services to professional or community organizations.

PMPs may report their PDUs or view their CCR transcript online. It’s recommended that you keep all documentation of PDUs for at least 18 months after the end of the three-year CCR cycle for which they were submitted, just in case you are randomly selected for a CCR audit. Those who earn greater than 60 PDUs during one three-year CCR cycle may transfer up to a maximum of twenty hours to their next three-year CCR cycle. Those who fail to submit their required 60 PDUs by the end of their three-year CCR cycle will have their certification suspended; if the required PDUs aren’t submitted within six months after the completion of their three-year CCR cycle, certification is revoked and the ex-PMP must begin the application process over and retake the exam.

*Becoming a PMP will place you* in a prestigious group of project managers. It will demonstrate to current and potential future employers that you possess the skills necessary to lead projects to successful completion. Having the PMP credential after your name will gain you the confidence, respect, and recognition that you desire from your peers. It indicates that you know how to apply proven project management processes and
methodologies that will bring projects to a successful completion, regardless of the
industry. In addition, your pursuit of PMP certification makes your career choice and
direction clear to a potential employer: it says that you are serious about project manage-
ment. A certification provides proof of your commitment, willingness to learn, and desire
to succeed—a proactive approach by someone willing to take charge.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Taking into account your work schedule, personal commitments and learning
styles, and using the information on the process and study tips in this chapter,
make up a schedule for yourself for the project of earning the PMP.

2. Considering your past experience and study, which areas of the test do you
expect will prove most challenging to you? Be honest! Use the results of your
self-assessment to compile a set of study resources.

3. Do a little dreaming: How will your professional life change once you have
earned your certification? In what ways will it be more rewarding? More
challenging?
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FURTHER READING


Research into the causes of project failures has identified a primary cause of troubled or unsuccessful projects: the lack of qualified project managers. At one time, this lack was primarily due to the fact that qualified project managers were, in fact, quite rare. Project management was “the accidental profession,” not one for which people chose and trained.

Today, with the proliferation of degree programs, training courses, and a growing professional body, this is less true. The problem facing projects now is an organizational one. In many organizations, employees have very little incentive to assume the position of project manager, largely because of a disconnect surrounding what the role entails. Organizations have historically assumed that technical capabilities of individuals could be translated into project management expertise. Because of this, professionals who have worked for years to earn the title of senior engineer or technical specialist have been unwilling to exchange their current jobs for the role of project manager. The role is added to their regular job description, instead of being viewed as a legitimate function to be valued by the organization, and which requires a special set of skills. Therefore, many organizations still haven’t connected the value of the project manager to the success of the organization.

A second, related reason is that poor role definition—for all the roles in a project, but especially for the project manager—
places even qualified personnel into situations where they are doomed to failure by requiring them to do too much and be expert in everything.

Clearly it’s time for organizations to become more systematic in the way they deal with the human resource challenges posed by the project environment. To explore a framework for the division of labor on projects that we think works both for the people and for the project outcomes, let’s start by examining the historical role of the project manager.

WHAT DOES A PROJECT MANAGER DO?

The project manager’s challenge is to combine two discrete areas of competence:

- **The art of project management**—Effective communications, trust, values, integrity, honesty, sociability, leadership, staff development, flexibility, decision making, perspective, sound business judgment, negotiations, customer relations, problem solving, managing change, managing expectations, training, mentoring, and consulting.

- **The science of project management**—Plans, WBS, Gantt charts, standards, CPM/precedence diagrams, controls variance analysis, metrics, methods, earned value, s-curves, risk management, status reporting, resource estimating, and leveling.

Because of the nature of the enterprises that were early adopters of project management (military, utility, construction industries), the profession “grew up” in an environment with a strong cost accounting view and developed a focus on project planning and controls—an emphasis on the science. This is the kind of project management that we think of as being “traditional” or “classic” project management. However, it simply represents an early evolutionary stage in the life of the discipline.

Since then, we have seen the emergence of countless trends. Project management is being used in nearly all industries and across all functions within those industries. Organizations have flattened out, matrixed organizations have taken root, and new information technology has allowed people to communicate more effectively and reduce cycle times across all business processes. As a result, management began pushing more projects onto an increasingly complex organization. The role of project manager is now very demanding and requires an ever-expanding arsenal of skills, especially “soft” or interpersonal skills.

What Makes a Good Project Manager?

The debate about project manager skills and competencies is well into its third decade. Thus, we have lists compiled by a dozen or so organizations, academics, and consultancies expressing views on “the good project manager.” What project manager skills, competencies, and characteristics do these lists agree on?

**Technical or Industry Expertise**

A baseline of technical or industry knowledge is what gets a project manager candidate in the door. Commonly, a project manager has an undergraduate degree in some technical specialty—and while that can mean engineering or computer science, with the broadening of the project management field, it can also mean a degree in marketing or one of the helping professions (e.g., health care, social work, education, law). Industry knowledge
gained from work in a particular field, such as construction, information technology, or health care, is added to that baseline. Into this category also fall the technical aspects of project management: facility with project management software tools, for example.

**Interpersonal and General Management Skills**

But the bulk of the skills required—the skills upon which the role seems to succeed or fail—are those that are variously termed “Organization and People Competencies” (Association for Project Management, UK), “Personal Competencies” (PMI), or “High Performance Work Practices” (*Academy of Management Journal*, 1995). PMI’s list of project manager roles reads like a soft skills wish list: decision maker, coach, communication channel, encourager, facilitator, and behavior model. This last item was explored in research by Dr. Frank Toney of the University of Phoenix. In his book *The Superior Project Manager*, he states that “honesty” trumps education, experience, and even intelligence as a desirable quality in project managers.

Thus, the “new project management” is characterized by a more holistic view of the project that goes beyond planning and controls to encompass business issues, human resource issues, organizational strategy portfolios, and marketing. The new project management places its focus on leadership and communication rather than a narrow set of technical tools, and advocates the use of the project management office in order to change corporate culture in a more project-oriented direction.

As a result, the role of the project manager has expanded in both directions: becoming more business- and leadership-oriented on one hand, while growing in technical complexity on the other. This puts both project managers and the organizations they serve in a bind. The title “project manager” often falls to an individual who carries a “kitchen-sink” job description that ranges from strategic and business responsibilities to paperwork to writing code: the “monster job.”

The solution to this problem is being worked out in many best-practice companies where the implementation of enterprise-level project management offices allows the development of specialized project roles and career paths. Our 2007 research study on the State of the PMO proved this by detailing an unprecedented rise in the number of enterprise project offices and the number of employees supervised within those PMOs. It also demonstrated that mature PMOs with large staffs of project managers and supporting project roles displayed better organizational performance. Best-practice companies define specific competencies for these roles, and provide “a fork in the road” that allows individuals who are gifted strongly either on the art side of the ledger—as program and project managers and mentors—to flourish, while allowing those whose skill lies in the science of project management to specialize in roles that provide efficiency in planning and controlling projects.

**The Fork in the Road**

Because the project leader has been found to be one of the most (if not the single most) critical factors to project success, much effort has been devoted to understanding what project managers can/should do to enhance the chances of project success. Leadership, communication, and networking skills top the list. In spite of the importance of leadership characteristics for project managers, researchers and practitioners have observed that project managers in many organizations are seen by senior management as implementers only.
Confusion of roles and responsibilities would be averted if these two very different roles—leader and implementer—were not both referred to as “project managers.” Organizations can avoid this problem by determining beforehand who has the best mix of traits and skills to be a superior project manager, or the potential to become one, and by creating career paths for both technically oriented project managers and leadership-oriented project managers so that senior management can fully appreciate the breadth of the roles necessary to the effective management of projects. Technical project managers tend to focus more on process while business project managers are more concerned with business results. Ideally, a balance between the two is required, determined by the project type, organization culture, and systems.6

In addition, other roles can be broken out of the “monster” job description, further streamlining the leadership work of the project manager. Many tasks that have long been part of the project management landscape feature elements of administrative work, for example.7 In addition, project managers must be “grown” in the organization through a series of roles that develop the individual in positions of increasing responsibility: a career path.

IDENTIFYING AND ASSESSING COMPETENCY

One of the first things an organization must do is inventory the skills required for effective project management at all levels. After a skills inventory is developed, the key attributes of those skills must be determined and a profile developed. This is also the first step in developing competency requirements. Christopher Sauer, in his study of successful project-based organizations, points out that organizational capability is built from the ground up: by making it possible for the people who do projects to do their best.8 Focusing on building project manager competencies to the “best” level means first identifying what needs to be improved. To do this requires a competency assessment program.

Dimensions of Individual Competence

Competence may be described in different ways, but there are four dimensions that seem to be universally acknowledged:

Knowledge

For project managers, the “body of knowledge” contains more than simply specific knowledge about how to plan and control projects—the knowledge outlined in the PMBOK® Guide. There’s also knowledge in their chosen discipline (engineering, marketing, information systems, etc.) and knowledge of other disciplines that come into play in the industry in which they work, such as regulatory law or technology advancements; and knowledge of the business side (finance, personnel, strategic planning). Knowledge in all these areas can be built up through reading, classroom training, research on the Internet, and the kind of informal knowledge transfer that takes place constantly in the workplace and in professional associations.

Skills

For a project manager, skills may fall into any of three areas: their area of subject matter expertise (engineering, marketing, information systems); project management skills
related to planning and controlling; or human skills (influencing, negotiating, communicating, facilitating, mentoring, coaching). The technical skills become less and less important as the project manager’s responsibility for the managerial skills grows; this is one reason why excellent technologists have often failed as project managers. As roles become more abstract—one of the hallmarks of knowledge work—the difficulty of defining the competencies necessary becomes complex. Skill at using a scheduling tool is easy to quantify; skill in strategic thinking, innovation, or team building is much harder.

Personal Characteristics

On the intangible, but extremely important, side of the ledger, are things like energy and drive, enthusiasm, professional integrity, morale, determination, and commitment. In recent years, a number of project management writers have focused on these traits as being perhaps the most important for project managers, outweighing technical knowledge and skills. To focus on a few of these:

► **Honesty.** Project managers are role models for the entire project team. They must conduct themselves honestly and ethically to instill a sense of confidence, pride, loyalty, and trust throughout their project team. An honest and trustworthy project organization leads to greater efficiency, fewer risks, decreased costs, and improved profitability.

► **Ambition.** Ambition is an important factor in business goal achievement. Project managers must be careful that their ambition doesn’t make them ruthless or selfish. They must use their determination to accomplish goals for the organization, as a whole, rather than for their own personal gain. However, achievement orientation, as defined in the ground-breaking work on motivation by David McClelland, comprises a focus on excellence, results orientation, innovation and initiative, and a bias toward action, and is very desirable in project managers.9

► **Confidence.** Leaders who are confident in their decisions are most likely to succeed. The most confident project managers believe that they have full control of their actions and decisions, versus the belief that outcomes are due to luck, fate, or chance. Superior project managers are confident in their decisions, proactive rather than reactive, and assume ownership for their actions and any consequences.

Experience

When knowledge can be applied to practice, and skills polished, experience is gained. Experience also increases knowledge and skill. Experience can be gained in the workplace, or as a result of volunteer activities.

COMPETENCY MODELS

The first step toward competency-based management is to understand the patterns that are repeated by the most effective employees in their knowledge, skills, and behaviors—in other words, competencies that enable them to be high performers. This “architecture” of effectiveness for a given position is a competency model.10 A competency model comprises a list of differentiating competencies for a role or job family, the definition of each competency, and the descriptors or behavioral indicators describing how the competency is displayed by high performers. There are two types of competency models:
Descriptive competency models define the knowledge, skills, and behaviors known to differentiate high performance from average performance in the current environment or recent past. Descriptive models can have high validity because they are built from actual data about the difference between average and star performers.

Prescriptive models lean toward describing competencies that will be important in the future. They are helpful in dynamic environments or to help drive a major change in culture or capabilities.

The best competency models combine features from each category.

Models for Project Management

Within the last decade, research attention has been focused on identifying competencies for project managers. The seminal work in this field was done by the Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM), whose National Competency Standard for Project Management was adopted by the Australian Government as part of that country’s national qualification system. In England, the Association for Project Management (APM) created competency standards for project controls specialists and project managers. The publication of the U.S.-based PMI’s competency standard in 2002, after five years of developmental work, established another framework for thinking about the components of competence in a project management context. The existence of project manager competency models streamlines the adoption of competency-based management for project-oriented companies. Although all these assessment frameworks are quite different, they do have certain themes in common.

From our point of view, a project manager competency assessment should determine who has the best mix of traits and skills to be a superior project manager, or the potential to become one.

Once competencies are defined, it is time to conduct an assessment of the identified project management populations. The assessment process should be clearly focused on building strengths, not on eliminating staff; mitigating fear of assessments through open communication is critical.

Let’s look at one model in detail: The Project Manager Competency Assessment Program (PMCAP) co-developed by PM College and Caliper International, a human resources assessment firm.

Like other competency assessment systems, the PMCAP has three components: a multilevel knowledge test, a personality and cognitive assessment, and a multirater survey reviewing the current workplace performance of project managers. These three instruments address three aspects of competence: Knowledge of project management concepts, terminology, and theories; behavior and performance in the workplace; and personal traits indicative of the individual’s project manager potential. Thus it is both descriptive and prescriptive.

Knowledge. The Knowledge Assessment Tool tests the candidate’s working knowledge of the language, concepts, and practices of the profession with questions based on the Project Management Institute’s PMBOK® Guide, the ISO-approved industry standard. On an individual basis, candidates can see how they scored on each knowledge area, how they compared to the highest score, their percentile ranking, and how many areas they passed. For the organization, an aggregate table provides insight into the
areas that need improvement for their entire population. This information is used to begin developing a targeted education and training program designed to meet those needs.

**Behavioral Assessment.** A second area of assessment is in behaviors exhibited in the workplace. This requires the use of a multirater tool (sometimes called a 360-degree tool), which allows the acquisition of feedback on the project managers’ behavior from a variety of sources—typically peers, subordinates, supervisors, and/or clients, but always someone who has first-hand knowledge of the candidate’s behavior in the workplace. For example, it might examine the creation of a stakeholder communication plan, the development and distribution of a team charter, or the execution of a risk management plan. Individuals rate themselves on their competency in several key performance indicators. The independent assessors then rate the individuals on those same criteria. Ratings are compared. A multirater assessment provides a holistic view of the individual’s project manager behaviors and serves as a gauge for determining which behaviors demonstrate areas for potential growth.

**Potential.** The potential to perform the project manager role is evaluated through a series of questions that test the ability to solve problems, handle stress, be flexible, negotiate, deal with corporate politics, manage personal time, and manage conflict. The candidate’s score is compared to high performers (project managers who show the highest level of competency). The results of this assessment indicate an individual’s potential to survive and thrive in the role of a project manager.

**Project Manager Competencies**

According to research conducted by PM College in conjunction with Caliper, 70 percent of the competencies of a project manager overlap with the competencies of a typical mid-level functional manager. These competencies can be summarized as:

**Leadership.** This is usually characterized by a sense of ownership and sense of mission, a long-term perspective, assertiveness, and a managerial orientation. Leaders focus on developing people, creatively challenging the system, and inspiring others to act.

**Communication.** This includes written and oral communication, as well as listening skills, and competent use of all available communication tools. Understanding communication differences, and not letting them become a barrier to project success, is key to clearly delegate responsibilities and instructions to the project team. Project managers also must serve as liaisons between project teams and executive teams. Skilled project managers know when to speak, when to listen, and how to resolve issues and conflicts in a calm and professional manner. A related skill, negotiation, is a daily feature of the project manager’s life. Among the issues that must be negotiated with clients, executives, contractors, functional managers and team members are scope, changes, contracts, assignments, resources, personnel issues, and conflict resolution.

**Problem Solving Skills.** These include proactive information gathering/strategic inquiry (this goes hand in hand with the “bias for action”—project managers actively seek out information that might impact the project instead of waiting for it to surface, and apply that information in creative ways); systematic/systemic thinking—project
managers must be able to both focus on the details of a problem and see it in the context of the larger organizational or business issues.

**Self-Assessment/Mastery.** Best practices project managers are able to consider their actions in a variety of situations and critically evaluate their own performance. This introspective ability enables the great project managers to adjust for mistakes, adapt for differences in team personalities, and remold their approaches to maximize team output.\(^{14}\)

**Influencing ability.** This is the ability to influence others’ decisions and opinions through reason and persuasion, the strategic and political awareness and the relationship development skills that are the basis for influence, and the ability to get things done in an organizational context.\(^{15}\)

Gap analysis is the next step after assessment of competency. The knowledge gaps are determined by examining the differences between the demonstrated level of knowledge and the level of knowledge that is required. The behavioral gaps are identified by examining the differences between the self-rating of the project manager candidate and the rater’s score. The gaps in both knowledge and behavior, based on the size of the gap, are targeted as developmental opportunities. The results of this integrated assessment are used to create professional development plans for project manager candidates.

While an individual assessment is being conducted, the organization should be determining what roles they will need to ensure an improved level of project performance. Possible roles include team leaders, multiple levels of project managers, program managers, project portfolio managers, project executives, project office directors, and chief project officers. With each of these roles, the organization will need to create effective job/role descriptions that define performance/competency expectations, experiential requirements, and prerequisites of whatever technical skills are required.\(^{16,17,18}\)

As project managers expand into new industries, additional areas of competency will emerge. The project manager’s role is evolving away from technical, tool-based project management (especially in knowledge-based organizations such as R&D), and towards a broader “art” of leadership. But that doesn’t mean the science can be left behind. Equally as important are the competencies that many companies are successfully sorting into a new “starring role”: the Project Planner.

**The Emergence of the Project Planner Role**

A project planner supports the project manager by taking over critical, detail-oriented, time-intensive tasks, such as the ones discussed above. As a result, the project manager is free to focus on more strategic project goals and objectives. Earlier in this chapter, we discussed the core tasks of the *leader*. It’s worthwhile noting that the core tasks of the *manager* have been identified as:

- Planning the work.
- Organizing the work.
- Implementing the plan.
- Controlling results.

These tasks align with the role of planner. Together, the project manager and planner/controller resolve the leader/manager dilemma by supplying both aspects of these roles in collaboration.
What Makes a Good Project Planner?

To efficiently handle the responsibilities outlined above, the successful project controller/planner must possess technical expertise in project management software and related spreadsheet and/or database (financial, resource) tools, as well as business process expertise in cost budgeting and estimating, risk analysis, critical path diagramming and analysis, resource forecasting, and change control. In contrast to the project manager candidate, the ideal project planner has the following personal and professional characteristics:

- Logical thinker and problem solver
- Organized and detail-focused
- Numbers-oriented
- Ability to interpret complicated and interconnected data
- Communication skills, especially as they apply to project information
- PM software expertise
- Application software expertise (accounting, procurement, etc.).

Just as with project managers of varying experience and skill, you’ll find a hierarchy in the project planning and controls arena. A serious project controls person will have a breadth of experience that encompasses many of what we have termed “specialty areas,” like change (configuration) control, risk management (from the perspective of quantifying risks with the tools), issues management, action item tracking, multiproject reporting, executive reporting, scheduling integration, organizational resource management, multiproject resource analysis, forecasting, leveling, multiproject what-if analysis, management of the organizational (enterprise) resource library, schedule estimating, cost estimating, etc. And, just as with project managers, the organization will benefit from establishing a career path from the specialist team member level to a sophisticated divisional project controls position.

One insurance executive characterized the roles relationships in this way:

_We like to think of the project manager as the CEO of the project, and the project planner as the CFO. Like the CEO and CFO, both the project manager and project planner carry out crucial duties, and both need to possess significant, albeit different, skill sets and experiences in order to bring the projects in on time, within budget, and at agreed quality levels._

Project Team Members: Specialty Roles in Project Management

The team member position is where the actual day-to-day work of the project planning, estimating, statusing, and analysis is done. Within this level, more definitive project management roles—depending on the organization—can include: Project Controllers, Project Analysts, Schedulers, Business Analysts, Estimators, and Systems Analysts. In addition, there are some new, evolving specialty roles, such as:

▶ **Knowledge Management Coordinator:** Sometimes formerly known as the “librarian,” this role has grown to include the maintenance of project records, standards, methods, and lessons learned, all of which must be stored in a project database/repository. In a large organization, the maintenance of such a repository can develop into a full-time job. Once envisioned as a clerical task, the SPO librarian is now evolving into a sophisticated knowledge-management function and will become a be a fruitful source
of benefits and value to the entire organization for historical data, successful practices, and effective templates, with knowledge that was previously lost with changes in and transitions of personnel.

**Methodologist.** Best practice or process experts, they provide training, project oversight, quality assurance, and methodology development.

**Resource Manager.** In organizations with significant project activity, the responsibility for resource management may become a full-time job. One major insurance company titles this role the “Project Manager Role Steward.” Individual project managers, rather than having to “beg, borrow, and steal” resources wherever they can find them, turn to the resource manager for assistance. The RM prioritizes resource requests, manages the “fit” of resource skills to project requirements, manages and balances scarce technical resources, forecasts and aids in planning for acquisition of resource shortfalls, and secures assignment of key resources to projects according to the project’s relative rank on the organization’s prioritized project list.

**Organizational Development Analyst.** Another project human-resource management role identified in some organizations, the ODA “floats” among projects identifying the human issues that often derail projects before they become a problem and working to resolve them. ODAs are a liaison between projects and the HR department.

Table 17-1 outlines these positions and how one may be promoted to a higher division.

**Competence-Building Activities**

**Case Studies.** One way to approximate the real-world application of professional skills is to create cases that highlight complex situations that demand skillful performance. Reading and studying such cases, the learner sees how to exercise judgment in applying any particular guideline or rule of thumb. As an organizational learning activity, project personnel can practice their problem-solving skills, either online or at lunch-hour learning sessions, by reviewing cases based on an actual organizational story or event.

**Mentoring and Coaching.** Mentoring is a perfect match for project management development. For project managers, mentoring—whether we called it that or not—has always played an important role in professional development. As members of “the accidental profession,” project managers more often than not learned how to manage projects by managing projects and by observing other project managers in action. And mentoring still remains “the most effective way to bring new project managers up to speed quickly.”

Frank Toney, PhD, of the Executive Initiative Institute, identifies mentoring as both a skill the project managers should master for success, and as one of the few reliable routes to competence in the project-based workplace. Lynn Crawford, of the University of Technology at Sydney (Australia), a leading project management thinker who was instrumental in developing Australia’s government-mandated competency measurement system for project managers, recommends mentoring and other social learning modes (such as communities of practice), as important learning tools for project management.

Beyond mentoring, professional coaching combines self-focused personal value measurements, personality-type testing, and style-preference identification with feedback.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Organizational Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leadership Track</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Project Officer</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Project Office Director</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Office Director</td>
<td>Divisional/Departmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio Manager</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager of Enterprise Project Managers</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager, Project Managers</td>
<td>Divisional/Departmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Program Manager</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Program Manager II</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Program Manager I</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Project Manager II</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Project Manager I</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program/Project Mentor I, II</td>
<td>Enterprise or Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Manager II</td>
<td>Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Manager I</td>
<td>Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager III</td>
<td>Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager II</td>
<td>Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager I</td>
<td>Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical Track</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Project Officer</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Project Office Director</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Office Director</td>
<td>Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager of Enterprise Project Support</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager, Project Support</td>
<td>Divisional/Departmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Project Controller</td>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Controller I</td>
<td>Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Planner II</td>
<td>Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Planner I</td>
<td>Divisional/Departmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Estimator II</td>
<td>Divisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Estimator I</td>
<td>Divisional/Departmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Scheduler II</td>
<td>Divisional/Departmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Scheduler I</td>
<td>Divisional/Departmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems Analyst</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Management Coordinator</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodologist</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Advisor</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget Analyst</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Analyst</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues Management Coordinator</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Control Coordinator</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Management Coordinator</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Development Specialist</td>
<td>Any level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 17-1. PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGER CAREER GROWTH POTENTIAL**
on personal and professional behaviors from a broad group of people. The professional coach is most likely educated in a behavioral field, such as psychology, and combines education and training with years of experience working with other clients to provide extremely valuable insight. Their counsel will help leverage strengths and eliminate behaviors that might derail success.

**Personal Development Plans.** Professional growth is also personal growth—a commitment to self-improvement. People who continuously seek feedback, work on their listening skills, polish communication skills, build relationships, and demonstrate control of their personal lives will rise above their peers. Yet many individuals passively accept (or grumble about) whatever growth programs are on offer by the organization.

Instead, individuals should be encouraged to construct a personal development plan. The essence of this plan is to know yourself and the environment, build a road map to adapt and grow, and take personal ownership for change. Constructing a personal development plan requires openness to feedback, maturity to change behaviors, and willingness to practice new techniques.

Personal growth comes through self-evaluation and appraisal against personal standards, role models, group norms, peer behavior, and corporate or team culture. Input to the plan comes from both personal evaluation and relational sources, including supervisors, peers, clients, mentors, and friends. Reading is another critical resource for gaining new insights. Experiential education—conferences, seminars, and the like—is another important source for personal growth.

**Organizational Issues**

Often in our discussion of competence, we focus narrowly on the personal traits and abilities of individuals. But even capable individuals still cannot work miracles within dysfunctional teams and organizations. That’s why culture change, not merely individual competence assessments, is required. “Organizational pathology,” says David Frame, is behavior rooted in an organizational culture that works against the best interest of the organization and its members. Organizations that punish the bearers of bad news are an example. Organizations that insist on applying outworn solutions to new problems similarly stifle personal competence in their members. The result? A “a profoundly unhappy workforce.”

To develop the organization’s project management capability, says Christopher Sauer, it is desirable both to institutionalize the development of individual capabilities and to create learning that extends beyond the individual project manager’s skills and experience. He recommends the project office, as “a focal point in the organization,” where an environment conducive to the development and practice of project management capabilities can flourish.

**PROJECT MANAGEMENT CAREER PATHS**

One thing that companies can do to support competence is to nurture the people who are responsible—to ensure that project managers have a clear and desirable career path that includes training, promotion criteria, recognition of achievement, and the opportunity to progress to the highest possible levels in the organization. Developing a career structure is essential to the development of an organization’s project management capability. The career path structure serves three purposes:
1. It allows the organization to match a project manager’s level of competence/experience to the difficulty and importance of a project.
2. It assures project managers that the investments they make in developing their professional skills will be rewarded.
3. It provides an incentive for people to stay with the company, because they can see a clear promotion path.

Tables 17-2 and 17-3 show examples of career path structures for project management, on both the leadership (“art”) and technical sides (“science”).

The objectives of any career development program should be to improve skills, assess an employee’s readiness for advancement, define professional skill areas, create

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Controller:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Project Controller brings knowledge of and experience with implementing and using project controls to the team. Professionals in this category are hands-on experts in using project management software to plan and schedule tasks, manage interdependencies, roll-up and/or integrate plans and schedules, report status, and produce suggestions on how to make control process improvements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Team Leader:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A professional, the Project Team Leader has a proven track record in effectively applying the project management principles to project performance, attainment of the triple constraint and high team performance/motivation. The Project Team Leader has led medium project initiatives (generally 6 months in duration) with up to 10 core team members.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Manager:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An experienced manager capable of successfully directing the planning, development and implementation of medium-large projects according to cost, schedule and scope requirements. The Project Manager participates in project initiation activities, including plan and budget preparation; leads the project management team in successfully executing the project as planned and budgeted throughout the project life cycle; and oversees the project closure activities including the collection of lessons learned.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Manager:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A recognized leader and manager well versed in the principles of project management, strategic and tactical planning, coordinating and integrating multiple large and complex projects into a comprehensive program. The Program Manager is capable of working with the client in defining their business drivers and defining how the program and project objectives meet the benefit triggers for business success.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senior Project Manager:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A recognized leader and manager capable of successfully directing the planning, development and implementation of large and complex projects according to cost, schedule and scope requirements. The Senior Project Manager participates in all phases of the project (from concept to closure) and often has worked in a global environment or setting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mentor:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A project management professional with extensive project and program experience capable of working with project managers and project teams to help them put the processes, skills and support structure in place to effectively establish and manage projects. Typically, mentors provide consulting services to program managers, project managers, program/project teams and corporate managers. The Project Management Mentor is well versed in leading and managing program/project team members from diverse backgrounds, and within global and virtual settings. In program/project crisis the mentor can be called in to fill-in for an extended period of time for the senior project manager or program manager.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 17-2. EXAMPLE CAREER PATH FOR A PROJECT MANAGER**
an equitable salary structure, create a positive and open environment for career discussion, ensure frequent feedback, and encourage a “change to grow” environment.

A career path includes at least three elements in order to be valuable: experiential requirements, education/training requirements (knowledge acquisition), and documentation and tracking mechanisms.

► *The experiential requirements* detail the types of on-the-job activities that have to be accomplished for each level in the career path. Experiential opportunities need to be coordinated with the appropriate resource manager and the human resource department in the organization. A broad range of experiences are required for future project managers. It is not possible to develop them by restricting their experiences to one function. Thus, rather than climbing the ladder up the functional silo, project managers benefit from being exposed to a number of functions, perhaps moving back to functions they have fulfilled before, but in a more senior role. One writer has labeled this “the spiral staircase” career path.29

► *The education and training requirements* detail the types of knowledge that are required for each rung on the career ladder. At the lower levels, these tend to be basic courses designed to provide exposure and practice to the rudimentary skills required of that level. The upper level positions require more advanced strategic or tactical
types of educational experiences. These may include topics that go beyond the realm of project management into business strategy, financial, or leadership opportunities. The educational program should be targeted to the requirements identified in the career path, and be designed in a progressive nature. In other words, the training requirements of team members are prerequisites for project managers and so on.30

> **Documentation mechanisms** include the attainment of certificates, degrees, or other credentials that substantiate the acquisition of the desired set of skills.

The first important criterion for project manager success is the desire to be a manager in general and a project manager in particular. Many organizations force people into the position even if they are not adept at it and do not desire to become one. The step from technical specialist to project manager may be the assumed progression when there is no way to move up a technical ladder. It is better, however, if alternative upward paths exist—one through technical managership and one through project leadership. With such dual promotional ladders, technical managers can stay in their departments and become core team members responsible for the technical portions of projects. Dual ladders also allow progression through project management, but project managers must be able to motivate technical specialists to do their best work.31

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. Based on the discussion of leadership and technical expertise roles in project management in this chapter, map for yourself an ideal career progression. Where do you see the gaps? What strategies can you take to move forward?

2. How does project manager competency assessment relate to organizational project management capability? In your present project or organization, can you think of ways that assessing competency would be of immediate value?

3. What are some reasons why people might not want to be assessed for competency? How can project organizations overcome those objections?
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The construction of a new dam and power generator increases the service and viability of a regional supplier of electrical power, it decreases the emissions of greenhouse gas through a reduced need for power generated by fossil fuel, and it generates local employment and revenues not easily available otherwise. However, it also disrupts the scenic environment and changes the habitats for humans and other beings in a rural river valley and it will most likely be followed by other projects to come.

Good or bad? Right or wrong? In trying to meet requirements, project management includes decision making based on choices and criteria. Ethics will be used as one basis for the decisions to be made.

TERMS AND CONCEPTS OF ETHICS AND ETHICAL DECISION MAKING
VALUES, MORALS, AND ETHICS

Values are the major motif of our actions and endeavors (e.g., preserving our environment, making profit). They provide us with orientation and serve as a basis for responsible decisions.

To make daily choices about good or bad behavior easier, societies and groups tend to develop principles and rules that guide our conduct. These morals are codified convictions and expectations as to what is considered good behavior (e.g., shop locally).
Finally, ethics are the systematic combination of values and morals to enable rational and values-based judgments and decisions about what ought to be done. Ethics include criteria and processes allowing to arrive at or to assess personal decisions or behavior in terms of good or bad and right or wrong (e.g., religious ethics, corporate codes of conduct).

**Systems of Ethical Decision Making**

Ethical decision making tends to be easy in the case of one option serving one value. Facing several options serving one value or conflicting choices (e.g., the introductory dam project), we need to enter a decision making process based on ethical considerations helping us to sort out the ethical dilemma and arrive at an ethically sound decision.²

*Results-based systems* focus on the “good” end. They are interested in good results, neglecting how they came about. In a rather simplistic economic environment, for example, a cost-benefit analysis will lead to a decision in favor of the greatest gain. In more complex situations, however, it becomes difficult to weigh the level of gain of a majority against the level of pain for a minority. A more elaborate approach by Rawls³ is built on the concepts of fairness and cooperation. Trying to eliminate personal preferences by pretending that the actors were under a “veil of ignorance” hiding their personal situation and status, Rawls argues that not knowing who exactly will benefit from any given decision will most likely produce just decisions.

*Rules-based systems* focus on “right” conduct. Behavior is considered “right” if based on “right” principles, independent of its results. Good will and universal applicability of the principles of actions provide the major criteria for evaluating decisions. However, this approach does not easily help to decide in the case of conflicting principles.

**ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT**

**Ethical Hotspots**

Ethics deals with right actions and good results. Project Management strives for meeting project requirements through project activities. Hence, every aspect of project management involves ethical considerations and may produce an ethical dilemma. However, “ethical hotspots”⁴ in project management are areas of interest to the public and issues that touch on basic, generally accepted values (human rights, preservation of our environment, financial honesty, etc.).

**Benefits of Managing Ethics in Project Environments**

Enron, Arthur Andersen, WorldCom, and other companies have brought ethical questions to the forefront of business and project environments. Thus managing ethics is expected to lessen the liability and maintain the professional integrity of executives and project managers. Furthermore, managing ethics has proven to provide companies with financial advantages and improved public image.⁵ However, beyond tactical considerations, ethical reasoning per se and values-oriented leadership⁶ become part of a comprehensive organizational and project strategy in trying to “maintain a moral course in turbulent times … [and to] support employee growth and meaning.”⁷

**Existing Approaches to Managing Ethics in Project Management**

While many project teams implement codes of conduct for their projects, ethical reasoning begins to emerge in some particular project management areas. The Centre for
Computing and Social Responsibility at De Montfort University (UK) is striving to make implicit ethical considerations explicit for software project management. Some dominant ethical principles (honor, honesty, bias, adequacy, due care, fairness, social cost, action) are used within the project management process to produce a “Software Development Impact Statement.” First, stakeholders and ethical issues are identified (generic). Then, this process is applied to the work breakdown structure (specific), ensuring the consideration of ethical aspects in all project activities. Approaches like these may be the cornerstone of managing ethics comprehensively in project environments.

Ethical Standards in Business

International Standards of Business Ethics

In trying to increase awareness and appreciation of cultural differences, various standards of global business ethics have been published. Former secretary-general of the United Nations Kofi Annan started the latest and most comprehensive initiative in January 1999. In challenging business and other leaders to support and implement core values within their corporate and public practices and policies, Annan initiated the United Nations Global Compact and put forward nine principles regarding human rights, labor, and the environment. At its first Leader’s Summit on June 24, 2004, in New York, the principles were enhanced by a tenth against corruption and the awareness of the need for global cooperation is growing continuously. “This ever-increasing understanding is reflected in the growth of the Global Compact, which today stands as the largest corporate citizenship and sustainability initiative in the world—with over 4700 corporate participants and stakeholders from over 130 countries.”

Project Management Institute Standards of Ethics

The Project Management Institute (PMI), “the world’s leading not-for-profit professional association for project management,” takes professional responsibility and ethical conduct of its members and certified Project Management Professionals (PMP) seriously. Thus, the institute has presented respective statements and codes at two levels. While the 2000 edition of the PMBOK® Guide only briefly touched on ethical norms that may “affect the way that people and organizations interact” and on “social-economic, environmental sustainability,” the editions of 2004 and 2008 put greater emphasis on the professional responsibility the project management team has to its stakeholders and refer to the respective Code of Ethic and Professional Conduct PMI members, volunteers, and PMI certified professionals need to adhere to. Furthermore, they suggest considering the social, economic, political, and physical impact of projects beyond the existence of the project organization. Finally, they point out the need for project teams to consider and understand their environment, including ethical issues.

In particular, the PMI Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct “describes the expectations that we have of ourselves and our fellow practitioners in the global project management community. It articulates the ideals to which we aspire as well as the behaviors that are mandatory in our professional and volunteer roles…. We also believe that this Code will assist us in making wise decisions, particularly when faced with difficult situations where we may be asked to compromise our integrity or our values.” The Code affirms and in more detail describes the values of responsibility, respect, fairness, and honesty. Furthermore, for each value it lays out aspirational and mandatory standards.
Finally, the Code describes the history of these standards and the open and collaborative process for their development; it concludes with a glossary of key terms including “conflict of interest” and “duty of loyalty.” The mandatory standards require professionals to adhere to all relevant regulations and legal requirements; to report unethical and illegal conduct; to negotiate and act in respect of others; to disclose and withdraw from conflict of interest situations; to refrain from favoritism, bribery, and discrimination; and to not engage in deceptive or other dishonest behavior. In its aspirational standards, the Code lays out the expectations for professional conduct such as serving the best of public interests, accountability, confidentiality, respectful and fair behavior, truthful communication, and good faith.

MANAGING ETHICS IN PROJECT ENVIRONMENTS

Ethical Considerations for the Project Life Cycle and Organization

Phases in projects are supposed to reduce complexity, increase transparency, and allow for controlled transitions and reviewed handoffs. Reviews are meant to detect problems and suggest solutions. Reviews may even be used to stop projects that no longer seem to be feasible within the given constraints. Project managers and team members are responsible for honestly and truthfully reporting any problems regarding phase deliverables and caring for a thorough review of the phase they are about to close. Although rushing could be tempting and may even be supported by time constraints put forward by stakeholders, giving in without clearly discussing the impact and associated risk is irresponsible and unprofessional conduct.

Communication with and management of project stakeholders is at the heart of successful project management. Furthermore, identifying stakeholders, determining their requirements, and managing their influence involve ethical considerations, including varying levels of responsibility. Project managers need to comprehensively determine the impact of any decision to be made. Expectations of funding or otherwise powerful authorities need to be balanced with conflicting requirements of other stakeholders. To comprehensively manage stakeholder expectations and conflicting issues, objectives and values need to be carefully addressed and openly discussed. The focus needs to be on customer satisfaction without disregarding others.

Furthermore, project needs have to be balanced with organizational influences: systems, cultures, and structures need to be considered. While team and project cultures may be innovative and leading the change, the possible difference to organizational culture and hierarchy has to be “managed” in loyalty to superiors and to the organization as a whole.

Ethical “Hotspots” in the Project Management Processes and Knowledge Areas

The project manager is responsible for tailoring project management processes according to the needs of the project and the organization. Since tradeoffs are inevitable, the ethical implications of all decisions need to be assessed.

While defining the project during the initiating processes, the project team needs to understand the values, concerns, and expectations of stakeholders and analyze the possible impact of the project. That may help the project manager to create buy in and evaluate the existence of a strong and broad enough basis for the project to move forward.
The focus of ethical considerations in the planning processes is defining the detailed objectives and preparing the best course of action. Translating the general impact analysis of the project on various stakeholders into the detailed project activities and deliverables documented in the work breakdown structure is a helpful approach to base planning decisions on ethical reasoning. Furthermore, all planning processes need to be conducted and communicated honestly and thoroughly both internally and externally.

Executing, monitoring, and controlling processes implement the plans with the ethical focus again being on communicating timely and truthfully with all stakeholders and on continuing to manage their expectations in balance with changes in and around the project environment. In spite of daily pressures and necessary control measures, not loosing sight of stakeholders as human beings having values, objectives, and feelings rather than mere resources or obstacles of project improvement becomes the major ethical challenge of execution and control. Customer satisfaction and team development are the main criteria for measuring project progress and success. Both depend on correct, comprehensive, and careful information and feedback in a timely manner.

Finally, the closing processes need to formalize acceptance, evaluate stakeholder satisfaction, and bring the project to an orderly end. Including evaluations of the impact analysis and stakeholder management processes in final lessons learned and post implementation reviews will further improve the processes of ethical decision making and conduct.

Guidelines for Managing Ethics in Project Environments

Some ethical principles for project management have emerged in our earlier discussions. A clear vision—including values—needs to be part of project leadership and should be aligned with policy, practice, and communication to become effective. Project managers need to be “obsessed” with basic values like fairness, honesty, due care, and integrity. They need to feel comfortable communicating intensely with a variety of internal and external stakeholders and taking their perspectives seriously. Ethical decision making requires commitment to solving problems collaboratively based on shared values. However, accountability calls for personal rather than collective responsibility in a professional context. The human, social, and environmental cost and impact of decisions and actions need to be analyzed, considered and balanced with other project and stakeholder requirements in a local and global perspective. The initial results of that process and later changes need to be documented in both a product- or service-oriented Project Deliverables Impact Statement (ProDIS) and a process-oriented Project Management Impact Statement (ProMIS).

Specific project management guidelines on ethical decision making can help implementing the ethical principles:

- Include ethical dimensions in all decision-making procedures.
- Use checklists and samples for the ProDIS and ProMIS.
- Make ethics decisions in groups and make them public (use of “veil of ignorance” approach).
- Define a joint process and mutually agreeable criteria for ethical decision making.
- Apply both ethical principles and evaluation of the possible results and impact.
- Continually evaluate and improve the procedures of ethical decision making.
Finally, although corporate project management policies and procedures for managing ethics are no prerequisite for managing ethics in individual projects, they will substantially help in doing so. However, top-down commitment is paramount. If senior executives do not live up to the core values of the corporation and fail to communicate both their shortcomings and their continuous strive for ethical growth, all further efforts in ethical programs will be perceived as dummy activities merely aiming at deceiving the public. Thus, on top of the possible development of codes of ethics or conduct, ethics management needs to be implemented as a comprehensive and corporate-wide process using cross-functional teams.

Furthermore, ethics management needs to be integrated in other management practices to become effective. Ethicists and ethics committees may then be functions supporting the ethics management process by designing and implementing procedures to develop the Impact Statements (ProDIS and ProMIS) and to resolve ethical dilemmas based on vivid corporate values and principles. Both leaders and managers as well as special ethics functions need to hold and support regular challenging meetings confronting values statements with practical conduct and procedures and thus updating and improving both.

All involved in that process need to be educated and trained in ethics management and ethical reasoning and decision making.

Last, but certainly not least, leaders and managers need to install a corporate culture that values forgiveness and continuous effort for improvement. The survival of such a culture will depend on the valued perception of ethical integrity and moral courage even in the light of their occasional negative impact on the bottom line. Most probably this culture can best be implemented and nurtured by leaders serving both their various stakeholders and a joint mission based on shared values.

Sample Exercises

**Exercise 1:** You are a passionate nonsmoker concerned about public health and a member of an antismoking organization. As PMP, you are being offered an assignment as the responsible project manager for an external client in the tobacco industry. Your job would be to design and implement a sales initiative aimed at an increased market share of that client.

a. I accept. My boss has told me that increasing the market share of one company in a saturated market will most probably not increase smoking. In addition, if I don’t accept, somebody else will.

b. I accept. My involvement with the antismoking organization is “my business” and not publicly known.

c. I decline and insist on my company rejecting the assignment due to its general unethical background.

d. I decline and indicate my private involvement to my boss and state my concern that I cannot serve both the external client and my anti-smoking organization.

**Answer:** d. Your affiliation definitely creates a conflict of interest that according to the PMI Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct needs to be indicated to your superior.

**Exercise 2:** As a project manager in a foreign country, you are in charge of contracting various suppliers. During the solicitation process one of the applicants for a contract offers your team free and preferred on-site housing.
a. I politely but firmly reject that offer. Accepting gifts by suppliers is perceived to be unethical on global as well as on professional standards.

b. I accept. In the culture of that particular country, this is not considered unethical but rather a common and friendly gesture among business partners.

c. I decline. Acceptance would create a dependency that will make objective negotiations regarding costs, time, and quality of the work performed more difficult.

d. I accept. That offer does not provide me with a personal advantage because I will be staying in a first-class hotel when I am on-site. Instead, it improves the situation of my team.

Answer: a. Accepting a gift from a supplier is explicitly mentioned as being unethical by professional standards and standards of global business ethics.

Exercise 3: You are a project manager bidding for a project management contract. The contracting agency approaches you with the request to reduce the estimated costs by 30% based on the same deliverables and constraints.

a. I recalculate the bid by considering cheaper material and labor for items that have not explicitly been mentioned in the bid.

b. After seriously reconsidering, I will truthfully present all the details and indicate that delivering the expected level of quality in the given timeframe has its price.

c. Cost projections at this stage are rough estimates only. So, reducing the bid by 30% now to get the contract and recovering the missing amount “elsewhere” during the run of the project is a rather “normal” way of managing projects on a contract basis.

d. I know that competitors have underestimated the actual costs to get the contract. Thus I need to do the same in order not to disadvantage my company.

Answer: b. Professional codes of conduct require the project manager to always truthfully present all information to the best of his or her knowledge.

A comprehensive model of project management ethics and of managing ethics in a project environment needs an integrative approach, including an ethical analysis of the process as well as of the impact of project decisions. Existing approaches of business ethics and of project management-related codes of conduct and ethical guidelines serve as a first basis for ethical decision making in project environments based on professional responsibility and conduct. Managing ethics in project environments needs to inspire an appropriate project culture and include the mechanisms that assure and improve ethical decision making, actions, and results.

Corporate leadership based on the model of servant- and values-oriented leadership will certainly support managing ethics in project environments. However, professionals in project management are challenged to implement project management ethics even in an unfavorable corporate or organizational environment. They may succeed if they passionately lead and manage projects by comprehensively serving both the project mission and requirements as well as the expectations of their stakeholders and by orienting towards mutually acceptable values throughout the various project phases and processes.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1 How would you define “integrity?”

2 What are the key elements of the PMI Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct? Do you feel they cover well the issues that may arise in practice? Why (not)?
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As we move into the 21st century, work has become more knowledge oriented, and information workers in various occupations have recognized the similarity of their work to the traditional “professions” of the 20th century. Many of these occupations, led by teaching, nursing, and social work and including financial planners, surveyors, and many others, have embarked on professionalization initiatives seeking the recognition and privileges traditionally associated with medicine, law, accounting, engineering, and a very few other occupations.

In the last decade of the 20th century, project managers launched a similar professionalization mission. The Project Management Institute (PMI) stated that its mission is “to further the professionalization of project management” with the explicit intent of developing a new profession. Today, many project managers view project management as a “profession.” More than 65 percent of PMI’s membership explicitly recognizes project management as a profession.

There is no question that these individuals conduct themselves in a professional manner when carrying out their responsibilities. Yet, there is equally no doubt that project management has not today attained the status of a traditional profession as defined in sociological terms, in which a profession
is recognized as a special kind of occupation with a particular set of characteristics that carry with them a set of privileges and responsibilities. Professions are recognized by law in the Western world, and there are very few accepted in most Western jurisdictions.²

**DEFINITION OF A PROFESSION**

Professions have been studied in sociology for more than 75 years, when it was recognized that there existed a class of occupation that was typically accorded a higher degree of privilege and rewards than other occupations. Original studies of the professions focused on identifying the unique characteristics that distinguished professions from nonprofessions. This “trait approach” to professionalization typically identified the set of characteristics outlined in Figure 19-1 as fundamental to a profession.³, ⁴

These studies also identified the need to drive out malpractice and protect the public as a driving force in the legal recognition of the profession. The occupations of law, medicine, and lately engineering and accounting, typically formed the basis of study for research on the traditional professions.

According to trait theory, nursing, teaching, and social work (among others) are classified as “semiprofessions,” as they possess only some of the traits or have only partially developed some of the traits required by an occupation to be considered fully professional. Project management clearly fits into the “semiprofession” category⁵ as explained below. Professionalization, or the path to professional status, requires consideration of both what a profession looks like (the traits) and the process by which these characteristics are attained. Figure 19-2 identifies the key activities usually associated with professionalization.

Abbott⁶ suggested that professions begin with the recognition by people that they are doing something that is not covered by other professions and the formation of a professional association. Forming a professional association defines a “competence territory” that members claim as their exclusive area of competent practice. The professionalization activity and its claims to professional status must be placed in historical, economic,

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exclusive control—esoteric and systematic BOK</th>
<th>Members have a monopoly on understanding and applying the BOK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy of practice</td>
<td>Members control the standards of society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm of altruism</td>
<td>Members act in best interest of client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority over clients</td>
<td>Professionals control the client/practitioner relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctive occupational culture</td>
<td>Occupation is set apart by a distinctive set of norms, values, and symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>Usually legal requirement for specific training and preparation prior to practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 19-1. TRAITS OF A PROFESSION**
political, and social context and seen as being fundamentally shaped by these conditions, rather than assuming that claims to professional status are objective, inevitable, and timeless. Claims to professional status (for example, “autonomy” or “esoteric knowledge”) are perceived as strategies in exerting occupational control and autonomy vis-à-vis other groups, including bureaucratic managers.7

Understanding professionalization as a struggle between occupations to exert control and gain autonomy can provide superior insights into the historical struggle of occupations such as nursing, teaching, social work, and project management to achieve professional status. Indeed, some have pointed out that even the firmly established professions (such as medicine and law) are increasingly subject to broad social change questioning their traditional status, especially in the age of cutbacks.8,9 Thus, we turn to an examination of the status of project management in attaining the characteristics of a profession and then the requirements of professionalization through the processes and exercise of power with particular emphasis on what project management can learn from the struggles of other “semi-professions” and the actions of the various professional associations worldwide to advance this initiative.

Status of Project Management

Figure 19-3 summarizes project management’s status in terms of developing the characteristics of a profession.

Clearly, project management has not yet achieved most of the characteristics of a traditional profession. Next we will look at the activities various project management bodies and practitioners have embarked on to achieve these characteristics.

THE PATH TO PROFESSIONALIZATION

The path to professionalization is composed of several lines of activity as introduced in Figure 19-3. Each of these activities is introduced below with reference to the actions of other emerging professions, and to the implications for project management in accomplishing this goal.
Full-Time Occupation

Being recognized as a full-time occupation rather than a skill or technical tool required of a variety of occupations can be seen as the first step toward formal recognition of the “worth” of an occupation as separate from the other potential occupations within which this skill is practiced. An occupation has truly arrived in most Western jurisdictions when governments begin to collect occupational statistics. Until recently the only statistics available on the number of project managers worldwide came as estimates provided by PMI—no occupational statistics were available. Without being a recognized occupation, project management could never attain profession status and would always be seen as an attribute perhaps of some other profession (like architecture). About five years ago, we are told the U.S. government recognized project management as an occupation and would collect occupational statistics (though this has not been confirmed at press time). Thus, it appears that project management has been recognized as an occupation.

Monopoly Over Use of the Name

However, while the occupation has been recognized, there is still no clear definition of what a project manager is. To reach profession status, the term “project manager” must be captured and controlled. As long as anyone can use that designation without regard to training or certification, it will be impossible to create an occupation that can lay claim to “professional” status. To date, it appears that anyone will be able to self-report as a member of the project management occupation without reference to qualifications.

All analyses of “professionalization” processes include this criterion, but it should not be viewed in absolute terms. All claims to professionalization include a negotiated statement regarding what the practitioners include in their claims and what they leave out. Doctors don’t claim control or competency over everything in the domain of work in health. Teachers don’t claim the exclusive right to practice in all learning situations. Gaining control over the name will require defining which project management activities are to be the sole jurisdiction of professional project managers. What “projects” will

| Exclusive control—esoteric and systematic BOK | No—BOKs are beginning to be recognized but still highly contested |
| Autonomy of practice | No—members contribute to the standards of practice |
| Norm of altruism | Not usually—societal impact of failed projects not recognized |
| Authority over clients | Not usually—project managers tend to work within corporations |
| Distinctive occupational culture | Possibly—certain aspects exist |
| Recognition | Not yet—PM not legally recognized as a profession in any jurisdiction |

FIGURE 19-3. THE STATUS OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
“professional” project managers assume as theirs? and what will be left to anyone else who wants them? Where does the casual practitioner fit into the world of projects and where does the “professional” project manager enter? Not all projects are equal and not all projects require a professional. Currently, some of this activity is happening in individual organizations, as they create career ladders for project managers and define what qualifications are required for the use of the term within their organizational activities, and within some national jurisdictions in terms of competency rankings.

However, the protection of that designation or “name” will be ongoing, continuing part of the struggle between occupations, and between occupations and employers, to achieve control over the work. Through this ongoing process, the limits of the practice will be negotiated through time. Nurses do a number of things today that they did not do twenty years ago, as witnessed by the arrival of the Nurse Practitioner. This will require lobbying activities to win the right to that name and continuing efforts to police the use of the name. Conducted in a piecemeal fashion within various organizations and professional associations, this is likely to be a messy process.

**Control Over the Body of Knowledge**

The claim to “professional status” ultimately rests on the ability of the practitioners to lay claim to more or less exclusive command of an esoteric body of knowledge that they declare to be essential to good practice. The inability to make this claim convincingly is, perhaps, the primary factor responsible for the failure of teachers and social workers to achieve full recognition as “professionals.” Nurses, on the other hand, suffer not from the lack of a “hard scientific” body of knowledge, but rather from the fact that another group of professionals, physicians and surgeons, has laid claim to controlling that body of knowledge. Project management fits somewhere between these extremes.

The emergence of project management BOKs is a significant step in the right direction, but the development of a full-blown body of knowledge for project management will require a great deal of elaboration. In particular, professional bodies will have to be able to argue convincingly that the methods, ideas, and tools embedded in the project management BOKs and mastered by the professional project managers improves their ability to deliver projects and add value to clients. This is not a claim that can be substantiated by solid research evidence at this point in time—primarily because serious research on project management issues is still relatively rare.

Indeed, while the creation and maintenance of project management BOKs is a step in the right direction, so far there is no exclusive body of knowledge that holds the position of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles or recognized medical diagnostic tests in the world of project management doctrines. Project management guidelines are promulgated by other project management professional associations worldwide as well as those crafted by individual gurus and large companies. Without agreement on what this body of knowledge is and who is in charge of developing and maintaining it, professionalization will be difficult to achieve.

**Education**

Upgrading knowledge and developing recognized and ever more comprehensive educational programs has been a key aspect of professionalization in every case of a modern occupation striving to upgrade to “professional” status. The major established professions and the three semiprofessions of particular interest to project management—teaching,
social work, and nursing—all lay claim to their own faculty/college within the university higher education system. Accounting is the only profession that resides in someone else’s home (business or management faculty/colleges); the others all have their own deans. To date, project management has no clear home within the university setting. It is found in one of several locations, including business, engineering, or planning, and many universities provide no academic project management education, focusing only on providing project management training and professional certification preparation. Most training in project management still resides within corporate training, consulting, and professional organizations—entirely outside higher education. Development of a recognized academic discipline will be crucial to the professionalization project. While there will always be a demand for a wide array of educational offerings, the emergence of the academic discipline will entail negotiations between professional associations and academics.

Role of the Professional Associations

Professional associations in traditional professions are the center of control for the practitioners; they represent the interests of the practitioners to the outside world and enforces standards within the profession. A strong association mediates between public and private authorities on behalf of practitioners and directly influences the power and influence that accrues to that profession.

Today, a variety of local and global professional associations are alternately vying for recognition and authority in the project management world and cooperating to improve project management’s chances of becoming a 21st-century profession (see Crawford 2004a and b for more comprehensive discussions of these developments11,12). These and other important association initiatives are introduced below.

**International Project Management Association (IPMA)**

IPMA began as a community of practice for managers of international projects in 1965 but has evolved into a federation of approximately 40 national project management associations representing 50,000 members around the world (see IPMA Web site). The IPMA has developed its own standards and certification program, which is comprised of a central framework and quality assurance process plus national programs developed by association members. This association competes on a global basis with the programs of the Project Management Institute. However, recently the two organizations have been trying to find common ground for working together.

**Project Management Institute**

PMI began as the national project management association for the United States of America in 1969. Until the 1990s, this was a relatively small professional association. However, the 1990s witnessed exponential membership growth. By the late 1990s, PMI recognized that its membership of more than 100,000 was becoming international in nature. While PMI’s headquarters continues to be in Philadelphia and the organization continues to be subject to the laws of that state, in 2003 the first of three planned regional service centers was opened in Europe.

PMI’s large membership and global mandate suggests that it is the “leading nonprofit professional association in the area of project management” (http://www.pmi.org). However, it is still largely American in membership, nature, and approach (Crawford, 2004).
In addition to certification and registered education programs, PMI has instituted university accreditation programs. To date all of these programs are voluntary in nature. PMI has also initiated government lobbying both in North America and in emerging markets like China in recent years.

**Regional Project Management Associations**

There are almost 300 regional PMI chapters, national members of IPMA, or other national associations in the world today. A few are notable because of their size or activity in developing bodies of knowledge, standards, or certification programs. The Association for Project Management (APM) of the UK has a membership of 13,000 and has been actively involved in defining the project management body of knowledge over the years. The Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM) began in 1976 and operates independently of both PMI and IPMA. It has been a leader in encouraging the development of national project management associations in the Asia Pacific region. AIPM has also worked closely with the Australian government to develop national competency standards. Project Management South Africa is another independent professional association that has worked closely with their government to define performance-based competency standards. The Japan Project Management Forum is based on corporate rather than individual membership and has been actively involved in capability enhancement, the promotion of project management, and the development of a Japanese project management body of knowledge. The Project Management Research Committee of China has also been active in publishing the China National Competence Baseline.

**Global Efforts**

In addition, there have been efforts underway for the last decade to define a global approach to project management integrating the efforts of the independent associations and perhaps setting the foundations for a future global profession.

**Certification/Licensing and Control**

To attain professional status, professional associations must be given legal responsibility for designating who is qualified to practice. This may be very complicated, with a number of certification and licensing alternatives such as those found in medicine, or much simpler, as in the more generic licensing of teachers. If there is no effective certification and/or licensing scheme, then it will be impossible for practitioners to lay claim to any sort of special status or privileges. Certification is the key to control of the name and to control of admission to practice. In project management today, there are a number of largely voluntary certification approaches in project management ranging from knowledge-based assessment to competency standards based on practice.

In North America (and increasingly globally), PMI has a largely knowledge-based approach based on acquiring five years of project experience and then passing a test assessing knowledge of the concepts and terms included in their body of knowledge. Aggressive global growth over the last decade has given the Project Management Professional (PMP) designation widespread recognition and many organizations are using it as an entrance requirement when hiring project managers. In this way, the PMP certification is beginning to control entry into the practice of project management in many jurisdictions.
Other professional associations (for example, IPMA or AIPM) have more comprehensive certification processes that assess levels of project management knowledge and performance starting at the team member level and progressing up to project or program directors. All of these certification processes are largely voluntary, but in some countries (such as Africa or Australia), government involvement in certification has come close to providing legal recognition for certification.

AREAS OF CHALLENGE OR CONCERN

To date, no government has recognized the imperative to protect the public from the malpractice of individuals calling themselves project managers, even in the face of billion-dollar overruns on public projects. It is unlikely that governments will independently pursue actions to create a project management profession. In most jurisdictions, there is some question as to whether they even understand that there is a developed occupation of project management, despite the fact that individual organizations and associations establish standards and define programs for hiring and advancing project managers. It is also unlikely that private corporations will request or require the formation of a profession, as protecting their short-term interests is not likely to encompass creating this situation. Some may support the initiative, but many will resist in order to protect their autonomy and rights over the management of work.

For project management to become a “profession,” it requires the concerted effort of its practitioners and professional associations in pursuing this objective. Keys to achieving this status are as follows:

- Developing a defensible definition of project management that can be used to gain protection of the occupational name
- Developing a well-defined and complex body of knowledge that can be claimed by the profession and unequivocally asserted to create value
- Elaborating significant independent academic educational programs with an associated set of research programs
- Creating and enforcing a code of ethics for all practitioners using the title Project Manager
- Winning political, social, and legal recognition of the value of regulating project management for the good of society.

The most significant challenge facing the professionalization effort is gaining recognition and acceptance of the changes required of both professional associations and practitioners. Under a profession model, professional associations refocus from supporting the advancement and growth of practice in general to defining, regulating, and representing the collective “rights” of professional project managers. Practitioners at the same time need to decide whether they see project management as a profession that should be self-regulating and to which they are willing to submit their practice for judgment, or whether they would rather see it continue as an occupation subject to the whims of the market or even a tool kit of use in many occupations. These differences are significant in scope and have serious implications for development of either the occupation or profession.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS

Regardless of the potential for project management to achieve “professional” status, the promulgation of written standards, and the acceptance of these standards by important
jurisdictions and organizations, has serious implications for the way a craft is practiced. Today, courts and other organizations can take these standards into account in defining negligent or competent practice. Some feel that it is only a matter of time before project managers are held legally accountable for the outcomes of projects. The Auditor General’s Office of Canada and many other organizations are attempting to use the ANSI standard *PMBOK® Guide* as a measure of project manager competence.

Clearly the professionalization effort has already created some serious implications for practitioners. Several of these are discussed below.

**Bureaucratization of Practice**

Practice standards and official guidelines in professional practice require that either practitioners follow the guidelines appropriately or justify why the particular context of activity required some other approach. Members of traditional professions maintain copious case notes and journals to enable them to reconstruct their professional reasoning if necessary. Professionals must be able to show that they followed established practice guidelines or justify why they did not. Many project managers operating in fast-paced environments may see this as unnecessary and time consuming when there is no clear evidence that the guidelines provide better results than other approaches.

In many ways, this bureaucratization of project management has led to complaints of increased “overhead costs” of project management at exactly the time practitioners are striving to streamline practice to increase the value added. Tradeoffs between following guidelines and getting things done in a timely fashion are already replete in project management discussions. Further professionalization without clear identification of when and where these guidelines need to be applied and when they can be shortcutted will exacerbate these conflicts. Interesting paradoxes are sure to arise.

**Value of Certification**

The value of certification is a hotly contested issue in project management. Many argue that the knowledge-based certifications that exist today simply show that you have some background knowledge and can pass an examination, not that you can successfully manage projects. Again, there is no clear evidence that certification increases the success of project managers on any clearly definable criteria.

In fact, certification and licensing are not designed to eliminate poor performance or to guarantee a very high standard in all cases. It has more to do with providing an adequate screening mechanism and controlling the entry of individuals into the profession. The value of licensing doctors came from eliminating thousands of quacks and incompetents and raising the general standard. As a consumer or patient, it is still up to you to find a “good” physician. The potential values arising through certification/licensing (professionalization) of project management are:

- Raising the general level of practice.
- Increasing the status of the practitioners.
- Increasing the rewards for practicing project managers.
- Screening out most of the individuals who should not be claiming that they are competent to practice.

However, most of these benefits come from setting the entrance criteria significantly high that not anyone who takes a course and studies can pass the exam. Failure rates on
these “bar exams” are usually kept to a significant level. As the value of holding the certification rises, individual practitioners can expect the educational bar to be raised on attaining certification.

**Benefits and Costs of Professionalization**

The benefits of professionalization accrue to the majority of practitioners in terms of providing guidelines of practice, increased status, and recognition, but superstars often fail to see any benefit. Michael Jordan doesn’t need the players’ union, but most of the NBA players benefit from it. All professional project managers would benefit from increased status, pay, and authority in the project environment. However, many of the most successful practitioners probably already enjoy these benefits and are likely to oppose any constraints imposed on them. Those for whom managing projects has become an intuitive process of doing what is necessary will chafe against the need to document their decision processes. Expert project managers will be required to certify and abide by the laws of the professional association if they intend to continue practicing.

Professionalization also creates a legal liability to be assumed by practitioners. Costs of insurance and personal liability can be quite high, as evidenced by malpractice costs in medicine. The liability assumed by an uncertified, unlicensed worker is considerably less than that assumed by a registered, licensed member of a profession. The seal of the profession carries with it a personal liability associated with “bad” practice. A failed project managed by an ordinary employee does not carry the same possibility for the assumption of personal liability. In projects that go terribly wrong, these costs could be substantial.

Costs to projects and organizations also rise as requiring professional project management practice. These costs are usually seen in two particular areas. The first is in the cost of acquiring the services of a professional. The second is in the loss of control over organizational practices. Using a professional project manager requires recognizing the judgment of the project manager in many areas that were traditionally the responsibility of the organization’s management alone. Internal project management standards can only be applied as long as they adhere to the standards promulgated by the profession. Where there is a discrepancy, a professional project manager must go with the professional standard. Both of these can increase the costs of projects.

Costs to individual practitioners include the necessity to maintain current understanding of the body of knowledge and to continually update and upgrade skills. It will no longer be enough to master a body of knowledge and apply it as well as possible. It will now be necessary to ensure that your practice lives up to the evolving standards set by an outside body. Maintaining professional status becomes a cost and necessity of carrying out your professional practice. Certification will no longer be voluntary, and membership costs will usually rise to cover the increased costs of policing and developing the profession. Some form of insurance against malpractice is also likely to become a necessity.

Professionalization is often seen as a noble goal for emerging knowledge occupations. The activities of project management associations throughout the world reflect the growing efforts to attain this goal by achieving professional recognition. However, there remains much to be done to develop the characteristics and recognition of a traditional profession. Obtaining the status of a full profession will require significant effort from the members of an occupation to work together to achieve recognition. Gaining control over the characteristics of a profession requires both heavy initial investment
and ongoing efforts directed at maintaining this status. Recognizing the benefits and costs of this type of initiative are a solid first step to developing the necessary commitment of practitioners to this lofty goal.

CONCLUSION

This chapter endeavors to provide practitioners with the background to clearly understand the issues involved in professionalization. From this foundation it is possible for individual practitioners to make informed choices about the activities they undertake to ensure their practice fits within this model and the implications of doing so. The process of initiating project managers into these practices will make a difference in how project management is understood and practiced in organizations.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. If project management were formally recognized as a profession, how would it make a difference you in your practice of project management?
2. What aspects of professionalization do you think would improve project management practice? Hamper it?
3. How can you contribute to the development of a project management profession?
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2 Italy is a noted exception where many occupations, if not most, are recognized as professions with a legal mandate enforcing privileges and responsibilities of membership.


SECTION THREE

ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Until the early 1990s, the organizational issues related to project management were largely centered on how a specific project should be organized: Should it be put into a task force mode or somehow be handled from a matrix management standpoint? The concern was based on single-project logic.

Because of the booming number of projects in organizations and the time pressure and cost squeeze associated with them, the organizational concern has moved towards managing multiple projects in a short time frame, with limited resources. This brings focus on more holistic issues in terms of organization. The concerns become of a larger nature than single projects, and thus involve topics such as the following:

- **Strategic project management** (using project management to implement strategies and using a strategic approach in each of the projects underway), about which Kam Jugdev offers a contrarian view that asks the reader to consider whether, in fact, project management truly is a strategic resource. The flip side of the coin is offered by James S. Pennypacker and Jeannette Cabanis-Brewin, who discuss research showing that top-performing companies are those that align project management and strategic execution.

- **Enterprise project management** (how to manage all projects across an enterprise), here discussed from both a cultural and tools viewpoint by Chris Vandersluis.

- **Project portfolio management** (how to pick and manage the right projects), which is touched on in a number of the chapters in this section, but is described in detail by Gerald I. Kendall.

- **Measuring the capability and value of project management processes**, both within projects and across the enterprise, discussed by James S. Pennypacker.
Implementing organizational change, which means by keeping in mind that any project management improvement initiative is a change initiative, is described in a case study by Robert J. Graham.

Multiple-project management, discussed by Lowell Dye, PMP. Projects, programs, multiple projects, and portfolios—all have organizational or enterprise implications. Dye clarifies the differences and describes accepted multiproject practices.

The project management office (how to support effectively the multiple projects underway, instill a project management culture, and support project personnel), described by J. Kent Crawford, has been updated with research information about the changing role of PMOs by Jeannette Cabanis-Brewin.
Most of us have participated in strategic planning sessions and later wondered what became of all those great ideas. There has long been a disconnect between the vision of strategy and its implementation. *Fortune* magazine has reported that nine out of ten corporate strategies devised on the executive level never come to fruition.\(^1\) One reason is found in a survey conducted by the Society for Human Resource Management and the Balanced Scorecard Collaborative: 73 percent of polled organizations said they had a clearly articulated strategic direction, but only 44 percent of them communicated that strategy well to the employees who must implement it. These companies “are like a body whose brain is unable to tell it what to do.”\(^2\) Another reason is because strategic planning becomes meaningless in the absence of a way to execute planned strategies. Organizations pursue their strategies through the creation of “strategic initiatives”—portfolios of programs and projects—which become the vehicles for executing the strategy.\(^3\)

To what extent does integrating corporate strategy with project portfolio management contribute to organizational success? To seek an answer to this question, which has significant importance for executives and project managers alike, the Center for Business Practices (the former research arm of Project Management Solutions, Inc.) conducted a survey in November 2005, targeting of a broad spectrum of
Representatives of 87 leading companies responded. The results: companies using identified “best practices” for aligning strategy and project most consistently also had the highest rates of project and organizational success.

Project management research has shown that most companies, far from having a coherent model for managing the projects as a “portfolio,” have at best a vague idea how many projects are in the pipeline, how much they will cost, how they will be staffed, or who is qualified to run them. This makes strategic planning an exercise in fantasy. Companies that do not know their starting position build future corporate plans not on a solid foundation, but on shifting sand. Furthermore, their leadership often does not understand what is wrong or how to distinguish what needs fixing.

The scorecard concept, which emphasizes the linkage of measurement to strategy, has had a positive effect on strategy management as a whole. The tighter connection between the measurement system and strategy elevates the role for nonfinancial measures from an operational checklist to a system for strategy implementation. For the first time, the details of the project portfolio (what the Balance Scorecard creators call the “strategic initiatives”) become important to a company’s strategic thinkers.

This bodes well for resolving the gap between strategy and action. And, the closer linkage with strategy is good news for project management as well. Many studies have cited the lack of executive support as a key contributor to project failure. Project managers complain that their projects do not receive the resources they need. Projects completed “successfully” by project management standards (on time, on budget, to spec) have been considered failures because they did not address a business need. All these issues are alleviated in a company that ties strategic planning to portfolio selection and project execution.

STRATEGY AND PROJECTS: A RESEARCH STUDY

The Strategy and Projects report was the first of a three-part research project. Part One reviewed management literature to develop a list of practices for aligning projects and corporate strategy. We first identified those practices that lead to high performance through a search of the literature on the integration of strategy execution, portfolio, program, project, and performance management. This research revealed a set of best practices that we organized into a framework adapted from the McKinsey 7S framework. The elements include:

1. Governance
2. Processes
   - Strategy Management
   - Project Portfolio Management
   - Program/Project Management
   - Structure
   - Information Technology (IT)
   - People
   - Culture

Best practices were defined under each process area based on the management research reviewed. These practices were used to develop the questions in the survey. The goal of the survey was to learn whether organizations that exhibit these practices are,
indeed, high performing, to confirm whether the practices identified are really “best practices,” and to identify those practices that are most critical to the success of the organization. Participants rated their organizations on the frequency of their use of the best practices against a 7-point scale, where 1 = “not at all” and 7 = “to a great extent.”

**The Survey**

Members of the Center for Business Practices Research Network (senior practitioners with knowledge of their organizations’ project management practices business results) were invited to participate in a Web-based survey. Of 87 respondents, 84 completed the survey in its entirety. We compared high-performing organizations, low-performing organizations, and all organizations, focusing on whether high-performing organizations exhibited the identified best practices more than the average of all organizations and whether low-performing organizations were below average in exhibiting these practices.

**How “Performance” Was Defined**

Most of the measures we used to ascertain which organizations performed well are familiar to all project stakeholders. We asked not only about the success of project management by conformance to schedule, budget, requirements, and so forth, but also about the overall success of the organization. Practices related to the organizational value of project management, such as the rational allocation of project resources, the skillful selection and prioritization of projects, and the alignment of projects to business strategy, are being supported today by organizations’ increasing use of portfolio management systems and processes. As project management becomes more and more essential to the achievement of strategic organizational goals, these practices will gain in importance for all project stakeholders. The performance measures included:

- The organization’s strategies are executed according to plan.
- The organization’s shareholders are satisfied.
- The organization is financially successful.
- Projects are completed on schedule and on budget.
- Project customers are satisfied.
- Project resources are allocated optimally.
- Projects are aligned to the organization’s business strategy.
- The organization works on the right projects.

Participants rated their organizations on the frequency of their achievement of these measures against a 7-point scale, where 1 = “not at all” and 7 = “to a great extent.” Organizations termed “high-performing” in the results reported better-than-average performance in all areas measured. In particular, high-performing organizations are significantly better than average in allocating project resources optimally, followed by completing projects on schedule and on budget and executing strategy according to plan. Low-performing organizations are significantly poorer than average in allocating project resources optimally, followed by completing projects on schedule and on budget and satisfying the organization’s shareholders.

**Key Findings**

The results confirmed the best practices proposed by the management literature and described in this report. This underscores the value of using *Strategy & Projects* best
practices in executing an organization’s strategy. High-performing organizations use *Strategy & Projects* best practices in all areas more than other organizations, consistently and significantly. Low-performing organizations consistently underutilize *Strategy & Projects* best practices in all areas.

**THE STRATEGY & PROJECTS FRAMEWORK**

**Governance**

Governance is the policy framework within which an organization’s leaders make strategic decisions. With an effective governance framework, all strategic decisions throughout the organization are made in the same manner. Each level within the organization must apply the same principles of setting objectives, providing and getting direction, and providing and evaluating performance measures. Using a common governance framework ensures that decisions are made the same way up and down the organization.

The best practices identified for governance included:

- The organization has a well-defined strategy.
- A documented strategy execution plan guides strategy execution efforts.
- Strategy is communicated clearly to those developing portfolio and program/project plans to ensure that those initiatives support the organization’s strategy.
- Portfolio, program, and project managers feel a sense of ownership about the organization’s strategy execution plans.
- Appropriate and effective processes are in place to monitor and manage risk.

The most often used governance practice by high-performing organizations is having a well-defined strategy. They also are significantly better than average at having project
managers feel ownership of their strategy execution plans, followed by having appropriate and effective processes in place to monitor and manage risk.

The Seven Processes

Strategy Management

Strategy management moves the organization from its present position to a future strategic position in order to exploit new products and markets. Strategy management is accomplished through the application and integration of strategy management processes, such as mission-vision formulation, strategy formulation, planning, execution, and monitoring/control. Best practices identified for strategy management included:

- Strategy performance is measured, compared to objectives, and activities are redirected or objectives changed where necessary.
- There is an understanding of the impact of projects or project management activities on the creation and implementation of strategy.
- The organization’s strategic plans cascade down from corporate strategy to business unit strategy to portfolio, program, and project strategy.
- Corporate and business units assemble a strategic portfolio of programs and projects and measure the strategic contribution of a program or project and adopt or reject programs/projects based on this information.
- As strategy cascades down the organization, performance measures are established at each level (business unit, portfolio, program, project) to link up with the strategic performance expectations of the entire company.

The most often used practice by high-performing organizations is having strategic plans that cascade down from corporate strategy to business unit strategy to portfolio, program, and project strategy. High-performing organizations are significantly better than average at having performance measures established at each organizational level (business unit, portfolio, program, project) to link up with the strategic performance expectations of the entire company.

Project Portfolio Management

One goal of portfolio management is to maximize the value of the portfolio by careful examination of candidate projects and programs for inclusion in the portfolio and the timely exclusion of projects not meeting the portfolio’s strategic objectives. Portfolio management is accomplished through the application and integration of portfolio management processes such as:

- Inventory: process for capturing project data and organizing for portfolio analysis.
- Analysis: process for aligning projects to business strategy, examining business and project risks, and prioritizing projects in the portfolio.
- Planning: process for approving and funding the project business plans; allocating resources and scheduling projects.
- Execution: process for executing the portfolio of programs and projects by means of budgeted resource allocations; focus on getting the work done efficiently and effectively.
Monitoring/control: process for tracking a portfolio as programs/projects are executed, detecting problems or changes in underlying premises, and reporting to appropriate management levels.

Portfolio improvement: process for making necessary adjustments to portfolio.

Best practices identified for PPM included:

- A list of current projects (active, proposed, on hold) is documented.
- Projects are prioritized using a scoring system that uses strategic alignment as a criterion to determine the priority of the project with respect to other projects.
- Metrics are captured to assess the performance of the project portfolio.
- Performance results of the project portfolio are communicated to stakeholders.
- Reviews of portfolio performance and changes in the business environment may cause decision makers to realign the portfolio (killing projects or putting them on hold, reallocating resources).
- Enough resources are in place to make the project portfolio achievable.

The most often used practice by high-performing organizations is having a documented list of the organization’s current projects; they are also significantly better than average at having enough resources in place to make the project portfolio achievable.

Program/Project Management

Programs are collections of projects that unify and leverage the contributions of projects in the portfolio; a program of projects may be established to meet a key strategic...
objective. Program/project management is accomplished through the application and integration of program/project management processes familiar to us all: opportunity assessment, initiation, planning, execution, monitoring/control, and closing, including lessons learned. Best practices identified for program/project management were:

- The organization’s strategic objectives are an input to the project initiation process.
- The organization has a process for identifying project opportunities and determining if those opportunities are in line with the corporate strategic direction.
- Review of the program/project involves a reverification of critical success factors — including resource availability and the continued validity of the business case.
- Project performance is monitored (schedule variance, budget variance, earned value).
- Program/project performance feedback is used for managing strategy execution.

The most often used practices by high-performing organizations are monitoring project performance and having a process for identifying project opportunities and determining if they are in line with the corporate strategic direction. They also are significantly better than average in using program/project performance feedback for managing strategy execution.

**Structure**

Corporate strategy affects the choice of organizational structures. Similarly, organizational structures are important to the execution of corporate strategy. To execute strategy effectively, managers must make sound decisions about structures and develop methods or processes to achieve the needed integration of structural units. Organizational structures take many forms, each affecting the speed at which change can be brought about. They include line and staff structures, functionalized structures, matrix structures, multidimensional matrix structures, strategic business units, laissez-faire structures, and virtual structures (listed here in order of their increasing ability to adapt to rapid changes in strategic direction demanded by changing market conditions). The best practices identified included:

- A strategic (enterprise) project office (sometimes called the Office of Strategy Management) plays a role in linking the organization’s projects to its strategic plans.
- The company has an organizational structure (strategic project office, office of strategy management, strategic steering committee, etc.) responsible for managing strategy execution.
- Project management is clearly established and embedded within the organization’s business management structure.
- Information about Strategy & Projects flows freely between business units facilitating strategy execution.

The most often used practice by high-performing organizations is having project management clearly established and embedded within the organization’s business management structure, along with having project management clearly established and embedded within the organization’s business management structure.

**Information Technology**

Organizations need appropriate information tools are in place to implement and automate the Strategy & Projects processes, as well as align the other elements of the framework.
Information technology is a supporting system that provides simple, actionable information to decision makers, thereby enabling the continuous planning and execution of strategy. Strategy execution involves participation and communication up and down the organization, as well as lateral flows of information and coordination across organizational units. Making strategy work also requires feedback about organizational and project performance and then using that information to fine tune strategy, objectives, and the execution process itself. Some of the best practices identified were:

- IT tools enable appropriate communication of strategy and strategic performance throughout the strategic management chain, both top to bottom and bottom to top.
- IT tools provide real-time visibility into resources, budgets, costs, programs and projects.
- IT tools are used to develop alternative strategic and project portfolio scenarios.
- IT tools integrate strategy execution management, portfolio management, program/project management, and performance management functions.
- IT tools provide the capability to monitor and control risks, issues and financials across portfolios.
- IT tools provide information on the availability of resources.

The most often used practice by high-performing organizations is having IT tools that provide the capability to monitor and control risks, issues, and financials across portfolios. They also are significantly better than average at having IT tools that integrate strategy execution management, portfolio management, program/project management, and performance management functions.

### People

The execution of strategy ultimately depends on individual organizational members, particularly key managers. So aligning strategy with training, managing, measuring, rewarding, and promoting people are key ingredients in effective strategy execution. Best practices identified for “people management” included:

- Project stakeholders understand how they can influence the successful execution of strategy and how their work is important to execution outcomes.
- Project stakeholders have clearly defined individual and team performance targets that are aligned with strategic objectives.
- Performance management reviews are structured to reward or correct individual performance based on the employee’s contribution to strategic objectives.
- Project stakeholders clearly understand and buy into the organization’s strategies.
- The project management staff is capable of creating, deploying, and maintaining enterprise, portfolio, program, and project strategies.

The most often used practice by high-performing organizations is having project stakeholders’ buy-in to the organization’s strategies. High-performing organizations are significantly better than average at having performance management reviews structured to reward or correct individual performance based on the employee’s contribution to strategic objectives.

### Culture

Corporate culture—the beliefs, behaviors, and assumptions shared by individuals within an organization—includes such things as procedures, values, and unspoken norms.
Culture can have a significant influence on how well strategy is executed in organizations. The importance of achieving strategic objectives, how performance is communicated, whether or not changes create competition or cooperation, who can access and use Strategy & Projects technology, whether or not decision making is done in command-and-control environments or by self-directed teams, how functional units work with each other—these are just a few of the issues of culture that need to be addressed in creating a structured approach to executing strategy. Some best practices include:

- Project management is valued throughout the organization.
- A focus on strategy execution is an important part of the organization’s culture.
- Risk planning is an important part of the organization’s culture.
- Senior management is trusted, and consistently rewards successful project behaviors.
- There is a shared understanding and commitment about the organization’s long-term objectives and its strategy for achieving them.

The most often used practice by high-performing organizations is having leadership that is trusted. High-performing organizations are significantly better than average at having senior management that consistently rewards successful project behaviors.

Top 10 Best Practices That Set High Performers Apart

The following best practices were used significantly more often by high-performing organizations than other organizations. Information technology best practices in particular set high performers apart. The practices are listed in order of their significance.

1. IT tools integrate strategy execution management, portfolio management, program/project management, and performance management functions.
2. IT tools are used to develop alternative strategic and project portfolio scenarios.
3. Project management is clearly established and embedded within the organization’s business management structure.
4. IT tools provide information on the availability of resources.
5. Senior management consistently rewards successful project behaviors.
6. The enterprise project office allows the organization to manage its entire collection of projects as one or more interrelated portfolios.
7. Program/project performance feedback is used for managing strategy execution.
8. IT tools provide the capability to monitor and control risks, issues, and financials across portfolios.
9. Project management is valued throughout the organization.
10. The company has an organizational structure (strategic project office, office of strategy management, strategic steering committee, etc.) that is responsible for managing strategy execution.

Investigating the Link with Company Performance

A corollary of this research was to attempt to track financial performance of the companies responding to the survey to determine whether these practices can be shown to also lead to an improved bottom line. Most accounting measures of performance are based on the assumption that a business firm’s efficiency of operations is the best way to assess goal attainment. So finding a measure that reflects wise investments in the project portfolio, based on strategy, proved to be a challenge. The group of companies participating in the
study proved challenging to assess because they included publicly traded companies, nonprofits, government agencies, and state-owned foreign operations, as well as small privately held service firms. However, one striking, though admittedly anecdotal, correlation that came to light as we inquired further into the results was that nearly every organization in the top 20 performers is the recipient of at least one, and in some cases, many award(s) specific to their field of endeavor. We submit that this is no coincidence, but proof of the efficacy of aligning projects and strategy.
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“Winning isn’t everything, it’s the only thing.”
—Vince Lombardi (1913–1970)

WHAT IS STRATEGY?

“Clear goals, understanding the competitive environment, resource appraisal, and effective implementation—form the key components of business strategy.” Developing and sustaining a competitive advantage is about winning in the marketplace and winning in the marketplace is about improved company performance as measured in financial terms.

In the competitive marketplace, companies must deliver greater value to customers. The struggle to gain and sustain competitive advantage warrants that companies develop certain resource bundles that are fundamental to firm performance. More often than not, these assets are knowledge based, as opposed to physical assets, such as property and technology, or financial resources. The Resource-Based View examines competitive advantage in terms of a company’s internal assets. Increasingly, companies are turning to project management as part of their business strategy and project management can be viewed as a bundle of unique knowledge-based assets. Successful projects contribute to business performance, and this can translate into improved chances of firm survival.

Project management has not been extensively studied using the strategy lens, and the dimensions of the strategic capability remain to be understood. This is an important topic because it will help us understand the facets of project management that
contribute to a competitive advantage so that companies can invest in the appropriate practices and develop those internal assets relevant to positioning project management strategically.

**Background Information: A Look Back at Strategy**

Greiner, Bhambri, and Cummings identified seven periods in the history of strategic management.²

1. **1940s: Budget extrapolation and financial goals.** In this decade, strategic plans consisted of financial forecasts.
2. **1950s: Long-range planning and formal models.** Detailed, top-down formal strategic plans addressed business strategy.
3. **1960s: Business idea and corporate identity.** The concept of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis and corporate identity took center stage as companies pondered what business they should be in.
4. **1970s: Competitive advantage analytics.** Analytic matrices such as scenario planning, experience curves, and growth share matrices emerged as companies focused on strategic management tools and techniques.
5. **1980s: Strategy implementation, capability, and alignment.** Disillusionment with earlier strategic planning practices set in as studies showed that industry factors were not able to fully account for inter-firm profit differentials. Companies turned to the Resource Based View of the firm and examined strategy in the context of the firm’s internal assets.
6. **1990s: Strategic leadership and reengineering.** In this era, strategic management was embodied in the Chief Executive Officer as the heroic leader.
7. **2000: Continuous strategic renewal.** Strategic management is about human capital, knowledge management, and organizational learning.

Mintzberg’s classic 1998 book *Strategy Safari: A Guided Tour Through the Wilds of Strategic Management* is an interesting read on the various schools of thought on strategy over the years.³ In his book, Mintzberg describes these schools of thought about strategy:

- Design school—strategy is a process of conception.
- Planning school—strategy formation is a formal process.
- Positioning school—strategy formation is an analytical process.
- Entrepreneurial school—strategy formation is a visionary process.
- Cognitive school—strategy formation is a mental process.
- Learning school—strategy formation is an emergent process.
- Power school—strategy formation is a process of negotiation.
- Cultural school—strategy formation is a collective process.
- Environmental school—strategy formation is a reactive process.
- Configurational school—strategy formation is a process of transformation.

Strategy is not just one of the above schools but a blend of them. Greiner, Bhambri, and Cummings offer a good synopsis of strategic management:

- Strategic management is comprehensive and integrative.
- All major business disciplines are relevant to strategy.
- Strategic thinking and behavior are very dynamic.
• Strategy is a constant search for a competitive edge with high returns.
• Every firm is indeed unique in its strategic capabilities.
• The firm’s strategy and organizational context must align and reinforce each other.
• Strategic management requires spontaneous thinking and doing.
• Strategic change will happen frequently.

Mintzberg also introduced us to the five Ps of strategy whereby strategy is a plan, pattern, position, perspective, and ploy. Whereas Mintzberg favors the concept of “crafting” strategy as an art, others, such as Grant, support a more systematic and analytic approach whereby strategy helps companies make decisions to remain competitive; it is a process for coordination and communication, and it involves a target (vision).

It is clear that strategy is a dynamic and multifaceted concept. Strategy is not about clear-cut answers. Strategy is more about understanding what is happening in the internal and external environment to better grasp the issues and complexities that impact a company. These different perspectives on strategy will help readers refine their understanding of business strategy—the topic of how companies compete.

**BASIC PREMISE: COMPETITIVE CONVERGENCE AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE**

Both formally and informally, companies conduct internal assessments (strengths and weaknesses) and environmental (external) assessments (opportunities and threats) to plan their market positions and strategies. Firms are primarily interested in improving financial returns and shareholder value to avoid situations of competitive convergence or parity (where no one firm has a distinct advantage). Competitive convergence takes place when companies try to do similar activities as their rivals with some variations in practice. Common strategies include operational effectiveness practices, such as quality improvement, empowerment, and outsourcing practices. These practices are a basic requirement of firm survival, but they do not lead to a sustained competitive advantage, though, because after a while, firms look alike and do the same things, and this leads to diminishing returns. In contrast, having a competitive advantage refers to doing different activities from rivals or similar activities differently. A competitive advantage connotes innovation, adaptation, and creativity.

Worldwide, firms are turning to project management as part of business practice. This is evident in the exponential increase of membership in project management associations, such as the Project Management Institute, as well as in the billions of dollars being invested in projects. Prior chapters of this book have examined project management in the context of the PMBOK® Guide knowledge areas. Although tangible resources enable a company to execute its business processes, it is the intangible ones—such as project management expertise—that are more likely to be sources of competitive advantage.

However, at present, the project management literature emphasizes tangible and codified practices. In the 1970s and 1980s, the literature focused on various tools and techniques (software, work breakdown structures, Program Evaluation and Review Techniques, design-to-cost, lifecycle costing, risk management, cost and schedule control, and control systems). A review of 3,565 North American project management publications (1987–2001) also confirms the emphasis on operations research, cost engineering, business process reengineering, and infrastructure studies. Some 19,000 books on project management were published within the 1960–1999 timeframe and focused on normative
advice on planning and managing projects from a systems approach, leading to the view that project management is simply a tactical tool.\(^6\)

**Industry and Firm-Level Effects on Company Performance**

A crucial question in the strategy literature asks, “Why do firms differ, and how does it matter?”\(^7\) Examining the external environment to help explain company performance is often called the Industry View in strategy. This approach helps firms look to the marketplace to determine the areas in which they want to compete. Discussions on the external environment entail the demographic, economic, political, environmental, social, and technological (DEPEST) factors in the industry. The SWOT analysis and the five structural forces approach (consisting of threats of new entrants, bargaining power of suppliers, rivalry among existing competitors, bargaining power of buyers, and threats of substitute products or services) are useful techniques, but they are not strategy.\(^8\) The Industry View provides a good description of market conditions and allows firms to identify some of the conditions for making a profit, but this approach does not provide complete information on how to make above normal profits.\(^9\) The Industry View downplays sources of competitive advantage that stem from resource variations between companies.

According to the Resource-Based View, a competitive advantage is rooted in developing key resources that are *different*. In contrast to the Industry View that emphasizes the environment, the Resource-Based View explains firm existence based on internal assets that are valuable, rare, inimitable, and have an organizational focus (VRIO).\(^10\) Resources that meet the VRIO criteria contribute to a firm’s competitive advantage. As the Resource-Based View is a complex perspective, this chapter provides a preliminary introduction to the topic.

Most companies have many resources (both tangible and intangible), but few that are strategic in nature. Most strategic assets tend to be knowledge-based (i.e., intangible). Strategic assets involve a mix of explicit and tacit knowledge embedded in a company’s unique internal skills, knowledge, and resources.\(^11\) Such strengths are difficult to purchase, let alone copy, so they can contribute to a firm’s ability to move beyond competitive convergence toward a competitive advantage. Examples of strategic assets include quality, reputation, brand recognition, patents, culture, technological capability, customer focus, and superior managerial skills.

The Resource-Based View is relevant to project management, because project management is a knowledge-based practice that emphasizes human and organizational assets based on explicit and tacit knowledge, skills, and know-how. Whereas we use the terms *strategic asset* in this chapter, some other synonyms used in the strategy literature to describe complex resources that are sources of competitive advantage include dynamic capabilities and knowledge-based assets.

Research continues on both the individual and firm-level effects on company performance. Perhaps it is not a question of one approach being better at explaining company performance than the other as much as it is a question of the context in which industry and firm-level effects may predominate.\(^12\)

**VRIO Framework**

Next, we look at the four VRIO concepts in more detail and then discuss project management in this context.
Valuable: “Do a firm’s resources and capabilities enable the firm to respond to environmental threats or opportunities?”

Valuable resources contribute to a firm’s efficiency and effectiveness. A resource has value when it exploits opportunities and neutralizes threats in the environment. In the Resource-Based View context, valuable resources are defined in economic terms is, they generate above-normal returns.

Rare: “Is a resource currently controlled by only a small number of competing firms?”

Common or generic resources are not sources of competitive advantage. At best, they are a source of competitive convergence or parity. However, rare resources can offer temporary competitive advantages and are sources of strength. Rareness, then, is necessary, but not the only resource characteristic for a competitive advantage.

Inimitable: If resources can be easily copied, a firm stands to only achieve competitive parity through value and rareness. The question of inimitability that we should focus on is: “Do firms without a resource face a cost disadvantage in obtaining or developing it?” Inimitability means firms protect their resources so that competitors cannot easily copy them or find substitutes. For example, companies such as Southwest Airlines use extensive selection processes to hire individuals with spirit and spunk to serve and entertain customers. These characteristics are rewarded and encouraged by the company and are not easy for competitors to duplicate.

Organizational Focus: Finally, in terms of the fourth question, Barney suggests that we also examine the organization. “Are a firm’s other policies and procedures organized to support the exploitation of its valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources?” Organizational focus refers to integrated and aligned managerial practices, routines, and processes. Organizational focus also connotes managerial leadership and decisions that support key assets and how they are developed and sustained.

Within the VRIO framework, if a resource is only valuable, it leads to competitive parity. Both value and rarity are required for a temporary competitive advantage; and value, rarity, and inimitability are required for a sustained competitive advantage. An organizational focus is necessary to both develop a competitive advantage and sustain it. The VRIO concepts are presented in Table 21-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valuable?</th>
<th>Rare?</th>
<th>Difficult to Imitate?</th>
<th>Supported by Organization?</th>
<th>Competitive Implications</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitive Disadvantage</td>
<td>Below Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitive Parity</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Temporary Competitive Advantage</td>
<td>Above Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sustained Competitive Advantage</td>
<td>Above Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE 21-1. THE VRIO FRAMEWORK
Analysis: Project Management as Examined Through the VRIO Lens

Using the VRIO framework, let us examine key project management practices to assess whether they contribute to a competitive advantage. Investments in physical, technological, and financial assets are valuable to a company. Project management involves the use of methodologies, bodies of knowledge, project management offices, and project management maturity models. Some tools and techniques are specific to planning (work breakdown structures) and scheduling (network techniques such as critical path methods, Gantt charts, and Program Evaluation and Review Techniques). Still other tools and techniques are used to address project finances, project monitoring and control, project audits, project termination, and resource allocation. Throughout the project, technology (including hardware and software) is often used as part of the project infrastructure to help improve information and knowledge flow and assist in the decision-making process (e.g., project management information systems, knowledge management systems, and executive decision tools). The array of physical tools and techniques are readily available on the market so they are not rare. These assets are also readily imitable so they do not meet the VRIO criteria in full, even though they may reflect elements of an organizational focus—i.e., companies appreciate the merits of tools and techniques and invest in them.

An investment in project management methodologies helps companies understand the steps to be followed to achieve project success throughout the project lifecycle. Methodologies also provide guidelines and checklists to ensure that the practices are being followed properly and that the right outcomes are achieved before moving to the next step. Companies develop their own project management methodologies and many are based on the project management bodies of knowledge. Numerous companies, such as project management consulting firms and information technology firms, that use project management practices advertise and sell their own methodologies and related support services to clients. If such methodologies are readily available and imitable, they do not meet the VRIO criteria and are not sources of a sustained competitive advantage.

Worldwide, there are a number of project management associations to support project management (Association for Project Management, Australian Institute of Project Management, Japan Project Management Forum, and Project Management Institute). These associations have developed bodies of knowledge to guide practitioners. The bodies of knowledge are valuable and provide explicit standards on practice in the knowledge areas of time, cost, scope, quality, human resources, risk, communications, procurement, and integration. The guides represent codified knowledge and emphasize the rationalistic view of project management tools and techniques. The bodies of knowledge are important, but not rare. In fact, they are readily imitable as evident by how similar the bodies of knowledge are between countries. An underlying assumption is that these bodies of knowledge are meaningful regardless of industry or firm-level context. However, knowledge is inseparable from context and involves a tacit and experiential dimension. As the bodies of knowledge do not meet the VRIO criteria, they are not sources of competitive advantage.

These days, more and more companies are establishing project management offices to coordinate the use of tools, techniques, and technology to support projects, ensure consistency of use, and provide training and guidance, particularly on troubled projects. Project management offices may provide the project management methodology to be used, specific project templates, conduct project audits, and even serve as a reporting
mechanism. Some claim that project management offices help reduce project costs, decrease time to market for new products, increase corporate profits, improve practitioner competences, improve quality, and ensure project success. Project management offices reflect a coordinated and structured way of implementing tangible project management assets.

A key function of a project management office is to communicate information, and it could be argued that project management offices are conduits of knowledge. However, since project management offices are touted in the literature as offering tools and techniques, they are a vehicle for coordinating the use of tangible physical assets that helps improve project management processes. Further, efficient factor markets exist for project management offices. The tools, techniques, and practices can be readily purchased and are easily transferred between companies, particularly as people move from one organization to another. According to the Resource-Based View logic then, project management offices do not explain significant variation among companies.

In addition to project management offices, many companies have established program and portfolio management practices as well. Program management practices help companies group projects and manage them by department/division, whereas portfolio management is often described as managing diverse projects across departments/divisions. In some cases, program and portfolio management may also involve a more formal approval process whereby projects are stage-gated through the project lifecycles (e.g., projects are approved and funded, placed on hold, or cancelled). Unfortunately, program and portfolio management practices also do not meet the VRIO criteria. Program and portfolio management practices are valuable and reflect a stronger organizational focus than some of the earlier practices discussed in this section, but they are not unique. These practices are easy to copy and many companies document their program and portfolio practices as well as place them on intranets.

The emphasis on codified and tangible assets in project management is made clear with project management maturity models, which are promoted in the literature as sources of competitive advantage. The project management maturity models are based on the Carnegie-Mellon Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model for software development. The models consist of five linear stages reflecting software processes and practices that are increasingly more defined and repeatable. The models use a technical, rational, and mechanistic view of organizations because they do not address the social aspects of companies.

Similarly, the project management maturity models address tangible assets but not intangible assets (knowledge assets). Maturity models have value because companies conduct maturity assessments, pay for the consultant fees, software licensing fees, provide staff training on the processes, and implement the processes. Some argue that firms with higher maturity scores perform better and achieve more savings that those with lower maturity scores. However, studies on the return on investment from the maturity models remain inconclusive.

It does not take long for rivals to mimic documented practices or institute project management maturity procedures for staff to follow. Project management maturity models involve codified knowledge that makes them transferable between firms. Tacit knowledge is not expounded on in the maturity model literature. In fact, the ability to imitate them is a feature that vendors highlight when they state that their models were created from
best practice databases. The models do not emphasize organizational processes and practices. The models typically lack a connection between operations management and strategy. Few project management models have been empirically tested and many are based on anecdotal material, case studies, or espoused best practices. A recent paper analyzed the project management maturity models to assess them against the VRIO framework and found that they did not meet the criteria. In addition, as these models do not draw from the economic or strategy literature on competitive advantage, or meet the VRIO criteria, the arguments put forth towards winning in the marketplace with such models are weak at best.

As companies invest in project management, they primarily invest in components of project management as discussed above. When concrete practices are assessed with the VRIO framework, they do not meet all four criteria whereby the assets are valuable, rare, inimitable, and have an organizational focus. Sometimes, companies may even find themselves investing in processes such as project management that are not performing well. Poor performing processes may require increased investments but the quality of the product or service may not improve. In addition, when companies invest in project management, they are not necessarily focusing on quality. An investment in tangible project management assets alone may not enhance the quality of another asset if it is not performing well. However, investments in physical and technological assets, such as methodologies, bodies of knowledge, and project management offices, can be beneficial and potentially lead to complementary assets, which means that they can enhance the development of other more complex assets. These more complex assets could be viewed as intangible assets.

AREAS OF CHALLENGE: HIDDEN SOURCES OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Because projects are conducted in complex, dynamic environments and involve a strong knowledge-based component, they cannot continue to be assessed as sources of competitive advantage if they are only evaluated on the basis of concrete, codified practices. In order to assess project management’s potential as a strategic resource, we should also examine the intangible dimensions of the discipline, such as knowledge-based assets, tacit knowledge, and social capital practices. This section provides a brief introduction to the concept of intangible assets in project management.

Deploying knowledge assets contributes to a firm’s competitive advantage. Knowledge is about creating, acquiring, capturing, sharing, and using knowledge. The common thread between knowledge, data, and information is that they all involve a personal dimension. A useful way of looking at knowledge is with the iceberg analogy. The tip of the iceberg represents the explicit or visible body of knowledge, such as the knowledge developed and shared through the tangible project management practices discussed in this paper (e.g., project management office and methodologies). Explicit knowledge is more formal, codified, and transmitted systematically. Explicit knowledge is the “know-what” that can be documented. However, the larger component of the “iceberg” is ignored, submerged, and tacit.

Tacit knowledge is personal, experiential, context-specific, and rooted in action. Nonaka divides tacit knowledge into technical and cognitive dimensions. The technical dimension covers informal personal skills and crafts and could be called “know-how.”
The cognitive dimension involves beliefs, ideals, values, and mental models. Tacit knowledge involves the ability to innovate, which can also be a source of competitive advantage.

Tacit knowledge has also been likened to the currency of the informal economy, yet little project management research has been done on this topic. Tacit knowledge is shared through socialization. Social capital is an intangible attribute of the relationships among members of a social unit. Project teams share what they know through communities of practice. Communities of practice (CoP) have social capital underpinnings and social capital is based on making connections with others, promoting durable networks, enabling trust, and fostering cooperation. (See Chapter 30 for further discussion of CoPs in project management.)

As of 2009, an extensive literature review did not indicate that project management had been studied using the Resource-Based View lens, and few publications discussed project management in terms of core competencies. Further, few publications have addressed the social capital nature of project management. This is an emerging area of practice development for the discipline. Along with research collaborators, the author has published papers on the VRIO framework as it applies to project management. These papers can be accessed from her website http://auspace.athabascau.ca:8080/dspace/handle/2149/163.

CONCLUSION

Can project management be a source of competitive advantage, and what is the strategic nature of the practice? Companies face many challenges in the twenty-first century. Some of these issues include the speed of technological change, international competition, and performance goals. Companies that turn to project management will place the discipline under increasing scrutiny to ensure that the investments are value-adding. These companies will also take with a grain of salt some of the publications that purport to offer “competitive advantages” through project management maturity models, program and portfolio management practices, software, hardware, etc., without providing a clear explanation of how these practices contribute to firm performance.

Project management practitioners should start thinking of project management as more than its tangible components. Companies need to view project management as a set of knowledge-based assets. The intangible elements are very important, albeit currently under-researched. Viewing project management as a source of competitive advantage or as a strategic resource is new to many in the field. However, companies that can begin to assess their project management assets using the frameworks from strategy may be better positioned to understand which aspects of project management they should focus on (e.g., tacit knowledge sharing practices such as through communities of practice, social capital, and knowledge-based assets.) Over time, we hope to achieve an improved appreciation of how tangible and intangible assets in project management are complementary.
**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. To what extent do you support the view that project management is a source of competitive advantage (versus competitive convergence) for your organization?

2. Based on your understanding of project management maturity models, present a case that these models meet the VRIO criteria and are a source of competitive advantage.

3. Discuss the three main facets of project management that you contribute to project management being a source of strategic advantage.
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Enterprise project management (EPM) is the Holy Grail of project management: The idea that all project management information, reporting, and analysis will be part of an all-encompassing system where virtually every activity, every hour of time, and every dollar spent can be instantly identified.

It’s not just senior management that is interested in the subject, although at first glance, they seem to have the most to gain. The Project Management Office (PMO)—or in its absence, whatever centralized project management group available of professional project schedulers and project managers—is highly interested in getting access to all levels of data regarding project management. The antithesis of enterprise project management would be an ad-hoc process where everyone does his or her own thing. This is by far the most common scenario we find in organizations today. A PMO cannot function without project data and if everyone is doing something different, that data isn’t easy to come by. For the PMO, getting to see the lowest level of project data is very attractive.

Individual team leaders are interested in seeing the inter-project impact of different project groups, and the ability to resolve resource conflicts between teams is one of the most significant impacts on project performance.

Even team members are interested in the concept. Team members in organizations that manage “by emergency” or continuously in a reactive mode, see tremendous potential benefits in EPM, hoping that an integrated process might bring order to chaos.
What is this phenomenon we refer to as EPM? Like most three-letter acronyms, EPM is bandied about like a complex mysterious topic, but its basis will be familiar to anyone in management. Enterprise project management is essentially the integration into a single system of project and resource data, processes, and analysis for projects in the organization.

For any organization that manages more than one project at a time or that has projects so large they must be broken down into component subprojects, the management of the following two significant elements is critical.

First is the interrelation between projects. If any project is dependent on the completion or delivery of elements from another, the impact of changes in one project can have dramatic effects on the second. For example, one project might be to install a new database on which new software deployments will depend. If the database project is delayed for any reason, all dependent projects will be delayed. Having a process that allows the downstream projects to see potential impact on their projects is a fundamental goal of EPM.

Second is the management of restricted resources. There is virtually no project management environment in the world where resources are standing around, waiting for work to arrive. More likely is that workloads far exceed the availability of key resources to accomplish them. The prioritization of that work and the resolution of conflicts over those resources is a prevalent management concern in organizations around the world.

THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT MATURITY MODEL

There is much talk about a Project Management Maturity model (PMM) that would match the work done in the Manufacturing industry of a Capability Maturity Model. While it’s not the subject of this section, it’s worth taking a moment to see how the PMM model relates to Enterprise Project Management. While there are several popular versions PMM models, the root is the same. The notion is that the lowest level of maturity would be one where project management is done on an ad-hoc or casual basis with each project manager managing things their own way. A middle level of maturity would see these processes integrated across the organization and a top level would see a process by which the integrated process itself is self-sustaining through a formal change management and improvement structure.

It’s an interesting concept but it takes as its central premise that the more integrated the project management environment of an organization is, the more mature they are and this is not necessarily the case. There is an argument to be made that for some organizations, the most effective enterprise standard for project management is to have no centralized standard; to eschew the concepts of enterprise project management altogether and to let individual project managers use whatever systems they wish. It is a tradeoff to be sure but worth taking a moment to think about.

The potential benefits to management of EPM seem obvious but they come at a cost. A centralized structure will serve to implicate several levels of management in project decisions. This may give management better visibility but it will hamper the aggressive “high-flyer” project managers who have fought, connived and scrapped for the internal competitive advantage. Each organization should look at what level on the project management maturity model they should be striving for and there is a case to be made that the right level for your particular organization is any one of the levels displayed. PMM models are discussed in detail on the web in numerous sources, as well as in other chapters of this handbook.
ELEMENTS OF EPM

Let’s look at the five basic elements of an EPM environment.

Storage of All Project Data in a Single Location

This is the first thing that must be done in any EPM deployment and, as the first element, is often highly contentious. Lest we confuse this section as having to do only with software, it is certainly possible to create an EPM environment that is completely computerless. In such an environment, the basic requirement of getting all data together is still fundamental. What is most common is that different project data will be stored in different places.

In today’s modern organization, many managers equate control of data to power, and there are few managers who will willingly sacrifice what they consider power. Each aspect of project data may be jealously guarded by its incumbent owner. The budgets may, for example, be controlled by Finance. Individual teams of resources may be managed by department managers. Each project manager will have his or her own schedule data that he/she is used to controlling. For an enterprise system to be possible in any way, all project data must be stored in the same place and managed in the same way.

To bring data together, there is some work to be done. Let’s start off with naming conventions. For example, if we talk about project resources, let’s assume that one group refers to the CEO as “ME,” short for Mike Edwards. Another group uses the letters “ME” to refer to the discipline of Mechanical Engineers. Yet another uses “ME” to mean Maintenance Engineers (i.e., Janitors). If we don’t first come to some understanding of what coding we will use for resources, when the data is brought together, we will find Janitors, Mechanical Engineers, and the CEO all be grouped together.

To bring this data together, standards will have to be agreed on to avoid this type of conflict. The same thing has to be done for project names, task names, department names, document names, change management issues, and so on.

Now, we’ve invoked a scary word: “standards.” This implies that someone will be the keeper and arbiter of those standards and that almost certainly means that if you are committed to EPM, there will have to be some kind of central office to be responsible for elements of your EPM environment, such as naming conventions. Without some kind of PMO, there is little hope that naming conventions will ever be agreed upon, and if they are, they’ll never be enforced.

Along with naming conventions, you’ll also have to agree on the repository for the data. If you’re implementing an EPM software package, then this part of the conversation is quite easy. The new system will have a set method of storing data, usually in a commercial database like Microsoft’s SQL Server or Oracle. Then all you’ll have to organize is choosing the single location for that data to reside. Different groups may lobby for why their need for project management is so unique that it’s absolutely impossible for them to comply with a single repository of “their” data somewhere else. These various interest groups will have to be dealt with one at a time. Your first mantra for deploying project management has to be “all project data, one location” until there is broad compliance.

Grouping Data by Different Criteria

The ability to group data by multiple criteria is an issue for reporting and analysis, so it is often spoken of last. However, the definition of the data structure makes all those
reports and analysis possible, so it really needs to be dealt with first. If there is no coding of data at all, bundling all the project data together essentially will just give you one enormously long list of tasks with no method of subdivision. That’s not too useful. Once you are past the mantra of “all data, one location,” project coding is your next challenge.

Coding comes in a variety of flavors, but the easiest way to think about it is grouping by project, by task, and by resource. Coding further should be thought of in two large categories: codes that apply to the entire project data structure to which everyone must comply, and codes that can be personalized project by project.

Some examples of coding might be:

- A project-level code that identifies the client of this project. This would allow projects to be grouped and sorted by client. This is key for client billing purposes.
- A resource-level code that identifies the department a particular resource belongs to. This would allow resources to be grouped by department as well as by project.
- A task-level code that identifies the project phase. This might enable us to create a report of tasks in different categories, such as design, documentation, or deployment.

Coding can be a simple list of values, such as a list of possible locations for a project, or it can be a hierarchical tree of values such as would be used in a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) or an organigram of resources often referred to as a Resource Breakdown Structure (RBS).1

If you are wondering how to decide what coding is appropriate to your organization, here’s a simple method of analyzing 90 percent of all coding requirements.

First, put key personnel into a room with a large white board. At the far right of the board, start listing important decisions that will be made using the resulting analysis or reports from the EPM system. An example decision might be selecting priorities for each project. From each decision, work your way left from right. To the left of the decision, show the final report or reports that would be required in order to make that decision. An example might be a resource conflict report and a project priority report. Draw an arrow from the report(s) to the decision. Left of the report, show a box with the calculations or analysis that would have to be done by the system in order to create that report. An example of an analysis might be a resource leveling calculation of all projects. An arrow goes from the analysis or analyses to the report(s) that require it. To the left of the analysis you can now list the elements of data that the analysis requires. This list defines your key enterprise coding. Using this simple technique and involving a good representation (better yet, everyone) who makes decisions based on the EPM system, you will quickly determine which requirements are critical to the data being able to be grouped together in the manners you’ll require.

**Resolving Conflicts Such As Use of Resources**

For many managers, most of their project-oriented time is spent trying to figure out how to answer resource capacity planning conflicts. Avoiding these conflicts is not productive. It just makes every project a zero priority, and staff will end up working on whatever task is presented them next, or worse, on whatever interests them at that moment.

Resolving resource conflicts implies several things. First of all, you’ve got to be able to deal with both resource availability and resource requirements. Next you’ve got be able to compare them. It is the comparison of availability and requirements that displays any potential conflict. This may all seem obvious, but remember that we’re referring to
all the resource availability and all the requirements. This means that all project loads, as well as all availability, must be defined in similar ways. Some of the issues you’ll need to deal with here include deciding on the resolution of the data. In some organizations, one group will wish to manage resources at a category level (e.g., engineers) and another will wish to work at the individual level. There is no hard and fast rule that says which one is better, but you’ll need to decide so that information is consistent across the system.

Next, you’ve got to make sure that project managers define resource requirements in a consistent manner. Some project managers may, for example, attempt to overestimate their resource requirements in order to lock their project team together for an extended period. Other project managers may not, and the result may be an unfair allocation of key resources.

There is a decision to be made as to how productive it is to remove a person from one project and put him on another project for a short period of time. His workload might show him available between tasks on one project, and it is therefore attractive to put on other work, but simple analysis usually doesn’t allow for the impact of changing thought processes. To make this point, think about an analysis that would indicate that you would be most productive to the organization if you worked on a task in sixteen separate projects today, each lasting thirty minutes. For most project environments, we’d know this would be impossible. Just the time it takes to change gears from one project team to another and to get the momentum required to do anything productive with that team can often take a lot longer than thirty minutes. There are exceptions of course, but you’ll have to decide what kind of resources and what kind of work can result in pulling people from one project to another. Studies have shown that interruptions of any kind can take as long as 25 minutes to recover from. 2  So, it’s easy to imagine making project resources terribly ineffective by having them change from one project to another too often.

Finally, the notion of prioritizing projects must occur. This can often be a highly contentious issue for the most senior levels of management. Any manager who elects that his or her project carry anything but the highest priority knows that can mean loss of resource allocation. We’ll talk about this more in a moment when discussing portfolio management. The idea of prioritizing projects should be part of an empirical analysis. The rules on what makes a project a high priority vs. a low priority are quite easy to get agreement on prior to deployment of your EPM system and just as hard to get afterward.

Regardless of the system you create for resolving resource priorities, you’ll need to set up some kind of referee to arbitrate disagreements. This should a person or committee that doesn’t have a vested interest in the result or which can overcome personal bias.

**Portfolio Management**

For some, portfolio management is all about being able to group projects together for analysis and reporting. For others, it is mostly about the approval of projects from the earliest concept to final completion, such as “stage-gating.” Often the notion is combined with financial analysis or other management interests.

Key aspects in portfolio management include the ability to code projects so they can be grouped together for reporting or analysis. This is something you may have dealt with in your coding phase. The ability to organize the projects by priority from whatever perspectives are important to you is also key. Some examples include ranking projects by risk, by return on investment, by alignment to corporate strategy, by cost, by revenue, by manager, or by client.
One of the most interesting aspects of this kind of management is the ability to do forward-looking resource capacity planning. Given that all projects must now be stored in a central location, for the first time you may have the ability to see all resource loads simultaneously. This enables a “what-if?” analysis where the impact of a temporary addition of a proposed project can be assessed instantly. The old system where Marketing invents a delivery date based on a hoped-for schedule can be eliminated in favor of a promise based on actual capacity.

All that’s required to deliver this is to create a high-level project plan for the proposed project and then slot it into the existing system with a priority assigned. The impact on all other work when using an EPM system can usually be determined in seconds. Coding must be used to allow proposed work to be distinguished from existing work so that the two aren’t mixed up.

The Ability for Project Team Members to Interrelate

Collaboration. This single word has spawned an entire category of project management tools—“collaborative” project management. It’s an interesting notion because collaboration is something that can only be enabled by technology, not created by it.

Enabling collaboration would seem to be a natural aspect of project management. A project manager never works in a vacuum. The fundamental purpose of a project manager requires them to communicate with team members, sponsors, clients, and so on.

Collaboration can play a key role in an EPM environment. Fundamentally, any function of the EPM system can be considered a collaboration function. These usually include things like instant chatting with team members, the ability to notify team members of events in the EPM system through their regular email, instant messaging, or mobile device. It may also include the ability to create elements such as mini-Web sites, online surveys, or online update forms. When we think of the work required for many team members to interact on documents or the necessity of being alerted to change management issues in a timely fashion or when they exceed established thresholds, collaboration takes on a whole new level of significance.

This kind of functionality isn’t trivial. In the past ten years, the entire project management industry has focused more on having project team members communicate and work together than it has on the algorithmic nature of project scheduling. As interesting as it might be to create the ultimate theoretical schedule, actually managing a project has everything to do with communicating and only a little to do with calculations.

One of the pitfalls in looking at EPM systems is the tendency for some to believe that if they purchase an EPM system with collaborative functionality, project team members will automatically collaborate. This may not be the case. If this is one of your goals in deploying EPM, it’s worthwhile to ask why personnel don’t collaborate already.

Here are some questions that you can ask as a litmus test to see if you’ve got more work to do on the cultural side of deployment than the technical side in order to enable a collaborative environment:

- If project managers share their data with the organization, will managers use it to punish them?
- Does it concern you that if you share your data with other project managers, they may use it to take unfair advantage?
- If staff members enter an entire week of work on a single integrated timesheet, will they be concerned that the data will be used to unfairly evaluate them?
If project team members aren’t collaborating now, the reasons are almost always culture based rather than technical. You’ll need to do some work to evangelize the benefits of collaborating and even make changes in procedure to ensure you remove roadblocks to participation by team members.

**EPM SYSTEMS**

Given the interest in bringing project data all together, computer systems are ideally suited to showcase this kind of process, and numerous vendors are keen to show what they can do for you.

There’s no way in a few pages to show everything there is available on the market, and even if we did, these systems are being updated constantly, with new functionality being released on what sometimes seems to be a daily basis. The trend in the EPM systems industry is in itself interesting. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, we saw the first multiproject systems available as commercial packages. Their orientation was very algorithmic; focused on the calculation of the schedule and the calculation of resource requirements. More recently, there has been a major trend away from the algorithmic perspective and towards a more collaborative approach. This makes sense. While the theoretical best schedule is useful information, most project managers spend most of their time working on human issues and on dynamic decision making to resolve issues that arise on the fly.

That said, what functionality should you be looking for in an EPM system? Here are some fundamentals.

**Single Repository**

The system should provide for storing data from all projects in a single repository. For very large-scale deployments, you’ll need to look at functionality for amalgamating data from several large repositories into a single repository for reporting and analysis. Depending on your organization you may have to consider multinational access, access from slow communications connections, and other security and accessibility issues.

**Portfolio Management**

The system should have an ability to manage at a project level, allowing projects to be added or removed at will and to be grouped by multiple types of coding. A flexible coding structure should allow you to code the projects for use in a stage-gating approval and selection system. Also key is the ability to prioritize projects for resource management purposes.

**Multiuser Access**

If multiple users can’t access data at the same time to view current project data and do project updates, you haven’t got an enterprise system. The system has to be user friendly enough that nonprofessional users can access it with little training. End users can’t have their life become about servicing the EPM system. The system should be there to enable them to do their core work more effectively.

**Enterprise Coding**

What you’re looking for here is first of all a high degree of flexibility. No two organizations are the same and, therefore, no one can predict how you will need to group and analyze...
your project data. Ensure that the system you are looking at will be able to adapt to whatever coding you envision now and will have the capacity to extend to the grouping and coding you haven’t even imagined yet. Also, critical in this area is the ability to impose some coding as mandatory. Can the system ensure compliance with some critical code elements you have created? This is important when you are linking the EPM system to other corporate systems. For example, in a link with finance systems, you must ensure that work is only coded to accounts which exist and that 100 percent of the work is coded. Can the system impose this on all tasks?

Collaboration

Look for the simplest elements of collaboration. Does the system enable project management personnel to interrelate? Look for automatic notifications that can be integrated into your standard email or instant messaging systems. The ability to create communications areas such as project websites that are dynamically integrated with the project data can be of great benefit.

Document Control

Enterprise project management systems must also have the ability to integrate with or include functionality for document management, issue and change management, and other ancillary data that may not be schedule based.

Workflow

In larger organizations, the ability to define a sequence of events that must occur in a particular order can be of great interest. Workflow need not be a complicated affair. Can you list a series of steps and then identify when a step has been completed? This type of functionality is important when looking at phased project approvals or when considering any kind of change management, such as a change in project scope.

When looking at project software, the overwhelming number of products that purport to serve EPM requirements can be daunting. Start your analysis by looking around organizations you know already. Most project management associations will sponsor events where multiple software vendors can show their wares. Ask to speak to or even visit existing deployments where you can ask not only what has gone well but also what the most challenging aspects of the deployment were.

A simple search of the Internet will reveal numerous vendors, but don’t be fooled by claims or even independent analysis of who is “best.” There’s really no such thing. Given that each organization will have a different environment, be at a different maturity level, and have different requirements, it is perhaps more appropriate to ask what the most appropriate tool for your particular situation would be.

Don’t be too enthralled or concerned over functionality you haven’t identified in your list of requirements. Virtually every system will include functionality you can’t take advantage of right away. Focus on your key challenges.

One of the best things you can do when evaluating EPM software is to think of yourself as a “solution buyer.” There is much talk among software sales organizations to be solutions sellers but solution buyers are more rare. If these systems are the solution, then you should put some time into thinking about what problem they are to solve. Some organizations get caught up too quickly making a list of functions to be responded to.
This list usually comes from a pre-supposed list of requirements amassed from existing systems. It’s the worst way to look for a new system. Start instead with the business challenges you wish to address then ask the vendors to respond with how they will enable you to overcome those particular challenges. The responses you’ll get will not only show you which vendors understand your problem but will also let the vendor respond in a much more imaginative way and to showcase how their particular product is appropriate for your situation.

If you’ve deployed an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, you are likely to find EPM components either included or available as modules. The orientation of these systems will virtually always be more financial so there is a note of caution to take here. The standard sales mode of an ERP vendor is to focus on the integrated nature of the data and on the dangers of allowing disparate data systems to be supported. However, each management perspective will color how the system should be portrayed. If you have elected to deploy an ERP solution as your EPM product, make sure it will serve the needs at each level of your organization, not just for Finance.

DEPLOYING YOUR EPM SYSTEM

Deployment is where all of this conversation becomes real. There are many challenges in an EPM deployment, but you can avoid most of them by focusing on a few key factors.

By far, the most critical success factor is an appreciation by management of the nature of an EPM deployment. Too often senior management will believe an EPM deployment to be a technical project and it is mostly not. Thinking of deploying EPM as a change management project is the number one factor for success.

As with all change management projects, the next key element is ensuring you have sufficient management support for the duration of the project. This has to come from a senior-enough level to ensure compliance. There may be great interest in EPM from one level or another of the organization, but if it is not shared by an executive who can speak for everyone who would be affected, then the deployment isn’t going very far. Whichever executive is sponsoring the project has to commit for the duration and that’s longer than the installation of the EPM software. A typical deployment of EPM can take anywhere from several months to a couple of years from the initial concept to final deployment.

If you’ve overcome these challenges, the most significant decision you have left to make is whether to deploy in a “big bang” where everyone would stop managing in an ad-hoc manner on one day and start managing in an integrated fashion the next, or in a “phased-approach” where the concepts and technology would be rolled out to the organization over a period of time. Start your deployment with a small group who are committed to the success of the deployment. Plan to have these people become part of a core group of users who will assist the deployment effort. They will be able to work on evangelizing the deployment, on training, and on fine-tuning your project management processes.

If you are committed to deploying EPM, follow this advice: Treat your EPM deployment as a project with all the controls and structure you would use with any change management project, and your chances of success increase dramatically.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. While there is general expectation that scoring higher on a Project Management Maturity model is better than scoring lower, a case could be made that some organizations might be most effective at a particular level. Assuming a 5-level model where level 1 is Ad-hoc project management, level 2 is project tracking, level 3 is integrated project management, level 4 is consistent methodology, and level 5 is self-improving process, what might be the most effective level for your organization and why?

2. Portfolio management is a top-down approach to looking at groups of projects at one time. Budgeting is often done at the top level and then drilled down to the project level. Integrated project management is a bottom-up approach to looking at multiple projects at once. Both of these aspects are part of enterprise project management. How might you reconcile the two perspectives into one working process?

3. Once a project is underway, the majority of a project manager’s time turns from the analytic viewpoint to the business of managing people. While most modern project tools now include collaborative functionality, many project organizations have not established a collaborative culture. How can you encourage project team members to collaborate when everything they have learned in the organization has taught them not to?
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1. For more about the Resource Breakdown Structure, consult a project management glossary, such as http://www.maxwideman.com/pmglossary/PMG_R03.htm.

Project Portfolio Management: Principles and Best Practices

GERALD I. KENDALL, PMP, TOC INTERNATIONAL

Project Portfolio Management (PPM) is a set of processes to analyze, recommend, authorize, activate, accelerate, and monitor projects to meet organization improvement goals (see Figure 23-1). When performed successfully, PPM has yielded the following benefits:

- 20–30 percent improvement in time to market.¹
- 25–300 percent improvement in number of projects completed with the same resources.²
- Average project duration cut by 25–50 percent.³
- Over 90 percent project success rate, with double the profit margin.⁴
- 50 percent improvement in R&D productivity.⁵

These achievements apply to government, not-for-profit, and for-profit entities.

The principles and best practices of PPM presented here are backed up by research, case studies, and many years of experience. To accomplish its primary objective of improved ROI, PPM must ensure that all three of the following activities are performed expertly:

► Choosing the right project mix—Choose those projects that will leverage the organization’s precious resources to bring large, measurable value to the stakeholders.

► Ensuring the correct scope—Align projects and content cross-functionally to ensure that the combined changes will
result in measurable improvement in meeting organization goals. Many of today’s projects have technical scope relevant to a single, functional area, but lack the organization-wide policy, measurement, and content changes necessary to have a significant impact on organization goals.

**Executing quickly, in the correct sequence**—To accomplish this, people performing PPM must understand and convince the organization to adhere to the organization’s project capacity. Any organization that is overloaded with too many projects sees a dramatic increase in resource multitasking or sharing with a devastating slowdown in project flow. Project durations climb exponentially. Quick execution also demands that PPM effectively monitor project execution to ensure that out-of-control situations are speedily recognized and acted upon.
Executives without effective PPM suffer from cross-functional resource conflicts with continual top management refereeing, poor or anemic organizational performance, and projects where the norm is to deliver late, over budget, or not within scope. Most executives are aware of the need for drastic change in multiproject management practices, but many place the emphasis in the wrong place. Unfortunately, a great deal of such investment is misdirected into multiyear efforts to implement software tools and time sheets before dealing with the highest leverage points.

THREE ROLES—GOVERNANCE, MANAGEMENT, AND PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

To have an effective Project Portfolio Management System, there are three distinct roles that an organization must formally define:

1. **Governance**—This executive role is one of decision making, usually conducted by top management teams. In the most effective implementations that this author has evaluated, this role includes the “C” level executives (CFO, CEO, COO, CIO) who meet monthly to make decisions about:
   - Which projects to approve/reject.
   - When to activate projects.
   - How many projects to activate and which projects to deactivate.
   - Due dates for projects.
   - Criteria for project proposals.
   - Priorities.
   - Resource allocation, including capital expenditure, people, and operating expense budget.
   - Project reviews, with approval for a project to proceed to the next stage or to kill the project, or approval/rejection of project improvement plans.
   - Investment in project management methodology and tools.

2. **Management**—Relative to PPM, management’s job is to ensure that the project management system is “in control.” According to the late quality guru W. Edwards Deming, a system is in control when the goals of the system can be predictably met better than 95 percent of the time. Every project has three distinct goals—to be delivered on time, on budget, and within scope, according to original commitments (not the 10th revision to a due date). This role includes providing the project management processes for planning and execution to deliver projects according to their goals. Usually, this is done by a Project Management Office or similar organization. Where such an office does not exist, this role will fall on the project portfolio management person(s).

3. **Project Portfolio Management**—The person(s) undertaking this role provides information and recommendations to the governance group for improved ROI. They also monitor execution of projects. Usually, there is a close relationship between the person(s) responsible for strategic planning and the project portfolio manager. While strategic planners identify the ideas necessary to meet organization goals, the portfolio manager makes sure that there are corresponding programs and projects sufficient to accomplish those ideas. Furthermore, the portfolio manager maps and tracks the project execution against the strategies and raises the red flag when there is danger of missing a goal. Finally, the portfolio manager also lets strategic planning know when the strategy is not practical relative to project resources available.
CHOOSING THE RIGHT PROJECT MIX

There are three common problems with the way that projects are sanctioned in most organizations.

1. Goals set by the senior executive are not measurably tied to projects—i.e., even when a functional VP claims that a project is essential to meet a goal (which is almost always true), the percentage of the goal that the project will accomplish is often not identified or committed to. This is vital information for the Portfolio Manager to be able to assess the health of the portfolio.

2. The collection of active projects is not formally tracked to see if it is meeting the goals (on time and magnitude of improvement promised). The author’s experience is that many projects, even in multibillion-dollar companies, lack formal, valid resource-based project plans. Furthermore, even when the plans exist, they are often sitting on a shelf rather than being used as the performance base to judge the project.

3. Organizations breed many projects that are not sanctioned by any executive. In a June 2004 research effort, this was a stated problem with 70 percent of respondents.

A formal portfolio management and governance process will help to overcome these problems. This is a prerequisite foundation for analyzing and improving the project mix.

When considering an organization’s project mix, two areas of analysis are very important. The first is whether the projects will provide high leverage on the organization’s precious project resources—people and capital—to generate measurable, bottom-line improvements within the coming year. The second area is a question of portfolio balance.

To leverage project resources, a portfolio manager must understand the overall “business” of the organization. Every organization has one major constraint—one area that, more than any other, limits the performance of the organization. In this sense, an organization is like a chain, with one weakest link. Leverage is based on finding and improving the weakest link of the organization. The weakest link can be anywhere in the supply chain—with suppliers who cannot provide enough resource (materials or people) internally, e.g., in production or operations, engineering, IT, in the distribution channels, in retail, or in the market (end customer).

For most for-profit organizations (about 70 percent), their constraint is in the market. This means that the organization has enough internal capacity to handle more business. To have dramatically better results, what they need is more customers who will buy from them. Given this scenario, a healthy project portfolio should have an imbalance. The project mix should include a disproportionately larger number of projects to address the market constraint. Many organizations in this situation have a large number of sales campaign projects, but few real market research projects. They must understand the deeper needs of their markets enough to overcome their constraint.

Many project portfolios have significant information technology components. To know that the IT projects in the portfolio are correct, the portfolio manager must be able to answer six questions about these projects. For example, what current technological limitation does the organization or its customers have that the new technology will remove? If the limitation is removed, what impact will that have on the organization’s bottom line? When these questions are asked rigorously, it is surprising to find how few of the currently active IT projects really make sense for an organization.
In a June 2004 survey, over 90 percent of organizations recognizing a constrained resource cited a technology resource. Since IT resources are often badly multitasked, working on far too many projects, the organization can achieve a much higher return on the IT investment by focusing these resources on those few areas that will address the organization’s constraint. In many organizations, the focus on deeper customer needs suggests a different answer in terms of IT projects. For example, many organizations have poor systems in their supply chain (relying on forecasts rather than pull systems, for example), inadequate customer resource management systems, and poor customer service systems.

If an organization does not have the correct balance of projects, with focus on meeting important customer needs, then the project portfolio often contains many projects focused on greater internal efficiencies. Without increased sales and profits, greater internal efficiencies often require layoffs to translate those efficiencies into bottom-line savings. The result, for project management, is that many people become less enthusiastic about working on projects.

Therefore, the second area of analysis of the project mix is vital. The portfolio manager must examine portfolio balance in the following areas:

- **Focus on market and customer needs vs. focus on internal improvements.** If the company has cash flow or other serious financial issues, then internal improvements might be the desired “imbalance.” However, an organization cannot cost-cut itself to long-term health. It must be able to grow its business. The portfolio manager has the eyes to be able to assess and report an undesirable imbalance in terms of marketing projects.

- **Short term vs. long term.** Often, too many projects spend money this fiscal year without bringing benefits until the next fiscal year, or sometime far into the future. This is a huge red flag. Who knows what will happen one or two years from now? The portfolio manager should be asking the tough questions, relative to project benefits and why they can’t happen sooner.

- **Research vs. development.** To have a secure future, every organization must invest some of their project resources into research. Such projects need to focus on market research, experimentation with new methods, tools and processes, training and human development, motivation, and other areas.

- **Which organization assets are project dollars and human resources focused on?** Assets are not just bricks and mortar. They include those assets that are strategic to the company’s future, such as web site, customers, external sales agents, and distribution channels. The portfolio manager should look at the distribution of project investments to the organization’s strategic assets, and determine whether or not the distribution makes sense, relative to the top five assets.

- **Sponsorship from IT vs. other functional areas.** In many organizations, the author has witnessed over 70 percent of the projects in the portfolio sponsored by IT. This is a red flag indicating a lack of balanced ownership of project initiatives. It signifies that functional heads are not holding ownership—and therefore ultimate responsibility—for bottom line results.
ENSURING THE CORRECT PROJECT SCOPE

Two current common practices are at the heart of project scope problems. One is the dissection of organizations into silos (functional areas) combined with the initiation of projects that try to optimize within a silo. The damage can be illustrated with two real-life examples. In one case, the company had many sales campaign projects that brought customers into their shops and call centers requesting new, advertised products. At the same time, due to poor distribution logistics, the shops were often out of stock of the advertised products. Due to inadequate order entry systems, any customer that wanted two or more products had to wait while the salespeople re-entered all of the same customer information, often infuriating the customer to the point of canceling the transaction.

In another example, a procurement manager claimed to save over a million dollars per year in material costs while, at the same time, production stops due to the new materials were causing lost throughput of $100,000 per day. Every two weeks, the company was losing more than the annual savings from material cost reduction.

The portfolio manager must actively seek to replace this common practice of project scope within a silo by looking at the organization as a whole. Projects must be connected, cross-functionally, to make sure that the bottom line benefit to the entire organization is increased.

The second common practice that hurts scope is for technology solution providers (internal and external to an organization) to take responsibility solely for the delivery of the technology rather than partnering in responsibility for the business result that the technology is intended for. Technology providers argue that they have no control over the business results. This is correct in the current paradigm. In the future, they must become full collaborators with the functional heads.

For this current paradigm to change, one of the following two scenarios much occur:

1. Technology solution providers must develop a much better understanding of the business requirements to be willing to take a stake in the business results.
2. Business leaders must develop a much better understanding of the technology to better specify their needs, or both.

In either case, the IT resource crisis that we find so common across most organizations could be resolved overnight, simply by significantly reducing the project rework and waste through a strong, collaboration model.

In general, to begin to overcome these two scope issues and create a much more successful project portfolio management outcome, organizations must initiate cross-functional business training to help their top functional leaders, including IT, better understand the cause-effect relationships and conflicts between functions. Further, the organization must be sure that their metrics for each functional area (and the scope for any associated projects) are holistic, not silo-oriented. Finally, IT internal resources and external vendors should be asked to identify the limitation that any new technology is intended to overcome, what rules (policies and procedures) the organization is currently using to cope with those limitations, and how the rules need to change when the new technology is put in place. These actions will go a long way toward overcoming many project scope problems.
EXECUTING QUICKLY: PROJECT FLOW

One of the two keys to managing a project portfolio to execute quickly is to have an anchor mechanism for strictly activating projects according to the organization’s capacity. Many organizations make the mistake of trying to balance workload across all project resources. Managing project workload in this manner is far too complex to yield predictable results due to variability of both project task work and operational responsibilities.

There are two possible anchor mechanisms that work to ensure fast project flow. One is to stagger projects according to one strategic resource—that one resource pool, within each collection of projects, which determines how many projects the organization can handle without badly multitasking that resource. It is usually the resource which is the most heavily loaded, or the resource that project managers and sponsors fight over the most, or the resource that most delays projects. In many organizations, it is an IT resource, an engineering resource, or an integration group. In smaller organizations, it is often the availability of a project manager that governs how many projects the organization can accomplish.

A second possible anchor mechanism is to control the number of active projects allowed within a phase, such as integration or final testing. This mechanism only allows a new project to start a phase when an existing project completes that phase.

The governance process, with the portfolio manager’s help, must accommodate the deactivation of projects if the strategic resource is overloaded. In organizations such as Alcan Aluminum and TESSCO Technologies, this meant deactivating over 50 percent of the active projects. The portfolio manager must ensure that projects are staggered strictly according to the capacity of the strategic resource. Only then will project flow dramatically improve.

The second key to quick execution is to imbed a relay runner work ethic for people working on the critical path tasks in projects. The current practice imbeds a process of daily task management, best performed by expert coaches who ask two simple questions: (1) “How many days are left to complete the task? And (2) Is there any way to accelerate the task?”

These two keys—staggering projects and relay runner work ethic—are part of a project management methodology called Critical Chain. (See Chapter 29 for further discussion of Critical Chain project management.)

EIGHT MANDATORY STEPS FOR EFFECTIVE PPM

The following steps can be easily and quickly executed to launch an effective PPM process.

1. **Collect current project portfolio information.** If you are new to PPM, focus on basic information. Make a list of the formally recognized projects/programs that the functional heads see as essential to meet the organization’s goals. If the list is greater than fifty projects, this is a red flag that the organization is not focused on its key constraint. Collect any project plans associated with those projects, including resources allocated. Determine if there are financial and other justifications. Get a summary status on each active project (red, yellow, green). Document the sponsor.

2. **Collect goal, asset, and resource portfolio information.** Determine the official company goals (increasing revenues, market share, profit growth, etc.). Make a list of the top five organization assets, according to executive perception. For resources, do not
go to individual detail. The Resource portfolio should include a list of the 25–35 resource pools (skill sets) used by projects, how many resources exist within each pool, and the approximate percentage utilization of those resource pools.

3. **Measurably link project, goal, asset, and resource portfolios and assess.** In this step, the portfolio manager determines if all projects are connected to organization goals, and to what extent they will meet the goals if executed successfully. Projects are also linked to the Asset portfolio to determine the extent of investment in the company’s strategic assets. The link between the project and resource portfolios determines resource loads and to what extent the organization has the capacity to execute successfully, on time.

4. **Determine if the project portfolio is balanced correctly.** See the discussion above regarding balance.

5. **Determine the organization’s project capacity.** Every collection of interdependent projects flows at a given rate (e.g., number of projects completed per quarter or Total Net Present Value generated per year). By reducing project work in process, and reassigning freed-up resources to remaining projects, the projects flow faster. By concentrating on task acceleration during execution rather than by estimates, organizations can increase their project capacity.

6. **Develop and gain consensus on prioritization criteria and perform initial prioritization.** There are dozens of criteria that you can use. However, almost every management team prefers simplicity. Some of the popular criteria that appear in opportunity template rating forms include relationship to organization goals, customer impact, competitive impact, risk, cash flow, level of difficulty to complete the project, and amount of strategic resource needed.

7. **Develop recommendations for the governance board, relative to improving the portfolio ROI.** Based on the information that you have gathered, make specific recommendations for executive decisions at the next Governance Board meeting.

8. **Prepare for and Facilitate the Governance Meeting.** Part of the preparation involves gathering information about new project proposals and circulating recommendations among functional heads prior to the meeting.

**MONITORING MULTIPROJECT EXECUTION**

When an organization has twenty or more large projects active simultaneously (and this is just a rule of thumb), they usually need a software tool with real-time, online status to help monitor project execution. This is necessary so that the entire community of project and resource managers have a real-time understanding of the impact on their projects and resources—enough to make good decisions on priorities and expediting. It is also necessary for the strategic resource manager to be able to do “what-if” analysis for new projects and stagger the projects correctly so as not to overload the strategic resource.

Executives cannot govern effectively with poor or nonexistent data. The data from execution of projects, based on performance against a resource-based project plan, is essential to give executives a meaningful status of any project. Today’s common practice is to provide summary reports to executives showing a green, yellow, or red status (green: project is on target; yellow: project has some minor problems; red: project is seriously off-track). However, the summary status often masks or does not have good
enough data to help executives really understand the organization-wide resource issues or trend analysis to identify threats early enough to avoid disaster.

With poor data, executives often end up as referees, shifting resources to the major disaster areas. While this often solves one problem in one project, it also creates waves of effects on other projects. The underlying root cause of scheduling beyond the organization’s project capacity is not solved permanently, because the anchor mechanism is never identified or accepted in principle. The data does not exist to convince executives of the problem.

Therefore, two essential components of enterprise-wide multiproject management are multiproject software that shows trend analysis for each project and the recognition and acceptance by top management of the anchor mechanism by which all projects are scheduled. With these pieces implemented, a Governance committee has the tool to identify a negative trend within a project. From that identification, the portfolio manager should be able to state what task, right now, is causing the problem, what action the project manager is taking, and whether or not the portfolio manager believes that action is sufficient to overcome the problem. Then, the Governance Committee has a basis to take action or leave the project alone.

BEST MULTIPROJECT PRACTICES

The following were cited as the highest value multiproject management processes, from those companies that claimed to achieve 70 percent or better of their projects completed on time and within scope:

- Visibility of the processes to senior management, with their involvement. This included regular and timely status reporting to senior management and program management, which was used to facilitate multiple business unit and product integration.

- Stage gate project reviews, especially those conducted by the Governance board with staged funding. This brings “faster kills and better clarity on risks.” It also helps to prioritize new projects early on.

- Prioritization of all projects, based on their value proposition with tangible ROI.

- Much better resource management and allocation.

- Consistency of applying best project management practices to all projects.9

Exemplary Organizations

I asked several organizations that were achieving much higher-than-average success rates in delivering projects on time, on budget, and within scope: “What do you think is the major reason why your organization has better-than-average success in managing its collection of projects?” Here are a few responses:

“Part of our success is attributable to the process surrounding the annual budget cycle by which we select our investments for the year. The process drives toward a set of outcomes: to prevent poorly conceived projects before they start, to select only projects aligned with our organizational goals, and to generate broad support for the resulting portfolio of investments. This helps avoid having a number of executive pet projects, projects to placate a squeaky wheel, or projects that serve
only larger departments, with no priorities established among them. We put significant effort into constructing a decision-making framework that results in a balanced and prioritized investment portfolio that is grounded in our organization’s values. The confidence in the selection process at the executive level and the project manager level gives the organization a vested interest in the success of the project. As an initiative encounters difficulty, there is a measure of corporate resolve to right the project and see it through to completion.

Once the best projects are put into the pipeline, the PMO helps keep them flowing by increasing their visibility through regular, standardized status reporting back to the committee that authorized them in the first place. We have structured our status report to convey both milestones and budget in terms of planned (baseline), actual, and forecast, along with a statement of the status of risks and issues affecting the project. Status reporting by itself, however, is insufficient; the value of the status report lies in the ability of the executives to accurately interpret the information presented and from it make informed decisions.

As a further benefit, the visibility into the health of the project creates a powerful dynamic with both the project managers and the project sponsors. Both of these parties want their projects to show well before the executive committee. If project managers are aware of the visibility into their projects’ performance they will be more inclined to pursue their projects responsibly and raise red flags earlier than would be the case if their projects did not appear on the radar screen. This is a healthy and productive dynamic to have in place. However, for it to work effectively, it is essential to establish attainable performance standards.

There are many, many other factors to successful project portfolio management, but in Arlington we have found two pieces of the magic that the PMO can work: provide a relevant framework for analysis and decision making and lead the organization toward an on-going dialogue about desired outcomes and the path to reach them.”

—Denise Hart, Program Management Officer, Arlington County Government, Virginia

“The BASC PMO credits its strong foundation to the development of a strategic partnership with all operational organizations. This strategic partnership and the continuing efforts in promoting project management with executive sponsorship are the key success factors in meeting customer expectations and overall project success.

The strategic partnership emphasizes a mutual goal of defining and implementing best practices. As part of this effort, the PMO meets regularly with the Executive Director to review the projects within the portfolio. The creation and management of the portfolio includes the PMO conducting interviews with the operational organizations, IT, and finance departments. Several scenarios are then built based on different priorities: ROI, risk, business need, etc. These are then presented to the Executive director and his team for review. The PMO is involved in all stages of managing the portfolio thus creating value for the organization by assisting the operational entities with their resource allocations, requirements, and re-emphasizing the value of project management methodology. This enables the organization to experience first hand the value of the PMO and
assists the PMO in assigning the best-suited resource to a project, thereby increasing the probability of a successful project.”

—Luke Foster, PMP, with BellSouth Affiliate Services

“The hands-down reason for our early success in project portfolio management has been top-level executive support. Commissioner Andrew S. Eristoff and his Executive Leadership Team understood that instituting a formal, yet flexible structure for managing scarce IT resources was essential to achieving multiple departmental goals. The Executive Team accepted the ownership of the IT portfolio of projects and embraced responsibility for accepting or rejecting new projects, discontinuing existing projects, and adjusting priorities among competing projects on a continuous basis. Our portfolio management process ensures that our scarce IT resources are applied to our most critical projects. The IT Department now has an active and involved partner in the Executive Team for making project decisions.”

—Vivian Conboy, Project Management Office Director, NYS Department of Taxation and Finance

“Tinker Federal Credit Union achieves success in managing its projects through their Electronic Services committee, made up primarily of senior managers from all of the organization’s operational areas. The committee ranks projects in order of their strategic priority, and only allows one to be activated if adequate resources will be available for its successful completion. By selecting the projects most closely aligned with their strategic plans, the committee guarantees that completed projects will make the most significant impact possible on the organization’s future growth and direction.

TFCU’s project managers closely monitor each active project’s progress and try to spot problems as early as possible so that corrective actions can be taken. Problems that cannot be resolved at the project team level are elevated to the appropriate senior managers on the Electronic Services Committee. This high level of visibility and authority allow resolutions to occur quickly and with minimal disruption to the project’s momentum.”

—Ben Mannahan, Tinker Federal Credit Union Project Manager

CONCLUSIONS

Executive understanding, buy-in, and direct involvement at the beginning of any project portfolio management effort are key ingredients for success. While executive understanding can be fostered by education in the form of reading and presentations, do not expect their buy-in to a different approach without giving them some logical data and analysis. The data and analysis are needed to prove that there are too many active projects (well beyond the capacity of the organization to do its work without multitasking). Furthermore, the analysis of the collection of projects, when linked to the goals of the organization, must clearly identify the gaps. Otherwise, executives will perceive the portfolio management recommendations to be illogical and unfounded.

The challenge of the portfolio manager is to perform his/her analysis and recommendations in a way that gets top management to act. If the data presented to senior executives lacks credibility, the portfolio manager will be asked to continually do more research, find more data and be caught in the web of analysis paralysis. Use the
eight-step process recommended in this chapter to build a robust portfolio data warehouse that can be continually enhanced.

With the correct understanding of the executives, through the Governance Committee, a project portfolio manager will be able to move his/her entire organization up in portfolio management and project execution maturity level. Communications and collaboration in cross-functional projects will improve dramatically. Most importantly, the organization will move closer to meeting or exceeding its goals, with ever greater predictability on positive project results.

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. If a project portfolio management process is meeting its objectives, what tangible outcomes would you expect to see in any organization?

2. How would you bring a top management team to agreement on the choice of projects in a portfolio?

3. Discuss how the knowledge of an organization’s “strategic resource” is helpful in project selection.
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More than ever, investment in initiatives designed to improve organizational performance must be justified. Whether it’s the implementation of a project management methodology, a project office, project management software, or project management training, these initiatives must deliver positive and tangible results. The good news is that tangible measures of project management value and performance can be established by asking the right questions and developing an appropriate measurement system.

Over the past few years, major companies from a variety of industries—information technology, manufacturing, pharmaceutical, new product development, government, and professional services—have initiated projects to create measurement programs to measure the value that project management provides to their organizations. The goals of these project management measurement programs were to:

- Provide tangible metrics to senior management, on the value of implementing systematic project management methods in order to reinforce the business case for project management improvement across the organization.
- Boost customer and project team morale by sharing statistics that show the value their work adds to the organization and the improvement they can achieve.
- Track on-going project management performance and the business impact of project management to the organization.
• Initiate metric-based efforts to help streamline the project portfolio.

Project management value measurement programs (PM Value1 Initiatives) consist of three-phase, six-step programs designed to bring a measurement team from an introduction to project management-focused measurements through design, development, and implementation of a project management value measurement program (see Figure 24-1).

**PM VALUE INITIATIVE: PHASE ONE**

Phase One focuses on educating a measurement team on the PM Value Measurement Program to help them understand and enable them to clearly identify the program’s objectives and goals. Organizational constructs that affect the PM Value Measurement Program identified, including stakeholders, organizational mission and strategies, organizational structure, key business processes, project management maturity, prior project management improvement initiatives, current measurement systems, and data availability.

**Step 1: Measurement Readiness Planning**

Activities in this step ensure that the measurement initiative is clearly understood and aligned to support the organization’s strategies—an essential element to support sustained success of the initiative. The primary project management, business unit, and organization goals that influence the development of the measures of project management usually value include:

1. **Organizational Goals and Objectives**
   - Reduced costs.
   - Improved quality.
   - Improved timing.
   - Improved productivity.

2. **Project Management Goals and Objectives**
   - More predictable project performance.
   - More repeatable project performance.
   - Improved ability to execute projects.

![FIGURE 24-1. THE PM VALUE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM INITIATIVE PROCESS](image-url)
• More effective resource management.
• Improved internal and external customer satisfaction.
• Better alignment of projects to business strategy.
• More effective risk management.
• Reduced learning curve for new project managers.

3. **PM Value Initiative Goals and Objectives**

• Measure the business impact of project management improvement initiatives.
• Compare the costs to benefits of project management improvement initiatives.
• Determine if a project management improvement initiative is accomplishing its objectives.
• Identify the strengths and weaknesses in project management processes.
• Establish a database of key project management measures.
• Understand the infrastructure required to support a measurement program.
• Gain a sense of whether the project portfolio is as productive as possible.
• Spread the acceptance of project management throughout the enterprise
• Help attain project management and organizational goals and objectives.

This step educates the measurement team on the issues of project management value measurement and better prepares them to make key decisions throughout the initiative concerning the program’s objectives and measures and the implementation approach.

**PM VALUE INITIATIVE: PHASE TWO**

Phase Two efforts plan the initiative and engage the team to identify measures, develop a PM Value Scorecard, and plan the implementation of the measurement program. After putting a PM Value Initiative Plan and Schedule in place, subsequent steps in this phase continue to build on the team’s understanding of the project management measurement program and engage the team to develop the PM Value Scorecard and PM Value Implementation Plan.

**Step 2: Initiative Planning**

In this step the team aligns around the measurement program’s objectives, scope, development approach, timeline, deliverables, and implementation strategy. It collaboratively develops a PM Value Initiative Plan and PM Value Initiative Schedule (see Figure 24-2).

**Step 3: Measures Development**

In the Measures Development step, the team creates and prioritizes the initial list of measures for the Scorecard. It is the initial pass at identifying and prioritizing measures with the primary activity in the step being a collaborative development workshop. A comprehensive list of measures developed keeping in mind that they need to be logically linked to the goals described above. The measures also need to meet the criteria for good measures, which means that the measures selected:

• Provide meaningful information.
• Are supported by valid data that is cost effective to capture.
• Are acceptable by stakeholders.
• Are repeatable.
• Are actionable.
• Align to organizational objectives.

A sample list of prospective measures developed by the measurement team is shown in Figure 24-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>START</th>
<th>FINISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Readiness Planning Teleconference</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>9/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Initiative Workshop</td>
<td>9/18</td>
<td>9/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Measures Workshop</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>9/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Scorecard Development</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>9/26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Report Development</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Implementation Workshop</td>
<td>10/3</td>
<td>10/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Plan Development</td>
<td>10/3</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Measurement Program Process Development</td>
<td>10/3</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Presentation Development</td>
<td>10/3</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 24-2. HIGH-LEVEL SCHEDULE OF PM VALUE INITIATIVE ACTIVITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>START</th>
<th>FINISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Readiness Planning Teleconference</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>9/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Initiative Workshop</td>
<td>9/18</td>
<td>9/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Measures Workshop</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>9/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft Scorecard Development</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>9/26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Report Development</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Implementation Workshop</td>
<td>10/3</td>
<td>10/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Plan Development</td>
<td>10/3</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Measurement Program Process Development</td>
<td>10/3</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Presentation Development</td>
<td>10/3</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 24-3. PARTIAL LIST OF PROSPECTIVE MEASURES OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT VALUE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COST MEASURES</th>
<th>QUALITY MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project cost</td>
<td>Requirements performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product cost variance to plan</td>
<td>Lessons learned implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up costs</td>
<td>Project status communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of delivery</td>
<td># scope changes/phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project profitability</td>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product unit cost</td>
<td>AARs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up cost variance to plan</td>
<td>Rework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource utilization</td>
<td>Internal customer satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market share</td>
<td>Leadership capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of capital</td>
<td>Staffing conformance to plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES</strong></td>
<td><strong>TIMING MEASURES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project milestone performance</td>
<td>Project risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project success rate</td>
<td>PM training satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. sales per development FTE</td>
<td>Predictability of delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process improvement</td>
<td>Time to market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternatives assessment</td>
<td>Project cycle time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtime</td>
<td>Successful phase exits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity/resource planning</td>
<td>Project planning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The measurement team then prioritizes and selects measures to comprise the PM Value Scorecard. A simple prioritization process can be used: develop criteria for ranking the list of measures in order of importance on a scale of 1–5, and have each of the measurement team members rank the list; calculate average rankings and develop a prioritized list was developed for review in Step 4 (see Figure 24-4).

**Step 4: Scorecard Development**

In this step the team reviews the prioritized measures information developed to date and develops measure packages (see below) and a cohesive PM Value Scorecard. The team first engages in measures review, prioritization validation, and measure package definition. That information is then used to construct the Scorecard for review and acceptance by the measurement team in preparation for implementation.

A comprehensive definition of each measure is included in a measure package to support the initial implementation and ongoing collection of data. Each measure package includes the following elements:

- Measure *(What)*: The data to be collected must be clearly identified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COST MEASURES</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>SDev</th>
<th>QUALITY MEASURES</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>SDev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of delivery</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Project status communication</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product cost variance to plan</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Requirements performance</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource utilization</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up costs</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>Project risk management</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up cost variance to plan</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>Project leader training</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project profitability</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product unit cost</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>AARs</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project cost</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>Rework</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>Internal customer satisfaction</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market share</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td># scope changes/phase</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of capital</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>Lessons learned implemented</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ave</th>
<th>SDev</th>
<th>Staffing conformance to plan</th>
<th>2.6</th>
<th>1.34</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternatives assessment</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>PM training satisfaction</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project success rate</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>Project cycle time</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process improvement</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>Project planning</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. sales per development FTE</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Predictability of delivery</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity/resource planning</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>Time to market</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtime</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>Successful phase exits</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 24-4. SAMPLE LIST OF PRIORITIZED MEASURES**
- **Objective (Why):** The measure’s objective must be clearly defined. Why is it being collected? How will it be interpreted? What will it tell us? The measurement team must understand the objective of each measure.

- **Data Capture (How):** The mechanism for collecting the data must be identified.

- **Timing (When):** The timing of data collection must be defined. Data collection must be properly timed to match the type of data and objective. PM value measures are not intended to track individual project progress, so there would most likely not be a need to collect data monthly. Typically a quarterly or longer interval will support the objectives of the initiative.

- **Data Location (Where):** The location of the data must be identified.

- **Data Contact (Who):** The person responsible for maintaining the data must be identified. Who will provide the data? What is the reliability of this source?

Information from the measure packages is used to create a PM Value Scorecard, which is a collection and reporting tool for keeping score and reporting progress (see Figure 24-5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEASURE</th>
<th>OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>METRIC</th>
<th>UNITS</th>
<th>BASE</th>
<th>CURRENT</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start-up Cost Variance to Plan</td>
<td>Cost Improvement</td>
<td>(Actual Start-up Cost + Budgeted Start-up Cost) - 100%</td>
<td>Percent Start-up Cost Variance to Plan</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>123%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of Delivery</td>
<td>Cost Improvement</td>
<td>(Total Man-hours Available in Dollars + Actual Labor Cost + Number of Projects)</td>
<td>Average Labor Dollars per Project</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Status Communication</td>
<td>Quality Improvement</td>
<td>Projects Using Standard Status Reports + Number of Projects</td>
<td>Percentage of Projects Using Standard Status Reports</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Performance</td>
<td>Quality Improvement</td>
<td>Scope Changes by Phase + Number of Projects</td>
<td>Average Number of Scope Changes by Phase per Project</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Cost, Quality, and Timing Improvement</td>
<td>Objectives Met + Objectives</td>
<td>Percentage of Objectives Met</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Risk Management</td>
<td>Cost and Quality Timing Improvement</td>
<td>Projects Using Risk Management Processes + Number of Projects</td>
<td>Percentage of Projects Using Risk Management Processes</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Cycle Time</td>
<td>Timing Improvement</td>
<td>Project Cycle Time + Number of Projects</td>
<td>Average Project Cycle Time in Days</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Leader Training</td>
<td>Cost, Quality, and Timing Improvement</td>
<td>Project Leaders Trained + Number of Projects Leaders</td>
<td>Percentage of Projects Leaders Trained</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternatives Assessment</td>
<td>Cost and Quality Timing Improvement</td>
<td>Project Using Formal Concept Alternative Selection Process + Number of Projects</td>
<td>Percentage of Projects Using Formal Concept Alternative Processes</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>200%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 24-5. SAMPLE PM VALUE SCORECARD**
Step 5: Measurement Program Implementation Planning

The implementation planning efforts in Step 5 define the framework around measurement processes and data collection that will be used to support ongoing measures program implementation. Key activities in this step include development of an implementation strategy and process.

The PM Value Measurement Program process shown below (see 24-6) describes a systematic approach to project management performance improvement through an ongoing process of establishing project management measures, collecting, analyzing, reviewing, and reporting performance data; using that data to drive performance.

FIGURE 24-6. THE PM VALUE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM PROCESS
improvement; and using lessons learned to continuously improve the PM Value Measurement Program process.

**PM VALUE INITIATIVE: PHASE THREE**

Phase Three includes an initial implementation of the program and the transition to ongoing execution of the program.

**Step 6: Measurement Program Implementation**

The PM Value Measurement Program Implementation is an ongoing effort to execute the program as documented in the Implementation Plan, using the Measures Packages to reinforce the data requirements, collection timing, and data contact responsibilities. Step 6 begins with the preparation for the initial collection-analysis-reporting cycle and continues through transition of ongoing program execution and continuous improvement responsibilities.

**LESSONS LEARNED**

- Organizational strategies and objectives set the foundation for effective measurement programs. It’s essential to understand how the critical elements of the organization’s strategies and objectives are linked to the measures that comprise the PM Value Scorecard.

- You need to have a very clear idea of the measurement program stakeholders and what their needs and expectations are regarding the program (there are often huge differences in expectation among stakeholders—setting those expectations through clear communication of program goals is a key to success).

- Clearly identify measurement program goals and objectives. Without this clarity, selecting the right set of critical few measures will be difficult.

- In most best-in-class organizations, measurement initiatives are introduced and continually championed and promoted by top executives. When measurement initiatives are introduced from the bottom up, getting senior management buy-in is crucial and may take significant effort. Be prepared to make that effort.

- Develop a clear understanding of measurement terminology, which tends to be confusing and inconsistent, but needs to be understood and agreed upon by the measurement team and program stakeholders.

- Communication is crucial for establishing and maintaining a successful measurement program. It should be multidirectional, running top-down, bottom-up, and horizontally within and across the organization.

- The driving force to create a new or improved measurement program is usually a threat to the organization (often a crisis or strong competition). For organizations that are strategically developing measurement programs to enhance their competitive advantage, rather than reacting to their business environment, a sense of urgency must be nurtured and driven by individuals who understand the value of measurement and can evangelize the need for developing a measurement culture. Again, this takes enormous effort and communication.
It’s critical, and very difficult, to limit the number of measures in the Scorecard. Selecting those critical few measures sharpens the stakeholders’ understanding of the issues. Too many measures confuse and complicate (the measurement team can’t try to please everyone—selecting too many measures will ultimately kill the program).

Pilot the measurement program before full implementation. And implementation should come in phases—implement a critical few high-value measures at first and identify more detailed measures when the organization has developed a measurement culture and is ready to collect and analyze more complex measures.

Successful deployment of a measurement program requires a successful system of accountability—that is, all stakeholders need to buy into measurement by assuming responsibility for some part of the measurement process (sponsorship, analysis, data collection and monitoring, evangelism, etc.).

Benchmark against industry standards if possible.

Identify a central area of responsibility for the measurement program.

You need to determine what counts as a project (what exactly will be measured).

Reinforce the fact that PM Value measurement is measuring performance change due to project management. Measures, therefore, are process-focused, not project-focused (you are not trying to measure the progress of a particular project).

The measures selected are highly influenced by the project management maturity of the organization. Level one organizations generally need to focus on process compliance and simple cost and/or schedule measures. As the organization matures in their project management capability, more sophisticated measures can be used.

Analysis is one of the most important steps in PM Value measurement, yet it is often one that is neglected. The insight gained from effective analysis (particularly determining root causes of the results measured) is what makes measurement a valuable business tool.

Feedback is one of the best assets for continuous improvement. Seek it and use it.

---

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. For an organization with which you are familiar, list the project management initiatives that have been implemented: tools, training, a project office, etc. Did these initiatives solve the problems they were implemented to solve? If not, why not?

2. Again, for an organization you are familiar with, what metrics are collected about project management performance? How are they used? Can you think of ways to improve metrics collection or development?

3. What barriers would have to be overcome in your organization in order to set up a value measurement system?
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FURTHER READING


Once upon a time … there was an organization that was attempting to change from a functional to a project management organization. The organization flourished in the bureaucratic mode with limited competition and stable products and services. However, it found itself in the intensive world of deregulated financial services. As more and more projects were developed to respond to the new environment, the company executives discovered that their project management practices were reflections of their bureaucratic past rather than of their project management future.

Attempts to teach managers the basics of project management were not successful. The newly-trained people found that the practices necessary for successful project management were not supported by the departments in the organization. From this experience, company executives came to realize that the organization needed to be changed in order to respond effectively to the new business environment. The process they followed in order to achieve that change is presented here as an example of the steps needed to install sound project management practices into a functional organization.

AN ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE MODEL

Research on organizational change indicates that most people in organizations will not change their behavior unless they see a clear need for such a change. Some people come to realize the need for change because their culture is not consistent with their business strategy. However, just realizing this does not
bring it about. What is needed is a planned and directed organizational change effort that has the support and involvement of senior management.

The components of an organizational change effort are depicted in Figure 25-1. In general, they can be summarized as follows:

► **Define new behavior.** The senior managers must lead the move toward new behavior by clearly defining what the new behavior should be and what it should accomplish.

► **Teach new behavior.** Once the new behavior is defined, it must be taught. This means that management development programs must be designed and developed to impart the knowledge as well as the feeling of what life will be like in the future organization. Senior managers must be a part of this program so that they understand the new behavior that is being taught. In addition, the program should incorporate feedback from participants to help refine what works in the organization.

► **Support new behavior.** Development programs have little effect unless they are supported by senior management. In addition, there often needs to be a change in the reward system to ensure that the new behavior is rewarded and thus supported.

► **Model new behavior.** Management development programs are reinforced by a combination of top management support and effective role models. This means that
senior managers must exhibit the new behavior that is being taught and thus become effective role models for other organization members.1

An organizational culture has been defined as “the environment of beliefs, customs, knowledge, practices, and conventionalized behavior of a particular social group.”2

So any change effort toward a project management culture must begin with a serious examination of the current beliefs and practices that caused projects to be less than successful. One way to achieve this is to compare successful and unsuccessful projects to determine what practices seemed to be present in the successful projects. This comparison could be augmented by practices that have been proven successful in other organizations. The result of this examination should be a description of the new, desired behavior.

Once this is determined, the new behavioral patterns must be taught. The lessons from the examination above should be put into a case study for use in the training program. At a minimum, the case study of the least successful project could become an indication of the types of assumptions and behavior that are not wanted.

AN ORGANIZATIONAL EXAMPLE

The organization described below—let’s call it OE (Organization Example)—is used to illustrate the types of problems typically encountered in attempts to change bureaucratic organizations. It is also used to illustrate how the change process described in the previous section can be applied for organizational change.

OE’s business began with a series of local offices selling consumer financial services. As the business grew, it became necessary to develop a general procedure manual so that all offices across the country would run according to the same principles and procedures. This manual was developed to such a degree that the placement of everything in the office was defined precisely such that any manager could walk into any office and know exactly where everything was. A highly structured organization grew up to support these procedures, and OE flourished as a result.

With such standardized procedures and with everyone going by the same book, it became part of the OE culture that people were interchangeable. That is, it was assumed—and it was true—that any manager could run any office. This assumption of interchangeable parts, such an asset in earlier years, later proved to be quite an obstacle to proper project management. The assumption led to the practice of continually moving people from project to project and changing the composition of the team as the project progressed. As this was common practice in the past, many managers failed to understand that in the project management world, people are not as interchangeable as they were in the past. Some of the general differences between a bureaucratic culture and a project management culture—which OE experienced—are summarized in Figure 25-2.

OE went through a tumultuous change as a result of the deregulation of the financial services market. Suddenly there were more competitors and fewer people on staff. This combination generated a sudden increase in the number of “special projects” in the organization. Most of these new projects involved computer technology, so that projects and project management became associated with the computer department. As there was little history of project management in the organization, it seemed natural that the project managers should come from the computer department. This assumption proved to be another obstacle to proper project management.
The basic problem was that the person managing the project was not from the department that initiated the request. As such, the project manager had little formal responsibility and accountability other than making the product work technically. He or she had no formal responsibility to make certain that the product performed the way that the initiating department had envisioned.

“Accidental” project managers thus arose from the technical departments, and procedures evolved somewhat haphazardly. Each department involved mostly responded to requests from those project managers and were content to do only as requested. They did not share ownership of the final product. As the project manager was not ultimately responsible for achieving end results or benefits, the role evolved into one of project coordinator. As such, project success depended more on informal contacts, as there was little formal methodology. The role of project manager was highly ambiguous and thus not an envied position.

In addition, there was little concept of a continuing project team. People were often pulled onto a project as needed, and they were just as often pulled off a project in the middle of their work. As the project was identified with the computer department, contributing departments did not feel it necessary to keep people on a project for its duration. Thus, team membership was fluid, and there was often loss of continuity.

Despite all of these problems, there were some OE projects that were decidedly successful. However, there were others that were definitely unsuccessful. After a few of these failures, upper management decided that it was time for a change. This is the normal procedure with any decision about change. Any group will hold onto a set of procedures for as long as the procedures do not cause too many problems. One failure is usually not enough to change people’s minds. After a few failures, the need for change becomes clearer.

**DEVELOPING THE NEW PROJECT MANAGEMENT CULTURE**

Using the organizational change model in Figure 25-1, let’s examine the actions of OE executives as an example.
Step 1: Define New Behavior

To begin the change toward better project management, a conference of senior managers was arranged to examine what was right and what was wrong with project management practices at OE. At that conference the managers listed those projects that were deemed to be most—and least—successful. One division president became extremely interested when he realized that most of the failures were from his division. He became the champion for the management development program that was later developed.

From the analysis of the “winners and losers,” it became fairly clear what behavior patterns had to be modified. The senior management team then began the task of defining the new behavior, at least in outline form. Some of the changes in behavior defined were as follows:

- **The project manager should be a defined role.** The project manager should be designated from the user department and held accountable for the ultimate success of the project. It is up to the user department to define the specifications and see that they are delivered.

- **A core team of people from the involved departments should be defined early on in the existence of major projects.** The people on the core team should, if possible, stay on the team from the beginning until the end of the project. The project manager is responsible for developing, motivating, and managing the core team members to reach the ultimate success of the project.

- **A joint project plan should be developed by the project manager and the core team members.** This project plan should follow one of the several project-planning methodologies that were in use in the corporation. The specific methodology was not as important as the fact that the planning was indeed done.

- **A tracking system should be employed** to help core team members understand deviations from the plan and then help them devise ways to revise that plan. The tracking system should also give good indications of current and future resource utilizations.

- **A postimplementation audit should be held** to determine if the benefits of the project were indeed realized. In addition, the audit should provide a chance to learn lessons about project management so that projects could be better managed in the future.

A case study was developed, based on a project failure, for use in the training program for the new project managers. It highlighted how things had gone wrong in the past and what behavior needed to be changed for the future.

Step 2: Teach New Behavior

Defining new behavior is not difficult; realizing the new behavior is quite a different matter. At this point the people from the management development area began to determine development needs. They began to ask the question of how to teach this new behavior throughout the organization.

In order to implement project management, the role of the project manager had to be redefined. In addition, people throughout the organization had to understand the new role of the project manager. This person was no longer to be just a coordinator, but a leader of a project team. This person had to do more than just worry about technical specifications, but rather, had to see to it that new changes were actually implemented. That is, the
project manager had to lead a project team that would develop changes in the way that people in the organization did their business. Thus, the person also had to manage change.

These additional aspects redefined the role from that of project manager to that of project leader. The emphasis was then changed to developing a program on the role of project leadership. The program was aimed not only at the project leader, but also at the other people in the organization who had to appreciate the new role.

In addition to developing an appreciation of the new role, the development program also had to develop an appreciation of the use of influence skills rather than reliance on positional authority. In a bureaucratic culture there is a higher reliance on positional authority, but the increased responsibility of the project leader was not matched with increased authority. This is usually the norm in project management. Sometimes the project is identified with a powerful person so the project manager can reference that person and get referent authority. That is, the project manager can say, “The CEO wants this done,” and wield authority based on the CEO’s position. But in general, project leadership requires that the person develop his or her own abilities at influence and not depend so much on referent power. Therefore, the development program had to impart this idea in a usable form so the future project leaders would become more self-sufficient and more self-reliant, and would become entrepreneurs rather than simply project coordinators.

The project leadership role can be defined and put on paper, but it is not really meaningful until it is experienced. Thus, it was imperative that the training program be experiential, so that people could have a better idea of what the project leadership role would be like in the future. In addition, it was important that others on the project team, as well as others in the organization, experience what it would be like dealing with the new project leaders. It was thus decided that a simulation experience, involving all layers of management personnel, would be the best management development tool.

**Using Simulation to Teach New Behavior**

The simulation was a computer-based in-tray exercise where teams of people assume the role of project leader for a new software product. The simulation was used as a part of a learning process to put people “in the moment,” making decisions about project leadership. It is easy to teach the principles of leadership and project management, but when managers are “in the moment” of a decision, they often forget these new principles and rely on old patterns of behavior. The idea of the development program was to change those old behavior patterns, so the program was designed to first teach the new behavior and then put people in simulated situations where they learn to apply the new concepts. There is thus a large component of feedback in the simulation, which indicates if the simulation participants used old procedures rather than the new concepts. The simulation model is shown in Figure 25-3.

In the simulation, teams are presented with a variety of situations where they must solve problems that arise during the simulated project. Most of the problems have a behavioral orientation and deal with such areas as team building; obtaining and keeping resources; dealing with requests from clients, top management, and budgeting personnel; and generally living in a matrix organization. Each situation encountered has a limited number of offered solutions, and the team members must agree on one of the possible choices. During the normal play of the simulation, participants are scored on their ability to develop an effective project team and deliver a quality product while satisfying the
often conflicting demands of top management, clients, accountants, and other important project stakeholders. The simulation presents situations that emphasize developing skills in the areas of building the project team, motivating the project team, managing diverse personalities on the project team, developing influence to achieve goals, developing a stakeholder strategy, and managing to be on time.

The simulation was used to give people some experience in a different world. It purposely did not simulate their current experience, as the idea was to get them ready for new organizational expectations. The simulation experience thus helped to clarify what the role of the project manager would be in the future and gave people some brief experience in this role. Potential project team members also received benefit as they experienced the problems of project management from the point of view of the project leader. They thus obtained a better understanding of what a project leader does and why they do what they do.

**Step 3. Support New Behavior**

Many organizational change efforts seem to die from a lack of senior management support. That is, people are trained to practice new behavior, they get excited about the benefits of the new behavior, but then they return to their departments and find that senior management still expects and rewards the old behavior. When this happens, the net effect of the management development program is to cause frustration. Thus, effective change strategies require constant interaction and communication between the training function and senior management to ensure that there is support for the behavior being learned.
The senior management at OE worked to ensure this communication and support. One of the division presidents sponsored the program and was physically present to introduce most courses and discuss why they were being offered. This sent a message to course participants that the move toward a project management culture was serious and supported by senior management.

The development program included a top management review of the perceived impediments to changing behavior in the organization. People in the development program often saw the benefits in changing behavior but sometimes felt that there were impediments in the organization, usually assumptions on the part of upper management that favored old behavior. Each group in the development program thus developed a list of those behaviors that they felt they could change themselves and those where they felt there were organizational impediments. These lists of impediments were then collected from the participants and presented to senior management. The senior management team then worked to remove the impediments and thus helped to support the change.

**Step 4. Model New Behavior**

Proper project management requires a discipline on the part of project leaders in the areas of planning, scheduling, and controlling the project, as well as dealing with the myriad of other problems that arise during the project execution. One aspect that senior managers may sometimes fail to realize is that it requires a similar discipline on their part. That is, in order effectively to ask subordinates to follow certain procedures, senior managers must be ready to follow those procedures themselves, or subordinates will not take the requested changes seriously. The process of instilling good project management into this organization thus began at the top. In effect, this means that senior managers must be role models for the changes that they want others to implement. This requires a number of behaviors on their part. Some of these are as follows:

▶ **Enforce the role of project plans.** Project management requires planning. However, if senior managers never review the plans, project leaders may not take planning seriously. In addition, project leaders should know how their project fits into the overall strategic plan for the organization. It is thus important that upper management work with the project leaders to review their project plans and show them where the project fits into the overall strategic plan.

▶ **Enforce the core team concept.** Project management requires a core team of people that stays with the project from beginning to end. Most everyone in organizations believes that this is true, but adopting this approach limits senior managers’ ability to move people at will. Upper management must thus model the behavior of not moving people off core teams unless there is an extreme emergency. If they do not adopt this posture, the core team concept will fail.

▶ **Empower the role of project leader.** Project management requires that the end-user department take responsibility for the project. The project leader needs to be empowered from that user department. This means that the senior manager from the user department also takes responsibility for all projects in his or her department.

▶ **Hold postimplementation audits.** Project management requires that postimplementation audits be held to determine if the proposed benefits of the project were indeed realized. In addition, audits should be used to help members of the organization to develop
better project management practices by reviewing past project experiences. The audit should be seen as a unique chance to learn from experience, and the results of audits should be reviewed by senior management.3

How the Process Worked

We began with two programs for Executive Vice Presidents and Senior Vice Presidents. Every program consisted of three days of the simulation. Presenting a program for 25 participants every two months for four years, we had about 500 people exposed to correct project management practice. After the vice presidents were done, we started with the department directors, then on to the project managers themselves. After all of the project managers went through the program we started to train the actual team members.

Most of the programs were done at corporate headquarters. However, many of the problems originated in the credit card processing centers spread across the United States, so the program went on the road to the centers to ensure that they too were up on the new procedures. This had an amazing effect. First, they were learning the procedures just like everyone else. But more importantly, they were surprised that the people at headquarters were actually addressing the problems instead of just complaining about them. This made them eager to adopt the best practices.

At the end of each program, the PIP questionnaire on best practices was developed by Pinto and Slevin,4 which indicates how well the organization implemented best practices for project management. In every area, the people in this organization consistently scored in the 20th percentile or less. Those scores remained basically static for the first three years of the change process. Toward the end of the third year, we began to see many project team members who, after taking the simulation, would say, “Oh, that’s why they told us to do those things.” At this point, the scores jumped noticeably. Suddenly, this organization scored in about the 80th percentile on every best practice area. Best practices had finally taken hold in that organization.

LESSONS LEARNED

►Think long term. It takes a long time to install new procedures in an old organization. This process took about five years to complete in a mid-sized organization.

►Start at the top. If you truly want the organization to change, you have to start at the top. This is particularly true of a hierarchical organization, like a bank, where all power and direction comes from the top.

►Project management is for everyone. For project management to really take hold in organization, everyone in that organization must learn the procedures. Merely training the project managers in best procedures is not enough. New procedures must be learned and supported from the top of the organization all the way to the bottom.

►Measure your progress. Using a normed instrument like the PIP allows you to compare your organization to others, which helps to motivate program participants when they see how far they are behind others, while changes in these scores verify success of the change effort.

►Keep the faith. Progress does not appear in steady increments. Toward the end of three years, PIP scores remained low and it looked like we had nothing. Then, when we
finally got down to the project team members, the scores suddenly jumped and everything jelled. This is a great example of the old parable of comparing change to turning water into ice. When cooling water all the way down to 33°F, it looks as if nothing much is happening. Then with one degree cooler to 32°F, the water suddenly turns to ice. This certainly happened at OE and would likely be similar in most other organizations.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What are the principal factors that inhibit the implementation of project management practices in organizations you are familiar with?

2. Critique the process described for successfully implementing project management within a functional organization. Are there any steps that were missing in the process? Could this process be generalized to be used in other types of organizations?

3. As in any organizational change effort, there were several “chance” occurrences that aided the implementation process. What role did these chance occurrences play in the success of the change effort? What role do you think chance generally plays in successful implementation efforts?
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Corporate downsizing, organizational restructuring, changes in technology, and many other factors have required that most employees become skilled multitaskers and almost all project managers become multiproject managers. On the surface, this may not seem too much of an issue because everyone at some time or another has handled several activities simultaneously. However, because customers, management, and other key stakeholders want immediate response and are typically focused on the short term, there is constant pressure to reduce cycle times and introduce new products and services faster and faster. There is also a natural tendency for achievement-oriented organizations and motivated project managers to want to start more projects than can logically be accomplished given the time and resource constraints often found in today’s business environment.

The terms program management, project portfolio management, multiproject management, and multitasking are becoming more and more commonplace as projects are continually added, modified, and removed in response to internal and external business activity and changing economic conditions. In fact, a growing part of the project management software industry is around the creation and integration of tools, techniques, methods, systems, etc., for prioritizing and managing the myriad of projects and their associated activities.

Therefore, project managers must be familiar with several aspects of managing multiple projects:

• What is multiple project management?
• Cultural, political, and organizational elements that affect the management of multiple projects
• Roles and responsibilities in a multiple project environment
• Planning, staffing, and resource allocation considerations
• Project reporting and managerial decision-making
• Achieving success in a multiple project environment.

WHAT IS MULTIPLE PROJECT MANAGEMENT?

To be competitive, organizations regularly make hard choices about which projects to start, which to continue or modify, and which projects to terminate. This difficulty is made even worse by the fact that management is often unable or unwilling to label one project more or less important than another project. As a result, there is an unrealistic expectation that the sharing of resources, especially critical resources among “high-priority” projects, can be accomplished with little or no impact to the resources or the organization involved.

It is not uncommon to find program management, project portfolio management, and multiproject management being used synonymously. The management of multiple projects and portfolio management are in fact different. In the purest sense, portfolio management has two major components: a strategic element and an operational element. The strategic element involves project selection and prioritization—making sure the right projects are undertaken that are aligned with organizational goals and objectives. At the other end, managing multiple projects is more concerned with day-to-day operational management and resource allocation of the projects within the portfolio. Table 26-1 illustrates the major differences of multiple project and portfolio management.

Add to the mix programs, strategic projects, and other independent projects and resources become even more stressed. The Project Management Institute defines a program as: “A group of related projects managed in a coordinated way. Programs may include elements of related work outside the scope of the discrete projects in the program.” Programs have a major deliverable or objective to accomplish that determines which projects are undertaken in order to meet that objective—for example, the building of an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Portfolio Management</th>
<th>Multiple Project Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Project Selection and Prioritization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Strategic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Focus</td>
<td>Long/Medium Term (Annual/Quarterly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility</td>
<td>Executive/Senior Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE 26-1. HIGH-LEVEL COMPARISON OF PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND MULTIPLE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
aircraft carrier or the overhaul of an IT infrastructure within a large global corporation. In the purest sense, a program is a portfolio of multiple projects with a single focused major goal that requires several separate and unique, but integrated, projects to produce the program elements.

Because programs generally have an overall program manager, a common objective, and defined interfaces, some of the issues faced when managing several independent projects each with its own, and sometimes competing objectives, may not arise or be as obvious, such as the management of project resources.

Strategic projects are typically highly visible corporate undertakings that often become a high priority and pull resources from other projects and programs. An example of a strategic project is the roll out of a corporate-wide project management-training curriculum that has been directed and sponsored by the President or CEO.

It is important to remember that regardless of the initiation source, all of the programs and projects in the portfolio are generally competing for the same resources. The occasional exception being an environment in which resources are dedicated to specific projects. When dealing with multiple project environments, all stakeholders need to clearly understand that resources should go to those projects with the higher priorities as determined by their urgency with respect to time, cost, and ever-changing customer requirements.

Unfortunately priorities are not always established or maintained because of political, cultural, and other organizational factors, as well as a short-term, profit-driven focus that almost forces a special emphasis on maximizing resource at 100 percent.

**Cultural, Political, and Organizational Elements Affecting the Management of Multiple Projects**

How many times have you heard it said, “That sounds fine in theory, but in real life we don’t have the option of refusing or even delaying projects,” or “Within our company, we don’t have the luxury of dedicating any resources to a single project, let alone a project manager.” The common view of management is that typical projects are not large enough, complex enough, or economically significant enough to warrant a dedicated project manager or project team.

While resource constraints may be a fact of life in a business environment, many companies fail to realize that committing resources to multiple projects does not speed up delivery, but may actually delay project completion. Without some type of control, projects compete for limited resources, generating much shifting and coordination of resources, thereby causing throughput to go down. Companies often operate under the misconception that a project manager can be given five or more projects, with each project receiving an allocation of twenty to thirty percent or less of the project manager’s time. For project team members, the allocation is even worse. Having team members assigned five to ten percent of their time to many projects provides very little actual time for real work. In addition, management often fails to recognize that not only are project resources shared among several projects, each of these members generally have “nonproject” related responsibilities as well, such as internal committees, company-sponsored community activities, professional development and training, etc. The additional commitments may be important to the company, but take energy away from assigned projects.

A study on multitasking published in 2001 in the *Journal of Experimental Psychology*, discovered that when switching from one task to another, there are “time
costs” in terms of productivity, efficiency, concentration, etc., and that these costs increase with task complexity. Another 2001 study of 1,003 workers conducted by the Families and Work Institute revealed that 45 percent of those surveyed felt that they had too many tasks to work on simultaneously and experienced frequent work interruptions, resulting in difficulty focusing on the work to be done. Logic, experience, and common sense show that the more projects that have to be juggled, the less efficient people are at performing any single task; and the longer it takes to return to the interrupted task, the harder it is to reengage in the previous activity.

Obviously, some managers are better at balancing multiple projects and their related tasks than others depending upon their experience and individual abilities—some are not. In such environments, it is important that a flexible process for resource allocation, for setting realistic milestone dates and delivery schedules, and for adding new projects into the existing pipeline be established. It is also important to have a well-defined and established project selection and prioritization process and a good mechanism for communicating those priorities. Within the project management industry, there has been much attention to resource allocation with companies spending great financial resources to implement sophisticated resource management software. But, if the organization is allocating resources to the wrong projects, then does it really matter how sophisticated the software?

A key element to managing multiple projects is the culture and support structure established by project sponsors and senior executives—one that emphasizes honesty and clear accountability for decisions and results. Sometimes the greatest bottleneck in a multiple project environment is senior management or the management team. When dissatisfied with project results, one of the first things some companies do is reorganize the project team or replace the project manager, since these are relatively easy solutions. This type of activity is also dangerous if senior managers do not fully understand the many interactions among multiple projects.

The senior and executive management team needs to set the culture, values, and systems that enable the effective management of multiple projects. In most companies there is a certain amount of “gamesmanship” in the creation of project budgets, schedules, and resource requirements. Add to this the sharing of responsibilities between functional managers and project managers—both jockeying for leadership—and things get more complicated. What saves projects in this environment are dedicated and hard working project teams that are willing to go above and beyond the call of duty to ensure that project goals and objectives are satisfied.

Organizational structures, political factors, and cultural influences affect the ability to manage multiple project activities and resources, regardless of the corporate culture, the number of parallel activities, or that there are a number of things that can be done to make the management of multiple projects more manageable. Complete alignment of the management team is essential and one of the best ways is to achieve this is by having clearly defined roles and responsibilities.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN A MULTIPLE PROJECT ENVIRONMENT

It is important that all key stakeholders, especially project managers, sponsors, and functional/resource managers, understand their individual roles and responsibilities and are fully committed to corporate, portfolio, and project objectives. If roles and responsibilities are not aligned, each stakeholder could allow personal agendas to interfere
with project decisions and negatively impact project success due to potential infighting and competition for scarce resources.

Project managers must be diligent and proactive in order to identify problems and take appropriate action. Project and functional managers need to work together so that project team members and the project managers themselves are not overloaded. Both have the responsibility to provide skills necessary for project success and, when possible, to put team members in positions that will encourage and enhance professional and personal development. Project managers have the responsibility to coordinate resources among their projects and provide team building for team members. Functional managers have the responsibility to ensure that resources are available when the project manager needs them. With shared responsibility, conflict and confusion can be created for team members if they are unclear about their roles and whose authority to follow and trust. This conflict can be reduced if levels of authority with respect to resource allocation, decision-making, reporting requirement, corrective actions, and baseline management are clearly defined. This is especially true when managing more than one project or in a matrixed organization.

Senior and executive management need to be actively involved with project decisions and the balancing of resources among active and potential projects. However, management involvement should be at an appropriate level and should not be trying to assume the role of the project manager through micromanagement. Senior management’s role is primarily to ensure that projects are linked to long-term business strategy. This role includes ensuring that projects are properly prioritized, project teams are adequately staffed, obstacles to success are removed, cross-project conflicts are resolved, and so on. Senior management also has the responsibility to ensure that methods and tools are available for sharing project information among all the project managers, team members, and other key stakeholders.

As stated earlier, effectively managing more than one project is only possible if project managers and team members can stay focused. The challenge is in how to separate their individual responsibilities for each assigned project, as well as nonproject work. In a single project situation, the project manager is often the technical or subject matter expert. In a multiple project environment, it is even more unlikely that the project manager will be a technical expert in all elements of all projects. Since all projects are done for business reasons, it is not necessary for the project manager to be the technical expert, but the project manager does need to understand the technical elements of the project.

Project team members also are assigned to projects because of their knowledge and expertise. Team members may include full-time staff members, part-time employees, or subcontractors. The more specific the skills and knowledge required and the more projects involved, the more important and difficult the allocation process. Because the number of team members is generally limited, there is a tendency to overcommit these resources for the sake of keeping them fully engaged. Team members may have assigned responsibilities that are outside their areas of expertise, creating additional pressure and stress.

Planning, Staffing, and Resource Allocation Considerations Among Multiple Projects

One of the major frustrations for project managers is how to effectively and efficiently plan and schedule project activities in a resource-limited, multiproject environment. Managing multiple projects can create many potential problems for the project manager, stakeholders, and ultimately the customer. If there are too many projects to be handled in
a timely manner with the desired quality, several costs could be incurred, such as
the following:

- Costs resulting from late deliveries because of resources working on too many
  projects are not available to accomplish the scheduled work.
- Costs resulting from assigned resources being underutilized because of bottlenecks
  created by overcommitted resources.
- Costs, both tangible and intangible, resulting from team member burnout, reduced
  quality due to over-commitment, and so on.

The overall process for handling multiple projects is fundamentally the same as that
for handling single projects or programs. Project managers and their teams need to
develop a detailed management plan for each project using an accepted project management
methodology. The establishment of approved technical (scope), schedule, cost, and
resource baselines is essential. The integrated planning of each single project should not
only look at the internal task dependencies but external dependencies with other projects
as well. External relationships also include the influence of functional organizations,
vendor and subcontractor activities, and customer interfaces.

This comparison to single project management should not be considered an attempt
to oversimplify the handling of multiple projects. While similar, basic planning and
control methods and techniques may not be sufficient. Managing multiple projects is a
challenge because organizational practices often ignore or underestimate the significance
of establishing and adhering to project priorities, defining project standards and
acceptance criteria, and integrating project data. The problem increases with the complexity
of inter-project links, overlapping schedule and resource requirements, and the fact that
project resources cannot be concentrated on multiple projects to the extent they can be
dedicated to a single major project or program. There is also a shared misconception
among executives and project managers that if someone is skilled at managing one or
two projects, they are also skilled at handling many projects.

To optimize time and resource in a multiple project environment, the use of good
project management software is beneficial. In many circumstances, software may be
required to properly develop a resource-loaded schedule and clearly identify time and
resource conflicts. The number of projects and the size of each may determine the level
of software sophistication and functionality required. If projects tend to be small, relatively
simple, stand-alone projects, then something as simple as a spreadsheet or Gantt chart
may be all that is necessary. For programs, large complex projects with many external
dependencies, or a large number of small projects with shared resource pools, then an
enterprise system that integrates all projects into a master file may be necessary. A word
of caution—do not let the use of a software package replace good project planning and
decision making.

During the past several years, companies have turned to a myriad of resource planning
and optimization techniques with varying degrees of success. Some of the most common
include resource planning, scheduling, and optimization techniques such as queuing
theory, capacity requirements planning, theory of constraints, resource leveling techniques,
and critical chain project management.

One of the best ways to manage resource allocation among multiple projects is to
improve the quality of project effort and duration estimates. The value of valid estimates
is often overlooked within many organizations. Realistic and supportable estimates can
make or break project planning. Estimates, based on a well-defined work breakdown structure, provide the foundation for good time, cost, and resource planning. The importance of good estimation in a multiple project environment is in determining resource task assignments and the creation of each project’s critical path. If management clearly understands the requirements of each project and the amount of flexibility available to them, then logical decisions can be made relative to the priorities, value, and contributions of all the projects.

Some of these may be difficult decisions and may go against established norms. For example, if projects are undertaken based on their contribution to the organizations strategic goals and objectives and their benefit to the overall project portfolio, then the highest priority projects should be fully staffed first. The second priority project is fully staffed next, and so on. If sufficient resource capacity is not available, then lower priority projects should not be started. When a project is finished and capacity is again available, the next priority project can be staffed and started.

Many projects are started because of an external customer request or other profit potential. These projects are the most obvious and the ones that get the most attention with respect to resource utilization. But, many projects that compete for limited resources are not as obvious, nor do they get the attention deserved, such as upgrades and enhancements, process improvement and cost reduction projects, internal research and development, infrastructure systems deployment projects, facilities start-up projects, and many more. Sometimes these “nonprofit” projects are started in response to a real customer or market need, but often they are initiated by management.

Granted, these projects may be well meaning attempts to strengthen a company’s position within the marketplace; however, because organizations typically do not have enough visibility into total capacity requirements, management could operate under the misconception that these projects are simply a means of optimizing resources. But, without defined and integrated portfolio and project management methodologies, resource requirements estimates and the subsequent resource allocation may be determined somewhat arbitrarily.

When handling multiple projects and balancing their associated resource, time and cost constraints, there are several things a management team can do:

1. **Increase capacity relative to demand.** Increase project team members and support staff; add new planning and management tools or enhancing existing tools; reduce nonvalue added work, such as collateral assignments and meetings that take away from direct project work; provide training to team members, functional managers, and other stakeholders; and cross-train project team members in projects skills outside their area of expertise.

2. **Reduce demand relative to capacity.** Reduce the number of projects during peak demand periods, limit features, and reduce requirements if possible. Demand management is a key principle in project selection and prioritization as part of an overall portfolio management process.

3. **Implement appropriate management and control systems.** As defined in the broadest sense, systems may include a variety of tools, methods, and processes that enable management to establish realistic project/program management plans and enable project and functional manager to react quickly to changes in resource demand or project delivery times.
In addition, having a common set of forms, templates, tools, and approved guidelines that can be re-used and that is shared and communicated throughout the organization will help with the planning and integration of project resources. The forms and templates may include work breakdown structures, common activity lists, schedules, resource pools and skill sets, estimating guidelines, and standardized WBS and resource coding/naming conventions. Shared templates help to expedite the planning process, relieve some of the administrative burdens on the project manager allowing more time to actual project management, and provide confidence on the part of management that the project management process is being consistently applied across all projects and programs.

PROJECT REPORTING AND MANAGERIAL DECISION MAKING IN A MULTIPLE PROJECT ENVIRONMENT

Managers, especially when handling multiple projects, have to make difficult decisions with respect to project priorities, resources, conflicts, and so on. To make effective project decisions, project and functional managers need to have a good understanding of individual project resource commitments, how resources are shared among all the projects in the active project portfolio, and where adjustments can be made. This assumes that responsible managers have the authority and experience to shift/reallocate resources from one project to another and, if necessary, adjust activity delivery dates. However, no matter how skilled the manager, if customers and sponsors continually make scope changes or second-guess a project manager’s decisions, then it is extremely difficult to efficiently plan activity timelines and resource requirements.

To effectively make logical decisions, it is important that managers be able to quickly analyze the impact of changing, adding, or removing a project and that they be able to respond appropriately. Such analysis requires that project data be accessible, reliable, and timely. There are many reporting tools and techniques of differing levels of sophistication, such as dashboards, scorecards, and variance reports, which provide stakeholders with project status information in an organization’s portfolio. The information provided by these tools can be used to make timely decisions, resolve conflict, and respond proactively—not reactively—to the changing conditions.

Project information requirements are essentially the same for all stakeholders, whether communicating information for a single project or multiple projects. However, the amount of detail and the communication mechanism is dependent upon the stakeholder and how the project information will be used. For example, project managers need to see a project performance against the detailed work schedule and budget. If managing more than one project with shared resources, project managers need to make sure that they have current information for each individual project. Functional managers need insight into how resources are being utilized across all projects and programs, and the resource requirements projections are so they can manage their staffing plans and ensure that project managers have the resources when they are needed. Senior managers and executives require much higher level information that is more strategic, such as portfolio-level data showing how projects and programs in the aggregate are contributing to corporate goals and objectives.

Regardless of the stakeholder, it is important that the recipient have confidence in the reported data and that they be able to see the big picture. Earned value management and variance analysis reporting for programs and major programs have been used to report
progress against approved baselines since the 1960s. More recently, organizations have also added Project Dashboard reporting to their toolkit. Dashboards are simply reporting tools that present a consolidated view of the active projects and/or programs in a portfolio. Dashboard reports typically provide project status, baseline and revision status, project budget and schedule information, etc. Dashboards typically use a color-coding structure to graphically report status—Green (on budget, on schedule, no significant issues); Yellow (potential budget or schedule variances, issues need to be addressed); and Red (severe budget or schedule problems, significant issues could impact project success). Management may require that all projects be reported regardless of status, or reporting may be done on an exception basis—only “Yellow” or “Red” projects will be reported. Dashboards or some other type of consolidated reports may be managed by a program manager, a centralized project management/control office, or the responsibility may be shared by the project managers. In either case, data reporting must be consistent. As project management and enterprise software become more sophisticated with respect to features and functions, dashboard generation and data accuracy is becoming much easier.

ACHIEVING SUCCESS IN A MULTIPLE PROJECT ENVIRONMENT

While there are challenges in any environment, the establishment and use of good performance metrics and measurement criteria can lead to effective management of multiple projects and can position the organization to be competitive in a dynamic environment. The creation and implementation of good management practices are important.

In a multiple project environment, it is impossible to please all of the stakeholders all of the time, but it is possible and crucial to be honest and upfront regarding capabilities and capacity. For example, when a customer complains about late deliveries, the first reaction is to push project teams to work harder and faster—to be more productive. The problem is that they are already working on a dozen other projects. In reality, what customers and all stakeholders actually want is a realistic plan and logical deliver dates that can be met. Most customers understand that unexpected events occur and are generally willing to be flexible. Customers and related projects or programs often have activities of their own that must be coordinated with expected activity delivery or project completion dates in order to meet their objectives. If an integrated approach is taken to project planning and control, then managing customer and stakeholder expectations will be much easier.

A best practice in the management of multiple is to avoid the temptation to start more projects than the organization has resources for or can coordinate and manage effectively. This concept challenges common practice for many reasons, many of which were addressed previously.

There is no single “right answer” for how to manage multiple projects, the best software to use, the right organizational structure, or how to properly engage senior managers. What is important is for management to establish a culture that encourages open and honest communication, proactive decision making, accurate documentation, and timely reporting of all project and resource information.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What are the major differences and similarities among project portfolio management, program management, and managing multiple projects?

2. What are some of the things a management team can do to balance resources, time, and cost constraints in a multiple project environment? What issues and concerns should a project manager consider when trying to balance these constraints?

3. Reporting project performance can be difficult in a multiple project environment. What make performance reporting so challenging, and how can the project environment support or hinder the reporting process?
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The value of sound project management has never been more in the public consciousness, thanks to studies by the Standish Group, the Gartner Group, and other IT research firms.¹

But sound project management of individual projects is no longer enough. While there still are some instances in which a company is almost entirely focused on one or two major projects at a time—small software development firms or capital construction firms, for example—in most businesses dozens of projects exist throughout the company in various stages of completion (or, more commonly, of disarray). It wouldn’t be at all uncommon for a company to have several new product development projects in process, along with a process reengineering effort, a Six Sigma initiative, a new marketing program, and a fledgling e-business unit. Widen the scope of your thought to take in facilities, logistics, manufacturing, and public relations, and you begin to understand why most companies have no idea how many projects they have going at one time. And, when you consider that technology plays a role in almost all changes to organizations these days and that technology projects have an abysmal record of failure,² it becomes apparent: unless all the projects that a company engages in are conceptualized, planned, executed, closed out, and archived in a systematic manner—that is, using the proven
methodologies of project management—it will be impossible for an organization to keep track of which activities add value and which drain resources.

And the only way to have a global sense of how a company’s projects are doing is to have a project focus point: the Project Office.

No matter what name it carries—Center of Excellence, Project Support Office, Program Management Office, or Project Office—a home base for project managers and project management is a must for organizations to move from doing an adequate job of managing projects on an individual basis, to creating the organizational project management systems that adds value dependably and repeatedly.

WHY IMPLEMENT A PROJECT OFFICE?

Why do companies increasingly find they cannot do projects well enough without a Project Office? Imagine for a moment your organization without a finance department. Without documented procedures or systems, a shared vocabulary, or professional standards. Without systematic data collection or reporting. Without any knowledge transfer or management in the financial practice. Without a CFO or comptroller.

Whereas our imaginary company with no financial processes in place would at least have entry-level employees with four-year degrees in accounting or finance, project managers are often “accidental,” with no education in the specialty and no clear training plan for the future in mind. Even if a company has standardized on a project management tool across the enterprise, they may have access to the methodologies inherent in that tool, but it’s unlikely that everyone who works on project teams has had adequate training to make the best use of it. This is undoubtedly why the Gartner Group predicted in 2001 that companies that failed to establish a project office would experience twice as many major project delays, overruns, and cancellations as will companies with a PMO in place.3

Project management and, in particular, the project office are critical to the enterprise because most of the value-adding activities that companies do come in the form of projects. Think of operations as interest on capital already amassed; think of projects as the entrepreneurs who create new wealth. New products; new marketing initiatives; new facilities; new organizational processes implemented, mergers, and acquisitions: all of these are projects. Time is money—if a project is late for an amount of time equal to 10 percent of the projected life of the project, it loses about 30 percent of its potential profits.4

Furthermore, recent research is beginning to prove that a mature, strategic PMO provides performance benefits to the entire organization. In the 2007 study The State of the PMO, those organizations with mature, enterprise level PMOs that took a role in project resource management, project portfolio management, and organizational change management, scored consistently higher across eight measures of organizational performance, from customer satisfaction to financial outcomes.5

Ending Project Failure

In the past decade, there has been a trend toward improvement in our ability to pull off projects. Project slippage and failure rates are falling, at least in those application areas that attract research interest, such as software development and pharmaceutical R&D. Cost and time overruns are down. Large companies have made the most dramatic improvement. In 1994, the chance of a Fortune 500 company’s project coming in on time and on budget was 9 percent, its average cost $2.3 million. In 1998, that same
project’s chances of success had risen to 24 percent, while the average project cost fell to $1.2 million.6

Three factors explain these encouraging results: 1) a trend toward smaller projects which are more successful because they are less complex; 2) better project management; and 3) greater use of “standard infrastructures,” such as those instituted through a Project Office. Large companies show up as more successful in the Standish Group study for one simple reason, in our view: large companies lead the pack in the establishment of enterprise-level project offices.7

The enterprise-level project office is so powerful because it helps to address the persistent management problems that plague projects:

**Poor tool implementation.** Project managers who lack enterprise-wide multiproject planning, control, and tracking tools often find it impossible to comprehend the system as a whole.8 Such tools are rarely effectively implemented, trained for, or utilized except under the auspices of a project office. Buying a tool addresses the software issue; the “peopleware” issues must be addressed by a management entity that specializes in projects.

**Poor project management/managers.** Most of the reasons technology projects fail are management-related rather than technical. Many enterprises have no processes in place to ensure that project managers are appropriately trained and evaluated.9 The average corporate HR department does not possess the knowledge to appropriately hire, train, supervise, and evaluate project management specialists, but an enterprise project office does.

**Lack of executive support for/understanding of projects.** This correlates to project failure.10 An enterprise project office helps close the chasm between projects and executives. Those companies that have a senior-level executive who oversees the PMO reported greater project success rates (projects completed on time, on budget, and with all the original specifications) than those without.11

**Antiquated time-tracking processes.** Accurate project resource tracking is imperative to successful project management. Project-based work requires new processes for reporting work progress and level of effort, but most companies’ time-tracking processes are owned by and originate in the HR department, and most HR departments are still using an employment model developed in the early Industrial Age.12

**Lack of consistent methodology; lack of knowledge management.** Enterprises that hold postimplementation reviews, harvest best practices and lessons learned, and identify reuse opportunities are laying the necessary groundwork for future successes.13 A Project Office shines as the repository for best practices in planning, estimating, risk assessment, scope containment, skills tracking, time and project reporting, maintaining and supporting methods and standards, and supporting the project manager.

**Adding Corporate Benefits**

**Project portfolio management.** If an enterprise-level project management office does not own the process of project inventory, prioritization, and selection, it cannot be done well. The META Group recommends this strategy, and those companies that have put enterprise-wide PPM in place, such as Cabelas and Northwestern Mutual Life, have
relied on it. In fact, while intra-departmental portfolios may perhaps be selected and balanced without involvement of a project management office, it’s doubtful that anything on a wider scale can succeed … and you can’t optimize the system by balancing only parts of it.14

You can’t manage what you can’t measure, the old saying goes, and unless all the projects on the table can be held up to the light and compared to each other, a company has no way of managing them strategically, no way of making intelligent resource allocation decisions, and no way of knowing what to delete and what to add. And the only way to have a global sense of how a company’s projects are doing is to have some sort of project focus point.15

Problems resolved by project offices. These include projects not supported by senior executives, lack of authority, conflict over project ownership, difficulty of cross functional interface with projects, project prioritization and selection, development of project manager and project team capabilities, and knowledge management issues.16

THE CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTING A PMO

Many hold the misconception that a PMO is merely a project controls office that focuses on scheduling and reports. At one time, of course, this was true: in the old matrix organization, if a project was lucky to have a “project office,” it was usually nothing more than a “war room” with some Gantt charts on the walls and perhaps a scheduler or two. This simple single-project control office is what we’ll call a Type 1 Project Office (see Figure 27-1).

Inside the matrix. When project management’s early tools—Gantt charts, network diagrams, and PERT—began to be used in private industry, the new project managers faced a hurdle: business was also fashioned on the command-and-control model. Putting together an interdisciplinary team was a process fraught with bureaucratic roadblocks. The earliest uses of project management—in capital construction, civil engineering, and R&D—imposed the idea of the project schedule, project objectives, and project team on an existing organizational structure that was very rigid. Without a departmental home or a functional silo of its own, a project was the organizational stepchild—even though it may have been, in terms of dollars or prestige, the most important thing going on. Thus

![Three Types of a Project Office](image-url)
was born the concept of the “matrix organization”—a stopgap way of defining how projects were supposed to get done within an organizational structure unsuitable to project work. It was a “patch,” to use a software development term—not a new version of the organization.

**Up the steps to maturity.** A Type 2, or “divisional-level,” Project Office may still provide support for individual projects, but its primary challenge is to integrate multiple projects of varying sizes within a division from small, short-term initiatives to multi-month or multi-year initiatives that require dozens of resources and complex integration of technologies. With a Type 2 PMO, an organization can, for the first time, integrate resources effectively, at least over a set of related projects. We should note that while the Type 2 PMO is most often an IT office, organizing around projects is not “an IT thing.” Project offices have arisen first in IT because of the competitive pressure to make IT projects work. IT is one of our primary drivers of economic prosperity; America spends over $200 billion annually on software development projects—many of which fail. That IT project offices have been proven to reduce waste, bring projects in on time, and improve morale should be a wake-up call for all areas of the corporation, and in all industries.17

For an organization without any repeatable processes in place, which are at the first, or Initial level on a Project Management Maturity Model, these levels of Project Office organization are beneficial. At the individual project level, applying the discipline of project management creates significant value to the project because it begins to define basic processes that can later be applied to other projects within the organization. At Type 2 and higher, the project office not only focuses on project success, but also migrates processes to other projects and divisions, thus providing a much higher level of efficiency in managing resources across projects. A Type 2 project office allows an organization to determine when resource shortages exist and to have enough information at their fingertips to make decisions on whether to hire or contract additional resources. And at Type 3, the enterprise project office applies processes, resource management, prioritization, and systems thinking across the entire organization.19, 20

**Advantages of the Enterprise-Level, or Strategic, Project Management Office**

Although many companies today still struggle to implement even Type 2 project offices, our primary focus is on the Type 3 project office, which we call the Strategic Project Office (SPO). Why? Because that’s where organizations can derive the most benefit. Like the matrix organization, lower-level project offices are a way station: a stage between the old-style organization and the new, project-based enterprise.

At the corporate level, the project office serves as a repository for the standards, processes, and methodologies that improve individual project performance in all divisions. It also serves to mitigate conflicts in the competition for resources, and to identify areas where there may be common resources that could be used across the enterprise. More important, a corporate project office allows the organization to manage its entire collection of projects as one or more interrelated portfolios. Executive management can get the big picture of all project activity across the enterprise from a central source (the Project Office), project priority can be judged according to a standard set of criteria, and projects can at last fulfill their promise as agents of enterprise strategy. The higher the Project Office resides in the organization, the fewer the problems reported. A project office is a
communication tool, maintaining a consistent flow of communication to senior executives and report both successes and problem areas.\textsuperscript{21}

The Gartner Group has identified several key roles for a Project Office,\textsuperscript{22} all of which are most effectively carried out at Type 3:

\textbf{Developer, documenter, and repository of a standard methodology (a consistent set of tools and processes for projects).} The SPO provides a common language and set of practices. This methodology boosts productivity and individual capability and takes a great deal of the frustration out of project work. Research by the Center for Business Practices revealed that over 68 percent of companies who implemented basic methodology experienced increased productivity, and 37 percent reported improvement in employee satisfaction.\textsuperscript{23}

\textbf{Center for the collection of data about project human resources.} Based on experience from previous projects, the SPO can validate business assumptions about projects as to people, costs, and time; it is also a source of information on cross-functional project resource conflicts or synergies.

As a project management consulting center, the SPO provides a seat of governing responsibility for project management and acts as a consultant and mentor to the entire organization, staffing projects with project managers or deploying them as consultants or mentors. As a center for the development of expertise, the SPO makes possible a systematic, integrated professional development path and ties training to real project needs as well as rewarding project teams in ways that reflect and reinforce success on projects. This is quite different from the reward and training systems presently in place in most organizations, which tend to focus on functional areas and ignore project work in evaluation, training, and rewards.

As a knowledge management center for project management, the SPO provides a locus not only for project management knowledge, but for knowledge about the content of the organization’s projects. With a “library” of business cases, plans, budgets, schedules, reports, lessons learned, and histories, as well as a formal and informal network of people who have worked on a variety of projects, the SPO is a knowledge management center that maximizes and creates new intellectual capital. Knowledge is best created and transferred in a social network or community, and the SPO provides just that. Through mentoring, both within the SPO among project managers and across the enterprise to people in all specialty areas, knowledge transfer about how to get things done on deadline and within budget is facilitated.\textsuperscript{24}

The enterprise-level project office facilitates the management of projects on one level, and improves management of the entire enterprise via project portfolio management and linking projects to corporate strategy on another level. More than establishing an office and creating reports, it infuses cultural change throughout the organization.

Table 27-1 shows the capabilities and features of each type of PMO.

\textbf{A systems-thinking perspective.} To effectively deploy project management throughout an organization, all the players must be on board. Everyone from the project team member on up to the executive sponsors of projects must understand what is happening with project management. This translates to an organizational setting in which virtually everyone who is touched by a project is impacted by what happens with the project
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Offering</th>
<th>Type 1: Project Control Office</th>
<th>Type 2: Business Unit PMO</th>
<th>Type 3: Strategic/Enterprise PMO</th>
<th>Description of Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Planning and Controls Specialists</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Plans all activities for the project; manages the critical path, issues, risks, and budget. Responsible for resource management and schedule/budget status reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project and Program Managers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Coordinates with business sponsors to manage scope of work, business issues, risks, etc. Drivers business issues and communicates to project stakeholders and team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring and Coaching</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Individual coaching for less experienced project managers, to reinforce training and established client methodologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Training and Professional Development</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>A variety of on-site training courses including certification programs that can be customized for any organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Change Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Assessing current organization’s readiness to change, including barriers to change, and developing/executing a plan to successfully implement new project management processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Organizational Maturity Assessment &amp; Improvement Planning</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uses PM Solutions’ acclaimed Project Management Maturity Model (PMMM) to show how to systematically mature an organizations’ project management practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Portfolio Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Process and software tools to select and manage the optimum set of projects that maximize business value. Provides management visibility through dashboard reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Methodology</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Customized methodology—processes, procedures, templates, examples, and guides—delivered through an easy-to-use web-based tool, the PM Community of Practice (PM COP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Methodology</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Customized methodology (SDLC, NPD, Marketing) that integrates into the overall project management methodology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Value Measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Tangible metrics program established to measure the benefits derived from the PMO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM Software</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Proven software tools for planning, managing, and status reporting the full portfolio of project(s).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 27-1. CAPABILITIES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF PROJECT OFFICE**
management initiative. Ultimately this impact sweeps across the entire corporation. That’s why effective organizations have project offices located at the corporate level, providing data on total corporate funding for projects, the resources utilized across all corporate projects, capital requirements for projects at the corporate level, materials impact, supplies impact, and the procurement chain impacts. A fully mature organization may actually have project offices at each of the levels described in Figure 27-1: a Strategic Project Office at the corporate level to deal with enterprise (cross-divisional) programs/projects, corporate reporting, corporate portfolio management, etc.; and a divisional Project Office to deal with divisional programs/projects, divisional resource management, divisional portfolios, and the division’s contribution (technology, labor, etc.) to corporate programs/projects. And, there may be one or more Type 1 Project Offices within a divisional PMO dealing with major projects.

Knowledge management. A whole new set of procedures and standards need to be established along with a common mechanism for storing and sharing that information. Along with this goes the training process and data collection routine that must be established to get information into this database before knowledge transfer can take place.

Project/program managers will make good decisions with good data. Without good data, decisions are going to be very poor. So the organization is faced with a very complex integrated system and process that they have very little knowledge how to deploy. That’s why the Gartner Group recommends incorporating a contractor or consultant in the implementation strategy. It’s necessary to get folks in who have actually done systems deployment in the past so that the probability of success is going to be much higher.

The Objective: Results and Fast

All this costs money, so at the end of the day, it is absolutely essential that an organization is able to quantify the value that project management brings.

How can the initiative show results fast enough to avoid top management loss of interest? Dianne Bridges, PMP, writes that there are two ways to demonstrate the immediate value of the Project Office: through short-term initiatives and project mentoring.25 Short-term initiatives provide solutions to immediate concerns and take care of issues surfaced by key stakeholders. These are items that can be implemented quickly, while at the same time they take care of organizational top-priority concerns. Examples include: support for new projects and projects in need; an inventory of projects (new product development, information technology, business enhancements, etc.); summary reports and metrics; informal training lunches; project planning or project control workshops; templates, project audits, and identification of project managers or those who aspire to the role.

In conjunction with the short-term initiatives, project mentoring is an excellent way to provide immediate project management value to projects that are in the initial start-up phase or are in need of support, without waiting for the implementation of formal training programs, or process roll-outs.

The best approach to building organizational and individual maturity is to move forward quickly—show results on specific projects within six months, really begin changing the culture within the first year, and begin showing corporate results within a two-year time frame. But be prepared—this is no quick fix. It will take anywhere up to five years to fully deploy a Strategic Project Office.26
What does success look like? How will you know when you have arrived? Research studies allow us to paint a picture of the organization that has demonstrated competence in managing projects, and managing by projects:

- Top management understands project management basics.
- Effective training programs are in place.
- Clear project management systems and processes have been established.
- There is improved coordination of inter-group activities.
- There is an enhanced goal focus on the part of employees.
- Redundant or duplicate functions are eliminated.
- Project expertise is centralized.
- Changes in organizational culture including new information systems, altered communications channels, and new performance measurement strategies.\(^{27,28}\)

**PMO in Place? Don’t Relax Yet**

A trend that first surfaced in 2002 at the Project Management Benchmarking Forums, and which has continued to plague PMOs despite increasing organizational clout, visibility and proven value-add, was of companies that had achieved a mature project management process under the auspices of an enterprise project office, but which were disinvesting in project management in the name of cost-cutting exercises.

Forum participants—representatives of project management practices within some of America’s top corporations—described the expressed opinions of their executive leadership as paradoxical: on one hand they claimed to support and value project management; on the other hand they were slashing project management office budgets and cutting training for project managers. In a tight economy, management identified the entire project management exercise as an overhead expense.

Ironically, the most successful and long-standing project management offices may be the most vulnerable to cost cutting because the organization takes good project management for granted. An article in *Computing Canada* by HMS Software president Chris Vandersluis characterized the attitude as: “Can’t we just do all of this in Excel like we used to?” and “The projects aren’t a problem; why do we spend so much money on managing them?”\(^{29}\)

Once implemented, good project management becomes invisible and, paradoxically, that can be a problem. The effects of good change management, good planning, resource capacity planning, and variance management mean that projects just seem to run themselves. Management forgets that the costs associated with maintaining a project management structure are outstripped by the potential costs of having no project management structure. Vandersluis describes the PM-free environment as “projects that run late and over budget … a mismatch of resources to projects … clients [and] suppliers are unhappy … shareholders are unhappy …,” and boldly states that “losing the efficiency that comes with a corporate-wide project management environment can take a company from barely profitable to completely unprofitable in a short period of time.”\(^{30}\)

Project Office directors and managers often wonder out loud why processes like accounting are accepted as costs of doing business, while the project management process constantly struggles for survival on the organizational edge. The constant effort to make visible to management costs they didn’t incur saps energy that would be better spent on managing projects. But this vigilance is simply part of the requirements for
maintaining your Project Office, once established, as a visible and appreciated part of organizational life.

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. What types of project office exist in your organization, if any? How closely do they resemble the model project offices described in this chapter?

2. Imagine that you are the newly appointed director of a start-up project office at the divisional level. For an organization you are familiar with, quickly show results by listing all the projects under way in the division. Don’t neglect to list projects in the areas of maintenance, regulatory compliance, and other “must-do” categories. Are there more projects on the list than you expected? Fewer? How many of them overlap in some way?

3. Again, for a company you are familiar with, consider ways that centralizing project management across the enterprise might streamline decision making. In particular, focus on communication and information sharing between departments and levels of management.
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ISSUES AND IDEAS IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRACTICE

Project management practice is dynamic; it responds to changes in the environment—technological, cultural, and sociological changes. In this section, authors highlight areas in project management where new trends and problems are creating new ideas and solutions.

The issues are broad and multifaceted, and the topics covered illustrate specific approaches to dealing with project management, ranging from political and cultural issues to alternative methodologies that can be applied together with project management principles.

Power and politics are always an overriding issue. Rather than simply complain about them, Randall L. Englund offers a proactive way to plan for and succeed at organizational politics.

Critical Chain and Six Sigma methodologies are proven approaches that, in certain contexts, can be applied jointly with project management. These methodologies, relatively new to the practice of project management, are described by Frank Patrick and by Rip Stauffer.

Communities of practice are a way of organizing project personnel to improve knowledge management and transfer, as well as to provide the satisfaction of social learning and rewarding professional relationships; DeLisle and Rowe are well versed in both the human and technical aspects of CoPs.

Dinsmore and Codas provide an overview of the challenges project managers face when working with the increasingly common multicultural and/or international project team.

Finally, a new chapter by Alan Levine, CIO of the Kennedy Center, explores the ways in which new communications technologies, such as blogs, Twitter, wikis, social networking and the like have the potential to boost the speed and collaborative spirit of project management.
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Dealing With Power and Politics in Project Management

RANDALL L. ENGLUND, CONSULTANT

Project management is more than techniques to complete projects on time, scope, and budget. Organizations by their very nature are political, so effective project managers need to become politically sensitive. Astute “project politicians” assess the environment and develop an effective political plan help to address the power structure in an organization. They identify critical stakeholders’ levels of impact and support, develop a guiding coalition, and determine areas of focus.

Because all projects involve change, project managers and team members find themselves involved in an organizational change process. To be ignorant about leading change can be costly to the organization and the individual. Instead of lamenting about a failed project, program, or initiative, it is possible to learn a proven approach to power, politics, and change that optimizes project success. Let’s examine some specific steps that make a difference between success and failure in a political environment.

It takes wisdom and courage to engage in action and change an approach to project work. Instead of facing unknowns, resistance and chaos alone, prepare for a hero’s journey. The approach shared below can help turn potential victim scenarios into win-win political victories.

Sooner or later all professionals find a leadership role thrust upon them, a team to lead, or a project to accomplish with others. Greater success comes to those who define, develop, and/or refine a plan to be successful. These people ultimately embrace the journey or process of changing an
organization to be more efficient and more profitable by developing an organization-wide project management system, often called enterprise project management. Wise persons choose a proactive path, employing a change management process, replete with requisite political skills, rather than wishing they had done so in retrospect.

The path includes many uncertainties. Luckily, modern project management provides effective strategies to reduce uncertainties throughout the project life cycle. Opportunity comes to those leaders who understand and meld scope management and change management processes with skills in selling, negotiating, and politicking.

A common theme for success or failure of any organizational initiative is building a guiding coalition—a bonding of sponsors and influential people who support the change. This support, or not, represents a powerful force either toward or away from the goal. Gaining support means the difference between pushing on, modifying the approach, or exiting a path toward a new order of business. Moderate success may be achieved without widespread political support, but continuing long-term business impact requires alignment of power factors within the organization. Along the way, adapt effective concepts from nature to make organizations more project-friendly, which in turn leads to greater value-added, economically viable results.

Organizations attempting projects across functions, businesses and geographies increasingly encounter complexities that threaten their success. A common response is to set up control systems that inhibit the very results intended. This happens when we inhibit free flow of information and impose unnecessary constraints.

By contrast, taming the chaos and managing complexity are possible when stakeholders establish a strong sense of purpose, develop shared vision and values, and adopt patterns from nature that promote cooperation across cultural boundaries. These processes represent major change for many organizations.

An organic approach to project management acknowledges that people work best in an environment that supports their innate talents, strengths, and desires to contribute. Many organizational environments thwart rather than support these powerful forces in their drive to complete projects on time, on budget, and according to specifications. Applying lessons from complexity science offers a different approach—one that seeks to tame the chaos rather than implement onerous controls. A key is to look for behavioral patterns and incentives that naturally guide people toward a desired result. Results are similar to those of a successful gardener: combining the right conditions with the right ingredients creates a bountiful harvest. By ensuring that leadership, learning, means, and motivation are all present in appropriate amounts, the right people can employ efficient processes in an effective environment.

Too late, people often learn the power of a nonguiding coalition. This happens when a surprise attack results in a resource getting pulled, a project manager is reassigned, or a project is cancelled. Getting explicit commitments up front, the more public the better, is important to implementing any change. It also takes follow through to maintain the commitment. But if commitment was not obtained initially, it is not possible to maintain throughout. It all starts by investigating attitudes and assessing how things get done.¹

VIEWS OF POLITICS

Albert Einstein said “Politics is more difficult than physics.” Politics will be present anytime an attempt is made to turn a vision for change into reality. It is a fact of life, not a dirty word that should be stamped out. A common view is what happens with negative
politics, which is a win-lose environment in an underhanded or without-your-knowledge-of-what’s-happening approach. People feel manipulated, and the outcome is not desirable from their point of view. Secret discussions are more prevalent than public ones. Reciprocal agreements are made to benefit individuals rather than organizations.

The challenge is to create an environment for positive politics. That is, people operate with a win-win attitude. All actions are out in the open. People demonstratively work hard toward the common good. Outcomes are desirable or at least acceptable to all parties concerned. This is the view of power and politics being espoused in this writing.

One’s attitude toward political behavior becomes extremely important. Options are to be naive, be a shark that uses aggressive manipulation to reach the top, or to be politically sensible. According to Jeffrey Pinto, “politically sensible individuals enter organizations with few illusions about how many decisions are made.” They understand, either intuitively or through their own experience and mistakes, that politics is a facet of behavior that happens in all organizations. People who are politically sensitive neither shun nor embrace predatory politics. “Politically sensible individuals use politics as a way of making contacts, cutting deals, and gaining power and resources for their departments or projects to further corporate, rather than entirely personal, ends.”

To make politics work for you, it is important to understand the levels of power in leading a project. As depicted in Figure 28-1:

- **Control** or authority power is the one most prevalent but not one that project managers can rely on with any degree of certainty in most organizations.
- **Influence** or status depends upon referent (or appealing to others) powers:
  - Willingness to challenge the status quo.
  - Create and communicate a vision.
  - Empower others.
  - Model desired behavior.
  - Encourage others.

- **Appreciation** means having awareness of areas of uncertainty outside the realm of control or influence that could nevertheless impact project success. For instance, I cannot know when an upper manager will dictate a change in the project or a system will crash, but I can appreciate that these things happen and provide placeholders with contingencies for them in the project plan.

Politics are part of all organizations. Remarkably, power and politics are unpopular topics with many people. That ambivalent attitude hampers their ability to become skilled and effective.

Most organizations do not suffer from too much power; more so people feel there is too little power either being exercised to keep things moving or available to them. They often resort to a victim mode of feeling powerless. One high-level management team almost ceased to function when the general manager could not be present at the last moment for a critical meeting. The facilitator had to help them realize this was their opportunity to build a power base among themselves and to take action that presented a united front.

Lack of demonstrated power is also an opportunity to exercise personal power. Many people shine when they jump in and do something when they first see the opportunity, asking forgiveness later if necessary instead of waiting for permission.
ASSESSING THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

A big pitfall people fall into is not taking the time to fully assess what they are up against—learning how to operate effectively in a political environment.

What is a political environment? A negative reaction to the word “political” could be a barrier to success. Being political is not a bad thing when trying to get good things done for the organization. A political environment is the power structure, formal and informal. It is how things get done within the day-to-day processes as well as in a network of relationships. Power is the capacity each individual possesses to translate intention into reality and sustain it. Organizational politics is the exercise or use of power. The world of physics revolves around power. Because project management is all about getting results, it stands to reason that power is required. Political savvy is a vital ingredient for every project manager’s toolkit.

Understand the power structure in the organization. A view from outer space would not show the lines that separate countries, organizations or functional areas, or other political boundaries. The lines are figments that exist in our minds or on paper but not in reality. Clues to a power structure may come from an organizational chart, but how things get done goes far beyond that. Influence exists in people’s hearts and minds, where power derives more from legitimacy than from authority. Its presence is shown by the implementation of decisions.
Legitimacy is what people confer on their leaders. Being authentic and acting with integrity are factors a leader decides in relations to others, but legitimacy is the response from others. Position power may command respect, but ultimately how a leader behaves is what gains wholehearted commitment from followers. Legitimacy is the real prize, for it completes the circle. When people accept and legitimize the power of a leader, greater support gets directed toward the outcome; conversely, less resistance is present.

People have always used organizations to amplify human power. Art Kleiner states a premise that in every organization there is a core group of key people—the “people who really matter”—and the organization continually acts to fulfill the perceived needs and priorities of this group.3

Kleiner suggests numerous ways to determine who these powerful people are. People who have power are at the center of the organization’s informal network. They are symbolic representatives of the organization’s direction. They got this way because of their position, their rank, and their ability to hire and fire others. Maybe they control a key bottleneck or belong to a particular influential subculture. They may have personal charisma or integrity. These people take a visible stand on behalf of the organization’s principles and engender a level of mutual respect. They dedicate themselves as leaders to the organization’s ultimate best interests and set the organization’s direction. As they think or act or convey an attitude, so does the rest of the organization. Their characteristics and principles convey what an organization stands for. These are key people who, when open to change, can influence an organization to move in new directions or, when not open to change, keep it the same.

Another way to recognize key people is to look for decision makers in the mainstream business of the organization. They may be aligned with the headquarters culture, ethnic basis, or gender, speak the native language, or be part of the founding family. Some questions to ask about people in the organization are: Whose interests did we consider in making a decision? Who gets things done? Who could stop something from happening? Who are the “heroes?”

Power is not imposed by boundaries. Power is earned, not demanded. Power can come from position in the organization, what a person knows, a network of relationships, and possibly the situation, meaning a person could be placed in a situation that has a great deal of importance and focus in the organization.

A simple test for where power and influence reside is to observe who people talk to or go to with questions or for advice. Whose desk do people meet at? Who has a long string of voice or e-mail messages? Whose calendar is hard to get into?

One of the most reliable sources of power when working across organizations is the credibility a person builds through a network of relationships. It is necessary to have credibility before a person can attract team members, especially the best people, who are usually busy and have many other things competing for their time. Credibility comes from relationship building in a political environment.

In contrast, credibility gaps occur when previous experience did not fulfill expectations or when perceived abilities to perform are unknown and therefore questionable. Organizational memory has a lingering effect—people long remember what happened before and do not give up these perceptions without due cause. People more easily align with someone who has the power of knowledge credibility, but relationship credibility is something only each individual can build, or lose.
Power and politics also address the priority assigned to project management’s triple constraints—outcome, schedule, and cost. If the power in an organization resides in marketing where tradeshows rule new product introductions, meeting market window schedules becomes most important. An R&D driven organization tends to focus on features and new technology, often at the expense of schedule and cost.

**POLITICAL PLAN**

A quest to optimize results in a convoluted organizational environment requires a political management plan. This is probably a new addition to the project manager’s arsenal. Elements of a political plan may have been included in a communications plan. To conduct a systematic approach to power and politics, key element is to prepare a stakeholder analysis. One quickly realizes that it is impossible to satisfy everyone and that the goal might become to keep everyone minimally annoyed and to use a “weighted dissatisfaction” index.⁴

**Stakeholder Analysis**

Analysis of common success factors indicates that project leaders need to pay attention to the needs of project stakeholders as well as the needs of project team members. Identifying stakeholders early on leads to better stakeholder management throughout the project. Use the diagnostic tools and traits of key powerful people described previously to analyze stakeholders. A stakeholder is anyone who has a “stake in the ground” and cares about the effort—sponsoring the change, supplying, or executing it. Ask, “Who could stop this effort?” (See Figure 28-2 on pg. 382.)

To be thorough, visualize all stakeholders as points on a compass. To the north is the management chain; direct reports are to the south. To the west are customers and end users; other functional areas are to the east. In between are other entities, vendors, or regulatory agencies. Identify all players. Write down names and get to know people in each area. What motivates them, how are they measured, and what are their concerns?

Approach a stakeholder analysis using these steps:

1. **Who are the stakeholders?**
   - Brainstorm to identify all possible stakeholders.
   - Identify where each stakeholder is located.
   - Identify the relationship the project team has with each stakeholder in terms of power and influence during the project life cycle.

2. **What are stakeholder expectations?**
   - Identify primary high-level project expectations for each stakeholder.

3. **How does the project or products affect stakeholders?**
   - Analyze how the products and deliverables affect each stakeholder.
   - Determine what actions the stakeholder could take which would affect the success or failure of the project.
   - Prioritize the stakeholders, based on who has the most positive or negative effect on project success or failure.
   - Incorporate information from previous steps into a risk analysis plan to develop mitigation procedures for stakeholders who might negatively impact the project.
4. What information do stakeholders need?
   - Identify from the information collected, what information needs to be furnished to each of them, when it should be provided, and how.

Prepare an action plan for using the stakeholder “map” to resolve political issues. That plan might include actions such as:
   - Face to face meetings with each middle level manager, explaining the project mission and objectives, and getting them to share their real needs and expectations.
   - Sessions with all middle managers, using “mind-mapping techniques” to brainstorm ideas and get suggestions and real needs from various perspectives, leading up to a more aligned vision for the project.
   - Identifying and avoiding barriers like organizational climate, perceptions, customer pressure, and too many communication links.

Approach stakeholders in each area starting from the position of strength. When, for instance, power is high but agreement about the project is low, start by reinforcing the effective working relationship that exists and how the person may contribute to and benefit from the project. Express desire that this bond will help work through any differences. Only after establishing agreement on these objectives is it then appropriate to address the problem area. People often jump right into the problem. This prompts defensive behavior from the other person. Taking time to reestablish rapport first can prove far more effective to reach a mutually satisfying solution. It is then possible to discover misinformation or negotiate a change in outcome, cost, or schedule that lessens the levels of concern and moves people higher in supporting the project.

To illustrate, the customer says to the project manager, “I’m okay with most of your status report, but I have a big problem with progress on resolving the resourcing issue.” Most people only hear the problem and immediately jump into defensive mode. Instead, start with, “I hear that you’re satisfied with how we implemented your requests and can continue moving forward. Is that correct? Great! Okay, so now we only have this one issue to work through… “ The tenor of this approach is positive, the topics on the table for discussion are bounded, and rapport is present, setting the mood for a creative solution.

Positioning

Another element of a political plan is positioning. For instance, where a project office is located in an organization affects its power base. The concept of “centrality” says to locate it in a position central and visible to other corporate members, where it is central to or important for organizational goals. HP’s Project Management Initiative started in Corporate Engineering, a good place to be because HP was an engineering company. That put the Initiative into the mainstream instead of in a peripheral organization where its effectiveness and exposure may be more limited. Likewise, a project office for the personal computer division reported through a section manager to the R&D functional manager. This again reflected centrality since R&D at that time drove product development efforts.

Most important decisions in organizations involve the allocation of scarce resources. Position and charter a project office with a key role in decision-making that is bound to the prioritization and distribution of organizational resources. Be there to help, not make decisions. Put managers at ease that they are not losing decision-making power but gaining an ally to facilitate and implement decisions.
An individual contributor, project leader, or project office of one needs to consider where he or she is located in an organization when wanting to have a greater impact, make a larger contribution, get promoted, or generally gain more power and influence. Doing service projects in a field office for a manufacturing and sales-oriented company is less likely to attract attention than a product marketing person doing new product introduction projects in the factory. Seek out projects that address critical factors facing the organization. In essence, address in a political plan how important the project is to the organization, where it resides in having access to key decision makers, and the support resources available to it.

**Driving Change**

Implicit in creating any new order is the notion that change is inevitable. The use of power and politics becomes a mechanism for driving change. Politics is a natural consequence of the interaction between organizational subsystems.

A well-known political tactic that enhances status is to demonstrate legitimacy and expertise. Developing proficiency and constantly employing new best practices around program and project management, combined with some of the above tactics in the political plan, plus communicating and promoting the services and successes achieved, helps a project gain status in the organization. This factor is a recurring theme in many case studies.

Pinto says, "Any action or change effort initiated by members of an organization that has the potential to alter the nature of current power relationships provides a tremendous impetus for political activity."

A business case can be made that changes are often necessary within organizations that set out to conquer new territory through projects and project teams, often guided by a project office. The role of upper managers may need to change in order to support these new efforts. However, it takes concerted effort, often on the part of project managers who are closest to the work, to speak the truth to upper managers who have the authority and power about what needs to happen. The change may be revolutionary and require specific skills and process steps to be effective. Change agents successfully navigate the political minefields by exercising these traits:

- Act from personal strengths, such as expert, visionary, or process owner.
- Develop a clear, convincing, and compelling message and make it visible to others.
- Use your passion that comes from deep values and beliefs about the work (if these are not present, then find a different program to work on).
- Be accountable for success of the organization, and ask others to do the same.
- Get explicit commitments from people to support the goals of the program so that they are more likely to follow through.
- Take action—first to articulate the needs, then help others understand the change, achieve small wins, and get the job done.
- Tap the energy that comes from the courage of your convictions … and from being prepared.

**Conflict**

Stakeholders’ competing interests are inherently in conflict. Upper managers and customers want more features, lower cost, less time, and more changes. Accountants mainly care
about lower costs. Team members typically want fewer features to work on, more money, more time, and fewer changes. These voices ring out in cacophony. When people find that telling their problems to the project manager helps them get speedy resolution instead of recrimination, they feel like they have a true friend, one they cannot do without.

Conflict is natural and normal. Too little, however, and there is excessive force—“Whatever the group wants.” Too much, and there is excessive conviction—“My mind’s made up.” These represent the flight or fight extremes of human behavior. The ideal is to create constructive contention where the attitude is: “Let’s work together to figure this out.” This middle ground happens when:

- A *common objective* is present to which all parties can relate.
- People understand how they make a *contribution*.
- The issue under discussion has *significance*, both to the parties involved and to the organization.
- People are *empowered* to act on the issue and do not have to seek resolution elsewhere.
- Everyone accepts *accountability* for the success of the project or organizational venture.

For example, a material engineering manager was in a rage and called the taskforce project manager to ask how the project was proceeding. The project manager asked the other manager to come talk with him in person. Rather than putting up a defensive shield to ward off an upcoming attack, the project manager started the meeting by reviewing the project objectives and eliciting agreement that developing a process with consistent expectations and common terminology was a good thing. He next asked the materials manager about his concern and found out that inserting crosscheck steps early in the process would ensure that inventory overages would not happen when new products were designed with different parts. This represented a major contribution to the project. These individuals were empowered to make this change, which would have significant impact because all projects would be using the checklists generated by this project. Rather than creating a political battle, the two parties resolved the conflict through a simple process, the project achieved an improved outcome, and the two parties walked off arm in arm in the same direction.

Recognize that organizations are political. A commitment to positive politics is an essential attitude that creates a healthy, functional organization. Create relationships that are win-win (all parties gain), where actual intentions are out in the open (not hidden or distorted), and trust is the basis for ethical transactions. Determining what is important to others and providing value to recipients are currencies that project leaders can exchange with other people. Increased influence capacity comes from forming clear, convincing, and compelling arguments and communicating them through all appropriate means. Effective program managers embrace the notion that they are salespersons, politicians, and negotiators. Take the time to learn the skills of these professions and apply them daily.

Start any new initiative or change by thinking big but starting small. First implement a prototype and achieve a victory. Plan a strategy of small wins to develop credibility, feasibility, and to demonstrate value. Get increased support to expand based upon this solid foundation.
AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP IN ACTION

Authenticity means that people believe what they say. Integrity means that they do what they say they will do, and for the reasons they stated. Authenticity and integrity link the head and the heart, the words and the action; they separate belief from disbelief and often make the difference between success and failure. Many people in organizations lament how their “leaders” lack authenticity and integrity. When that feeling is prevalent, trust cannot develop and optimal results are difficult if not impossible to achieve.

Integrity is the melding of ethics and values into action. Individuals who display this quality operate off a core set of beliefs that gain admiration from others. As a leader, integrity is critical for success. It is necessary if leaders wish to obtain wholehearted support from followers.

Integrity is the most difficult—and the most important—value a leader can demonstrate. Integrity is revealed slowly, day by day, in word and deed. Actions that compromise a leader’s integrity often have swift and profound repercussions. Every leader is in the “spotlight” of those they lead. As a result, shortcomings in integrity are readily apparent.

How do you create an environment that achieves results, trust, and learning instead of undermining them? One can observe many examples of “organizational perversities,” most often caused by leaders who are not authentic and who demonstrate lack of integrity. Demonstrating these values in action often makes the difference between success and failure. People generally will work anytime and follow anywhere a person who leads with authenticity and integrity.

It becomes painfully evident when team members sense discord between what they and their leaders believe is important. Energy levels drop, and productive work either ceases or slows down.

These managers display aspects of a common challenge—becoming a victim of the measurement and reward system. The axiom goes: “Show me how people are measured, and I’ll show you how they behave.” People have inner voices that reflect values and beliefs that lead to authenticity and integrity. They also experience external pressures to get results. The test for a true leader is to balance the internal with external pressures and to demonstrate truthfulness so that all concerned come to believe in the direction chosen. Measurement systems need to reflect authentically on the values and guiding principles of the organization. Forced or misguided metrics do more harm than good.

To get people working collaboratively in a political environment, consider ways for them to receive more value from this effort: the project provides means to meet organizational needs; they have more fun; the experience is stimulating; they get more help and assistance when needed; they get constructive feedback; they are excited by the vision; they learn more from this project; their professional needs are met; they travel and meet people; it’s good for their careers; together they’ll accomplish more than separately; this is neat.…

Ways to demonstrate authentic leadership in action:

• Say what you believe.
• Act on what you say.
• Avoid “integrity crimes.”
• Involve team members in designing strategic implementation plans.
• Align values, projects, and organizational goals by asking questions, listening, and using an explicit process to link all actions to strategic goals.
• Foster an environment in which project teams can succeed by learning together and operating in a trusting, open organization.

• Develop the skill of “organizational awareness”—the ability to read the currents of emotions and political realities in groups. This is a competence vital to the behind-the-scenes networking and coalition building that allows individuals to wield influence, no matter what their professional role. Tap the energy that comes from acting upon the courage of convictions … from doing the right thing … and from being prepared.

For example, a contractor came to the project manager’s desk, made demands about resources on the project, and left. This was out of character, for the two people had formed a close relationship. The project manager decided not to act on the critical demands that could have severe negative impact on project relations. Later he sought out the contractor and found him in a different mood. The contractor confessed he was told by his company to make those demands. By correctly reading the emotional state and assessing that something below the surface was going on in that transaction, the project manager was able to work with the other person, keep the issue from escalating, and find a solution.

Leaders who commit “integrity crimes,” shift the burden away from a fundamental solution to their personal effectiveness. Trust cannot develop under these conditions. Leaders either get into problems or else tap the energy and loyalty of others to succeed.

In systems thinking terms, this is a classic example of a “shifting the burden” archetype, in which a short-term fix actually undermines a leader’s ability to take action at a more fundamental level. When under pressure for results, many project managers result to the “quick fix”—a command and control approach, which on a surface level appears to lessen the pressure. This has an opposite effect on the people they want to influence or persuade. These people do not do their best work so more pressure is felt to get results.

A more fundamental solution is to develop skills of persuasion as practiced by a change agent. Help people come to believe in the vision and mission and aid them to figure out why it is in their best interest to put their best work into the project. (Use Figure 28-2 to help analyze their interests and concerns.) People usually respond positively to this approach and accomplish the work with less pressure.

Tools of persuasion include:

• **Reciprocity.** Give an unsolicited gift. People will feel the need to give something back. Perhaps a big contract … or maybe just another opportunity to continue building a strong relationship.

• **Consistency.** Draw people into public commitments, even very small ones. This can be very effective in directing future action.

• **Social Validation.** Let people know that this approach is considered “the standard” by others. People often determine what they should do by looking at what others are doing.

• **Liking.** Let people know that we like them and that we are likeable too. People like to do business with people they like. Elements that build “liking” include physical attractiveness, similarity, compliments, and cooperation.
• **Authority.** Be professional and personable in dress and demeanor. Other factors are experience, expertise, and scientific credentials.

• **Scarcity.** Remember just how rare good project management practice is, not to mention people who can transform a very culture. This applies to the value both of commodities and information. Not everyone knows what it takes to make a program successful.8

A summary of the science and practice of persuasion: It usually makes great sense to repay favors, behave consistently, follow the lead of similar others, favor the requests of those we like, heed legitimate authorities, and value scarce resources.

To assess effective practices and apply a simple tool for analysis, consider these steps:

1. Identify basic leadership traits and their consequences.
2. Assess and compare leadership approaches in complex situations.
3. Apply a shifting-the-burden structure to create a positive culture.
4. Appreciate the value of authentic leadership and commit to act with integrity.

We’ve covered several techniques for political coalition building. The extent that powerful organizational forces are on board (or not) enables a project to go ahead in a big way, a project to be modified or downscaled, or for people to quit and move on to something easier.

A vision for project management is to become the standard management technique, operating in project-based organizations. Achieving this state requires forming a dream of what it would be like:

---

**FIGURE 28-2. STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS TEMPLATE**
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Project managers will be like current department managers. Upper managers will be an integral part of the project management process. The organizational building block will be the team. Therefore, upper managers will function as members of upper management teams. Project positions will be based on influence, which is based on trust and interdependence. Any one project will be part of a system of projects, not pitted against each other for resources but rather part of a coordinated plan to achieve organizational goals and strategy. This means project managers will themselves be a team. The upper manager’s team will develop the organization structure and lead the project system, or project portfolio. Trust will be supported by open and explicit communication. Upper managers will oversee a project management information system to answer questions and provide information on all projects. There will be less emphasis on rules but a strong emphasis on organizational mission to guide action. There will be clear relationships between individual jobs and the mission. A process for taming project chaos will be based on linking projects to strategy, a focus on values and direction, the free flow of information, and organizing to support project teams.

Between today’s situation and this desired state lies a long road of organizational change and the required politicking. Project managers who are skilled at the political arts of communication, persuasion, and negotiation—and who also are authentic and trustworthy—can help their organizations make this transition.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What cultural context or organizational factors influence the development of a political plan? For example: Open, enlightened, closed, exclusive, stimulating, supportive, productive, chaotic, messy, difficult to navigate, etc.?

2. How can you be more effective in speaking with specific stakeholders?
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Every organization is dependent on projects. From organizational strategy—which could be considered the “metaproject” against which the organization tracks its performance and growth over time—to its portfolios of “improvement projects” and product development projects that keep it effective and competitive, to its day-to-day delivery of unique efforts for which customers or clients pay, an organization relies on projects as the source of its ability to sustain itself over time.

Every organization also has constraints limiting what it can accomplish. With a finite source of time and attention available from the human and other resources that make up the organizational system, it behooves it to assure an appropriate answer to the question, “What should I/we be working on today?” This question, asking about the most effective use of limited resources, combined with a similar question, “How should I/we organize and perform the mass of work facing me/us?” which addresses the efficiency piece of the equation is the basis for the science and art of project management. These are the critical questions for which project management is meant to provide answers.

Most writings on project management until recently have focused on project management related to the delivery of individual projects. While it’s necessary—and nice—to be able to deliver a single project as promised, it’s not sufficient to assure the ability of an organization to address its multiple needs.
ORGANIZATIONS ARE MULTIPROJECT SYSTEMS

Let us assume that the goal of an organization is to sustain itself so that it can profitably deliver products or services not only today, but also in the future. 1 If that’s the case, then because its market environment—the demands of its customers and the responses of its competitors—cannot be reasonably expected to remain static, said organization must efficiently deliver today’s business and effectively change to address its future circumstances.

Projects as the Business

Drawing a distinction between production-based organizations and project-based organizations, the former is usually dependent on delivering a lot of copies of identical (or at least very similar) units of a product or service, with minimal or easily manageable uncertainty and variation of process. In production environments, the “touch-time” associated with an individual piece of output is usually very small compared to the total duration of building that output, as components tend to spend most of there time in queues awaiting attention or the setup of the machinery that will transform it in some way.

Project environments, on the other hand, are characterized more by uncertainty of expectations, greater variation in the performance against those expectations. Projects also involve larger chunks of “touch time” as a proportion of total project duration. If one’s business is based on directly “selling” the outcome of projects developed with a shared pool of resources, as it is in industries such as custom software and IT systems, consulting, construction, maintenance and repair, and engineer-to-build custom manufacturing, projects are “the business.” In such arenas, the ability to maximize the throughput of multiple completed projects is directly related to both current and future success.

Projects Supporting the Business

The ability to effectively implement change is clearly related to what most would recognize as projects and project management. Such efforts are typically temporary efforts, with a reasonably finite span of time between launch and completion. In this context, change projects are not only related to tactical, local process improvements or highly visible strategic initiatives, but also to the ability to redefine one’s offerings to meet future needs—research and new product/service development and deployment. Regardless of whether the business of the organization is production-or project-based, its future success needs to be supported by effective delivery of change—effective management of multiple projects.

And whether the organization’s project portfolio is dominated by today’s deliveries to customers or clients supported by future-facing development projects, or primarily limited by the latter development efforts that will deliver its future, these projects will be done largely with a limited source of time and attention of the people and processes that define the organization. Organizations and their resources constitute multiproject systems.

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS IS RESOURCE EFFECTIVENESS

The old saw defining efficiency largely as doing things right and effectiveness as doing the right things definitely applies to multiproject systems. How individual tasks are
defined and delivered are key to the efficient completion of individual projects. And choosing the “right projects” from the portfolio of possibilities is clearly related to the contribution of the efforts to the organization’s success. While these single-project and portfolio management concerns are beyond the scope of this chapter, strategies for managing the interaction of various active projects as they vie for the attention of the limited resources are not.

Understanding the importance of getting the right things done at the task level, and behaving accordingly, are significant contributors to efficiency as well and are the basis for multiproject resource (organizational) effectiveness. Unfortunately, too many organizations overlook this and instead emphasize control of costs to the detriment of what they are trying to accomplish.

Maximizing Throughput or Controlling Costs

The previous section illustrated the dichotomy of managing today’s deliveries while setting up for the future. Another pair of necessities for organizational effectiveness is found in the need to maximize throughput of the system while simultaneously controlling costs. Many managers look on these as conflicting requirements, as pressures to keep expenses down have the potential to threaten the ability to deliver more completed projects quickly and with quality.

This sense of conflict comes from confusing organizational effectiveness with efficiency, and even worse, with resource utilization. Assuring that everyone is fully utilized all the time may seem like a reasonable strategy for getting the most out of the individual resources, and, by extrapolation, out of the organization. On the surface, this feels like it makes sense. However, if a system wants to maximize its throughput, keeping resources fully loaded across the board actually hamper that objective for several reasons.

The first reason to avoid striving for full resource utilization is that if everyone is fully loaded, there is no slack to deal with the inevitable run-ins with Murphy’s Law. Given the uncertain nature of projects as unique endeavors, any negative deviation from planned expectations will require capacity to recover. If that protective capacity is not available, problems in a project will result in either cascading problems that will threaten the promises of other projects, or burnout of resources, or both. In either case, future throughput is threatened.

Similarly, without protective capacity set aside, there is no ability to capitalize on new opportunities that arise. Potential throughput is lost.

Multitasking Multiplies Time to Complete Projects

Finally, in environments where full utilization of peoples’ time is valued, there will usually be timesheets to fill out, or measurement-and-reward systems—formal or informal—that drive people to keep busy. In addition, in such a situation, projects are usually launched with an eye to making sure that no one is starved for work. As a result, there are usually plenty of choices of things for everyone to work on. With many active projects expecting progress, there is pressure to work on several at one time, splitting one’s time and attention across them. Unless an effective multiproject management system provides clear priorities for resource attention, people will strive to make the “measurement” look good by keeping busy and keeping several balls in the air. This is multitasking—working on several significant pieces of work simultaneously, switching between them before any one is completed and before its output is handed off to the next task in the project.
What happens in this situation is that, as a result of trying to make sure that everyone is always fully utilized (a seemingly efficient means of controlling costs), the time it takes to convert a task input into an output that is usable by the next task is expanded by the time it sits while another project gets the attention. In addition, the context switching cost—the time involved in the question, “Where was I?” when returning to a set-aside task—adds to the actual work time, adding further inefficiencies to the project. Throughput associated with these projects is lost as their completions are delayed beyond when they could have been achieved.

**Resource Efficiency Is Not Organizational Effectiveness**

By striving to be “efficient” through high local resource utilization—by striving for cost control through avoiding “wasted” idle resources throughout the organization—the real objective is suboptimized. Throughput of completed projects and their benefit—paid invoices, improved processes, or new products that will ring new cash registers—associated with those completions is threatened, lost, or delayed.

**CONSTRAINT-SAVVY MULTIPROJECT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT**

In order for a multiproject system to operate effectively for an organization, it needs to assure that the project pipeline isn’t overloaded. Also, when there are decisions to be made between project tasks vying for the attention of a resource, it needs to provide a clear priority that is aligned with maximizing the benefit from the total collection of projects so that the resource in question will pick up and work the “right” task without multitasking. The first of these requirements is directly related to understanding and managing the organization through its constraints.

\[
\text{Constraint} = \text{Capacity} = \text{Throughput}
\]

Unless artificially forced otherwise, or unless mismanaged to the point of nonrecognition by overload, systems put together for a purpose typically have one or at most very few constraints limiting their ability to deliver that purpose. Like the clichéd “weak link of a chain,” a potential bottleneck resource can usually be identified as a limiting factor associated with project throughput.

The capacity of the system is the capacity of this constraining bottleneck. It doesn’t pay to try to push more projects into launch mode than this constraint can handle. They’ll only back up waiting for it to attend to them and they’ll distract and unnecessarily overload all the resources working upstream of the constraint. Rather than trying to tightly balance the load on all resources (and killing throughput in the process), a rational approach to managing such a system is to identify (or design in) a clearly understood constraint and manage that one piece of the system very closely.

**Protective Capacity**

The current constraining resource in a multiproject system could be located anywhere. By definition, other resources are nonconstraints and have more capacity than would be technically needed to support the possible throughput of the system. But to start cutting and slashing this extra capacity indiscriminately would be a mistake. At some point, that would merely shift the constraint from where it is to another, potentially unpredictable
part of the system at the same or lower level of capacity, or worse, set up a situation with hard-to-manage interactive constraints.

Instead, the means of managing the constraint for growth of throughput starts with stabilizing the system so that the extra capacity upstream of the constraint assures that the constraint is not starved for work. The only resource that should be kept near high utilization (note “near high” is not “at full”) is the constraint, since the output of the system is tied directly to its output. Project launches that are synchronized with the ability of the constraint to deal with them will, if sufficient protective capacity is available upstream, flow smoothly to the closely managed possible bottleneck. Similarly, once through the identified constraint, no downstream resource should be so tight that it delays the conversion of constraint output to a complete accrual of project benefit. Again that implies a necessary level of protective capacity downstream as well.

Once stabilized and ridden of the effects of overload and multitasking, the true capacity of the system and of its components is far more easily identified. At this point, the organization can take rational steps to grow its capacity and capabilities by systematic constraint management.

**Implications for Project Portfolio Management**

Once the constraint of the system is understood, it will have implications beyond just project delivery performance. It will also provide useful input to the project portfolio process. If the organization is limited to taking on projects at the rate that they can pass through the bottleneck, then those projects that have a higher relative benefit value per time required of the bottleneck will be more valuable to the organization than those that require more bottleneck time, all else being equal.4

One project may seem to have small face value, but if barely involving the constraint, it will be able to deliver that value while barely displacing some other project and its benefit. It’s almost a “free” project, taking advantage of the slack in the nonconstraint resources. On the other hand, if a project that looks very valuable when complete, but requires so much constraint time that many other projects are denied or delayed, it becomes a serious strategic decision to move forward with it. If, by the nature of a bottleneck or constraint, taking on one project forces us to forego or delay another, then this metric of benefit per constraint usage becomes an important factor in the decision to launch.

**MULTIPROJECT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT—MANAGING THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE**

Once an organization understands the constraints associated with its ability to deliver projects, whether for customer-driven deliverables or for internal process improvements, it has the basis to not only avoid overloading its current capacity and capability, but also to smoothly grow the capability to take on more work in the future.

**Next Month: “How Much Should We Take On?”—Gating Project Launches**

At the border of portfolio management and project management lies pipeline management. Nothing will bog down a project delivery system faster than the premature push of projects into a system that can’t really handle them.
Once the portfolio management or sales acceptance process determines the relative ordering of projects, the process for synchronizing project launches to constraint capacity is a simple matter of staggering them at the point of use of the constraint. Once it is known when the constraint can take on a new project, it’s a simple matter of placing it there in the calendar, perhaps with a bit of buffer to avoid cross project impacts at the constraint, and examining the resulting schedule to determine where it’s appropriate to start the upstream activities.

If project launches are staggered in this manner, then the constraining resource will not be overloaded. And if the constraining resource is not overloaded, then the other nonconstraining resources will also, by definition, not be overloaded, thereby reducing pressures to multitask and simplifying the question of priorities when the occasional need to choose which task to work comes up.

Today: “What Should I Be Working On?”—Clarity of Priority at the Task Level

If projects are not overloading the system, the question of which task to work is simplified by the mere reduction of active tasks in play. In-boxes are less loaded. However, due to the vagaries of project plans, and of variation in task performance, occasionally it might occur that a resource faces the need to choose one task to pick up and finish before addressing another one that is waiting. There are several options to providing such guidance.

Assuming that the individual projects are being actively managed via Critical Path or Critical Chain processes, one consideration is whether any of the waiting tasks are on the critical path or critical chain of the project in question. If so, that task would most likely be the appropriate first choice over a competing “noncritical” task.5

If there is a choice of two or more “critical” tasks from different projects, the relative health of the projects in question can be easily assessed based on working one, then the other, and vice versa. The scenario that leaves the best combination of the resulting health of the projects’ promises in best condition (or maximizes the benefits associated with both projects) would be preferred. In an environment based on Critical Chain Scheduling and Buffer Management, project buffers provide not only the ability of projects to absorb such decisions, but also make the assessment process straightforward. Critical Path-based projects, usually relying on smaller, if any, schedule reserves, might have to add some additional recovery activities. (Note that this constraint-based approach to multiproject management comes from the same source as Critical Chain Scheduling and Buffer Management; the Theory of Constraints and the two processes work together by design.)

If all queued tasks are “noncritical,” it’s less of an issue, and while usually a first-come-first-served process will suffice, a consideration of the general health of the project promise, or in the case of a Critical Chain project, buffer consumption, could also provide useful guidance.

Next Year: “How Much Can We Work On?”—Current and Strategic Constraints

The previous section described the stabilization of the system around the organization’s current constraint. That constraint is the result of past actions and staffing levels; it may not be an ideal leverage point for maximum strategic benefit. Once the system is stable, the organization can manage itself proactively by designing a more appropriate system based on what one might call a “strategic constraint.”
An appropriate constraining resource would be one that is commonly and heavily used across a range of anticipated projects, but is also hard to augment. If it’s easy to get more of it by acquiring more people or improving processes, then it’s probably worth doing so to easily grow organizational capacity, assuming the protective capacity around it is also easily grown. If hard to augment, it becomes a matter of offloading and/or improving processes to grow capacity. A constraint that is hard to get more of while commonly and heavily required is a natural candidate for a long-term constraint against which to manage the organization.

Additionally, such hard-to-grow resources are often critical to the organization’s competitiveness. For example, a system architect who knows the ins and outs of the firm’s software products is far harder to replace, and is inherently more important to its capacity, than some “plain vanilla” developer skill that can be augmented with contractors. If there is some other, easily elevated constraint in place, it behooves the organization to develop plans to grow its capacity along with any others who might be limiting what can be gotten through the expert. Understanding this relationship also highlights and justifies the need to grow that expert skill as well, perhaps through shared work or by determining what it is in the work usually performed by the expert that really needs the expertise.

An interesting offshoot of effective constraint management is that if one considers a limiting factor—a constraint—to be a weakness, then the system’s strength—the resource and skill that defines its core competency—should probably be that weakness. After all, you don’t want any other aspect of the organizational system to limit the ability to maximize the benefit of that strength.

Developing such a strategy for growth—either growing resources around an appropriate constraint while increasing its capabilities, or providing a clear path to grow the necessary capacities to move the constraint to somewhere more appropriate—provides a smooth transition from one level of performance to the next.

IT’S NOT HOW MUCH YOU START, IT’S HOW MUCH YOU FINISH

Too many organizations act as if by packing the pipeline and keeping everyone heavily loaded with work, a combination of filled queues and busy resources will result in rapid and reliable project completions. Instead, projects bump into one another, adding delays usually unanticipated in individual project promises, and resources burn out jumping between unfinished tasks that then further delay task handoffs and project completions.

Suggested exercise: Survey some of your project participants. Ask them how many different tasks they currently have open. How many different project reviews do they attend each week? Ask them how long they expect their current collection of tasks to take to complete. Then ask them if they set aside most tasks and just picked one and finished it as if it was the only thing they had to do, then another, then another, when would the individual tasks and the total collection be complete? How much less time would it take them to complete all if they focused on one at a time?

Constraint management suggests instead that projects only be launched at a rate that can be handled by the organizational system, and as its surrogate, by the system’s constraining resource. This constraint is easily identified as a heavily used resource, skill, or facility common to most projects in the portfolio. Once the pipeline of projects quickly settles down to stability through such an approach, it becomes a matter of systematic constraint management to grow the capacity and capability of the organization to meet strategic needs.
**Suggested exercise:** Consider your organization. Even if it is in a chaotic state in which every resource feels overloaded, ask this question: If you could double the capacity of one and only one resource, skill, or facility, where would it be most beneficial for the organization in terms of helping more projects move to completion quicker? In most organizations, it usually quickly narrows down to a consensus on one or two candidates. Those are your initial candidates for designation as project pipeline constraint.

Every organization needs to consider how it manages the collection of projects it requires to sustain itself. Whether the business is based on delivering project work or process improvements require attention from a limited pool of players, or if the business depends on a steady flow of new product development, maximizing throughput of completed projects is critical to organizational effectiveness.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, it’s not about how many projects you launch. It’s not about how busy everyone is. It’s not about success with one major project that would have everyone’s attention anyway. It’s about how many projects you finish in a period of time. It’s about finishing many projects rapidly and reliably. It’s about maximizing the throughput of your project pipeline, and the key to moving more through a pipeline is not by forcing too much through it, creating turbulence, leaks, and spills. It’s about understanding the bottlenecks and constraints, rationally loading them, and systematically growing their capacity.

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. Consider your organization: How many people are involved in project work? Is this project work revenue enhancing or primarily supporting process improvements? (Don’t forget your IT department.)

2. What would be the impact if you could finish most projects in 25 to 50 percent less time than you typically do today by eliminating multitasking?

3. More importantly, what would be the impact if you could double or even triple the number of projects completed in a year by synchronizing project launches with your constraint?
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The “business novels” of Eliyahu Goldratt discuss the tenets of the Theory of Constraints in very accessible form. The author’s Web site, FocusedPerformance.com, contains a wealth of additional resources.
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The private sector, universities, and government have invested a lot of effort in understanding the value of knowledge and, when applied, how it shapes society. But few organizations have consistently translated knowledge about the human and technical aspects of successful projects into successful delivery of new projects.

Navigation through a project life cycle often results in project failure, despite application of best-in-class tools and technology. Yet, the human behavior aspect of project management continues to be the poor cousin to technical solutions. A question of interest is, “What can be done to optimize the human aspects and resulting contributions to making a project successful?” We may all agree that a silver bullet is unlikely. Rather, learning by trial and error, sharing information and personal experiences has shown to better aligning our collective understanding of concepts that shape our understanding of project management. The venue for such activities is explored below.

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE:
A SPACE AND PLACE FOR COLLABORATION

The continued persistence of Communities of Practice (CoPs) in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors has proved more than a passing curiosity. Perhaps a fundamental need among
humans is to share experiences to feel part of the larger social network. It follows that
business literature characterizes CoPs as, “social networks that individuals use to make
sense of the workplace around them and develop a common understanding of the
meaning of their roles in projects and to the organization.”

Arguably, CoPs have resided within organizations and in many different facets of
society in the form of nonprofit groups and community groups for many years, in both
face-to-face and virtual forms. Many people fail to recognize that they are engaged in
CoP types relationships, they just freely do so, intuitively recognizing the value of the
“esprit de corps” and sharing of knowledge and experiences. Participants tend to freely
share a strong desire to develop, enhance, nurture expertise in areas of common interest,
understanding the value in pooling efforts even if an immediate or tangible reward is not
immediately evident. Community leadership in this context is critical. Individuals who
take on this type of role appear to do so for personal and strategic reasons that inadvertently
result in the collective membership bonding together.

Just as projects are a dynamic environment, CoPs are dynamic in the way that
members make sense of the world. Organizations that use CoPs note improvements in
their ability to communicate tacit knowledge and transform it into explicit knowledge,
better integrate new practices, and creatively solve problems across traditional practice
“silos.” From a maturity point of view, CoPs have even made their way in to project
management bodies of knowledge, such as the Project Management Institute (PMI) or
the Association for Project Management (APM). PM Solutions’ Project Management
Community of Practice also enables practitioners to use repeatable processes across all
projects within an organization. Having standard processes in place for managing projects
is a positive step forward in maximizing initial and repeated investments made in
project management.

What encompasses a COP and what can it do for you? We set the context for
investigating CoPs by looking at first and second generation Knowledge Management
(KM) keeping in mind, four related questions:

1. What perspectives dominate knowledge management and learning? How do
   organizations and their people make sense of the business world?
2. How do CoPs influence project management?
3. What tools are needed to make CoPs effective and how are tools best used to
   build and maintain CoPs?
4. What appear to be best practices (CoP tools and CoP practices) of CoPs?

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

To really understand how organizations make sense of the world, we have to look past
behaviors to the age-old metarules that underlie our attitudes. The dominant Western
approach toward management of resources looks at how to adjust human values, beliefs,
and attitudes to make behaviors and outcomes predictable. For example, capturing and
maintaining information in policy and operating manuals is a way to control and direct
the flow of information, and thus, resulting action.

In contrast, the thought system identified by Heraclitus (c.540–c.480 BCE) is based
on a very different world view where “everything flows.” In this macro world-view,
organizations undergo cycles and often-paradoxical processes of innovation. Eastern
traditions have often accepted this world view in terms of managing resources.
Organizations manage knowledge mostly by trying to make it predictable, although second-generation KM tends to see things from a macro world view. These two views are both important to understanding the evolution of CoPs and how knowledge is shared between projects.

**First Generation Knowledge Management—Microview**

First generation KM mostly focused on technology solutions to provide answers to organizational woes. The basic premise was that valuable knowledge already exists, and all we need to do is capture it. This approach still prevails today in many organizations. These organizations try to achieve better performance, by improving how information is created, stored and disseminated in at least these areas of focus:

1. **Customer Focus.** The project management priority triangle (time, cost, quality/scope) plus client or customer satisfaction suffice as the main predictors of successful projects. Lessons learned are often captured as a way to improve competitive advantage; if the customers were not satisfied, then customers will leave.

2. **Project Focus.** Individuals charged with solving project problems rely on resources at hand to deal with issues (i.e., software, new technology). Project work is treated as units of effort that can be reasonably controlled, and thus, the same is believed for behavior of the team.

3. **Driving Decisions Down.** By driving decisions down the organization to the lowest possible level, is thought to result in better quality decisions because the people closest to the problems are making them. Often, but not always, this is an optimal solution in a project environment, especially if top management is not supportive.

4. **Trust and Sharing.** Without trust, knowledge sharing and collaboration do not occur easily if at all. Guidelines and or knowledge repositories (i.e., databases) are put into place in attempts to capture knowledge and ensure its transfer.

5. **Leadership.** Here the focus is on the leader’s role in meeting goals by coordinating the efforts of organizations, groups, and individuals who are charged with completing specific tasks. Excessive dependence on heroic leadership may mean that not everyone understands his or her role within the project and organization. This makes reaching a common vision more difficult.

The heavy emphasis on technology in first-generation KM does not address issues such as inadequate knowledge sharing, limited trust, and lack of vision and poor motivation that persist despite more robust tools. Anticipated improvement to managing projects and resulting organizational performance cannot be realized by individuals simply being better at capturing, coding, and distributing existing knowledge. In response, many organizations began to focus heavily on creating conditions for accelerating use of new knowledge across the organization. This course of action does not often translate directly into tangible value, making the idea of KM itself a tough sell.

**Second-Generation Knowledge Management—Macroview**

Second-generation KM is process oriented, focusing on how knowledge is produced through the act of communication within social systems. The individual learner and sum
total of the group both have critical roles to play in project knowledge acquisition and development. To achieve this end, organizations tend to be aware of and seek to improve collective group performance in five ways:

1. **Gap Orientation.** People learn whatever they need to help the organization, and in doing so fill in the gaps in their knowledge base. They consult colleagues and in the process (or its result), they are able to fill these gaps and develop new knowledge.

2. **Self-organization.** This occurs naturally in organizations as like-minded individuals group together for the purpose of solving problems. Groups tend to jointly evaluate and refine their understanding for everyone’s benefit. This work will result in new knowledge that can be further evaluated and used by the organization.

3. **Mental Models.** Information about the collective organizational effort may serve as the basis for employees developing mental models as guides to problem solving. For example, development of a “networked view” of people interacting in organizations is a mental model that might be contrasted with a standard “organizational hierarchy” view where knowledge is treated more as a linear exchange of information.

4. **Dissemination and Diffusion.** New knowledge and new mental models are diffused throughout the organization using a variety of methods such as face to face meetings, online portals, etc. By improving diffusion, organizations tend to increase their rates of innovation. A key missing part in first generation KM is that a large component of information is tacit and cannot be codified and transferred. Diffusion is one way that KM continues to evolve *ad hoc.*

5. **Nonlinear Feedback System.** As a consequence of people being keep informed, they often willingly provide experiential feedback. The rate and type of knowledge production varies, but it is typically created in a nonlinear fashion. Thus, it is not often possible to predict how knowledge will form and when it will evolve with any kind of accuracy.

In summary, organizations benefit from first generation KM through testing and experimenting with technology to better manage knowledge and to determine how individual contributions strengthen or weaken the knowledge base of the organization. Second-generation KM enables organizations to use the process of sharing knowledge across projects, both inside and outside an organization to find creative and effective solutions. Naturally, these solutions assume a project-based organizational culture that is amenable to a collaborative approach. If an organization is strictly “command and control,” implementation of a community approach might not be possible. In the case of hierarchical organizations, dependence may be placed more on team leaders.

**Practical Uses of CoPs for Project Knowledge Management and Transfer**

Many organizations still subscribe to some first-generation KM practices. Organizations adopting second-generation KM principles tend to be more apt to try using CoPs even if informally. However, individual learning still tends to be the central focus for many organizations. Group evaluation of information sharing approaches, and dissemination of information outside the immediate project are certainly less common. Organizations that do employ CoPs tend to capture and store “know how” (i.e., knowledge in the form of...
lessons learned). However, this is not often viewed as a source of competitive advantage. Knowledge repositories are mostly tied to the originating department or individual without resources dedicated to its maintenance.

Second-generation KM has sparked a more broad application of CoPs. Whether project specific or not, CoPs tend to be situated horizontally across organizations. This enables participants outside a project to provide expertise and solve problems creatively even if individual is not directly involved in the project in question. The project manager often becomes a participant, along with being a leader. Solutions tend to be more collaborative. As CoPs mature, they tend to go through cycles of knowledge creation, evaluation, learning, and sharing of information across projects with in the same organization. For example, a problem in one project may serve as a partial solution in another project. In this way, CoPs continue to evolve KM in a way that puts the act of creating knowledge, and the people who do so—rather than technology—at the heart of project management.

COPS AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

If CoPs are deemed useful by project managers and their teams, why do they remain a tough sell to senior management in terms of support for the time necessary to participate and resources to fund web-based technology?

One reason may be the lack of shared understanding of what CoPs actually do in terms of creating value. Anecdotal evidence doesn’t speak the business leaders about what kind of value may be created and how that impacts the organizations bottom line. Factors such as the type of membership, medium (i.e., mix of face-to-face and/or Web-based discussion), and purpose of the CoP vary greatly. This makes nailing down a definition of value creation activities difficult, and perhaps not seen by participants as necessary.

As well, CoPs have not really become part of senior executive decision-making mindset. Advocates of CoPs are also not often communicating the value of CoPs to senior management in terms that paint a mental picture of their value to an organization. Turning grass-roots practices into core common business tools that package and mobilization knowledge products or processes for consumption often takes a long time. Although CoPs are not uncommon, they have not really been studied on par with other types of research. It appears that in the federal government that CoPs have not become mainstream quite yet. Researchers investigating CoPs need to show in simple terms how and what kind of value CoPs can have on successfully initiating, planning, implementing, monitoring, and closing projects.

Project Organizational Design

The *PMBOK*® *Guide* presents several organizational types: from functional organizations at one extreme to project-based organizations at the other. In practice, it appears that many, if not most, organizations are a combination of different structures and may be characterized as “hybrids.” One of the hallmarks of hybrids is that professionals and groups within them function independently, relying on informal communication channels to exchange information and create knowledge. CoPs appear to be a natural fit into this environment. Some of these types of organizations use CoPs as a way to preserve knowledge that can be more readily shared across projects and develop faster and better solutions.
The role a CoP plays in functional organizations may be more of a background or support function to enable professionals to engage in discussions outside the narrow bounds of their own professional disciplines. As well, CoPs fit into project environments may provide a unifying force behind the scenes to allow specialists to share and develop expertise relevant to their fields while still providing individual expertise on demand. In a hybrid organization, CoPs support both functional and project organizations.

**Project Life Cycle (Phases)**

The typical project life cycle—initiating, implementing, and closing—has critical decision points where the project may continue, be changed, or be abandoned. There are many points within the project life cycle where CoPs may support and guide. For example, initiating activities include identifying the project team members, defining the scope and business objectives of the project, and identifying key stakeholders. CoPs can provide a source of information about who within the organization has the required skills set to work on a project, who has worked on similar projects, what scope issues they have dealt within a particular type of project, and which stakeholders to consider.

During planning, a careful analysis needs to be done to ensure that the CoPs that could be of use (if more than one exists) are identified and information within these communities is passed on to the appropriate project team members. As well, if critical types of communities need to be created, and the project is large, there may be sufficient justification for including a community’s development effort as part of the project work. One practical internal application that is less time consuming is to create a CoP as part of learning support for project management courses. This is understood quite easily in terms of providing a venue for those new to managing projects so they may more easily turn learning into practice.

As well, monitoring and controlling the project may involve the support of CoPs. Community reevaluation of time, cost estimates, and work in progress; and evaluation of quality and community feedback on scope changes and change control is very useful in bringing the a project in on time, on budget, to meet the desired level of quality. Monitoring of stakeholder views in the CoP environment is also a very useful addition to the project and can ensure that everyone’s expectations are dealt with appropriately.

Finally, during project closeout, reassignment and intelligent preservation of knowledge products (i.e., deliverables), and sharing lessons learned may be supported by a CoP.

These are just some of the areas in which a Cops can help project managers and their teams navigate successfully through a project lifecycle. This may spark the reader to think about how communities can augment all of the nine knowledge areas in the *PMBOK* Guide.

**Project Processes**

In terms of the process groups (project initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing), results are linked. That is, the outputs for one process can become the inputs for others. The connections are iterative and require a complete understanding of interactions. To the novice project manager, a CoP may be an excellent testbed for proof of concept prior to moving to the next phase of a project. Members within a CoP make sense of the complexity of a project by testing, challenging, discussing, and either validating or rejecting premises so that conclusions or steps forward are strengthened by this process of “sense making.” Since the process group interactions cross phases, this process of
“peer review” provides the organization with a level of comfort in assuring for less rework or misalignment of the project and the client expectations.

**CoPs and PMOs**

The Project Management Office (PMO) may set project standards and oversees the organization’s portfolio of projects. This allows the organization to evaluate the use of resources across all projects and resolve conflicts that affect project timelines. The PMO is also a very good place to examine how communities are linked across projects. Using CoPs as the linkage point for knowledge transfer is far more efficient for several reasons:

- In communities, the evaluation of knowledge is generally done by a broader range of people, ensuring that the ideas are more completely vetted.
- Communities generally exist outside the project framework and trust is already established. They can be used as opposed to setting up more formal structures and methods to get the required information transferred to the project.
- In communities, knowledge is transferred from expert to recipient and vice versa. This includes tacit knowledge transfer as well as explicit knowledge transfer. This can be much more efficient transfer mechanism than is normally used. Generally, documents would be transferred from project to project with minimal expert knowledge available to add value.
- Communities may share their knowledge broadly, strengthening the entire organization for future projects.

Every indication is that there are many benefits of CoPs for projects in general and that PMOs can play a significant role. However, PMOs are not necessary overarching structures to enable CoPs. Often PMOs are rules-bound, whereas CoPs are emergent and ad hoc. Trying to control the membership and activities of a CoP through standardization runs a risk to its effectiveness. However, by evaluating the various community and project linkages, the PMO can tell the organization how critical information can be shared between projects via the CoP structure.

**SPECIFIC COP DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT TOOLS**

Technology is an enabler of CoPs, not its core function. Arguably, CoPs have been around for decades, in one form or another, given shared interest around topics. Thus, CoPs do exist and may start to as a result of discussions around water coolers, in lunchrooms, and so forth. Thus, the suggestion to formalize a CoP by setting up a complex technology platform or a project management office may not be desirable to its members. Overcoming their resistance is a topic beyond the scope of this chapter.

The tools that are used to build and maintain CoPs are also a large subject area in their own right. It includes a broad set of technologies including, but not limited to, those listed in Table 30-1. The reader should also realize that a community or communities could be formed using a variety of different technologies, and the tool choice will not necessarily reflect the quality of the domain, community or practice. Today the trend is towards greater integration of subsets these above tools into integrated collaboration and community environments.

A key area here is the link between the project tools that are now being fielded and the community tools that are being used. Communities may undertake projects that will involve the use of project tools, so communities are end users of project tools. In addition, projects have a need for communities to support their efforts.
The ability of a project to use a shared repository and have the repository directly linked to the project plan to monitor progress is an example of an efficient means of controlling a project using both project tools and community tools. From these strong links, greater integration in the monitoring and control area of projects may be realized. In the future, integration with workflow tools and communities will see a broad set of other new features to automate rework, estimation, and scope control.

Best Practices

Best practices refer to the processes, practices, and systems that perform exceptionally well, and are widely recognized as improving an organization’s performance and efficiency in specific areas. In the context of CoPs, best practices are actually “best processes”—those that have been proven to work within many organizations for various projects. The key distinction is that practices tend to be recorded and in doing so, become obsolete quite quickly. Processes are more amenable to change and are understood to evolve as organizations become better at managing projects. The topic of best practices is extensive, reaching beyond the scope of this chapter, but a few key best practices in relation to CoPs are presented.

Seed CoPs

The use of existing CoPs is the most obvious best practice. That is, determine who (or which groups) within the organization is acting as an informal source of information and
knowledge exchange. The cost in terms of time and effort to establish a new community is substantial and reuse of appropriate communities that exist within and outside an organization should be considered first. Community reuse requires a clear confidentiality understanding—essential with communities that span multiple organizations or even multiple groups.

Smooth Transition to CoPs

To allow those unfamiliar with community participation to make the transition to a community-based project environment more easily, create psychological safety through use of the following best-practice mechanisms:

1. State and reiterate a compelling positive vision for being a member of a community and an active participant.
2. Offer formal training for the use of tools, and participation in the community should be included. Ensure that trust building is a key component of the CoP development.
3. Involve the learner in hands-on components during training so they may put concepts of knowledge sharing into practice.
4. Train informal groups or teams together in CoP functioning.
5. A practice field, coaches, and feedback are essential parts of helping the community and individuals to achieve effectiveness quickly.
6. Use positive role models to support and message positive information about the CoP.
7. Make support groups available for both management and technical aspects of a CoP.
8. Put consistent systems and structures in place to ensure that the user is not hunting for information on how to join and participate in the CoP to get rewarded for participation.

Free Flow of Membership

Project managers and CoP leaders may consider not limiting membership or want to assign people to take on roles because it may stall or derail a CoP. The core of a CoP is difficult to “pin down” because the very culture promotes the movement of people and ideas. Unlike a list-server, web community, or online community, CoP life cycles are open-ended and needs based. If a particular issue or problem is solved, a CoP may cease to exist, or be reshaped into a new community with some returning and some new members. Participation (under or over) is also not a reliable indicator or usefulness because experience shows that people often “lurk” but still find value.

Although projects have a need to solve specific problems, CoPs are best when self-governing. The means of self-governance should be agreed upon by the community members. For example, this was a clear need at Clarica, where individuals needed specific problems solved for their individual projects, and needed to feel that the environment was safe and supporting. Above all, a community leader is often the single biggest factor in ensuring this community success. For example, the West Coast CoP, a federal government service delivery community, found this to be true as has Claricia. Clarica Insurance developed an external agent CoP to provide support for individual agents as they developed various projects in the field. These agents were independent of Clarica and yet needed support from the parent company during implementation of various complex proposals. The trust of others in the community and the trust placed in Clarica...
was an essential ingredient of success. Without this trust, agents would have been unwilling to use the community. The community became a significant strategic asset of Clarica and the lifeblood of many agents.

Directory of CoPs

Projects can be managed more effectively when everyone knows where to find information if they need it. This makes the inclusion of CoPs an integral part of an organization’s Communication Plan under the area of Organizational Process Assets, for example. CoPs facilitate the transfer of knowledge to project members, saving valuable time, although with some risk of compromise from external members. Providing a directory of CoPs and their memberships may help organizations identify their star players who can take on various different tasks. This is basically a means to direct people to the right places to solve problems and discuss issues. The directory may be broken down by task and by domain so that users can quickly find the relevant community.

Tacit vs. Explicit Knowledge

Knowledge may be roughly divided into that which is known, knowable (just missing some pieces), complex (could be known), and chaotic (not yet knowable). Accessing the domains of “complexity” and “chaos” is perhaps the most undervalued aspect of a CoP but very useful for project-related communities. CoPs contain tacit knowledge, which is in the heads of experienced professionals, and explicit knowledge, which is coded or written down in formal ways. Dialoguing among a community members taps into complexity and chaos knowledge domains by creating new possibilities, including challenging common beliefs, norms, and drawing together multiple ways to approach a risky situation. These decision model creates probes that have the potential to result in identification of links between existing knowledge patterns and even new patterns of knowledge. This knowledge is often movable across to the ordered domains where it can lead to reshaping of current practices and approaches.11

The most unordered knowledge domain, that of chaos, seems to be connected closely to the practice of managing in crises mode. The decision model is to act quickly, reduce turbulence, and sense the immediate reaction. CoPs are well versed as a collective membership to create new ways to address chaotic events in a time frame that is not possible in the ordered domains. For example, response to a fictional safety threat turned real may not be contained in any manual. This is an ideal backstop for most projects.

As project managers and organizations embrace CoPs, improvements in all areas of project management are expected.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Discuss situations you are familiar with in which informal groups of people—not official teams—have contributed positively to the meeting of project objectives for knowledge retention and transfer.

2. If you were to initiate a CoP as part of the project management approach within your workplace, how would you go about it? (i.e., obtain sponsors, technology, mentoring, events ...)

3. From the materials in this chapter, and your own experience, describe how you think CoPs might change project management practice in the future, and discuss what types of value may be created.
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In general, Six Sigma is a data-driven, project-based, team-driven, and customer-focused methodology for achieving breakthrough levels of performance in strategically important processes. Six Sigma is essentially a quality initiative, in the vein of Total Quality Management (TQM), Lean Manufacturing, Business Process Reengineering (BPR), Statistical Process Control (SPC), and Continuous Improvement (CI). Many of these other process quality initiatives focus largely on the ongoing management and control of processes; many of the actions taken for improvement tend to be relatively quick turnaround, “just-do-it” reactions to emergent signals from the process. (For further discussion of some of these quality initiatives, see Chapter 11A.)

It’s worth noting that although Six Sigma is the most successfully marketed quality initiative in recent years, it packages many of the tools and concepts from other approaches. It builds on earlier approaches by bringing new tools to the mix. The fact that it is project-based makes it of particular interest to the Project Management world. Six Sigma projects tend to be longer term than those of other quality initiatives—four to six months is a commonly accepted standard.

The term “Six Sigma” originated as a goal for process improvement at Motorola in the late 1980s. While organizations’ perceptions of Six Sigma (and so their definitions and practices) vary, most Six Sigma approaches share some common features and concepts, notably:

- The use of data analysis and a scientific approach to problem solving.
- Project teams.
• Similar project life-cycles, DMAIC (Define/Measure/Analyze/Improve/Control)
  and DMADV (Define/Measure/Analyze/Design/Verify).

This chapter explores the history of the Quality movement, the evolution of Six Sigma, and the synergy between Six Sigma (along with other initiatives and their toolsets) and Project Management.

THE QUALITY MOVEMENT

The seeds for Six Sigma were sown in “the Quality Movement.” While Henry Ford and Frederick Taylor were developing scientific methods for reducing work to measurable components, statisticians and physicists in industry were beginning to build statistics into a coherent set of methods for providing truly scientific measurements. The physicist Walter Shewhart was hired by Western Electric to work on the carbon microphone and to develop experimental techniques for measuring its properties. Shewhart was extremely interested in statistical methods, and he began to look for more ways to incorporate them into the manufacture of telephone components.

Shewhart realized that—although there is variation in everything—there are limits to the day-to-day random variation observed in most processes, limits that could be derived statistically. In 1924, he produced the first process control chart, which set the limits of chance variability according to statistical guidelines. The chart was a brilliant innovation for management, because it indicated when management action could be taken and which types of action would be effective. These charts are now used across numerous industries from health care to hospitality, from auto making to chip making; tracking everything from laser welder performance characteristics to oxygen uptake in asthma patients, from customer satisfaction scores to quarterly results.

Figure 31-1 depicts a modern control chart. It’s a fairly simple tool: a time-series plot of the measure of interest, with centerlines (averages), and upper and lower control limits calculated from the data. By looking both for points outside the control limits and for nonrandom patterns within the control limits, managers can separate the common cause variation (inherent in the producing system) from assignable cause variation arising from emergent factors. In effect, the control chart articulates the “voice of the process,” capturing the background noise in a way that makes it easy to discern signals when they happen.

The chart in Figure 31-1 is tracking on-time performance for a report due on the fifteenth business day of the month. On average, the process doesn’t look too bad; the mean delivery day is “15.11,” which indicates very close to on-time performance. The lower chart shows that the mean month-to-month variation is about two and a quarter days. The upper and lower control limits (in red) tell us that it would not be unusual to see a month where the report was delivered on the twenty-first day; neither would it be unusual to see a month where the report was delivered on the ninth day.

The other message of the control chart is that if we want to improve the process—if we need the average higher or lower and want to reduce the variation—we have to make fundamental changes to the process. The process, as it is, is delivering on dates between the ninth and the twenty-first, usually closer to the fifteenth than farther away. We can predict (within limits) when we will deliver. If we want different performance, we now know that we have to make some changes to the process to get it working better. This idea, that we can set limits for predicting the behavior of processes, was the foundation of the modern quality movement.
Imagine the benefit to a project manager of having this kind of knowledge. If you were managing construction projects and knew—within very predictable limits—the amount of time it took for a given crew to complete 100 square feet of wall framing, how much material that crew consumed for every 100 square feet, and its labor cost, how much better might your scheduling and resource estimates be? How much would this type of knowledge enhance your risk analysis?

Another important aspect of this knowledge is that once you know what the real world will give you, you can compare it to what you want. Customers usually have some specified level of performance that they desire. Suppose that in our report delivery process, the customer needed the report on the fifteenth day of the month, but experience my tell them that no one can always deliver it exactly on the fifteenth, so they compromise, setting specification limits. They specify that as long as the information is delivered no sooner than six days early, it won’t be obsolete by the time they include it in their report; if it’s delivered any more than six days late, they won’t have time to incorporate the information. Reviewing the control chart, and looking at the distribution of the control chart data compared to those specifications, we would see something like Figure 31-2. Statistically, it can be shown that an early or late delivery would be predictably rare events; considerably less than one in a hundred.

As with any comparison of group characteristics, the “bell curve” denotes the usual, common performance, as well as decreasing incidences of anomalous performance data at both ends of the spectrum.

Japanese Developments

After World War II, many of the quality initiatives of the 1930s and 1940s lost favor, as production lines were retooled for peacetime production and civilian markets clamored
for goods. In Japan, the story was different. With its industrial machinery devastated by the war, Japan had to rebuild literally from the ground up. They were assisted by the United States under the leadership of General MacArthur, who was tasked with helping rebuild the Japanese economy as George Marshall was doing in Europe. Two of Shewhart’s protégés, W. Edwards Deming and Joseph Juran, were invited to lecture and consult as part of this effort. Their influence was profound. To this day, the most prestigious quality award in Japan is the Deming Prize. Many Japanese companies began using control charts and studying customer needs. In 1960, Genichi Taguchi published a paper that “[led] unavoidably to a new definition of World Class Quality—‘On Target With Minimum Variance’” meaning to be on target while continually reducing variation.

Taguchi’s loss function is depicted in Figure 31-3. The vertical lines represent the upper and lower specification limits (USL, LSL), set by the customer. The two distribution curves represent predictable output from processes in statistical control. The wider one (dashed line) has its mean output on target, and most of its output will be within the specification limits, meeting customer demand. The narrower (solid line) curve is also on target, but is using about half of the specified tolerance. Much more of the output is closer to the target. Taguchi’s assertion was that there is some loss (here represented as a quadratic, U-shaped function), which is very low near the target, but its magnitude accelerates as the output moves toward the specification limits.

“WHAT IS A SIGMA AND WHY DO I NEED SIX OF THEM?”

The term Six Sigma derives from the theories of our old friend, Dr. Walter Shewhart, as well as the loss function developed by Genichi Taguchi. Before the late 1970s, manufacturers had been striving to build “to spec”; to have every part built within the specified tolerances, to have every delivery on time, and to have no more than some certain number of defects in anything. Taguchi showed that it wasn’t enough to build to spec, because variation within the specifications is costly. Take our delivery example. If
one vendor could deliver many more of the reports exactly on the fifteenth, and was never more than three days early or late, you would have the narrower curve case from Figure 31-3.

This is where statistical terminology comes into play. In Figure 31-2, the predictable process mean is centered between the specification limits, and there is a statistical distance of three standard deviations (three sigma) from the mean to the specification limits. Theoretically, approximately 99.73 percent of all the reports would be delivered within the six day limits, or about 2,700 per million. If you cut that variation in half (to create the taller curve in Figure 31-3), there would be a statistical distance of six sigma from the process center to either specification. Approximately 70 percent would be delivered within one day of the fifteenth, 99.73 percent would be delivered within three days of the fifteenth, and only about two reports per billion would be delivered outside of the six-day specification.

Motorola, embarking on a long-term initiative to improve its quality, used this “six sigma” capability as its goal for quality improvement. Because of the shifts in production processes, Motorola equated six sigma performance with what was considered a more realistic 3.4 parts per million defective rather than the theoretical maximum of two parts per billion. The company put together a phase-gated project life cycle called MAIC (Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control), and assembled a set of quality tools to use in each phase. Jack Welch of GE and Larry Bossidy of Allied Signal adopted the Six Sigma approach and popularized it in business literature. As a result, the Six Sigma approach became a very marketable approach to Continuous Improvement. GE, Allied Signal, and others added D (Define) to the beginning of the life cycle, for requirements setting and chartering.

Figure 31-4 depicts some of the activities and deliverables at each phase of the DMAIC life cycle. In the Define phase, the Black Belt, team and Champion build a
business case for the project, identify the process scope and define a progress measure, and baseline the data for the progress measure. They agree on a goal and articulate an objective. These become the basis for a project charter. In Measure, the team develops and analyzes a detailed process map (flow chart). The Black Belt stratifies the baseline data to look for areas of interest. In Analyze, root cause analysis, hypothesis testing and model building help identify the leverage points that will create the desired change in performance. In Improve, the team generates solutions and sets up experiments (pilots) to test them. The study the results of the pilot, and put together a rollout plan to implement the total solution, full-scale. Finally, in Control, control plans are put in place to monitor the new process, hold the gains, measure financial or other benefits, and watch for further improvement opportunities.

SIX SIGMA AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

So, what can Project Management bring to Six Sigma? What can Six Sigma (and other quality initiatives) bring to Project Management? While there are some differences in the bodies of knowledge, each discipline brings knowledge, skills, abilities and a number of tools to the table, and elements of each discipline would enhance the other.

In the PMO

At the organizational level, any project-focused or matrix organization trying to implement a Six Sigma program would be very well served by integrating Six Sigma projects into its existing Project Management Office (PMO). Six Sigma implementations often fail because the projects are scoped poorly, resources or data are not available, the solution is not implemented, or the projects are incorrectly assigned to Black Belts when the projects
are a poor fit for DMAIC. A well-run PMO, with a strategic focus and leaders experienced in scoping and resources, would avoid some of these problems. It would also be beneficial from an organizational change perspective because Six Sigma—instead of being another add on or “flavor of the month”—would be seen as an addition to “the way we do business.” Skilled portfolio managers in the PMO could ensure that the DMAIC and DMADV life cycles were used to best advantage on applicable projects.

At the same time, some of the process management, statistical rigor, and decision-making tools from the Six Sigma, SPC and Lean approaches could help a PMO make more rational decisions regarding prioritization, resource allocation, logistics, and risk analysis. Understanding which aspects of certain projects are repeatable processes and applying ongoing tracking and optimization could greatly enhance a PMO’s accuracy in scheduling and budgeting, help avoid quality problems, and reduce tendencies toward “gold plating.” Stochastic modeling is a very powerful tool for maximizing the potential end value of a portfolio, thus providing an excellent way to manage risks and benefits and building the optimum strategic prioritization scheme for any set of proposed projects.

As a project-based approach, it would seem intuitive that the project team leaders (“Black Belts”) would have—or would at least be required to learn—project management tools and skills. This is seldom the case in practice, though. Engineers, office managers, line workers and others who get the training to become Six Sigma Black Belts usually only have PMP certification by serendipity.

**When Using a CMM**

For any organization trying to get beyond level two of the Capability Maturity Model, the knowledge gained through a concerted effort at quality improvement is vital. Level three requires standardized, managed and defined processes; many of the tools used in the Define and Measure phases are very useful for studying, streamlining, standardizing and measuring processes. What this may require is that Project Managers understand that some aspects of what they do are repeatable processes that can be defined using these techniques.

A level four process is quantitatively managed, “controlled using statistical and other quantitative techniques. Quantitative objectives for quality and process performance are established and used as criteria in managing the process. Quality and process performance is understood in statistical terms and is managed throughout the life of the process.” Any Project Manager in an organization trying to achieve level four in project management would need to understand and use SPC techniques (control charts, capability studies—used throughout the DMAIC model), which provide the basis for this type of quantitative management. Root cause analysis, hypothesis testing and other statistical tools from Measure and Analyze provide tools for managing the process, keeping it in control and improving it. In addition, the statistical knowledge required to use these approaches would greatly enhance the Project Manager’s understanding and skill in the area of risk analysis.

If your project management or PMO process is a key business driver and you want to take it to level five, quality approaches become an absolute necessity. A level five process is “an optimizing process … a quantitatively managed (capability level 4) process that is improved based on an understanding of the common causes of variation inherent in the process. The focus of an optimizing process is on continually improving
the range of process performance through both incremental and innovative improvements … Reaching capability level 5 for a process area assumes that you have stabilized the selected subprocesses and that you want to reduce the common causes of variation in that process.” Control charts are the only set of statistical tools for understanding common and special cause; SPC, Lean and Six Sigma provide proven approaches for both incremental and breakthrough improvements.

**In Project Management Training**

One would think that Six Sigma Black Belts—who usually receive four to six weeks’ training in team facilitation, process management and improvement tools, and statistical analysis—would also be trained as project managers. This is not always true, however. Project management skills are usually left to chance in Six Sigma. Although Black Belts are supposed to manage projects, getting project management training is considered an extra. Reasons given for this vary: reluctance to pay for more training, assumptions that project management is a skill that is easily learned “on the job,” assumptions that the Black Belt candidates were “already skilled project managers … that’s why we selected them”; these top the list of the reasons given to the author.

Black Belts would gain greatly from learning formal PM skills and tools, and adopting the rigors of PM discipline. Six Sigma projects are plagued with the triple constraints, just as every other project is. Every Black Belt should be able to work up a rough overall WBS for each phase of a DMAIC project, and a detailed WBS for each phase at the beginning of that phase, even though the final deliverables for the project itself won’t be known until the Improve phase. They should be able to lay out a GANNT chart and a Pert or CPM diagram, and use those tools to monitor progress toward completion. They have an excellent risk-management tool, Failure Mode Effects Analysis, which can easily be adapted for project risk management. Additionally, Black Belts need to understand that resources are not free; the ability to understand resource loading and allocation would go a long way toward managing costs associated with Six Sigma projects.

Likewise, Project Managers would be well served by taking some Six Sigma and Lean training. The analysis and problem-solving knowledge, skills, and abilities they would gain through a Black Belt course would greatly enhance their abilities to forecast, to plan, to deal with emergent problems quickly, and to analyze and mitigate risk.

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. For a project with which you are familiar, discuss how Six Sigma techniques might have been applied to achieve better outcomes.

2. Comparing the Six Sigma tenets in this chapter to the *PMBOK® Guide* chapter on Quality Management, where are the overlaps? The disconnects?

3. Find a Six Sigma Black Belt within your organization and compare notes. How might synergies be achieved between Six Sigma and project management?
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A backhanded “V for victory” sign is an uncomplimentary gesture in Australia. In Brazil, the American “A-OK” sign is also offensive. These are lessons that some presidents, diplomats, and businesspeople have learned the hard way. Awareness of such cross-cultural subtleties can spell success or failure in international dealings, whether in diplomatic relations, general business, or the project arena.

Projects conducted in international settings share these sometimes embarrassing communications pitfalls and others as well. They are subject to cultural, bureaucratic, and logistical challenges just like conventional domestic projects are. In fact, project management approaches to international ventures include the same items common to domestic projects. Under both circumstances, successful project management calls for performing the basics of planning, organizing, and controlling. This also implies carrying out the classic functions outlined in the Project Management Institute’s *Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®)* of managing scope, schedule, cost, quality, communications, human resources, contracting and supply, and risk, as well as the integration of these areas across the project life cycle.

Understanding culture is the starting point for planning for the challenges that face international projects. *The American Heritage Dictionary* defines culture as, “The totality of socially transmitted behavior patterns, arts, beliefs, institutions, and all
other products of human work and thought characteristic of a community or population.” For an organization, culture may be more simplistically perceived as the guiding beliefs that determine the “way we do things around here.” The challenge in international project settings revolves around the fact that projects are usually made up of multiple organizations, thus involving multiple organizational cultures in settings that involve several ethnic or country-based cultures. An example is an Anglo-American joint venture working in Saudi Arabia, with Japanese and Indian subcontractors. So the issues are actually cross-cultural in nature and involve multiple issues.

The primary factors in cross-cultural settings that call for special attention and an “international approach” are: functional redundancy, political factors, the expatriate way of life, language and culture, additional risk factors, supply difficulties, and local laws and legislation. Of the items pinpointed, some offer particular challenges from the viewpoint of the PMBOK® Guide. Some comments on these critical topics follow. These are the subjects that require special care to ensure that the internationally set project meets its targeted goals.

FACTORS REQUIRING SPECIAL ATTENTION IN CROSS-CULTURAL SETTINGS

► **Functional redundancy** means the duplication or overlap of certain functions or activities. This may be necessary because of contractual agreements involving technology transfer requiring “national counterparts.” Language or organizational complexity of the project may also be responsible for creating functional redundancy. Special attention is called for, therefore, in managing the project functions of human resources and communications.

► **Political factors** in international projects are a strong influence and are plagued with countless unknowns. Aside from fluctuations in international politics, project professionals are faced with the subtleties of local politics, which often place major roadblocks in the pathway of attaining project success. In terms of classic project management, this means reinforcing the communications function in order to ensure that all strategic and politically related interactions are appropriately transmitted and deciphered.

► **The expatriate way of life** refers to the habits and expectations of those parties who are transferred to a host country. This includes the way of thinking and the physical and psychological needs of those people temporarily living in a strange land with different customs and ways of life. When the differences are substantial, this means making special provision for a group of people who would otherwise refuse to relocate to the site, or, if transferred on a temporary basis, remain highly unmotivated during their stay. The basic project management factors related to the expatriate way of life include communications, human resources, and supply. Personal safety issues may affect the coming and going of expatriates and family members.

► **Language and culture** include the system of spoken, written, and other social forms of communication. Included in language and culture are the systems of codification and decodification of thoughts, beliefs, and values common to a given people. Here all the subtleties of communications become of special importance.

► **Additional risk factors** may include personal risks such as kidnapping, local epidemics, and faulty medical care. Terrorism and local insurgencies are also critical risk factors.
in some settings. Rapid swings in political and economic situations, or peculiar local weather or geology, are also potential uncertainties. These different risk factors require analysis and subsequent management to keep them from adversely affecting the project. The obvious basic project management tenet in this case is risk management.

**Supply difficulties** encompass all the contracting, procurement, and logistical challenges that must be faced on the project. For instance, some railroad projects must use the new railway itself as the primary form of transportation for supplies. In other situations, waterways may be the only access. Customs presents major problems in many project settings. A new concept in logistics may need to be pioneered for a given project. Contracting and supply on international projects normally calls for an “overkill” effort, since ordinary domestic approaches are normally inadequate. This usually requires highly qualified personnel and some partially redundant management systems heavily laced with follow-up procedures. Heavy emphasis is needed in the areas of contracting and supply.

**Local laws and legislation** affect the way much of business is done on international projects. They may even affect personal habits (such as abstaining from drinking alcoholic beverages in Muslim countries). Here the key is awareness and education so that each person is familiar with whatever laws are applicable to his or her area. In this case, the project management tenets that require special attention are communications and supply.

The Integration Knowledge Area, of course, combines all these in an even more complex web.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMBOK® Areas</th>
<th>Internationally Sensitive Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional Redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resources</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracting and Supply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 32-1. RELATIONSHIP OF INTERNATIONALLY SENSITIVE FACTORS TO THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF THE PMBOK® GUIDE**
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It is apparent from Figure 32-1 that in terms of classic project management, special emphasis is required on international projects in the areas of communications, contracting and supply, human resources, and risk. Since all of the project management areas—including the basic areas of managing scope, schedule, cost, and quality—are interconnected (a communications breakdown affects quality, for instance), extra diligence is called for in managing communications, contracting and supply, human resources, and risk. It must be assumed that a conventional approach to managing these areas will be inadequate for international projects.

A MODEL OF INTERCULTURAL TEAM BUILDING

The challenge in international team building boils down to creating a convergence of people’s differing personal inputs toward a set of common final outputs. This means developing a process that facilitates communication and understanding between people of different national cultures. Making this process happen signifies the difference between success and failure on international projects.

People’s inputs are things like personal and cultural values, beliefs, and assumptions. They also include patterns of thinking, feeling, and behaving. Expectations, needs, and motivations are also part of people’s inputs into any given system. The outputs are the results or benefits produced by a given system. They may be perceived as a combination of achievements benefiting the individuals, the team, the organization, and the outside environment. The outputs are the object of the efforts generated by the inputs.

The secret is to transform the way people do things at the beginning of the project into more effective behavior as the project moves along. This transformation initially involves identifying the intercultural differences among the parties. Once this is done, a program of intercultural team building is called for in order to make the transformation take place. The result of the team-building process is to influence the behavior of the group toward meeting the project’s goals. Intercultural team building thus calls for developing and conducting a program that will help transform the participants’ inputs into project outputs.

SOME GLOBAL CONSIDERATIONS

Globalization affects all areas of endeavor, including how projects are managed. It affects the internationally sensitive factors mentioned earlier in this chapter and reinforces the need to create teams that are capable of dealing with the dynamics of globalization.

The groundswell toward globalization stems from a number of factors, from advances in transportation and communications technologies through international trade agreements. New international standards, replacing national standards that impeded the movement of goods and services, also open doors toward a more globalized economy.

While the trends toward globalization of project management and related technologies such as the construction industry are apparent, there still remain basic differences in the way business is performed from one land to the next. A contrast between the United States and Japan appears, for instance, when examining the relationship between general contractor and architects. This relationship is traditionally adversarial in the United States, as is reflected by the habitual finger-pointing that goes on at the end of contracts, sometimes resulting in litigation. In contrast, in Japan these relationships are much more cooperative in nature; there is a certain congeniality between design and construction.
Also in contrast, mutual risk-taking between contractors and clients is a more common practice in Japan than in the United States. It is a common practice in Europe as well. Meanwhile, partnering—one form of mutual risk-taking—is growing in the United States, but it is almost routine procedure in Japan and Europe.

Information technology projects are becoming increasingly globalized, largely due to massive outsourcing of services to parts of the world where the expertise exists and cost is less than in highly developed countries. Some manufacturing projects are highly globalized, both in terms of development as well as fabrication. Such is the case in aircraft manufacturing, where components are developed and manufactured in sundry parts of the world and then consolidated at a central location.

The way technical information is developed and transferred also affects how business is performed, and consequently, how projects are managed and implemented. Various systems or models are in place for generating and transferring knowledge in different parts of the world. Here are some of the models applicable to the construction industry. In general terms, the basic models may be called the European, the North American, and the Japanese. (These terms are used only to identify trends, as all three models can be found in most countries.) The characteristics of the models are as follows:

**The European Model**

In Europe, there are highly structured, formal, and centralized national systems for generating and disseminating technical knowledge. Responsibilities are clearly defined, with specific national organizations charged with generating research, while other organizations take care of transferring the result to industry. The Swedish system is a typical example, with the National Swedish Institute for Building Research responsible for knowledge generation, and the Swedish Institute for Building Documentation responsible for dissemination. National systems in Europe are often jointly financed by government and industry.

**The North American Model**

The system in North America is less formal than in Europe. There is, in fact, little coordination in the construction research effort in North America. In contrast to the European model, advanced construction knowledge is mainly generated at the university level. The dissemination to industry is largely performed by broad-based engineering or trade associations, such as the American Society of Civil Engineers and the Construction Industry Institute. The technical work is carried out in these associations partially by committees made up of volunteers.

**The Japanese Model**

In the Japanese model, research is concentrated in a handful of integrated companies that dominate Japanese construction, where technology development is considered a significant competitive tool. Therefore, as much as $100 million is invested annually by those companies, which is considered proprietary and subject to commercial confidentiality. Companies invest in research to attain competitive advantage.

In spite of these differences in philosophy and style, globalization is evident at every level of the construction industry—from material, through manufactured goods, to services. The general trend in international industrial research and development is
toward strategic alliances and joint ventures to reduce the risk factor and share the spiraling costs.

Governments are now changing previous policies aimed at achieving regional goals in favor of sponsoring research and development at the multinational level. Examples are projects such as Airbus and jointly funded R&D programs underwritten by the European Community. While there is sharing going on, which points to increased globalization, the fight for the competitive edge is always under way.

Another factor that influences managing projects internationally is the increasingly active role being taken by the owner organizations in the management of their projects. In the case of developing countries, this often reflects a national policy aimed at attaining greater managerial and technical capability so as to be less dependent on the developed world. Owners in such countries have a need for contracting services toward getting their project completed as well as transferring experience to their own organizations.

The globalization of project management information and know-how takes place through independently published literature and through two major internationally recognized organizations that are dedicated exclusively to the field of project management—PMI (the Project Management Institute) and IPMA (International Association of Project Management)—both of which are affiliated with numerous other organizations with related interests. Another association with significant published literature in project management is the AACE (the American Association of Cost Engineers).

INTEGRATING TWO CULTURES

While globalization is an ongoing influence on the management of international projects, success depends primarily on giving the proper emphasis to those factors that are particularly vulnerable in cross-cultural settings and on building a team capable of dealing with the challenges presented.

This discussion is drawn from the experience of co-author Codas in the management of “binational projects” in South America that involved the merging of cultures of projects jointly owned by the governments of two countries bordering rivers of staggering hydroelectric potential.

It is common practice in binational projects to have formal authority shared by two people, one from each country. This shared authority ranges from an integrated partnership of managers to a lead-manager/backup-manager situation.

Binational projects are products of hard political processes that involve long and difficult negotiations. In most cases each side has a different perception about the adopted solution, and during the project phase each side may try to “win back” some of the points initially “lost” at the negotiating table. The final diplomatic agreements are lengthy texts that are usually rich in political rhetoric and poor in operational and technical considerations. This sets the stage for conflict during the implementation phase of the project. The need for strong communications management becomes immediately evident in such a setting. An additional complicating factor is the fact that diplomatic documents contain writing “between the lines” and are consequently not easily decipherable by project managers and engineers.

Most binational agreements for developing projects state a philosophy of equity regarding the division of the work to be executed by each side. The unclear definition of what “equal parts” means is the prime source of inbred interest-based conflicts, which also affect the culture of the project.
Experience in managing binational projects indicates that, for cultural convergence to take place, managers of both sides need to understand the culture of the other side, analyzing the different patterns that make up that culture. This means learning the other country’s history, geography, economy, religion, traditions, and politics. Both sides, therefore, need to become fully aware of basic differences involving educational level, professional experience, experience on this kind of project, knowledge of the language, and host country way of life.

Aside from this information, which can be readily obtained and assimilated, other perceptions must be taken into consideration, such as beliefs, feelings, informal actions and interactions, group norms, and values. These factors strongly affect behavior patterns. A simple way of tabulating the different factors that affect cultural behavior is shown in Figure 32-2. Although the judgment criteria are basically subjective, the chart pinpoints some of the basic differences in culture that tend to affect managerial behavior. In the binational situation used as a basis for this discussion, both sides filled out the charts and jointly evaluated the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Country 1</th>
<th>Country 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregariousness</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technically Oriented</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Behavior</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus-Oriented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Project Experience</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational Behavior</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-nationalistic Posture</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 32-2. EVALUATION OF CULTURAL PATTERNS OF TWO COUNTRIES INVOLVED IN A JOINT VENTURE**
Based on the analysis of the cultural differences, behavioral standards need to be developed. The objective is to define a desirable behavior or a “project culture” most suitable to the project objectives and the group’s culture. In other words, cross-cultural team building must take place so that the individuals’ inputs can be effectively channeled to meet the project goals. Forming a project culture is a project in itself; therefore, it must have an objective, a schedule, resources, and a development plan. Its execution becomes the responsibility of the management team. The objective of building a project culture is to attain a cooperative spirit, to supplant the our-side-versus-your-side feeling with a strong “our project” view. The project culture is developed around the commonalities of both groups, identified in the analysis shown in Figure 31-2. As other desirable traits are identified, they must be developed through a training program designed to stimulate those traits.

**PROJECT CULTURE THROUGH THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE PROJECT**

Culture on international projects begins to establish itself during the early stages of the project. The participative process in the development of the work breakdown structure and the project activities network can stimulate the “our project” spirit. It is also then that the first problems arise. Problems at this stage are relatively easy to solve, because enthusiasm on the part of the team members is generally high. The cultural model to be established at this stage is that of strong cooperation of all parties where and when necessary, in the spirit of “all for one, one for all.”

If some individuals at this stage don’t demonstrate efforts toward integration or show uncooperative attitudes, project managers should seriously consider taking them off the project, because if they create problems in blue-sky conditions, they may be impossible to work with when stormy weather appears. On the other hand, emerging team leaders need to be identified and motivated early on in the project.

During the maturing stages of international projects, when the organization is well defined and each unit or department is supposed to take care of its own tasks, the culture tends to become competitive as project groups try to show efficiency in relation to the other groups. Problems mainly arise at this stage because of unbalanced workloads. Some groups may claim to be overworked, while others have little work to do. Strong coordination and regular follow-up meetings are required during these intermediate project stages.

The final stage of the project is particularly difficult in terms of cultural integration. There is less work to do, and people are leaving to go on to other new international projects, often earning more than on “this old and uninteresting project.” At this point, project managers are hard-strapped to maintain the spirit of the remaining group. This is the moment for the managers to show their leadership capabilities to make sure that the final activities of the project are performed with the same efficiency as the previous ones.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. From the following list of cross-cultural factors, choose the three factors that you deem most critical in an international setting: functional redundancy, political factors, the expatriate way of life, language and culture, additional risk factors, supply difficulties, and local laws and legislation. Discuss with your study group.

2. What are the main differences between project management models as practiced in Europe, North America, and Japan?

3. In international project settings, what steps need to be taken to ensure the generation of a healthy “project culture”?
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It is likely that the trend I’ve noticed in our workplace in recent years developed gradually, starting with one or two people and spreading. But the revelation of it came to me suddenly, just before the phenomenon reached critical mass.

I walked into an office at the Kennedy Center, where our software developers sit in a U-shaped arrangement facing the walls with an open space in the center for group discussions that also allowed one to easily see what everyone was doing. I must have been unusually quiet, because nobody “alt-tabbed” to another screen when I entered the room. As I looked around, two of the developers were using Instant Messaging. Another was on a Web browser, reading a blog written by one of the lead architects of the software environment he was working in. All three were hard at work. Instead of working “heads down” trying to solve the day’s challenges, they were reaching out in new ways: asking questions, sharing ideas, and getting immediate help from other developers, inside and outside the organization. They were going immediately and directly to the best source of information, wherever it might be. On its own, without directives, the team had reinvented itself and its primary means of communicating and collaborating. The team had also extended its reach and the resources available to it—at virtually no cost!
This was a sea change from the traditional hierarchical, email-driven ways of the immediate past. It also represented a significant acceleration in the flow of information. Combined with “Presence” features that let one know who was available at any given moment, Instant Messaging was clearly a rapid, convenient, and nonintimidating way to reach out. Perhaps just as important, though, was who the team was reaching. The universe of contacts they could access had grown. They were going right to the source of expertise, where before they had been limited to the people in the room, those elsewhere that they had a personal relationship with, or the support person who answered the phone at a vendor service desk.

Companies who in the past had carefully shielded their lead developers and architects from informal, regular, and direct contact have had to quickly learn that the fastest road to relevant innovation and market acceptance is to break down traditional barriers. The new collaborative and social technologies are making it possible for them to do so with less fear of wasting valuable time and resources. No longer do they have to publish a book, wait for the annual conference, or spend all their time at customer-site meetings to have a direct, almost personal connection to their customers and peers.

The benefit is bidirectional: customers gain access to personal knowledge and answers right from the original creators, and those creators gain a direct understanding of customer perspectives and needs. A few minutes a day, a few hours a week, can have a significant impact. As in IT shops all over the country, my staff had quickly learned to take advantage of the new availability and access they had to people and information. There was no question that this was resolving our problems and challenges faster, and would accelerate our project success.

The next questions were clear: what were the underlying factors that made this new paradigm so readily and easily embraced, and could we leverage this phenomenon for project management? Of course, the answer was a resounding “Yes.”

SOCIAL MEDIA AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRACTICE

It can be said that an important, if not the most important, key to successful project management is the timely receipt and distribution of complete and accurate tidbits of information to all the right people in a useful format. In an ironic twist of fate, this is also one of the most challenging aspects of project management. There are many well-understood reasons for this challenge: project participants are sometimes too busy and see status reporting and updates as an imposition; for many, such writing is outside of their comfort zone and thus intimidating; for others, information is power, and the withholding of information means others must pay homage, or at least attention, to you.

There may also be less obvious motivations. I’m reminded of the story of the newlywed wife who, wanting to quickly establish her place in her husband’s life, decides the best route is through his stomach. She asks her mother-in-law for his favorite recipes. The mother-in-law, not wanting to refuse outright, provides her with the recipes. But no matter how much effort the young wife exerts, these dishes that mean so much to her husband never taste quite right. Years later, she learns that her mother-in-law, not wanting to be supplanted in her son’s affections, had left out one or two key details from each recipe.

In traditional Project Management, our top-down means of coordination and communication can be complicated by the manifestation of these very same issues. We ask for status reports or metrics, and we run smack into differing agendas, motivations,
and comfort levels that limit the timeliness and value of the information we receive, as well as the utility it provides to participants at all levels. It may not be intentional withholding or transforming of information; sometimes it is just time pressure or not appreciating the relevance. I am perhaps exaggerating a bit to illustrate a point, but no project manager will claim they haven’t run into these challenges regularly in their careers. Social media allows us to change this paradigm and address these challenges.

Another reason social media have rapidly taken root in project management is related to the changing practice of the discipline. Where traditional Project Management focused on managing the inputs and outputs of one project, with the goal of scheduling, we now focus on managing the processes and work of a project, where the real goal is successful collaboration. Social media enables this collaboration.

**A SOCIAL MEDIA PRIMER**

Let’s examine what is different about the new social media that makes this possible. This will also reveal some of the key success factors to their incorporation and utilization. Later, we’ll review more of the specifics about these tools and methods.

First, and perhaps most important, is that at this moment these tools are often being introduced and adopted from the bottom up, rather than as a directive from the top down. Many of our team members, regardless of their age, have begun to use these tools in their personal and professional lives without prodding. What pressure there is to adopt these means of collaborating and sharing information is often peer pressure from friends, professional acquaintances, children and other family members. Had I given my teams a directive to use these tools, the effort would likely have been much less successful.

Right away there is thus a trust (whether well founded or ill advised is another conversation) and level of comfort when using these tools. They feel natural. Furthermore, collaborative tools ask users to share control rather than cede control, which also helps to foster a sense of trust. This is the first lesson of success: Social Media forums depend on a sense of community. Social Media must be trusted by the participants before they will embrace it. They often have a higher level of trust in these social networks than in the hierarchical networks that have been imposed upon them. This trust is fostered by the community of peers, rather than by directive.

This brings us to the second critical difference. The networks (communities) must be self-sustaining, self-correcting and self-policing. The community itself fulfills these functions, not management. This involves several considerations.

To be self-sustaining, the community itself must recognize and reward the strongest contributors, providing powerful peer incentives for participation. The tools facilitate this recognition through community rankings and ratings of each post and participant, “counters” such as number of posts from each member or how many “friends” or “colleagues” are in their network, and the raising of successful participants higher in page displays and search results. This feedback-driven recognition and reward encourages full participation and sharing of knowledge and information. Rather than gaining influence (or the perception of power) through the withholding of knowledge and making oneself the sole source of important information so that colleagues must approach and ask directly, the motivation is now to become visible and recognized by the community.

As a direct result, the community is self-correcting. Less knowledgeable or expert participants automatically receive less attention, and once the community reaches critical
mass, there is enough active participation that an incorrect or controversial post is almost instantly questioned, rebutted or augmented. Here it is interesting to note that participants often divide into two camps depending on their individual personalities: those who are active posters of new information, and those more likely to be silent until there is something that they can comment on and correct. The sense of ownership engendered in each member of the social network and the recognition given to the participants who contribute the most value also provide motivation to refine any content and correct anything misleading or inaccurate. Perhaps this is the hardest point to digest and accept, as whenever we are de-centralizing control of information, as we must for social media tools to be successful, the natural fear is that bad information will creep into the system. But who better to monitor and correct this than the sources of information and the expert participants? In virtually all cases this is preferable, more rapid, and more effective than ceding such control to a centralized, sometimes overwhelmed manager with a singular viewpoint. It is a significant change for many organizations though, and one that takes a while to digest and embrace.

Closely related is that the community is also self-policing. Communities develop “social norms” and, as in any society, a member who deviates from that norm in a harmful or detracting way is quickly called out and chastised. The same recognition mechanisms that reward valuable participants is called into play to discourage disagreeable behavior.

A last critical difference embodied by the manifestation of social media is the ease of information capture. More traditional forms of communication and collaboration, particularly email and formal documents, were point to point between sender and recipient, and resulted in duplicated and separate copies of the content in the possession of each participant. This made the information difficult to uniformly categorize and sort for all participants, and could not easily be referred back to, particularly if you were not a team member at the time. Now, blogs and threaded discussions replace email and Wikis replace documents. Content is categorized immediately. It can easily be referred back to at any time, even by people who enter the collaboration much later. Even Instant Messages provide a permanently viewable trace of not just the content, but the thought pattern in which it was developed. All of this fosters the continued transfer of knowledge across projects, a key sign of increased organizational maturity and an important project management goal.

These elements combine to make a social media-driven network stronger, and quite often faster, than one based solely on technology or an imposed organizational structure. Tantek Celik, Technorati’s Chief Technologist, has called Social Media “Parallel processing for people rather than computers.”

The Tools

What has enabled this shift is a perfect storm of new technologies arriving almost simultaneously that have made this shift in paradigm feasible. We can divide these technologies into three categories: Synchronous, Asynchronous, and the underlying technologies that support and enhance both.

Many if not all of these technologies first came into people’s personal lives, and were later introduced and adapted into the professional realm after they had already been embraced.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Synchronous Technologies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant and Text Messaging</td>
<td>Combined with Presence and Conversation</td>
<td>AIM, Office Communicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Archiving, a convenient, unintimidating and real-time means of efficient communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microblogging</td>
<td>A real-time stream of communication that offers a sense of greater intimacy, and awareness. As with Instant and Text Messaging, limited number of characters per post makes it unintimidating.</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Gaming</td>
<td>Combining entertainment with communication offers enticing ways to foster community and share information. Incorporating polls, investing/trading, or even betting features serves as a way of gathering grassroots wisdom and perceptions, and offers a means for new ideas to rise quickly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-based Conferencing</td>
<td>Offer easy to use, accessible and affordable multi-party voice and video conferencing, chat, desktop and application sharing, whiteboarding, bringing real-time collaboration for social networks and teams within and across organizations and distances.</td>
<td>WebEx, LiveMeeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asynchronous Technologies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogs</td>
<td>Offer easy to use, accessible, affordable web presence, with “conversation” features.</td>
<td>Vendor and Open Source Community Websites, Internal Blogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikis</td>
<td>Provides a community of people with a common interest or project a way to catalogue knowledge and progress of inquiry collaboratively, with all inputs, questions, comments, arguments and so on recorded.</td>
<td>Wikipedia is the best known and most public of these communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussions behind Wiki Pages</td>
<td>Offer a means to capture the “institutional memory” and knowledge that underlies the more formal documentation but is not necessarily appropriate or important enough for inclusion there. The thought processes, roads not taken, further illustration and different opinions that were otherwise lost.</td>
<td>Everyone knows Wikipedia, but have you read the discussions behind some of the articles, which are often more fascinating than the articles themselves! See for instance, the discussion behind the article on “Debate.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSS Feeds</td>
<td>Consolidate communication from multiple sources, brings it to the reader rather than the reader going to it.</td>
<td>Most blogs, wikis, news sites and collaboration portals now deliver RSS feeds built into most web browsers and collaboration tools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 33-1. A PERFECT STORM OF SOCIAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES**
The Kennedy Center

At the Kennedy Center, we’ve moved beyond the initial communication and research uses that first led to our revelation. We’ve turned Project Management upside down, using these tools to make everyone a Project Manager. Team members now use Twitter throughout the day to send status updates, share new insights, and identify challenges. These “tweets” are monitored by the whole team; everyone is constantly aware of where things are in virtually real-time. They have also to a large extent replaced formal status reports—the Project Manager simply monitors or refers back to the stream for relevant information. The ease of use, lack of formality, and 140-character limitation all combine to remove past barriers and reluctance to take the time and effort to share the information. For some team members, taking the time for these tasks was like pulling teeth, now they universally enjoy passing around tweets.

### TABLE 33-1. CONTINUED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Bookmarking</td>
<td>Replace top-down taxonomies with “Folksonomies” that categorize content from the consumers viewpoint, surfaces useful content to the community</td>
<td>Digg, del.icio.us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration Portals</td>
<td>Combine many social media technologies, often with specific Document Management or Project Management features, in a single environment.</td>
<td>Microsoft SharePoint, BaseCamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Engines</td>
<td>Without pervasive search capabilities, social media would not be possible</td>
<td>Technorati.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence</td>
<td>Indicates a “colleagues” current availability, avoids leaving voicemail messages, creates a sense of intimacy and community for those not in close physical proximity.</td>
<td>AIM, GoogleTalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Networking</td>
<td>The ability to link to and receive information from selected “colleagues” or “friends” based on shared interests, affinities, expertise or projects. Instantiates and links a “community”</td>
<td>Facebook, LinkedIn, Plaxo, SharePoint, Lotus SameTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>Allows processes to be formalized using automation, without impinging on the free-form, ad-hoc nature of social media. Allows realization of the best of both formal and informal processes.</td>
<td>Offered in Business Process Management (BPM) Systems, Collaboration Portals such as SharePoint and Lotus SameTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>To be widely embraced and feel true, Social Media must go with you and be easily and readily accessible on your terms.</td>
<td>Blackberry, iPhone, cellular modems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our project plans are collaborative and hosted in an online Portal, with key team members all having direct access to update them. Automatic alerts notify everyone of any change. Everyone “owns” the plan and the project, reinforced by, and reinforcing, the sense of community.

Wikis have largely replaced formal documentation, to the same affect. They can be constantly and easily edited. When there are questions as to relevance or importance, gray or controversial areas, these can simply be added to the discussion behind the Wiki page. Everything is in one fully searchable location. Again, this has removed the intimidation of creating formal documents, reduced the perception of the time and effort required, made ownership shared, personal, and fun. Thus it has been widely embraced.

All of the project resources are accessible not only to developers and project managers, but also to business unit participants and external consultants and collaborators, further strengthening the team cohesion and sense of community, and adding even greater value and efficiency to the tools. Replacing more traditional forms of communication and collaboration, such as email and distribution of formal documents with these social portals has meant project participants can access information when and where it is most needed, not just when it is sent.

This has resulted in somewhat surprising shifts. The collaborative tools offered new avenues for communication, and monitoring. Staff members who in the past were reserved and quiet became much more vocal through the online tools. We gained new insight into who the real influencers were, who the “go-to” people were, and where the bottlenecks were.

All of this has resulted in Project Management morphing into an integral part of everyone’s existence, rather than a separate discipline imposed on the project. This has streamlined operations, and made projects more predictable and repeatable.

**Tessitura Network, Inc.**

Very different from the Kennedy Center is the Tessitura Network, Inc., of which I currently serve as Chairman of the Board. The Tessitura Network is a not-for-profit organization that develops and supports a sophisticated Customer Relationship Management system that is highly specialized to meet the needs of performing arts organizations, handling complex functions such as ticketing and fundraising. The company is owned and governed by the over 200 arts organizations that license and use the software. Member organizations include some of the most prestigious arts organizations in the world, including the Metropolitan Opera, Kennedy Center, Sydney Opera House, and the Royal Opera House.

Tessitura Network, Inc. was designed from the start to be highly efficient with low overhead. It is a virtual company, with no offices. The more than 50 staff members are distributed throughout the United States, Australia, and the UK. Tessitura Network, Inc., was also designed from the start to be highly collaborative and inclusive, seeking input from and involving all member organizations.

With such a distributed team and a “virtual office,” social media tools quickly became indispensable. One thing missing from a highly distributed team is the sense of “being there,” the kind of cohesive, personal contact a group gets from being able to look up and see who is in the office, from standing around the water cooler and gossiping, from going out to lunch together. Instant Messaging and Chat were quickly adopted, not just to share critical information, but also for the staff to simply let each other know
when they were going to lunch, or getting up to get a cup of coffee. At the same time, they were of course sharing critical project information. This group of isolated individuals quickly became a cohesive, close-knit, committed team, facilitated by the intelligent application of social media tools.

The Tessitura Network has also recently taken on the challenge of beginning a total redevelopment effort, from the ground up, of its application. One of the big challenges of such a project in a company of this nature was how to ensure that the customer base (in the case of Tessitura Network, the “owners”) of over 200 independent organizations was highly involved throughout the process, made even more critical by the stipulation that the new application had to be designed and built in such a way that it was forward-looking and could likely meet the business needs of its member organizations for the next 15–20 years. This would be a big enough challenge in even a single organization, let alone across 200+ independent and highly creative organizations. Once again, social media tools have become a critical element in the project, engendering a highly engaged community with minimal resources and expenditures.

A Collaboration Portal was set up very early in the project, with significant effort expended to get strong participation. The portal substantiated the community through social networking profiles and links. Project visions and charters were shared and collaborated on in document libraries and wikis. A blog from the core project team started very early. An online Forum was created, with all organizations invited to actively contribute and participate. Leading questions were asked, and project members continued to seed the conversation and maintain the momentum. All of this was done before even the first in-person project summit was held. Simple polls were taken, allowing those who didn’t have time, expertise, or confidence to participate in fuller conversations to still get involved, have input, and be a part of the community.

These were not just superficial marketing efforts. Tessitura Network was “crowdsourcing”—asking the community for substantial, meaningful expertise and input into the project. The team could not have even conceived of ultimate success without this, and the social media tools enabled it to be done effectively and at very low, almost no, cost.

These social collaboration efforts were so successful that a planned in-person requirements gathering summit was reduced to only three days in a single location, versus the originally envisioned multiple weeks in multiple locations. Prior to the summit, participants, many of whom had never met each other in person, were already using the social media tools to plan social outings around the summit gathering. The group of highly distributed, diverse virtual strangers quickly developed a strong self-awareness and sense of commitment and involvement in the project.

As the project continues, the portal will be used to deliver prototypes, gather further input and review, and keep everyone at all levels completely informed and involved in the project every step of the way.

What traditionally would have been a staggering challenge—building consensus among over 200 unique organizations around a highly sophisticated, integral component of their operations, in a short period of time at a reasonable cost around a highly innovative vision—became a realistic, even fun, community effort, all thanks to some hard work around the fully integrated use of social media tools.
THE FOUR A’S

Lee Ramie of the Pew Internet Project recently described the “Four A’s” of communication and influence in the modern social media age. They are:

1. Attention to information.
2. Acquisition of information.
3. Assessment of information.
4. Action, the ability to act on information.

Organizations and project teams that can effectively position social media tools to form a community and a platform that together can address the four A’s will no doubt experience a significantly higher project success rate. There has been a “Perfect Storm” of technologies and paradigms introduced into personal and professional lives. Companies from Google to Chrysler are learning the wisdom of flattening structures, supplanting centralized decision making with close collaboration and community and team building. Google, always recognized for allowing its engineers to spend 20 percent of their time on personal projects, recently introduced management changes designed to increase collaboration and visibility into promising projects and bring upper management closer to the engineers. As Fiat CEO Sergio Marchionne took over leadership of Chrysler, he set up office not in the company’s Executive Tower, but rather on the fourth floor of an adjacent building where the engineers worked. Companies all over are recognizing the importance of innovation, the competitive advantage of a close knit, diverse, committed community of stakeholders of all types. Social Media is one of the key tools they are turning to.

To be sure, challenges remain. Security, integrity, confidentiality and availability of information is always an issue. People are struggling with multiple competing technologies, multiple profiles, and the difficult to distinguish boundary between personal and private. New standards are constantly emerging, and it can be difficult to separate valuable trends from short-term fads. Nevertheless, the potential of social media to radically improve and change the way we approach project management is too great to ignore. Properly done the costs of entry to social media can be surprisingly low. Embrace what is happening, and harness it!

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. On a recent project you are familiar with, what are some examples of how poor information flow/communication hampered the work? What social media tools might have been applied?

2. Take an informal poll of your team(s). How many are already using social media for personal uses? How many are interested in trying it out on a project?
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2 The primary method of learning about social media is by using it. Visit Wikipedia, Wiktionary, Facebook, Twitter. Download an instant message program. Start reading blogs and listening to podcasts. Find a way to incorporate Skype (with video) into meetings. Try replacing paper documents with an online collaborative document. Get hooked.
SECTION FIVE

INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRACTICE
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INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRACTICE

Some professionals argue that a project is a project and therefore, the principles of project management are generically applicable. Others proclaim that an IT project is totally different from building a house or launching a new product. There is truth in both positions, of course. Principles of navigation are generically applicable, but putting them to proper use in the Antarctic continent or in the middle of the Pacific Ocean requires different experiences and knowledge.

The project management principles are indeed generically applicable, yet to use them intelligently, knowledge of the specific type of project is required. In this section, some of the peculiarities of project management practice across different industries are explored.

In Chapter 34, Christopher Sauer of Oxford University explores how the mature practices of project management in the engineering and construction field may have applicability to the IT industry.

In Chapter 35, Dennis Smith CEO of DenSmith, lays out a process for adhering to project management principles within the time-to-market constraints of new product development.

Chapter 36 features a discussion of IT project management practice and pitfalls by Karen R.J. White, PMP. Her chapter has been updated to include a discussion of Agile practices from her acclaimed book, Agile Project Management (CBP, 2008).

Looking to the future, the ecosystem restoration industry applies the proven practices of project management to a work environment characterized by evolving science. The challenges of this application are discussed in Chapter 37 by Stan Veraart, PMP, and Donald Ross, CEO of EarthBalance.
Finally, Jeannette Cabanis-Brewin offers some insight in Chapter 38 into how project management discipline and theory can make the world a better place, when used by nonprofits and NGOs.

While these chapters represent a sample of the many industries where project management is making a difference, the list is of course not exhaustive. Health care, transportation, energy, and retail are all sectors in which project management has gained a foothold and is now expanding rapidly. The chapters in this section may give the reader an idea how the discipline might be applied in the particular environment of his or her own workplace.
The construction industry is widely accepted to have the most mature project management processes. IT project managers envy the accuracy with which their construction colleagues can estimate and predict progress on a building. They borrow their tools and techniques but struggle to emulate their results. They fall back on the conviction that “it’s different in IT.” Thus, they resign themselves to continuing levels of underperformance.

This is a strange response when even IT project managers would agree that there is a core of project management knowledge that is common to all projects—who would doubt the wisdom of scope control in any project circumstance? Failure to leverage the learning of one industry into another is therefore normally explained by appeal to the need for domain knowledge. For example, the rate of change of technology, the volatility of requirements, and the invisibility of software are all supposed to make IT project management radically different. Fortunately, we do not need to resolve the debate about the importance of domain knowledge in order to improve learning.

The central point of this chapter is that industries can improve their own capabilities by adopting a model of project management capability development from the construction and engineering sector. Domain specifics may apply to projects but they do not apply to the structures and processes by which
Project management itself is managed within an organization—mentoring can be effective in both construction and IT even though the learning may be different in certain respects. The domain independence of the model can be seen from its application to high-tech product development.¹ Research has shown that the construction industry has improved its performance over the last 20 years.² Despite embarrassing blips from time to time, it has managed down its performance variance. Many high profile mega-projects are today successfully delivered against demanding specifications and stretch targets. These range from Hong Kong’s International Airport, which met its multibillion-dollar budget, to the Sydney Olympic Stadium that was in service 12 months before the start of the Games, to the first half of the 88bn Channel Tunnel Rail Link project installing a high-speed rail infrastructure and service from the Channel Tunnel to London. During the 1980s and 1990s and into this century, new ways of managing project management at the enterprise level have been adopted. This has had the effect of creating enhanced capability through support for performance and learning.³ Transfer of the new ways to other industries will allow them to learn from their own experience so that any uniqueness of domain will be irrelevant. The benchmark for improvement will not be comparability with projects in other industries but improvement against your own organization’s past performance and that of your industry peers today.

A model of the organizational and management system by which construction and engineering companies manage project management is presented in this chapter. By this we mean such practices as recruitment and development of talent, employment policies, role design, reporting processes, performance management and organizational learning. Transferability of the practices common to construction and engineering is an important issue covered below. Engineering and construction are project-centric industries—that is, businesses that earn their revenues through projects. There are two targets for transfer—companies in other project-centric industries, such as management consultancies and systems integrators; and companies in industries where projects are only a part of their total activity, such as new product development by an automotive manufacturer or policy development by an industry regulator.

Finally, we assess developments that indicate progress towards adoption of the capability development model, and examine new challenges for project-centric and nonproject-centric organizations as the performance demands on project managers grow.

**GOOD PRACTICE IN BUILDING PROJECT MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY: THE CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING EXAMPLE**

Project management capability operates at three levels:

1. Project level.
2. Individual level.
3. Organizational level.

The project is both the start point and the end point. It is the focus for the application of individual and organizational capability. It is the source of experience on which learning is based.

The individual project manager is the linchpin, the essential ingredient. No project of any size or complexity can hope to be successful without an appropriately competent project manager. Equally, without project managers contributing their ideas and experience
to the common pool of knowledge, organizations cannot expect to improve from project to project.

Organizational capability contributes to improving project performance by providing supports for the manager working on a project. It also assists the individual to learn, and grows the organization’s communal knowledge of projects.

Figure 34-1 summarizes our model of project management capability development with examples of how the three levels interact.

Organizational capability consists of a number of elements. These were identified in an earlier research study in which we intensively interviewed project managers and directors of a number of top-level Australian construction companies. None of the companies fully employed all the elements described but together they amount to a coherent set of practices that support both performance improvement and the development of lasting project management capability. These capability elements have been subject to continued verification subsequently and include:

- Organizational structure.
- Role design.
- Knowledgeable superiors.
- Values.
- Human resource management.
- Methods and procedures.
- Individuals’ personal characteristics.
- Conduct of the project.

We see these elements of capability working in a number of ways:

1. Making the job easier.
2. Facilitating the application of knowledge.
3. Ensuring a supply of capable project managers.
4. Developing individual knowledge.
5. Developing organizational knowledge.

Organizational Structure

Business units in construction and engineering companies typically have flat structures that serve two main purposes. They place project managers and their projects close to the locus of power and decision-making in their organization, which gives them high visibility and access to resources and decisions as needed. They deemphasize other functions, such as finance, design and estimation, so that by contrast with nonproject-centric organizations, these are clearly support functions, not internal competitors for resources and attention. By placing projects at the center of the structure, these companies eliminate a lot of possible organizational noise, and thereby make the job of project management easier.

Role Design

The crucial element of role design involves balancing responsibility with accountability, resourcing, and authority. This equation is crucial to making the job easier and facilitating the application of knowledge. Plainly, having resources and authority are necessary to making a project doable. Without them it is hard to hold the project manager to account. To penalize a project manager who has not been given the wherewithal to succeed sends a message to others that the organization does not understand the challenge of project management and that it is not an organization in which projects represent a realistic career. Learning is likely to be retained by the individual rather than shared.

Knowledgeable Superiors

Project managers’ superiors in construction have three important characteristics. Because of the flat structure, they are likely to be people with authority and access to resources that can help solve unexpected problems. They can thus make the project easier. Second, they are also typically highly knowledgeable having graduated from many years in the project manager role themselves. This means that they understand progress reporting and have a nose for potential problems. They are thus able to prevent problems from getting out of hand and are equipped to guide their project managers through difficulties thus enabling knowledge to be successfully applied. Third, project managers’ superiors usually are involved in the client relationship from the start. They will have sold the project to the client and will have helped shape its initial stages. Because they accept responsibility for the project and will themselves be held accountable by their executives, they are highly motivated to share their knowledge with the project manager and do everything they can to help make the project successful.

Values

Three values underpin project capability in construction companies—focus on performance, relationships, and knowledge. The focus on performance is evident in the reputational advantages that accrue with success—“X built the tallest high rise in Western Europe,” or “Y installed the first horizontally suspended bridge.” Conversely, it is also apparent in
the careful weeding out of nonperforming project managers. This performance management has become more sophisticated over recent years in recognizing the value of mistakes. While repetition of the same mistake will not be tolerated, the recognition that errors represent an opportunity for learning and that admission of mistakes will not necessarily be punished encourages individual and organizational learning through openness and sharing of lessons.

Focus on relationships relates to customers, partners, and subcontractors. Greater awareness that customers usually represent opportunities for future business and that retaining an existing customer is easier than winning a new one has led to contractors trying to establish contracts and relationships that encourage win-win. In some cases this has been extended to their supply chain. The result is that project managers see value in investing in understanding the customer, and partners and subcontractors see value in sharing their ideas and knowledge. So, not only is useful knowledge shared, the job is made easier for the project manager because of a less adversarial environment. And, as several companies have noted, because of less litigation, there is a further benefit in being able to close out projects sooner.

Focus on knowledge is apparent in the explicit recognition of project managers as an asset. In the recession of the early 1990s, a number of the companies with deep pockets kept their better managers on the payroll despite a lack of revenue-earning projects. Symbolically, this sent a strong message that the retained managers were valued, leading them to see it as worth their while to develop new and better ways of working. At the same time, these project managers had more opportunity than they had ever previously had to reflect and share their ideas. Once initiated, the practice of continual improvement has remained. So both individual and organizational learning have been encouraged.

**Human Resource Management**

Construction and engineering companies do not always have substantial HR departments, but they typically do have significant HR practices designed to create and sustain a talent pool of project managers. These practices include recruitment, development, career management, and performance management. Recruitment focuses on identifying appropriate talent, often at graduate level or before. Development involves a managed progress through different project roles to a junior project management position. From there, subject to performance management, the project manager moves into progressively more difficult challenges. Mentoring is built into the reporting relationship because the manager’s superior has a shared accountability that encourages knowledge and experience sharing. So, individual capability development is strongly supported by HR practices. The availability of a career path that sees project managers in their fifties and sixties valued and rewarded for performance also encourages individuals to take the long view and to invest in building and sharing knowledge.

Few, if any, companies offer the kind of highly incentivized financial package so common among bankers and software salespeople. Project managers are paid a decent salary and may receive some bonus although it is usually paid annually and not on the basis of performance on any single project. In fact, by selecting “project people,” companies typically populate their project manager roles with individuals whose biggest motivation is to take on ever-greater challenges. Thus continual learning by the individual is built in.
Methods and Procedures

Companies typically have their own set of methods and procedures for project management. These are internalized and used with discretion rather than slavishly followed. Their principal role is to provide structure and commonality of practice so that reporting can be reliably monitored. They also provide a shared language with which to talk about projects that facilitates sharing of experience and the development of new methods.

Individuals’ Characteristics

Many of the elements of organizational project management capability we have described encourage the acquisition and development of individuals with the right skills and competencies. These include the classic competencies in planning, monitoring, controlling, forming and leading teams, communicating, managing stakeholders, negotiating problem solving, and leading. These are necessary to the effective conduct of projects. But they are not sufficient. Three personal characteristics stand out as driving personal performance—a thirst for experience, personal commitment to delivering projects, and the desire to enhance their reputations through association with a successful outcome. One project manager encapsulated the project manager mind-set:

“In the construction industry, you’ll find that for a lot of project managers it’s a heart-and-soul type thing. It’s a lifestyle. You live, sleep, and eat project. You’re here six days a week. Sometimes you’re working the night shift. Sometimes you’re in here seven days a week. So it’s a lifestyle and it’s a total commitment.”

All three personal characteristics are powerful motivators of individual learning.

Conduct of the Project

In describing organizational and individual capability above, we have shown how both provide essential inputs to the conduct of projects through the individual competencies of the project manager applied to the project, and through oversight, support, and intervention by knowledgeable superiors. However, projects are also the source of much learning and some companies act to capture that through encouraging informal interaction among project managers on a regular basis. Others conduct reviews and maintain more formal databases of experience that can be uniformly shared across the business and that can be used to inform future projects even when the original project manager has moved on.

The following case study shows how one leading international construction company exemplifies the model.

CASE STUDY: MULTIPLEX—THE WELL-BUILT AUSTRALIAN

Multiplex is a diversified property business, employing over 1,500 people across four divisions: construction, property development, facilities management, and investment management. Based in Australia, it has a presence in Southeast Asia...
and Europe. Its core construction business involves managing the design and construction of urban developments, such as office buildings, shopping centers, apartment buildings, hotels, hospitals, and sporting complexes. Landmark projects have included the $430 million Sydney Olympic Stadium. It is currently rebuilding the UK’s iconic sporting venue—Wembley National Stadium.

Multiplex is highly regarded for its ability to compete on cost, but it does so without damage to client satisfaction and as a result seeks to secure repeat business. It operates a flat structure. The board of directors is usually fully aware of what is happening at the construction project “coalface.” Head office functional managers support projects in specialist disciplines including design, contract administration, estimation, employee relations, finance, and legal affairs.

Multiplex’s project managers are highly experienced in construction and project management. The company sets high performance standards, requiring its managers to deliver the building or facility to the client and continue responsibility for any subsequent modification once in service. The company gives project managers control over resources and, within broad limits, the authority to take whatever decisions are necessary to complete the project—they “can make a large number of decisions related to the project with complete autonomy.”

Because performance matters, so too accountability is important. But accountability is exercised in a rounded manner. Reasonable mistakes are understood and recognized as a learning opportunity. While management does focus on project outcomes, overall performance is assessed relative to the challenge. Thus retrieving a potentially damaging situation may be valued more than the final outcome against targets. Small financial bonuses are paid against annual performance rather than specific projects. But the company recognizes that for most of its managers association with a success and the challenge of something new are the key motivators.

Control against project schedule, cost, and quality is tight. The Board receives reports monthly. Formal reporting to the project director is weekly, informal reporting daily. Senior managers actively follow progress also through site visits.

The project directors and construction managers to whom project managers report are highly knowledgeable about project management. Their involvement in business development ensures that their projects can be successfully achieved with commercial returns. The company’s recognition of the challenges of projects means that project managers feel comfortable sharing difficulties with their superiors. As a result, problems are rapidly dealt with before they accumulate long-term consequences.

Recruitment and development of aspiring project managers is based on an “apprenticeship” model to build long-term commitment to the company and to demonstrate its own commitment to project managers. Consequently, retention is high and turnover is low. Development includes on-the-job-training, mentoring, and formal management development courses. The company’s commitment to its project managers and hence its ability to build organizational capability is reinforced by its preference for internal promotion.
Each of the capability elements described makes sense on its own. However, much of the power of this model to make a difference derives from the interlocking reinforcement among its elements. For example, greater tolerance of mistakes encourages openness that permits knowledgeable superiors to assist at an early stage so performance is sustained while learning is enabled. At the same time, this tolerance reflects a fairer form of performance management that in turn supports retention of individuals and retention of their knowledge.

Another way of putting this is to say that by managing the talent pool and making the job easier, the right people are given time in which to learn. By motivating learning, they are encouraged to develop individual and organizational knowledge. Through the application of knowledge, that learning is internalized. Through organizational processes, the learning is externalized and so made available throughout the company.

TRANSFER AND ADOPTION

Our model for developing project management capability has been synthesized from practice in the engineering and construction sector. For those in other sectors, the question remains—how transferable is the model? And how readily can it be adopted?

There are no in-principle barriers to transferring substantial elements of the model to other industries because it focuses on learning and support for performance within an individual company. So while a biotech company developing new drugs and an IT systems integrator implementing enterprise software systems may face radically different challenges in terms of the technologies they employ, the regulatory regime they confront, the demands of trials and testing, and so forth, each can develop its own learning, including whatever knowledge is sector- or company-specific. As we shall see in the next section, a number of IT companies have started to transfer the model to their own situation.

The one area of the model that can be problematic is transfer of those elements that are more dependent on the project-centric nature of the organization. For nonproject-centric organizations, such as retail banks, supermarkets, logistics companies, and similar, it will not be thought desirable to emulate structural characteristics which we have seen create visibility, enable executive attention, and deliver necessary resources, at the expense of focus on day-to-day operations.

Our model was derived from the practices of large companies. This raises the concern that size may be a barrier to transfer. Obviously, large companies are to some extent better positioned—for example, for a company undertaking one hundred projects per year, the return to scale of investing in project management capability development is greater than for a company undertaking just ten each year. But the investment need not be a fixed cost regardless of size. As we noted earlier, none of the engineering and construction companies we studied exhibited all the characteristics described in the model. Learning can be seeded and performance improved even in small companies by such simple and cheap devices as organizing Friday evening drinks for project managers once a month. Celebrating their successes can be as potent a reward as financial bonuses. So, while larger companies may have the resources to dedicate to developing formal supports for project management capability, smaller companies can still gain benefit from the model.

How then should companies set about adopting the model or elements of it? Identifying an organizational lead and focal point is the first priority. For a larger company this may involve the creation of a corporate project/program office. For a smaller company,
It may be nomination of an individual, either a senior project manager or an executive responsible for project managers. In either case, an individual should be tasked with developing organizational project management capability and evaluated accordingly. The task itself should include providing processes to support existing projects, a common set of tools and knowledge bases, structures and processes to permit learning, motivation and support for the sharing and capture of learning, and support for the development of a set of performance management and HR practices to grow the talent pool of project managers.

Even with organizational commitment and resources behind the organizational lead, it takes years to design, introduce, and embed all the relevant practices. This is not a quick fix. That said, once achieved, it need not be a continuing direct cost. Some organizations we researched, such as Multiplex, had no corporate project office but had embedded the relevant practices in their everyday organizational processes.

**EMERGING DEVELOPMENTS**

This chapter has implicitly assumed a traditional model of project management focused on build or design-and-build projects conducted by a prime contractor supported by subcontractors. However, the project environment is dynamic and it is worth reviewing a number of new developments that are now with us or just around the corner. These are extending the scope and challenge of traditional project management, extending the need for capability development to more complex organizational forms, and extending the focus of development beyond the project manager.

First, though, we can report that diffusion of the capability development model is occurring. The IT sector’s reputation for project performance is poor and its track record in developing project management capability is equally poor. But the pressure for action is growing. A UK government department recently asked one of its international IT suppliers what it was doing to improve its project performance. The company’s inability to answer the question galvanized it into action.

In the last two or three years, we have seen several large IT companies, as well as hardware, software, and systems integrators, adopting some form of capability development initiative. For example, in 2004 the UK arm of one major European IT company identified a project management champion as lead for capability development. She has instituted a project management career structure, assessed its project manager pool, undertaken appraisal and mentoring, defined development paths for individuals, implemented a recruitment and selection process, and agreed a code of practice for the conduct of projects as well as training them in a standard methodology. And confirming that the champion role need not be an ongoing cost, she explained, “It’s my aim to work myself out of a job.” This kind of example suggests that much of the model is transferable.

But even while the model is diffused more widely, the environment is changing and placing new and greater demands on many project managers. We find that customers are increasingly demanding not merely a delivered project but the tangible benefits for which the project investment was made. In construction, BOOT (build-own-operate-transfer) contracts require the successful operation of a building or infrastructure that implies responsibility for operational services, such as heating and elevators, and for continuing maintenance. In defense, governments require not merely the delivery of aircraft but the ability to destroy enemy targets that implies responsibility for maintenance, spare parts logistics, and munitions. In IT, customers demand not just delivery of a system.
but also the achievement of cost or revenue benefits that implies responsibility for business process change. Many companies see that, as a result, they must involve the project manager more closely in the development and selling of the business so as to ensure that the end result is deliverable. Thus, project managers are being called upon to extend their skills both at the front-end and back-end of projects.

Two implications are worth drawing out. First, as the scope of the role extends, so our model needs to reflect the new competences required. This in turn may require adjustments to performance management systems, to career structures, to tool sets, and so forth. Second, members of the current pool of project managers may no longer be suitable for the new role. There may therefore need to be an exit strategy for them or a re-conceptualization of the role so that their skills can be exploited within the framework of the extended project.

A further dimension of added complexity for capability development is the consequence of joint venturing. Joint ventures are usually established for a quite limited duration among companies that in other circumstances may be thought of as competitors. Thus, not only may there be no long-term pay-off from learning, sharing of knowledge may be seen as counter-productive. However, win-win contracting can counter these tendencies. In the UK, the Channel Tunnel Rail Link project is widely seen as exemplary. A complex joint venture to deliver the railway in two sections, it has created a common culture such that there are no external signs of which member company any individual works for. Identification with this enormous project is strong. Although more than ten years in duration, it was necessary to have as much knowledge as possible available at the start. Learning was brought in through a policy of recruiting people with experience of two major rail projects of recent years—the Channel Tunnel itself and London Underground’s Jubilee Line. Within the project, a thriving lessons-learned program has generated a mass of knowledge. When the project for the second section was launched, kick-off days were organized to ensure no learning from the first section was lost. Thus where a joint venture has a long enough life and where there are commercial advantages, capability development may still be a worthwhile investment.

Finally, in thinking about the future developments, two are worth watching for. First, project contractors are increasingly focusing on their clients as a point of leverage for improvement. They argue that the client gets the projects it deserves. Poor contracting by clients engenders counter-productive behaviors from contractors. A better-educated client will make for better projects. The plausibility of this argument was borne out recently by an IT project manager who invested in teaching her client how to estimate a project. Subsequently, she found re-negotiation of the contract much easier because she could hold a more informed conversation with the client. So, it is likely that we will start to see capability development efforts extending beyond the boundaries of the contracting organization.

Second, nonproject-centric businesses are becoming more dependent on projects. Recently, an insurance company conducted a work audit and discovered that its managers spent more than 50 percent of their time on projects. With large-scale operational businesses of this kind finding themselves continually pressed to change and improve, they are obliged to undertake more and more projects. Over time, it is possible that the financial markets will increasingly value these companies according to their project portfolio and their capability to execute successfully. Organizing in a more project-centric way may then become common among supermarkets, banks, and insurance companies,
as well as those in construction, engineering and IT. In the meantime, there is no reason why nonproject-centric businesses which nevertheless conduct projects as a continuing aspect of business improvement should not adapt and adopt elements of our model. While internal organizational structures may impede role design that balances authority and resourcing with responsibility thereby limiting accountability, HR processes that focus on recruitment and development, mentoring, and the creation of knowledge bases can all be implemented. What is typically lacking is the organizational will to invest in project management because it is seen as noncore, but as we have just suggested, even this attitude may be about to change.

The model of project management capability development presented here therefore represents a solid foundation on which any organization in any industry can base its own initiative. None of the emerging developments we have described undermines the model. Rather they amplify the need for organizations to pay explicit attention to project management capability. But they do also remind us that, because the demands of projects are changing, it will be necessary over time to adapt the basic model.

### DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Thinking about companies that you know, how well do they manage the continuing development of their project management capabilities? What more could they do?

2. What issues would you envisage in the acquisition and maintenance of adequate project management capability in a multiyear, multiproject joint venture? How might you tackle these issues?

3. In what ways do extensions of the project manager’s role into activities, such as business case development and postimplementation benefit delivery, require capability development? What management initiatives would you take to ensure that they are adequately included in a company’s capability development practices?
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Product development is a specialized case of the project methods described in the PMBOK® Guide. By adding product-specific focus, the product development leader can increase the probability of success over what otherwise would be attained by implementing a process that might be applicable to other types of projects, such as IT, construction, or public works.

Focus areas include understanding and factoring customers’ requirements, ensuring distribution channels, cost and price goals, and building competitive differentiators.

If one of these were to be singled out as the most important, it is clear that the majority of product development projects that fail do so because of defects in requirements. New product development failure rates are reported to be as high as 85 percent to 95 percent.¹

Failures due to problems with requirements account for 50 percent to 60 percent of those total failures. Too often enthusiasm predates facts, and that enthusiasm—while a necessary ingredient—if not surrounded by practices that make sense, can be the downfall of a project.

A second reason commonly cited for failure of product development projects is failure of distribution. Especially in engineering or technology driven companies, not having sales, marketing, physical distribution, and appropriate access to customers in place when the product is ready leads to loss of competitive advantage due to a slow rollout or canceling of a great product idea due to inadequate access to customers.

Unclear or unrealistic goals for product factory cost (cost) and net sales price to the customer (price) are also leading

¹
causes for failure. Too often in the excitement of a product development project, the financial goals are unclear, ignored, or the project goes forward without ever agreeing as to whether the product costs meet the needs of market reality.

And last of the top four issues is having a clear and realistic understanding of the product’s or businesses’ competitive differentiators. There are many strategies or competencies for building, and whichever of those is selected, they must be built into the team’s culture. Lowest price sounds like a simple strategy; however, there are few markets where that strategy can work and few companies who can deliver that strategy. Products based on a competency of best service are also well founded, but the strategy must meet the customers’ needs. Selling an exquisitely supported product into a market where price is “king” is at best a fleeting strategy, for once buyers know the product works, and the differentiation value of services fades to insignificance.

These themes will be woven through this chapter as basic tenets of product development projects. Much of what is required for product development beyond the PMBOK® Guide practices ties back to these four concepts. A wealth of additional information is available through the Product Development and Management Association.²

STARTING THE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Most product development projects start without requirements. The ideas come from a customer’s need to solve a particular problem, a marketing need to counter a competitive product, a new technology that might disrupt the marketplace, a cost reduction of a current product, or a whim of a great idea. All of these are legitimate, and most do not have enough detail to start a project, but this is where product development starts—it starts when the idea is born or when the challenge is presented, both long before the project team is assembled.

The first challenge is to assemble the core team. This is usually made up of two to four part-time people who will build enough clarity around the product idea to gain project approval and justify startup of the project team. Critical to this step is that it is a small number of dedicated people who are committed to move forward—too many people at this time and the project will probably stall.

If a product champion is not apparent when this team starts, they will emerge early in the process. The champion is not the formal organizational leader, but is the first-among-peers who wants to live the challenge of insuring that the project moves forward both now in the formative stages and later when the project is formalized.

If there is not an apparent champion, then the sponsors should question the project. There are many people who need to be influenced and many customers to be listened to and persuaded. If there is no active, leading, assertive, believing champion, it is unlikely that the product development will succeed. The best champions are self-proclaimed; appointing one rarely works other than for the least-contentious product developments.

REQUIREMENTS

Clarification of requirements starts at the source of the idea for the product. The idea can come from any source, and that source needs to be involved in the first expansion of the idea into requirements. The first descriptions of the idea should be expanded into six to ten use-cases.³ Use-cases are brief written cases or scenarios that clarify the actual use of the product from the point of view of the user. For a car, one use-case might be from the
time the person reaches for the door handle until they are driving down the road. For a vacuum cleaner, it might be from the time it is noticed that the bag is full until vacuuming has resumed with a clean bag. For a software application it might adding a new user to a system.

Scenarios capture many requirements but also provide a framework for capturing the details of the product. The goal of scenarios is to write in prose-like flowcharts. PowerPoint should not be used for use-cases, as its organization is not conducive to writing good cases.

It is important at this stage to focus on completing a high level of requirements prior to moving to details. There is a tendency to write the most about the things that one knows best, but the objective is to write completely at the highest levels first, and then move through two or three additional levels of detail toward a complete definition of the product.

For best overall quality and schedule predictability, the people who will be responsible for qualification testing, manufacturing, and field support should be on the team as the requirements are written. Writing requirements and project plans with the needs of these teams in hand will reduce confusion and improve schedule predictability as the project nears completion.

As the first scenarios and product descriptions are completed, the first customer reviews should take place. Customer interaction should start here and run through project completion.

Now is the time for the first round of competitive analysis, long before the development project starts. Analysis must include costs, price features, functions, and benefits. With customers, the emphasis is on benefits, but to your business the emphasis is on competitive differentiators. The differentiators must be compelling to both the sponsors and to your customers. If differentiators are marginally competitive, boring, or lack sizzle, the product should be reconsidered. If you don’t see a way to achieve the product cost requirements, proceed with skepticism and plan to revisit the cost estimates at short intervals with the intention of showing that the cost requirements can be met or stopping the project.

At this time it will also become apparent that there is probably more work to do than is allowed by the project end date and budget. Start now to prioritize the features and benefits, with those priorities set at the macro level of features, well above the details of the product.

Now with a top-level description in place, several use scenarios that describe the product in operation—with leadership of a motivated champion and the support of excited potential customers—and it’s time to start thinking about building a project.

These steps are summarized in Table 35-1.

PROJECT APPROACHES

Unstructured Projects

Most organizations that develop products use a structured approach. The costs of project failure and the high likelihood of failure in the best of projects support the need for structured approaches, yet most businesses do not build project plans or build only token plans that are not useful in managing the project.

Before we dive into structured approaches, I want to emphasize that for teams of eight to twelve people, with experienced participants, great teamwork, great
communications, and strong focus on the customers, an unstructured process may lead to higher productivity, shorter time to market, and build a superior product. These groups can be driven by leaders, product champions, or even by the soul of the team. This approach has been proven time and again by small startups that rock the market. What you read about are the well-publicized exceptions that succeed—most projects run in this fashion disappoint or fail.

The conditions for the success of nonstructured product development are hard to achieve. Too often small teams believe they meet the criteria for an unstructured project, only to learn in failure that they were shortsighted in their understanding of their customers, skills, focus, commitment, or chemistry; or to learn that they simply overlooked some area that was critical to their success.

For the other more than 95 percent of product development projects, structure approaches are best. Structure fed by enthusiasm and competency builds great products.

**Buying Outside**

Many companies build their new products but just as many choose a development partner or outright buy their products from other businesses. These alternate sources are especially favored by companies that have unique opportunities, are anxious to enter markets, or are too bureaucratic to tolerate the risks and uncertainties of product development.

Outside procurement of a product should be carefully considered when your team is not experienced with the product’s technology, time is more important than investment, an external source has the product in deliverable form, and you have adequate expertise and resources to manage an external project or to complete due diligence on a potential acquisition. Due diligence on acquiring a product from an outside source must include testing the product to its specifications.

The most common cause of disappointment with outside sourced products is caused by failure to adequately project-manage or exercise continuous due diligence with the outside partner.

**Iterative or Waterfall**

Waterfall methodology is based on defining the entirety of the product in advance of starting the project and then proceeding step by step to completion—kind of like fitting
yourself into a barrel and then falling over the edge of the waterfall … movement to completion with no reassessment or change in scope.

There are many types of projects where the waterfall methodology makes sense such as repetitive construction, but it is rarely used in development of innovative products.

Iterative or spiral methodologies are based on the idea that you need to change features and implementation during the course of the project as the team and the customer-partners get smarter about the product and how it meets the needs of the customers. In practice this is usually accomplished via an evolving prototype. While this process will likely produce better results, it is less predictable in terms of total investment and end date.

Most product development projects are started without all of the details known and without all of the features defined. This means that even if the leaders want a fixed project cost and time, in fact the project will invent some of the features and design during the life of the project. In its simplest form, if a great idea emerges part way through the project, the iterative methodology will capitalize on it. Most waterfall projects will probably make the change either through an approved change process or in a manner hidden from the project managers. Mature iterative processes are better able to take changes and improvements in stride.

For product development, building project and sponsor teams that can deal with the ambiguities of iterative methodologies is a superior approach to the control-from-the-top mentality that is often part of waterfall methods.

STAGES AND PROGRESS

Work in product development projects proceeds in chunks. Whether these chunks are called stages, phases, periods, quartiles, or steps, they are basically a coherent chunk of work followed by a review or checkpoint that ensures that the previous work was completed and that the team is justified in proceeding with the next chunk of work.

Since 40 to 50 percent of product development runtime is spent before the project team starts, when working to reducing time-to-market, give half of your attention to pre-project time.

For products, the chunks should be related to the evolution of the product, not to arbitrary process milestones. While there are many standard processes, potential milestones can include things such as: completion of scenarios, first budget estimate, first completion estimate, demonstration of major subsystems, completion of design, start of qualification testing, engineering complete, all features available, and quality verification milestones. While a team could use a set of company-wide milestones, using milestones that make sense to the project team will ensure both their buy-in to the deliverables and the applicability of the milestones.

At the reviews between the chunks of work, the tone must be set by the leadership that creates an open and honest discussion of the state of the product and project. The objective is neither to fail the review nor to pass the review. The objective is to openly share the project information from all perspectives and to reach agreement between the reviewers that it’s time to proceed to the next chunk of work. The norm should be developed that it is any attendee’s responsibility to speak up with their concern; it is not just their right.

The most important thing that this group can do at the review is to kill a bad product or bad project. When all energy is focused on success, it’s the hard job to proclaim that
the product should be stopped. Open and honest communications and dialog in full view of the facts is the fuel for the best decision.

Two other processes that should be in place as the work chunks and reviews move forward are a change board and a risk management process. The change board is a group of three or four people who have final say if a change to the product is accepted for inclusion in the current release of the product. At a minimum the product champion, the product development leader, and the testing leader should be on this board.

Risk management is a difficult process. At best it is exposing your worst fears about the product to your executives and sponsors. Talking about the risks and letting everyone on the team suggest mitigations is always better than hiding them under the table. Building norms around openness, shared responsibility, and rational behavior are necessary to make this practice work. If those norms are not in place, open risk management planning will fall to the wayside as it becomes too uncomfortable for any of the participants.

CUSTOMER INVOLVEMENT

Involving customers as early and often as possible to talk about your product is the best step you can take to ensure your product’s success.

While signed nondisclosure agreements with the individuals are almost universally required, the ethics of the individual should be taken as the first defense of your product secrets.

Customer involvement comes in several levels. First and easiest are customers that your sales department has concluded might be influenced for current purchases or for early sales of the new product. These casual reviewers should be avoided until your project team has demonstrated that they are near completion, generally when beta testing is in progress. Presenting new products to customers can increase company viability, but also can severely stress the team and compromise product development progress.

The second level of customer participation is critical reviewers. These are people who listen to your preliminary presentation on the product and give you their immediate feedback based on what they have seen. These opinions can be valuable, but care must be taken to ensure that the background of the reviewers is known and understood. Their feedback should be considered and factored into the product development, but only after it is viewed through the lens of their knowledge, biases, affiliations, and predispositions.

The third level of customer participation in an ongoing relationship between the customer and the product development team. These customer-partners see the progress of the team and arrive at review meetings or participate in calls with deep background and knowledge of both the product and the motivations for the product. Their role must be carefully defined, their company agreeable to the relationship, and their integrity and openness unquestionable. While bringing partners into this role from the beginning of the project is challenging, it is well worth the effort. Not only do you get great insight from a credible and unbiased source, the relationship can easily develop into a field trial arrangement and ongoing sponsorship of the product.

While focus groups are a standard means of gathering customer opinion, at best they present casual reviewers. Anyone venturing into the one-time or paid relationships of focus groups must exercise great caution both in the validity of the opinions presented and in carefully asking questions so that the questions do not bias the answers. It is
essential that the leaders of the focus group manage participation to ensure that a few vocal participants don’t block participation by others.

The practice of paying customers to participate in reviewing your product is questionable. If possible, do not compensate or pay expenses for customer partners. If their interest in genuine, the most you should consider is covering their travel and living expenses for the reviews.

A common error on the part of product managers or product champions is that in their quest for achieving total customer satisfaction, they fail to recognize and account for questionable or biased opinions. Customers have biases towards products they have purchased or supported and technologies that they believe are desirable—those biases can negatively impact your product features unless the needs and motivations have been adequately vetted.

In all cases of customer participation, the critical skill for the product team is to be able to separate the fact-based, sincere, well-thought opinions from the seat-of-the-pants or otherwise biased opinions that some customers bring. In most cases, a customer’s opinion can be found to support any position and any product feature. It is a required skill for product managers and product champions to sort the important opinions from the unimportant and the team must understand and trust that opinion.

PRODUCT JUSTIFICATION

The best justification for a project is a customer-savvy person with a clear understanding of the potential product, its customer benefits, and how to get customers to say “this is a great idea.” Many of the most important products of the past decade came to market with that level of justification and that kind of a vision.

The worst way to justify products is by careful calculation of Return on Investment (ROI) with a pass/fail decision made on that exact calculation. A large number of the most influential products of the past decade would never have been started, continued, or finished if straight ROI were the guiding principle. Businesses using straight ROI run the risk of killing the very projects that might make them great. ROI is necessary but not sufficient as a tool to judge product opportunities. While neither of these justification processes is sufficient, completing both is necessary to justify a project.

If you can’t find an excited person—a potential champion for the project, someone who can tie the customer need to the product and can envision how to get the product into a distribution system that will sell and deliver it to potential customers—then the idea is not ready to move forward. Let the pre-project team further develop the idea or kill it.

ROI is an important exercise, but it is more important for the rigor of developing all of the product cost, project costs, and sales estimates that comprise it than it is important for the final numeric result. Look for the final numeric result to be reasonable and little else.

ROI is also not a useful concept for comparing product ideas that are in competition for funding. It is too easy to misjudge estimates of costs or sales for any product in pre-development. It is also too easy for a less than reputable or overly enthusiastic champion to consciously or subconsciously raise or lower estimates in a way that might bias the resultant number.

Cash flow is probably the most important element of the financial analysis. There is no point in starting a project that you can’t afford to finish, although with a great product idea, cash sometimes appears.
A cost overrun on a product development project is financially insignificant compared to the financial gains of a successful product. Build a successful product and the financial sins of the project are quickly forgotten—build an unsuccessful product on plan and on budget and no one will care.

Timing is one of the most critical factors in any financial analysis. In the 1980s it was likely that a new concept, an innovative product, might enjoy two years in the market before competitors responded in kind. For Internet-based products, that competitive-timing advantage is now likely measured in days or weeks. For some technology products, such as notebook computers, the product life can be shorter than the product development time.

So a product having a great “gut feel” is best. If a team shares that feeling, all the better. If the ROI is credibly interesting, all the better. The challenge of a large business is to be able to spend the leaders’ time to invest in the understanding of the product success factors in order to make an informed judgment that goes beyond a rote review of numbers.

This process requires time and nonadversarial authentic dialog—two things that are often in short supply and that might take years to develop in a small to mid-sized organization and may be unattainable in the largest of organizations. Successful large organizations generally answer this need by delegating those decisions to the lowest organizational level possible in an attempt to streamline the process.

MANUFACTURING AND FIELD SUPPORT

For physical products, manufacturing and field support must be a part of the product development process from the beginning. Manufacturing must own the cost estimates and they must certify the manufacturability by developing the manufacturing processes during the product development project.

The field support team needs to provide requirements to the project to ensure that the product is supportable once in the field. Support requirements, along with manufacturability requirements, should be considered a priority equal to those expressed by the customers.

This can be a challenge to a product development team, as their work is strategic, while the priorities of manufacturing and field support are usually driven by hourly or daily priorities. The process can be further complicated by a common if not traditional rivalry that exists between product development, manufacturing engineering, and field support over designs, support, customer ethics, and many more issues.

The product team must assure the participation of the manufacturing and field service teams before the formal product development project is designed and committed. If rivalry exists, structured team building should be an explicit part of the project plan.

PREPARING FOR SALES

The first step in preparing for sales is to have a clear set of terms describing the level of commitment of the organization to the dates that are shown on the project plans. I recommend these:

- **Target.** The team has thought about the project and is working to the target date, but there are not yet supporting plans and resources in place.
- **Estimate.** The team has built a project plan and is in the process of executing against that plan, but there are sufficient risks or unknowns that make the team not yet ready to commit to the dates.
• Commitment. The team is committed to the product delivery dates.

Sales often feels that every date is a commitment and every product is available for sale. Any information presented to sales or to customers needs to be explicit about the meaning of dates with clear expectations set about how the sales force may use the dates outside of the company. Releasing a product for sale is an informed business decision with the current state of the project being just one of many considerations leading up to that decision.

CONCLUSIONS

Product development is a specialized case of project management. If the team pays careful attention to customers, differentiators, product costs, sales channels and support, the platform for product development provided by project management will drive the team to success.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. How can a product team balance the importance of responding to specific customer requests with the need for proprietary innovation that exceeds competitive capability?

2. Do product teams favor projects that they “like” with low estimates? Do vendors provide low estimates when they bid competitively? How can someone letting a contract for product development ensure realistic estimates?

3. Why do many product teams exclude the costs and planning for transitioning the product into the sales channel? Should it be the product team’s responsibility to ensure that the sales channel is ready to accept their product?

4. When is it more important to be on schedule and on budget rather than having the right product? When is it appropriate to provide a low-quality product to a customer?
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Information technology plays an ever-increasing role in the delivery of the services that we rely on in our everyday lives. Information technology surrounds us, from the technology with which we manage our households, to the technology that is used in our schools and workplaces, to the technology we use to interact with one another. Information technology is no longer confined to the business community. Management of the projects by which that technology is delivered to us is of ever increasing importance.

VISIBILITY OF IT PROJECT FAILURES

It should come as no surprise that failures of information technology (IT) projects often have a negative impact on the business organization sponsoring the project. There have been numerous reported cases where the failure of IT to deliver much needed capabilities impacted a company’s financial standing, market shares, or even worse. A search on the Internet using the term “IT Project Failure” brings up numerous articles and blog-sites identifying the costs of IT project failures and the impact those failures had on the business. Some of the projects cited in a Computerworld, September 2002 article include ERP implementations and large-scale custom development efforts. In 2003, CIO magazine discussed some of the challenges facing the IRS Modernization Project, an $8 billion project involving infrastructure upgrades and modifications or replacement of over 100 separate applications, and the issues confronted in AT&T’s Wireless recent upgrade.
A more recent failure cited in business news relates to the contribution a failed IT project had on the failure of a UK bank. While the various lessons cited in these references were certainly of interest, what is even more important a lesson to learn is the potential impact these failures had on the corporations, their markets, their customers and their employees. IT matters in a technology-enabled world, and IT project management matters as well.

**IT PROJECT MANAGEMENT MATTERS**

As information technology becomes more pervasive in our lives (programmable dishwashers, cell phones, GPS systems, home networks, medical diagnostic and drug-delivery techniques, etc.), the need to treat the development of the products and software embedded in them as true engineering activities has increased. These products could have as much safety implications as building a bridge or constructing a house. That level of engineering requires formal project management discipline.

In addition, many corporations are feeling pressure from participation in a global economy. The need to develop products and services faster and more economically translates into a requirement for a more disciplined approach to managing their development without sacrificing time to market considerations.

What does all this mean?

For companies, it means recognizing formal project management as a discipline within their information technology departments, a discipline as crucial as database management or network security management. For the project manager, it means recognizing the need to acquire and apply additional knowledge and skills, in a more formal and disciplined manner than traditionally. And, for the project team (which includes business participants), it means understanding—and appreciating—the contributions formal project management makes to the overall project success.

**FORMAL IT PROJECT MANAGEMENT**

A project, by definition, has a specific beginning date and a specific end date. Thus, operations and maintenance of an IT system is not a project, although there might be maintenance projects undertaken in the fulfillment of that objective. Establishing user access and monitoring network security is also not a project, although introduction of a new security capability would be a project. It is important to realize that formal IT project management does not mean mounds and mounds of more paper, nor does it mean lots of additional project staff. What it means is recognizing there are some formal project management roles to be fulfilled and formal project management disciplines to be applied within an IT project.

**FORMAL IT PROJECT MANAGEMENT ROLES**

Formal IT project management begins with a clear understanding of the roles and responsibilities of the IT project manager, versus the roles and responsibilities of the project’s business sponsor, versus the roles and responsibilities of the functional IT manager. These roles and responsibilities are briefly summarized in Table 36-1.

Let’s start with an exploration of the IT Functional Manager role. Many IT organizations are structured around business areas supported, which often translates into oversight of specific applications or product lines or specific operational activity. Typical titles used for the individuals who manage these operational activities include Application Manager,
Product Line Manager, and Data Center Manager. Their responsibilities often include an operational or maintenance type of function, the “Lights On” role within IT. While their daily activities are quite varied, their overall contribution to the business is the same: keep operations running, ensure the various IT capabilities are available to the business units relying on them. IT Functional Managers are often key stakeholders in IT projects, most often as providers of knowledgeable, experienced project staff, as quality control participants and as the recipients of the project’s deliverables.

Compare these responsibilities with those of the IT project manager. An IT project manager’s responsibilities are established when the project is initially conceived and are concluded when the project’s deliverables are completed, when the end state is achieved. The typical responsibilities associated with the project manager role include identifying the specific work to be performed, determining and obtaining the corporate resources (budget, people, facilities) required to achieve the project’s objectives, and then managing those resources as they are used to perform the project’s identified work. It is the project manager’s responsibility to ensure that any changes in the definition of the project’s end state are reflected in the project’s governing documents, that the Business Sponsor agrees to impacts to budgets or schedules. The project manager is also responsible for the communication of the project status to the Business Sponsor and other project stakeholders, which often include the functional IT managers.

There are organizations where an IT Functional Manager will assume the role of IT project manager on occasion, managing the enhancement of an existing application or the introduction of a new capability into the IT portfolio. It is important for the person fulfilling these two roles to be aware of the distinctions and to not allow operational considerations, such as staff availability, impede success of the project. As the project manager, the IT Functional Manager needs to ensure that the staff time required to work on the project is made available and that operations “hot items” do not prevent project progress.

The Business Sponsor role is akin to that of the homeowner in a construction project. The Sponsor is the ultimate owner of the project, representing the business users for whom the IT product or service is being provided. The Business Sponsor is responsible for making decisions regarding scope, schedule, and budget trade-offs, after listening to advice and recommendations from the experienced IT project manager.

### FORMAL IT PROJECT MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY

Before discussing methodologies and application of them within IT projects, it is necessary to define some common terms often used interchangeably. A *methodology* is defined as a...
body of methods and rules followed in a science or discipline. Christensen and Thayer cite IEEE Standard 12207.0-1996 as defining a life cycle model as “a framework containing the processes, activities, and tasks involved in the development, operation, and maintenance of a software product, spanning the life of the system from the definition of its requirements to the termination of its use.” A project life cycle is a collection of generally sequential project phases, the names and number of which are determined by the control needs of the organization or organizations involved in the project. Finally, a body of knowledge can be defined as the sum of knowledge within a profession. Bodies of knowledge are often used as best-practice standards.

There are a number of bodies of knowledge with which the IT project manager should be familiar. Of particular interest is the project management body of knowledge, as described in the Project Management Institute’s standards document. The PMBOK® Guide identifies the primary practices involved in managing any project. Now in its fourth edition, the Guide is a mature and evolving representation of the project management body of knowledge.

Project managers working within a corporation with IT projects being executed outside North America might also be practitioners of the practices called out in PRINCE2 (Projects in a Controlled Environment), a standard approach to project management developed in the late 1980s by the United Kingdom’s government. PRINCE2 divides projects into stages, with reviews and go/no go decisions specifically called out at the end of each stage. It also places an emphasis on the product via the use of a product breakdown structure.

---

**FIGURE 36-1. TYPICAL WATERFALL LIFE CYCLE METHODOLOGY**
Another guide to a body of knowledge is IEEE’s Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK). At this writing, still in the early stages of industry awareness, the SWEBOK Guide provides knowledge and insight into software engineering practices such as requirements definition and management, software quality control, and software design.

One other often cited collection of best practices with which the IT project manager should have some familiarity is the Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model (Integrated), commonly called CMMI. The CMMI identifies best practices an IT organization (which could be defined as an IT project organization!) should deploy in support of successful systems development. Grouped around nine key practice areas, the CMMI associates objectives and goals with specific activities.

Many organizations have well-established systems development methodologies (SDLCs), addressing the activities required to conduct the technical work of the project. Figure 36-1 depicts a typical Waterfall Life Cycle Model. Note that the work to be performed is discussed in system development terms.

Whatever methodology is followed, a formal IT project management methodology would describe the activities and steps associated with each of five project phases: Initiate, Plan, Execute, Control, and Close. For instance, the methodology would prescribe how to develop the project charter, the content of the project charter, and who should participate in its development, review, and signoff. The methodology would contain a sample of a project charter, as well as a template for the project manager to use. Figure 36-2 depicts the processes one would typically find in a project management methodology.

Much has been written recently regarding agile IT projects, including agile project management as well as agile software development methods. The IT Project Manager should consider agile methods as another set of methods from which he can select when developing his project’s particular life cycle model. Agile techniques are not risk-free.

![FIGURE 36-2. TYPICAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY](image-url)
and the project manager needs to carefully consider if the risks associated with agility are justified for the project being undertaken.

The Project Manager also needs to consider his personal strengths when considering an agile project life cycle. The application of agile methods requires more leadership and less actual management. The contributions of the Project Manager in an agile project need to be those of a team leader, or facilitator. With an increased emphasis on the team (which includes the project’s customers) making decisions based on the information provided by the team, the Project Manager’s contributions are more focused on “roadblock removal,” looking ahead in the project schedule and anticipating and addressing those actions that might impede the project team’s progress.  

**BEST PRACTICES**

As the formal practice of project management within information technology organizations has matured over the last decade, several practices have become generally recognized as “best practices” that, when applied, can assist project teams in meeting deliverable expectations.

**Establish a Formal Project Life Cycle Model**

Within formal IT Project Management, one of the initial activities the IT project manager undertakes is developing his project’s specific life cycle model, drawing from both a project management methodology and a systems development methodology.

It is often observed that formal methodologies impose additional work on project teams. A well-developed methodology does not impose additional work unnecessarily. Rather, the methodology provides the IT project manager and the project team a guide by which they can conduct project activities. The project team should use the Project Management methodology and a System Development methodology as resources from which they can develop their project’s life cycle model, applying the concepts of “tailoring” and “just enough process” to ensure the project’s life cycle model meets their needs.

Let me explain further. When the IT project manager surveys the PM Methodology and the SDLC to be applied within his project life cycle model, he should consider the risk profile of the project. For instance, if the project manager is working with a close-knit, co-located project team, he might find formal weekly status reporting to the project team is not necessary, but if the project team is working together for the first time or is geographically dispersed, it might be advantageous to have a formal time each week for the team to interact with each other. Formal change control processes are indicated if the work is being performed under a fixed price contract with a business unit or external customer. The risk profile of the project will indicate how much formality is needed in the project and which project life cycle should be followed. If the project being undertaken is risky, the project manager should consider an iterative development approach, with formal scope statements and frequent schedule/budget updates, and a more rigorous approach to identifying and managing risks. A project that is viewed less risky, perhaps a repetitive maintenance project to an existing application, might not require as much rigor. A project with intense time to market considerations might warrant application of some of the agile methods.

When the project team has developed their project’s life cycle model, identifying the approach and processes they will use to manage the project’s activities, it is recommended
that the Business Sponsor and any internal oversight body, such as a Quality Assurance organization, review and approve the tailoring. The project manager should be able to defend the decisions made as to the degree of formal methodology compliance he will follow on the project.

Table 36-1 shows a possible partial project life cycle model developed using a waterfall systems development methodology, in addition to a project management methodology, and expressed in terms of an activity list.

**Leveraging Project Sponsors and Business Community**

It is important to realize that most projects are not IT projects, but business projects being completed by the IT organization. The resourceful IT project manager will view his business sponsor as an equal partner in the project. Even those projects that are mostly technology in nature (for instance, an operating system upgrade) have a business sponsor, perhaps one of the IT Functional Managers.

Involving the Business Sponsor and user representatives in the planning of a project might seem risky and politically unsafe to the IT project manager. However, the more participatory and open the planning activities are, the fewer surprises there will be for the Business Sponsor when the project schedule or budget is presented. It has been my personal experience that often times the Business Sponsor does not appreciate the details associated with developing software or implementing a new package. Involving that Sponsor in the development of the project’s work breakdown structure, or in the Risk Identification workshop, or in the development of the project’s communications plan, provides the IT project manager with an opportunity to educate the Sponsor and to obtain the Sponsor’s buy-in on the project management deliverables. The Sponsor will understand why these additional activities are actually to his benefit.

Representatives from the user community should also be viewed as resources to be assigned to the project. They are the experts when it comes to defining the project’s business requirements. They are also the experts as to how those business requirements should be validated as implemented. User representatives should be assigned as project team resources to participate in the definition and creation of test cases, and then in the execution of those test cases. Because they defined the requirements, they will best know when the requirement is implemented correctly.

When status reports are to be delivered, or important project decisions are to be made, the Business Sponsor should be actively involved. In fact, one could argue the Sponsor is the only member of the project team empowered to make decisions regarding scope, budget, and schedule. The project manager’s role is to make sure the Sponsor makes an informed decision.

**Internal Contracts**

When managing internal IT projects for one of my former employers, I often negotiated contracts with my internal customers. What did this mean? It meant the project charter and associated project plan (including schedule, budget, deliverable definitions, and responsibility matrix) was a document that we both agreed to and signed. This then became a contract upon which our performances would be evaluated. I committed to delivering on schedule and within the prescribed budget; the customer agreed to actively participate in requirements management and testing activities, and to managing scope.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PM Methodology</th>
<th>Waterfall Development Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INITIATING PHASE</strong></td>
<td><strong>CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform Project Management</td>
<td>Feasibility Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Administration</td>
<td>Review and Document known requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Control</td>
<td>Assess system architectures ability to support needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Meetings</td>
<td>Identify probable risk areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Control</td>
<td>Scope Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule Control</td>
<td>Document In and Out of scope conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Control</td>
<td>Create first level functional prioritization matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status Reporting</td>
<td>Document critical success factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Establish System Request</strong></td>
<td><strong>Scope Review</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enter System Request</td>
<td>Develop Presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Project Charter</td>
<td>Schedule Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Goals and Objectives</td>
<td>Present Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Business Case</td>
<td>Business Case Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Cost Benefit</td>
<td>Apply ROM estimates to functional priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Sign-off</td>
<td>Determine risk weighting factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Establish Project Planning Schedule</strong></td>
<td>Develop probable cost model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Project Planning Schedule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Select Project Team</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform skills analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select team members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communicate Project Charter</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals and Objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Case</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obtain Project Approval</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLANNING PHASE</strong></td>
<td>REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Establish Project Plan</strong></td>
<td>Hold Team Kickoff Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Project Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Scope Statement</td>
<td>Requirements Gathering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Team Assignments</td>
<td>Gather documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Communication Plan</td>
<td>Perform necessary interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Change Control Plan</td>
<td>Establish requirements prioritization matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare Project Plan Document</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requirements sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Review Critical Success Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Review Risk Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validate Requirements Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Establish Project Schedule</strong></td>
<td>Prioritize Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop WBS</td>
<td>Validate Cost estimates per functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Estimates</td>
<td>Develop Use Case Scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Critical Path</td>
<td>Develop performance requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produce Project Schedule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Schedule by Role/Skill set</td>
<td>Package Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Schedule by Name</td>
<td>Perform industry search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validate package functionality against requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 36-1. SAMPLE PARTIAL PROJECT LIFE CYCLE MODEL**
Any change to the content of the project plan was treated as a contractual change, resulting in a new contract.

**IT Project Management Office**

The use of an IT Project Management Office has become an industry best practice. The IT Project Management Office is often implemented in one of two models: A “Center of Excellence” or a “Shared Services.”

In a “Center of Excellence” model, the IT Project Management Office serves as the keeper of the methodologies and all related activities, including methodology training and mentoring, as the quality assurance mechanism, and as the ultimate source on all matters related to IT Project Management best practices. Note that in this model, the IT PMO also oversees all IT methodologies and standards, not just those pertaining to project management. The PMO staff would oversee the systems development methodologies, the configuration management and quality control standards and the use of any supporting tools such as scheduling and estimating tools. In this model, project managers do not report to the PMO.

In a “Shared Services” model, the IT PMO provides the above activities in addition to being the functional provider of project managers to projects within the IT organization.

A third function often played by an IT PMO is that of “project portfolio manager.” Staff within the IT PMO obtains project status data from project managers and administers periodic project reviews. They facilitate reviews of the IT Project Portfolio, assisting in determining which projects require additional management attention and which projects should be initiated or cancelled.

**Power of Internet Collaboration**

One of the side benefits from the emergence of technology into our everyday lives is the availability of technology as a tool for IT projects to leverage. The power of the Internet
and online collaboration tools and web-based repositories means that project teams (including user representatives) no longer need to sit in the same conference room to review a presentation. They can participate in a virtual project room, where they all have access to the project documentation being reviewed. Certain technologies support real-time editing of the documents. Other products support team brainstorming and decision-making. This ability to function as a team while physically dispersed means an IT project manager potentially has a greater resource pool upon which to draw.

**CHALLENGES FOR THE IT PROJECT MANAGER**

What challenges exist today and in the near future for the IT project manager?

**Staying Abreast with Technology**

One of the most obvious challenges is the ability to stay abreast with the technology. The onslaught of wireless and gaming technologies and the integration of these into business solutions, in addition to the legacy mainframe and client server technologies, is changing the way we think of information technology. The effective use of information technology is indeed a strategic market differentiator for many businesses. A prime example is the rollout of RFID within the Wal-Mart business community.9

The management of the projects associated with this particular endeavor can mean tremendous profits to some companies. So while the affected project managers do not need to personally be RFID experts, they do need to be sure they are comfortable with the plans and schedules they are operating under, and that any risks of schedule slippage are communicated in a timely manner to their business sponsors.

**Increased Emphasis on Security and Privacy**

Another current technology issue is the increased emphasis on security and information privacy. In particular industries, notably healthcare and financial services, this issue is of real concern to the IT project manager. There are legal requirements that limit how one uses “live data” to create “test data” and how much data can be displayed to a particular user. The IT project manager needs to be aware of these requirements in order to ensure that the product he delivers to his user community is in compliance, just as the general contractor in a construction project needs to ensure compliance to building and safety codes.

Should the IT project manager be involved in a project introducing wireless technologies into an organization, he needs to be sure that the activities associated with protecting the data being transmitted over that technology have been considered and are suitably addressed.

**Outsourcing**

One other trend that continues to haunt the IT project manager is the increasing pressure to expedite project delivery through leverage of third party service providers—either in the form of software to be integrated into a solution or in the form of contract labor. This business trend can result in the IT project manager being the manager of multiple services contracts, with associated service level agreements, where the actual information technology development work is performed by a third-party. This means that an IT project manager needs to be up to speed on reading and interpreting contracts and enforcing their terms, as opposed to managing a project team. Many IT project managers will lack the business
law training required to feel totally comfortable in this role. If you are a “technology-focused” project manager, with a degree in Computer Sciences, enroll in a Contractual Law course to obtain a basic understanding of contract management.

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

By now, you will have an appreciation of the pervasiveness of information technology and the need for increased discipline in the management of those technology projects. The future will indeed include further personal accountability for the IT project manager. Just as society holds the General Contractor accountable for safety and code compliance in his construction projects, so will society hold the IT project manager accountable for safety and information privacy. There will be an increased emphasis on licensure, oversight boards, and specialized certifications in order to manage certain types of projects.

That said, the field of IT Project Management will indeed become a profession, through the efforts of organizations such as Project Management Institute (PMI), Association for Computing Machines (ACM), Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie-Mellon University, and IEEE’s Computer Society, to name just a few. The forward-thinking IT project manager will stay abreast with the developments within these organizations in order to be better positioned as a “professional IT project manager.”

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. How is formal IT project management practiced in the organizations with which you are familiar? Consider the various roles and responsibilities and discuss how they are fulfilled.

2. Think of a project with which you have been involved, and discuss the project’s life cycle model: What activities were included? Which ones were not? How would a different project life cycle model have affected the project’s completion? Should agile methods have been considered? If not, why not?

3. What challenges are the IT Project Managers in your organization facing in the near future? How are they, and the organization, preparing for the challenges?
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The ecosystem restoration industry is a rapidly emerging industry that is firmly rooted in science. Increasing threats to and destruction of our ecosystems make us realize that restoring the building blocks of our biological life support system—our planet’s ecosystems—is becoming a necessity. This industry therefore is of importance now and in the future.

Implementing ecosystem restoration projects can be a challenge. The management methodology currently applied in this industry is Adaptive Management, which is explained below. Project implementation has to proceed concurrently with finding the path that will lead you to the desired results. Before we take a look at applying project management tools and techniques in the ecosystem restoration industry, let’s have a quick look at what this industry does.

THE NATURE OF THE ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION INDUSTRY

An ecosystem is the complex community of organisms and their environment functioning as an ecological unit. Restoration is defined as the return of an ecosystem to a close approximation of its condition prior to disturbance. In restoration, ecological damage to the resource is repaired. Both the structure and the functions of the ecosystem are recreated. The goal is to emulate a natural, functioning, self-regulating system that is integrated with the ecological landscape in which it occurs.
While the world's economic systems have enjoyed unprecedented expansion, ecological systems have been degraded and diminished. We live in a critical time in human history. The air, land, water, and wildlife resources of the planet are being decimated with astonishing speed. The science of restoration ecology is young and rapidly evolving. Looking ahead toward the future, we need to develop, test, and refine the science and technology of restoration ecology further, so it is capable of meeting the challenge of global repair tomorrow. Ecosystem restoration is a growing industry because the relationship between human society and natural systems are in balance between economic growth and maintaining or integrating healthy ecosystems. Humanity must find long-term solutions to losses of biodiversity, and solutions that will support the highest levels of human fulfillment with the minimal stress on natural ecosystems. How can this be done?

SIX STEPS: THE ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT LIFE CYCLE

Ecosystems are complex and dynamic. As a result, our understanding of them and our ability to predict how they will respond to management actions is limited. Ecosystem restoration projects are currently being implemented by making use of a formalized management process called Adaptive Management, which can be defined as an iterative approach in which the methods of achieving the desired objectives are unknown or uncertain—learning while doing, so to speak. Adaptive management was developed in the 1970s by C. S. Holling and coworkers at the University of British Columbia and by the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis. Since we are literally dealing with a “living base line” of a project (the ecosystem) and are facing the challenges of constant changing factors and changing understanding of the processes that take place in an ecosystem, this alternative technique is used in an attempt to increase overall project
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**FIGURE 37-1**: STANDARD ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT LIFE CYCLE
success. The typical Adaptive Management life cycle shown in Figure 37-1 illustrates the six steps of the process:

- **Step 1—Define the Challenge:** Acknowledgement of uncertainty about what policy or practice is best for the particular management issue.
- **Step 2—Design a Concept:** Thoughtful selection of the policies or practices to be applied (the assessment and design stage of the cycle).
- **Step 3—Implement the Concept:** Careful implementation of a plan of action designed to reveal the critical knowledge that is currently lacking.
- **Step 4—Monitor Results:** Monitoring of key response indicators.
- **Step 5—Evaluate Results:** Analysis of the management outcomes in consideration of the original objectives.
- **Step 6—Adjust the Concept:** Incorporation of the results into future decisions.

This lifecycle formed by these six steps is intended to encourage a thoughtful, disciplined approach to management, without constraining the creativity that is vital to dealing effectively with uncertainty and change. How the steps are applied depends on the complexity of the problem and on the imagination of participants.

This iterative process appears to be very similar to the project management life cycle (Figure 37-2). However, the project management life cycle provides a consistent structured roadmap of how to reach the desired project results, whereas Adaptive Management provides a framework to discover what the best road to take is in reaching the desired project results. In project management we strive to meet or exceed our clients’ expectations by trying to describe those expectations to the finest detail as early on in the project as possible. This allows us to create the scope statement, the work breakdown structure, the network diagram, critical path calculations, and the risk response plan, to name just a few. In ecosystem restoration, the final objectives and expectations are known and clear from the beginning—it is the path to get there that is unknown and uncertain. This path has to be discovered by making use of the Adaptive Management approach.

The ecosystem restoration industry is among one of the last industries converting to the project management language. It is necessary that the ecosystem restoration industry
be involved in new projects that deal with finding a balance between economic growth and keeping or restoring our ecosystems as early on in the project process as possible. Using the tools and techniques offered by the Project Management Institute is of critical importance, enabling this industry to communicate clearly and precisely across other industries.

Fortunately the iterative process of the project life cycle offers enough flexibility to apply the tools and techniques in this industry without too many adjustments. Project management is based on the principle of implementing controlled change. The life cycle is constructed in such a way that if deviation of the projects baseline occurs, action (replanning followed by implementation) can be taken. After each projects phase, a “phase exit” or “stage gate” provides the opportunity to re-assess the projects’ health. It is during these phase exits that a project manager in cooperation with the senior manager and/or client can decide to kill (end) a project for various reasons. Some common reasons are that the deviation of the baseline is too high, that the product of the project changed, or that the original project expectations changed and are not in alignment with the project scope any longer. In the ecosystem restoration industry, it is not very often that the project objectives change; however, the path to reach the project objectives often changes. Remember that the goal of ecosystem restoration is to emulate a natural, functioning, self-regulating system that is integrated with the ecological landscape in which it occurs. If the road of how to reach this goal changes, it carries large consequences for the project setup. In order to compensate for this industry-specific characteristic, an easy adjustment to the project life cycle can be made during the controlling process. By adding a Scope Discovery Process in the controlling process of the project life cycle, extra attention is given to not only the project’s own baseline by studying the project status reports, but also to the results of the Adaptive Management process—the re-evaluation of the living baseline of the ecosystem so to speak.

It is important that during the Scope Discovery Process the project managers, the client, and possibly other stakeholders investigate both baselines. The Scope Discovery Process can either be done through a meeting or through clearly written status reports. Specific attention should be given to the living baseline. Information about this baseline can be found in the Adaptive Management process. It is especially important that the living baseline investigation is done while being in the evaluation stage of the Adaptive Management cycle. In case the road that has to be traveled in order to reach the project objectives needs to be changed, the project has to be re-planned as indicated in the project life cycle. After re-planning your project, implementing the plan, and controlling your project according to your new project baseline, it again is time for implementing the Scope Discovery Process. In this way, you allow controlled scope drift, letting your project grow and evolve, which is a necessary process in order to find the best possible solution for ecosystem restoration while staying on good communication and management terms with other industries.

By adding this extra iterative step to the project management life cycle, it is possible to apply the project management tools and techniques to the ecosystem restoration industry. Fortunately, there are currently ecosystem restoration companies applying project management to their field of expertise, raising the industry management standards by developing a more professional and more widely recognized level of management.

An additional benefit is that the project management profession is very keen on documenting lessons learned from implemented projects. By letting our latest scientific
discoveries and new technologies assist us in ecosystem restoration and documenting the lessons we learn from this process, it will be possible to find the lowest possible price for the maximum amount of desired results.

If we adapt ourselves to the extra step in taking two different baselines in consideration by implementing the Scope Discovery Process during the controlling process in the project life cycle, we can create a working symbiosis between Adaptive Management, used extensively in the ecosystem restoration field, and project management—a technique new to this industry but promising great potential. It is this symbiotic process that allows implementation of the ecosystem restoration projects, carrying, expending, and changing scope due to the living baseline, while maintaining control over the management process. This reduces the risk and improves cross-industry communications by standardizing on project management tools, techniques, and methodologies.

CASE STUDY: MITIGATING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF RESERVOIR EXPANSION

The Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank in DeSoto County, Florida, provides proven, advance wetland mitigation for public and private projects within the Peace River basin. In general, mitigation banks are awarded “credits” as they reach milestones of improvement to wetlands they permanently protect, and these credits are later transferred to other projects as compensation for wetland losses. At Boran Ranch, land managers earn mitigation credits by restoring natural hydrology to wetlands that have been historically drained for cattle pasturing, and by establishing natural plant communities to replace the nonnative pasture grasses.

This case study involves a 40-acre wetland at the Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank, informally called “the bowl” because of its obvious concavity on an otherwise flat landscape. The wetland had been drained in the 1950’s and planted in pasture grasses, the most dominant of which was *Hemarthria altissima*. By studying persistent natural indicators of historic seasonal flooding, land managers had established the height and shape of the water control structure needed to reverse the drainage effects of the ditching. Before installing the structure, however, they faced decisions about the nature and intensity of measures they would take to eradicate *Hemarthria* and the other exotic pasture grasses.

Research on *Hemarthria* revealed that it was intolerant of prolonged inundation and favorably competed with other plants in a nutrient-rich environment. Since installation of the water control structures and cessation of cattle grazing would cause prolonged inundation and a gradual depletion of nutrients, land managers had to decide whether these measures alone would eradicate *Hemarthria*, or would they need to eradicate the pasture grasses before installing the water control structure. Effective herbicides were available, but various costs were an issue. Aside from the inherent cost of herbicide application, land managers faced a regulatory requirement that success milestones (and credit release) could only be achieved after a year without herbicide treatment. Since wetland mitigation banks have highly negative cash flows in their permit approval and establishment years, land managers were reluctant to extend the establishment period by another year as a price for using herbicide. They decided to “drown” the *Hemarthria* and installed the water control structure without first eradicating the pasture grasses with herbicide.

Fortunately, other situations on the project received a slightly different management prescription where either the duration of flooding was not as great as it was in the “the
bowl” or the delay of the success milestones was not as critical. Glyphosate was successfully used to eradicate *Hemarthria* and condition the site for establishment of native vegetation. This success provided the information and experience needed to adapt the management plan for “the bowl.”

As with many outcomes in ecosystem restoration, “the bowl” was both a huge success and a disappointment. Hydrology is the dominant factor in any wetland, and restoring a more natural period of inundation had immediate and profound beneficial effects on “the bowl.” Wetland plants sprung up from the soil seed bank in response to the “just add water” prescription, but *Hemarthria* proved to be a tenacious survivor. With its roots established in the old pasture soils, it responded to inundation by sending a stem up through the water column and sprouting leaves on the water’s surface. While it was less persistent in the deeper areas of “the bowl,” it was prevalent for three years in the shallow perimeter, which was the greater land area. As its persistence became the major obstacle to reaching the success milestone, land managers decided to revisit the decision not to use herbicide.

Armed with specific experience about the use of Glyphosate to eradicate *Hemarthria* and condition other sites for native vegetation, land managers were prepared to change course. Their previous experience with Glyphosate provided a basis for discussions with the regulatory authorities, who not only approved of its use, but waived the one-year waiting period. The problem then became how to effectively apply the herbicide in an area with prolonged inundation.

Sometimes the vagaries of nature work in favor of the land manager. In this case, the entire state of Florida was in the second of two back-to-back years of drought, and water tables were at historic lows. Land managers waited until late in the normal annual dry cycle and were able to apply the herbicide to the shallow perimeter areas using standard land application equipment. Glyphosate is a systemic herbicide that kills roots as well as the aboveground portion of the plant. It does not, however, affect seed. Following the Glyphosate treatment, the dead material was burned to complete the eradication of any plant material that may have eluded herbicide application in the heavy biomass. With the resumption of wet season rains later in the year, native wetland plants sprouted from the soil seed bank, but *Hemarthria* was absent.

The replanning of the project based on new scientific information represents an example of using adaptive management, while still applying project management tools to issues of communications, procurement, and integration.

### DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. How would you go about handling and simplifying the complexity of this project, while being able to stay in control of the desired outcome?

2. For a project with which you are familiar, how might the Scope Discovery step be of benefit?
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A new commercial jet. A skyscraper. A software product. These are kinds of deliverables that project management cut its teeth on, and with which project managers can readily identify. But increasingly, project management is being applied to enterprises where the ultimate deliverable might be expressed as something like “lessened human suffering,” “improved understanding of a social problem,” “a safer society for children,” or “an increased awareness of the arts.” Is the discipline of project management, as currently understood, applicable to projects where outcomes concern individual and social welfare, education, and development?

Every year, all across the globe, billions of dollars are invested in projects to alleviate poverty, improve public health, bolster infrastructure, and address other quality of life issues. Yet, until recently, project management has remained a foreign language to most in the non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and nonprofit organizations who perform the majority of this important work. In this chapter, I will examine two branches of the helping professions—community development NGOs and not-for-profit organizations—to discover what barriers exist to employing project management discipline and tools to making the world a better place for all.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: “THE PROJECT HAS FAILED US”

Early in my study of project management, one of the most moving experiences involved a project to measure participant
satisfaction with a program that sought to improve maternal and child health in five African countries by improving household garden yields. Sorting through the questionnaires I had developed, and which had been administered in the field by a colleague, I came across one that was smudged with dirt and splashed by droplets of sweat. In neat, laboriously penciled script, she—in Africa women farmers produce the bulk of crops for household consumption—had written, “the project has failed us because we have not learnt new ways to market our cassava crop. Also, we need access to credit for farm machinery, which we did not get.”

This unnamed woman, sitting perhaps in the shade of an acacia tree somewhere in the Kenyan uplands on a blazing June day in 1997, was the end-user of a multimillion-dollar, multiyear project that had some considerable successes: new, blight-resistant strains of crops introduced; new farm technologies that conserved natural resources adopted. But like most projects aimed at improving quality of life in developing nations, this one was designed around the requirements of a granting agency, not those of the population it served. In project management terms, this would be like asking the bank to draw up the blueprints for a bridge, or the accounting department to create a requirements document for a software product.

The Language Barrier

Why this gulf between two disciplines with so much to gain from each other?

Partly, it’s an artifact of a siloed educational system. Community development folks come to their work from the social sciences, economics, agriculture, or public health programs. Project managers, traditionally, have been in a building on another part of campus. Schooled to separate professional dialects, they can find it hard to communicate with each other. Write “end user” in a proposal and the community development expert will likely cross it out and write “beneficiary.” Critical Path? No, LogFrame.2

Then, too, in the heady atmosphere of big government grants that once reigned, there was little emphasis on getting a project done right the first time, on time, on budget. A culture developed of sinking money into five-year projects that looked good on paper and later sending someone out to evaluate whether or not the project had succeeded when the money was gone and the dust had settled.

In the 1960s, development agencies were briefly excited about project management scheduling technologies; however, in the absence of automated tools like MS Project, and given the degree of uncertainty in the environment, the existing tools did not allow enough flexibility to be truly useful. Frustrated and disappointed that project management hadn’t lived up to their expectations, development agencies turned away from standard tools that came to be summarized in the PMBOK® Guide and developed their own tools, such as the logical framework approach. Now with so many user-friendly project planning, scheduling and tracking tools on the market, there has been a resurgence of interest. Beginning in the 1990s, and led by initiatives from the World Bank (in partnership with Microsoft), Project management is now a regular feature of World Bank funded initiatives, and Humber University in Canada offers a Masters program in project management for international development.3

But much more than technology has changed in the environment. When institutions like the World Bank start contracting for project management training, you can bet that other, more powerful drivers for change are also on the scene.
Global Village

Global commerce requires global markets. But, if recent indicators can be believed, we are gearing up to sell products to people who will be unable to buy them. While it’s true that incomes have increased somewhat in developing nations, the U.N. Development Program maintains that poverty cannot be measured in terms of income alone, but should be looked at as an accumulation of illiteracy, malnutrition, early deaths, poor health care, and poor access to water and urban services.4

Although global expansion of trade and investment is proceeding at breakneck speed, the benefits have mostly gone to the more dynamic and powerful countries in the North and South. By 2000, annual losses to developing countries from unequal access to trade, labor and finance were estimated at well over 500 billion dollars—10 times what they receive in foreign aid. In 1963, the poorest 20 percent of the world’s population held 2.3 percent of world income. Today, their share is less than 1 percent. Nevertheless, the U.N holds that poverty can be erased in the 21st century if governments manage things better. Some of the strategies they recommend—investing in human capital (especially in women as farmers, artisans and small-business owners) through education and training programs, and stimulating exports by fostering small enterprises—are things that development agencies have had some success with in the 1990s. But to keep up, development agencies are going to have to do more with less, and do it faster and more effectively.

Convergence

In some ways, community development provides an acid-test environment for the efficacy of project management. The external environment of the projects is very complex; social realities like drought and civil war, as well as subtle balances of cultural factors must be understood and appreciated. It’s a necessity to involve the beneficiaries, because they will be responsible for sustaining the outcomes of the project over time. It’s fundamental to improve the design of the deliverables in order to achieve sustainability, yet the relationship between deliverables and their impacts is often extremely difficult to understand. Resources are limited and the impacts can sometimes mean the difference between life and death. A social development project involves large numbers of stakeholders and the impacts are of great interest to many parties, so project scheduling by necessity becomes a social process. This necessitates large-scale collaborative implementation of project technologies: a challenge for practitioners in both fields.

At the same time, there is synchronicity in the way that project management and community development have grown as disciplines over the last 30 years. While project management has begun to focus more and more intensively on the integrative and human aspects, community development has learned to design projects from the bottom up, beginning with the beneficiary. Yet somehow, in both disciplines, these human-centered ideas have to be much talked about before they are consistently implemented. Information systems projects still falter because of poor teamwork, and development agencies still fund public health projects that talk about participation without being truly participatory. Nevertheless, the two disciplines are converging: it took time for development agencies to see beneficiaries as customers or stakeholders with a role to play in project design: now can they turn to scheduling technology. In project management is was the other way around: they found the tools worked fine as far as that went … but when they
projects of more complexity, the discipline had to expand into the human dimension. Today, Agile methods hold promise for both traditional project management applications and the nonprofit/NGO world. In particular, the use of adaptive models of management and leadership can improve evaluation processes that have been overly cumbersome, allowing planners to proceed even under conditions of uncertainty, using project management principles to create a flexible and iterative plan that is responsive to conditions on the ground and to stakeholder input.

This increasing convergence is highlighted by the growth and activities of PMI’s International Development SIG. Since a key part of building a profession is a mission of service to society as a whole, the Institute and its associated membership groups takes a keen interest in development projects these days, and offers an avenue to involvement for practitioners. A new, project-related mindset carries the potential make good on the promise of community development in countries where, so far, project failure has been the rule rather than the exception. And, it helps the project management profession become just that: truly professional.

NONPROFITS: THE BIG BUSINESS OF HELPING PEOPLE.

Most people—including nonprofit managers and board members themselves—do not realize the potential power of nonprofit business. Statistics show that “The Third Sector” is not only necessary to our survival as a civil society:

- If the nonprofit sector were a country, it would have the seventh largest economy in the world, according to GDP data compiled by the World Bank.5
- With 9.4 million employees and 4.7 million volunteers, the nonprofit workforce consists of more than 14 million people and 10.5 percent of America’s workforce, and contributes almost $322 billion in wages to the American economy. In fact, the nonprofit workforce outnumbers the combined workforces of the utility, wholesale trade, and construction industries. Nationally, the nonprofit arts and culture industry generates $166.2 billion in economic activity every year—$63.1 billion in spending by organizations and an additional $103.1 billion in event-related spending by their audiences.
- United States nonprofits possessed assets of over $2.6 trillion in total assets in 2007—up from $500 million in just a little over a decade.6
- The sector has been growing at twice the rate at which the private and public sectors are growing.7

Demands on the nonprofit sector continue to grow as government strives to slim down by shedding social program responsibilities. For many communities, welfare reform has meant that the safety net once provided by government programs must now be stitched together from a patchwork of underfunded, volunteer-dependent private charities, many of which concurrently face the loss of government grants. At the same time, individual contributors, an important source of revenue, have grown more cynical about nonprofit leadership in the wake of several widely publicized scandals involving mismanagement at major nonprofit corporations. And, recent economic upheavals began to impact charitable giving in the first quarter of 2009. Clearly, an infusion of creative management solutions will be required if the nonprofit sector is to meet the challenges of this combined market expansion and resource crunch.
From Charity to Business Enterprise

One way that many nonprofits are striving to close the gap is by developing and launching nonprofit business initiatives. From the mail-order gift catalog that supports public radio programming to the thrift shop that helps underwrite a local soup kitchen, nonprofit business initiatives are multiplying rapidly. But while these endeavors offer a bright future for those organizations that successfully launch and manage them, they also pose a great risk. Frequently such enterprises are hampered by the fact that most nonprofit sector managers and staff have little experience or skill in ordinary business management—and none in the project management areas that are so critical to kicking off a successful new endeavor.

In addition, the kind of annual event-based fundraising that has always been the bread and butter of small nonprofit entities can benefit from the application of project management tools and techniques.

But project management isn’t a language that’s spoken in most nonprofit organizations. A glance at the bible of nonprofit management, the *Jossey Bass Handbook for Nonprofit Leadership and Management* (1994) yields zero references to project management and only a few pages concerning risk management and management control systems. While some organizations—notably health care institutions and larger nonprofits such as the March of Dimes and the Nature Conservancy—have signed on to the project management bandwagon, the small organizations that form the backbone of charitable and educational work in the United States still, from a project manager’s point of view, operate in the dark. What are the barriers?

Special Management Challenges

Those versed in project management who seek to put the value of their expertise to work in nonprofit organizations will encounter numerous special conditions. For example, in grant-funded organizations, project startup can be complicated because no design and planning work can be charged to the budget until the funds to support it exist; yet design and planning must take place in advance of even applying for a grant that may eventually fund the project. In essence, many projects must accomplish the entire startup phase before any resources—either monetary or human—can be allocated.

This Catch-22 situation is compounded by the fact that, especially in small nonprofits, staff resources are limited and frequently seriously underpaid. Employees in the nonprofit sector often grumble that their love of the work is expected to reimburse them for the long hours, in lieu of money—a deal that few architects, engineers or financial planners would accept, no matter how much they loved their professions. Thus many nonprofit managers are reluctant to ask for unreimbursed extra efforts from an already over-burdened staff to get new projects off the ground.

Volunteer labor is usually the resource that is relied on to solve this problem. However, anyone who has ever steered the board of a nonprofit or managed volunteers knows that this resource base is high-maintenance and extremely variable as to time commitment, knowledge, and accountability.

When a project is mission-critical it frequently becomes the purview of a volunteer board of directors—a volatile animal at best, as any nonprofit manager can tell you. “Effective governance by the board of a nonprofit organization is a rare and unnatural act,” the writers of a *Harvard Business Review* article stated flatly in a 1996 article.8
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Tension between the governing board and the managers of nonprofits is ubiquitous; board members may have personal agendas that conflict with the mission of the agency and which can lead to scope definition problems that, being emotionally charged, are difficult if not impossible to resolve.

While boards of directors are often skilled businesspeople, they usually do not have any of the special knowledge or experience necessary to effectively manage nonprofit organizations; this lack is exacerbated by the fact that most nonprofit managers themselves have little or no business management experience. Instead they tend to be subject matter experts in whatever the mission of the agency happens to be, whether it’s domestic violence prevention, arts education, or environmental protection. So comparatively basic skills such as cost-benefit analysis, business communications, and strategic prioritizing can be missing. And a business-savvy board member may be speaking Greek when he or she talks of risk management or change control with the program’s managers.

In addition, it can be hard for a nonprofit to steer a straight strategic course when it is primarily funded by grants and contributions. Most grants and many large contributions are earmarked for very specific purposes, so the program manager has little flexibility in how to expend the organization’s resources. Often an organization’s progress toward its goals resembles the track of a sailboat beating against the wind: it must zig and zag according to how the latest grant or contribution forces it to frame its objectives.

**Introducing PM to the Nonprofit**

Despite the differing environments, when nonprofits convert to project management principles, the payoffs can be rewarding for the organization and all its stakeholders. Project management is such a needed set of ideas in nonprofit management that the *HBR* article cited earlier actually proposes projectizing the work of the board (without, of course, ever referring to project management as such!). The article recommends that nonprofit boards abolish committees and “organize around what matters,” forming temporary task forces (read: project teams) to accomplish time-limited, goal-driven projects.

Project management experts who have worked in the nonprofit sector are very enthusiastic about the discipline’s untapped potential to make these organizations more effective. While it is a bit of a stretch for people who work in nonprofits to take their long-term strategic vision and projectize it, shifting gears to project management can happen fairly quickly, precisely because foundations tend to fund organizations for specific projects. Within the familiar context of a grant application they can learn to do scope definition, define the specific problem, and define the period of time. Grant applications force an organization, in most cases, to develop measurable goals—in terms of numbers of people served, for example. Most foundation grants are actually couched in project management terms … steps, sequence, time limit, budget, performance measures. The problem is principally one of perception. There tends to be a lot of project work going on in nonprofits that is never called a project. There’s never clear scope containment; the plan is never thought through in project terms. Nonprofits need to learn to look at their programs in terms of a series of projects that have some strategic direction … and then seek funding for specific projects to serve a specific purpose, as opposed to asking the community to “fund us to do our ongoing good work,” which can be a challenge to measure. Additionally, funds for “ongoing good work” can be raised by...
operating non-profit businesses—and this is also an area where project management skills will be of tremendous benefit.\textsuperscript{9}

Table 38-1, drawn from the experiences of a project management practitioner, tallies the differences between the for-profit project management environment and the nonprofit environment.

While many nonprofits strive to operate on business principles similar to those in the corporate world, the realities are quite different for a nonprofit manager. Project management techniques require some customizing to fit the volunteer and donation-driven organization.\textsuperscript{10}

Project management techniques are most easily applied to such endeavors as annual fundraising events or a capital campaign (a major fundraising drive devoted to raising capital, usually for a major investment such as a building), practitioner who hope to “proselytize” in the nonprofit world must remember to keep it basic: basic risk management, developing a schedule, and scope definition. Over time, when the staff of a nonprofit sees that they can pull out the timeline and work breakdown structure from last year and reuse them to pull off the annual fundraiser, they begin to see the usefulness of it. Even something as simple as establishing meeting agendas with action items can be something of a revelation.

CONCLUSION

The burgeoning nonprofit section is one in which project management and the organizations it helps to improve can grow together, providing opportunities for the profession while bringing much needed skills to nonprofit management. All that, plus you get to feed the hungry, build a museum, combat AIDS, or save the rainforest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>For-Profit</th>
<th>Nonprofit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responsible to:</td>
<td>Shareholders/Top management</td>
<td>Volunteers, donors, community/client base, and the governmental agencies, and foundations who supply funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor base</td>
<td>Professional paid staff</td>
<td>Volunteers, professional staff (frequently underpaid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Profit-based</td>
<td>Contributions, grants, government funding, nonprofit business proceeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time/Commitment base</td>
<td>Consistent</td>
<td>Variable with volunteers; paid staff activities often circumscribed by grant stipulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge base</td>
<td>Focused</td>
<td>Variable with volunteers and board members; finance and management knowledge tend to be limited in paid staff.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 38-1. DIFFERENCES IN FOR-PROFIT AND NONPROFIT PROJECT MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENTS
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. If you presently volunteer with a nonprofit, what are some of the organization’s goals that could be implemented more effectively using project management tools? Draw up a plan to present to the board.

2. Look up NGOs and nonprofits related to a cause or problem that concerns or interests you on the Web. What can you find in their published information that relates to their management of projects? Write to them and offer your services.

3. If not now, when? If not you, who?
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10. This exhibit was adapted from one shared with us by Pat Barber, PMP, who first published about working with nonprofits in *Project Management Consulting News*, an EDS internal newsletter, in Oct. 1997.
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Randall L. Englund is an executive consultant, author, and speaker, and is a frequent contributor to project management literature and seminars. For many years he was a senior project manager and a member of Hewlett-Packard’s Project Management Initiative, a project office that led the continuous improvement of project management across the company. Together with cultural anthropologist Dr. Robert J. Graham, he co-authored Creating an Environment for Successful Projects and Creating the Project Office: A Manager’s Guide to Leading Organizational Change. With Alfonso Bucero, he co-authored Project Sponsorship: Achieving Management Commitment for Project Success. In his work and presentations, Randy uniquely blends metaphors, multimedia, examples, and insights to motivate others and attain desired results.

Irving M. Fogel, P.Eng, is founder and president of Fogel & Associates Inc., a New York City-based consulting engineering and project management firm. Fogel & Associates has served as project management, scheduling, and claims consultant to builders, developers, contractors, engineers, architects, manufacturers, and government agencies. Mr. Fogel is a registered professional engineer in twenty states and the state of Israel. He has worked on projects worldwide.
Robert J. Graham, Ph.D., PMP, is an independent management consultant in the areas of project management and organizational change. Previously he was a senior staff member of The Management and Behavioral Sciences Center at The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania. While at Wharton he taught in the MBA and Ph.D. programs and was also a part of the Wharton Effective Executive program teaching Project Management to practicing executives. Bob has held Visiting Professor positions at the University of Bath, in England, and the University of the German Armed Forces in Munich, Germany. He continues as Adjunct Professor at the University of Pennsylvania and as a part of the Project Management Unit at Henley Management College in Henley, England. His first book is entitled Project Management as if People Mattered, his second book, co-authored with Randall Englund, is Creating an Environment for Successful Projects. His third book, co-authored with Dennis Cohen, is The Project Manager’s MBA, and his most recent book, co-authored with Randy Englund and Paul Dinsmore, is Creating the Project Office. Dr. Graham has a B.S. in Systems Analysis from Miami University, as well as an MBA and Ph.D. in Operations Research from the University of Cincinnati. He was also a Post-Doctoral Fellow at The Wharton School. In addition, he has an M.S. in Cultural Anthropology from the University of Pennsylvania. He has also earned the Project Management Professional certification from the Project Management Institute.

David Hillson, Ph.D., PMP, FAPM, FIRM, is an international risk management consultant and Director of Risk Doctor & Partners (www.risk-doctor.com). He is a popular conference speaker and award-winning author on risk. He is recognized internationally as a leading thinker and practitioner in the risk field, and has made several innovative contributions to improving risk management. He is well known for promoting the inclusion of proactive opportunity management within the risk process. Dr. Hillson has been active for many years in the Project Management Institute, and was a Founder Member of the PMI Risk SIG. In 2002 he was honored with the PMI Distinguished Contribution Award for his sustained contribution to advancing the field of risk management. Dr. Hillson was part of the core team responsible for updating the risk chapter of PMI’s A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge, Third Edition. He is a certified Project Management Professional, a Fellow of the UK Association for Project Management (APM), a Fellow of the UK Institute of Risk Management (IRM), and a member of the International Council On Systems Engineering (INCOSE) Risk Management Working Group. He can be contacted at david@risk-doctor.com.

Valis Houston, PMP, is an ex-Army Officer who is now an IT Project Management Consultant with Acacia PM Consulting. He possesses a broad range of international experience in the software/infrastructure arena (Financial Services, eCommerce, Telecom, Travel/Hospitality, Defense and Consumer Electronics industries) with specific know-how in Project Management and Software Process Improvement. He received his BS in Computer Engineering Technology from Prairie View A&M University, his MS in Management Information Systems from Bowie State University, and his MS in Software Engineering from Southern Methodist University. He is certified as a Project Management Professional (PMP), a 6 Sigma Green Belt and a Certified Software Quality Engineer (CSQE). He currently sits on the Industry Advisory Board for Southern Methodist University’s Computer Science Department. He can be contacted at valis@acacia-software.com.
Michael Howell, ASQ, is a Business Process Excellence Manager and Master Black Belt (MBB) with the IBM Business Transformation (BT) CIO team. Prior to his current role he served as a Lean Six Sigma MBB with BearingPoint. He also served in the role of Director of Six Sigma, Six Sigma MBB, Black Belt, and quality manager with Sears Roebuck & Co. He has extensive experience in the design, implementation, continuous improvement, and deployment of quality methodologies and business process management systems. Mike has experience with multiple continuous improvement methodologies such as TQM, ISO-9000, Malcolm Baldrige, Lean, Lean Six Sigma, Business Process Management (BPM) systems. Prior to Sears, Mike served as a senior quality specialist with the USPS, and as a quality engineer and quality program manager at the Joint National Test Facility with Lockheed Martin. His involvement in continuous improvement began in 1985 during his service in the US Army, and has been his full time focus since 1990. Mike has a bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering, is a Senior Member of the American Society for Quality (ASQ) and is a certified Master Black Belt.

Kam Jugdev, Ph.D., PMP, (kamj@athabascau.ca), is an Associate Professor, Project Management & Strategy at the Centre for Innovative Management—Athabasca University, Alberta, Canada. She has university teaching experience in online and traditional formats, and over sixteen years of experience as a senior project manager in public and private sector organizations. She has led the development of many online courses relating to her research interests in project management and strategy. Dr. Jugdev holds a Ph.D. in Project Management from the University of Calgary, a Master of Engineering in Project Management (Civil Engineering, Calgary), a Master of Health Services Administration (Alberta), and two undergraduate science degrees. She has published in PM Network, the Project Management Journal, and the International Journal of Project Management, where she has also served as a reviewer. As a member of the Project Management Institute, Academy of Management, Strategic Management Society, Administrative Sciences Association of Canada, and the Western Academy of Management, Dr. Jugdev actively contributes to the advancement of academic and professional communities of management practice across Canada and throughout the world.

Gerald I. Kendall, PMP, Principal, TOC International, is an expert in strategic planning and project management. As a management consultant, public speaker, and facilitator, he has served clients worldwide. Mr. Kendall began his career with IBM as a systems engineer. After becoming an I.T. director, he broadened his experience in strategic planning, marketing, sales, supply chain, and operations. He has worked with small and large multi-national firms, as well as government and not-for-profit organizations, to better manage large-scale organizational change issues. Recent clients include Telstra, British American Tobacco, Raytheon, Babcock & Wilcox, Alcan Aluminum, Covad Communications, Lockheed Martin, and many others. He is certified by the TOC International Certification Organization (www.tocico.org) in all six disciplines of Theory of Constraints, and is a graduate and silver medal winner of McGill University. He is a member of the Project Management Institute. Gerald is the author of Viable Vision, Advanced Project Portfolio Management and the PMO, and Securing the Future: Strategies for Exponential Growth Using the Theory of Constraints. He is also the author of the chapter on Critical Chain in Dr. Harold Kerzner’s book, Project Management, A System’s Approach, Eighth Edition. You may email him at gerryikendall@cs.com.
Joan Knutson, president of PM Guru Unlimited, enjoys an international reputation as a project management thought-leader. Her experience includes founding and managing for more than 25 years of Project Mentors, a successful, multi-million dollar project management training and consulting firm. In 1999 Joan led her company through a merger/acquisition by a prestigious training conglomerate, staying on for three more years as President. Ms. Knutson then established PM Guru Unlimited. Joan was recognized by the Project Institute as one of the “25 Most influential Women in Project Management. She has contributed to the development of a Master of Science Program in Project Management at the University of San Francisco and teaches several of the courses. She developed and teaches many of the Drug Information Association’s (DIA) benchmark Project Management Training course as well as other project management related courses as a member of the Continuing Education Faculty at Villanova University. A long-time and active member of the Project Management Institute, Ms. Knutson was a Contributing Editor to PM Network magazine for more than a decade, writing the Executive Notebook column. Currently she teaches “Project Management for the Experienced Professional” for both PMI’s Seminars World and for PMI’s eLearning program. She is the author of several highly regarded books on project management; including Succeeding in Project-Driven Organizations, published by John Wiley & Sons.

Lee R. Lambert, PMP, principal of Lambert Consulting, has held key executive level positions, developed enterprise project management processes, and managed multi-million dollar new product development projects during a career that spans over 40 years. Since founding Lambert Consulting Group in 1984, his focus turned to education. He has shared his knowledge with over 40,000 students in twenty-two countries. Mr. Lambert has a Masters Certificate in Project Management from George Washington University. He is a Founder of the Project Management Institute’s PMP Certification program and was named a Distinguished Contributor to the profession by PMI in 1995. Lambert is an accomplished author with three books and dozens of articles published, as well as a popular speaker for private organizations and professional associations. In 2007 the PMI named him its Professional Development Provider of the Year.

Alan Levine is the Chief Information Officer of the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, DC. He oversees all information technology, web and telecommunications operations. Under his direction, the Kennedy Center developed unified information architecture and a personalized, interactive website for its patrons, which includes a nightly Internet broadcast of a live performance every day of the year. Through the Kennedy Center Arts Management Institute, he teaches the application of technology in arts organizations. Prior to coming to the Kennedy Center, he was the Director of Information Systems for McCarter Theatre Center for the Performing Arts in Princeton, NJ.

Paul Lombard, PMP, CQM, is a Senior Instructor with the PM College, the training and education arm of Project Management Solutions, Inc. He gained his project management experience as a project and program manager for the U.S. government. Prior to his government work, he was a principal at Global Training Group, where he consulted and trained at numerous Fortune 500 companies including Deloitte and Touche, Genentech, IBM, Motorola, NCR, Nortel, Sprint, The New York Times Company, The Vanguard Group, and Verizon. He also has significant consulting and
training experience in government program and project management, having worked with the Commander in Chief Naval Forces in Europe, New York New Jersey Port Authority, Naval Personnel Command in New Orleans, and the Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries among others. A certified master trainer and curriculum developer, he has developed numerous on-site and distance learning training courses in Project Management, Leadership, Team Skills, Core Facilitation, Quality Management, Program Management, Complex Project Management, and Strategic Management. Paul is an active member of the Project Management Institute (PMI), the American Society for Quality, and the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD). Mr. Lombard was awarded a Distinguished Civil Service Medal for his project work while assigned as an internal consultant to the Department of the Navy. He has also been recognized by the Quality Special Interest Group of PMI for his long service to that SIG. He is a co-author of the textbook *Project Management Essentials, Second Edition* (Center for Business Practices, 2009).

►Alan Mendelssohn is a Process Improvement Consultant with Resources Global Professionals. He has extensive experience in the design, implementation and management of process management, continuous improvement, lean and six sigma initiatives within diverse industry settings. Prior to joining Resources Global Professionals, Alan spent 20 years in the electric utility industry in a variety of cost engineering, project management and continuous improvement positions. His involvement in continuous improvement initiatives began in 1983 while at Florida Power and Light Company and has been his full-time focus since 1991. He served as Director of Quality for Budget Rent a Car and as Director of Continuous Improvement with AAR CORP, responsible for all aspects of continuous process improvement in both organizations. He has also served as a Master Black Belt and a Business Process Consultant at Sears, Roebuck and Company and a Senior Manager Organizational Performance at OfficeMax. Alan has a Master’s Degree in Nuclear Engineering, is a Fellow of the American Society for Quality and is an ASQ Certified Six Sigma Black Belt. He has authored numerous papers and articles on process improvement and project management over the years and has also served a number of years as an Examiner for the Baldrige Award at both the national and the state level.

►Thomas Mengel, Ph.D., PMP, (Fredericton, NB, Canada) is an associate professor of leadership and the chair of the faculty Research Ethics Board at Renaissance College, University of New Brunswick. He also works as management and leadership consultant in cross-cultural settings with various organizations. He has developed the model of Values-Oriented-Leadership and helped many leaders to implement business and project ethics processes, and to create a meaningful work and project environment. Previously to teaching at the University of New Brunswick, he also served as a faculty member of the following institutions: Athabasca University, Center for Innovative Management, MBA in Project Management Program; Trinity Western University, Master of Arts in Leadership Program; Royal Roads University, Executive MBA Program; University of Victoria, School of Public Administration; Selkirk College, Business Administration Program. In addition to his graduate studies and degrees in computer science, business administration, and adult education, Thomas has a Ph.D. in theology and an MA in history, which drive his research interest in the historical development and philosophical underpinnings of leadership and management practice. He is particularly interested in
how learning from psychology, complexity theory, information technology, and human spirituality are likely to intersect to influence the development of managers and leaders. His current writing covers leadership education and wisdom, values and ethics in leadership and project management.

► Renee Mepyans-Robinson teaches project management and leadership training at Nashville State Community College. She formerly taught the Boston University Project Management curriculum to major corporations in Tennessee. As a Consulting Project Manager in Informational Technology, Healthcare, Financial, Government, and Educational Industries, Ms. Robinson has been able to provide working solutions to requirements and successfully implemented planning processes throughout the life cycle of the project. She has also demonstrated leadership skills through her involvement with the local PMI Nashville Chapter as Founding President in 1996 and continues to serve on their Board of Directors in various capacities. On a regional level, she was the Southeast Region 14 Mentor for five years, assisted Chapter Presidents, and conducted regional meetings to increase knowledge on specific areas. She was selected by PMI Headquarters to deliver a presentation, “How PMI Regional Efforts Benefit Components” at a leadership meeting in Vancouver, Canada. She is a graduate of the PMI Leadership Institute and a Program Manager on the PMI Education Enrichment Program, which was created to expose elementary, middle, high school, and university age students to the concepts of project management as well as to actually teach them the processes and knowledge in a classroom setting.

► Peter W. G. Morris is Professor of Construction and Project Management at University College, London, and Visiting Professor of Engineering Project Management at The University of Manchester. He is also Executive Director of INDECO Ltd., an international management consultancy. He is a past Chairman and Vice President of the UK Association for Project Management and past Deputy Chairman of the International Project Management Association. He has written over 100 papers on project management, as well as the books The Anatomy of Major Projects (Wiley, 1988), The Management of Projects (Thomas Telford, 1997), with Ashley Jamieson, Translating Corporate Strategy into Project Strategy (PMI, 2004) and, with Jeff Pinto, The Wiley Guide to Managing Projects (Wiley, 2004). He is a Fellow and Honorary Fellow of The Association of Project Management, a Fellow of the Institution of Civil Engineers, a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Building, and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts.

► Francis S. “Frank” Patrick works with AGAIN Interactive, a digital marketing firm. Previously, he was founder and principal consultant of Focused Performance, a management consultancy focusing on the application of the Theory of Constraints (TOC) to help organizations achieve more of their goals. Prior to Focused Performance, Mr. Patrick had over 25 years of industrial experience with Revlon, Johnson & Johnson, Nabisco, and AT&T/Bell Labs. It was at Bell Labs that he came across TOC and its potential for providing guidance on how to rationally manage organizations as whole systems, and for identifying and implementing necessary changes for significant bottom line improvements. Industries impacted by his guidance in strategic project management include telecommunications equipment, precision machining and manufacturing, semiconductor manufacturing, medical equipment, and financial services, and now, Web development. Mr. Patrick has also authored numerous papers and presented both nationally and locally
on TOC topics for such professional associations as the Institute of Industrial Engineers, APICS, ASQ, and the Project Management Institute. More of his thoughts on organizational effectiveness can be found at www.focusedperformance.com, and at his new website, http://frankpatrick.tumbr.com/.

➤David L. Pells is the Managing Editor of PM World Today and of www.pmforum.org, one of the world’s leading online sources of project management news and information. David is an internationally recognized leader in the field of professional project management, with over thirty years’ experience in project management related activities and positions. His professional experience includes a wide variety of programs and projects, including engineering, construction, transit, defense and high technology, and project sizes ranging from several thousand to ten billion dollars. He served on the board of directors of the Project Management Institute (PMI®) twice, and was awarded PMI’s Person of the Year award in 1998 and Fellow Award in 1999. David can be reached via email at: editor@pmforum.org.

➤James S. Pennypacker is founder, President and CEO of Dance Communications, a thought leadership marketing and publishing firm. He has served as Director of the Center for Business Practices, the research and publishing arm of the management consultancy PM Solutions, Publisher /Editor-in-Chief of the Project Management Institute: founder and publisher of Fox Pond Communications, and Assistant to the President and Marketing Director of Transaction Publishers, a social science publishing house based at Rutgers University. A thought leader in project management and strategy execution, Jim is the author and editor of more than a dozen books and research reports on a variety of business issues. He presents regularly at conferences and his articles on business issues appear in numerous professional journals. Jim holds an M.B.A from West Chester University and a B.A. in philosophy from Temple University. He has completed advanced graduate work in management, publishing, and philosophy of technology at Temple University, Arizona State University, University of Phoenix, and Capella University.

➤Donald Ross is president and CEO of EarthBalance®. He has been at the forefront of environmental regulatory policy for more than two decades and understands the challenges of blending environmental protection into the economics of successful community development. With a commitment to environmental stewardship, Mr. Ross is a tireless advocate for the preservation and restoration of our natural environment, in conjunction with economic development. Mr. Ross holds an M.S. degree in Ecology and a B.S. degree in Forestry from the University of Tennessee. In April 2004, Mr. Ross was appointed by Governor Bush to the Environmental Regulation Commission for a three-year term. He has also served four years as a local elected official (Charlotte County Commission, 1990–1994), was a member of the Southwest Florida Regional Planning Council and a member of the Charlotte Harbor National Estuary Program Policy Committee, was appointed to the Peace River Basin Board by Governor Bush, and has participated in the establishment of indicators and grant review for the Florida Coastal Management Program. He has been active on numerous statewide environmental policy advisory panels ranging in scope from technical to budgetary and has been appointed to numerous policy committees, including the Vegetation Index Review Committee, which developed the current wetland jurisdiction plant list. His private non-profit interests have led him to serve on the boards of 1000 Friends of Florida, Leadership Florida, the
Myakka Conservancy, and the Council for Sustainable Florida, where he recently completed two years as president.

**Kim Rowe, P. Eng.** is Vice President of Engineering at Agile Systems in Waterloo, Canada. He brings over 25 years of experience in business management and systems engineering to the company and holds both an MBA and MEng. He has been instrumental in the startup of several companies and several business units in the computer systems and services areas. He has extensive international experience, having taken a broad set of software and hardware products to market in over 20 countries. Mr. Rowe’s primary interests at present are the match of organization culture, processes, and systems (both business and software) to the organization’s needs. Using the latest ideas from the collaboration technology area in conjunction with the latest business management ideas, he helps companies analyze, design, and implement business models, organizational culture, and underlying systems that make good organizations great. He also has a strong personal interest in real-time and embedded systems, software engineering, and signal processing. He has published approximately 30 papers and articles in various journals and magazines.

**Chris Sauer** is Fellow in Information Management at Oxford University’s Said Business School and Green Templeton College. In his early career he designed, built and managed IT systems projects. As an academic, he has worked in Australia and the UK. His research has focused on the challenges of IT projects. In addition to four books, his work has been published in the Project Management Journal, the International Journal of Project Management, Sloan Management Review, IEEE Transactions of Software Engineering, the Journal of Management Information Systems, Communications of the Association for Computing Machinery, and the European Management Journal among others. His current research focuses on understanding the drivers of IT project performance and charting the changing role of IT project and program managers. Short summaries of his recent research can be found at www.PMPerspectives.org. He is an active member of the Major Projects Association, and is currently Joint-Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Information Technology.

**Dennis M. Smith,** principal of DenSmith, is the creator of the Core Method for personal success, the Internetworked Management Model, and the Team/Project Acculitics®. He has worked with businesses and teams spread out across the United States, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Germany, India, Japan, Switzerland and The United Kingdom. A graduate of Purdue University, and the Harvard private executive MBA program, Smith is the author of over 100 articles in leading international magazines and newsletters. His first book, *Team Transitions,* was released in 2006. Dennis has more than 30 years of project leadership experience in software, electrical, and mechanical technologies. He has served in many technical and leadership positions including project manager, marketing director, engineering vice president, and general manager at leading companies—large and small—including Honeywell Industrial Automation and Phoenix Controls. With his focus on project leadership, predictability, and risk mitigation, Mr. Smith’s insights have helped over a dozen project start-ups and turnarounds become successful. Active in TEC Associates and the Project Management Institute, Mr. Smith is the author of over 60 articles in the popular “Ideas for Project Leaders” series. In addition, he has published over 30 articles on project management and product development.
Rip Stauffer is founder and owner of Woodside Quality Solutions LLC. With extensive experience in Total Quality and Six Sigma, Rip has saved clients hundreds of millions of dollars. He educates and coaches at all levels of clients’ organizations, helping drive strategic success. He has developed and presented comprehensive and dynamic courses in Six Sigma, SPC, QFD and lean. A Senior Member of ASQ, a Certified Quality Engineer, Manager of Quality and Organizational Excellence, and Six Sigma Black Belt, and a contributing member of the W. Edwards Deming Institute, Rip has an MS in applied statistics from Cal State and a BS from Regents College. He is an adjunct professor at Walden University, teaching statistics and international business, and a Ph.D. candidate in Leadership and Organizational Change. Rip is a frequent presenter at national and international conferences and has published articles on quality management topics in a variety of publications.

Alan M. Stretton is currently a member of the Faculty Corps of the University of Management and Technology, Arlington, VA. In 2006 he retired from a position as Adjunct Professor of Project Management in the Faculty of Design, Architecture and Building at the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS), Australia, which he joined in 1988 to develop and deliver a Master of Project Management program. Prior to joining UTS, Mr Stretton worked in the building and construction industries in Australia, New Zealand and the USA for some 38 years, which included the project management of construction, R&D, introduction of information and control systems, internal management education programs, and organisational change projects. He has degrees in Civil Engineering (BE, Tasmania) Mathematic (MA, Oxford), and an honorary PhD in strategy, programme and project management (ESC, Lille, France). Alan was Chairman of the Standards (PMBOK) Committee of the Project Management Institute from late 1989 to early 1992. He held a similar position with the Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM), and was elected a Life Fellow of AIPM in 1996. He was a member of the Core Working Group in the development of the Australian National Competency Standards for Project Management. He has published over seventy professional articles.

Geree Streun, PMP, CSQE, is Principal of GVSoftware and has also served as a Principal Quality Engineer in the Program Management Office of Boston Scientific Corporation. She received her Master’s degree in Computer Science from Southern Methodist University and her Bachelor’s in Computer Science from Kansas State University. She is a Senior Member of IEEE, a PMI-certified Project Management Professional, and an ASQ Certified Software Quality Engineer. She has a wide range of experience in both Process Improvement and Project Management to drive an organization to FDA compliance for companies developing medical devices and for medical process companies, such as Abbott Labs and Olympus. Ms. Streun was a Team Leader for developing two chapters for the *PMBOK® Guide, Third Edition* and also a key volunteer leader in the Fourth Edition update. Since 1996, she has written questions for future ASQ certification exams and has worked to validate future certification exams. She served as President of the Austin SPIN group for four years. She has presented papers at the Project Management Institute’s Software Special Interest Group and at International Test Conferences. She has published several papers on transitioning an organization from structured techniques to Object Oriented (OO) Techniques, while evolving project management maturity within the organization. Additionally, she has been a Course
Designer and Instructor for four years for the Project Management Certificate Program at the Software Quality Institute at the University of Texas in Austin.

Hans Thamhain, Ph.D., PMP, (hthamhain@bentley.edu) specializes in team leadership for complex project environments. He is a Professor of Management and Director of MOT and Project Management Programs at Bentley College, Boston. His industrial experience includes 20 years of management positions with high-technology companies, like GTE/Verizon, General Electric, and ITT. Dr. Thamhain has written over 70 research papers and five professional reference books in project and technology management. He is the recipient of the Distinguished Contribution Award from the Project Management Institute in 1998 and the IEEE Engineering Manager of the Year 2000 Award. He is widely published in the project management field, and in addition to Project Management Professional certification, is certified in New Product Development (NPDP).

Janice Thomas, Ph.D., is an associate professor of project management and Program Director for the Executive MBA in Project Management at the Center for Innovative Management (CIM) at Athabasca University. She is also an adjunct professor in the University of Calgary joint Engineering and Management, Project Management Specialization, and a visiting professor with the University of Technology, Sydney, where she supervises Master and Ph.D. research students. Prior to becoming an academic, Dr. Thomas spent 10 years as a project manager in the fields of Information Technology and Organizational Change. Janice is now an active researcher presenting and publishing her research to academic and practitioner audiences around the world with research interests in organizational change, project management, teambuilding and leadership, complexity theory in relation to organizations and the professionalization of knowledge workers. Recent research projects have explored the following: the Path to Professionalization for Project Management; the Role of the Personality of the Project Manager in Project Management Competency; the Impact of Differing Sensemaking Approaches on Project Communication; the Nature of the Assumptions underlying Project Management Methodologies; the Relationship between Certification and Professional Attitudes; and How to Sell Project Management to Senior Executives. She is currently preparing to lead a major research initiative aimed at Defining and Measuring the Value Project Management Contributes to Organizations.

Lee Towe, PMP, is President of Innovators International, Inc., a Project Management Institute Global Charter Registered Education Provider. Their PMLeader.com division specializes in project management training and consulting. Mr. Towe has been managing projects for more than twenty years and delivering training workshops for sixteen years. He served on the project leadership team of nine people that updated PMI’s *PMBOK® Guide* in 2004, as team lead for the Human Resources chapter. He earned his Masters of Business Administration (MBA) degree from Drake University. Mr. Towe is a frequent trainer and speaker, including PMI’s SeminarsWorld workshops and Global Congresses. One industry conference had such regard for his speaking that they placed Lee’s general session presentation between television personalities George Will and Bryant Gumbel. Lee is the author of two books: *Why Didn’t I Think of That?*, which demonstrates ways to increase creative thinking at work; and *Strategic Planning Handbook*, a basic foundation for conducting organizational strategic planning.
John Tuman, Jr., P. Eng, is senior vice-president with Management Technologies Group, Inc., a consulting firm in Morgantown, Pa., that provides consulting, training, and implementation services in organizational development, project management, change management, and information technology. Mr. Tuman’s career spans thirty years of diverse engineering and project management experience. He was a project manager and a program manager on several major military and commercial aerospace programs for General Electric and the AVCO Corporation. He also held various management positions with Gilbert/Commonwealth, where he was responsible for developing computer-based management systems, as well as providing consulting services and training. Mr. Tuman has given numerous presentations and seminars in the United States and abroad. He has written extensively on management methods, systems, and trends. He is a registered professional engineer.

Chris Vandersluis, is the president and founder of HMS Software based in Montreal, Canada. He has an economics degree from Montreal’s McGill University and over 25 years experience in the automation of project control systems. He is a long standing member of both the Project Management Institute (PMI) and the American Association of Cost Engineers (AACE), founded the Montreal chapter of the Microsoft Project Users Group and served for 5 years on Microsoft’s Enterprise Project Management Partner Advisory Council. Mr. Vandersluis has been published in numerous publications including Fortune Magazine, Heavy Construction News, PMI’s PM Network, and Computing Canada magazine. He teaches Advanced Project Management at McGill University’s Executive Institute and often speaks at project management association functions across North America and around the world. HMS Software is the publisher of TimeControl—a project-oriented timekeeping system—and has specialized in the implementation of enterprise project management systems since 1984. Mr. Vandersluis maintains a blog at www.epmguidance.com can be contacted by email at chrisv@hmssoftware.ca.

Stan Veraart, PMP, is an independent international consultant who assists in applying project management tools and techniques to various environmental companies. He provides project management training and certification, and assists in the establishment and maintenance of a Project Management Office tailored to the environmental industry. Mr. Veraart holds a M.S. degree in Project Management and a B.S. in International Agriculture. He has worked for the Dutch government, private companies, institutions, and, NGO’s in nine countries on six continents, and thus has firsthand experience in combining work ethics of different cultures as well as finding workable solutions for integrating different industrial sectors. Mr. Veraart believes that the project management profession can greatly contribute to the challenge of blending environmental protection and environmental enhancements into the sustainable economy of the future, and hopes to contribute to this transition through his work. He can be reached at stan_global@yahoo.com.

Francis M. Webster, Jr., Ph.D., is a retired professor emeritus of management at the School of Business, Western Carolina University, in Cullowhee, N.C., where he specialized in teaching project management courses and concepts. For many years, he served as editor-in-chief for the Project Management Institute, responsible for the editorial content and publication of the Project Management Journal and PM NETwork. Dr. Webster has had extensive experience in the design and application of project management software.
and in the management of project work. He was manager of Operations Research at Chrysler Corporation and served on the DOD/NASA PERT/COST Coordinating Council during the early days of the development of modern project management concepts and practices. He has published widely and contributed in a variety of ways to defining the profession of project management through his activities at PMI.

Karen R.J. White, PMP, FPMI, has over twenty-five years experience in the software development and project management fields. Karen provides consulting services to Fortune 500 companies as well as non-profit organizations, with a focus on improving organizational efficiencies, within information technology departments. She frequently is called upon as a “thought leader” to provide guidance and support to the executive and management levels of these departments. Highlights of her most recent assignments include the integration of agile project management as well as agile software development processes into practice, as well as the development of IT project governance guidelines and processes, and advising senior IT executives on their roles within a project environment. Karen has served as a mentor to numerous PMO Directors, providing recommendations and training on topics such as introducing project portfolio management into practice, methodology adoption and establishment of a professional development program for a project management career path. Prior to entering the consulting industry, Karen was a senior manager for a national systems integration firm, where she successfully managed multi-million dollar systems engineering projects. Karen was instrumental in the firm’s adoption of documented Systems Engineering and Project Management methodologies. An active member of the Project Management Institute, Karen chaired the Institute’s international Ethics Review Committee and served on the Ethics Standards Development Committee. Most recently she chaired the Institute’s Education Foundation Board of Directors, during an international fund-raising campaign in support of the Institute’s social good efforts. Karen is a frequent speaker, locally and nationally, on topics such as agile project management, systems development approaches and IT governance for non-profits. Karen is the author of the acclaimed book Agile Project Management: A Mandate for the 21st Century (Center for Business Practices, 2008) and is currently writing a book about current project management practices for the non-profit industry, drawing on her personal experiences advising and working with numerous local non-profit organizations. She has also contributed to various bodies of knowledge and other books, including Project Management Maturity Model (Marcel Dekker, 2002) and Data Reverse Engineering (Aiken, Peter; McGraw-Hill, 1996). A recipient of the US Army Commendation Medal for demonstrated leadership within the U.S. Army Reserves, Karen holds an MS in Information Systems from Northeastern University’s Graduate School of Engineering.
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AC, see actual cost
accountability, 143
accounting charge numbers, 116
activities, 2
defining, 87–88
durations estimates for, 90–91
interdependencies of, 2, 89
resources estimates for, 89–90, 143
sequencing, 88–89
actual cost (AC), 108, 109, 116–119
adaptive management life cycle, 476–479
adjourning stage (team-building), 154
agile methods
for community development projects, 486
for IT projects, 467, 468
AI (Appreciative Inquiry), 159
AIPM, see Australian Institute of Project Management
ambition, 243
analogous cost estimates, 98–99
ANCSPM (Australian National Competency Standards for Project Management), 22–23
APM, see Association for Project Management
APMBOK®, 19–20
APM Competence Framework, 23
Apollo program, 34–35
Appreciative Inquiry (AI), 159
“as-is” processes, 135
Association for Project Management (APM), 19, 23, 225, 271
assumptions, in PM plan, 50
asynchronous technologies, 431–432
attitudes, implementation of projects and, 39
Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM), 244, 271
Australian National Competency Standards for Project Management (ANCSPM), 22–23
authentic leadership, 380–383
authorities, in PM plan, 52
authority, 166
authorized work package (AWP), 112, see also work authorizations
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Baldridge Criteria, 130–133, 138–139
barriers, 168
baseline
competence, 20
cost, 63–65, 98, 102
performance measurement, 115
behavioral assessment, in PMCAP, 245
bidding phase
in procurement, 209
in project contracting, 219
blogs, 431
body(-ies) of knowledge (BOK), 15–22
APMBOK® as, 19–20
argument for, 16
control over, 269
definition of, 466
European, 20
global, 15–16, 21–22
for IT project management, 466–467
P2M as, 20–21
PMBOK® Guide as, 17–18
Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank case study, 479–480
bottom-up estimating, 91, 99
BPM, see business process management
budgets
cost control, 64, 65
determining, 100–101
in EVM process, 114–115
in PM plan, 54, 55
bureaucratization of practice, 273
business ethics, 257–258
business excellence, 129–130, see also quality management
business process management (BPM), 133–139
critical processes identification in, 134
customer requirements validation in, 134–135
modeling of processes in, 135–136
monitoring of processes in, 136–137
and process improvement, 137, 138
process measures development in, 136
Business Sponsors, for IT projects, 465, 469
Business Unit Project Office, 359, 361, 362
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CAM (Control Account Manager), 107
capability development model, 441
capability levels in, 442–446, 448
emerging developments in, 449–452
and Multiplex case study, 446–447
transfer and adoption of, 448–449
Capability Maturity Model (CMM), 413–414
CAPM® (Certified Associate in Project Management), 227
career paths, 250–253
case studies, 248, see also specific case studies
catalogs, procurement from, 212
cause and effect diagram, 126
CCR (Continuing Certification Requirements), 236
CDs (contract directives), 112
Center for Business Practices, 281
Center of Excellence, 471, see also Project Office(s)
certification, 225–226
credentials for, 227
in Japan, 21
maintaining, 236–237
as PMP®, 227–236
and professionalization, 271–272
value of, 273–274
Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM®), 227
champions
for new products, 454
project, 184, 185, 188
change, 378, see also organizational change
change board, 458
change control, 76, 113
change management, 6
in multiproject environments, 386
as professional need, 164
claims prevention, 220–221
closeout phase
and metrics, 6–7
in project contracting, 220
closing procedures/processes, 76, 258
Closing Process Group, 29, 31–32
CMM (Capability Maturity Model), 413–414
coaching, 157, 248, 250
Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct (PMI), 228–229, 257–258
coding
cost, 64
time, 306, 309–310
collaboration, 308–310
as professional need, 164
Communities of Practice for, 395–396
in first-generation knowledge management, 397
for IT projects, 471–472
with social media, 428–432
collaboration portals, 432
collaboration for IT projects, 471–472
commercial-off-the-shelf products, 212
commitment
of managers, 169
of team members, 170
communication
as competency, 245
Four A’s of, 435
as professional need, 164
Communication Management Plan, 173–175
communications management, 9, 173–180
common issues in, 179–180
Communication Management Plan in,
173–175
component processes of, 17
demonstrating communication methods in,
177
effectiveness in, 180
identifying communication methods in,
175–176
influencing factors in, 177–178
information distribution in, 174–175
performance reporting in, 175
for productive meetings, 178–179
stakeholder expectations management in, 175, see also stakeholder management

communities of practice (CoPs), 395–404
and Knowledge Management, 396–399
management tools and design of, 401–404
and project management, 399–401
see also social media

community development projects, 483–486
community participants, 184–185, 188
company performance, 294

competencies, 7
in capability development model, 450
definition of, 22
models of, 243–245
for project managers, 240–246

competency standard(s), 22–24
ANCSPM as, 22–23
global, 15–16, 23–24

competitive advantage, 293–294, 298–299
competitive convergence, 293–294

confidence, 243

correlation, 184–185, 188
company performance, 294

companies, 150

component processes, 17

cost accumulation (EVM), 115–116
cost baseline, 63–65, 98, 102
cost coding, 64
cost control, 101–104
cost control budget, 64, 65
cost control system, 63–71
baseline for, 63–65
collecting actual cost data for, 64–66
correction actions identified by, 70
earned value in, 66–67
in PM plan, 59
for project success, 70–71
reporting and evaluating information from, 67–70
cost data, collecting, 64–66
cost estimates, 98–100
in EVM, 108
in PM plan, 54–55
cost management, 8, 97–104
budget determination in, 100–101
component processes of, 17
controlling costs in, 101–104
estimating cost in, 98–100
EVM technique for, see Earned Value Management
cost(s)
direct and indirect, 116
estimation of, 98
of quality, 100, 125
Cost Schedule Control System Criteria (C/SCSC), 107–108
cost-schedule graph, 69–70
cost to complete method (earned value), 67
Crashing, 92
creativity sessions, 156
creedom, 375
critical chain method, 92, 385–392
constraints in, 388–389
for increasing capability to take on work, 389–391
and organizational vs. resource effectiveness, 386–388
and organizations as multiproject systems, 386
for reliable project completions, 391–392
Critical Path scheduling, 92
critical processes, 134
cross-cultural settings, see international projects
C/SCSC (Cost Schedule Control System Criteria), 107–108
CSI (Construction Specifications Institute), 64
CSI MasterFormat, 64, 65
culture(s)
corporate/organizational, 288–289, 337, 418
definition of, 417–418
in multiproject management, 348
national, see international projects
project, 423–424
of project management, 338–343
current constraints, 390
customer focus
as Baldrige criterion, 130, 131
in first-generation knowledge management, 397
customer meetings, 179
customer reporting (EVM), 119, 120
customers
expectations of, 124
involved in new product development, 458–459
social media use with, 428
validating requirements of, 134–135
customer satisfaction measures, 103–104
CWBS (contract work breakdown structure), 113
D
dashboards, 102, 353
decision making
and communities of practice, 399
ethical, 256
in first-generation knowledge management, 397
models for, 156
in multiple project environments, 352–353
definitive cost estimates, 99
deliverables, 2, 14
in PM plan, 49
tracking, 103
design, technology and, 35–36
design phase (project contracting), 218–219
detailed schedules, 114
developing nations, 483–486
Development Life Cycles, 4–5
diffusion of knowledge, 398
direct costs, 116
discipline, definitions of, 5
discrete effort work packages, 113, 114
discretionary activity interdependencies, 2
divisional-level Project Office, 359, 361, 362
DMAIC process, 137–138, 408, 411–412
documentation
of competencies, 253
of project estimates, 91
of project team responsibilities, 143–144
of work processes, 135
documentation and configuration management plan, 60–61
duration
of activities, 90–91
of projects, 38–39
E
Earned Value Management (EVM), 104, 107–120
abbreviations and terms used in, 109
Actual Cost in, 108, 109
advantages of, 109–111
authorized work package in, 112
budgeting in, 114–115
control account in, 110, 111
cost accumulation in, 115–116
disadvantages of, 110
Earned Value in, 108, 109
internal audit/verification and review in, 120
performance measurement in, 116–117
Planned Value in, 108, 109
planning and scheduling in, 113–114
planning work packages in, 112
reporting in, 119–120
variance analysis in, 117–119
work authorization in, 112–113
and work breakdown structure, 110
economic factors, in project success, 37
ecosystem restoration industry, 475–480
adaptive management life cycle in, 476–479
nature of, 475–476
reservoir expansion case study in, 479–480
education and training, 239, 252
documentation of, 229–230
and professionalization, 269–270
quality of, 44, 45
in Six Sigma, 441
for team members, 158
efficiency
effectiveness vs., 386–387
and multitasking, 387–388
EIA (environmental impact assessment), 37
eemergency preparedness plan, 58
ENAA (Engineering Advancement Association), 20–21
engineering, 441–442, see also capability development model
Engineering Advancement Association (ENAA), 20–21
Enterprise Environmental Factors, 143
enterprise-level Project Office, 359–362
enterprise project management (EPM), 303–311
computer systems for, 309–311
deploying, 311
elements of, 305–309
and Project Management Maturity model, 304
environmental, safety, and health (ES&H) protection plan, 57–58
environmental factors, in project success, 36–37
environmental impact assessment (EIA), 37
EPM, see enterprise project management
ES&H protection plan, 57–58
esteem needs, 164
estimates
of activity durations, 90–91
cost, 54–55, 98–100, 108
documentation of, 91
of resource needs, 89–90, 143
estimating tools/techniques, 91
ethics, 255–261
definition of, 256
and ethical decision making systems, 256
in project environments, 258–261
in project management, 256–258
terms related to, 255–256
Ethics, Standards, and Accreditation report (PMI), 17
Europe
bodies of knowledge in, 20
technical knowledge model in, 421
EV, see earned value
evaluation, of cost information, 67–70
EVM, see Earned Value Management
executing processes
ethics in, 258
in multiproject environments, 320–323
in PPM, 319
Executing Process Group, 29, 31
expatriate lifestyle, 418
experience
documenting, 229–230
for project managers, 243
expertise
in capability development model, 444
as professional need, 164
of project managers, 240–241
expert judgment, in estimating, 98
expert power, 166
explicit knowledge, 404
F
Facilitating Processes, 28
facilities requirements, 49–50
failures
of IT projects, 463–464
of product development projects, 453–454
of projects, 356–357
fast-build practice, 38
fast tracking, 38, 92
F&DRs (functional and operational requirements), 49–50
feedback, in knowledge management, 398
field support, in new product development, 460
financial issues
  in initiation of projects, 37–38
  in project management plan, 54–55
financial management, in PM plan, 54, 55
flowcharts, 135
forecast to complete (FTC), 117
formal IT project management, 464–466
forming stage (team-building), 153
FTC (forecast to complete), 117
functional and operational requirements (F&DRs), 49–50
Functional IT Managers, 464–465
functional redundancy, in international projects, 418
functional structure, 39, 41
“future state” processes, 135
gap analysis, 246, 398
GAPPS (Global Alliance for Project Performance Standards), 23–24
Gathering, Organizing, Analyzing, and Deciding (GOAD) model, 102–103
general management knowledge and skills, 18, 241
Global Alliance for Project Performance Standards (GAPPS), 23–24
global body of knowledge, 15–16, 21–22
global competency standards, 15–16, 23–24
globalization, 420–422
Global Performance Based Standards for Project Management Personnel, 16, 23–24
GOAD (Gathering, Organizing, Analyzing, and Deciding) model, 102–103
goals and objectives
  defining, 168
  in PM Value Initiative, 326–327
  as professional need, 164
  project, 34–35
  in project management plan, 48–49
“good enough” quality, 100
good practice, 18
governance
  in project portfolio management, 315
  in Strategy & Projects report, 284–285
A Guidebook of Project & Program Management for Enterprise Innovation (P2M), 20–21
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide), 2, 13–14, 16–18, 27–28, see also specific topics
guiding coalition, 372
H
helping professions, 483–489
  community development projects in, 483–486
  nonprofits’ projects in, 486–489
Herzberg’s Hygiene/Motivation Theory, 148
honesty, 243
human resource management, 9, 141–148
  in capability development model, 445
  component processes, 17
  conflict management, 147–148
  integration of other areas and, 142
  project processes for, 142–147
  see also communities of practice (CoPs); team building
human resource plan, 142–144
hybrid organizations, 399
I
ICB (IPMA Competence Baseline), 20
“ideal” processes, 135
image building, 169
implementation issues
  in initiation of projects, 39–43
  for team building, 155–160
incentives
  other motivations vs., 445
  as professional need, 164
  and social media, 429
incremental milestones method (earned value), 66–67
indirect costs, 116
individual meetings, 179
industrial relations, 42
industry expertise, 240–241
influence, 159–160, 166–168, 246
  in deciding project positions, 383
Four A’s of, 435
  identifying, 375
information capture, with social media, 430
information distribution
  in communications management, 174–175
  with social media, 428–429
information security plan, 58
information technology (IT), 463–473
  best practices for, 468–472
  capability development in, 449
  failures of, 463–464
  formal project management in, 464–468
  and globalization, 421
  project management challenges in, 472–473
  project management in, 464
  in Strategy & Projects report, 287–288
  see also social media
in-house reporting (EVM), 120
Initiating Process Group, 29–30
initiation of projects, 33–45
  attitudes for, 39
  duration considerations in, 38–39
  ethics in, 258
  external factors in, 36–37
  finance issues in, 37–38
  implementation issues in, 39–43
  for new product development, 454
  project definition in, 34–36
  project manager’s activities during, 74
  reasons for, 74–75
  strategic issues in, 44–45
inputs, 14
inspections, 127
Instant Messaging, 431
integration, 6
  of human resource management and other
  areas, 142
  intercultural, 422
integration management, 17, 44–45, 73–77
  integrity, 380, 381
  intercultural team building, 420
interdependencies, of activities, 2, 89
interfaces, in PM plan, 52
internal audit/verification and review (EVM), 120
internal contracts, for IT projects, 469, 471
International Project Management Association (IPMA), 20, 225, 270
international projects, 417–424
  in developing nations, 483–486
  factors needing special attention in, 418–420
  and globalization, 420–422
  integration of cultures in, 422
  and intercultural team building, 420
  project culture in, 423–424
interpersonal conflict, 158–159
interpersonal relations, as professional need, 164
interpersonal skills, 241
involvement
  creating, 169
  of customers in product development, 458–459
IPMA, see International Project Management Association
IPMA Competence Baseline (ICB), 20
issue logs, 146–147
IT, see information technology
iterative method, 4
  in adaptive management, 477, 478
  for new product development, 457
J
Japan
  performance of business in, 420–421
  P2M and certification in, 20–21
  quality initiatives in, 409–410
  technical knowledge model in, 421
Japan Project Management Forum (JPMF), 21, 271
job cost accounting, 66
job security, as professional need, 164
joint ventures, 450
JPMF, see Japan Project Management Forum
justification, for new product development, 459–460
K
Kennedy Center case study, 432–433
KM (Knowledge Management), 396–399
  knowledge
    in capability development model, 445
as competitive advantage, 298–299
of general management, 18
for individual competence, 242
in PMCAP, 244–245
tacit vs. explicit, 404
knowledge areas, 17–18, 258–259
Knowledge Management (KM), 396–399
knowledge management coordinators, 247–248
knowledge standards-guides, see body(-ies) of knowledge

L
language
in community development projects, 484
in international projects, 418
laws and legislation, international projects and, 419
leadership
authentic, 380–383
as Baldrige criterion, 130, 131
as competency, 245
ethics in, 261–262
in first-generation knowledge management, 397
as professional need, 164
of teams, 169
leadership style, 168
lectures, 157
level of effort (LOE) work packages, 113, 114
licensing, professionalization and, 271–272
life cycle
adaptive management, 476–479
development, 4–5
product, 3, 4
project, 3, 400, 424, 466, 468–471
project management, 4
Waterfall Development, 4
life cycle model, 466
listening, 158
LOE work packages, see level of effort work packages
logic plan, 54
logistics plans, 53–54

M
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, 130, see also Baldrige Criteria
management, in project portfolio management, 315
management control, as professional need, 164
management reserves (MRs), 115
management support
developing, 169
as professional need, 164
refueling, 169
mandatory activity interdependencies, 2
manufacturing support, in new product development, 460
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, 147–148
MasterFormat (CSI), 64, 65
matrix structure, 39, 43
mature processes, steps toward, 132–133
maturity models, 297–298
maturity tracking, 7
McGregor’s Theory X—Theory Y, 147
Measurement, Analysis, and Knowledge (Baldrige criterion), 131
measurement readiness planning, 326–327
measures and measurement
of customer satisfaction, 103–104
process, 136
by work percentages, 103
see also PM Value Initiatives
meetings
productive, 178–179
traditional vs. virtual, 152
mental models, in second-generation knowledge management, 398
mentoring, 6, 248, 445
Mentors, 251
methodologies
definition of, 465–466
for IT projects, 464–468
for new product development, 457
methodologists, 248
methods and procedures
in capability development model, 445
for communication, 175–179
metrics, 6–7
microblogging, 431
milestones
in defining activities, 88
on schedule, 92
scheduling of, 38
tracking, 103
“mirror” matrix, 199
mission statement, 48
mobility, technologies supporting, 432
models and modeling
  of competency, 243–244
  from construction and engineering, 448–449,
    see also capability development model
  for decision making, 156
  of ethics, 261
  of maturity, 297–298
  for organizational change, 335–337
  of processes, 135–136
  for project management, 244–245
  of success, 186–190
modified products, 212–213
monitoring and control, 76
  of costs, 101–102
  ethics in, 258
  of processes, 136–137
  of project team, 141–142, 145–146, see also
    project team management
  for quality, 126–127
  of risk, 202
Monitoring & Controlling Process Group, 29, 31
Monte Carlo simulation, 200
morals, 255
motivational forces
  in project team management, 163–165
  in team building, 154
  see also incentives
MRs (management reserves), 115
multiple project management, 345–353
  achieving success with, 353
  constraints on, see critical chain method
  cultural, political, and organizational elements
    affecting, 347–348
  definition of, 346
  managerial decision making in, 352–353
  portfolio management vs., 346–347
  project reporting in, 352–353
  roles and responsibilities in, 348–352
Multiplex case study, 446–447
multiproject execution and practices, 320–323
multitasking, inefficiency of, 387–388
N
National Competence Baselines (NCBs), 20
  negotiating phase (project contracting), 219
  negotiation, 159
network diagram, 88
networking, 144, 177, 432, see also social
  media
network plan, 54
new product development, 453–461
  buying outside for, 456
  clarification of requirements in, 454–455
  customer involvement in, 458–459
  iterative or spiral methodologies for, 457
  justification for, 459–460
  manufacturing and field support in, 460
  and preparation for sales, 460–461
  stages and progress in, 457–458
  starting projects for, 454
  unstructured projects for, 455–456
  waterfall methodology for, 456–457
new technologies/solutions, procuring, 213
nonguiding coalitions, 372
nonprofit sector projects, 316, 486–489
nonverbal communication, 178
norming stage (team-building), 153
North America, technical knowledge model in, 421
O
objectives, see goals and objectives
offshoring, 213
OLCI, see Operational Level Coordination Initiative
online gaming, 431
Operational Level Coordination Initiative (OLCI), 15, 22
operations management, 5, 6
organizational capability, 443–444
organizational change, 335–344
  developing new PM culture in, 338–343
  example of, 337–338
  lessons learned about, 343–344
  model for, 335–337
organizational/corporate culture, 288–289, 337, 418
organizational development analysts, 248
organizational effectiveness
resource effectiveness as, 386–388
resource efficiency vs., 388
organizational issues, 39–40, 250, 279–280
organizational process assets, 143
organizational structure, 39, 41–43
for capability development, 444
and communities of practice, 399–400
in PM plan, 51
in Strategy & Projects report, 287
organization charts, 143–144
organization development plan, 51–52
Organization Process Assets, 174
organizations, as multiproject systems, 386
outputs, 14
outsourcing, 213, 472–473
owners, in management of projects, 422

P
parametric cost estimates, 99
parasitic participants, 185–186, 188
Pareto charts, 126, 127
Pareto’s Law, 127
partners, requirements of, 135
PDU (Professional Development Units), 236
people issues
in implementing projects, 40–43
in Strategy & Projects report, 288
people skills, 18
performance, focus on (capability development
model), 444–445
performance measurement
in EVM, 116–117
technical, 57
see also PM Value Initiatives
performance measurement baseline (PMV), 115
performance reporting, 146, 175
performing stage (team-building), 154
personal characteristics, of project managers,
243
personal development plans, 250
personnel development, in PM plan, 52
persuasion, 381–382
PERT cost estimates, 99–100
PgMP® (Program Management Professional),
227
phases, project, 258
physical security plan, 58
planned value (PV), 108, 109, 116–119
planned work packages (PWPs), 112
planning, 43, 113–114
in Earned Value Management, 113–114
ethics in, 258
for measurement program implementation,
331–332
in multiple project environments, 349–350
as professional need, 164
for risk management, 195–196
for team building, 155–160
in team management, 169
see also individual plans, e.g.: human
resource plan
planning basis section, in PM plan, 49–50
Planning Process Group, 29, 31
PMAJ (Project Management Association of
Japan), 21
PMBOK®, see Project Management Body of
Knowledge
PMBOK® Guide, see A Guide to the Project
Management Body of Knowledge
PMCAP (Project Manager Competency
Assessment Program), 244–245
PMCC (Project Management Professionals
Certification Center) of Japan, 21
PMCDF (Project Manager Competency
Development Framework), 22
PMI, see Project Management Institute
PMI Risk Management Professional
(PMI-RMP®), 227
PMI Scheduling Professional (PMI-SP®), 227
PMM (Project Management Maturity) model,
304
PMO, see project management office
PMP® certification, see Project Management
Professional certification
PMV (performance measurement baseline), 115
PM Value Initiatives
goals of, 325–326
lessons learned in, 332–333
Phase One of, 326–327
Phase Three of, 332
Phase Two of, 327–332
political environment, 371–383
assessing, 374–376
and authentic leadership, 380–383
of international projects, 418
and political management plan, 376–379
and project success, 36
and views of politics, 372–374
political management plan, 376–379
positioning, in political management plan, 377–378
position power, 167
potential, in PMCAP, 245
power
and authentic leadership, 380–383
levels of, 373–374
sources of, 375
of stakeholders, 188
in team management, 165–167
see also political environment
power structure, 374–375
PPM, see project portfolio management
preliminary scope document, 75
preprofessional service contract phase, 218
presence, Web, 432
priorities, 390
privacy, with IT projects, 472
problem avoidance, 169
problem solving
as competency, 245–246
as professional need, 164
process assessment, 126
process(es)
and communities of practice, 400–402
customers of, 134
definition of, 134
modeling, 135–136
in PMBOK® Guide, 27–32
success, 189–191
see also business process management (BPM)
process improvement
for quality management, 137–139
process indicators, 136
Process Management (Baldrige criterion), 130, 132
process measures, developing, 136
procurement and logistics plan, 53–54
procurement management, 9, 205–214
claims prevention in, 220–221
component processes of, 17
lessons learned and best practices in, 209–211
for new products, 456
as process and project, 205–207
procurement PM team selection, 207–209
and project contracting, 217–220
roles and responsibilities in, 207
for scenarios/”classes” of procurement, 212–214
success enablers in, 209, 212
procurement plans, 53
productivity, 7, 388–389
productivity improvements, 42, 57
product life cycle, 3, 4
products
development of, see new product development
life span of, 125
of projects, 2–3
product scope, project scope vs., 82–83
professional associations, 270–271
Professional Development Units (PDUs), 236
professional growth, 164
professionalization of project management, 226, 265–275
challenges and concerns with, 272
and definition of a profession, 266–267
implications of, 272–275
path to, 267–272
professional needs, 164–165
profession of project management, 225–226
professions, 255, 266–267
profitability, 124
program management, 297
and multiproject management, 346
in Strategy & Projects report, 286–287
Program Management Office, see Project Office
Program Management Professional (PgMP®), 227
Program Managers, 251
project administration, in PM plan, 59–60
project champions, 184, 185, 188
Project Charter, 30, 75
project contracting, 217–220
project control, in PM plan, 59, see also
monitoring and control
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<td>project flow, in PPM, 319</td>
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<td>project life cycle, 3, 400</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®), 15, 16, see also A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project management capability, 442–445, see also capability development model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project management culture, 338–343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Framework, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Institute (PMI), 16, 225, 226, 257, 265, 270–271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project management life cycle, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Maturity (PMM) model, 304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project management office (PMO), 241, 296–297, 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and communities of practice, 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for IT projects, 471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Sigma projects in, 412–413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see also Project Office(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project management plan, 30–31, 47–61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contents of, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>documentation and configuration management plan in, 60–61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elements of, 47–48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environmental, safety, and health protection plan in, 57–58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>financial issues in, 54–55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>introduction/overview in, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mission and objectives in, 48–49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organization development plan in, 51–52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planning basis section in, 49–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>procurement and logistics plan in, 53–54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project planning, control, and administration plan in, 58–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality and productivity plan in, 56–57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality requirements addressed by, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resource plan in, 52–53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk analysis and contingency plan in, 55–56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schedules and logic/network plans in, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>security plan in, 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work breakdown structure in, 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work scope in, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Process Groups, 28–32, see also individual processes and groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Professional (PMP®) certification, 16, 227–237, 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintaining, 236–237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process for, 228–231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taking test for, 235–236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test preparation for, 231–235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Professionals Certification Center (PMCC) of Japan, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Research Committee of China, 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management South Africa, 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager Competency Assessment Program (PMCAP), 244–245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Project Manager Competency Development Framework (PMCDF), 22
project managers, 239–240, 251
for IT projects, 465
roles and responsibilities of, 241–242
skills and competencies for, 240–246
project mix, 316–317
Project Office(s), 355–364
challenges of implementing, 358–364
reasons for implementing, 356–358
types of, 358–361
see also project management office (PMO)
project participants, as stakeholders, 184, 185, 188
project performance appraisals, 146
project planners, 252
emergence of, 246
personal and professional characteristics for, 247
project planning, control, and administration plan, 58–60
project portfolio management (PPM), 297, 307–308, 313–324
activities required in, 313–315
choosing project mix in, 316–317
constraints in, 389
effectiveness in, 319–320
for IT projects, 471
multiproject execution and practices in, 320–323
multiproject management vs., 346
project flow in, 319
project scope in, 318
roles in, 315
projects, 1–4
characteristics of, 2–4
definition of, 2
project scope, 318
controlling, 82
defining, 81
elements of, 84
limitations on, 50
product scope vs., 82–83
verifying, 82
see also scope management
Project Support Office, see Project Office
project team
competency-building activities for, 248, 250
contracting and mobilizing, 144–145
developing, 145
involving, 155–157
managing, 145–147
organizational issues with, 250
for procurement, 207–209
professional needs of, 164–165
roles and responsibilities of, 143
specialty roles of, 247–249
Project Team Leaders, 251
project team management, 163–171
effective, 168–171
and leadership style, 157, 168
motivational forces in, 163–165
power spectrum in, 165–167
recommendations for, 168–170
see also team building
project-to-function budgeting, 115
property protection plan, 58
prototyping, 4
P2M (A Guidebook of Project & Program Management for Enterprise Innovation), 20–21
punishment, 166
PV, see planned value
PWP’s (planned work packages), 112

Q
QA, see quality assurance
QC (quality control), 56–57
qualitative risk analysis, 198–199
quality
cost of, 100, 125
definitions of, 124
quality assurance (QA), 56, 57, 126
quality audits, 126, 127
quality control (QC), 56–57
quality management, 6, 8, 123–127
Baldrige Criteria for, 130–133, 138
business process management for, 133–138
component processes of, 17
definition of, 123
in PM plan, 56
process improvement for, 137–138
terms/techniques used for, 129–130
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American Management Association
www.amanet.org
see also Six Sigma
quality management plan, 125
Quality Movement, 408–410
quality plans, 56–57
quantitative risk analysis, 199–200

R
RAM, see responsibility assignment matrix
RBS, see Risk Breakdown Structure
referent power, 166
relationships, in capability development model, 445
remote team meetings, 179
replanning, 92
reporting
  of cost information, 67–70
  in Earned Value Management, 119–120
  in multiple project environments, 352–353
requirements
  of customers, 134–135
  in new product development, 454–455
  project, 49–50, 80–81
  of stakeholders, 135
requirements management plan, 80–81
Requirements Traceability Matrix, 81
reserve analysis, 100
reserves, 56
resource allocation, 6, 350–351
resource effectiveness, organizational
effectiveness as, 386–388
resource efficiency, organizational effectiveness
vs., 388
resource leveling, 92
resource management, 304, 306–307, see critical chain method
resource managers, 248
resource plan, 52–53
resources
  estimates for, 89–90, 143
  in multiproject environment, 347
responsibility assignment matrix (RAM), 113, 144, 207, 208, see also roles and responsibilities
Results (Baldrige criterion), 130, 132
results-based systems, 256
results indicators, 136
return on investment (ROI), 124, 459
reviews
  product development, 457–458
  project, 258
reward power, 166
risk analysis, 55–56
Risk Breakdown Structure (RBS), 195, 196, 199
risk identification, 55
risk management, 7, 9, 193–203
  component processes of, 17
  and definition of risk, 194, 197
  monitoring and control in, 202
  in new product development, 458
  planning for, 195–196
  process of, 194–195
  qualitative risk analysis in, 198–199
  quantitative risk analysis in, 199–200
  risk identification in, 197–198
  risk response planning in, 201
Risk Management Plan, 195
risk metalanguage, 198
risk minimization plans, 56
Risk Register, 198
risk response planning, 201
risk(s), 7
  causes vs. effects of, 197–198
  definition of, 194, 197
  in international projects, 418–419
  see also risk management
role definition, as professional need, 164
role design, in capability development model, 444
roles and responsibilities
  in human resource plan, 143–144
  in multiple project environments, 348–352
  in PM plan, 51
  in procurement, 207
  of project managers, 241–242
  in project portfolio management, 315
  of project team members, 143–144, 247–249
root cause analysis, 126
roundtable discussions, 157
RSS feeds, 431
rules-based systems, 256

S
safety and health protection plan, 57
sales, preparing new products for, 460–461
schedule performance measurement, in PM plan, 59
schedules
detailed, 114
development of, 91–93
general characteristics of, 114
in PM plan, 54
project-level, 114
for time control, 92, 94
scheduling
in Earned Value Management, 113–114
information needed for, 90
project management vs., 5
see also time management
scope management, 8, 79–85
component processes of, 17
developing scope statement for, 83–85
in ecosystem restoration projects, 478
in PM plan, 50
and product vs. project scope, 82–83
value of outputs from, 80–82
scope management plan, 79–80, 85
scope statement, 83–85, see also project scope
scorecards, 282, 329–330
search engines, 432
security, for IT projects, 472
security plan, 58
self-assessment/mastery, 246
self-organization, in knowledge management, 398
seminars, 157
“semiprofessions,” 266
Sender-Receiver Model, 175–176
senior management meetings, 178–179
Senior Project Managers, 251
sense making, 400
sequencing activities, 88–89
Shared Services model, for IT projects, 471
Six Sigma, 137–138, 407–414
description of, 410–412
and project management, 412–414
and Quality Movement, 408–410
skills
in general management, 18
for project managers, 240–243
social bookmarking, 432
social development projects, 483–486
social media, 427–435
Four A’s of, 435
Kennedy Center use of, 432–433
older collaboration practices vs., 429–432
and project management practice, 428–429
Tessitura Network, Inc., use of, 433–434
social networking, 432
social norms, 430
software
in multiple project environments, 350
scheduling, 5
see also enterprise project management (EPM)
South Africa, competency standards in, 23
spend plan, 108
spiral method, 4
SPO (Strategic Project Office), 359–362
staffing, of task teams, 169
staffing management plan, 145
stakeholder analysis
in political management plan, 376–377
template for, 382
stakeholder management, 175, 183–191
community participants in, 184–185
and determination of project success, 183–184
ethics in, 258
parasitic participants in, 185–186
performance reports in, 175
project champions in, 184, 185
project participants in, 184, 185
success modeling in, 186–190
stakeholders
identifying, 174
project information for, 352
requirements of, 135
statistical sampling, 127
storming stage (team-building), 153
strategic constraints, 390–391
strategic management, 291–299
competitive convergence and competitive advantage in, 293–294
and hidden sources of competitive advantage, 298–299
historic periods in, 292
schools of thought about, 292
in Strategy & Projects report, 285
VRIO framework for, 294–298
see also Strategy & Projects study
strategic model for managing projects, 33–34,
see also initiation of projects
strategic planning, 6
as Baldrige criterion, 130, 131
knowledge of starting position in, 282
Strategic Project Office (SPO), 359–362
strategic projects, 347
strategy(-ies)
definition of, 291
in initiation of projects, 35, 44–45
in PM plan, 50
Strategy & Projects study, 281–290
best practices revealed in, 282–283
framework of, 284–290
key findings of, 283–284
survey used in, 284
study phase (project contracting), 218–219
subcontracting plans, 53
success, 129
modeling, 186–190
in multiproject environments, 353
process, 189–191
in procurement, 209, 212
project, 183–184
summary schedules, 54
suppliers
for international projects, 419
requirements of, 135
supporting technologies, 432
synchronous technologies, 431

T
tacit knowledge, 298–299, 404
team building, 151–161
benefits and pitfalls in, 152–153
classic stages of, 153–154
fast track to, 160–161
intercultural, 420
planning for and implementing, 155–160
ten rules of, 154–155
see also project team management
team-building sessions, 170
team meetings, 179
team performance assessment, 146
teams, 7
commitment of, 170
defining structure of, 169–170
developing, 170
for new product development, 454
unstructured processes for, 455, 456
virtual, 144, 145
teamwork, 42, 151–153, see also team building
technical expertise, 164, 240–241
technical management, 5, 6
technical performance measurement, 57
technologies
asynchronous, 431–432
as enabler of communities of practice, 401–402
and project methodologies, 35–36
staying abreast of, 472
supporting, 432
synchronous, 431
Tessitura Network, Inc. case study, 433–434
text messaging, 431
time management, 8, 87–94
activity durations estimates in, 90–91
activity resources estimates in, 89–90
component processes of, 17
Control Schedule in, 92, 94
defining activities in, 87–88
in multiple project environments, 350
schedule development in, 91–93
sequencing activities in, 88–89
total quality management (TQM), 42, 44, 56
training, see education and training
trust
in knowledge management, 397
with social media, 429

U
undistributed budgets (UBs), 115
units completed method (earned value), 66
unstructured projects, for new product development, 455–456
use-cases, 454–456

V
value measurement, see PM Value Initiatives
values
in capability development model, 444–445
definition of, 255
variance analysis, 117–119
vendor bids, analysis of, 100
verbal communication, 177–178
virtual teams, 144, 145
VRIO framework, 294–298

W
Waterfall Development Life Cycle, 4
waterfall methodology, for new product
development, 456–457
WBS, see work breakdown structure
Web-based conferencing, 431
wikis, 431
work authorizations
in Earned Value Management, 112–113
in PM plan, 59
work breakdown structure (WBS)
creating, 82
defining activities outlined in, 87–88
and Earned Value Management, 110
planning target authorizations for, 112–113
in PM plan, 51
risks in, 199
and work scope, 49
work environment, 164
workflow
EPM systems for, 310–311
technologies supporting, 432
Workforce Focus (Baldrige criterion), 130, 132
work package plans, 58–59
work packages
authorized, 112
planning, 112
work package schedules, 114
work performance information, 146
work scope, in project management plan, 49
workshops, 157

Z
zero defects, 100